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COUPLED CIRCUITS *)
by a. D. H. TELLEGEN 538.565.5: 621.396.611.3

Summary
The theory of coupled circuits leads. in the determination of the fre-
quencies and dampings of the free oscillations. to an equation of the
fourth degree. Ifwe confine ourselves to cases in which the resonance
curve has a small relative width. that cquation can be reduced to one
of the second degree which can be resolved into factors in a simple
manner. Each of the factors determines one of the free oscillations.
Inductive or capacitive coupling leads to a real coupling factor k,
resistance coupling to an imaginary k,mixed coupling to a complex k.
If the circuits are equally damped and equally tuned, then. when k
is real, the factors have equal dampings but different characteristic
frequencies; when k is imaginary, they have equal characteristic
frequencies but different dumpings; when kis complex, they have both

/ different characteristic frequencies and different dampinga. If' the
circuits are equally damped but differently tuned. the effect on the
shape of the resonance curve is the same as that of an increase of k2•
If the circuits are equally tuned but unequally damped. k2 is appa-
rently diminished. If the circuits are differently tuned and unequally
damped, k2 is apparently altered by a complex amount. All symme-
trical resonance curves can be drawn in a single family. The height of
the resonance curve is also investigated. Finally, systems are consi-
dered in which the circuits are coupled over an arbitrary four-terminal
network which mayalso contain an amplifying valve.

/

1. Introduction
Much has been written about coupled circuits, and they have been studied

.in all kinds of manners. Many of the results obtained in this article have
thus been obtained previously by others, although they were often formu-
lated differently, and they may be found in the surveys of Wagner 1)
,and Aiken 2). After we have set up the equations for the coupled circuits,
our method of treatment deviates, however, from that followed until now
~ various respects, and in many cases it makes it possible to emphasize
certain characteristics with a minimum of calculation, which is an advan-
tage as far as physical insight is concerned. We shall moreover generalize
the concept of coupled circuits by considering circuits that are coupled
over an arbitrary four-terminal network which mayalso contain an ampli-

fying valve .
• ) Published in Dutch in Tijdschr. Ned. Radiogenoot. 10, 147, 1943.
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Coupled circuits are often used in radio engineering as the coupling
element between two valves and are then often called bandpass filters.
A certain alternating current I is passed by the first valve to the first cir-
cuit, while the second circuit furnishes an alternating voltage V to the next
valve. It is the ratio of this voltage to that current as a function of the
frequency, and especially its absolute value, which determines the reso-
nance curve of the bandpass filter, which must be known for the appli-
cations.

For any given linear system of constant elements this ratio has the form

V aoÄ.R + al'1'l-1 + + an

T= bo;'-;' + b;_ÀR-I + + ~n '

where ). = jto, when to is the angular frequency, and the a's and b's are all
real and determined by the value of the elements of which the system is
composed. Setting the denominator equal to zero gives an equation of the
nth degree in A, whos~ roots determine the free oscillations of the system.
An imaginary root leads to an undamped oscillation, a complex root to a
damped or augmenting oscillation, a real root to an aperiodic phenomenon.
If the system consists of one oscillation circuit, then n= 2 and the expres-
sion is easily discussed. If the system consists of two circuits, n = 4; for
investigation it is then advantageous to resolve numerator and denomi-
nator into two factors of the second degree. The resonance curve of a system
with two circuits can thus always be conceived of as the product of the
resonance curves of two systems with one circuit.

The factorization of a fourth-degree polynomial into two second-degree
polynomials comes down to the solution of an equation of the fourth
degree. In the most general form this solution is by way of that of a third-
degree equation. This method was followed for two coupled circuits by
Wien 3), Kiebitz 4), and recently by Schneider 5). The results are,

I
however, not very instructive. By assuming that the circuits are little
damped, little detuned with respect to each other, and loosely coupled,
it is however possible to find approximate solutions which are simpler.
These have been calculated by Wien via the third-degree equation to the
third approximation, and later by Van der Po16) directly in a simpler
way to the fourth approximation. Van der Pol points out that the
quintessence of the phenomena occurring with coupled circuits under
the conditions mentioned can already he satisfactorily described with a
solution to the second approximation. Ifwe confine ourselves to this appro-
ximation, we may introduce various simplifications from the very begin-
ning, for instance instead of the frequency itself we may use as variable the
difference between the frequency and the resonance frequency of the cir-
cuits. In that way we arrive for a single circuit at expressions of the firs+
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degree, and for coupled circuits at expressions of the second degree which
are easily resolved into two factors of the first degree.

2. The single circuit
Before discussing coupled circuits we shall review several properties 'of

the single circuit. For the circuit shown in fig. 1, which consists of a self-
induction L, resistance R, capacity C and source of voltage V in series, the
current I can be calculated from, .

(jwL+R+ ~)I= V.
JWC

(1)

..
L RGc

Fig. 1. Single oscillation circuit.

When we put
1
trr: Wo'
lLC

the resonance frequency of the circuit, and divide both members by woL,
we obtain

(
,ooR ,Wo) V
J-+--J- 1=-·
Wo woL 00 woL

(2)

When we put

the damping of the circuit, and
00 Wo---=p,
Wo 00

the detuning, we may write

(3)

The current is thus determined by

I 1 1 (4)

In order better to understand the significance of p we introduce the
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difference LJw between the frequency of the source of voltage and the reso-
nance frequency of the circuit and thus put

w = Wo + LJw.
LJw

Therefore, when _' « 1,
Wo

{3= 1+ LJw ' 1__ = 2LJw _ (LJW)2 + ... ~ 2LJw.
Wo 1+ LJw Wo Wo Wo

Wo

In that case therefore {3is directly proportional to Llw and at the sáme time
. {3«1. In order that the main part of-the resonance curve shall lie at these
small values of {3, it is necessary also that 15«], which we shall for the
rest assume. In general R will depend upon the frequency, since the IOSSE8

of a circuit, which may for instance originate in the coil resistance, are not
constant. If we consider only a small frequency region around the reso-
nance frequency, we may disregard this and consider R aud thus also 15
as constant. The only variable quantity in (4) is then {3,which occurs only
in the denominator, and to the first degree. The absolute value of (4) as a
function of {3 gives the familiar symmetrical resonance curve whose width
is determined by 15. Due to the fact that we confine ourselves to small
values of 15, thi- width in cycles per second compared with the resonance
frequency in cycles per second, the relative band width, will be small.

Upon the application of a single circui.t as coupling element between
two valves the situation deviates somewhat from fig. 1. Thè system then
consists of a self-induction L, a capacity C and a source of current I in
parallel, while the voltage Von the circuit is passed on to the next valve.
It is advisable here to represent the circuit losses by a conductance G III

parallel with the circuit (fig. 2). By the restrietion to a small relative band

Fig. 2. Another form of a single oscillation circuit.

width we may represent the losses of the circuit not only by a constant
resistance in series, but also by a cuustant conductance in parallel. The
internal resistance of the preceding valve may be considered to be included
in G. The calculation now c~rrespon~s entirely to the above. We may write

(jwC + G -+ j:L) V= I, (5)
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which, upon division of both members by woC and introduetion of the

damping by now putting
G
-=15
())oC '

while Wo and p have the same significance as above, can he converted into

Vl. 1-=-_.--,
I woe ö+jp

(6)

which corresponds entirely to (4):

3. Two coupled circuits

3a. Inductioe or capacitive coupling
We shall begin by considering two inductively coupled circuits, the first

of which contains a source of voltage. We ask for the current in the second
circuit (fig. 3). The equations for the two circuits may ?e written as follows:

. 1 -
(jwLl + u,+ jWcJ 11"-jwM 12= V'I

- jwM 11 + (jwL~ + R2 +~) 12 = O.}wC2

(7)

Fig. 3. Two inductively coupled circuits; coupling factor real.

If we put
1 1

-VLlC
l
= OOI and -VL

2
C2= (02'

and divide the first equation by V(O~Ll and the second by -vw2L2' we obtain

(j~+ Rl-jWl).1I-VWlLl-j" (0 . ,M .12-V~2L2= V 'I
OOI OOI 1 00 10010021L1L2 1(OlLl (8)

- (0 M -r=»: (00 R2 (02) .r=i:_j /_.,/_.Ily(OlLl+ j-+--y;-j- ·12yw2L2=O.
1(01002 yLIL2 002 002 2 00 -

If we put
Rl R2 (0 001' (0 002 /-- (0 M
__ = öü --= 152,---= (31'---= P2' )(01002=000' -.-==K,
w
l
L
l

W2L2 (01 00 (02 00 Wo fLILz



then we may write

(151+ jPI) .11 iwlLl -jK .12 -Vw2L2 = / V 'l
1wILl

-jK. 11-VwlLl + (152+ j(2)' 12-Vw2L2 = O.
(9)

6 B.D.H.TELLEGEN

From this it follows for the current in the second circuit that

12 j I(
-=-~==
V Wo -VLlL2 (151+ jPl) (152+ j(2) + K2

(10)

When we confine ourselves to bandpass filters with a small relative band
width of the resonance curve, 151,152,PI' P2 and also K are all small compared
with unity. We then need to distinguish between co, Wo, W

l
and W2 only in

PI and P2' When we introduce the differences Llwl and Llw2 between the
frequency of the source of voltage and the resonance frequencies of the
circuits by putting

then

. 2 LlWl . 2 Llw2 2 (W2 - wl) MPI ~ --, P2 ~ --, PI - P2 ~ and K ~ ;_ = k ,
Wo Wo Wo 1LlL2

the coupling factor. In the small region around the resonance frequencies to
which our attention is confined, we may consider RI and R2' and thus also
151and 152,as well as K, to be constant. The only variable quantities in (10)
are then PI and P2 and they occur only in the denominator, while their
difference may be considered as cons~ant.
We have derived (10) .here for inductively coupled circuits with series

resistances. For any given coupled circuits we can, however, always derive
an expression of the form of (10), which is thus characteristic of two cou-
pled circuits. If for example they form the coupling element between two
valves, a source of current I is in parallel with the first circuit and the vol-
tage on the second circuit is passed on to the next valve. It is then again
advisable to represent the circuit losses by conductances in parallel with the
circuits. Ifwe imagine the circuits coupled by a small capacity between the
tops of the circuits, the system ofjig.4 is obtained. lts calculation corres-
ponds entirely to the above, when we consider the voltages on the circuits

+

4iJ295

Fig. 4. Two capacitively coupled circuits; k real.
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as the unknowns and set the sum of the currents of the first circuit equal
to I and the sum ofthe currents of the second circuit equalto zero. We then

obtain

~jw (C' + Ck) + Gl + j:L
l
~ Vl - jwCk V2 = I, I

(11)

- jwCk. Vl + ~jw (C" + Ck) + G2+ j:L
2

~ V2 = 0 .

When this is compared with (7) it is found that C' + Ck and CIf + Ck
must be considered as the capacities of the circuits. We therefore put

C' + Ck = Cl and CIf+ Ck = C2•

Thus we inust consider as .first circuit the system that is obtained from
.fig: 4 by short-circuiting the second circuit, and vice versa. Ifwe divid~ the

first equation by l'wlC]., the second by -VW2C2 and put

Gl G2 Ck
.--'= 01' -- = O2, -- = k,
WlCl' W2C2 l'ClC2

while Wo' wl' W2' {Jl and {J2 have the same significance as above, and we
again confine ourselves to bandpass :filters with a small relative band
width, as will also be done in the following, we arrive at

V2 j k_= __ .' -, (12)
I Wo l'C2Cl (01 + j{Jl) (02 +j{J2) + 1£2

which corresponds entirely to (10).
If in fig. 4 ~t were a quest.ion of inductive coupling instead of capacitive

coupling, that would correspond to a large self-induction Lk instead of the
small capacity Clç. For that also (12) can again be derived.

3b. Resistance coupling
The circuits can also be coupled by a conductance Gk 'as indicated in

jig. 5. Ifwe follow the method indicated above, we put
Gk

G' + Gk = Gl, G" + G,.= G2, = k *),
jwo I ClC2

.,.8296

Fig. 5. Two circuits with resistance coupling; k imaginary .
._--

*) In the literature a definition is often found for this case that corresponds to
Gk/YGtG2 = k. G. W. O. Howe, Wireless Eng. 9, 485, 1932, has already pointed
out that this cannot be a correct measure of the couI?ling.

+

La Va
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while the other quantities retain the same significance. We then again
obtain (12). The coupling factor is now imaginary; however.

3c. Mixed coup,ling

When we have capacitive as well as resistance coupling, as indicated in
fig.6, we must put

, .Gk + jwo Ck _ k
jwo r'C1C2 -

and we then again obtain (12). The coupling factor is now complex.
Gk

• Q8Z!}?

Fig. 6. Two circuits with mixed coupling; k complex.

4. Equally damped and equally tuned circuits

The frequency dependence of a bandpass filter is determined entirely by
'the denominator of (12)

N = (<51 + jPI) (<52 + j (2) + k2 • (13)
If k2 is 5,0 small that it may be neglected in N, N consists of the product of
two factors each of which corresponds to one of the circuits .. In that case
the form of the resonance curve is that of the product of the resonance
curves of the separate circuits. If k2 may not be neglected, N may again be
resolved into two factors which now no longer correspond to the separate
circuits, but are related to the free oscillations which the system can execute.
We shall begin with the simplest case, namely that in which the two cir-

cuits have equal damping
<51 = <52 = <5,

and in which they are equally tuned, so that we may put

PI = P2· P .
Then

N = (<5 + jP)2 + k2. (14)
The coupling factor will in general be complex, so that we put

. _jk = m + jl *). (15)
*) If it were still possible to define freely the concept coupling factor, we should prefer

for it the quantity jk, with which resistance coupling would have a real, and inductive
or capacitive coupling an imaginary coupling factor. For this reason we have written
jk and not k as the sum of a real and an imaginary part. This also fits hest with the
expression for k given in section 3c for the case of mixed coupling.
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4a. k real

We shall begin with the case where k is real, thus k = l. With this we
obtain

N= (£5 + h~)2 + l2 = ~£5 + j (P + l)~ ~£5 + j (P - lH: (16)

These factors correspond to two circuits with equal dampings £5 whose charac:
teristic frequencies are shifted in opposite directions with respect to that of the
'circuits 'of the bandpass filter, each by an amount 1 (fig.7). If 1 is väricd

~
-2 0 {1

48298

Fig. 7. The two factors have equal dampings but different characteristic frequencies.

continuously from zero, these characteristic frequencies are shifted equ-
ally to both sides. The resulting resonance curve is always symmetrical
and has initially one maximum in the middle. Upon increasing the couJ;>ling
two maxima are formed, one on either side of a minimum in the middle.
In order to ascertain at what coupling the transition between the two cases
lies, we must write the absolute value of N2. That is

(17)

The term with p2 disappears for 12= c52 and thus the transition lies at that
point. The resonance curve here has a flat top. The position of the maxima
occurring with stronger coupling is found' by determining the minima of
(17). They lie at p2 = l2 - c52•
Since the characteristic frequencies of the factors of (16) correspond to

the frequencies of the free oscillations of the system, we can indicate them
immediately in fig. 4, when we assume here also that the two circuits are
exactly alike, thus, in addition to equal tuning and" equal damping, that
they also have equal capacities C' = C" = C. In the case of the one free
oscillation Vl and V2 are equal and in phase and thus Ck carries no current.
In the case of the other oscillation Vl and V2 are equal and in opposite
phase, so that Ck does carry current. If we imagine Ck replaced by two
capacities 2Ck in series, there is in the latter case no alternating voltage
between the point of connection of these capacities and the lower side of
the circuits, so that we may connect these points without any alteration
of the state of oscillation. We then see that the capacity determining
the characteristic frequency in this case is C + 2Ck, while for the case
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) when the voltages on the Circuits are in phase, this is C. If we change the
coupling between the circuits by changing only Ck, the one characteristic
frequency remains unchanged while the other is shifted. This is in contrast
to our statement above where we said that upon change in 1 the two
characteristic frequencies are shifted equally but in opposite directions.
The reason for this lies in the fact that when we vary only Ck, we vary
not only I but also the tuning of the circuits. In order to prevent this we
must keep C+ Ck constant and thus upon increasing Ct;we must diminish
the value of C by the same amount. If we have two circuits that are
coupled by a mutual induction and we change the coupling without
altering the self-inductions of the coils, then indeed we obtain an equal and
opposite shift of the characteristic frequencies. From this it also follows
that in order to obtain a variable width of the resonance curve such as is
employed for example in intermediate-frequency amplifiers of receiving sets,
a coupling by a variable mutual induction is better than a variable capa-
citive coupling.

4~. le imaginary

If le is imaginary, thus when jle = m, we have

N = (0 + j(3)2 - m2 = ~(o + m) + j(3~ }(o - m) + i(3~. (18)

These factors correspond to two circuits with equal characteristic frequencies
but with dampings that are altered in opposite directions with respect to
that of the circuits of the bandpass filter, each by an amount m (fig.8).

Fig. 8. The two factors have equal characteristic frequencies but different dampings.

The resulting resonance curve is now also symmetrical and always has a
maximum in the middle .. With increasing value of m the width of the
resonance curve decreases, at m = 0 it even becomes infinitesimally nar-
row, so that self-oscillations may occur. With the system of fig. 5 this can-
not be fulfilled. Systems in which m can he equal to 0, will be discussed in
section 10.

Since the factors of (18) correspond to the free oscillations of the system,
we can immediately indicate them in fig. 5 if we assume here that in addi-
tion to equal tuning and equal damping the circuits also have equal conduc-
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tances G' = Gil = G. In the case of the one free oscillation VI and V2 are
again equal and in phase so that Gk carries no current. In the case of the
other oscillation VI and V2 are equal and in opposite phase so that Gk then
does carry current. If we imagine Gk replaced by two conductances 2Gk
in series, there is then in the latter case no voltage between the point of
connection of these conductances and the lower side of the circuits, so that
these points may be connected without altering the state of oscillation.
Wethen see that the conductance determining the damping in this case
is G + 2Gk, while for the case where the voltages on the circuits are in
phase this amounts to G. If we change the coupling hetween the circuits
by changing only Gk, one of the dampings of the free oscillations remains
unchanged while the other is increased. In order to attain the above des-
crihed state, at which by theincrease of the coupling the dampings of the
free oscillations .are changed equally hut in opposite directions, up,on in-
creasing Gk we must diminish the value of G by an equal amount so that
G + Gk remains constant.

4c. k complex

If k is complex so that jk = m + jl, we obtain

N = (O+jfJ)2- (m+jl)2 = ~(o+ m) +j (fJ+l)~ ~(o-m) +j (fJ-l)~. (19)

Here the factors have different characteristic [requencies as well as different
dampings (fig. 9). The result is that their product gives an unsymmetrical
resonance curve. The free oscillations corresponding to these factors can
be indicated in fig. 6 in a manner analogous to that above, when the two
circuits are exactly alike.

~
-I 0 Z '!,JOO

Fig. 9. 'The two factors have both different characteristic frequencies and different
dampings.

The system of fig. 6 may for example occur when the coupling capacity
Ck is subject to losses. In order in' that case to prevent the occurrence of an
unsymmetrical resonance curve, we may give an extra damping to the least
damped free oscillation. For that purpose we split Ck and Gk into two capa-
cities and two conductances 2Ck and 2Gk in series and introduce between
the connecting point of these and the lower side of the circuits a conduc-
tance 4Gk (fig. 10). A similar case is obtained when the circuits are coupled

11
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. over a common series condenser with losses (fig. lla). If 11 and 12' oscillate
in phase, no current flows through the coupling capacity and thus R does
not damp; if 11 and 12 oscillate in opposite phase, current does flow through
.1

0.8.301

Fig. 10. Dy splitting the coupling condenser and adding a resistance the resonance curve
ean be prevented from becoming unsymmetrical by the losses of the coupling condenser.

it and there is therefore extra damping. By changing the system into that
of fig. llb the two free oscillations are again equally damped and the
occurrence of an unsymmetrical resonance curve is prevented.

ba
Fig. I!. In a the resonance curve is made unsymmetrical by the losses of the coupling
eondenser, while in b it has been made symmetrical again.

5. Equally damped but differently tuned circuits

If the circuits have equal dampings <51 = <52 = <5, but different tunings,
the detuning can best be measured from the point midway between the
tunings of the two circuits, and thus we put

where 21' is thus a measure of the detuning of the circuits with respect
to each other. Substituting this in (13) we obtain

N = ~<5 +j (P + rH ~<5 +j (P - rH + k2 = (<5 + jP)2 + k2 + y2. (21)
Comparing this with (14) it is evident that the detuning l' has the same effect
on N as an increase of k2 to k2 + y2. Thus if k2 is zero or positive, the system
behaves as the product of two equally damped but differently tuned circuits.
When k2 decreases the dampings of the factors at first remain unchanged
but the characteristic frequencies approach each other until k2 =_ 1'2,

where the characteristic frequencies of the factors are equal. If k2 then
decreases still further, the characteristic frequencies of the factors remain
further unchanged but the dampings are changed in opposite directions. 7)

The resonance curve has a flat top at k2 + 1'2 = <52•



When we compare this with (14) we see that the inequality of damping 8

has the same effect 071- N as a decrease of k2 to k2 - 82• Thus if k2 is zero or
negative, the system behaves as the product of two equally tuned but
unequally damped circuits. If k2 increases the characteristic frequencies
of the factors at first remain unchanged, but the dampings approach each
other until k2 = 82, where the dampings of the factors are equal. If k2 then
increases still further, the dampings of the factors remain unchanged' but.
the characteristic frequencies are shifted in opposite directions. B) The latter
are then determined by fJ = ± 1k2-_ 82, which shows, as was also em-
phasized by Van der PoI9), that with coupled circuits the characte-
ristic frequencies may depend ?onsiderably upon the dampings of the
circuits. in particular upon the difference between their dampings. This is
therefore contrary to the behaviour of a single circuit where the influence
of a small damping on the frequency of the free oscillation is only slight.
The resonance curve has a flat top at

k2 _ 82 = c52, k2 = -}(!5I2 + <522) •

COUPLED CIRÇUlTS 13

6. Equally tuned but unequally damped circuits

If the circuits are equally tuned so that we may write fJI _ (J2 fJ.
hut their dampings are different, we put

!5I = !5+ 8, !52= !5 _ 8 • (22)'

The quantity !5 thus represents the average damping -H!5I + !52)' the quan-
tity 28 represents the difference hetween 'the dampings of the circuits.
With this (13) becomes

N = (<5 + 8 + jfJ) (!5 - 8 + j{J) + k2 = (<5 + jfJ)2 + k2 _ 8
2
• (23)

In the literature 10) it is sometimes stated that in the case of coupled circuits also the
.dampings have, in a first approximation, no effect on the characteristic frequencies,
.which statement appears to conflictwith the above. The reason for this discrepancy is the
following. For loss-free circuits the characteristic frequencies can simply be calculated
exactly, thus for any given tunings and for any given coupling, because the odd-power
terms in the fourth-degree equation disappear in this case. If, starting with that; solution,
the losses are taken into account in a first approximation, it is indeed found that the

_characteristic frequencies do not change. The assumption has then been made, however,
that the dampings are small compared with the coupling, thus e«k also. In that case in
l' k2_e2 the E has indeed no effect in a first approximation. The important cases in which the
dampings are small, but the _couplingfactor and the detuning of the circuits with respect
to each other are likewise small, and ,,11are of the same order of magnitude, cannot be
approached in this way. ----

7. Unequally damped and differently tuned circuits

If the circuits are not only unequally damped hut also differently tuned
we put
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.1 With this (13) becomes.

N = ~6+e+j (,8+y)~ )6:-e+j (,8-yH + k2= (6+j,8)2 + k2_ (e+jy)2, (240)

which corresponds to a change of k2 into Jc2 - (e + jy)2. In general this will
lead to an unsymmetrical resonance curve, unless Jr,2 - [s + jy)2 happens
to be real, thus when (m + jl)2 + (e + jy)2 is real. This is the case when

ml + ey = O.

The above discussed special cases of this are those where both ml and ey
are zero. In order in the most general case to resolve (24) into factors we
must calculate .

ti(m + jl)2 + (s + jy)2 = q + jp.

With this the result is

N= ~(6+ q) + j (fJ + p)~ H6-q) + j (,8-pH.

8. Universal resonance curves

From the foregoing it follows that in the investigation of the possible
forms of the resonance curves we may confine ourselves to the case of
equally damped and equally tuned circuits, because the other cases can he
reduced to that. Since the symmetrical resonance curves are the most im-
portant ones, we shall confine ourselves to them and we may therefore in
addition assume that k2 is real; it may however be either positive or nega-
tive. If we assign the height unity to the middle point of all the resonance
curves, they are determined by

INo I 'I 6
2 + k

2 I 6
2 + k

2

N = (6 +j ,8)2 + k2 = i (62 + k2)2 + 2 (62 _ k2) ,82 + ,84 •

,8 is hpr(' the variable quantity and 62 and k2 are to be considered as para-
meters. By dividing numerator and denominator by 62 we may write

IN
oI 1+ k2J62

. N = i(1 + k2J 62)2 + 2 (1 _ k2J62) -. ,82J62 + ,8~,/64'. (25)

whereby PI 6 has become the variable and only one parameter, Jr,2J62, remains.
The curves can thus be drawn as a single family, as has been done infig.12.
If the circuits are equally damped but differently tuned, the curves remain
correct when Jr,2 is replaced by Jr,2+ y2. Ifthe circuits are equally tuned but
unequally damped Jr,2 must be replaced by Jr,2 - e2, and 6 represents the
average damping i(61 + 62), *)

*) This possibility of drawing all symmetrical resonance curves in a single family was,
for inductive or capacitive coupling, in 1931pointed out and carried out by Ir F. H.
Stieltjes, who was at that time connected with this laboratory.
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9. The height of the resonance curve
Until now we have dealt only with the denominator N of (12), which

determines the shape of the resonance curve. In addition to that the height .
of the resonanc~ curve is also important, because it determines the ampli-
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Fig. 12. Universal symmetrical resonance curves of bandpass filters with a small relative
band width.
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can be applied directly for equally damped and equally tuned circuits.
With equally damped but differently tuned circuits k2 must be replaced by k2 + '1'2.
With equally tuned but differently damped circuits k2 must be replaced by k2_e2•
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:6.cation when the system is employed as coupling element between two
yalves. If we desire to study the influence of the coupling factor on the
height of the resonance curve we cannot confine ourselves to N since k
also occurs in the numerator, and we must therefore investigate kj N.
In the case of equally damped and equally tuned circuits at the middle

point f3 = 0
k k
N <52 + k2

When 1£ is real this has a maximum at k2 = <52, thus at the same coupling
as that for obtaining a resonance curve with a flat top.

In the case of equally damped but differently tuned circuits at f3 = 0

k k

When k is real this has a maximum at k2 = <52 + y2, thus at a coupling
tighter than that for obtaining a flat top.

In the case of eqllally tuned but unequally damped circuits at f3 = 0

k k
N= <52 - S2 + 1£2 •

When k is real this has a maximum at k2 = <52 - S2 = <51 <52, thus at a cou-
pling looser than that for obtaining a flat top.

From (12) it also follows that in order to attain a large height it is im-
portant to make Cl and C2 small. In the amplification of very wide fre-
quency bands, as for instance in television, Cl and C2 are kept equal to the
valve capacities increased by the unavoidable wiring and coil capacities
which are limited to a minimum. In addition, with a given shape of the
resonance curve, thus with a given N, it remains desirable to be able to use a
large coupling factor. Now in general it is desirable that the resonance curve
should be as rectangular as possible, and this can he approximated by a
symmetrical resonance curve with a flat top. If the circuits are equally
tuned and equally damped we must therefore choose k . <5. If the circuits
have equal dampings but are differently tuned, we saw above that the de-
tuning has the same effect on the shape of the resonance curve as an
increase in the coupling factor. If we do not wish to alter the shape of the
resonance curve by the detuning the coupling factor will therefore have to
be diminished, which is disadvantageous for the height. If we tune the
circuits alike but give them different dampings, leaving the mean damping
constant, we saw above that this has the same effect on the resonance curve
as a decrease in the coupling factor. If we do not wish to alter the shape of
the resonance curve by unequal dumpings, we shall therefore have W
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increase the coupling factor, which is advantageous for the height. We may
proceed with making the dampinga unequal until one circuit has a zero
damping and the other a damping of 2<511). k2 is thereby apparently de-
creased by an amount <52•Originally k2 was equal to <52,so that we must
now make k2 = 2<52in order to retain the shape of the resonance curve.
The coupling factor and tbereby the height of the resonance curve thus
become V2 times as large.

10. Coupling over a four-terminal network
. .

The most general possibility of coupling between two circuits is found
likewise to lead to the expressions studied, when we investigate two cir-
cuits coupled over any given four-terminal network (fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Two circuits coupled ovcr a four-terminal network.

Since we wish to investigate a system with only two circuits, the four-
terminal network contains no circuit tuned approximately to the resonance
frequencies of those circuits. Weneed not therefore pay attention to the
frequency dependence of the four-terminal network, and its equations may
be given in the form

11= Yll VI - Y21 V2, ~

12 = - Y12 VJ.+ Y22 V2, ~

where the Y's may be considered as constant. Since we also wish to inves-
tigate the cases where the four-terminal network contains an amplifying
valve, in general Y12 will not be equal to Y21• If we use this to write the
'equatipns of the system, we obtain .

(26)

(jW C' + G' + ~ + Yll) VI - Y2J. V2= I, ~
JWL1 (27)

- Y12 V1 + (jW C" + Gil +jW~2 + Y22) V2 = O.

vi e see that Yll and Y22 only affect the damping and the tuning of the
circuits, so that we can include the latter in it by changing G', C', Gil and
C" into GI, Cl' G2 and C2• The quantities Y12 and Y21 cause the coupling
between the circuits and we now obtain
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thus in general a complex coupling factor. Ifwe calculate V2/I, we arrive at
an expression which differs from (12) only by a factor -VY12/Y;;- in the
numerator. The quantity N which determines the shape of the resonance
curve remains unchanged and thus all the considerations given for Nare
also valid now.
Examples of couplings where Y12 -::/:. Y21 are obtained when two circuits

are coupled over an amplifying valve. If there is some feedback, caused
for example by the anode-grid capacity Cag of the valve (fig. 14), then

Fig.14. Two circuits coupled over a valve with anode-grid capacity; k2 is purely imaginary.

Y12 = - S + JOJo Cag and Y21 = JOJo Cag, where S is the slope of the valve.
Since in general OJoCag« S, this leads to a purely imaginary k2, thus to a
complex k, so that the resonance curve in general becomes unsymmetrical.
If we feed back over a conductance Gag between anode and grid instead
of over a capacity (fig. lSa), then Y12 = - S + Gag and Y21 = Gng• Since
Gag « S can already give a firm coupling, this leads to a positive k2, thus
to a real k, so that in this way we can also obtain resonance curves with a
flat top. In order to carry this out in practice, a resistance cannot be intro-
duced between anode and grid, since that would lead to very large values of
the resistance (with circuits with an impedance at tuning of 100000 Q
and a valve with a slope of I mA/V we obtain a flat top with an anode-grid
resistance of 10Mn), so that the unavoidable self-capacity ofthis resistance
would have a dominating influence, Ho," ever, by tapping the resistance on
one or both circuits (fig. lSb), which makes it necessary to give it a lower

"'J06
a b c

Fig. IS. Two circuits coupled over a valve with resistance between anode and grid (a)
and two equivalent systems (b and c); k real.
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value, this objectiou can be met. The same result can be achieved by cou-
pling the two circuits over a small common series resistance (fig. 15c),
which can most easily be proved by converting the star Cl' L2' R into a
triangle, whereupon a conductance C1RjL2 is formed between anode and
grid. By reversing the phase of the feedback (fig. 16a and h) a system is
formed with nega tive k2, thus imaginary k. If the coupling is made strong
enough self-oscillations will occur.

a b
Fig. 16. Two circuits coupled over a valve and a resistance in such a way that self-oscil-
lations may occur; k imaginary.

In all these systems with amplifying valves the coupling elements cause
a much smaller damping or detuning of the circuits than in the case of the
systems previously discussed without amplifying valves.

Eindhoven, February 1943
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ON THE EXCITATION TEMPERATURE,
THE GAS TEMPERATURE,

AND THE ELECTRON TEMPERATURE
IN THE HIGH-PRESSURE MERCURY DISCHARGE

Summary
The excitation temperature of a high-pressure discharge, the tempe-
rature of which was formerly determined from the intensity decrease
perpendicularly to the axis of spectral lines having different initial
levels, is determined from the absolute value of the intensity of the
yellow lines 5770/5791 A, combined with the transition probability
of these lines, as measured by Schouten and Smit. The tempe-
rature found by this last method is considerably lower than that
previously determined. The cross-section of the Hg atom which
must be used in the Langevin equation in order to arrive at the
right current (the density of the electrons being determined by the
Saha equation), as well as the vapour pressure, are computed by
assuming the excitation temperature to coincide a) with the gas
temperature and b) with the electron temperature. In case b) we
determine the gas temperature by assuming that the electrons
deliver energy to the atoms through elastic collisions just sufficiently
to compensate the loss by conduction of heat. In both cases we find
for the cross-sectionofthe Hg atom a reasonable value, viz. 4.10-1? cm".
The pressure as computed from the gas temperature and the mean
vapour density agrees better with the measured value in the case b)
than in the case a) (differences 2'5 and 8 per cent, respectively).
In case b) we have to apply a correction to the temperature as for-
merly determined from the intensity decrease perpendicularly to the
axis, resulting in a satisfactory agreement between the twomethods.
Finally, the excitation probability of the 3d and 3D levels from the
ground level was estimated. The excitation by electron impact is
much more frequent than the excitation by mutual collisions of the
atoms, but yet it is far too small to explain temperature equilibrium.

1. .lntroduction

The temperature Tg of the gas of a discharge may he determined by
measuring the density and the pressure 1) 2) 3). The excitation temperature
Tex may be found from intensity measurements of molecular rotation or
vibration lines 4). No reliable methods are known to determine the elec-
tron temperature Te in high-pressure discharges, the probe method of
Langmuir 5) not bcing applicable at high pressures 27). The method of
determining the excitation temperature from the radial decrease of the inten-
sity of spectrallines with different initial levels 6), is not accurate. However,
this method gives Tex(r) accurately if the excitation temperature in the
axis Tex (0) is known.

Further, there are more indirect methods of determining the excitation
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temperature. If the ratio of the transition probabilities of two lines with
different initial levels is known, the temperature of the discharge follows
from the ratio ofthe intensities of these two lines 7)_ Schulz 8) used the
width of spectral lines to determine the electron concentration ne with the
aid of a formula given by Unsöld 9)_ The excitation temperature then
follows from the Saha equation. An advantage of these latter two me-
thods is that Tex occurs in the exponential. The disadvantage of the first
method is that the distance between the initiallevels is often small, and of
the second method that the error in ne may be rather large as a result ofthe
uncertain relation between the width of the lines and ne- A further disad-
vantage of the last method is that. Tex is derived from Vi/Tex (Vi = ioni-
zation potential) where Vi is uncertain at the high pressures necessary to
achieve a large width of the spectral line. For instance Schulz used a
value of 9'5 V for Vi whereas the ionization potentialof the isolated
mercury atom is 10'4 volts.
As the electrons obtain their energy directly from the field, and transfer

it to the atoms and the ions, the electron temperature is higher than the
gas temperature. The difference between Te, Tex and Tg, however, is
small in a high-pressure discharge 10).
In figs 1 a, b we have drawn these three temperatures schematically for

,
two extreme cases:

a) The excitation temperature and the gas temperature coincide.
The excitation and ionization occur mainly through mutual collisions be-
tween the atoms. The electron temperature lies so much higher that the
difference is sufficient to allow the electrons to transfer to the atoms by
means of elastic collisions the total energy supplied to the discharge.'

b) The excitation temperature and the electron temperature are equal.
Thc excitation and ionization occur mainly by impacts between electrons
and atoms. The gas temperature lies so much lower that the gas receives
just enough energy through elastic collisionswith the electrons to compen-
sate the Josses by conduction of heat.

In this paper we shall try to find some evidence as to whether in the high-
pressure mercury discharge of about one atmosphere the situation of fig. la
or that of fig. lb is the more probable. For this purpose we have studied the
same discharge for which the behaviour of Tex(r) has already been deter-
mined 6). Moreover we had seen that in this discharge the absorption ofthe
yellow lines (5770/91 Á) is negligible and that the population of the diffe-
rent levels of the mercury atom may be described by a Boltzmann
factor, the temperature figuring therein being called the excitation tem-

.~ perature.
Recently the absolute values of the transition probabilities of a number

of mercury lines have been determined 11). Sincè the absorption of the
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yellow lines is negligible in our discharge, we may determine Tex from a
measurement of the intensity of these lines.
'The discharge used in 6) ànd in these measurements is characterized

by an inner tube diameter of 41 mm, an input of 35 watts per cm .of are
length (direct current) and an amount of vaporized mercury of 12 mg
per cm of tube length. The tube is operated in the vertical position.

Fig. 1. Excitation temperature T.x• electron temperature T., and gas temperature T8 as a
function of the distance to the axis for two extreme cases. Tube diameter = 2 rw (sche-
matically). Two possihilîties are considered:
a) Excitation temperature and gas temperature are the same. The electron temperature

is higher.
b) Excitation temperature and electron temperature are the same, The gas temperature

is lower.

2. The measurements

As we want to know a number of properties of.this discharge we shall
describe their measurements successively. '

2A. The pressure
The pressure was determined in two ways:
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p = Cm/d2, (1)

a) Tubes with inner diameters of about 40 mm (diameters were exactly
measured by filling with water .and weighing) were filled with quantities
of mercury between 12 and 13 lig per cm of length. The tubes were opera-
ted vertically and when the mercury was totally vaporized and the equi-
librium state reached, a small spot on the tube wall was heated with a
small flame to such an extent that the glass softened there. It was then
possible to ascertain whether the pressure in the tube was below or above
the atmospheric pressure. In the first case the input was increased, whilst
in the second case the input was decreased and a second spot heated, In
this way we could determine the input at which the pressure equalled the
atmospheric pressure. That thÎs can be done accurately may he proved
by table 1.

TABLE I
(inner tube diameter d = 39'Smm; totallength 53'S cm; are length 50'0 cm; 12'05 mg Hg
per cm; no rare gas; atmospheric pressure 768mm)
current (amps) • . •.• _ • • •• 6'05 6'96 7'8 7'45' 7'65· 7'54 7'50
behaviour of heated spot _ • • _ _ _ + +' +
(- signifiesthat the tube sueks in and + that the tube blows out at the overheated spot).

For the tube of table I a pressure of 768 mm at 7'52 A was thus obtained
corresponding to an input (L) per cm of length of 47 watts, Writing:

where p is measured in atmospheres, m in mg/cm and d in mm, we find for C
a value of 130'7. If we carry out the same experiment with a larger value
of m we need a smaller input to obtain a pressure of one atmosphere. C is
thus a function of the input and increases with it. Fig. 2 shows the experi-
mental value of C as a function of L.This figure is only valid for diameters
of about 40 mm and pressures of about 1 atm, as equation (1) will only be,
valid in a limited range of m's and d's.

14o.-----,---------,-----,

c
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12030!:::-.;:__.-"----l.---~4~0------'--,--~50
-L(J%m) 48618

Fig. 2, The value of C in the equation p = C m/d2 as a function of the input per cm L,
for d Rl 40mm and p Rl 1 atm (p in atm, m in mg/em, d In-mm).
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For our tube of 41 mm diameter and m = 12 we find, as C = 123 for
L = 35 Wfcm (fIg. 2):

123 X 12
P = --- = 0'88 atm.

412

b) A tube of 41 mm inner diameter (actually the same tube that was
used in 6)) was provided with a small side tube (4 mm inner diameter and
20 'mm length) and filled with 17'3 mg Hg per cm of length. The side
tube was enclosed in a strong silver tube, to which, insulated by a sheet
of mica, a heating wire was connected. A chromel-alumel thermocouple
of 100 (.L was placed between the side tube and the silver tube. The
'discharge was then caused to take place and the temperature of the side
tube kept lower than that of the rest of the discharge tube, as could be
ascertained from the fact that no mercury condensed except in the side tube.
In this case the mercury pressure is determined by the temperature of
the side tube. The discharge was made at 6 A and the temperature T of
the side tube and the voltage Vss between the exploring electrodes were
measured at different equilibrium states (dependent on the heating of the
silver tube). Plotting Vss as a function of Twe find 346'5 oe at Vss = 151 V,
this being the voltage occurring in 6) at m = 12. The mercury pressure at
this temperature (using the critical tables) is 630 mm or 0'83 atm.

As we consider this second method less accurate than the first, we will
assume for the pressure in a tube of 41 mm inner diameter with 12 mg
.Hgfcmand 35 W/cm'a value of 0'87 atm. This pressure will depend on the
absorption of the mercury radiation by the tube wall, as the temperature
of the tube wall depends thereon. As we used the same hard glass in all our
experiments this dependency does not enter into our 'considerations.

2B. The temperature of the tube wall

The temperature of the outside of the tube wall was measured with a Pt
resistance thermometer. By means of two springs a Pt wire of 100 (i was
arranged tightly around the tube halfway between the electrodes. As the'
wire is thin, its temperature Tu will practically be that of the outside of the
tube wall. The resistance of the wire was calibrated as a function of tem- .
perature by placing the wire in a thick-walled copper box, which was heated
from the outside, so that the temperature in it was the the same everywhere.
This temperature was determined by means of a chromel-alumel thermo-
couple.

Tu was determined for the tube with the side tube (the same as used
under 2A, b) for 6 A and Vss= 151 V. A temperature of 755 OK was found.
For another tube of 41'4 mm outer diameter and m = 12, Tu was measured
as a function of L. The results of these measurements are given in fi!!,. 3.
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To derive the temperature of a tube of 43 mm outer diameter at 35 W/cm
we read in fig. 3 the temperature for L = 35 X 41'4/43 = 33'7 W/cm, which
gives Tu = 757 "K,

We may therefore assume a mean value of 756 oK. As in 2A, this value
holds for the hard glass used in our experiments.

As we need the temperature Tw of the inside of the tube wall, we have to
estimate the temperature difference between the inner and outer sides of the
glass wall. This difference depends on the energy passing through the wall
by conduction of heat and on the heat conductivity of the glass used.

6001-__

5OO'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
10 15 20 25 30 40 50___ L(,%m) 4d619

Fig, 3, Temperature Tu of the outside of the glass tube of a high-pressure mercury discharge
as a function of the input per cm, for a tube of an outer diameter of 41'4 mm, filled with
12 mg Hg per cm of length,
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To determine the first quantity we proceed as follows: The total radiation
S per cm of length of a high-pressure mercury discharge in a quartz tube
of large diameter amounts to 12):

S= 0'72 (£-10) . ,(2)

With L = 35 W/cm we find a total radiation of 18 W/cm, Taking into
account the absorption in the quartz wall and in the air between the tube
and the thermopile (formation of ozone), we may assume that say 19 watts
arrives at the inner surface of the tube wall in the form of radiation. The
remainder, thus 16 watts, arrives as conducted heat, The same holds for
our hard glass tube. In the glass the radiation ~ill be partly absorbed. With
10% absorption we obtain a heat flow of 16 to 18 watts through the glass
wall and, because most of the absorption will occur near the inner side of the-
wall, we assume a constant heat flow of 17'5 W = 4'2 cal/sec through the

, glass wall per cm of tube length.
As the thickness of the glass wall is small compared with the mean dia-

meter of 4'2 cm, we may write:

'TC X 4'2 Ä dT/dr = 4'2. (3)
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The value of À at a temperature of 760 oK is estimated from measurements
of Seemann 13) as 4-2_10-3_ With (3) we find dTJdr = 76. As the wall is
1 mm thick, we have Tw - Tu = 7-6°, so that with Tu = 756 "K we ob-
tain: Tw = 764 oK.

2C. The radiation of the lines 5770/91 Á
Schouten and Smit 11) measured A.g (A = transitren probability,

g = statistical weight of the initiallevel) for the 5770 line and A.g for the
two 5790/9Ilines. The heights of the initiallevels of these three lines being
practically the same (8-845 eV) it is sufficient for our purpose to measure
the absolute intensity of these three lines together. This was performed in
three ways:

a) The lumen output and the candle power of the discharge were mea-
sured through a filter containing the Schott filters OG2 (2 mm) +
VG3 (I mm) + BGI8 (2 mm). This filter absorbs practically all the light
except that of the yellow lines. The transmission of the filter for 5780 Á
radiation was determined to be U·2%. 'I'hé ratio of the lumen output to
the candle power was found to be 13-1. As self-absorption causes a value
smaller than 4:n;, the fact that a larger value was found must be attributed
to errors in .the measurements. The value of 13-1 makes it improbable that
self-absorption is of importance for the yellow lines of our discharge, as was
already concluded" from the measurements of 6): As an average from the
lumen output and the candle-power measurement a radiation of2-46 W/cm
was found for the lines 5770/91 Á.

b) With a thermopile. In front of the thermopile we placed successively
a cuvette with 1 cm of water and a filter comprising tbe filters as used under
a), to' which was added the Schott filter BGI9 (2 mm), and again a
cuvette with 3 cm water. The only radiation of the lamp reaching the
thermopile originates from the yellow lines. The transmission of the
filter combination for 5780 Á was 9-3%, whereas the two cuvettes with
water transmitted 80% of the 5780 Á radiation. The thermopile was cali-
brated with a vacuum incandescent lamp, the radiated energy of which was
found by substracting from the input the loss by conduction and convection
of the bulb. A radiation of 2·54 W/cm was found for the three yellow lines.
. c) Comparision with the U.V. radiation standard. Krefft, Rössler
and Rüttenauer 14) described a special high-pressure mercury discharge
and measured the radiation of several lines. For the three yellow lines a
mean value of 54 !LW/cm2 is found at a distance of I metre. We constructed
some of these lamps and compared the 5770/91 Á radiation with that of the
discharge under consideration, with the aid of the filter combination used
under a) and a photo cell. A radiation of 2·10 W/cm was found for the
three lines.
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As an average of these three methods ~e thus obtain a radiation of 2-4
W/cm in the lines 5770/91A.
3. The temperature trend
The excitation temperature of the discharge path is known from fig. 6

of 6) if Tex (0) is known. In fig. 4 we reproduce this figure. As beyond
T = 1 cm the light is too weak, the trend of Tex(r) was only measured be-
tween T = 0 and r = 1 cm.

a.5

.4 /
/

3

V
2

/

1/1

---t.>
,0.

o.

0.5 _ "l-(cm) 481U to

Fig. 4. The trend of the excitation temperature as a function of the distance to the axis for a
discharge in a tube of 41 mm inner diameter with 12 mg of Hg vaporized per cm of length
at an input of 35 W/cm (fig. 6 of 6».

If Tg (I) and Tg (2'05) are known, the gas temperature Tg (r) between
T = 1 and T = 2'05 (the wall) may be estimated, by assuming that a con-
stant amount of energy W is conducted through this cylinder:

Writing:
W = - 2n r A(Tg) dTg/dr.

A(Tg) = z, T/
we obtain from (4):

2nAo [T "+l(r ) _ T "+I(r )] = In ~.
W(k + 1) g 1 g 2 Tl

With T, - 1 cm, T2 = 2'05 cm, Tg (2'05) = 764 "K and Tg (1'0) from

(4)

(5)

(6)
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fig. 4, the factor Ao/Wbecomes bown and the temperature between r = 1
and r = 2·05 may be derived from (6). The value of ..10 is only needed to
determine ij!' but not to derive the temperature trend.
We choose A as much as possible in accordance with measurements of

Schleiermacher 15) and Braune, Basch and WentzeI16), as well as
with the theory of Hasse and Cook 17). Braune, Basch and WentzeI
measured the viscosity 7J of mercury vapour between 491 and 883 "K.
The coefficient of heat conductivity A may be deduced from ïl by the
equation A = 2'52 Cv7J. In this temperature range a value of 1'07 is found
for k. If we calculate A between 750 "K and 5000 OK using the theory of
Hasse and Cook 17), we find fork a value of 1'19. As an average we may
thuse use k = 9/8. We do not need the value of ..10, in order to determine the
temperature trend between r = 1 and r = 2'05, when T (1) and T (2'05)
are known. As, however, we need ADin 5A, we will consider this quantity
too. Schleiermacher 15) found at476 "K, A= 1'85.10-5, whereas Braune
Basch and Wentzel16) give 1'71.10-5 at this temperature. The mean'
value of 1·78.10-5Ieads to ..10 = 1·75.10-s. We shall therefore assume that
the heat conductivity A of mercury vapour follows the equation:

• ..1= i.1O-s Tg'/' (Tg in OK) . (7)

The increase of the heat conductivity as a result of the energy carried
away by the electrons is of no importance for our considerations, because
in the discharge path where the conductivity also depends on the coneen-
tration of electrons, the temperature trend. is determined experimentally
with the aid of fig~4, whereas in the surrounding space between r = 1
and r =_ 2'05 the degree of ionization is so small that the contrihution of
the electrons to the heat conduction is negligible.

4. The consequence of Tex = Tg

We now assume that the situation of fig. la applies, so that 'the excitation
temperature and the gas temperature are the same and the electron
temperature is higher. We shall consider the result for: a) the excitation
and the gas temperatures, b) the cross-section of the mercury atom which
in combination with Saha's equation has to be used in Langevin's
formula, in order to achieve the right current density, and c) the pressure
as deduced from the gas temperature and the amount of mercury vaporized.

a) Excitation tempermure and gas temperature

We calculate these temperatures on the basis of the 2'4 W/cm energy
radiated in the three yellow lines (2C), the temperature trend in the dis-
charge path as measured in 6), the value of .EA.g = 1'35.109 for these
three lines as measured by Schouten and Smit 11), the pressure. as
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measured under 2A and assuming a Boltzmann distribution for the
population of the mercury levels. The number of transitions per sec is

given by:
N = na E A.g. exp (-e V/kTex) , (8)

where na represents the number of atoms in the ground state and V the
height of the initial level. As the number of atoms per cm" at p atm and
Tg "K equals 7-4_1021 p/Tg and this equals practically na, as the number of
atoms that are not in the ground state is negligible, we find for the total _
number of transitions per cm of are length:

2'05

f 2:n;rX 0-87 X 7-4.1021 X 1-35_109 exp (-102500/Tex) '"":>________________ ~ -__ dr_
Tg

o

(9)

As the energy of 1 quantum of 5780 Á radiation is 3-40_10-12 erg, we find
from (9) for the radiation S of the yellow lines in watts per cm of are
length: .

2'05

fr exp (-102500/Tex)
S = 1-86.1013 - dr ,

Tg
o

(10)

With the trend of Tex(r) from fig_4 and Tg . Tex, we may determine the
integral of (10) for every value of Tex (0), and thus find the radiation as a
function of Tex (0)- The value of Tex (0) giving a radiation of 2-4 W/cm
appears to be 5370 oK. In fig. Sa we have drawn r exp (-102500/Tex)/Tg

as a function of r for Tex (0) = 5370 oK. Thevalue oftheintegralis 13_10-14,
so that with (10) : S = 2'4 W;cm_ In table IJ the temperature is given for
several values of r, derived from fig. 4, with Tex (0) = 5370oK_

TABLE IJ

0-6
5035

0-8
4720

T (cm) __ • _
Tc" eK) = Tg.

0'0
5370

0-2
5325

0'4
5220

1-0
4365

b) The cross-section of the mercury atom
Assuming temperature equilibrium, the temperature figuring in the

Saha equation must be the same as that occurring in the Boltzmann
equation. With the temperature derived from the intensity of the yellow
lines, we may therefore calculate the cross-section a of the mercury atom,
which must be used in the mobility equation of Langevin 18), in order
to find the right current density i at the measured electric gradient G =
5-81 V/cm.
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(ll)

(in the Langevin equation we put Texl/,for Tel". This causes only a small
error). ,
With P = 0'87 atm and G = 5'81 V/cm~we have, as the current amoun-

ted to 6 Á: .
2'05

2.42.10-12 a-I r 2nr Tex'l. exp (-60000/Tex) dr = 6·0 . (15)
o

With Tex from table II we may determine the value of the integral.
In fig. Sb, rTe:>.·;· exp (-·60000jTex) is drawn as a function of r and the
integral is found to Le 17.10-4 so that: a = 4.3.10-16 cm'',

With:
i= eu G ne/300,

0'75 e Ae -'
u = = 64.1010 n;? a-I Tex I.,

Y8kTe ma/n
and

ne/na= x = 1'15.10-3 p-.J./, Tex'l. exp (-e Vi/2kTex) ,

we find:

For a we thus obtain:
2'05

a = 2'53.10-12 f r Tex'l. exp (-60000/Tex) dr.
o

(Langevin) (12)

(Saha) (13)

(14)

(16)

25 xtO-14

20

2.0& _!QM9!l_f re To Tu dr = 13 10-/4
o 9

2.OSir 7ë~ ê.-~ dr"" 1710-4

o

os as

25
xtO-4

~
20

I
«.)

~ 15
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10

5

0
1.4

,(4621

Fig.5. Determination of the integrals of (10) (curve a) and (16) (curve b) for, the case
that the excitation temperature and the gas temperature are the same, and have values
as given in table Il.

-r(cm)
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This is a reasonable value. From data of different authors 20) we have
assumed in previous papers 19) a = 5:10-15 cm2 as the most probable value
(with an uncertainty of a factor 2 or 3). If we had proceeded by assuming
a =,5.10-15 and calculated Tex (0), we would have found the right current
at Tcx (0) = 5430 OK in close agreement with Tex(O) = 5370 OK deduced
from the intensity of the yellow lines. We may therefore conclude that
the temperature figuring in the Boltzmann equation is, within the
errors of the measurements, the same as the temperature figuring in the
Saha formula.

c) The pressure
As we assumed the gas temperature to be equal to the excitation tem-

perature, the gas temperature is known between r = _0 and r = 1 cm
(table II). Between r = 1 and r = 2'05 the gas temperature is calculated
as indicated in section 3 with Tg (1'0) = 4365 "K (table II) and Tg (2'05) =
764 oK (see 2B).

As the number of partieles per cm of length is known since 12 mg of
mercury is vaporized per cm of tube length, and the degree of ionization
is so small that the number of electrons may be neglected compared with
the number of atoms, the pressure may he calculated as follows: 1 cm3

of mercury vapour of Tg oK and 1 atm weighs 200'6 X 273/(22'41 Tg) =
2440jTg mg. Integrating over the cross-section of the tube we thus have:

2·05r 2:Tl; r p 2440
_ ___::___ dr = 12 ,

. Tg
o

or
78'3.10-5

P = -2'05--'

r rdr

. Tg
o

Infig. 6 the value of r/Tg is drawn as a function of r. The area amounts
to 83.10-5 so that we obtain: p '= 78'3/83 = 0'94 atm. .
-Experimentally (2A) we found a pressure of 0'87 atm. Although the dis-

crepancy of 8% is not very large, we bélieve that it is larger than may be •
expected from the possible errors.
If we assume the radiation of the yellow lines to be 2'2 Wjcm instead

of2'4, the value of .EA.g for these lines to be 1'5.109 instead of 1'35.109, the
temperature of the inner side of the tube wall to be 750 "K instead of
764 "K, and the heat conductivity proportional to T instead of TO",
all these alterations reduce the calculated pressure, and yet we arrive at
a pressure that is too high, namely 0'915 atm. The difference with the

(17)
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measured pressure is thus reduced to 5%, whereas we estimate the possible
error of the measured pressure to be about 3%. If we assume À to be
proportional to T't. and maintain the other alterations, the deviation is
reduced to 3%. Although these alterations cannot be excluded, we believe
there is certainly an indication that the gas temperature is lower than the
excitation temperature.

rs
JOOxlO

I
I

-J
~

~- jrr;r=8311
100

o
·0 a5 1.0

-riem)
1.5 2.0

48622

Fig. 6. Determination of the integral of (17), if Tg is given by table II and by equation (6)
with Tg (2'05) = 764 °1(, .

Assuming Tg = Tex, so that the trend of Tg may be drawn from fig. 4
we may calculate that value of Tg (0) which gives the measured pressure
of 0'87 atm. This gives Tg (0) = 4700 oK (using Tg (2'05) = 764 oK and
k = Jsl), which is 12'5% smaller than the excitation temperature in
the axis.

5. The consequences of Tex = Te

We now assume that the excitation is caused by collision~between atoms
and electrons and that collisions of the second kind also occur mainly
between excited atoms and electrons, so that Tex = Te.

SA. The d~fJerence betu;~en the gas temperosure and the excitation temperature
If the atoms are not excited by mutual impacts the only energy which

has to be transferred by the electrons to the atoms is that which the atoms
lose through conduction of heat. According to Cravath 21) the mean
energy Q1 transferred from the electrons to the atoms through elastic
collisions is:
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where Ql is expressed in erg/cm3 sec, and (j is the diameter of the mercury
atom. The energy transferred is thus proportional to (Te-Tg). Ifwe imagine
a low' gas temperature, Ql is large so that Tg will increase. As a result .
Te-Tg decreases, so that Ql will decrease and as the loss by conduction of
heat Q2 will increase, as a result of the increasing gas temperature a state
of equilibrium will be reached where Ql = Q2' We shall determine at what
value of Tg this equilibrium is reached. As ne occurs in (18), we have to
.know the degree of ionization when the gas temperature and the exci-
tation temperature are not the same.

With:

pipe " (V,/ )- - <Sl Te'l exp -e i kTc ,
pa

where Pi, Pe and pa represent the pressure of the ions, the electrons, and the
atoms, respectively, we find with pc = xPa Tc/Tg and Pi ~ xPa (TefTg)'/t:

x = 1-15.10~3 Tg'/'Tc'/IPa-'/'exp (-eVi/2kTe) - (19)

Introducing (19) in (18) we obtain for QJ. in cal/cm3 sec for 0-87 atm of
mercury:

Ql = 4-6.103 TcTg-'i, (Tc-Tg) exp (-60000/Te) (20)

(for -l n(j2 we used 4-1.10-15 in accordance with 5B).
In a cylinder of 1 cm height between rand r + dr, the energy 2nrQldr

is transferred to the gas. In the equilibrium state this energy is the diffe-
rence between the heat conducted through the rings atr + drandatr. Thus:

d
2n r Ql dr =- dr (2n r Ä dTgfdr) dr. (21)

From (20) and (21) follows:

1 d . ~r: - d- (r Ä dTg/dr) = 4-6.103 TeTg- • (Te-Tg) exp (-60000/Tc) . (22)
r r

Tg is determined by the trend of Te as given by fig. 4 (as Te = Tex) and
by (22). The boundary conditions are that (dTgfdr),=o = 0 and (2nrÄ
dTgfdr)'=l = 2-4 cal/sec (= 10 watts). This latter condition follows from
the interpretation of (2): Of the input L an amount of 10 watts is lost by
conduction of heat, whilst the _remaining (L-I0) watts is radiated by the
discharge. Of this radiation, however, 28% is absorbed in the discharge
itself, in the surrounding vapour, in the quartz wall, and in the air in the
immediate vicinity of the tube (formation of ozone). The main part ofthis
absorbed energy originates from the two resonance lines 22). If we neglect
the absorption in the discharge itself, the flow of energy by conduction of
heat at the edge ofthe discharge (r = 1-0 cm) is 10 watts per cm oflength.
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To solve (22), we integrate once:

-2nd,dTgjdr = J 2nr4·6.103 TcTg-'/' (Te-Tg) exp (-60000jTe) dr =W(r).
o (23)

Ifwe choose rl and r2 so near to each other that W(rI) is practically equal
to W(r2), we obtain from (23):

We now proceed as follows:
We assume Te (0) and Tg (0) provisjonally (Tg (0)< Te (0» and determine
Te(r) with the aid of fig. 4. The interval between r = 0 and r = 1'0 cm is
divided into 25 equal parts of 0'04 cm. As (dTg/dr),=o = 0, we assume
Tg (0'02) = Tg (0). With (23) we may determine W (0'02) since all the
data are known. The energy produced between r = 0'02 and 0'03 is deter-
mined provisionally, as Tg is not yet known between r = 0'02 and 0'04.
This energy added to W (0'02) gives the energy HowW (0'03) through the
cylinder with radius r = 0'03. Eq. (24) than gives Tg (0'02)-Tg (0'04).
For this we have to krrow the value of J•• We used A. = t.1O-s Tg'" as indi-
cated in section 3~With the knowledge of Tg (0'04), the value of W (0'03)
is determined a second time and Tg (0'04) determined definitely. Then
Tg (0'08) is determined, and so step by step Tg (0'12), etc. Finally we find
at r = 1'0 the values Tg (1'0) and W (1'0). If W (1'0) is less than 10 watts,
we assume a smaller value for Tg (0) and the unalterated value for Te (0).
According to (23) the values of W become larger now, because (Te-Tg) is
larger. There is thus a value of Tg (0) to be found that with the assumed
Te (0) value gives W (1'0) = 2'4 cal/sec. With Te(r) and Tg(r) known, we
may calculate the radiation of the three yellow lines with (10) (Te = Tex).
Ifwe find that this radiation is smaller than 2'4 watts per cm of are length,
we assume Te (0) higher, determine Te(r) and Tg(r) as pointed out above
and finally ~rrive at Te(r) and Tg(r) which: a) satisfy (23); b) give a radia-
tion of the yellow lines of 2'4 Wjcm, and c) lead to an energy of 10 W/cm
transferred to the atoms byelastic collisions with the electrons. In table 11
these temperatures are given in the second and third columns.

We thus find a difference of 170° between electron temperature and gas
temper~ture in the axis, whilst at the edge of the discharge this difference
is doubled.

The fact that Tex (0) is 20° lower than in 4A (table 11) is due to the
greater number of atoms in the ground state as a result of the lower gas
temperature (in (10) Tg < Tex).

,
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TABLE III

r 1- T.= T.?" Tg I TI>(O)/Tg(r) = b T.(O)/T.(r) = b'(cm) (OK) (OK)

0 5350 5180 1'000 1'000
0·2 5305 5130 1'010 1'0085
0'4 5205 4985 1'039 1'028
0·6 5020 4740 1'093 1'065.
0·8 4705 4395 1'179 1'137
1·0 4350 4010 1'292 1'230

5B. The cross-section of the mercury atom

With this temperature trend of Te and Tg (table Ill), we may again
determine the cross-section u of the mercury atom that gives the rig~t cur-
rent at the gradient observed, if we assume that the degree of ionization may
he determined with the Saha equation. Quite analogous to 4B we find
(now using (19) instee d of (13)): (J = 4'1.10-15, which value was used in
(18) and (20). This value is just as probable as the value 4'3.10-15 found
in 4B, so that from this no conclusion may be drawn as to the question
which of the figures la and l.b is the more probable.

5C. The pressure

Adopting Tg between r = 0 and r = 1'0 from table III and calculating
Tg between r = 1'0 and r = 2'05 as indicated in section 3, we may compute
the pressure in the same way as was done in 4C. The result is a calculated
pressure of 0'89 atm, which lies within the possible experimental error of
the measured value of 0'87 atm.

From (6) wc mayalso determine the quantity W, that is the energy
flowing between r = 1 and r = 2'05 trough conduction of heat. With Ä.
according to (7), we find with Tg (1'0) = 4010 (table Ill) and Tg (2'05) =
7640 for Wa value of 3'18 cal/sec or 13'3 watts. That this is larger than the
energy we assumed to flow through the cylinder at r = 1'0 (namely 10
watts) is not astonishing, for, between r = 1'0 and 2'05 a part of the
radiated energy is absorbed and continues its way to the wall as conducted
heat. In 2B we estimated that 16 watts arrives at the tube wall as conduc-
tion of heat, so that 13'3 watts is a fair mean value between the energies
conducted at r =·1'0 and r = 2'05. That this energy of ]3'3 watts is in
good agreement with the expected value means that equation (7) is a
good approximation for Ä..
Ifwe determine the value of Win 4C, we find 15'8, a rather high value.



With this assumption we have:

()
11600 b(ro)-l

Tcx 0 = .
a(ro)

~he value of a(r) is given in fig. 4, whereas b(r) was very uncertain and
caused the large scattering of the temperatures derived from different
values of r,

According to table III the assumption (26) does not hold. We may,
however, apply a correction. For this purpose we have plotted in jig. 7
the values of Tg (O)JTg(r) = b against Tcx (O)fTex{r) = b' according to
table Ill. For each measured value of b we may thus read the value of
b'. Using in (27) this value of b' instead of b, we find the corrected value
for Tex (0). In table IV we give the data for the same values of TO which
were used in 6):

(27)
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5D. The excitation temperature derived from the intensity decrease from the
axis to the wallof lines ivith initiallevels at different heights.

In 6) a value of 8400 ± 1800 "K was found for the excitation tempera-
ture in the axis of the same discharge for which we now have found a
value of 5350-5370 "K. The determination in 6) followed from the equation

In11(~ = 11600 VI Tex (0) - Tex(rl_ln Tg (0) . (25)
11(r) r.; (O) . Tex(r) Tg(r)

We determined the values of

11600 (Tex (0) - Tex(r))JTex (0) . Tex(r) = a(r)
and of Tg (O)JTg(r) = b(r) .

Tex (0) was calculated by assuming:

Tg (O)JTg(r) = Tex (O)JTex(r) . (26)

TABLE IV
..

TO a b b' 11600 (b'-I) = Tex(O)
a

0·3 0·0349 ± 0·0003 1·0175 1·012 4000
0·5 0·0969 ± 0·0042 1·0445 1·030 3600
0·7 0·2115 ± 0·0005 1·197 1·151 8270
0·9 0·403 ± 0·014 1·501 (1·38) 10900
1·0 0·471. ± 0·016 1·228 1·177 4350

-
625Ó± 1450

(mean error)

The value of b' for r = 0·9 could not be read from fig. 7, because with the
temperatures of table III the largest value of b is 1·23. The value 1·38 was
-estimated by analogywith the values of b and b' for ro = 0·7 and ro= IrD,
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The excitation temperature of 6250 ± 1450 "K, which is now found from
the measurements in 6), is consistent with the value of5350 "K derived from
the intensity of the yellow lines. The method of 6) remains, of course, as
regards the accu~acy, much inferior to the method used in this paper,
owing to the uncertainty of the determination of b. An advantage of the
first method, however, is that it is independent of other measurements,
whereas the second method depends on the value of }; A.g for the yellow
lines, which is determined with the aid of the temperature of a carbon .
are 11).

We may thus conclude that the calculated pressure (4C and 5C) and the
temperazure determination from the intensity decrease (5D) are better des-
cribed with the situation. of fig. lb than with that of fig· la.
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Fig. 7_ bi as a function of b according to table Ill.

6 The excitation process

6A. The relative excitation probability by electrons and by atoms
. .

In order to ascertain whether we may draw conclusions from the
excitation process as to which ofthe situations of fig. la and lb is the more
probable, we will consider the excitation probabilities of. the 3D and 3d
levels (the initiallevels of the yellow lines) from the ground state by mutual
collisions of the atoms and by collisions of atoms with electrons.
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The number of collisions Naa per cm3 and per sec between atoms with a
relative energy between 1] and 1] + d'/] is given by: 23)

where

(29)

The number of collisions Nae between atoms and electrons with relative
energies between '/]' and '/]'+ d'/]' is:

.5:2 ( )"naneU 7& 11 , "
Nae = )'- - exp (-1] /kT) 17 d'/].. (kT I. 2me (30)

where
, I V21] _= l! me • (31)

1] and 1]' are the maximum quantities of energy that may be trans-
ferred by inelastic collisions. Supposing the excitation probability W to
be proportional to 17- 170' if 1]0 represents the excitation energy, we ap-
proximate:

(32)

for collisions between atoms, and

(33)

for collisions between electrons and atoms. For the ratio of the number of
excitations by collisions with atoms, to the number of excitations by colli-
sions with electrons, we may thus 'write:

(34)

For mercury (me/ma)'i. = 1/600. na/ne varies from fully 103 in the axis
to fully 104 at r = 1 cm. The value of qa/qe is uncertain because 'la is not
known for mercury vapour. The excitation probability for the rare gases
by collisions with atoms of rare gases or alkali atoms is, however, very small
compared with the excitation probability for impacts with electrons 24).
If the same holds for mercury we estimate qa/qc at 10-3 to 10-4, so that
naqa/llp'le ~ 1. According to (34) the excitation by electron impact would
then be ahout 200 times more probable compared with excitation by mutual
collisior.s of the atoms. Assuming detailed balance. the same holds for the
collisions of the second kind, forming atoms in the ground state. From these
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considerations one would therefore expect that the temperature figuring
in the Boltzmann equation is the electron temperature.

Thus fig. 1b would be more probable than fig. la, which conclusion was also
reached at the end of section 5.

6B. The number of excitations from the ground state
We will now consider whether the excitation of the 3") and 3d levels

from the ground state by electron impact is frequent enough to make equi-
librium probable. As found in 6A the collisions between t~e atoms give
rise to far less excitations, so that these collisions have not to be considered
for this purpose. To acquire equilibrium, the number of excitations has
to be several times as large as the number of spontaneous transitions, the
difference being compensated by collisions of the second kind. This being
the case the radiation, which is not in equilihrium because it escapes through
the tube wall, represents only a small leakage.

With (30) and (33) we find for the number of excitations:

The excitation probability of the 3 ') and 3d levels for electron impact
has been measured by Hanle and Schaffernicht 25). For the three
yellow lines together the excitation probability for r/ - ïl« = 1 eV is of the
order of 1/100 if for d the value 3'5.10-8 is used. As 1 eV corresponds to
1/(6'24.1011) erg, we find from (33): qe ~ 6~.109. Considering the axis of
the discharge, where T = 5350 OK, we find from (35) with rJo = '8'845 eV
Nae'-17e = 2·3.101'!cm3 sec. The number of transitions per cmê and per sec
in the axis of the discharge, needed to arrive at the observed intensity
of the yellow lines, is, however, according to (8):

1'24.1018 X 1'35.109 exp (-102500/5350) = 9'35.1018•

The excitation from the ground level by electron impact is thus - at
least for such high levels as the 3 'and 3d levels - quite insufficient even
to compensate the spontaneous transitions. In addition to the excitation
from the ground level there will also occur excitation from levels situated
between the ground level and the 31J levels. Each of these levels will supply
a contribution of the same order as the grouU:d level, as in (35) na becomes
smaller by the same factor as the exponential function becomes larger.
There remains thus a discrepancy of a factor 100 to account for the energy
radiated in the yellow lines, and of a factor 1000 to explain equilibrium.
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As according to 6A the excitation from the ground level by mutual
collisions of the atoms is even 100 times smaller, a direct excitation from
the .ground level by these collisions is not important for the higher levels.
An excitation by recombination of ions and electrons only transposes the
difficulty, as the formation of ions by impacts with electrons and atoms is
not sufficient to provide the higher levels with the required number of
excitations.

7 Discussion

From the considerations of section 6 we cannot decide whether the
excitation is carried out by collisions with electrons or with atoms. \V7e
do not need to consider the excitation by absorption of radiation, because
this is no primary excitation and, moreover, does not occur for the higher
levels.

The way in which the excitation takes place to such an extent that a
Boltzmann equilibrium already exists at this pressure, we cannot ex-
plain .That this Boltzmann distribution exists at this pressure is, how-
ever, beyond doubt and is proved e.g. '~y the experiments of 6). The fact
that we find straight lines in the figures 3 and 4 of 6) proves that the popu-
lation of the levels is proportional to exp (-eV/k T) where T is the same for
all levels. It is not proved that the number of excited levels equals g na
exp (-e V/kT), where na is the number of the atoms in the ground state.
The number of excited atoms might be a certain factor larger or smaller
than the Boltzmann equation requires; this factor should, however, be
independent of T and have the same value for all levels. It is therefore
very probable that the Boltzmann equation will be satisfied totally.
The fact that the current density is correctly calculated with the aid of
the S ah'a equation also points in the direction oftemperature equilibrium,
as does the fact that many conclusions derived from the equilibrium theory
are in agreement with the experiments 26).
We thus have only experimental evidence as to the probability whether

fig. la or fig. lb approximates closer to reality. The experiments indicate
that fig. lb is more probable than fig. la, although we cannot exclude fig. la.
A measurement of Te would give valuable information. A reliable method
to determine Te in high-pressure arcs is not yet known 27).

From our experiments we may, however, draw the conclusion that if the
gas temperature and the excitation temperature of the high-pressure mer-
cury discharge under consideration are not the same, the difference between
them is anyhow small, especially in the axis, where it very probably does
not exceed 2000•
Jagodzinsky 28) found a difference of 0'10 between the gas tempera-

ture and the electron temperature in a carb~n are of atmospheric pressure.
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In this investigation the gas temperature has obviously been assumed to'.
he independent ofthe pressure (1-4 cm) and of the input (240-324 Wfcm).
The variation of the degree of ionization is only taken into account in so
far as it is caused by a change of pressure, whereas the variation caused by
a change oftemperature has been ignored. The conclusion that Te- Tg=0'10

may therefore be quite wrong.
Although the difference Tc-Tg in the carbon are may be smaller than

in the mercury are, as a result of the presence of rotation and vibration
levels, giving the possibility of exchanges of small energy quantities by
inelastic impacts, we believe that the estimations of (Tc-Tg) of 200 and
500 by Man nlco pff l''] and Witte 29), respectively, are more accep-
table than the value of 0'10 estimated by J agodzinsky.

Mr J. Riemens assisted in performing the measurements.

Eindhoven, July 1944.
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ON THE THEORY OF EDDY CURRENTS IN
FERROMAGNETIC MATERIALS

Summary

The theory of eddy currents in ferromagnetic materials is developed
for the limiting case that the depth of penetration d is small although
the product ud is not necessarily small.
First the rigorous solution for the sphere is discussed for this limiting
case. Next it is shown that the solution can be obtained from Laplace's
equation with a new type of boundary condition. This boundary
condition is then applied to a discussion of eddy currents in spheroids.
Explicit formulae are found both for small and for very larges
values of P.dIR. .
Special attention is given to the limits for very long and very Hat
spheroids, respectively.

- 1. Introduetion.

It is well known that the theoretical treatment of the eddy currents
induced in a conductor by an alternating magnetic field becomes compara-
tively simple in two limiting cases, which are usually characterized by the
condition that the depth of penetration, d, is either very -small"or very
large compared with the dimensions of the conductor. This penetration
depth is given by

d= -1/ _c2
-,

, 2.n:!-l co ae
where co is the angular frequency, !-l the permeability and a. the conduc-
tivity in electrostatic units. If d is very large, the change of magnetic
field due to eddy currents is entirely negligible; if it is very small the field
distribution outside the conductor can be found from the boundary condi-
tion H" = 0 (where H; is the component normal to the surface of the con-
ductor); the field distribution is identical with that for a diamagnetic
body with !-l = O. In the case of a ferromagnetic conductor with a high
value of!-l however, the condition that d be small is not sufficient: the essen-
tial condition is that the total magnetic flux through the body be smal1,
and this flux is proportional to pd rather than to d. If !-ld is large. even
though d is small, the body as a whole will still appear to he paramagnetic.
This fact was pointed out to the present author by Dr Sn 0 e k, who applied
this idea for giving a qualitative explanation of certain peculiarities in
the behaviour of iron objects in a high-frequency field.

In the present note we shall study in some detail the limiting case when d
is small, but when!-ld is not necessarily small. We shall study the subject

(1)
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entirely from a mathematical point of view and we shall not discuss any
practical applications. Perhaps our formulae may prove to be also of some
practical use •

.2. Fundamental equations
Neglecting the displacement current - this amounts to assuming that

the wavelength of the high-frequency field is large compared with the dimen-
sions of the conductor - we have

4n. 4n(j
eurlH=- l-.-E,

c c

B= ,uH,

divB = 0,
1 •

curIE =- H,
c

from which it follows

inside the conductor,

LlH= 0 outside the conductor.

"Let us assume that the exterior field Ho is homogeneous in the region
occupied by the conductor and that it is periodic with frequency w/2n:

Ho = Ho (t = 0) ei",l.
Putting

we have

'--2-
d = JI ~~-,2n,uw(j K= (1+ j)/d,

LlH = ,,2 H inside the conductor,

outside the conductor,LlH = 0
ànd

divH = 0 both inside and outside.

For large distances from the conductor H must approach Ho:

at infinity,

and to this we must add the usual boundary conditions at the surface of
the conductor:

(Htang)intcrior = (Htaog)r.xtcrior

,u(Hn)interior = (HII)exterior.

All these equations remain valid when the common time-factor exp (jOlt)
is omitted. In the following we shall omit this factor without introducing
a new notation.
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3. Solution fOT a sphere
We shall first discuss a case where the complete solution is well known:

and can be expressed in terms of elementary functions. This will afford a
useful example of the various limiting cases and will also serve as' a useful
check on the results to he obtained later on by a method of approximation.
The solution is conveniently expressed by means of a vector potential A,
from which B can be derived by means of the equation

B = curIA,
and which satisfies

div A= O.
Outside the sphere we have

inside the sphere
L1A= 0,

L1A= u2 A •.
Outside the sphere the field is that of a magnetic dipole, just as in magne-
tostatics:

Ax ="-t Ho y - Ya P,r

Ay = +t Ho x + xa P .r
Inside the sphere we put

. Ax = -f(r)y,
Ay = + f(r) x;

this leads to the equation '

f" +~f' = u2f,r
with the solution

I> a d (Sinh ur) _ ( )- T dr r - au r ,

where a is a constant to be determined from the boundary conditions.
As a matter of fact the boundary conditions lead to

Ho + 2p = 2 a u(R) ,

Ho - P = ~ ~u(R) + : u' (R)~ ,
where

p = P/R3,

and R is the radius of the sphere, from which both p and a can he deter-
mined. For p we find

where

ft v(R)-l
P = ftv(R)+2Ho'

2u(R)
v(R) = 2u(R)+R u'(R) .

(2)
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It is interesting to notice that (2) is identical with the corresponding static
formula, ifwe interpret,u v(R) as an effective permeability.

We are mainly interested in the case tl «; R, that is luRI» 1.Then
./

ue"R
u(R) ~-R2

and
u2e"R

u'(R) ~-R2'

so that
2

v(R) ~- uR
and

(1 j) (/f_dfR) - 1 (3)p= (l-j) (,udfR) + 2 Ho·

The energy dissipation is proportional to the imaginary part ofp, given by

-3,udf2R
Im (p) = -(1+ ,udfR)2 + 1n;

As a matter of fact we find for W, the heat developed per unit time,

W - I I ( )H - a H 2 R3 ,udfR •
- - :r w m p 0 - 4 0 co (1+ ,udfR)2 + 1 (4)

It is now evident .that even if dfR is small there are two entirely different
limiting cases. If ,udfR is small we have

p=-tHo
and

(5)

In this case the field distribution outside the sphere is that for a diamag-
netic body, with,u = O. On the other hand if ,ud»R we have

p=Ho
and

RW= .a WR3H 2 • -.
4 0 p,d

The field outside the sphere agrees with that for a paramagnetic body with.
u> 1. In this case an increase of,u leads to a decrease ofthe heat developed,
but an increase of (J leads to an increase of W. In the other limiting case
these things are just the other way round. For given values of (J and co
the quantity W considered as a 'function of,u passes trough a maximum
value.

(6)
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4. Boundary conditions for the rase of small penetration depth
We shall now show that assuming d«R we can find the field outside

the conductor from the equation LlH= 0 together with an appropriate
boundary condition. This condition we shall now proceed to derive.

Let us consider a conductor bounded by a surface with radii of curva-
ture much larger than d hut otherwise arbitrary. Then inside this conductor
the following equation holds along any normal to this surface:

H = H(') e-(I+j)n,d,

where Hr.) is the value at the surface and n the distance from the surface
measured along the normal. It follows that

(oH) =_ .!:_+.i H(') .on n=O d

On the surf~ce we draw a cioscd curve C enclosing a surface element LIS.
We erect the normal in the inward direction in all points of LIS and plot
on each normal a distance dn. In this way we obtain a surface element LIS'.
To the volume bounded by LIS, LIS' and the surface F, generated by the
norm als in the points of C, we apply the condition of zero total flux. The
flux entering through LIS is given by

- f f HII(··e) do ,
(;IS)

r

where H,.(·,o) is the value at the surface of the component of the field
outside the conductor in the direction of the outward normal. The flux
entering through LIS' is

+ f f Bil' do ,
(;lS')

where Bn' is the value of Bn at a distance dn from the surface. We have

riB,.' 40" - fl us-» de ~ _!_+ j ns-» .LIS·dn + tis-» (LIS'_ LIS):
". d
(;IS') (<IS)

Since d is very small compared with the radii of curvature the last term is
negligible. The flux entering through F is given by

-dn f B':" ds =_ II.dn f Hl... ) dsr . ',n ,
(C) . (C)

where H!.·~o) is the component of the tangential field outside the conductor
in the direction of the outward normal of C. So we obtain the equation

_!__ f HCs. e) ds + !_-t.l H(" e) = 0LIS ',n p.d n •

(C)

Introducing the surface divergence, defined hy
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Lim _1. r H!,";.o) ds = div (S)H,(s.e),
LlS-,)O LIS .

(C)

and simplifying the notation, we find

1 + j H + di {S)H, - 0-d- n V ,-.
/l .

This equation contains only the boundary values of the field outside the
conductor. In order to derive an expression for div (SJH, we erect in all
points of LIS the outward normal and plot a distance dn to obtain a surface
element LIS" and a surface F' generated by the normals through C. Apply-
ing the flux condition we obtain

- f J H; dO'+ f f H" do - dn f H,." ds = 0
(LIS") (LI') (C)

or, for small LIS,
»n, LIS" _ LIS r

- LIS - - Hn ----- - H,. »c ds = 0on dn.
cC)

where all values are again taken at the surface of the conductor. Now

LIS" - LIS 1 1
- - - = +--
LIS. dn s, R2

where RI' R2 are the main radii of curvature, and in this case the term con-
taining this expression is not negligible. So we find .,

div (S)H, = _l~In +( 1_ + -~.)Hn] ,
on s, R2

whence

Introducing a magnetic potential !P we find that !P satisfies Laplacc's
equation

LI!P = 0
with the boundary condition

oif> _ _E!!_ r02if> + (_I_ +_1_) 0!P] = O.
on 1+j on2 IRI R2 on

An alternative form of the boundary condition is obtained by introducing
surface co-ordinates UI' U2' so that the line-element on S is given by

ds2 = 2: gik dui duk •
Then

div CSJH,= - ~:£ Ol gik ti Ok !P. Vg

47

(7)

(8)

(9)
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where
g = Det (g'k)

and
ö

Oi= -.
OUi

The boundary condition becomes

e (fJ fl-d 1 't"' ««: n;. 0- + --. -=~ Oig' Vg akW' = .on 1+ J Vg
So far as the author knows, boundary conditions of this type have not been
discussed previously.

5. Application to a sphere
It is now easy to arrive at the solution for a sphere. We assume tenta-

tively
p cos o

(fJ = -Ho r cos {}+ --.
r2

This satisfies Laplace's equation and the boundary condition for r ~ 00

Inserting this into (9) we find

cos {}[_ H _ ~p - _!!:_d_ S_!H - ~p +~P?1= 0
o R3 1+ j ( R 0 R4 R4)

and hence
(1- j) (fl-dfR) - 1

P = -(I-j) (/AdfR) + 2Ho,

in agreement with (3). In a similar way we can obtain the solution for a
circular cylinder in a field perpendicular to the axis.

6. Application to spheroids; general considerations
We shall now try to. discuss the case of a spheroid in a field parallel to

the axis of symmetry. Whereas in the case of a sphere the solution of
Laplace's equation, satisfying the boundary condition (9), is of the same
simple analytical form as the magnetostatic solution this is not true for a
spheroid, and in order to avoid involved rnathematics we shall content
ourselves with a discussion of the two limiting casesfl-d«Randfl-d»R.
First we shall derive an expression for the heat developed per surface

element de. Be HI the tangential component of the field and let us assume
that all other components of the field inside the conductor are small. We
have .

I H 4,. .
cur =-1- C

and therefore

il= 4~ !__~ i e-(l+j) (n,d) Hl .
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For the energy developed per second and per surface element it follows.

dW - 1 1 1'21 d _. C
2

11"T21 d- "lf - j', a - 32 2 d.ilt a .a, 'Jt a,

Using eq. (1) we find

so that W can be found by integration once H, is known.
Now in the case fJ-d« R we have H; = 0, and from the solution of

Laplace's equation we find at once the value of H,. For fJ-d»R on the
other hand we have to a first approximation

div (S)HP)= 0
from which it follows

HP) = O.

A second approximation is found by integrating the equation .

div (S)Ht(2) = - 1;;:zi HP) •

Outside the conductor we have

IH.(2)/HP)1 = 0 (R/fJ-d),

which is small, but inside the conductor

which is large. A1thoughoutside the conductor the lines of force are nearly
perpendicular to the surface, they are nearly parallel to the surface inside
the conductor.

7. Spheroids; the diamagnetic case
If a spheroid consisting of a substance with susceptibility X is placed in a

static exterior field_Ho,the internal fieldHi is given by

Hi= Ho-aM

where a is the coefficient of demagnetization and M= X Hi so that

and

1
H.= 1+ ax Ho

H, = 1 : ax Ho sin {}

where {}is the angle between the axis of symmetry and the normal to the
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surface. In the limiting case p, ~ 0 or X ~ (-1/4 n) the normal component
of H tends to zero. Hence for the solution in the case p,d«R

n,= 1-=~/4n Ho sin -&
and

W - ( 1 )2 H 2mp,d /' r . 2 _<1 d- 1- a/4n 0 167ï u v sin 'u' a.

Writing the equation of the spheroid in the form

Z2 e2
ëi + a2 = 1,

we find,

The integral is

c 1

JJ sin2 o da = 2n . 2 I sin2 o e Sl~ -& = 4nac J _=====1=='2 dC .

o 0 111-\1-~;)'2
/1 = (1+ .1_) F(8) _1_ i(1 + 8)28 28 '

where we have put

and where

F(8) = ~_ln (lre + ]11+ 8)
. 1 8

1 r=:F(8) = --= are sin }-8
'/-8

Our final expression is

(
1 )2 2 ouulw= l-a/4n Ho ·-4-acII.

for 8> 0,

and

for 8< o.

(10)

For 8 = 0 we find 11 . j, and eq. (10) reduces to the expression for
a sphere in the same limiting case. For small values of 8 we can put

(ll)

It is interesting to study the limiting cases c»a (long needle) and c«a
(Hat disc).
A) c»a. In this case a tends to zero and 11becomes n/4 (which inciden-

tally differs less than 7 % from the values given by (ll». Our formula
becomes

(12)
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Comparing this with the heat developed per unit length in an infinitely long
cylinder, which is given by

W = -~-W Ho2 p,dR , (13

we arrive at' the conclusion that the heat developed in our spheroid is
equal to that developed in a length nc/2 of infinite cylinder.

B) c«a. We find

1 2a
W=-i a2ln-r=.wp,dHo2.

n c l'eo
So we see that the heat developed in a very thin disc perpendicular to the
lines of force becomes very large. This is due to the compression of the lines
of force at the edge of the disc.

(14 )

c 2a11~ - In -_-_-
a ieo . c

(where eo = 2.718 .•• ) and

~=I-:O~
4n 2 a

so that

8. Spheroids; ferromagnetic case.
To obtain our first approximation we put again

1
Hi= 1+ axHo.

The corresponding value of the induction is

4nX
R= 1+ axHo ..

In the limit of very large X this become \

4nno = -Ho
a

and the normal component of H outside the conductor i

(1) _ 4nHn - . Ho cos {}.
a

For ds, the line-element of the surface, we have in a meridian plane

ds = de/cos {}

and the equation for HP) .becomes

!.!(e HP») = _!_± j u:»,e ds p,d
so that

2 1+j 1 4n f' deHe<) = ---.-. - Ho e cos {}--,
p,d ea. cos {}
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or

For W we find

, W= 2:2 ;Ho2 II eda' =:: ::ZHo2 I e3ds,

2 1+j 2nHt() = -- .-. oRo.p,d a ..

or

where

One finds

12 = t -VI + e - 8~-VI + e + t (1+ ;e) F(e)

where the symbols have the same meaning as before.
For small e this becomes

12~ t~I+ +0- (~: -I)~, - (16)

and for. e = 0 we find again the correct expression for a sphere. We shall
discuss the same limiting cases as before:

A) c»a

We find
12= 3n/I6

which, again, is not very different from the value given by (16). The eoef-
ficient of demagnetization a approaches zero and we have to study its

. asymptotic behaviour. We have

a= 4n I-e2 S !. In1+ e_ 12
e2 (2e 1- e S

where

B) c«a

We have

e = -VI-a2Ic2

a = 4n a
2
/c
2 S!. In (1 +_ e)2 _ I? R:J 4n a2In ~.

e2 (2e a2/c2 \ c2 eoa

_ 3n c5 1 2

W - 128 a (In 2C)2 Ho wlp,d.
eoa,

whence

So we find:

and

I 1 a
2=Tc
a= 4n;
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hence for a disc perpendicular to the lines of force

W- 1 4
wH2

-32" a p,d o·

It is interesting to note that this result is independent of c.

(17)

9. The case d»R
For completeness's sake we shall also give the formulal for the case of

very large penetration depth. Sincep, is supposed to be large the interior
field is given by

The electromotive force in a ring between (! and Q +de, and zand z+dz is

ne2 w B;fc
and its resistance is

1
-- 2ne/dedza.

so that the heat becomes

W= _~_r r aen2e4w2 (4n)2 H 2 dedz = (4n)' 2 1 wH 2 r r 3d dz=
2 J J c2 a 0 2ne a 8p,d2 0 J Jee

_ (4n)2 1 4 H 2- a 30 p,d2 a c wo·

10. Concluding remarks
The general solution of the boundary value problem stated in section 2

has been tackled by several authors but the results are rather complicated
It might be worth while to investigate whether the solution ofthe boundary
value problem for d«R but arbitrary p,d leads to simpler results. Further
it should be emphasized that in our formulae for a thin disc we always
suppose that the penetration depth is small compared with the thickness of
the disc. It might be worth while to give a special discussionof the case
where d is large compared with this thickness, though small compared
with the radius of the disc. Finally we should like to point out that by
graphical interpolation on a logarithmic plot it is possible to obtain an
estimate of Walso in cases where our formulae do not apply.

(18)

Eindhoven, February 1946.
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danger of confusionbetween the. two types. This dangeris illustrated by an
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RADIATION AND HEAT CONDUCTION IN
LIGHT-SCATTERING MATERIAL

by H. C. HAMAKER 536.24: 536.33

I. REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION

Summary
On the basis of a set rif simultaneous differential equations originally
due to S ch u s ter the transmission and reflection of light in light-
scattering layers is discussed. Formulae previously developed by
Kub elk a and Mu n k are briefly recapitulated; they are extended
so as to describe the luminescence of fluorescent screens excited by
X-rays or electron bombardment. Likewise formulae are derived
that include temperature radiation.

1. Introduction

In 1905 Schuster 1) developed' a set of simultaneous differential
equations to describe the transmission of light through fog. Many years
later the same set of equations was applied hy Dreosti 2) in dealing with
transmission and reflection phenomena in opal' glass, and. by Kub elk a
and Munk 3) in discussing the coating properties of layers of paint.
The original purpose of the present investigations was to extend this

theory so as to include temperature radiation and the combined effect of
radiation and heat conduction. These more complicated problems, however,
will be reserved for a future paper. In the course ofthis work we came to the
conclusion that the equations of Kub elka and Munk could, with ad-
vantage, be written in a simpler form and that they could be 'extended
so as to apply to the radiation eurltted by a fluorescent screen irradiated
by X-rays *). These problems will form the main topic discussed below.

2: ,Basic' equations
Only a one-dimensional case is considered (.fig. 1) and the total radiant

flux is plit up into two parts, viz:

J= the flux in the direction of the positive x axis and
J = the flux in the direction of the negative x axis.

On passing through the infinitesimal layer dx a fraction a.I.dx of the

*) My attention was drawn to this point by Dr Klasens of this laboratory. Prac-
tical applications of various equations developed below will be found elsewhere in
this issue. .
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flux I will be absorbed and a fraction s.I.dx will be lost by scattering in a
.hackward direction. On the other hand a quantity s.J.dx will be added by
scattering from-the flux J, so that we obtain

dl
~ =- (a + s) I + s.l , (la)

and by the same arguments *)

dJ
. -=
dx

(a + s) J - sI . (lb)

These are Sch uster's equations. Scattering sideways has been disre-
garded, it being supposed that any loss of radiant energy in a sideward
direction is compensated by an equal contribution from the neighbouring
parts of the layer; this implies that the dimensions of the area investigated
must be large compared with the thickness of the layer, a condition nearly
always fu]filled in practical cases. It will also be evident that observations
to which equations (la) and (lb) are applied must be made under com-
pletely diffuse illumination,

dl(

_X
48ZTI

Fig. 1. The radiant flux is split up intó two parts: -I in the direction of positive x and Jin
the direction of negative x.

This last supposition is perhaps not' quite correct. It has been observed by
Spijkerboer 4) and Dreosti 2) that the inténsity distribution over various angles after
transmission through a light-scattering layer is independent of the intensity distribution
of the incident light and of the thickness of the layer, provided this thickness exceeds a
certain limit. The intensity distribution of the transmitted light for a thick layer may be
designated as the specific distribution of the material in question; it will mainly depend on
the ratio of absorption to scattering (aJs). The author inclines to the opinion that when the
.incident light happens to possess the specific intensity distribution then equations (1ar
and (lh) will strictly hold. If the distribution of the incident beam is different, it will be

*) It should be noted that equation (lb) can be deduced from (la) by interchanging I
and J and changing the sign of dx. This is a principle which also applies in more com-
plicated cases (see for instance equations (28) and (32».
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gradually transformed into the specific distribution as the light penetrates the layer, so
that from a certain thickness onwards equations (la) and (lh) can he applied. For very
thin layers these equations may hreak down owing to the changes taking place in the
intensity distribution.
Whether we must preferably carry out our observations with completely diffuse light

or not depends on whether the specific distribution is near to the completely diffuse dis-
tribution or not. For instance, in the case of pure absorbtien the specific distrlbution is
evidently a parallel bundle incident at right angles, and equations (la) and (lh) apply
if s is put equal to zero.
To decide whcther these views are correct will require a theoretical investigation on the

basis of such integral equations as developed by Sch warzschild 5), King 6) and
Sp ijker b 0 er 4). This would appear to the author a profitable way ofattacking theproblem.,

In his original paper Sc h u ster assumed isotropic scattering, the
fraction s being exactly one half of the total amount scattered. As pointed
out by Dreosti, this is an unnecessary restriction; whether scattering is
symmetric with respect to the y-z plane or not is immaterial, provided s
measures the fraction scattered backwards. . .'

To conclude this section it may he mentioned that according to a theo-
retical investigation by Schwarzschild 6) equations (la) and (lb) fur-
nish a satisfactory approximation to actual conditions. This is corroborated
by Judd's7) experimental verification ofthe equations of Kubelka and
Munk:

Consequentlyequations (la) and (lb) may be adopted as a satisfactory
basis for the discuesion of such phenomena as we have in view.

3•. The general solution

Equations (la) and (lb) are solved by putting

I = Cl . e" + C2 • e-Gx; J = Ca . e" + C4 • e-a,; , (2)

only two of the four constants Cl .... C4 being arbitrary. The complete
solution reduced to its simplest form is

1= A(l- (Jo) ea,,; +B(l + (Jo) e-a,x,
J = A(l + (Jo) ea,x +B(l- (Jo) e-a,x ,

(3a)
(3h)

where ,-----
0'0 = 1a(a + 2s) ,

1
/ a 0'0{Jo = , = ,
(a + 2s) a + 2s

(4)

(5)

both roots being taken with the positive sign *). In these equations A and B
are two constants determined by the boundary conditions .

• ) This is of course a pure convention. It is only essential that both roots should have the
same sign:
The suffix 0 added to a and {J might have been omitted in the present case, but has
been added in view of extensions which will be developed in a later paper.



I = 10 for x = ° ann
I = J = ° for x = + 00

(6)
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For instance in the simplest case, a layer infinitely thick stretching from
x = ° to x = + 00 with an incident beam of intensity 10,we have

from which we- obtain

10
A = ° and B = ---

I + Po
(7)

The intensity of the reflected beam is then

1- 'Po
J(O) = B(1 - Po) = 10 --_

1+ Po
and the reflectivity is repesented by

J(O) 1- {Jo
Reo = -- = ,

10 1+ {Jo
(8)

an equation which may be of service in estimating the value ofthe constant
{Jo from observations or estimates of the reflectivity of an infinitely thick
layer.

From (3) and (7) we find

so that 0"0 measures the rate of decay of the incident beam as we penetrate
into the interior of the layer; I is reduced to about 1% of its original value
when 0"0 x = 4'5. Consequently if we observe that certain specimens of '.
porcelain are visibly transparent when 0'2 cm thick we may conclude
that 0"0 (for visible light at least) must be ofthe order of 4'5/0'2 = 22·5 cm-I;
likewise for a paint which in a layer of 0'01 cm completely covers the under-
layer, 0"0 must be of the order of 4'5/,001 = 450 cm-I. In such a way 0"0 may
be estimated, when, as in most cases, no data are available from which it
can be calculated with accuracy.
When considering a layer of finite thickness D applied to an underlayer

ofreflectivity r (fits. 2) the boundary conditions wiJl be:

I = 10 when x = 0,
J= r.I whenx = + D. (9)

It has been found, however, that practically all our formulae are consi-
derably simplified by introducing instead of r the related quantity

l-r
(10)(1=

l+r
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Then
l-e

T = --,
l+e

and the boundary conditions (9) become

I= 10 when x = 0,
(1+ e) J = (1- e) I when x = + D.

Whenever similar situations arise, the boundary conditions will consistently
be used in this form.

After inserting equations (3) in (12) and solving for A and B we 'obtain

- 10. (e - (Jo) e-
aoD

A = -(I-+----=-(J'o...,...)---:-(-e+-P-Co) eaDD-_ (i':___(J-o)-(-e-(J-o-) e-~-DD

B _ 10· (e + (Jo) ea,D •

- (1+ Po) (e + (Jo) ëa•D - (1 - (Jo) (e - (Jo) e-aoD

and consequently for the reflectivity of the layer

R = J(O)= A(1 + (Jo) + B(I- (Jo) =
10 10 .
(1 - (Jo) (e + Po) eUoD - (1 + (Jo) (e - (Jo) e-aDD

= (1+ (Jo) (e + (Jo) eUoD - (1 - (Jo) (e - (Jo) e-aDD •

This is Kubelka and Munk's equation, which has been experimenta11y
verified by Judd and colloborators.
When D is large equation (14) reduces to (8), as we sh~uld expect. The

same simplification is introduced if the underlayer possesses the same
reflectivity as an infinite layer of the light-scattering material. This is

Fig. 2. A light-scattering layer (thickness D) applied to a reflecting underlayer (reflec-
tivity r).

(11)

(12)

(13a)

(13b)

(14)
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mathematically realized by putting (J = {Jo (compare equations (8) and
(17», which again reduces (14) to (8).
In order to simplify our equations as much as possible the constants a

and s figuring in the differential equations (I) have above been replaced by
Go and {Jo. K uh elk a and Munk used Ra:> and s and these two were
computed by Ju d d from his ohservations. The three sets (a, s), ({Jo, Go)'
or (Ra:>' s) are completely equivalent and the mutual relations between
them are covered by equations (4), (5) and (8). In addition we note that
the following relations, which are easily derived from the equations just
mentioned, may sometimes he 'useful in calculating one constant from
another:

(
1 ,)

Go = t S Ra:> - Ra:> '_ (IS)

I-Ra:>
. {Jo = 1+ Ra:> '

s 2 e;
~= (1 - Ra:> )2 •

(16)

(17)

By these relations and (11) equation (14) can readily be transformed into
the form given by Kubelka and Mun k.

A still more general case occurs when the light-scattering layer is en-
closed between two transparent plates as indicated in fig. 3, for instance
when we investigate a powder compressed between two glass plates. Let
rl he the reflectivity and tI the transmissivity ofthe front plate (on the side
ofnegative x), the same quantities for the back being r2 and t2• Then ofthe
incident intensity ID the fraction tI' ID will enter the light-scattering mate-
rial and the boundary conditions will he

1 a

x.D
-x "'Ill

Fig. 3. A light-scattering layer (thickness D) between two transparent plates (1 and 2)
10 is the radiation incident from the left; J, is the amount reflected and It the amount
transmitted,
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when x = 0, and

(18b)

when x = D, (2t and e2 being defined by equation (10).

Inserting (3) in (18);A and B may be computed, but it is not essential
to give their expressions in detail. From them we obtain

which expresses the radiant energy incident from the right on the front
plate 1. The total amount reflected will be

When there is no plate in front we may put Tl = 0, el = 1, ti = 1 and the
expressions (19) or (20) simplify to (14), as we would expect.

In the same manner the intensity of the transmitted light can be com-
puted, with the result:

-
an expression symmetric with respect to the suffixes 1 and 2, as it ought
to be .

. 4 Radiation excited by X-rays
In X-ray photography a common arrangement is that ofthe intensifying

back screen; the action of the X-rays on the photographic emulsion is
strongly intensified by the light excited in a :fluorescent screen pressed
against the film at the back (see fig. 4).

Now let No be the intensity of the X-ray beam at x = 0, that is after
passing the photo-sensitive layer. On passing through the :fluorescent
material the X-ray intensity will decrease as

N= No.e-p",

where f-l is the total coefficient of X-ray absorption. The amount of Röntgen
radiation absorbed between the plane x = X and x = X + dX is

-dN = f1 • No . e-Px dX

and an equivalent amount of :fluorescent light will be excited in this' in-
finitesimallayer, viz.



di = k • fl .No . e-Px dX (21)
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the constant k measuring the efficiency of the fluorescence.
Transmission of thisvisible light through the fluorescent layer will take

place according to equations (la, b), and the resulting intensity in the plane
x = 0, that is the light incident on the photographic plate, will now he
computed.

Fig: 4. A layer of fluorescent material (thickness D) applied to a piece of cardboard, used
. as an intensifying back screen in Xvray photography.

Let u~ suppose an amount of light di to be created in the layer dx at
x =X, half of which is emitted to the right, the other half to the left.
To find the resulting distribution of light intensities the layer must he
. divided into two parts, viz: 0 < x <'X and X < x <D. Assuming

1= 11= Al(l- (Jo) ea•x+ Bl(1 + (Jo) e-a,x

J = Jl = Al(1+ (JO) ea,,,+ BI (1 - (Jo) e-a",

when 0 < x < X, and

(22a)

(22b)

I = 12 = A2(1- (Jo) ca", + B2(1 + (Jo) e-a,x

J = J2 = A2(1 + Po) ea,x + B2(1 - (Ju) e-a",

whenX < X <D,

the boundary conditions will he

(22c)

(22d)

11= Tl . Jl or (1 + el) 11- (1 - el) Jl= 0
J1= J2 + t di, 12 = 11 + t di
J2 = T2 • 12or (1 + (2) J2 - (1 - t.?2) 12= 0

forx = 0 !
forx= X
forx = D

(23)

Tl' el referring to the film and T2, e2 to the cardboard.
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By combining (22) and (23) Al' B1, A2, and B2 may be calculated, and with
these we subsequently obtain

J1(0}= A1(1 + {Jo} + B1(1- {Jo}=
1 . (e2 + {JO}eu.(D-X) - (e2 - {JO} e-u.(D-Xj

= 1fdL (1 + el) D- -- --- - D (24)
(el + {Jo} (e2 + {Jo} eU' - (el - {Jo} (e2 -- {Jo} e-G·

and similarly

12(D)= A2(l - {Jo} eu•D + B2(1 + {Jo} e-G,D =

(n + {J } eU'x ( {J } e-u•x
=-}di (1 + e ) -'<::1 po __ -=- (11 - 0 - • (25)

2 (el + {Jo} (e2 + {Jo} e
u
•
D - (el - {Jo} (e2 - flo) e-G·D

for the radiation incident from the right on the photographic plate and
from the left on the cardboard underlayer respectively. The latter quantity
is not of essential interest in our present problem hut has been computed
for the sake of completeness. .
To find the resultant intensities under X-ray irradiation we have to

replace di in (24) and ,(25) by the expression (21) and to integrate from
X = P to X = D, with the result:

According to circumstances these formulae can sometimes be simplified.
For instance when D is large the terms e-u,D can be disregarded with res-
pect to the term eu•D • We shall not consider these questions in detail here;
for practical applications we may refer to a paper by Dr Kl.a sen s.
An alternative method to treat the same problem is to start from the

differential equations

dl .
<Ix = - (a + s) I + sj + .~.C e-PX

dj
- = (a + s) J - sI - i C e-PX
dx

which are deduced from equations (I) by adding the amount of radiation
excited by the X-rays, half ofwhich contributes to I and the other halfto J.

(28)
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By common principles the general solution of (28) is found to he

(92)

A and B must now be determined by the boundary conditions:

(1 + lh) J - (1 - (h) J = 0
(1 + (12) J - (1 - (12) I = 0

whenx = 0,
whenx= D.

(30)

That the expressions (26) and (27) result, may readily he verified.
It should be mentioned that equations (28) are practically identical with

the equations used by D reo sti 2) in discussing the scattering of light
when the layer is illuminated by parallel rays of visible light. Owing to
scattering and absorption the incident beam will decrease in intensity
as C . e-kx from left to right. When a parallel beam of intensity H passes
the layer dx a fraction p.H.dx will he scattered in the forward direction
(positive x) and a fraction q.lI.dx ill the backward direction (negative x).
If to this scattered light we apply the principles adopted throughout this
paper we must have

dl
-- = - (a + s) I + sJ + qCe-kx ,dx .

dJ
= (a + s) J - sI - pCe-kx,

dx

(31)

the only difference from (28) being that the coefficients pand q are une-
qual. The solution of (31) ~ illdescribe the amount of diffuse light emanating
from both sides of the layer. According to Dreosti's observations this
theory is in good accord with experiments.

5. Temperosure radiatiun

As a last problem we will consider a light-scattering layer heated to a
uniform temperature and investigate the resulting radiation. .

From the total radiant flux I in the direction of positive x a fraction
a.I.dx is absorbed in the layer dx (fig. I). Consequently to conform to
Kirchhoff's law this layer dx will contribute by radiation the amount
a.Eo.dx in the direction of negative x, where Eo designates the black-body
radiation at the temperature and wavelength in question. The same
amount will 'of course be radiated in the opposite direction. By adding
these quantities to equations (1) we are led to
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dl
-- = - (a + s) I + sj + aEodx '-

dj
-= (a + s) J - - sI - aEo

dx

(32)

which are solved by

1= A(1 - Po) ea,,,+ B(1 + Po} e-a,,,+ Eo
J = A(1 + Po} ea?"+ 8(1- Po} e-a,,,+ Eo ..

(33)

If the light-scattering material is applied as a coating on an underlayer of
reflectivity r the boundary conditions will read:

1=0 forx = 0
J = r.I + (1-·r) Eo or (1+ e) J - (1- e) 1 = 2eEo for x = IJ, (34)

the term (1- r) Eo representing the radiation contributed by the under-
layer according to Kirchhoff's rule. After computing A and B we find
for the temperature radiation

where R is the reflectivity expressed by formula (14). This is again in
keeping with Kirchhoff's law.

Other cases may be worked out in the same manner.

6. The constants a, s, etc.

To conclude this paper we shall briefly recapitulate the data available
concerning the magnitude of the constants a and s and the derived quan-
tities ao and Reo. The most extensive observations were made by Judd
and collaborators 7) who checked equation (14) for various ,materials.
They computed Reo and s, from which, however, a and a can easily be
calculated with the aid of equations (15) and (17). A few characteristic
data have. been collected in table 1. The dental silicate cements, having the
lowest value of ao, are most transparent; next come the vitreous enamels,
whereas the cold-water paints are very opaque; a coating of these of 0'01
to 0'02 cm will suffice to mask the colour of the underlayer almost com-
pletely. .

Some further data have been deduced by Dreosti for opal glasses
and mast~ emulsions. His results are reproduced in table Il. The opal
glass has optical properties of the same order as the dental silicate cements
of J udd, though they are somewhat more opaque. The mastix emulsions
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TABLE I

R"" a and s according to observations by Judd and collaborators

I. Vitreous enamels

0·89 100 0·68 I 1I·7 147
0·90 90 0·50 9·5 180
0·89 64 0·435 I 7·5 147
0·82 56 0·875 9·9 64

u. Cold-water paints (white)

0·88 900 7·35 lIS 122
0·86 720 8·20 109 88
0·93 650 1·72 47·5 380

UI. Dental silicate cements

White 0·76 6·2 0·235 1·72 26·4
White 0·50 3·6 0·90 2·70 4·0
Light yellow 0·40 3·8 1·71 4·00 2·2
Light yellowgrey 0·59 2·1 0·30 1·16 7"0
Dark grey 0·16 1·7 3·74 5·15 0·45

-

TABLE II

R"" a and s observed by Dreosti, À = 5370 A

R", s
cm-1

a
cm-1

• Go

cm-1
s
a

1. Opal glasses· various samples,
0·807 7·8 0·18 1·69 43
0·750 18·3 0·76 5·33 24
0·771 13·6 0·46 3·57 29·5
0·56 8·0 1·49 4·95 5·7

u. Mastix emulsions

Go

I
0·39 I 0·31 0·147 0·336 2·1

G1 0·091 0·22 0·915 1·11 . 0·24
G2 0·020 I 0·06 1·12 2·21 0·03

Ko

I
0·338

I
0·66 0·42 0·85 1·6

Kl 0·176 0·60 1·15 1·64 0·52
K2 0·030 0·20 3·00 3·19 0·06

Emulsions K and G both contained 5 g mastix per litre. The average particle diameter
was 0·67 [J. for G and 0·49 [J. for K. In the sequenceKo, Kl' K2 acid fuchsine has been added
to the intermicellar fluid in increasing quantities. The exact concentrations have not been
stated, and the description of the emulsions is, on the whole, rather incomplete.
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are much more transparent. Unfortunately the description of these emul-
sions is incomplete, but it is of interest to note that adding a dye to the
Huid not only increases the absorption a but at the same time diminishes
the coefficient of scattering s. This clearly shows how closely these two
constants are connected;' they are not independent of one another.

Eindhoven, October 1942.
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ABSTRACTS'
(Continued from page 54)

1696: J. F. H. Custers and J. C. Riemersma, The texture of straight-
rolled and of cross-rolled molybdenum, Physica 's-Grav.12, 195-208,
1946. .

With the aid of pole figures the textures of straight-rolled and of cross-
rolled molybdenum are determined. The pole figures thus obtained show
that earlier authors described these textures in a too simple way; they are
at least twofold.
For example, after cross-rolling, there is found besides the so-called (100)

[HO] tecture ((~OO)parallel to the rolling plane, and [110] parallel to the
rolling direction) a second texture, which is rotary symmetrical around the
normal to the rolling plane, and which has a (111) plane parallel to this plane.
The texture of straight-rolled molybdenum turns out to be in good

agreement with the texture of straight-rolled iron, as determined by
K urdjumow and Sachs; the texture of cross-rolled iron is not known.

1697: N. G. de Bruijn, A combinatorial problem, Proc. Kon. Ned.
Akad. Wetenschappen Amsterdam 49, 758-764, 1946.

A Pn-cycle is defined as an ordered cycle of 2n digits 0 or 1 (i.e. a series
of such digits placed on the circumference of a circle), such that the 2n

possible sets of n consecutiv~ digits of that cycle are all different '(as a
consequence, any ordered set of n digits 0 or 1occurs exactly once in that
cycle). Posthumus studied these cycles in connection with a practical
problem of telecommunication, and was led to the conjecture, that the
number of Pn-cycles be equal to 2N where N = 2n-I_n. This conjecture
is proved to be correct, as follows from a theorem concerning a special
type of networks. Another application of this theorem is mentioned too.

(Continued on page 79)
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THE LIGHT EMISSION FROM FLUORESCENT
SCREENS IRRADIATED BY X-RAYS

by H. A. KLASENS 535.371.07

Summary
Applying Schuster's theory as extended by Hamaker for the
scattering and absorption of light, general equations are deduced
for the amount of .light emitted by fluorescent screens, irradiated
by X-rays. Some commercial screens are examined to measure the
"absorption" coefficient (J of the fluorescent light. Several means to
increase the brightness of a screen are discussed.

The radiant flux from a fluorescent screen irradiated by X-rays is
mainly determined by the amount of X-ray energy absorbed and by the
efficiency of the conversion of this energy into light.

The total amount of X-ray energy-absorbed in the screen is

where. IYo =- intensity of the X-rays incident on the screen,
p =- total absorption coefficient of the X-rays,
D = thickness of the fluorescent layer.

For X-rays corresponding to a voltage of 50 kV the total absorption
coefficient is about 30 cm-1. In a layer of 0·03 cm 40% of the Xvray energy
will thus be absorbed, most of which is lost as heat; only a small percen-
tage being transformed into light. According to measurements of
Widmann 1) the efficiency of this transformation is about 3%. But
even if we know exactly the amount of visible light excited we 'cannot
calçulate the light emitted from the surface, for a part of the light is lost by
extinction in the fluorescent layer. The light radiated by the grains of the
phosphor will he scattered again and again, so that it may have to travel
a long way before reaching the surface, a certain amount being absorbed
in the meantime.

This absorption has been taken into account by Glocker and co-wor-
kers 2) when calculating the radiant power of the uncovered side of the
screen facing the. X-ray tube.

In the layer dx (fig. 1) an amount dN of X-ray energy is absorbed

dN = iJ . Nx . dx = p • No . e-XP dx .

A proportionate part dj will be transformed into visible light

dj = k . iJ • No . e-PX dx .
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On its way to the surface facing the X-ray tube the intensity of this
fluorescent light will be reduced in the ratio e-TX, where -c is the absorption
coefficient of the fluorescent light. Hence the total intensity on this side of
the screen (used as an intensifying back-screen) is

D

JB = /: k. Il. No. e-(I'+T)X dx = k . P . No ~1- e-(I'+T)D~ • (2)
. It + -c
o

Fig. LA fluorescent layer (thickness D) irradiated by X-rays incident from the left.

In the same way the radiant flux from an intensifying front-screen is found
~~ -

D

J - r k N -/'X -T(D-x) d _ k . P . No \ -TD -pDl
F - • p·O. e e x - - -·-)e - e ç.

. . p~
o

(3)

These formulae, however, do not take into account the reflection 'at the
boundaries of the layer against the cardboard or the photographic film.
The reflecting power of the underlayer for instance influences strongly the
brightness of the screen. The light emitted from a layer uncovered at both
sides is much lower than the flux from an intensifying screen where the
fluorescent layer is laid on a piece of white cardboard.

On the basis of Schuster's differential equations for the diffusion
of light Ramaker 3) has calculated the radiant flux incident on a photo-
graphic film in close contact with a fluorescent screen. In the case of an
intensifying back-screen equation (26) of Ramake~'s paper' applies. Ris
formula reads *)

kp No (1 + Ih) (l!2+ (J) (p-a) eaD- (e2-{J) (p + 0') e-aD + 2(e2a-Pp) e-I'D

JB= -2(p2~2) - X (lh + P) (e2+ (J) eaD _ (el-P) (e2-{J) e-aD (4)

*) Instead of fJ and G H am a k e r used the symbols {loand Go, with a view to later exten-
sions of the theory. As, however, these extensions do not refer to the X-ray problems
considered here, the indices may be dropped in our case, thereby rendering the
formulae somewhat simpler.
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where the various symbols have the following meanings:
I-Tl

Ih = --, Tl being the reflection coefficient of the film (under diffuse
I+T1 illumi . )ummationj;
l-T2e2 = --, T2 being the reflection coefficient of the cardboard layer;
I+T2

l-R
f3 = --, R designating the reflection coefficient for an infinitely thick

1+R layer of the phosphor;

a = i;( a + 2s) where a is the coefficient of absorption and s the coef-
ficient of scattering of the fluorescent material.

In the case of anintensifying front-screen (fi!!,. 2) Hamaker's equation
(27) may be used. If, however, we adhere to the principle that the index
1 (in l!I, Tl) refers to the photographic film and the index 2 to the card-
board, then these indices must be interchanged in Hamaker's for-
mula, so that we obtain *)

J _ k,u JYo (1+ el) .
F - 2 (,u2-a2) X

2(f3,u + e2 a) - (,u + a) (e2 + (3) e-(I'-u)D + (,u-a) (e2-{3) e-(I'+u)D

X ~ (el + (3) (e2 + (3) cuD - (el-{3) (e2-{3)- euD (5)

For a screen not covered by a photosensitive film, as used in X-ray diagnosis
and camera photography, we have

Tl - 0, el = 1.

;] 3

r---+X.r!.o "6>6"
Fig. 2. An intensifying screen used as front-screen; 1 cardboard, 2 fluorescentlayer, 3photo-
graphic film. X-rays incident from the left.

*) It should be noted that equations (4) and (5) are not entirely correct in that No mea-
sures the intensity of the X-ray beam in the plane x = 0 (fig. 2), which may be slightly
different in the two cases considered owing to a difference between the absorption in
the film and that in the cardboard. This absorption, however, is only a fewper cent and
can safely be ignored in comparison with the much greater errors in the observations
by which the theory is verified below.
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Another important simplification occurs when the cardboard underlayer
has the same reflectivity as a fluorescent layer of infinite thickness, that is
if we have 72 = Ret;) or e2 = {J. In that case we are led to

J
B
= kfA No (:~.--teL 11- e-(p+a)D~ ,

2(e1 + (J) (/Á + 0') I

J _ . kp No (1+ el) ~ -aD -.~l
F - 2(e1 + (J) (fA _ 0') ,e - e ~.

(6)

(7)

Except for a constant factor (1 + el) /2 (el + (J) these formulae are equi-
valent to those of Glocker and his eo-workers. Their equations remain
valid if 72= Ret;). It is to be noted, however, that whereas Tin (2) and (3)
was interpreted as an absorption coefficient, 0' in (6) and (7) is a coefficient
in which absorption and scattering both play a part.

To apply these equations to practical cases we have to know the value .of
the various constants occurring in them. The reflectivity for diffuse light
of the photographic film and the cardboard to which the fluorescent layer
has been applied were both determined with an Ulbricht integrating
sphere, the blue mercury line (it = 4358 Ä.) being used as corresponding
closely in colour with the fluorescence of calcium tungstate (max. intenxity
at 4300 Á). The reflectivity Ret;) was determined in the same way; several
films of calcium tungstate were piled upon each other until the reflecting
power had reached a maximum. From these observations el' e2 and {J
were computed.

The thickness D was measured with a micrometer and the absorption
coefficient p ofthe fluorescent material for X-rays was determined with the
aid of a dosimeter by the equation

log No -log N
p = -- .-.--,

D log e

where No = intensity of the X-rays at a given distance from the tube, and
N = intensity of the X-rays at the same distance but filtered through the
fluorescent layer.

It remains to fix the value of 0'. Dividing (4) by (5) we have

JB (e2 + (J) (p - 0') e
aD

- (e2 - (J) (fA + 0') e-pD + 2 (e20' - !-l{J) e-,uJ

IF = 2({JfA + e20') - (p + 0') (e2 + (3) e-(p-alD + (p - 0') (e2 - (J) e-(p+a)D

(8)
or ifwe use (6) and (7)

1- e-(p+a)D

e-aD _ e-pD
(9)
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The ratio JnlJF was determined by a photographic method. On different
areas of one film two parts of the same screen were used as front-screen and
back-screen respectively. This assembly was irradiated by X-rays until
suitable blackenings were obtained after developing. To ensure sufficient
homogeneity the X-rays were filtered through 5-15 mm aluminium.

To deduce the ratio J nlJ F from these data we have to know the density-
log. (intensity) curve for the film in question. This curve was determined by
photographing an aluminium wedge. In order to obtain perfect proportic-
nality between the logarithm of the intensity of the X-rays transmitted and
the thickness A ofthe wedge, the X-rays had to be more thoroughly filtered
by means of 0·85 mm copper. In this way a satisfactory homogeneity was
obtained and for rays corresponding to a voltage of 70 kV d log N/dA was
determined at 0·457 cm-I. Since d log N/dA is equal to d log J/dA the
photograph of the wedge gives us the desired density curve. From this
curve the ratio JnlJF can be read off at once *). Now the value of Cf can be
found graphically. Ther~fore we calculate for different values of Cf the
corresponding value of Jn/JF using formula (8) or (9). Having done this
for a sufficient number of different values to be able to draw a curve giving
the relation between JB/JF and Cf, the required value of Cf can be read off
at once from this curve.

A commercial intensifying back-screen of calcium tungstate examined
in this way gave the following results:

grain diameter: 5-15 fJ., thickness of the layer: 0·056 cm
/)= 25 cm-l for a voltage of 55 kV, the X-rays being filtered first through
15 mm aluminium

Jn/JF = 1·92
R<t:l - 0·69 fJ - 0·19 **)
T2 - 0·39 e2 - 0·4~
Tl 0·18 el _. 0·70

If we plot Jn/Jl/ against Cf according to (8) we obtain curve 1 of fig. 3.
The value Jn/JF = 1·92 corresponds to Cf . 58 cm-I.

Using (9) instead of (8) the curve la is ohtained. We see that for high
values of Cf this formula gives a satisfactory approximation, and for Cf a
value 60 cm'? is found.

The same measurement was carried out with X-rays corresponding to the
higher voltage of 90 kV and filtered through 0.5 mm molybdenum

p = 10 cm"!
Jn/JF = 1·29 (calculated: 1·32)

*) A correction has to be made for the blackening caused by the X-rays themselves.
**) The various reflection coefficients were measured by Dr J. Voo g d, for which I

should like to express my gratitude.
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The back-screen just investigated is commonly used in combination
with a front-screen of the same material but differing in thickness, D
being 0·030 cm.

J~F
~5'r-------~-------v-------;--------'-------,

20 40 60 80 ([{cm J tOO
4424$

Fig. 3. Relation between Jn/JF and u.
1. according to (8); ft = 25 cm-I; D = 0'056 'cm. e2 = 0'43; fJ = 0'49
la. according t.o (9); ft = 25 cm-1; D = 0'056 cm
2. according to (9); ft = 26 cm-I; D = 0'078 cm

IB/IF was in this case observed to be 1'28, against a computed value
of 1'29 (/1 = 25 cm-I), which illustrates the applicability of equation (8).

Finally the following test was carried out. Both screens (D = 0'056 cm
and D = 0'030 cm) were used either as back-screen (B) or as front-screen
(F), and the ratio of the intensities observed was compared with that cal-
culated from equations (4) and (6) respectively and (5) and (7) respectively
The following results were obtained

voltage ft V (0'056)1 I V (0'056») ,
(filter 10 mm AI) J (0:030}\B J (0'030)\F

80 kV 19 cm-1 1'18 I 0'95
70 kV 24 cm=! I'll 0'85
60 kV 26 cm-1 1'10 0'82
50 kV 35 cm-1 I'll 0'72
40 kV 41 cm-1 1'12 0'64

In.fig.4. these values are plotted against fA. Curves lIa and lIla give the.
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theoretical values according to (4) and (5) respectively, while lIb and lUb
correspond to (6) and (7) respectively. Moreover curve I gives the ratio
of the amounts of light energy excited in both screens.

o~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~
o 10 20 30 40 u{cmt)50

481.44 r

Fig. 4. Relation between J (0·056)/J (0·030)and 1".
I for Ij = 0
H theoretical curve for a = 58 cm-1 both screens used as back-screen

a) according to (4)
b) according to (6)

·HI Theoretical curve for Ij = 58 cm-1both .screens used as front-screen
a) according to (5)
b) according to (7)
x) measured values, both screens used as back-screen
.) measured values, both screens used as front-screen

This curve should represent also the ratio of the radiant power of both
screens if there were no absorption of the light .in the fluorescent layer
(0" = 0).
The experimental results agree fairly well with the theoretical values,
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having regard to the rather inaccurate photographic intensity measure-
ments. Moreover there are other sources of error, hardly to be avoided,
such as inhomogeneity ofthe fluorescent layer and of the X-rays and varia-
tion in the thickness of the layer, which may have produced inaccuracies
both in.D and in p.
According to Hamaker

(3- 1/ a
V a + 2s

(1= Ya (a + 2~) .
Hence it follows

a = (3(1,
1-f32

S=--(1.
2(3

(10)

Knowing (3and (1,we can now calculate the coefficients a and s:

s = 146 cm-l.-

The coefficient of scattering s is high, so that on its way to the surface
the light is scattered to a large extent in all directions, which evidently
causes an increased absorption. This can be improved by reducing s which
can be effected in two different ways, viz.
1) by soaking the fluorescent layer in oil; an oil stain on a .thick layer of
calcium tungstate is marked by a greater brightness, especially when
used as front-screen;
2) by using grains of larger dimensions.

The screen investigated above had particles of 5-15 [L in size. To prove
the influence of particle size a commercial screen with particles of 10-90 [L

in diameter was examined in the same way with the following results:

D = 0'078 cm, Roo = 0'77, (3= 0'13.

For p == 26 cm-l, JB/JF was found to be 1-75_
Formula (9) can be applied in view of the high value of D. The theoretical
curve is shown in fig. 3 (curve 2). From this curve we derive for (1the value
24 cm-l and consequently according to (10)

Thus both a and s were found to be lower for the coarse-grained powder.
The curve showing the relation between JF and D reaches a maximum

Jm for a definite value Dm, which is about 0'2 mm for normal intensifying
screens made of fine-grained calcium tungstate (grain diameter 3-15 [L).
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10r------------.------------,------- ~

0,05 0,10 - D(em} 0,15

Fig. 5. Relation between JF and D for different values of 122 (p. = 30 cm-I; (J = 20 cm-I:
(1 = 0·2).

op2

5

,\ .

~ -

.1

Opt

0,005

oo 50 100 -lT{cm-r) 150
48288

Fig. 6. Relation between the maximum value of JF and (J (p. = 30 cm-I; 122 = (3).
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From equation (7) the value of Dm can be deduced, putting dJjdD =O.

dj k P Eo -I'D -aD. - = -- -- (pe - ae )
dD (el + {3) (/-I - 0')

log fl-Ioa aDm= _ - 0_4).
(fl-a) log e

This relation holds only when {3 and e2 have the same value, but fig. 5
shows that Dm varies very little for different values of e2' The maximum
value of J on the other hand is greatly influenced by (12 and is much higher
if the fluorescent layer is fixed upon an underlayer of high reflecting power.
Infig. 6 the maximum value of J F is plotted against a for f1 = 30 cm-I. We
see that with increasing a the value of Jm decreases very strongly. There-
fore ,when aiming at screens with great brightness a must be kept low and
coarse-grained calcium tungstate should be used.

I j j
46249

Fig. 7. Demonstration of the validity of L a m b e r t's law in the caseoffluorescence by
X-rays.

The formulae for the radiant power of a fluorescent screen do not con-
tain any information about the distribution in space of the radiation emit-
ted. It can be shown by a simple experiment that generally this distribution
corresponds exactly to Lambert's law. When irradiating two parts of a
screen as shown in fig. 7, the X-rays incident along the bisector of the
angle between the two parts, both show the same brightness no mat~er
from which direction we look at them.

Fig. 8. The amount of light received by the camera lens inX-ray screen-photography.
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For X-ray camera-photography it is of importance to know the fraction
f of the radiated light contributing to the blackening of the film. The
amount of light received by the lens of the photographic apparatus is
(fig. 8):

(J) = arcsin (d,2a)

f JNCOS a. d2
---- 2na Sill 0) adO)= nJ N - •

a2' 4a2
(J) =0

Thus f is equal to d2/4a2, which is twice as high as the value calculated by
Bouwers and Burger 5), who assume an isotropic space distribution of
the radiated light.

In conclusion I would like to thank Dr Hamaker for the many
valuable discussions on the subject of this paper.

Eindhoven, November 1942
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1698: D. Polder and J. H. van Santen, The effective permeability of
mixtures of solids, Physica 's-Grav.12, 257-270,1946.

For several purposes it is of importance to know how the dielectric or
magnetic permeability of a mixture of substances that show mutually
different permeabilities in pure state depends on the composition of the
mixture. In this paper the case is dealt with where the different substances
are powders of solids, packed in a medium like oil or wax or air. The indi-
vidual particles or holes are assumed to be ellipsoidal. The calculation is
based on an approximation which for spherical particles proves to
give results identical with those obtained by Böttcher's method. The
effect, of the shape of the ellipsoids is discussed. Considerations are given
concerning the nature of the approximations used in this paper and in
other theories on this subject.

1699: M. J. O. Strutt and A. van der Ziel,- Signal-to-noise ratio at
v.h.f., Wireless Engineer 23,241-249,1946 .:

The two basic concepts of correllation between fluctuation currents and
voltages and of the decomposition of fluctuating quantities into singly
periodic components are discussed briefly. The noise ratio of a grounded-
cathode amplifier is evaluated and the' conditions for minimum noise ratio
are stated. Experimental evidence is shown to confirm the theoretical
results, Further grounded-grid amplifier stages and velocity-modulation
valves are considered and the requirements as to valve construction (uni- "'.
form electron paths and low dielectric and other losses) are dealt with.
It is shown that the proposed reduction of noise ratio applies also to wide-
band reception. In order to compensate the loss or gain incurred by the
reduction of noise ratio suitable feed-back may be applied. The inter-
relation of noise figures introduced by various authors and the present
noise ratio are discussed. ..

1700: B. D. H. Tellegen, Het bepalen van de integratie constanten bij
de berekening van in- en uitschakelverschijnselen, T. Ned. Radio-
genootschap ll, 173-188, 1946 (The evaluation of the integration

I constants occurring in the computation of transient phenomena).

A network is considered containing an e.m.f. v under the influence of
which a current i flows in a certain branch. A method is given to calculate
from the differential equation connecting i and v the discontinuities in i
and its derivatives resulting from discontinuities in v and its derivatives.
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1701*: H. A. K Iase n s, Transfer of energy between centres in zinc
sulphide phosphors, Nature, London, 158, 306, 1946.

The transfer of energy between centres in zinc sulphide phosphors con-
taining two kinds of centres (e.g. blue and green) is explained by the
supposition that after bringing an electron from one centre (e.g. blue)
to an excited state (by lifting it in the empty so-called conduction bandof
energy), the hole in the blue centre may be transferred to a filled band and
thus may travel to a green centre. The reverse process (green to blue) is
supposed to have a negligible probability. The above hypothesis is ex-
pressed in the form of two simultaneous differential equations giving the
number of excited centres as a function of time.

From these equations formulae may be derived for the intensity ratio
of the blue and the green emission during irradiation as a function of the
irradiation intensity and the temperature, and for the temperature de-
pendence of the emission of e.g. the blue centres. The effect of "killers"
on the after-glow (green emission) is explained on similar lines.

1702: J. Boeke, Ontwikkeling van de electrische meetapparaten in de
chemie gedurende de oorlog, Chem, Weekblad 42, 230-273, 1946
(Development of electrical measuring instruments for chemical
purposes during the war).

This article contains a survey of recent improvements in electrical
methods as used in chemistry; especially in the following fields: electro-
chemistry, dielectric constants, measurement of moisture, spectromejry
[absorption and emission), chemical analysis, industrial apparatus.

1703: W. de Groot, The influence ofirradiation with light on the dielec-
tric proporties of ZnS phosphors, Physica 's-Grav. 12, 402·404, .
1946.

Experiments are described, whereby the influence of irradiation with
light on the light emission and the dielectric behaviour of ZnS phosphors
are examined simultaneously. It is proved that the change of capacity
of a condenser containing ZnS, on irradiation, and the decay of this
change, on stopping irradiation, are much slower than the rise and decay
of luminescence. Some arguments are given in favour of the suppósition
that the change in dielectric behaviour must be ascribed to free electrons
and not to trapped electrons. Some phenomena, as e.g. a steep initial
decay of the L1C-effect in a phosphor containing a "killer", remain unex-
plained.
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_HARDENING: OF METALS
BY INTERNAL OXIDATION

by J. L. MEIJERING and M. J. DRUYVESTEYN

Summary
Alloys of silver.vcopper and nickel can be dispersion-hardened by
diffusing oxygen into an alloy with e.g. 1-2 atomic % of an element
. having a sufficient affinity for. O. Too small an affinity leads to a
coarser distribution of the oxide formed, because conglomeration
must take place via the atoms, and dissociation occurs more fre-
quently when the oxide is not very stable. Thermodynamical consi-
derations are given, and calculations of the penetration of the reaction
front. More experiments (including X-ray, electrical and mechanical
investigations of the internally oxidized alloys) will follow in Part II.

1. General aspects
Hardening a ductile metal (or alloy) without altering its structure oOr

composition fundamentally can only be accomplished by blocking the -
glide planes with minute particles, so-called "dispersion hardening".
G.enerally these particles are formed by ageing a supersaturated solid solu-
tion, obtained by quenching from higher temperatures. The basic condition
- for this "precipitation hardening" is an appreciable fall in solid solubility
.with decreasing temperature: The hardness obtained is more or less des-
troyed by annealing at temperatures higher than the -most favourable
agein'g temperature; this is caused by coarsening or partial resolving of the
_precipate. It will be possible to. obtain more .stable precipitates by a che-
mical reaction of the solute B with another element X diffusing into the
solid solution A + B. Obviously this will require two things:
1st: X must diffuse more rapidly in A tha~ B does, otherwise the compound
(e.g. BX) will not be formed in the interior, but as a surface layer;
2nd: the affinity of X for B must be sufficiently. greater than for A.

Now oxygen diffuses through silver 1), copper 2) and nickel ê] with
a speed éonsiderably greater than metallic elements.
lts affinity for Ag.is so small that silver cann~t form (solid) Ag20 when
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heated above 190°C in O2 of normal pressure, This affinity is larger for
Cu and Ni, but remains considerably smaller than for such metals as Mg,
Be, Al.
It therefore seemed quite possible to harden an alloy of Ag with e,g. 1 or

2 atomic % Mg, simply by heating it in air or O2 at 800°. This indeed
proved to be the case.

The following results were obtained with strips 1 mm thick (machined
from castings); after 2 hours heating in air the hardness was:
0'3 weight % Mg ± 170 Vickers (kg/mm2, load: 21/2 kg),
0'4 weight % Al ± 160 Vickers,
0'2 weight % Be ± 135 Vickers.
Similar strips when annealed in H2 or N2 showed hardnesses of 30 to 50
Vickers only.

Fig. LAg with 0'3 % Mg, 50 minutes 8000 air; etched NH40H + H202• Magn. 10x.

With an alloy of Ag with 0'7 % Mn a hardness of 140 was reached
after oxidation in air, whilst Ag with 0'6 % Ti, although not homogeneous,
gave 100 Vickers, hut Zn (0'8 %) and Sn (l'S %) yielded much smaller
hardnesses (± 60), while Cd (1 %) and Al (1 %) with only 40 *) and
30 Vickers respectively did not harden at all * *).

With the exception of the last mentioned all these alloys were deeply
penetrated by oxygen, which transformed the solute into oxide. This was
shown by the appearance of a rim in the cross-section of the strips, increa-

*) This low hardness cannot be due to loss of CdO by evaporation, as it was found also
0'1 mm beneath the original surface.

**) We found this hardening of Af!;(and also that of Cu and Ni) in 1942, It was not until
1945 that we learned from the Chem, Abstr. that Rhines and Grobe 4) had
examined the internal oxidation of silver alloys metallographically. We have not
yet seen tbe paper itself, but apparently no bardening effects were mentioned, This is
confirmed by tbe paper of Chaston 5), which we saw while ours was being written.
Chaston describes the hardening of Ag with several concentrations of AI. There is
very good agreement with our results,
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sing in depth with time of oxidation. This rim (with a sharp boundary,
see section 6) becomes visible after polishing and etching (e.g. with
aqueous ammonia + H202) because it etches more rapidly than the un-
transformed interior. In those cases where oxidation causes considerable
hardening this rim is also shown by breaking the strip, its fracture being
brittle (crystallihe), whilst the interior has a tough fracture. On thicker
specimens it was verified that the Vickers hardness was only abnormally
high in the rim.
The absence of a good rim in the alloy with 1weight % Al accounts for

its unsuitability for hardening by oxidation; the formation of a surface
layer rich in A1203 evidently makes this alloy resistant against its further
oxidation.
The absence (or smallness) of the hardening by oxidation in the alloys

sera

Fig. 2. Cu with 0·35 % Be, F/2 h. 9500 air. Crystalline fracture of internally oxidized rim.
Magn. ± 10x.

with Cd, Zn and Sn appears to be correlated with their affinities for 0 being
less than those of AI, Be, Mg and Mn. This point will be considered in
greater detail in section 6.
Several alloys of copper were then also succesfully hardened by oxidation.

Because of the higher melting point and the slower diffusion of oxygen in Cu
most experiments were made at 9500 in air. An essential difference with the
oxidation of the Ag alloys is of course that a scale of copper oxide (mostly
Cu20) is formed, which is easily removed. By heating in air only as long
as is necessary for the formation of a Cu20 layer sufficiently thick to supply
the oxygen required, and completing the annealing in a neutralor weakly
oxidizing atmosphere (N2, CO2), the loss ofmetal can be reduced.
In most cases the remaining metal shows a rim (when the strip is oxidized

so long that only part of the cross-section is occupied by it), which in this
case is sometimes already visible after polishing, its colour being more
copper-red than the interior. The formation of these rims has already been
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studied for a large number of Cu alloys 6)~) 8), but we do not find any
reference to the appreciable hardness obtained in some cases.

The highest values were obtained with Be (0·2-0·35 weight %): 160-170
Vickers. Mg (0·6 %), Ti (1 %) and Al (0·6-1·0·%) gave values ranging from
105 to 12~ Vickers. Zr (0·8 %) too, ÎD: spite of its small solid solubility
(± 0·3 atomic %) in Cu, gave a hardness slightly less thaIi100. Mn, Zn, Si,
Sn and Sb gave rims too, but no or little hardening. Cu with 2·2 and 4·5
weight % Al gave no rims at all and therefore no hardening (5Q Vickers).
These last alloys are known to be fairly resistant to oxidation 7), the for-
mation of copper oxide on the surface being incomparably less than on the
1 % alloy.
We see that while Mn enables oxidation hardening in silver, it does not

so in copper with its greater affinity for oxygen.
Nickel, which has a still greater affinity, only gave o:ridation hardening

(at 1200°) when alloyed with AI. Be, Mg, Ti, Si, Mn and Cr gave no or
only small effects .
.In the next four sections calculations of the penetratien of oxygen in

these alloys are given. In section 6 the conglomeration of the oxide particles
formed is discussed, it being shown that the difference between hardening
and non-hardening alloys can be explained rather well on a thermodyna-
mical basis. Measurements of lattice constauts (section 8) and electrical
resistivities (section 12) support the view that the MgO and Al20a particles
that harden silver are very small.

-.

2. Calculation of the penetration of oxygen in. a dilute solid solution

We will now consider the first condition for liardening by oxidation
'(pàge 81) more closely. We take for example a thick plane strip of an alloy
of Ag with Mg (atomic fraction c2) *) heated in oxygen. We suppose the
rate of solution of ° at the surface to be so great that we can take its con-
centration here to be constant -- Cl (atomic fraction; a function of tempe-
rature and oxygen pressure). For Ag alloys at 800°C this will bepractically
the case already after a short time **). The diffusion coefficients Dl and D2

of ° and Mg respectviely we may take to be independent of the coneen-
tration of 0, Mg and MgO, when C2 is small (Cl will always be small). The
concentrations of Ó and Mg (which we will call UI and U2 respectively) are
. functions of the distance from the surface of the strip x, and of time. They

*) For non-bivalent solut~s this must be modified according to the formula of the oxide
formed. ..

**) J ohnson and Larose 1) found the quantity of O2passing through thin silver strips
into a vacuum approxiinately inversely proportional to their thickness, at 600°-
.700 °C.
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change not only by the diffusion but also by' their mutual reaction, which we
will assume to be himolecular, We get the following differential equations:

(1)

with the conditions
Ul = Cl for x = 0 and all t,
U2= c2 for t = 0 and all x .

(~)

. '

To enable us to obtain a solution we assume that the reaction is so fast
that free Mg and 0 are nowhere together. This results in a sharp boundary
(where the whole reaction is taking place) between an outer part containing
o and MgO, and an inner part containing Mg. This supposition, suggested
by the experiments (see section 1), will be examined later on.

~ -------------~--------
u
t

_x
"UI

, )

Fig. 3. Concentration of 0 (ul) and Mg (U2) as a function of distance from the surface of
the strip: (Schematically).

Its effect is 'that the term K UIU2 disappears in both equations (1) 'while
three new boundary conditions arise:

U
l
= 0 lU2= 0

'" '" for x = ~.
vUl vU2Dl - = -D2-oX ox

~, a function of time, is the distance of the boundary from the surface of
the strip. The third condition expresses that equal numbers of 0 and Mg
atoms ~re meeting at the boundary. .

(3)
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We now take UIand U2 to be functions of xfllt*). Then UJ!tis a constant,
and further we can transform both our partial differential equations (wit-
hout K ulu2) into ordinary ones, which are easily integrated to:

y

(erf y is the normalized Gauss function ~ f e-=' dZ). From the conditioris

o
(2) It follows that Al = Cl and A2 + B2 = C2•

With the first two of the conditions (3) we complete our elimination of the
four integration constants, UJ!ï remaining the only unknown, which is
then given implicitly by the remaining condition. Writi;ng a for ~2/4t the
result is:

aclm e-Ii,.

erf (V;J = l~erf(V;J

(4)

for x <: ~,

for x > ~,

where a is given by the parameter equation:

*) This can be proved a priori by a dimensional consideration, as in the case of an element
diffusing into a strip of pure metal (infinitely thick) hut with a diffusion coefficient
varying. with its concentration. Indeed, Mg can he treated as negative oxygen in our
prohlem.. .
The prohlem of the penetratien of e.g: C in Fe at 8000

, with the formation of a second
phase (austenite), can he solved in the same way (provided that the transference at the
phase houndary is rapid enough). Only the concentration then shows not ~nly a kink
hut a jump. This completes the analogy with a well-known heat-conduction prohlem:
the penetration of frost in a moist soil. The only essential,difference in the solution is
that the parameter equation for a hecomes rather more complicated than in our oxi-
dation problem,
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We can also calculate the concentration of the MgO formed, if it remains
in situ after its formation; which is reasonable to assume. The number of
molecules MgO formed is equal t,o that of the Mg atoms arriving at the boun-
dary; to get the number of molecules in a certain fixed place we must divide
by the velocity with which the boundary is moving. Calling the molecular
fraction of the oxide Cox, we find

D2 (OU2) .
. ox x=~ • 1

Cox = dg = in C
2

. (17 a ) ,

dt 1- erf V D
2

1/D2 _.!:-ae D,

thus greater than C2, and independent of the depth x.
Convenient expansions can be derived when Dl >> a >> D2' which is

the case when ClDl » c2 D2 but cl « C2• These conditions are in most
practical cases well fulfilled: for Ag in air at 800.0Clis about 10-4 (0'01 at, %)
while Dl is ± 1 cm2fday *); c2- will be normally about 1 at. % and D2 for
metallic solutes in silver at 8000 is about 10-4 cm2fday 10), so here clfc2 =
10-2 and DlfD2 = 104 approximately.
For Dl» a» D2 we use the approximations

e-Y' in
---=-
y erf y 2y2

. for y« 1

and
e-Y' _ ( 1 )

. = :n; 1+-
Y (1- erfy) i 2y:

for y» 1

Cox c2 D2
and obtain: - = 1 + --.

C2 cl Dl

In the limiting case (~: = 0 and ~. ~ 0) 'we have UI = Cl (1 - ~) for.

x < g and U2 = C2for x> g, and a= clDl (which is easily derived directly
2c2 .

f h diff . I . dç D Cl) 1 1 h ..rom t e tterentra equataon C2 - = 1 -. n t e next apprOXimation
dt g

a = clDl (1- c2D2_ ~-~).

2c2• clDl c2

We will now try to examine how 'sharp the oxidation boundary
is in the important case that D2 is practically zero. We return to the

, differential equations (1) with the term Kulu2 but with D2 = O. Then

*) Calculated from Johnson and Larose 1) and Steacie and Johnson 9). See also
section 7.
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1 e InU2 .' ()uI Dl ()s ID. u2 ()u2 '
UI = - - -- and thus - =- - + -. Integration givesK ()t ()t K ()x2()t ()t

Dl ()21nu2 ' ,_. _
u2 - UI = - --- + f(x). For t = 0 U2 = C2 and UI =0, sof(x) = C2•K ()x2. .

In normal cases, when Cl « C2, it is to be expected that UI will every-
where be small in comparison with C2 - U2; we will at first ignore it .

. c' d2y K K
Putting In 2. = y we then get -2 = - - C2 e-Y+ - C2• After multi-

U2 dx Dl Dl
.. -- Y

, dy . V Dl f dzplying by - ,this is integrated to x = -- ..
dx 2Kc2 Ve-=+ z + A

b '

Thè first integration constant A is found to he = -1, given the. condition
that dy/dx = 0 for y = 0 (x = 00), while the second èonstant b is .of no
importance.

We must now say something about K. :Mg is substituted on the Ag
lattice points while 0 will probably be dissolved in die equally numerous
octahedral interstices, which are situated also on a face-centered cubic
"lattice". We assume that the diffusion takes place only by jumps between
neighbouring interstices. Then the jumping frequency of an 0 atom is.12
DJa2, where a is the lattice constant (about 4 X 10-8 cm). Now it is plau-
sible to assume that reaction takes place when an 0 atom jumps from an
interstice to a neighbouring one, which has a (free) Mg atom on one of those
four surrounding lattice points which are not shared with the first inter-
stice. We are only considering dilute solutions? so the fraction of the jumps
that give reaction is 4U2' We thus conclude that K = 48 Dl/a2•

A good measure for the sharpness of the oxidation boundary will be the
distance between- the plane where Cox = 0'1 C2 and the plane where Cox _::_

0'9 C2• In our limiting case Cox = C2 - U2 (because the Mg atoms are immo-
bile), so this measure, after ·substitu.tion of A and K and graphical inte-
gration, is found 'to he:

In 10

a r dz 0'50
xO'1 - XO'9 = Y96c

2
• Ye-= + z -1 = Vc; a.

, In 10/. .

0'99 1'43,
Further XO'Ol - XV'99 = ,/- a; XO'OOI - XO'999 = ,/ a; xO'OOOl - XO'9999 =

. . y~ y~
1'85 ' .ye; a, etc. The latter integrals are easily calculated fr?m the former ones

y' ,

because for x> 1 f dz is 2 Yy- i+ C' and for y« 1 it is
I . Ye-= + z-1
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f2 Iny + C". The curve of CU2:' against' x h~s a point of inflexion at
Cox = 0'58 C2• In practice. Cz is about O'O~, so XO'1 - XO'9 should be about
2 X 10-7 cm. Microscopical observation only indicates (section, 6) that it
is smaller than ± 100 times this value, thus it remains possible that K
is even 10" times smaller than our theoretical value. This means that if
the ~eaction has an activ~tion energy (besides' that of the diff~sion), it '
must be less than 20 kcal pe! g.mol. MgO.

, ~In~'
The term UI disregarded above in the equation for 2 makes the

, ()x

absolute value of this differential quotient everywhere slightlygreater, so
that the sharpness of the boundary is increased a little. When D2/DIis not
zero we think that the gradient of Cox (not of u2!) remains very 'steep when
Cl << C2 and Cl Dl> > c2 I!2 (as is normally the case), provided the oxide
formed is stable.

3. Influence of scale formation

When e.g, a copper alloy is oxidized, the metallic rim of Cu"+ e.g. BeO
is formed beneath a scale of copper oxide (+ BeO). We will calculate the
penetration of the oxidation boundary with time for the "normal" (lin'li.
ting) case (Dl» a::» D2), assuming that the depth of scaling *) 'YJ is

proportional to Vt. We put 'fJ = 2 V{Jt in analogy with g = 2 i~.tfor {J = 0
(section 2).
In all o;ur experiments with Cu and Ni alloys {J < a, thus automatically ,

(J «Dl' We further' assume that at the 'interface scale/metallic rim UI
.' • '. 'd'g 2a '

remains constant = the solubility concentration Cl'We get - = V **)
dt ~- 2 {Jt

hih ft . g . . d'
wc, a er putting}ït = z, IS mtegrate t~

C-Int =.(1 + V4a ~ {J)ln(z- ip+ V4a+ {J)-+-

,+ (1- V (J ) In (z - ip- V4a+ (J) •4a + {J, .
We have tacitly assumed that the scale formation begins at t = 0, but '

we will consider the case where a metallic oxidized rim (of thickness g~)
may' already he present (from a preliminary oxidation with subsequent
removal of the scale). .
If t ~ 0, z ~ 00 (for go =F 0) and C - In t = 2 In,Z = In ~2,_ In t.

So C = In goz. '
*) i.e. the thickness 'of the metal layer converted into oxide.
*-) The zero point of ~ is situated at the original surface of the metal.
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The general solution becomes:

: t= (4a + (3) (w :~)l+P (w'_l)l_P!
-r: -r: V for Ço * 0 .

w= (ç/rt)-r{3; 'p=' {3 .
V4a + {3. 4a + {3

When Ço = 0 evidently w must be = 1 and thus ç= (V4a + (3 + fp) ft:.
As is to be expected, this penetration is faster, but the thickness of the

~ (V4a + (3 ~ VP) Vt: is smaller than when no scale is formed
(f3 = 0). Infig· 4 the results of a calculation with f3 = l~-a (as is about the
case with e.g. 0'25 weight % Be-copper at 950°) are given; the curve for
Ço * 0 is nearing asymptotically (for ç/ço~=) to the straight line that
is the solution for Ço = 0_ The other, dashed, line gives the depth of the
scaling. . .

·~vt
Fig. 4. Depth of internal o'xidation (;) and sealing (1]). {J = liG a.

4; Plane strips offinite thickness
~~

In section 2 we saw that cox is always greater than c2• This, of course, is
only possible when the strip is infinitely thick. In .plane strips of :finite
thickness th~ results of section 2 remain quantitatively valid near the sur-
face, but near thè middle cox must become less than c2, because the total
amount of molecules MgO must be the same as the total amount of Mg .
atoms before the oxidatio~. The. solution of this problem 'presents. great
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difficulties, except when Dl = D2 *), because then we can subtract the two
• '. . • . ' .•. ' O(ltl - u2) D 02(Ur - U2) -

differential equations (1) (section S),whichgIves:---- = .. ot ox2
The problem is now analogous to tll.at of e.g. the carburation of a strip.
The solution satisfying the initial and boundary conditions can be written:

when d is the thickness of the strip. At the oxidation boundary UI - u2 = O.
We now solve the case when Dl = D2 and Cl is so chosen that at the sur-

face'cox = 1'01 c2 (cox = 1'01 C2 corresponds to our standard case for Ag,
see P: 87, where Dl = 104 D2 and Cl = 10-2 c2 approximately). We thus
replace the few fast 0 atoms by many slowones. With the formulae
derived in' section 2 it is found that c1fc2 must be 2'389.1022• Because of this

extremely high value the terms 1- erf (xf2VDt) and 1--:-erf ~(d_"x)J2VDt~
are already very small at the oxidation boundary, and the next terms can
be ignored.. '

Weilgaincallxattheboundary~,andput ~J2VDt= y and (d-~)J2YDt = z;
which gives:

~ yJz = ~J(d_;_~) .
? 1- erfy + I-'erf z = 4'186.10-23•

When y and z are not approximarely equal, one of the two terms 1-erf

will predominate completely and the values of UVt, (d-~)/1trespectively
will be the same as at the surface. Near the middle (~ = dJ2) the value is
slightly greater. Even at ~ = '0'4833 d the difference is not yet 0'001 %,
exactly in the middle 0'7 %. .

The calculation of Cox as a function of xJd in our artificial cas~ is also
easy. With, .

-
dt

This ratio beco~es only appreciably different from .1'0100 near the middle
of the strip. At x == 0'4833 d it has fallen to 1'0064; its further course is
pictured in fig. 5. .. .

*) and when D2 ~ 0 o~course.
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Now the case we have solved (cI/CZ = 4·lOZZ!).has in itself no practical
significance, but as cox/cz and thus a near the surface are the same as in our
real standard case, Uz as a function of x will also be the same there (sec-
tion 2). The two "waves" of Mg deficiency will therefore begin to interfere
in the middle in the same way. Furthermore COX/c2 integrated over the total

0,5

o 0,51x
-(f

Fig. 5. Distribution of MgO over cross-section of Ag strip, after oxidation is complete, the
enrichment at the surface by diffusion of Mg being 1 %.

0,005

diameter of the strip must yield the same value in both cases, and lastly
it is easy to see that exactly in the middle Cox and dcox/dx must be zero in
our real case also. We therefore think that the curve in fig. 5 will not differ
very much from the realone. This narrow zone poor in oxide can often be
clearly seen at lowmagnifications in the fracture of I mm-thick hardened Ag
or Cu strips (after complete oxidation is certain I), running as a thin line
over the crystals. This "middle-line" can be more easily shown by polishing
and etching; in Ag + 1% Cd, which does not harden, it was also found,
though more vague.

487/4

Fig. 6. Ag with 1'5 weight % Mn, 48 h. 8000 air; etched NH.OH + H202• Magn. 10 x. Al-
though oxidation is completed, a "middle·line", poor in oxide, persists (compare fig. 5).
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5. Cylindrical and spherical specimens
. .

We have experimented with wires too; calculations were accordingly
, ,

made for a cylinder, and for the sake of completeness .also for the other.
quasi .one-dimensional case: the sphere. We can do this only for the "nor-
mal" Ag case, when Cl « C2 and clDI » c2D2•

In the limiting case for a plane strip OUI/O~was constant, for a cylinder
, , ( In (R/r))

r OUI/ormust be constant. Thus UI= Cl 1 - when R is the
, . In (Rje) ,

radius of the cylinder and' e the radi~l coordinate of the oxidation boundary.
, '

clDI ( .' e)--, t = t R2 - e2 + 2 e2 In - .
~. R

Substituting a for clDJ2c2 (see P: 87) and calling (R-e)jR = f we get

4at/R2 = f - tf2 + (1- f)2In (1-.f) = f2 - '~'f3- T2f4 ...
Similarly for a sphere, starting' with r2 ~uI/or = constant, we get
·4a.t/R2 = f2 - tf3.
For a plane strip we can write 4atjU'id)2 = f.2 if d is 'the thickness
and tfd = g.

,
O~--~----~ __~ ~ __-L__~

~t ~'."
Fig. 7. Comparison of speed of internal oxidation of plane, cylindrical and spherical
specimens. ,

The penetration of the oxidation boundary for the three cases is given in
fig.7. The times necessary for complete oxidation of a strip, a cylinder and
a sphere of 'equal diameters stand in a proportion as 1: t :t. The same for-
mulae -are valid for the diffusion from a cylindrical or spherical *) pore
into the surrounding alloy. Then rand e are greater than R, the radius
of the pore. If ~e now call (e-R)jR = g instead of -fwe s=. .

4atjR2 = (1 + g)2 In (1 + g) - g - t g2
4atjR2 = g2 +'t g3

*) hut containing O2 of constant pressure!

(cyl. pore)
(spher. pore)

_. ,
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The smaller the radius of the pore, the slower (especially in the later
stages) the penetration 0.£ the oxidation. For a spherical pore wheng» 1

we have {! - R = V6aRt. We also mention the case of a cylindrical pipe
with external and internal radii RI and R2 respectively. If we call
(RIIR2)2 = ~e find. for the radial coordinate of the "middle-line"

{!m = R2 l/n-l and for the necessa~y oxid~tion time T:V~n . . .
8aT n-l ( n-l) .-=1-- 1-~-·
R22 In n Inn

For a thin pipe (or bent strip) with thickness d and radius R expansion for
(n-l) «1 gives the position of the "middle-line": Xm = (t+ -thdIR) d,
reckoned from the exterior' surface, and the oxidation time:

T = d2/16a . (1+ -rh d2IR2).

We also calculated approximately Cox as a function of {! for the cylinder
and sphere, hut as the quantitative result is still more uncertain than for the .
strip (séction 4) we only give the qualitative result: when c2D2 « clDI
in both cases Cox, from its value c2 (1 + c2Dzlc1D1) at the surface, drops
immediately but slowly with decreasing (!; no "middle-point" will be
visible in practice. Indeed we were not able to observe it in a rod (Ag
with 0'35 weight % Mg) of 4 mm diameter after complete oxidation.

Conca~e interfaces will cause an increase of Cox below th; surface, owing
to the extra slowing dówn of the penetration of oxy~en. I

6. Coagulasion.of the oxide particles

In a dilute alloy most of the oxide will he formed at first as single mole-: .
cules (e.g. MgO). Hitherto we have assumed that the oxide formed is im-
mobile. Itis obvious that the molecules cannot move as a whole through the
-Iattîce. But when a molecule dissociates again aftér a while (and this will hap-
pen all the more according as the oxide is less stable) its constituent atoms
will be able to move and form greater (and therefore more stable) complexes.
This is borne out by experiment: in an oxidized silver alloy with 1 % Cd,
which does not harden; at 1200 times magnification round oxide 'particles
were visible, and the' oxidation boundary (which at 15X looked quite sharp)
was vague; but in hardened alloys with about It atomic % Mg or Be and
1 at. % Al (0'25 weight %) at the highest magnification no particles were
visible and the oxidation boundary was as sharp as a crystal boundary.

In an o:,odized copper alloy with 1 % Zn, oxide particles (short needles)
were visible, in accordance with Erö lrHch "] and Rhines 8), but not in
a hardened 2 at. % Be-Cu alloy. Rhines identified visible particles in

, practically all his copper ,alloys, including those with Bè. His sentence,
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however *): "A rather deep etch was usually required", seems to indicate
that the etching was not stopped before spots were visible. Although these
are caused by the internal oxidation (indicated by the different etching
of the unoxidized interior), in our opinion they give only a relative picture
of the size and number of the BeO particles. In our Cu alloys with ZnO
and Si02 e.g. the particles were clearly visible in the polished state; by
subsequent etching they became more or less enlarged.

As coarse particles will give practically no hardeiring, we understand
better the second condition for hardening on page 81. W,e do not know
whether the maximum hardness will he obtained when the oxide is in the
form of single molecules, or whether there is an optimum molecular weight,
which then, however, will he small, We bow that the medium particle
size in e.g. hardened Mg-Ag alloys cannot he great, because the lattice
constant increases by the oxidation (section 8), so that we can say that
the MgO is (at least partially) in solution in the Ag (this solution is of
course strongly supersaturated). .

Silver with more than ahoutû-d weight % (2 at. %) Al or Mg after oxi-
dation and polishing did show visible oxide, but in quite another form. When
the concentratien was not too high very few streaks were visible,. often as
D;lUCJt as 1/2 millimeter long, slightly curved, mostly roughly parallel.to the'
oxidation boundary. After etching they stood out in relief above the sur"
face of the alloy. These "inner oxide films", as we will call them, were also
found in copper with 1 weight % or, more Al. In O'S % SiCu they were
more irregularly curved. These films in oxidized SiCu alloys are already .
described by Smith 6), Fröhlich 7) and Rhines 8); according to
Fröhlich they are composed of a copper-silicate. It is not impossible that
the films inAl-copper consist of the spinel CuAlZ04, but in Al-silver and
especially inMg-silver such a double oxide looks very improbable.

In contrast with these silver alloys the oxidized Si-copper showed normal
small (round) particles between the oxide films; this is in accordance with
its very slight hardenÏ?g. .

A very curious phenomenon is exhibited by the 1'0 weight % AICu alloy: in some parts
of the oxidized zone a precipitate is visible, in other parts not (seefi!!,.8). The boundaries
between these different areas are independent of the crystal boundaries. In 0'6% AICu
neither the precipitate nor the oxide filmswere found.

Fig:9 shows that the oxide films form a barrier against the oxygen. When
the AI (or ,Mg) . content increases, their number grows and they begin
closer under the surface, till at last the penetration of oxygen is so seriously
impeded that the alloy is hardened only with difficulty. This' is discussed
for the silver alloys in section 10. An Al-èo~per alloy with. many oxide'
") 8) page 9.
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Fig. 8. Cu with 1'05 % AI, 21/2 h. 9500 air; etched NH40H + H202, Magn. 500 x. A preci-
pitate is shown in some parts of the oxidized rim (preferentially near the oxidation boun-
dary, see figs 9 and 10); their boundaries do not coincide with crystal boundaries. Most of
the precipitate shows striations, with a diverging tendency in some rapidly broadening
.regions. Arrow indicates direction of penetration of O.

Fig. 9. Same specimen as of fig. 8. Magn. 1000X. Inner oxide film forming part of the
oxidation boundary. The depth of oxidation close beside the oxide film appears to have
profited from the oxygen barred by it. Arrow indicates direction of penetration of O.
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films is shown by Rhines *~; its concentration (o·n weight % AI)
is lower than that where they are only beginning to appear in our alloys
(1%), but this is probably compensated by' the higher oxidation tempe-
rature (1000° against 9500 with us).

Nickel alloys with AI, Be, Ti, Mn, Si, Cr (It at. %) and Mg (1 at. %)
were internally oxidized in air at 1200° (4 or 5 hours) but did not harden
much. They all showed oxide inclusions in the polished state: round spots in

<8]/7

Fig. 10. Same specimen as figs 8 and 9. Magn. 500 X. Inner oxide film "behind the front".
Arrow indicates direction of penetratien of O.

the Be, Ti and Mg alloys and short needles (like those in oxidized 1 .Yo ZnCu)
in the Mn and Cl' alloys. The oxidized Al-nickel showed an abnormal J
picture: long needles (or probably intersected plates) running preferentially
in a direction perpendicular to the oxidation boundary. In our opinion
they occupy a position hetween "normal" inclusions (which are short and
have directions correlated with the orientation of the surrounding crystal)
and "inner oxide films" (which are not so straight). It is clear that these
"long needles" interfere only slightly with the penetration of oxygen, in
contrast with the oxide films, which have just the most unfavourable
position for it. Indeed the external oxidation of nickel is only moderately
slowed down by 8 at. % AI, while that of copper is decreased several orders
of magnitude by the same amount.
*) 8) fig. 20.
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The oxidized Si-nickel showed a few ':long needles" among normal
round spots, in analogy with oxidized Si-copper.

We also oxidized nickel with a much greater percentage of those ele-
ments that harden copper: 5 at. % Be respectively Ti, 4 and 8 at. % AI.
(The solid solubility of Mg is very probably too small.) The first two alloys
softened from ± 200 *) to 140 Vickers, but the Al alloys hardened:
from 90 to 210 and from 100 to 250 Vickers respectively. Metallographic

Fig. ::.1. Ni with 2 weight % AI, 5 h. 1200° air; not etched. Magn. 300 X • Cross-sectionof
strip near a corner. The oxide needlesrun substantially parallel to the direction of oxygen
penetration. They differ from the striations in figs 8, 9 and 10 in the following respects:
1. more clear-cut, especially when compared in the polished state,
2. present everywhere in the rim,
3. no systematic deviations in directions, as e.g. in fig. 10.

examination (fig. 11) revealed the same "long needles" in greater number.
The most concentrated alloy also showed a normal inner oxide film in a few
places. Nickel with 20 at. % Al is fairly resistant to oxidation.

The hardening of the more concentrated AI-Ni alloys means apparently that a fair
amount of the Al20a is in subrnicroscopical form.We do not think that the oxide plates can
be responsible for the greater part of the hardening. With regard to this possibility we
oxidized at 800° some more concentrated silver alloys, which could be expected to give
coarse oxide.A 5 at. % Sn-Ag alloy was not penetrated by oxygen, 5% Cd-silver and 5%
Cu-silver showedfairly coarse round inclusions and hardnesses of 60 and 35 Vickers res-
pectively; the oxidizedrim of 5 at. % Zn-silver had a serrated boundary, there were ratlier
long and straight needles arranged fan-wise in little bunches, the hardness was 60 Vickers.
Copper with 5% Mn and with 10% Zn yielded 70 and 60 Vickers respectively. All this,
however, does not prove very much, in view of the great hardness of corundum.
*) The high hardnesses of these unoxidized alloys are apparently due to precipitation

hardening.
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" We now will try to put the second condition on page 81 in a more quan-

titative form. The velocity of coagulation of e.g. BeO in copper depends
for a good' deal ?n the reaction BeO~Be + 0 (all dissolved in Cu). In an .
element of voluine, lying well inside the oxidized zone, the chemical potential
of the oxygen is about the same as (somewhat less than) that of 0 in the
CU20 Iayer, Thus we can take also the reaction

2 Cu(solid) + BeO(dissolved) ~ Cu20(solid) + Be(dissolved).

For our rough calculation the entropy change in this reaction can he
disregarded, and we find for the ratio of the concentrations of Be and BeO:
'(Be) dH' , ,

--- = e-RT, where lJH is the reaction enthalpy, T the absolute tem-
(BeO) , . ,
perature and R the gas constant. We can write L1H as (QC1l20-QBeO) _

(A.Beo - A.Be), where Q stands for the enthalpy ("heat") offormation of.t~e
solid oxide from the solid metal and oxygen gas, and A. for the enthalpy of
solution in the solvent metal (i.e. Cu); the signa are in the usual thermody-
namical sense, the Q's thus being negative. For'ttivaknt and qiladrivalent'
solutes obvi~us modifications àre necessary: »-s- for Ti i~ Ni . .

4H = (2 QNiO - QTi02) - (A.,-!-,i02~ A.Ti) ,

and for Al in Cu
i~:

L1H = (t QCu20 - t QAI203) - (tJiÄ~03:'_ AAI).
Ag as a solvent metal must be treated otherwise, because no Ag20 is
formed and the chemical potentialof the dissolved 0 is governed by the
oxygen pressure. It can he made to fit in the scheme, however, when we use
(instead of -7) the values of Q tabulated for a few temperatures and oxygen

. pressures ID the first column of table I. These stand for the heat of for-

TABLE .I

-Q, negative enthalpy of formation, in kcal.

NiO 58 MgO 146 1/2 A1203, 197 Zr02 258
Cu2O· 41 BeO 145 1/2 Cr20a 140 Ti02 225
(Ag2O) 7 MnO 96 1/2 Mn20a 116 Si02 204
Ag, 800°C, 1 atm air 17 ZnO 83 Sn02' 138
Ag, 800°C, 'I. atm O2 16 SnO 68 Mn02 123
Ag, 650°C, I atm air 15 CdO 62
Ag, 650°C, 1 atm O2 14

mation of a hypothetical Ag20 which at the temperature in question
, would have a dissociation pressure equal to the c;>xygenpressure in question;
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they are obtained by multiplying the true value of QAg20 by the ratio of
the absolute temperature in question to the absolute temperature where,
'Ag20 has à dissociation pressure of 1 respectively 0:21 atm. Of Sn and Mn
different oxides are possible; by determining the increase in weight of
completely oxidized silver-alloy strips, as oxides formed were found Sn02
and about MnOl'8 (thus between Mn20a and Mn02)' In bulk Sn02 and
Mn20a are the stable oxides at 800°C and 0'21 or 1 atmosphere 02' In
oxidized Mg-silver and AI-silver the formulae of the oxides were found to
agree within the limits of experimental 'accuracy (about 3%) with MgO
and A120a' For the Cu and Ni alloys these experiments are hampered by
the formation of an oxide layer,

TABLE IJ

L:lQ,.obtained as follows:' from the values in the 2nd, 3rd a~d 4th columns of table I,
1, P/a or 2 times the values of the Ist column are substracted respectively, Alloys corres-
ponding to the values in brackets have not been eX,amined *),

.
MgO 129 105 88
BeO 128 104 87
MnO 79 55 38
ZnO 66 '4·2 (25)
SnO 51 27 (10)
CdO 45 (21) (4)

1/a AI,Oa 171'5 I 135'5 110
1/2 CraOa (114'5) I (78'S) 53
1/2 Mn203 90'S 54'S 29

ZrOn 1
0

(224) 176 (142)
Ti02 191 143 109
Si02 (170 ) 122 88

~nÖ2 104 56 (22)
Mn02 89 I 41 7

I' Ag,III)I)' I·air. '} CU20 NiO

/ '

Of the enthalpies of solution' À of the oxides w~ only know that they
must be positive and fairly large, while 'those of the metallicsolutes will
generally be.slightly negative (e.g. - 5 kcal), although for Al in Cu and Ni
they are some :.,....J5and - 35 kcal per g atom respectively (~ordilute alloys).

") We think that the solid solubilities of Cr, Zr and Si in Ag and of Zr in Ni will be too
j" "sroaii' to give substantial effects.
!f.) ::For·.~5Qo.or/~d O2 the,v,alues become some kcal greater.
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Thus ifwe write LJH = LJQ......:_ LlÄ, the second term is not known, but com-
parison of LJQ for solutes with the same valency (in all three solvent me-
tals) with their ability to harden (compare section 1) is already instru-
tive. There is no sharp transition between hardening and .non-hardening
combinations; we will put the limit at 100 Vickers for Ag and Cu alloys and
150 Vickers fot Ni alloys. So those combinations where these hardnesses
are not reached by oxidation are reckon'ed as non-hardening in the rest of
this section, provided the solid solubility exceeds tat. % (thus ZrCu is
not considered], '- '

The bivalent solutes with LJQ _:_ 104 (Belli Cu) or greáter give hardening
(Mn in Ag is not considered as bivalent solute now), while "those with 88
(Mg in Ni) or less do not. For the trivalent solutes these b'orderline values
are 90'5 (Mn in Ag) and 54'5 '(Mn in Cu), ,~hile for' the quadrivalent
solutes they are 143 (Ti in Cu) and 122 (Si in Cu). The larger value of
LJQ required for hardening in the last case points to an extra large value
of LJÄ for quadrivalent solutes. Now this is not surprising, because
with the increasing distortion of the solvent lattice when the number of
o atoms picked up by e~ch dissolved metal atom increases-from lover It
to 2, an equivalent rise in Ä for the oxides must be expected. It proved
possible to arrive at a single criterion for the three valency groups together
(taking also into account the different temperatures used for Ag, Cu and
Ni alloys)"by putting LJÄ = 30 kcal for all bivalent solutes, 45 kcal for all
trivalent and 75 kcal for all quadrivalent solutes, The result is that all

. LJH
alloys investigated split Into two groups: those with - > 42 caljdegree

," . T
d h cl h . LJH '/ )' d lin.o ar en, t ose WIthT < 40 cal degree do not * . ThIS bor er e

;tJH
value gives 10-9 for the factor e-RT, which stands for the fraction of the
time wherein a solute metal atom in the oxidized zone is free to móve. As
. the diffusion coefficient !>2 (see section 2) of the metallic solutes at useful
temperatures is of the order of 10-4 cm2Jday, one can roughly say that in
one day a solute metal atom displaces itselfl"10-13 cm, that is about 10 atom'
distances, sufficient to meet another oxide molecule (or complex) and
combine with it, picking up a free O'atom, When LJH/T is only 5 cal/degree
greater or smaller, the time becomes 10 days and 0'1 day respectively. Our
rough treatment of the problem thus constitutes a good working hypothesis.

A lower temperature would favour hardening; indeed at 650°C in air
ZnO begins to harden silver (see section 10) and the corresponding LJH/T
= 41, against 34 at 800°C.
, .
*) SnO, Sn02 and Mn02 would accordingly not harden, while Mn203 (and also MnO, if

~t were formed) would harden only silver.
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Increasing concentration (c2) and diffusioncoefficient (D2) of the metallic
solute facilitate, of course, the conglomeration of the oxide.
When the oxidation boundary has only just passed the point in question, .

the chemical potential of the dissolved 0 is much less than at the surface
of the strip. This means that at first the conglomeration of the oxide is
much .faster than later on. In some cases (see section 10) the hardening of
silver alloys is much greater in oxygen than in air (both 1 atm); in our
opinion this is due not only to the higher oxygen concentrations but also to
the fact that the range of small initial concentrations is passedmore rapidly
at a certain point, the oxidation boundary moving faster in·the first case.
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RADIATION AND HEAT CO:NDUCTION IN
LIGHT-SCATTERING MATERIAL

. by. H. C. HAMAKER 536.24: 536.33 \ ..

II. GENERAL .EQUATIONS IN:CLlJDING HEAT COND:UCTION

Summary
The equations of Schuster describing the transmission of radiation
through light-scattering material, and which have been recapitulated
in a previous paper 1), are now extended so as to include temperature
radiation and heat conduction. After linearization we are led to a

. system of three simultaneous linear differential equations amongst
which one of the second order. These are solved and certain general
features of the solution are discussed. In .particular an expression is
deduced for the energy transport due to radiation.. .

7. Introduction

In the first paper of this series *) we have recapitulated a set of sirnul-
taneous differential equations descrihing the reflection and transmission
oflight in light-scattering ritaterial. Solutions applying to various ?onditions
were discussed and the equations were subsequently extended so as to
include the contrihution of temperaturp. radiation. In doing so the tempe-
rature was, however, supposed to be uniform throughout the light-scatte-
ring layer, a condition which is seldom satisfied in practical circumstances.
Frequently light-scattering material is applied in the form of a coating on a
metal core which is heated by an electric current or by: a special heating
.element**). In that case a temperature gradient will prevail in the layer;
heat will be tran~mitted both by conduction and by radiation, and the
question arises which of these processes predominatea. '

Besides, radiation will he emitted not from a well-defined surface at a .
fixed temperature, but, owing to the slight transparency of the material,
from a set of successive layers at slightly different temperatures; another
problem which here arises is that of the accuraëy with which the tempe-
ratu~e of the outer surface of the layer can .be determined by optical
. pyrometry .

.In the present paper the theories given in (I) will be extended so as' to

*) See reference 1). This first paper wiÜ be quoted as (I) ; the numbering of sections and
figures has been continued.

**)The most common example is no doubt the oxide-coated cathode or the tungsten
filament coated with aluminium oxide used for heating such cathods. The theories
given below were originally developed to discuss the temperature conditions in such
layers.
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include heat conduction and the influence of a temperature ·gradient. On
the basis of the resulting equations the problems just mentioned will subse-
quently be discussed. . . .

8. Basic equations

As before only one dimensional cases will be considered. We start from
equations (32), VLZ: " ."

dl
dx = - (a + s) I + sJ + a E(T),

dJ
(36)

dx

the meaning of which has been sufficiently explained in (I)._In these ex-
pressions E(T) represents the black-body radiation and 'a E(T) is the
amount of radiation contributed by the material at the "temperature T
according to Kirchoff's law. In solving equations (32) in (I), Tand
consequently E were assumed constant but this supposition must now
be dropped. They will both be functions of x, and to solve our problem a
"third equation must be added which express~s that heat is nowhe~e accu-
mulated. This equation reads

,
(a + s) J - s I - a E(T) ,

d2T "
k dx2 + à(I + J) = 2aE(T), (37)

k being the heat conductivity *). The first term on the left side represents the
heat-accumulated by conduction, the second term gives the heat absorbed,
and the sum of these equals the heat loss by radiation.

In equations (36) and (37) the radiation is represented by simple
symbols, no distinction being made between light ofdifferent wavelengths:
This is not correct. In reality a, s, E, I and J will all vary with the wave-
length and in that case the terms a(I + J) and 2a E(T) in ..(37) must be
replaced by corresponding integrals. This, however, introduces considerable
complications and does not furnish a satisfactory basis for 'the discussion
of elementary problems, We shal1 return to the complete equations in a
later paper, restricting ourselves for the present to (36) and (37). In these"
equations a, s, E, I and :J then refer to the total radiation. As a conse-"
quence the following discussion will only ~dicate the order of magnitude
of various effects, but must not be interpreted te, reproduce ~ctual conditiöns
in full detail. .

*) In the Netherlands the normalized symbol for the heat couductivity is Ä; as, however,
in a later paper we shall develop equations containing both thermal conductivity
and wavelength: Ä has been reserved for the latter quantity and we have 'adopted k,
the symbol recommended in Great Brittain, for the thermal conductivity.
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E (T), the total black-body radiation, is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann
formula ' .

E(T) = a'. T4; a' = 5'7 X 10-5 erg cm--2sec"! °K-4. (38)

As a rule, however, the layers with which we lïáve to deal in practice are
very thin, and the temperature difference .between both surfaces will he so
small that we may put with sufficient accuracy

. where To may he any temperature close to the temperatures actually
occurring in the layer, Eo being the cörresponding total radiation.
When (39) holds the temperature may be fixed equally well by E as by

T and, since this was found to sim~lify matters, E has neen retained in our
equations, viz:

dl, '
-=-(a+s)I+sJ+aE;
dx .

dJ
dx

(a + s) J - s I - a E. , (40)

k d2E '
- b dx2 + a(I + J) = ,2 aE "

which are solved by putting

(41)

leading to

a a

-a
a

!:. a2 - 2a
b

=0 (42)

--s
d,-a-s

for the determinantal equation from which a is' tobe evaluated.
The solution is

0'2 = 0,
b

a2 = 2a - + a( a + 2s),k
b

= 2a-+ ao2,. k

(43)

(44)

where ao = 'Va(a + 2s) is the value of the ~xponential coefficient which
, occurred in our earlier equations (I). By the theory of lin~ar differential
equations, the equation a2 = 0 leads to a solution of (40) of the form

I = Clx + Dl" J = C2x + D2' E --:- C3x+ D3' . (45)



I = Al eax + B] «=, J = .A2 e" + B2 e-a_x,
E == A3 ~,;",+ B3 e-G" •

, The complete solution is óbtained by adding (45) and (46).
. Of. the various constants Ak, Bk, Ck and Dk (k = 1,2,3) only four are
arbitrary; the relations that must exist between them are obtained by
inserting (45) and (46) in the original equations (40). It will not be ne ces-
, sary to go into details, but we may at once pass over to the complete
solution which reads

(46)
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whereas (44) corresponds to a solution

J= A(l- (J) ea" + -!1(1+ (J) e-Gx+ C(ax - (J) + D ,
J = A(l + fJ) ea" + B(l - (J) e-G" + ,C(ax -+ (J) + D , (47)
E = - A a ea" - B a e-xa + C ox +D .

where
0' = positive root of (44),

, 0'

(J . a + 2s'
2b

a - ::-;---:-:- = - .
k(a + 2s) ka

(48)

2b{J
(49)

The constants A, B, C and D must be determined from the boundary
conditions which are actually four, in number; for at each boundary sur-
face, we have one condition to be' satisfied by the temperature or the
temperature gradient, and a seco~d condition for the radiant energy. This

, will be amply examplified, when we are discussing special applications.
In equations (40) to (47) Eo and To from (39) do not \)ccur. Nevertheless

itwill be found essential in any application of these equations to determine
To beforehand. For on To depends the value of b= 4 a' To3, and b influen-
ces the values of 0', {J, and a. . .
Itwould of course be possible to write equations (47)"in a different form,

for instance by replacing the product Co' by a single constant. The justi-
fication .of the special form adopted lies, however, ~ the fact that in the
equations that determine A, B, C, and D; onlya and {J occur, a mathe-
matical advantage as will he fully demonstrated later on. Besides, it '
has been possible to relate the constants a and fJ to certain distinct physical
features of the phenomena uU:derconsideration.

9. General discussion.

L~t us now consider equations (47) a little more in detail.' The two
exponential terms will rapidly diminish as we go ~ the direction of positive
and negative x respectively. This suggest that these terms will be ofimpor-
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tance only in thé neighbourhood of the boundary planes where they
. provide certain corrections required to fulfil the boundary conditions. As a
matter of fact; as we proceed towards the interior -the influence of the
specific boundary conditions rapidly decreases and throughout the greater
part of a thick layer uniform conditions must be expected to prevail inde-
pendently of the characteristic properties 'of the surfaces. These uniform'
conditions are represented by the linear terms in (47), 1= C(ax"":' fJ)+D,
etc. The situation will be such as sketched in fig, 5, the deviations from
linearity' near the surfaces being due to the, exponentlal terms in (47).

'T

1
-x

Fig.5. Schematic r~presentation ofthe temperature distribution as given by equation (47).

if,,7,

From this it may be .inferred that the total transfer of heat, which is
.constant over the entire layer, will depend only on the temperature gradient
in the interior, that is on the constant C. This can easily be verified; the total
transfer of heat in the positive direction is evidently

dT k dE
W= - k dx + (I- J) = -"b . dx + (I - J)' (50)

which, after inserting (47), yields

. ('ka) 1+ aW=-C -+2fJ =-C.2fJ--',
. b a

(51)

the exponential term~ cancelling out: In all practical applications, where the
total transfer of heat in the direction of positive x is assumed to be known,
C will be fixed by this fundamental equation.
In the region where I, J ~nd.E are linear functions of x we have from (47)

1 dE b 'ar
C = _.-=_.-
. adx adx

(52)



which introduced in (51) leads to

W='- (k + 2b ) d.T= -k (1+ a) d'r.
a + 2s dx . dx

(53)
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'Now
dT

V=-k-
. dx

.'
(54)

represents the amount of heat transmitted by pure conduction, and hence

2b dT. dT
U=- '-=-alc-

a + 2s. dx dx
(55)

will measure the heat transfer due to radiation. As might have been
expected, U is proportional to b, that is to the temperature gradient of,
total radiation, and U dcF~'reaseswhen the scattering, measured by s, is
increased. By Kir ch 0 £f's law an increase in the absorption a simultaneously
entails an increase in radiation; the net result of these two counteracting
influences appears to be a reduction in the radiative conduction of heat.

Dividing (55) by (54) we have '

a . U= heat trans~er by radiation, (56)
. V heat transfer by pure conduction

and this provides a simple physical interpretation of the constant a
defined by (49).

. 10. Numerical values of the various constants

Before entering upon more detailed applications of equations (47) let us
briefly discuss the order of magnitude of the various constants which have
been introduced. .

A. a and s

In two respects our theory is a crude one; firstly the radiation distri-
bution has been replaced by two single fluxes I and J in one direction only;
and secondly the spectral energy distribution has been' completely
neglected. Consequently we can expect to obtain only rough estimates of
practical conditions and hence a precise evaluation of a and s- will not
be possible.

As a rough approximation it is even conceivable that equations (47)
may. be of use in cases where the scattering coefficient-s is zero. Then a
reduces to the extinction coefficient of transparent matter, defined by the
formula
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• and may assume values varying within extremely wide limits; fOT, sub-
stances such as quartz or rock salt show little absorbtion, even in the infra
red, whereas other materials absorb radiation almost completely in layers
only a few (.I. thick.
In the temperature range of practical interest, 1000-2000 oK, the radia-

tive maximum lies at 1'5-3 (.I., and to this region of the spectrum we should
mainly direct our attention. Such values of ~ and s as quoted in (I) (tables
I and II) relate to observations with visible light and are for that reason
net representative for the purposes we now have in mmd.' The only
information I have been able to detect is furnished by Cob Ient z's
obs~rvations on the reflectivity of powdered oxides 2), some of which have
been reproduced in table Ill.

TABLE III

.~
Reflectivities of powdered oxides observed by Cob I ent z :

I 0'60 11- I 0·95_1I-_l....._4_.4_11-_-'-_8_·_8_11-_

1. White oxides

. 0'863
0'822

MgO
ZnO
sio,
Zr02
Th02
Alz0a

0'858
0'860
0'841

- 0'16 0'025
0'8 64 0'085 0'026
0'8 10 0'415 O'U
0'8 41 0'232 0'051
- 0'469 0'071
0'8 77 0'208 0'200

n. Coloured oxides

0'518
0'263
0'270

EbO'
Fe20a.
Cr20a

0'506
0'229
0'329

0'256
0'037
0'05

0'410
0'446

Generally-the reflectivity decreases with increasing wavelength and in the
region of 1'5-3 (.I. values higher than 0'80 are hardly to be expected. From
the reflectivity we may compute the ratio sla by (17) and for Ra:>..:..0'80
we find sla = 40; in most cases this ratio will; however, be considerably
less. Information concerning the absolute value of a and s is not available.

B. The heat conductivity k
From Landólt-Bornstein's numerous data on heat conductivity *) we

learn that for such substances as glass,. quartz, silica brick, zirconia brick

*) Especially Ergänzungsband 11 b page 1265 ff.
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etc. k practically always lies between 1 X 10-3 and 5 X 10-3 cal cm-l
sec-IOC-I. In c.g.s. units we have

20 X 104> k > 4 X 104 ergs cm-l sec"! OK-I,

and within these limits k will be assumed to vary.

C. The constant b

The constant b, the temperature gradient of total black-body radiation,'
is given by ,

b= 4 al, To3 __:_22'8 X 10-5 X To3 ergs cm-3 sec-l °K-I

which yields

To 800 1200 1600 2000 -x
b 11'7 39'4 93'S 182'4 X 104 ergs cm-2

sec=- °K-J

D. The value of a

, By (40) we have

2b
a = ---- (dimensionless).

k(a -I-- 2s)

Taking for b the high value of 200 X iO-4 ergs cm-2 sec-l °K-I and for k
the low value of 4 X 104 ergs cm"! sec"? °K-I we obtain

With such values of ~ and s as recorded in tahles .I and n, a may reach
values up to a =. Q'Swhich means that the heat transfer by radiation is one
half of that -hy pure conduction, and one third of thè total heat conduction.

For transparent matter (s = 0) a may become very much-Iarger and it
is quite conceivable that in some cases heat will he transmitted almost
entirely by radiation. These are, however, cases in which .the application of
our equations is doubtful; in general computations from equations (47)
a= 0'25 is the highest value we have used .

(58)

.E. The constant,' {:J

The possible values of {:J might be fixed by the same methods but th'e
following argument leads more directly to a conclusive result. By com-
-bining equations (4), '(44) and (49) we have
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and consequently by (5), (16) and (48)

, " l-R
{J = '(JO' V(l + a) = eo'V(l + a),
" . 1+ Reo

(59)

where Reo is the reflectivity (for total radiation) of an infinitely thick
layer. In most cases it will be possible to formulate a reasonable assumption
with respect to Reo' and, if a has already been fixed, the value of {J follows
at once from (59).

F. The value of a

After eliminating a and 2b/k from (44), (48) and (49.) it will be found
that by a and (J only the ratio sla is fixed but that the absolut~ value of
a and s, and hence of a, can still be chosen at will. In (47), however, a only
occurs in the form of the product ax so that curves valid' for different
values of a may be deduced from one another by plotting them on a
different scale along the x-axis. In future discussions we will invariably
plot, our results against ax; it then only remains to discuss equations
(47) for varying value of a and (J which brings our problem within the
scope of systematic treatment.

These limiting cases will sometimes be of use in checking conclusions drawn
from (47). '

Eindhoven, July 1946
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RADIATION AND HEAT CONDUCTION IN
LIGHT-SCATTERING MATERIAL

by H. "C. HAMAK~R 536.24: 536.33

Ill. APPLICATION OF THE THEORY

Summary

The set of equations developed in the foregoing paper and describing
the combined transmission of energy by radiation and by thermal
conduction in light-scattering material are applied to practical pro-
blems. In the first place the boundary conditions at the surface of a
thick layer are investigated. Near the surface the temperature is no
longer a linear function of the distance from the surface. Formulae
for the deviation from linearity are deduced and the order of magni-
nitude of these deviations is indicated. Onthe basis of these theories
it is pointed out vthat observations on the thermal conductivity of
oxide cathodes by various authors are unreliable since they are foun-
ded on unjustifiable assumptions.
Application of the present theory to layers of finite thicknes are only
briefly discussed. On the whole the theory is a very crude one, so that
it is not to be expected that detailed applications will bè of great
practical value.

11. Layers of infinite thickness

A. A free surface
Consider an infinite slab of material stretching. from x = 0 to x = ...:..oo,

the boundary at x = 0 being a free surface and heat being transfèrred from
left to right (fig.6). From the discussiorï' of section 9 it is evident that
in (47) we must have B = 0 so that we are left with the equations

EI=D-] 1.E,=b.dT,
E, -

...,__x=-oo 44680

Fig. 6. Schematic temperature curves in the neighbourhood of a free surface.
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Let us, moreover, suppose that from experiment we have determined the. .
heat loss by radiation, U, and the heat loss by conduction, V, both at
the surface ,x = 0, while th~re is no radiation meident from an external
source: Wethen have the boundary conditions

1(0) = A(I-;-, fJ) c_ CfJ + D = U,
J(O) = A(1 + fJ) + CfJ + D = 0 ,

and

, , ~-.~ ::C=o v.
This last equation can, however, according to equation (51) be replaced.
by

a .
~= - 2fJ (1 + a) ~U+ VJ.

From (61), (62) and (63) we obtain

1
.A , 2/1 (1+ a) ~aV- ut,
D= .~.U-A,

and conseqnently for the surface temperature El:
; .

I.

. ' l+fJ a
El = E (0) = -aA + D = ~ U- 2fJ V, (65) .

an equation that can at once b~ applied to practical problems.
When the free surface is in contact with a vacuum, V, the heat loss by

cori~uction must be zero, and consequently

,2fJ
U = -. -fJEl,1+ .

a relation between the radiation U and the stirf~ce temperature specified .
by El' From (1) equation (8) we knowthat, when the layer is of uniform
-temperature El' the out~ard radiation. would be

. 2fJ
U'= 0 E.
. 1+ fJo 1

. . ,
The actual increase in temperature towards the interior brings in its tail
an increased radiation' and this effect is expressed by the difference between
(66) and (67); since fJ> Po (see (59» we will have U> U''-
To' determine the surface temperature of an oxide coated cathode _

Clausing and Ludwig 1) proceeded in the following way:'

(61)

..(62)

(63)

(64)

(66)

.(67)
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1) the cathode was heated to a uniform and known temperature, and the
emissivity e was computed from the observed radiation,

2) subsequently the cathode was heated in the normal way (a transport'
of energy taking place from the core to the outer surface), and from
the radiation emitted under these circumstances, the surface tempera-
ture was computed by means of the emissivity as determined under 1).

. To these pyrometer observations, made in a·very limited region .of the
spectrum (red li,ght), our theory does not, strictly, apply; their full discussion
will require much more elaborate equations. But in principle an exactly
similar experiment might be made with 'total radiation. In that case the
. emissivity computed from the 'first experime~t would be

1+ f30e=-~":""'::'
2f3o

(68)

and the temperature deduced from the radiation U observed in the second
experiment would be .

. 1 f3
E'= + Óu

1 2 f30 '
instead of El as given by (66). The error made is

L1El = ~L1T= SI + f3o_ 1+ f3l U.
.' l 2f3o 2f3 S .

(69)

(70)

For instance:the total energy radiated byan oxide-coated cathode at the
normal temperature of 1100 "K is about t that of a black body ..Thus. . ."

U ={-a' (1100)4 ergs cm-2 sec"! , .
. -" U .

and since b = 4 a' (HOOP ergs cm-2 sec-l °K-l w_ehave b R:! 100 oK

L1T~100SI+ {Jo __ l+f3loK.
. . ? 2f3o 2{3 S

To a total emissivity of -l 'will correspond Reo = t and, by (16), Po = 00'2•
. Taking a = 0'1 which is' not excessively large we have by (59) {3= 0·21 and'

L1T ~'12 -x . " (71)

This ~dicates the order of magnitude of th~ errors that may occur.

and

By solving (65) for U we obtain .

. 2{3' a
U. 1+,{3~l+ 1+{3 V.

(72)

.When V, the heat loss hy conduction, differs from zero the temperature
gradient in the layer will be steeper and, even if the surface temperature. . .
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remains the same, the radiation emitted will increa~e by the amount repre-
sented by the second term in (72).' '
Here again we come in conflict with experiments, this time those of

Patai and Tomasc-hek 2). To measure the heat conductivity they heated
an oxide-'coated cathode first i.iI., á vacuum and subsèquently in an atmos-
phere of an inert gas, assuming that, when the radiation was kept constant,
the temperature, of the outer surface would be the same in both cases. By
.(66) and (72) we have . .

2R . 2R .
U=_· _"'_.E .a_ V+-"'-E' (73)l+p. 1, 1+/~ l+P i »

where El is the surface temperature in vacuum, El' that ill gas, and V the _,.
additional heat loss introduced by the gàs atmosphere. ' .
. The change in surface tempe~ature is eonsequently, using (39)

I , .

L1T:_ El ~ ~l' = _:!:_ V.
b 2P b

(74) ,

Assuming that Vis about equal to the heat loss by radiation, and adopting
• the same data used in the numerical example dealt with above (U = t Et,. /Ujb = 100 OK) we find . . . ,

. L1T ~ 25 OK . (75)

By' inserting 'the gas the surface' temperature may undergo changes of'
this order of magnitude, even if the radiation is kept' constant. Though'
Patai and Tomaschek only observed the radiation emitt~d at about

,.6500' Á (With a pyrometer), it áslikely that th~ amount of the error will .
. he correctly estimated by the above arguments *). "

'. Both observations 'of Clausing and Lu dw ig, and of Patai and
Tomasche.k were made to measure the t~ermal conductivity of an oxide
coating; it follows from our theory, however, that conductivity observationa
of this kind may ~e untrustworthy.

At some distance from the surface the exponential terms in (60) will·be
negligibly small and the temporature will be a linear function of x:

.E = Ccx + D . (76)

Hence D fixes'.the surface temperature, if this straight line is extrapolated
up ~o the surface (fig. 6) and the diffère~ce

. a,
El _ D= b L1Tl =_ aA = 2P (1 + a) ~U~ aV~ '(77)

is a measure of the deviation from linearity.
I

*) -Another error, which will not he discussed here, is introduced hy the fact that the
thermal conductivity of a porous oxide layer may possess different values in vacuum
and, in a gas atmosfere.' . . .
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We see that !.ITl will he zero when U/V = a, that is when the heat loss
hy radiation and by conduction at the surface are in the same ratio to
each other as the, heat transfer hy radiation and hy conduction in the hulk
of the materiàl (see (56)). When U/V < (1, LITl< 0 and the telI!-perature
curve will have the shape of curve 1 in fig. 6 (p. 112); in the opposite case
U/V> a. we must have a curve a~ type 2. In vacu~m' (V = 0) the
temperature difference will he of the same orde~ as the estimate (75)
(compare (77) and (74)).

B. Contact with a metallic siirjace •
Let us next discuss the case that the light-scattering layer is, at x = 0, in

./ contact with a metallic plate to which heat is transferred Ch. 7a). In this

~a 'c= . w
.2{J(I.+a)

as hefore and from. (60c). .

- aA +Dl. El'
In addition we m~st have (as in (I) eq. (34))

J = TIl + (1- Tl)El

(78)

b
Fig. 7. Temperature curves in the 'neighbourh~od of the contact with a metal underlayer.

" .. .

case it is not of special interest to distinguish hetween the' heat losses hy .
radiation, 'U, and hy conduction, V, and 'instead we shall assume that we
have fixed by experiment hoth the surface 'temperature El and the total
hé~t transport W. This gives (see, (51))

. (79)

. forx = 0 (80)
which, with

(81)

transforms into
(1-+ (!I) J - (I' ~ (11) 1 -:..-=' 2rhE for x = O. (82)

(Compare (11) and (34)).



Inserting (60) in (82) we obt~in

, " aW,
·A= ,
, 2(1+a)~,8+(1+a)(h(

(83)
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and for the deviation from linearity

. ' -a2W
LlE1 = bLlT1 =-= - aA = . (84)

2 (1 + a) ~,8+ (1 +a) e1(
This is. essentially negative, so that the temperature' curve will always.
be of the type '~rawn in fig. 7a. Conditions in which the temperaturé curve
is a straight line up to the su:dace do not exist. On the other hand, for values

. óf a of the order 0'1 or less the deviation from linearity is considerably
less than in the case of a free surface, LIT as given by (84) being roughly '\
proportional to a2, whereas LIT in equation (77) varies with a. It should also
,be noted that LITl in the present case only depends on Wand not on ~l.'

If the layer is in touch with a metal plate from which heat is transported
~way (as infig. 7b) we will have exactly the same equation

a2 W
LlE~ = b LlT2 = -~-~~---
, • 2 (1 + aH,8 + (1 + a) e2(

(85)

but with the sign reversed; zl T2 will be essentially positive.

. C: Other cases
Alternative cases of interest are those.in which thereis a certain amount

of radiation incident from outside, or in which a reflecting surface at room
,temperature is mounted at some distancefrom a free surface, the corres-
ponding boundary conditions being J .J1 for x - 0, or J = 1"1 I for x = 0
respectively, Cases like these may be' dealt with in a similar manner, but, ,
we will not, consider them in detail. .

12. Fin-ite layers., The complete formulae
, I

When dealing with layers-of finite dimensions we have to apply the' com-
plete formulae (47) and four conditions. are required to determine the four
constants A, B, C and D.

A. One free surface
Let us first consider a layer with a free surface at x= 0, and in contact

with a heated metallic underlayer at x = -X (fig. 5). Assuming no radiatiim
incident from outside we must have J = 0 ~hen q; = 0, which gives

It •

A(l + ,8) + !J(1 - ,8) + C,8 + D = O. (86)



Assuming moreover I that from experiment we know the heat losses by
radiation and by conduction, U and V, at the free surface, we ~btain the
additional conditions /

1(0) = A(l- (J) + B(l + (J) - {JC+ D = p, (89)
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Likewise we have 1 = rJ + (1- r) E for x == -X, which yields

. . 'A ~{J- (1+ a) e~e~ - B ~{J'+ (1 + a) e~ee+ {JC. 0, (87)

e having the same meaning as before (see (81)) and the product aX being
replaced by the single s~bol ~

,
àX=~.

and in the same w:ay as in (63)

C. 2ft (la+ a) ~U+ V~. (63)

The' four' conditions '(86), (87), .(89) and- (63) suffice to determine A, B,C
and D in terms of U and V and from them to compute the temperature .
El at x' 0 a:r:..dE2 at x' .-X. Since all our equations are linear and homo-
geneous in A, B, C, D, El' E2' U and V, it is at once evident that the final

'. result will be of the form

El = ElU' U + ElY' V,f . (90)
E" = Ew. U + E2y• V, . (91)

hl which ElU', ElY' Ew, Ew are functions of the properties of' the. layer
(a and (J), of the rinderlayer (e) and of the thickness ~ which are given by'
the following expressions: . . .

1 1 .' .
ElU= LIX 2{J[(1+ fJ) ~fJ+ (1+ a) e~~~+ (l--:-~) ~fJ- (1+ a) e~e-~+ 2a{J],

(92)
1 a " ..

E1Y= LIX ~ 2fJ [~{J+ (1 + a) e~é+ ~fJ-'- (1 + a) e~è~ -2 fJJ,. (93)
.'- I •

e , Ew- ~ X .a . [~[l~+ fJ(l + a)] [fJ + (1'+ a) e]-+- (Ja~~é +
LI 2fJ(1+ .a) . .

, + Hl- {J(l + a)][fJ- (1+ a) e] +'fJa2~ë~ +4afJ] .+ 2fJ(la+ a)~' (94)

E2v= 2._ X . a [~fJ(l- a) + e(l'+ aH e~1- lfJ(l-- a)·-.e(l + a)~e-Ç-
. LI 2fJ(1 + a) . .

-2fJ(1-a)]+~--~: (95)
. . 2fJ(1+ a)

where \ LI= ~.B+ (1+ a) ~~é - ~.B- (1+ a) e~e~ . (96)
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We have seen earlier that in the intetior of a thick layer the change oft~m-
perature With the distan~e is given by the linear term .'

I "

and, as was to be ~fpected, Ew and E2V both ~()ntain the corresponding
~ '. -'term ---'-- ~. It will also easily be 'verified that "forg ~ 00 equation

.2P(I + a), . . "
(90) reduces to (65) and, neglecting the linear part, the difference of (91)
and (90) reduces to the differences of (85) ;ind (84). r
It is also of practical importance to have expressions for El and E2

,.when~ i~ ;very small. When g << 1

(97)

E = _..!!_ a 2.
IV', 2P g + 4e(I + a) g ,

1 + e (1 +·a).e2- /12 p2_ e2(L+ a) 2

Ew= ~+. 2Pe2(1+' ~) ~+ 2e3(1+ a)2 g,

'E2v . 4e(I a+, ~) e . ':'
When V= 0 equations (90) and (9I).reduce to the singlerelation

' ...

(98)

(99)

(100)

1+ e "
, El = E2 =-- U,

. 2e,.

whichexpressesthat the radiation is that emitted by the underlayer, andthat
the intensity is no longer affected by the amount of heat lost by conduction.
Further applications of thése expressionswill be made in the next section.
, , .

13. Approximations .for thin layers
. .
. Using the. approximations (93) to (96) we get for very thin layers

'(g« 1)
. a . , a '

E2"-EI = b(T2- Tl) =-gv + ' g2 U, . 2p, ~e(I + a)

,. which by (48), (49), (58) and (88) can be transformed into

". X a'
T2 - Tl = -k V+- X2 U;, " 2k(!

X being the thickness of the layer.

(101)"

(102)
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This .is a result allowing a simple explanation. For k is the thermal
conductivity, radiation 'excluded, and XVjk is the temperature difference
that will occur if the heat V alone is transported through the layer by
conduction. The additional increase produced by the loss of heat by' radia-
tion is of ·the second order; it is indeed inherent to our basic assumptions
that radiation will play a part in heat conduction, only over finite distances; "
and if the layer -is thin enough radiation will not interfere.
If the layer is heated in vacuum, V will be zero and the temperature

difference will, to a first approximation, he negligible. This'is contrary to the
interpretation of various experiments, For in the papers of CIa using
and Ludwig 1) and of Patai and Tomaschek'2) it has been assumed
that the temperature difference across the layer will be XU!I,~,even if the
energy l,oss is of a radiativc nature only. .

14. The complete equations. Géneralapplications

The approximations for thick a~d for thin layers dealt with in the fore-
going sections will suffice in most practical cases; on the whole, the theory
developed in these papers is such a crude one that more detai.ied appli-
cations will hardly ever be-justified,' We shall therefore not discuss the com-

o • •

~Or------r--------.------r--------;-----~----~

~~-----L----~~~O--------L-----~2~,O~----~7·~~O
~Ço "4,.,J

Fig.8. The function 1/E2u. . a = 0'25 .

Curve Rco {3 r· e
0"

1 0'20 0'7453 0'20 0'6667
2 0'20 0'6453 0'50 0'3333
3 0'20 0'6453 0'80 O'UU
4 0'50 0'3727 0'20 0'6667
5 0'50 0'3727 0'50 0'3333
6 0'50 ·.0'3727 O'BO O'UU
7' "0'80 0'1214 0'20 0'6667
8 O'BO 0'1214 0'50 0'3333
9 0'80 0'1214 0'80 O'UU

/'
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. plete equations, (92) to (9~),.in extenso but restrict ourselves to indicating
~ few of the problems that may occur inpractice; as we shall show, the four
functions (92) to (95) will.contaiit all the inf~rmation that may be required.

1) In a v~cuum the heat loss by conduction at the surf~ce is -,zero,
V= 0, and if under these conditions the temperature of the underlayer E2

js kept constant, the heat loss by radiation at the surface, 'U,will evidently
vary as (seè (91) and (94)). .

(103)
" .'

and we get a set of curves as shown infig. 8.
-, 2) Alternatively it may experimentally be possible to keep the outward
radiation U constant, in which case e; will be a function of layer thickness
represented by

(i04)

~3r---~----.---~----'---~--~
E2u-E,u

"l

, .

0
0

'_Ço
</4614

Fig.9 . Eu-EuThe function 2 1 •.
. \ E2u ,

Curve a I· R., . - fj T-

1 0'25 0-20 0'7453 0'50
2a 0'25 0'50 Ó'3727 0'20 .
2 0'25 0'50 0'3727 0'50,
2b 0'25 u'SO 0'3727 0'80
3 0'25 0'80 0'1242 0'50
l' ' 0'10 0'20 0:6992. 0'50
2' 0'10 0'50 0'3496 0'50
3' 0'10 !l'80 0'1165 0'50
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It should he noted, however, that under these, circumstances the average'
temperature of the layer may undergo very marked changes so that -the
constant b (eq. (39», and consequently ei, (3 and e (eqs(49), (48) and (44»,
must be altered with e, which renders the problem a more complicated onc.

3) If,again in a vacuum, we should like to know the temperature difference
across the layer' as a function of the thickness we have from equations (90)
and (91)', .

,

. '

. E2U - ElU .
E2-EI=(E2U--Ew)·U=E2 ,

'. &u
a fUIl:ctional relation represented in jif3. 9. As indicated by the curves 2,
2a and 2b the difference E2 - El varies only in a very slight degree with the
reflectivity r of the underlayer; these variations are so small in fact that ',
in 'View of 'the approximate character of the present theory, they may
safely be neglected for all practical purposes. The same holds for other .
types of curves which will presently come up for discussion. 'l'he reflec-·'
tivity of 'the coating material Rr:t:l plays a more important part; besides,
the function (E2U--Ew)/E2U is approximately proportional to a which is,'
again a feature exhibited by other-curves as well (see below):
4) The treatment of the total radiation analogue of élà'using and

Ludwig's experiment (see page 114) can now also easily be extended to
'layers of finite thickness. -First we investigate the radiation U as a function
of the 'thickness of the coating for V = Q and for a the temperature that
is uniform throughout the layer ..We ,obtain'- .

(105)

-E~ ,UO _

ET'IU ,

'where E~, represents 'the temperature and E~u is the function ElU for'
a uniform temperature, that is for a'= 0, (3 = tJo,'and a = ao' -
.In a subsequent series of experiments the underlayer is heated to such' a

température that U = Uo; what will be the temperatrrre of the outer sur-
f~ce? We have ,_ .

(106)

r . .' E
• . _ 0' IU
El = ElU • U = El EO. ,

lU

so that the relative changes in surface temperatllre are given by ,

.'. ,LIT
'--I -

a function represented infig.l0. In connéction with this expression rtshould
be noted that the variable ~ has a different value for .different values of a.
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By,(88) and (58) we have in fact

g = 1'(1 + aHo (108)

where go is g for a = O. In (107) Ew and E~u must he evaluated for the
same values of go and not for the sam~ values of e.

"

Eru-EfuTH-ti~~~
3,0 ' 4,0"~ ~ So -11661

E . EO " . ',~',
Fig, 10, The function l~-;; tU, ~J.(jtationof curves as in fig, 9.

lU

5) Finally in such experiments as those of Patai and 'I'o m a s ch ek
discussed on page 115 the problem is, to what extent the surface temperature
changes if U is kept: constant and V is made to vary. Equàtión (90)
yields in this case

El' -;-,.El = ElV' V

and: similar~y .for the. temperature of the underlayer

E2' - E2 = E2v' V,

(109)

(110)
I

,where El' and E2' are the temperatures in a gas atmosphere, and El and E2'

are the temperatures before introducing gas into the system. The functions,
Ew ana 'E2V have heen plottedin figs 11 and 12. ;

,'nth respect to the dependence on r, Reo, and a the remarks made on .
. page 122 with l'efer~nce to fig. 10 also apply to figs 10, 11 ~nd 12:

Problems differing from those eonsidered above may be dealt with
along similar lines.

15. Thermal conductivity

Observations on thermal conductivity may be treated in a 'similar
'manner. Let us suppose the layer to stretch from x = -X to x == 0 being

t . , •.
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+W2,8(1+a)~' (112)
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at both ends in contact with a metal surface at temperatures E2 and El
respectively. In analogy to equation (82), the boundary conditions will
now be .

(1 + (2) 1 - (1- (2) J = 2e2E. and .E = E2 for x =-= ~ X,. ~
. . (Ill)

(1 + el) J - (1 -. el) 1 = 2elE a~d E = El for x = 0.. .:

Inserting tIle full expressions (47) and making use of (78) we obtain after
elimination oftbe four constants A,B, Cand D

1,0

,

/
,]

1/
l7 ~'v

~ t::-1-2./ .-'"
l7 ~

I:==-- --- 1--""2'
/ ~ -t'

e.,
1 2,0

, 0
o lP, 2,0. 3,0 4,0

.-..ço 48686

. Fig. 11. The function E1V; notation of curves as in fig,.9.

o

I~ -~,r--, 7

'\ ............ r---f--' -2
' . ~,

'I~ I

<,r-- 3
1,0

, .
Eav

r
.-0,5

Fig. 12. The function E2V; notation of curves as in fig. 9.
. J
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The two boundary conditions (Ill) are symmetric in El and E2 and we see
that, as a consequence, the difference E2 -- El is now proportional ~othe, total
heat transfer W. It is no longer necessary to distinguish between heat
transported by conduction and by radiation', as it was in the case previously
dicussed.
The approximation applicable to very thin layers may be written in the -

form

W= (E2 _ El) ~
2 fJ + 2e.l e2 ~,
ag el + e2

which by (39), (48), (49), (88) and (81) can be transformed into., '

'. . '. .
- k(l-r)(l-r)

W= (T2- Tl) - + (E2-El) _ 1 2 •
,X i hr2 '

(113)

(114)

'This is again a comprehensible result; for the first term on the right-hand
,side represents the energy transport by pure conduction and, as is easily,
verified, the s~co:p.dterm equals-the heat transported by ra~ation through
a vacuum between two surfaces opposite one another with total radiations
E2"El and total reflectivities r2 and rl respectively; indeed, if the layer
is thin enough, it will not interfere with the radiation. For layers that can-
not pe considered as very thin, the relation between the' energy transport
and the temperature difference may he computed from equation (112).
We will not work' out this equation in further detail in the present paper.
It should be noted, however, that observations on the thermal conduc-

tivity Cifquartz, glass or similar substances are generally restricted to
comparatively low temperatures for fear that radiation will produce
systematic errC!rs.Even though they: furmsh' only ve.ry rough approxima-
tions and do not directly bear on such transpar~nt substances, our present
equations may help in forming a picture of the interplay of conduction and
radiation, and in estimating the errors that may he introduced by radiation
if this Isno longer negligible, ' '

Eindhoven, July 1946
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AN IMPROVED METHOD FOR COUPLING VALYES
AT ULTRA-SHORT WAVES

by A, VAN WEEL 621.396.621.53.029.6

-Summary
A method for coupling two electron valves, or one valve with an
antenna is described, by which method the difficulties due to the
finite inductance of the internal electrode leads of a valve can be
eliminated-up to very high frequencies. In ilddition to this the new
system provides a very simple way to realize matching of the valve'
impedances. .

One of the main difficulties encountered in designing receivers 011 trans-
mitters for wavelengths in the metre or decimetre range, is the coupling of
valves (or of one valve with an antenna) in such a ~way that maximum '
signal power is transferred. At these extremely high frequencies, the numé-
rical value of the product LC = 1/(1)2 for tuned circuits becomes very
small. As the capacity. cannot- be reduced below the value of the internal
valve capacity" the only way of" further reducing. the product LC is by
cutting down the inductance (it does not màtter ~hether this is a lumped
inductance or a' parallel-wire: system). '
. However, the inductance ,ca~ot be' reduced below à practical limit,
which is reached when the total circuit inductance is of the same magnitude .

. as the inductance of the internal electrode leads of the valve. To illustrate '
this, we first consider fig. 1, in which 'one stage of a conventional H.F •.
amplifier is drawn (only the A.C. 'elements, like in most of the following
figures). .•

Fig. LA conventional H.F. amplifier stage.

The circuit consists of a tuned LC-circuit between the earth and the out-
put and input électrodes of the two 'valves which are connected in parallel.
In fig. 2 the same circuit is shown, but now the, internal capacities Ca
and Cg and the internal inductances La "and Lg of the valves have been
, taken into account. (We have, omitted the ,inductances of the' cathode leads;' ,
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this is allowable in push-pull circuits using double valves in one envelope,
when the inductance of tpe intercathode lead can be neglected. We may
therefore consider, fi~. 2 as one half of a push-pull _circuit.) ,

Fig. 2. A conventional H.F. amplifier stage with Internal valve inductances and capacities
taken into account. . " , '

It is clear from fig. 2 that at those frequencies where the magnitude
of La, ,L and Lg are' comparable, this ~ircûit bec?mes complicated, a~d.
practice has shown :that its' efficiency diminishes rapidly. At very high'
frequencies Ca and L; ór Cgand Lg 'may even be t{med without any external
inductance at allr ,. ' .

One way to overcome this difficulty is to insert capacities in series
with La and Lg and by chosing the magnitude of these capaeities so as to
tune the inductances ~a and'Lg. Together with the actual (parallel) tuning
condenser, three condens'ers in each stage have then to be tuned (in the
complete push-pull circuit even five variable condensers per stage!) and
practice has again shown th~t' it is very difficult to reach satisfactory
results in this way. , ,

Some ~ime ago we published a method to overcome these difficulties 1)
and we,will now go into, more details about this improved circuit, which "
is shown in fig: 3!' ,

j.' '..... '.' oooL
oo.,}!... . ,

--- ------. ----- -- .
, , '

" Fig. 3. The new'H.F. amplifier stage. I.

, "

, As this circuit looks rather unconventional, we have drawn a more
complete circuit in fig. 4, taking, into account the internal capacities and
inductances of the valves. .It can he seen from this figure that the tunéd
circUit consists of (L~ +L + Lg) in séries with' Cg and with Ca. The input

1) A. 'van Weel, Thesis, Delft 1943, page 85.
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current is supplied to the "terminals" of Ca while the output voltage is
taken from the "terminals" of Cg. Fig.5 gives, the same circuit drawn
somewhat differently to 'show the principle more clearly. .

.~

'''"ll'

Fig. 4. The new H.F. amplifier stage with the internal valve inductances and capacities
taken into account. .

. J

. One advantage of this' circuit compared with the conventional circuits
is the fact that the internal inductances noware connected in series with,
and therefore fórni part of, the total circuit inductance. As a consequence
their presence does not complicate- the circuit. Moreover, the total circuit
inductance is larger than in conventional circuits becausè the circuit capa-
city is smaller, the series connection of Ca and Cg forming the latter being
smaller' than the parallel connection, of these capacities- in the circuit
drawn in fig. 1.

"

,-
ia

"

, "

Figv S, The circuit of fig. 4 drawn in a somewhat different manner•
._

The circuit can be tuned either by varying the magnitude of the induc-
tance, but: this is often difficult to realize, ot: by the adjustment of a
variable trimmer condeneer. This trimmer may be connected in series
With L; the total capacity of the circuit then consists of the series connec-
t;ion of Ca, Cg and. the trimmer. Another possibility is to connect the
trimmer "in parallel". Tó make it quite dear to what part of the' circuit
the trimmer is connected in parallel and what' voltage may be expected
across the trimmer, it is necessary to describe a special property of this
circuit.
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From fig. 5 it can he seen that the connection of Ca ~nd Cg which is'
supposed to he connected to "earth", is tapped on, the actual circuit
voltage Vc' On the inductance .a point can he found that is in the same
way tapped dn the circuit voltage. This point divides the inductance in
~verse proportion to Ca/Cg. ' ' ,
, The main fact ahout this point is that it carries practically no (high-
frequency) voltage against earth ...Short-circuiting this point to earth should
.notznake any difference in the performance of the circuit. However, this
is only true if all the windinga of the inductance I are fully coupled. In
practice there is always some stray inductance and' this applies' especially
to inductances of the magnitude of the internal inductances of the valves.
What happens Ui. this case if the two points mentioned are short-circuited,
can he seen from' the circuit of fig. 6, in which the two parts of the induc-
tances ~re supposed to show no mutual coupling at all. ' ,

: " ~ ..
'~, C ~"" ,,' """,-- a ( , ' j ~g, " --,

. '

Fig. 6. The new circuit with the inductance split into two separate parts' mi the place of the
voltage node. Short-circuiting of A and B makes the right half of the circuit currentless.

'-,

In the figure the losses of 'the inductances are taken into account hy
inserting the series resistances 71 and 72, The inductances 'fulfil the
equation:

(1)

1

From fig. 6 it is clear th~t when the points A and B are short-circuited,
110current whatever will flow in the right half of the circuit. Short-circuiting
is therefore not allowed in this case.. .
If ther~ is a certain amount of coupling hetweeJi hoth inductances, short-

ciréuiting of the points A and B will givé the circuit the properties of two,
coupled tuned circuits. We mentioned ahove that at very high frequencies
the mutual coupling of the two parts of the total inductance will he, very
small as a consequence of the influence of the' internal' inductanc~s. The
efficiency of a handpass 'filter that could he formed hl this-way, will there-
fore he very poor. ' -

As short-circuiting of the points A and B is not allowable, it remains to
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he seen what impedance may he inserted between A and B without al-
tering the properties of the circuit. This question is impörtant in view of
the D.e. feeding of the' valves. To answer the question it is important to '
note that looking from 'the point A to both sides, a series-resonance
circuit is seen (equatio~,. (1) can also he written: '

Wo = reso~ance frequency of the whole 'circuit).
Looking from A to the left, a resistance Tl is measured, while to the right

this resistance is T2• As the current circulates in the circuit in the way indi-
cated hy the arrow in fig. 6, it is clear that if an, impedance, large in com-
parison with Tl and with T2, is connected between A and B, the current

, distribution in the circuit will not seriously be influenced. The re sist ances
Tl and T2 are normally small, so this condition is easy to fulfil -,"For receiving
'valves and a wavelength of one metre the series resistances are usually
'not more then 10 ohms. A resistance.of some hundred ohms will not affect·
the properties of the ciÏ-cuit then.

From the foregoing it is' clear that in the circuit given in fig. 6 some A.C.
voltage remains between the points A and B. However, this voltage is
smaller than the. voltage between any other point of the inductance and
the earth. We will call this point therefore the voltage node. '

Turning back to the problein of tuning the circuit with a parallel trimmer,
we notice first that this trimmer can be connected in parallel to the induc-
tance of the circuit, i.e. betwee~ anode and grid. When the internal ,
inductances are not negligible, the tirimmer can only be connected in parallel
to a part of the total inductance: the trimmer is tapped on the circuit.

Another way of connecting the trimmer is to connect it directly in paral-
lel 'to either Ca or Cg (only possible if the internal in:ductances can he
neglected). From fig. 5 it is clear that ID this case too, only part of the
circuit voltage comes across the trimmer: The voltage across the trimmer
diminishes further when the trimmer cannot be connected directly in 'parallel
to Ca or Cg .hecause of the influence of the internal inductances. As des-
cribed above, the smallest voltage across the trimmer will be measured
when the timmer is connected between the voltage node on the inductance
and thé earth.

However, this last casè is rather abnormal 'and requires closer inspec-
tion. In fig. !the circuit concerned is drawn. La is supposed to be tuned
with Ca, and Lg with Cg. Now it is clear thatby connecting the capacity
between this point' of the inductance and the earth, a 'second mesh in the'
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network is formed and therefore a second resonance must he expected. The
insertion of the rrimmer capacity does not influence the current that
circulates in the way indicated by the full-drawn arrow. But the dashed
arrows indicate ~he second resonance system. We have in this way formed
a bandfilter. consisting of"two' capacitively coupled circuits.

46Z72

Fig: 7. Connecting the trimmer condenser at the voltage node gives the c~cuit the proper-
ties of a capacitively coupled bandfilter. .' . ,

As stated ahove, when the impedance of the trimmer capacity is high
compared with the series resistance of the original circuit, this' trimmer
capacity will not influence the circuit .properties in the neighbourhood of its
, (original) resonancefrequency. But well away from this frequency, a second
resonance frequency will he found ..
'The same theory applies to the' case that the trimmer' is connected

hetween any other point of the inductancè,. apart from its terminals, and
the earth. As the magnitude of the trimmer capacity is usually rather"
small, this second resonance frequency 'is quite diff~rent from ,the original
frequency (it is much higher) and will not he of any importance in most
circumstances. However, it should ,be taken into account hecause it could
'do harm, for 'instance ip. receivers wh~n it could by had luck equal the
image frequency..

A distinct advantage of connecting the trimmer in parallel to one of the
valve capacities (we neglect the internal inductances now, but the follo-
wing hólds also in cases we should take them into account) is that ~t pro-.
vides a simple way of matching the valve impedances. Fig. 8 shows the
circuit where now all losses ate concentrated in the parallel resistances

44l7J

Fig. 8. Matching the valve resistances Ra and Rg can be r~alized by estahlishing the proper
relation between the end capacities Ca and Cs.

e ,
\
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Ra and Rg (we leave it undecided whether they are due to copper, dielec-
tric, transition-time, or other; losses).
_.Optimum matching is realized when the same amount of power' is
dissipated' in Ra and in Rg:

Va2 v. 2-=~.
Ra Rg

As the current circulates in the way indicated by the arrow, equation (2)
mayalso be :written:

(2)

IZaI2/Ra = IZgI2/Rg, .
Za = Ra/(l + jwRaCa),
Zg = Rg/(l + jwRgCg) .

From (3),' (4f and (5) follows:
/ '

(3)
(4)

, (5)

Ra/(l + w2RiCa2) = Rg/(l + w2RlCl)·

If Ra and Rg fulfil the conditioris , '

w2Ra2Ca2» 1,
w2RiCi» 1,

(6)

(7)
(8) ,

equation, (6) may, be written

(9)

Given the valves, the value ~f Ra/Rg is fixed. But the ratio Cl/Ca2,

can also he brought to this same value by increasing the magnitude of the
capacity that is too small to fulfil equation (9). ' ,
, As condition (9) is not very critical for optimum matching, the same
capacity which is used for increasing Olievàlve capacity, may be used for th~
final tuning ot the circuit (coarse tuning can be accomplished by varying
the inductance).

" Th~ same circuit can be 'used to match a resistance (in practice mostly
an antenna resistance) to a valve (fig. 9). In parallel to the antenna

I

Fig. 9. Matching an antenna resistance to a valve input resistance with the aid of the new
circuit, .

"
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.resistance Tant" a ~~riabl~ condenser C is connected. The circuit is now the
same' as that drawn. in fig. 8, and the same theory holds for :this case.

After the t~eoretical considerations given above, we will now go a little I .

more into details about the practical side ofthis circuit. ~s its main advan-.
tages show themselves especially at very high frequences, it is important

.' to state that where we ~entioned a~ inducta:tice in the. foregoing, this
jnduétance may be either a-Iumped inductance or a part of a parallel-wire
system -.The length ~f this system can easily he found from the consider-
ation that, if at the place of the voltage node both wires are short-oir-
euited (jig. 10), the parts of the parallel-wire system to the left and to

. the right are tuned with the valve capacities. The total length of the system
is therefore always smaller than 2 X t A = t Ä.

fJ. I ff,
. ~n

Fig. 10. A parallel-wire system may be used in the circuit; again-a voltage node can be
found.' . / ,

Sometimes the place of the voltage node is well inside the envelope' of
one of the valves, usually on the grid lead, because the input capacity 'of a .
valve is normally considerably larger' than the "output capacity; This
does not influence the performance of the circuit, provided of course that

r the output capacity of the preceding valve is so small; that the length
A-N in fig.l0 can span the length ofthe internal anode lead, the lead con-,
necting the two valves and the required length of internal grid lead, of the
second' valve.' .
. At those frequencies where the totallength A-G in fig. 10 is not en '}u~h
to span the physical distance between anode and grid, a capacity C may
be inserted so as to lengthen the parallel-wire system (jig. 11).. It IS

Fig. 11. Lengthening the parallel-wire system with a series condenser. Two voltage nodes
can be found in this case. .
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important to note that rn: this case two voltage nodes (N' and Nil in fig. Ü)
will be found on the wires. The part of the parallel-wire system between
A and N',is tuned with Ca;that between Nil, and G is tuned with Cg, and
that between N' and Nil with C.
. "A capacity C is necessary in all circuits to separate the D .e. voltages of
anode and grid. If there is no necessity for Iengthening the line, this capacity
should be given a large valuè, If the direct currents are fed to the eleë- ..
trodes over high impedances (chokes or high resistances), these impedances
may be connected to any convenient point of the upper line; However,
if the large capacity C is situated just at the place of the voltage node, the
D.e. may be fed over small impedances to the two terminals. of this con-
denser.

Fig. 12 shows a complete circuit ofa push-pull amplifier stage, based on
the principles described. The grid resistances Rg are supposed to be large
compared with the 'input, resistance of the second valve; therefore they
may be connected to the most convenient points, in this .case to the grid, '

" terminals of the second valve. ' .

Fig. 12. Complete circuit for a push-pu~ amplifier stage:

The r'esistances Ra cannot be ~a:de 'as large asBg because, of the ~.e.:
voltage drop across these resistances as ä consequénce of the anode currents.
For thi's reason, the resistances Ra are connected to the wires at the place
of.the voltage node. "
A variable tuning condenser C'T is connected between the two wires at a

place outside this voltage node. Tuning could be accomplished without the
extra trimmer if the condensers C were made variable. To maintain the
symmetry of the circuit, both capacities C should in that case be varied
simultaneously and to the same extent. It is clear that the use of one se-
parate trimmer C'T is easier. Apart from this, the trimmer may be used
to realize optimum coupling conditions as outlined above. '. '

.Under certain circumstances the same circuit is useful at much lower
, I '

frequencies (using lumped inductances for the parallel-wire system]. If a
receiver or a transmitter is divided into separate panels on a tack, the
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transfer of the high-, or intermediate-frequency voltage from one panel to .
another sometimes proves difficult because of the possibility of radiatión'
or unwanted coupling by the connection between the two panels, when this
connection cannot be screened sufficiently. However, by using a circuit as
described i~ the foregoing, the inductance can be split up into two parts,
each situated in a different panel" such that the voltage node coincides with
the.unscreened connection point between the two panels. Now, the H.F ..
voltage at this point is very small,' so the possibility of radiatio~ or
unwanted coupling is greatly reduced.

, .
In conclusion we give a description of a practical circuit, used to match

an antenna to the input resistance of a valve. Fig. 13 shows a push-pull
valve to the grid terminals of which a parallel-wire system has been con-
nected. The ,surge impedance of this parallel-wire sys~em is made equal to
the antenna resistance Tant• Eventually, the antenna feeder itself could be
used for this purpose. ..

-~

"'lVI

Fig. 13. Antenna-coupling circuit for a push-pull receiving valve.

Between the wires, a .movahle and variable condenser Ctr is connectéd. \ .
Looking from th'e terminals of Ctr to the left, the line impedance always
, equals the resistance T ant' independently of the place ?f the condenser. The
matching of Tant to the, input resistance of the. valve can now be found,
. experimentally by placing the capacity in' a certam' (arbitrary) point and
tuning the capacity to maximum transfer of energy. Next,' the condenser

, is mov~d a little, and again tuned. In this way, optimum coupling condi-
tions are quite easily established. -

The circuits described in this article are successfully used in receivers
as well as in transInÏtters. ' \ ,

Eindhpoen, July 1946
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INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS
IN FREQUENCY ~ODULATION *) .

.hy F. L. H. M. STUM:J;>ERS
621.396.82: 621.396.216

Summary
Mter a survey of definitions, the general problem of interference with '
frequency-modulated signals is treated. Special attention is paid to
the pauses of the desired signal. The case of equal amplitudes gives
rise to some interesting mathematical relations. The loudness level of
disturbances is computed. In the last two sections the interference
caused by synchronizejl transmitters (or by two-path transmission
of one signal) is extensively dealt with. Many numerical examples
illustrate the theory.

1. Introduction

When two frequency.modulated transmitters are stationed so near to
each other in the frequency band as to cause partial> or complete over-
lapping of the spectra; interference will result. A special case is when both
transmitters are on the same wavelength, and this' we can specialize again
by giving them the same programme (synchronized transmitters). Similar

, problems occur when signals from one transmitter reach the receiver along
two diflerent paths. .

Cj-osb y 1) 2) was the first to note the detrimental effect of multipath
, transmission on frequency-modulation .recep'tion over Iong-distances, .and

>he -puhlished photos of distorted low-frequency signals, He also gave a
theoreticaÎ consideration explaining the most important facts. ~t should be
remarked he~e that as long ago as 1930 E ckersley 3) predicted that
echoes'of z or 3 msec comparable in amplitudeto the original signal, would
jeopardize f.m. 'reception (we use the abbreviations f.m. and ,a.m. for
frequency modulation and amplitude modulation, respectively). Thanks to

, . the inactivity of the ionosphere' atwavelengths below 10 m the effect of
echoes is not so important here. ' " .

With regard to the permissible amplitude of an interfering transmitter
most writers take it for granted, following early experiments by'
Armstrong 4) and Weir 5), that a ratio of 2: ,1 in amplitude is sufficient
to suppress the disturhance. No 'quantitative 'criterion is given, however,
and later on Guy and Morris?) deduced from their experiments that a
ratio of 10 : 1, or at least of 4 :,1, is required. VelIa t 7) concluded,

*) First published as part of a Dutch thesis for the doctor's degree at Delft, May 1946.
on "Some inveetlgations on frequency modulation".
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. though erroneously, that the mutual dist~bance of synchronised trans-
mitters' is only due to imperfect Iimiting in th~ receivers. Wheeler 8)
does n?t· fully justify his remark that no cross-talk occurs with 'a perfect
limiter. In addition to the logical method of limiting first, both the last-
mentioned writers also investigated frequency detection without limiting,
In this case VeIlat overestimated the disturbance of a frequency-
modulated signal by an un~odulated carrier by a factor 2.

.As is· well known, with amplitude-modulation receivers we can have
"cross-modulation" as a result of curvature of valve characteristics: the
programme of a transmitter on a different wavelength conies through
in.die pauses of the -deeiredprogramme. The third- degree term in the valve
characteristic, which causes this effect in a.m., does not produce the same
result in thè case of f.m. It i~ possible, however, that with' two trans-
mitters having centr~l frequencies ft and f2' new frequencies 2 f~...:.;.f2or

, 2f2-fl appear in the desired band and consequently cause disturbances:, .'
According to Wheeler 9) these effects are not so great as to require a '
selectivity device before the first ~alve .
.B eIlIO) starts ftom the formula for the interferenèe between two

carrier waves cos WIt and A cos w2t, the instarrtaneous frequency of the
resultant being: 0 '

) .
À 2 +'A cos (W2-Wl) t,

wl + (W2-Wl . (1)
, L+ A2 + 2 A cos (W2-Wl) t

" 'He continues With the remark that when CU2-Wl is super-audible the
o effective frequency will be CUI+ .(W2---Wi) A2f(1 +' '~A2). The ~alue of

o this re~ark seems questionable as the next statement, that. the modu-
lation is 'shppressed by a factor A2f(1 + A~), is erroneous. Willldt and
Hoffmann 11) give a series of excellent curves for distorted signals "
and for' special cases a computation. of the effect on ,the fundamental
tone of the desired modulation, caused hy a disturbing unmodulated

,transmitter on the 'same wavelength. K ulp's l~) suggestion that a per- 0

fect detector may cau~e enlargement of the harmonics is not justified. --::
Some general considerations on interference in relation to amplitude-ç :
phase- and frequepcy-modulated signals were' given hy K ea1113).
~fter our thesis had been printed, an experimental and theoretical

paper, by-Corrington 14) reached us. This author comes to formulae,
partly sikilar to those at 'which we' arrived independentlyr ,but he
failed to notice' how the limiting case of equality can- be computed ele-
mentarily without the help of Bessel functions. We will return to this
later on. . 0 '

In the following the spectra will- be regarded systematically, and the
energy of disturbances "will he computed, if necessary accounting for

•
. -
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pre-emphasis, No reference to this effect was found in the literature.
Our mathematical treatment. especially _for equal amplitudes, will 'also
be different. .

, 2. Defi.n~tions
Before proceeding to deal with our problem we would stress the im-

portance of .unamhiguous definitions of amplitude and frequency for any
given function of time (see also Van der POP5)). As' is well- known,
a harmonic' vibration can be represented by the motion of the projection

- on a diameter, -of a poi:nt runni:ng along ..a circle with uniform velocity.
'The direction of motion will he chosen counter-clockwise. The vector
connecting centre and moving point is called the characteristic v.ector.
It is defined by its length: the ampliuule, and the angle it makes with a
:6.xed direction: the phase angle. As fixed direction we choose the di:rec-,
tion of the diameter on which the inotion is 'project'eg. Th~ motion of the
p~ojection can ~e represented by the formul~e:

fo(t) = A . cos <p(t), <p(t) = <p (0) + rut . (2)

ID: like manner we can represent a .given function of time by the pro-
jectton of a moving vector of, varying length A (t). making a tjme-
dependent angle <p(t) with à. fix~d direction: Thus:

f(t) = A (I) . cos <p(t) • (2a)

Now <p(t) is not necessarily a linear function of time. Moreover,' one is
still free i.p. the choice of th.e splitting. Neither is the best choice always
self-evident. Take, for i:nstance, as given function coa wIt +!'cos 0/2t. There
are different ways of defining' A and lP:
.... , ,

Al{t) = 2 cos t (Wl+ (2) t, '. : <Pl(t) = t (rol - ru2)t,
42(t) = 2, cos t «(hl- ru2)t, ' <P2(1) " t (101+(2) t,

cos wlt,
,Aa{t) = 1+ -,---,

cosW2t,

To make the splitting unambiguous; we require tha~:
'1) the new definitions of amplitude and phase when applied to harmonic

vibrations sbould 'give ,the same result as the classical definitions;
2) the characteristic vector of a sum of.functions coincide with the resul-

tant of the vectors representing the separate functions (see.Oo cci and
S~rtori 16)). '

These demands fix the characteristic vector for the sum of two or more
harmonic vibrations. The -generalization to a convergent infinite ~èries of
components is then simple.

v "



The separa:te components are again harmonic vibrations, which -we may,
now consider as heing performed hy the projections on a common dia-
meter, of points moving with uniform speed on concentrio circles, Accor-
ding to the condition 2), the amplitude of f(t) is defined hy the length
of the resulting characteristic vector. By projecting also on a line per-

I ' .
pendic~lar to the dJamete~ used before we get:

,/
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Under proper conditions, wè can represent any function of time given
in the interval from -T to Thy a Fourier series. We :thus have:

f(t) = fAn cos (nwt + cp'n); CPo'=0 ~
o '

(3)

..,4 (I) , ÜEnA'n . cos (nwt + cpnH2+ ~in An. sin '(nwt + cpnH2]"'.
o ' l'

. (4)'

The phase angle i,S again 'defined as 'the angle between characteristic
vector and :fixed direction. Thus:

cp(t) =
E An. sin (nwt + CPn) . EAn. sin (nwt + CPn)

arctan = arCSIn------7-:---'--___;_----'-
E An. cos (nwt + CPn) A(t)

Of course the phase is defined m~dulo 2:n;only.
In this way, in any time interval every function can' he split into ampli-
tude and phase. A t every moment we therefore know the insuxntan-
eous amplitude and the instantaneous phase.' .

The next important faêtor is the frequency. In.case· of a harmonic
vibration the e~d point of the characteristic vector moves at a constant
angular velocity alongthe circle. This angular velocity is.called the angular
or radial frequency. It is expressed in radians per second. Quite' ana-
logously in the general case the angular velocity of the characteristic
vector is the (angular) frequency för any function of time: It is the deri-
vative of the phase with respect to time: dcp/dt. '

Thus thè instantaneous frequency. is also defined (the definition of fre-
• quency as derivative of phasewas introduced in radio hy Van' der POP7).
As one period or cycle is 2n radians, we mayalso use cycles or periods
per second. However, unless otherwise' stated, we 'will take the frequency
in radians 'per second.

With periodic signals' one will choose the time interval eorresponding
to one period. In calculations with impulses occurring only once Fourier
integrals may he preferred, Of course, the tiIII.e interval should be long
in comparison with the greatest period of 'the' frequencies under dis-. . ,

cussion.
The instantaneous frequency of a si&1a1' resulting' froin decreasing
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all frequencies of the original components bya .constant amount (super-
heterodyne principle) is not necessarily the difference ofthe instantaneous
frequencies. This holds only if all component frequencies are originally
larger than the difference frequency. In most practical cases all fre-
quencies in which we are interested are in a comparatively narrow band
around a central.frequency. -This makes the application much simpler.

3. The general problem
We compute the instantaneous frequency of the' resultant vibration

caused by two frequency-modulated' components, the amplitude of the
stronger being 1 and th~t of the weaker A (iIi suitable units). 'The

I frequency of the modulating signal for the first vibration is p. and for
- the second q radisec. The frequency sweeps are L1coland L1co2'rad/sec,
respectively (although we limit ourselves here to one low-frequency signal
on each transmitter, it is not diffic~t to take more frequencies into' ac-
count). .
The components are therefore:

t • .

cos'CP1(t) = cos (COlt+ ml sinpt),
and

A cos CP2(t)= A cos (co2t + m2 sin qt+ CPo),

. ..1COl ..1 CO2.
ml=--;m2 = -_.

p q
. -

The modulation index. in is the quotient of the. frequency sweep andrhe
modulating frequency. . .
Thè instantaneous amplitude is ~1 + A2 + 2 -ti cos cp(t) f/" .where
cp(t) . CP2(t) - CPl(i) (see fig. 1). The phase, angle is defined by.:

I

sin CPl.+ A sin CP2 ..' A sin cP
P = arctan = CPl+arctan . (5)

cos CPl+ A cos CP2 . 1 + A cos'lp

. . ' .1 l+ix,
Now we use the well-known formula, arctau x '= 2i In1 _ 'ix.The result is

'1 ' 1+ Aei'l'
P = ml +_;_In----:-

T 2i 1+A e-Ï'I'.

Development of the Iogarithm i~ permitted, as A < 1, 'and we get in
this way:

(6)

, .B,¥ differentiating (5) the definition of instantaneous frequency gives:
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d~ . ' .. ' . A cos.~ +. A2 dep
rum= -=ru1 + L1w1cospt+ ,-.

dt .1 + 2 A cos cp + A 2 dt

The first terms in this result give the required signal in the absence of a
. second transmitter.' .

A cos cp + A2 , '. . .
Now the function f(A, cp) = is so important that
, . 1+ 2 A cos ep+ A 2 .

it is worth while considering it jn sdme detail. It is a periodic function
of ep of period 2n, 'and can be represented by a Fouri~r series; If A < 1,
we get, e.g. differentiating (6), the development:

f(A,ep) =A COScp-A2cos2cp+A3cos3cp-.... (7)
, .

y
e

\

I

!

I
I

Lf'OX=1/'
Fig. 1. Addition of characteristic vectors .

. I

48898

The last relation' is valid when A :=/::. 1. As A approaches 1'the peak at n
grows,sharper and the absolute value off (A, n) exceeds any gi~en num-
ber. ~hen the following r~latio~s are valid: (all ep mod 2n) ,

Lim J(A, n) = _:_00
A';'1-0

(8b)

and finally

Lim
'8=0,

Lim
A=1-0

n+8 ,

J J(A; cp) dep - - n
n-e

'(8c) ,
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, I
I. "+8J f(A, cp) • g(cp) • dcp = -ng(n)

A=I-O n--e
Lim 'Lim (Sd)

if g(cp) is continuous at cp = st,
With the b·functions .commonly used in operational caléulus we
once. write equ,ations' (8a, h, c, d) (modulo 2n included):

can at

st: ( CP)Lim f(A, cp) ,L- {- - - c5 cos-
A=I-O 2 2

, "+=
(in operational calculus c5(x) = 0, if:X -=1= 0; c5(0)= 00; J' c5(x) dx = 1) •

(9)

-co

It is sufficient to consider A < 1, as all other values follow from the
relation:

f(A, cp) +J(~, cp) = l.
'.' A

(10)

In fig. 2 f( A, !p) is drawn for various values of A .
We have seen in formula (6):

co (-1)" AS .
lp= (PI - Es --' - SIn scp .

1 S

Here
sin scp = Im ei.'P = Im.eis(w,t-w,t+'P.+m, sinqt-m, sinptj •

Now we use the ,development:
+co

eimsinpt = En Jn(m) einpt•
-co

(ll )

0,5

~
-i// -

~
--.. -- --

AsO.I....// In 71 "\A=0.5~_;;
A=075 - <
AaO.9~ j. \ fA=O,99-

1 - -

f(A,x)= Acosx+A2
1+2Acosx+A2

-
I

0 . 0 "

o

-0,5

-1,5

-2

-3
o 180 270 360 450 X

48900
90

Fig. 2. f(A, x) for various vàlues of A and x .
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Thus:
co (-1)"A' +co ' +co

lp = rpl-E. En Jn(sm2) .Em Jm(sml) sin~(sW2-sWI-mp + nq) t+ srpO~•
... r: .. , ,S '~ -00' " .~..:.

, ,

The resultant of the two frequency-modulated components therefore
has the instantaneous frequency: .'

, dlp .', co (-1)' A,S +co " +co,
Wm = -- = (Go + L1w1cos pt - .Es .Em Jm(sml) En J'i(sm2) .

dt 0 1 S -co _0)

. (SW2~SWI~mp + nq) cOS~(SW2-:-s~.L-:-mp+ nq) t + srpo~' (12).,

We see that if W2 ::/=. Wl' the detected signal in general does not contain
the frequency ,q. Hence there is no understandable cross-talk; and. the
second term gives only noise. Whèn the audio-frequency bandwidth is
wa~ and we wish to compute the audible disturbance, we have to add the
energy of all cox;uponents for which m, nand s satisfy the relation:

+to« < S(0)2 -,Wl) - mp + ,nq -> Wa .
. '

From the symmetric character of the expression (12) it is clear that
when we exchange the modulations the disturbance remains the same. I

.Therefore every computation covers two cases. When neither the desired
nor the disturbing transmitter is modulated, the .disturhance energy is:

. "

n A2s S2(W~-(Gl)2 A2(1- A2n) (W~-Wl)2fs -_;2 2 l':_A2 -'-2-- , (13a)

in which n i~ to be chosen such as to satisfy .

n(cv2 - (IJl)<Wa <: (n + 1) (W2+: Wl)'

'In fig. 3, instead .of the energy the effective ~weep of the disturbance is
put along the ordinate. We have reckoned with an audio-frequency band-
width ~f 15 kc/sec. The 'amplitude of the distu~hance increases linearly
with the frequency difference and the proportionality factor changes,
with the number of components in the audio band.
" In a rtormal music or voice spectrum the higher ,tones have less energy
than the lower ones. A bette~ use of the frequency band is made when
before modulation the amplitude of every frequency W in the low-frequency
signalis multiplied by a factor (1 + R2C2W2)'/ •• This is,called pre-emphasis.
In 'thé receiver the reverse operation has, to ,he, applied; I de-emphasis.
One has to choose 'a suitable RC time. in our computations we will use
75.10-6 sec as agreed in the U.S.A. for broadcasting purposes. The advan-
'tages of pre-emphasis will be manifest, if the transmitted low-frequency'
. spectrum possesses so little' energy in its high tones that after pre-emphasis

,.' . I'
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the corresponding maximum frequency sweep is not làrger than it is for
the low tones. Otherwise one has to reduce the whole volume. This is
the case when the RC time is chosen too high (as the originally adopted
time of 10-4 sêc seems to have been), and will be so too when there is much
extra energy in the high tones (cymbals, triangle). The RC time has' of
course' been chosen for' the average ~pectrum and, not for exceptional .
oircum stances.

Wa
0.5

o.

Withlt pre1mphaV

4 1/, 1/
3 /

~.

/ / ,
/
/ \

2
/'".

/

V .
1 V ,

withpre-emphasis

V

o.

, j

a

o.

oo 0..1 a2 .0..3 0.4 0.5 0..6 o.? 0..8 0.9 1Wa
Carrier frequency difference

, ' ~8B99.
, Fig. 3. Effective sweep of disturbance caused by a transmitter with given:carrier frequency
difference in the pauses of the desired' isgnal. Interfering transmitter non-modulated,
A = 0'5. .

With pre-emphasis and no transmitter modulated, the. energy of the
-disturbance' will be:

, -

(n has to be chosen ~s above). .
Usually the energy of disturbances is compared with the energy of full

modulation. In our computations' we will use a full-modulation sweep of
. ,75 kc/sec. Taking 10 times the logarithm (of base 10) 'of the quotient
of the energies we get the relative energy in decibels (db). When in the
follo~g we give -the disturbance energy in db.. the energy in db below
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'full modulation will he meant. The equations (13) apply to the following
case: We are listening to a transmitter; there is a pause in the desired
programme, and we hear the dist~Irbance caused by another, nçt modu-
lated, "transmitter. If the carrier-frequency' difference is 5 kc/sec, and
A = 0'1, the disturbance energy is 43'5 db below full modulation, When. .
pre-emphasis is applied (and de-emphasis) the disturbance energy is
51'7 db.HA = 0'25 we get ?5'6 db without, and 43'6 db withpre-emphasis,
If A = 0'5 the results are 28'4 and 37'4 db respectively.
Now the energy of a disturbance is not the best measure of the inter-

ference as the sensitiveness of the ear is not taken into account. We have
also computed the Ioudness level in phons, Use was made of the curves in
a paper by El et cher 24). The listener is supposed to be in a quiet room,
and the masking effect of room noise is not reckoned with. If full modula-
ti~n corresponds to 80 phons the loudness level of the disturbancés is
(no pre-emphasis): 29 (A = 0'1), 39, (A = 0'25), or 47 phons (A = 0'5).
With pre-emphaeis those levels are 22, 29 and 36 phons respectively. When
full modulation corresponds to 90 phons the six numbers, just given, will
become: 39, 49, 59 or 30, 41, 47 phons. "

If, with the same carrier-frequency difference the disturbing trans-
mitter is modulated by 2000 cycles/sec with a sweep of 12 kc/sec, the
energy levels of the disturbances are 39'1, 31'0 and 24'7 db below full
modulation without pre-emphasis (A = 0'1, 0'25, 0'5)' and 52'3, 44'2,
37'8 db with pre-emphasis, With full modulation corresponding -to, 80
phons the respective loudness levels are 36, 47 and 58 phons without
pre-emphasis and 22, 33, 43 phons with pre-emphasis. With full modu-
lation corresponding to 90 phons ,the figures are in the same order ~1, 62,
71 phons and ~4, 47, 58 phons. Now we increase the sweep of the distur-
bing transmitter to 48 kc/sec. For A = 0'1 the disturbance' energy drops
to 50'9 db without; and to 6~'0 db with pre-emphasis, Again.with a full-
modulation loudness level of 80 phons the loudness level' of the distur-
~bances \ in this case is 26 or 17 phons, and when full modulation is 90
phons these figures are 38 or 28 phons.

4. Two transmitters with the same carrier, wavelength.

With both transmitters using, the same carrier frequency, thje instau- .
taneous frequency of the resultant according to (12) is: .

Wo + LlWl cospt-
«> (-1)' AS ee -l-ec '

-L's --- .EmJm(Sm1}.En Jn(sm2) . (nq-mp) cos ~(nq-mp) t + Sipo~' (14)
1 S =ec . • -a:>

Here we may have cross-talk, as the frequenc): 'I occurs in the outp.ut
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spectrum. Moreover; if the modulation indices are small the Important
term in this respect is .

.i1 JO(m1) J1(m2) • q . cos (qt + IPo) Ri tA Ltw2 cos (qt + IPo) •

Thus the disturbing spectrum is heard at 1A times its original strength.
This effect only plays a role when the indices are small. Otherwise many
other components of equal strength make reception 'unintelligible. When,
however, one wishes to account for large differences in level without
special artifices, such' as compression or expansion, the transmitters may
well be modulated with a small sweep during a large percentage of the time,

We now consider a few special cases. .
a) One transmitter not modulated.
1£ the desired signal is not modulated the instantaneous frequency is:

ec ' "; (_1)' AS ",
Wo - 2q En (2n + 1) cos (2n + 1) qt Ls. J2n+1(sm) , cos SIPo

o ,1 S '

'" ee (_IyAs

.+ 2q En 2n sin 2nqt Es , J2n(sm) sin sIPo' '
o 1 S

, (15)

With this formula we computed the disturbance energy for a few cases,
Audio-frequency band 15 kc/sec, maximum sweep of desired transmitter
75 kc/sec.'We will take IPo= 0, and m = 10 (thus the sweep ofthe distur-
bing traD;smitter varies). We will also give the disturbance in phons for
full modulation corresponding to 80 or 90 phons.

q No pre-emphasis With pre-emphasis

cycles/sec A = 0'1 A= 0'25 A = O'S A = 0'1 A = 0'25 A=O'5

7500 ' 62'0 53'9 58'8 73'3 65'2 70'~ db
max. mod, 80 ph, 10 . 15 12 ' 0 6 2 phons
max. mod. 90ph, i7 23 21 8 14 10 phons

, 4500 52'6 43'S ,35'3 67'7 59'1 51'4 db
15 23 29 - 3 11 13 • phons
26 33 42 13 . 2,2 25 phons

2800 40'8 32'3 25'2 57'0 48'S 41'4 db
26 35 42 13 18 27 phons
37. 47 53 21 , 31 37 phons

2100 39'0 30'S' 23'~ 54'S 46'0 38,8 db
33 43 49 '14 23 33 phons
43 54 63 26 36 - 44 phons

1600 37'1 29'2 23'0

·1

52'2 44'0 38'S db /

33 45 53 16 27 '36 phons
, 47 57 64 29 42 49 phons

1300

I
38'3 30'4 24'3 52'0 ·43'9 37'4 db

I
35 47 55 20 32 40 phons

, 49 59 67 33 43 53 phons

•I
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From our form~a' we expect a large' disturbance in the high audio-
frequencies, and in the maximum of J1: This maximum is 0'5819, and it is
reached at m =0}·84. With this value of m we get the disturbance energy,. "

as follows:', ..
q , No pre-emphasis With pre-emphasis

cycles/sec A = 0'1 A=: O'25 A = 0'5 A==; 0'1 A = 0'25 A::d 0'5
15000 32'7 24'9 19'4 47'8 42'0 36'4 db

31 39 44 12 ' 22 27, phons
42 48 56 26 38' 37 phons

80QO 38'2 30'4 24'8 53'4 45:6 40'0 db
29 37 43 16 23 . 28 phons
39 47 54 25 33 ,39 phons

Now ..we will consider what happens if thë disturbing transmitter he-
comes as strong as the desired one. We' can also write the instantaneous',
frequency in the form:

A cos (m sin qt + !fo) + A2
Wo + LI W CQS qt ----:-_:__,--,----':::___:__:._::_:__:.,--

. 1+ 2 A cos (m sin qt + CPo)+ Ä2
(16)

,
We have seen earlier ,~hatf(x, A) gets a peak for x = (2k + 1) :n;,which
. is sharper the more A approaches 1. Here: x = m sin qt + CPo,and thus,
in half a low-frequency cycle x runs' froni -m + CPoto m + CPo'to return
in the next half cycle. The number of disturbance peaks in such a half
cycle depends on the phase angle' CPo;and is equal to [Llwl:n;q] or I more I

, ([x] means the largest intéger contained in x). The peaks occur hei:e in a
product form with, cos qt., Their direction turns over when A passes I. The
situation is easily plotted graphically (in jig. 4 the peaks are drawn ,for
the limiting case.A = 1--:-0.In other cases one has to replace 'them by the
less sharp peaks córresponding to the-value of A, as ill fig. 2). .

We now take the limit A = 1-0 in form~a (16), and use equation (9).
The result is: '

LI w :n;.., \ m sin qt' + CPn)'
2 cos qt - '2 zko cos qt • Cl(~os ,'2 ,~ . (17)

Returning to formula (15), we take here 'also the Iimit for A = 1-0. ,We
apply the well-known integrals of Fourier analysis to equation (17),
and, using the peculiarities of Cl-functions, we find the harmonics in closed

, .form. .In this way we get two different forms for the sweep of the funda- '
mental tone: . ,

~
cos 2cpo cos 3cpo ~

2.q, J1(m') cos cpo-Jl(2m) . + J1(3m) . + .'.. =:'
" 2 3.

(2 k + Im):n; -. cpol],~ (I8a)2q [î- - ~~k cos ~aresin

-.
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. in which the summation must be taken over all values of k sa!isfying:

:_m, <: (2k + 1) n - CfJo ~ m.

The definition domain of arcsin. runs fro~ -n/2 to n/2 .
. In th~' saniè" 'fay the sweep corresponding to the second harmonic is:

".~: sin 2CfJo . sin 3CfJo ~ .2q.2 J2(m). sm CfJo - J2(2m) • -- + J2(3m) • - .;. =. . 2 3· .
• ;, •• l· :'

[
(2k + lm· ) n-CfJo] '.2q IJ, sin 2 arcsin (18b)

. - [ .• (2k + 1) n-CfJol-:- 2q Ek cos-B arcsin ..
, . m

(18c)

where the summation must be taken over the same values of k. Likewise
the sweep of the third. harmonic is:

S . . - cos 2CfJo cos 3CfJo l'
2q •.3 (J3(m) . cos CfJo-J3(2m). -, -2--'+ J3(3m) • -- + .. ·S=

. 3 .

. rad

48901

Fig. 4. Output of the receiver in the, pauses of the desired signal. The iri"terferingsigna
is modulated and has nearly the same amplitude. Graphical construction for the peaks.

When we divide the left and right terms by 2q in all three equations (18),
.remarkable identities for series of Bessel functions are obtained. Further-
more we see that, if there lies no odd multiple of n between -m + CfJo
and m + CfJó, the modulation comes through undistorted but with half"
the original amplitude.
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. '

.5. On·synchronized transmitters and tuio-path. transmission, One modulating
frequency.

'We will now consider the interference spectra resulting from two syn- ,
. chrönized transmitters modulated with a single tone.' The same formulae
apply to the case where the signals of one transmitter reach the réceivé
along different paths. We will again give the largest signal 'the ampli-
tude 1, and the other A < 1. We will ascribe the phase difference of the.
two signals entirely to a time delay. One receiver gets two signals:

cos (wo t +-m sin pt) and A 'cos ~wot+ m sin p(t + ..)+ wo.~; "

Wo= carrierfrequeney; m ' Llw/p == modulation index; Llw = 'frequency
sweçp; p = audio signal frequency; r = time delay. .
The resultant amplitude B of the two interfering signals.i~ giv~n by. " .

.Bi . 1+ À2 + 2À c~s"'~2msinp i .éo~E (t + i)+ wo.(·

, I

If the phase.difference between the two signals is an odd multiple of ~,
then B =' I-A. Difficulties will arise if the amplitude B mops below the
eff~ctive local-noise amJ;>~tude, or below 'the threshold of the limiter ..
For small values of .. we canreplace 2 m sin p (./2) by Llw x, If Llw'i:>.n
th~ minimum value of the amplitude is reached at least once in, ever)!'
low-frequency cycle. whé~ however Llw .. is smaller and we travel in the
domain of-equal amplitudes, wo. is the cardinal quantity .
.If the total amplitude is permitted to drop as low as on~ tenth of the

amplitude of onetransmit.ter alone, the danger zone is only from.l74°16:
• _ t' - _ I;

to 185°44' in every 360°. Travelling from one station towards the other in
the equality area this means only 3% of time. If the total 'amplitude is
only allowed to drop to half the amplitude of one signal, difficulties will '
arise between 151°3' and 208°57', but even this is only 16% ofthe tîme.
It is clear that conditions become worse; if one travels on a path shaped
like part of a hyperbola, such that the phase difference between the signals
is continually n or (2k-l) in: Even ill this' case, however, it should bè
possible to get better conditions by moving one metre aside. ~rom
considerations of amplitudes' only, we can thus deduce that with Llw.< <in:

there are places (near wo'" n) in the region of equal field strength where·
the noise overrules the signals all the time but there- is more space where
the' signals are àlways stronger. If, however, in this region Llw.»n we
have to expect some noise everywhere not very much dependent on the
place or the value of wo'" The effective value of the noise depends on
:the ratio of the field strength of one transmitter alone to the local-'

.' noise level.
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Now we will investigate what effect those two synchronized tra~s- .
mitters produce in an ideal frequency detector (no amplitude effect).
As stressed in the preceding paragraph this will give a fair approxi-
mation of actual conditions, if the, amplitude of one transmitter is suf- "
ficiently above local noise. Be mI = 2m sin p( 7:/2), then we find with the .
help of formulae (5), (7), and (ll) for the instantaneous frequency:,

OOm = Wo+ Llw cospt
. co ( . 7:) co (_I)SAS :

~2p En (~I)n(2n+ 1) sin (2n+ I)p t+- ..E. --. J2n+l(sm1) cos S~o7:
",Of 2 1 S . •

co' (7:) co (--1)' A'+ 2p En (-lr 2n sin 2n p t +- .E.. J2n(sm1). sin SWo7:. (19)
I' 2 . 1 S • . .

In the case of limit A = 1-0, we may also ~ite:

00 = Wo + Llw cos p7: • cos P (t + ~)1+
. 2· . 2

+ nCJ [cos t ~m: co~p (t' + i)+W07:~]: Llw sin~7: . sinp (t+ i) . (20)

Comparing formulae (19) and (1:5),we see that ~~~disturbance is the same
as that caused in the pauses of the desired signal by a disturbing transmitter
on th~ same wavelength, with frequency sweep 2L1w sin (p7:/2) and low-

fr~que~cy. signal proportional to cos (Pt+P ~ ~ i) .The situation of. the

disturbing peaks can therefore he computed in the same way as in the
preceding section.. • '

To get an ~mpress~onof the amplitude relations, we will give the situation
for :twq transmitters 72 km distant from each other. The distances. are
given along the direct connection line, and the figures are computed from a
map, based on calculations by Van "der Pol and Bremmer 18). It is.
seen there that, if the transmitter aerials are placed at the same height, the
~atio between the amplitudes does not vary largely with this height.

Distances"

36 km-36 km
38 km-34: -km
740 km-32 km

. 42: km-Bû km
46 km-26 km
50 km-22 km

A = 100%
A = 75%
A = ~5%
A = 42%
A = 22%'
A = 12%
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At afrequency sweep of 10 kc/s~ a path difference of 5 km corresponds
to LlWT = L In case of equality of signals, with formula (20), the amplitude
of the nth harmonic of the original modulating tone is found to he:

- ç (2k + 1) :re-wo1:~,en= -2p Ek sin n (arccos -'------=----'-
. . ·ml

(21)

. where the summation has to be taken over all values of k satisfying:

(by comparing this result with the direct result of formUla (1~) we can
easily produce identities similar to formulae (18)). The sum reduces to one
term as long as LlWT < :re, and all harmonics are smaller than ~p.In case
LlWT = i distortion only occurs if :re-I <Wo" < :re+ 1; the sum in foro'
'mula (21) reduces to one term, and we can wrrte the instantaneous
frequency:

'. p1:. (1:) . (T)
Wm = Wo+ Llw cos - . cos P t +. + 2: en sin np t + -2 ''. 2 2 .

The values of en depend 'on WoT, as shown in the following table (WoT has'
been given so as to make arccos (:re-WuT) a simple angle).

- POT = :n:-O'96S :n:-O'866 :n:-0'707 !n-O'S :n:-0'2S9 :n:
.

Cl -0'518 P -p -1'414 p -1'732 p -1'93 1'. -2p

C2 -p -1'732 P -2p --1'732 p. -p 0

Cs -1'414 P -2 P -1'414 P 0 1'414 P '2p

C, -1'732 P ~1'732 P 0 1'732 P 1'732 P 0

Cs -1'93 p -p 1'414 P 1'732 p -0'518 p . -2p

Cs -2 p 0 2 P 0 . '-2 p. f 0

On the other side of:rethe same absol~t~ v~lue of en returns symmetrically,
.but the sign changes for the even terms. For large values of mI the sum
(21) can he replaced by an integml for ,all lower harmonics (:n;n«ml)·

r This integral is:
+Î

pm r '._.. ~, 'sin n(arccos x) dx,

-1

and the result of the integration is t pml if n = 1, and 0 if n = 2, 3; ...

, «< mI), ~he r~sultant frequency, apart from' very high harnionics, is
:re .

therefore:

. Wo -I- LI~) cos~T ,c~s P (t + i)+ Llw siI/
2
1: , sin p (t .+i)= Wo+ Llw cos pt.

.I'
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In addition to the fact that a high sweep asks much mo~e energy (if the
sweep is 5 times higher, thé energy has to be 25 times larger) for the same
coverage those high harmonics may correspond to audible i'ntermodulation
to, be discussed in the next section.

Even with a very small time difference, beginning with Wo" = st; har-
monics of the same order, as given above for Lfw .. = 1, can he noted if,
~th equality of signals the phase difference remains between very narro,w ,
limits. The situation is, however, very much different if one signalfs at
least twice as strong as the other.·As this has an application in f.m. broad-
casting (two-path reception) we will give the maximum value of the distur-
bance in table form for L1w~ax = 75 kc/sec, Wa = 15 kc/sec. The energy of
the harmonics (mainly second harmonic) is given in db below full modulation
for p = 7500 cycles/sec andp = 1000 cycles/sec, and A = 0'1 orD.S .

.'

.dw. No pre-emphasis Pre-emphasis

7500 cis 1000 cis 7500 cis 1500 cIs
0'1 0'5 0'1 0'5 0'1 0'5 0'1 0'5

0~1 86'3 66'0 103'8 83'5 103"4 - 83'0' 106'5, 83'8 dl.>
0'5, 58'5 37'8 76'0 56'3 75'5 54'9 81'3 59'0 db
1 46'9. 28'1 64"4 45'6 64'0 45'1 67'1 48'3 db
2 37"0 22'5 54'5 40'0 54'1 39'5 57'3 42'7. 'db
3 34'4 14'3 51'9 31'3 51'5 31'4 54'7 34'2 db

,

As we have only chosen LlwT., and not zlro,we.cannot give the loudness level
of harmonics and fundamental together. We will however give the Ioudneas

, of the harmonics in loudness units for a full-modulation level of 90 phons.

0'1 - lÓ - 8 - - - 4 Lu.
0'5 44 600 40 485 1 '68 2 360I.u.
1 240 1500 195 1380 12 330 135 HSO Lu,
2 700 2200 580 2000 79 510 460 1700 Lu.
'3 '800 4000 770 . 5300 125 1000 575 4300 Lu.

. ,
Full modulation corresponds to 20000 loudness units at 7500 cycles/sec,
and 41000 l.u. at 1000 cis without pre-emphasis. With pre-emphasis these,
figures are 8600 and 40000 loudn~ss units respectively. With full modula-
tion corresponding to 80 phons the results are slightly more favourable,

From measurements by Waynick 19) over a distance of 73 km, and
by Errg Iund, Cr a wfo'rd and M;umford 20) over 120 km (sea traject),it
follows that one signal is always much stronger over distances of this order.
Under special conditions, however, such as occur in large concrete buildings
with steel frames, Cor:r:ington 14) found strongechoes at short distances .
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Crosby's experiments over very long distances have already been men-
tîoned. In judging the 'results one may notice that, according to Guy
and Morris, a difference between full modulation and noise Ievel of 50 db _
is necessary for excellent reception, 40' db is sufficient for good reception.
30 db is not satisfactory, and 20 db is decidedly bad: If readability is the-

. only point of interest then, .according to Cr 0 s 1:)Y 21), a -difference in
level of about 25 db is sufficient. For this p~rpose smaller audio-frequency
bands and lower deviation ratios can be used (the deviation ratio is' the.

; - ratio of frequency sweep to audio-frequency bandwidth). .
. Though synchronized transmitters can hardly satisfy the severe demands'

. of broadcasting, they can still he considered for co~munication purposes,
and for this reason 'we will consider some other details in the last s~cti~rÎ.

5. Synchronized transmitters. lntermodulation

Intermodulation products are the sum and differences frequenéies :
caused in a norÎ.-linear system when originally only two frequencies are
present. Generilly a computation of intermodulation products is more use-
.ful than the calculation of harmonics only. In our case two synchronized
transmitters are modulated in: the same way by two 'low-frequency sig-
nals. The instantaneous frequency of the resultant can be derived in the
same way as formula (19): .

Wm __: Wo + Llw1'cospt + Llw2 cos qt.+
'" (-ly+1A' ee ca ' '. . ( . .)f'_.-s- f ~ 2 alk(lp + kq) •Jl(sm1) Jk(sm2) • sin (lp + kq) t +.2 (22)

where alk . - -sin sWo.' if 1+ k --:-0, mod 4,
sin sWo., if 1+ k = 2, mod 4,

= -cos SWo., if 1+ k = 1,mod 4,
cos sWo.' if 1+ k = 3, mod 4;

LlCOI • pT. Llw2 • q7:
mI = 2 -- sm -; m2 = 2 -- sm-'

p 2 q 2

It may he noted that the frequencies àp + bq and aq - bq have sweeps
. proportional to their frequencies, and if mI = m2 the same applies to
bp + aq and bp - aq. . .

Here again we can put the instantaneous frequency in another form, if '.
lim A = 1-0, corresponding to (20):
. .. . .

Wm = Wo + Llw1 cos (p./2) cospu + LlW2 cos (q./2) cos qu +
+ nfJ [cost (mI cospu +m2cosqu+ Wo.)] .

~LlWI sin (p./2) sinpu + Llw2 sin (q./2) sin qu~ ,
.u =,t + 7:/2.

Ol

(23)
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This makes clear that, with equal amplitudes, distortion can only occur if:

11; - (mI + m2) < Wo" < n + ml + m2•

For a small time difference, mI + m2 = (LlWI'+ Ll(2) .. ; therefore the
product of total frequency sweep and time delay is important.

The computation of intermodulation products with fo~mula (23) is very ,
easy if pand q are' proportional to simple numbers, e.g. p = 2s, q = 3s.
As an example we take mI = m2 = 1.The Fourier analysis gives the ampli-
tude of sin ns(t + ../2) in integral form:

n .

. Cn= s f {J~cost (wo" +cos2x + cos 3x)( (2sin2x + 3 sin3x) sinnx dx.
-n ..

The peculiarities of {J-functions make it easy to evaluate the integral, as we .
_have only to lookfor such values of x as make cos 2x + cos 3x + Wo",= n,
,Take for instance Wo" = n, then the values of x satisfying cos 2x + cos 3x=
o are x = ~180°, -108°, -54°. Beginning at ~180° the value ofcos 2x +
cos 3x Is 0, then it ris~s to 0'708, falls to -1'634, and rises again to 2, which
is the value for x '= '0; from there onwards the function is symmetric. 'We
thus find:

Cl = 2s (sin 180° - sin 108° + sin'54°) = -0'284 s ,
I

C2 = 28I(~sin 216° + sin 108°) = 3'078s"
Ca = 2s (-sin 324° + sin 162°) = -1:794s,
C4 = 2s (-sin 43?0 + sin 216°) = -,0:727s,

, Cij = 2~ (-sin 540° + sin 270°) = -2~, etc.

For other values of Wo" the calculation can he made ill an analogous way,
Travelling from one statim]. towards the other, ip. the area where both
transmitters give equal fieldstrength, one would find no distortion at all
during 37% of the time (2-n < Wo" < n-2). The 'calculations correspond
t,ó a total sweep of 10 kc/sec and a time delay of 33 {lsec (path difference
10 km). ' . Î '

We have evaluated the series ill formula (22) with the help of J ahnke-
Emd'e's tables 22), and the results are given in figs 5 to 12. Though the
maximum values of the distortion are 'not very much different for (Llrol + r

Ll(2) .. = 1,2, or 4, the time during which. large distortion ÓCCU1;S changes.
In the figures for the even distortion coefficients the curves should be con-
tinued anti-symmetrically from 11: onwards.! Although the val~es of the dis-
tortion products can be evaluated from the drawings,the reader may like to'
have a numerical example. This is given in the following table. The two
audio frequencies are 1000, and 1300 cycles/sec. In the first-two columns
Llwl..= Llro2" = 1 (e.g. Llrol' , ,Llw2 = 10 kc/sec and .. -:- 16'7 usec].
In the last two columns either the time delay or the sweep is doubled.
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If we cali k + I the order of the intermodulation product kp + Iq, Fe have
computed in the table the maximum values of ,the components up to the'
, fifth orderjin the band of 4000 cJs. The maxima of different components do
no~ _occur at the same place or for the same phase difference. '

. ,

Fig. 5. Intermodulation products with frequencies p ± q. (.dOOlT = L1WaT= 1, or 0'5).
Abscissa: WoT = product of time difference and carrier frequency. Ordinate: Cp:l:q/(p±q).
where Cp±q is the sweep of the ,component of frequency p ± q•
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These ip.termodulation components will not .affect readability too much,
. if the-original components a;re 10 or even 5 kc/sec. If however in the product'
2euLl., Lieu is only 2kcjsec and. . 83'3 (Lsec(25 km), then .the distortion. ,.
will be too large.. . .

/
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(Llrol" = Llw2" ~ 1, or 0'5).Fig. 7. Intcrmodulation products with frequencies 2p ± q.

Intermodulation A= 1 A = 0'5 A 1 A = 0'5products in eleee =
~

300 0'18 0'07 0'18 0'10 kc/sec
400 0'10 0'01 0'10 0'02,
600 0'09 0'02 0'09 . 0'04
700 .0:30 0'08 0'34 0'15

1600 0'68 0'18 Ó'78 0'35 I

1700 0'12 0'02 0'18 , 0'07 "

1900 0'48 0'06 0'48 0'13
2000 0'63 0'2l 0'63 - 0'21
2300 1'42 0'55 1'42 0'75
2600 0'82 0'28 . 0'82 0'28
2700 0'12 0'01 0'13 0'03
2900 0'19 0'04 0'27 0'11
3000 0'42 0'07 0'36 0'12
3300 '1'40 0'38 1'60 0'71
3600 1'53 0'41 1'75. 0'78
,3900 0'55 0'09'

, .

0'47 0'16:
4000 0'20 0'02 , 0'36 0'07

/'

e
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• 0

The advantages of frequency modulation are well known, and it therefore
seems worth while to consider how difficulties that may arise ID the region
of equal ~èld strengths of two synchronized transmitters, can hest he met.
In .this region th_e amplitude of one transmitter should he kept well
ahove the effective local-noise level, and the value of .dw. should be small,
Both demands point to a low deviation ratio. If one transInÏtter is much
stronger than the other and has, for instance, the same field at 50 km as the
other at 20 km, the low-frequency signal ~ the weaker transmitter should.
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Fig, 8. Intermodulatiou prod~cts with frequencies 3~ or 3q. (LlWl-r = LlW2T = 1).
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Fig, 9. Intermodulation products with frequencies 3p ± 2q. (LlW1T = Llw20 = I).
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be given a cortesponding time delay of 100 fLsec.This applies where the
coverage of one trans~itter is good except for a small area, screened by
hills. Witb. equal transmitters feeding from a central point would be the
simplest solution. As other systems, e.g. the interesting one put f~rward by
B;rinkley 23), require that the product of pand 1" must not exceed 1'&/2,

ao
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Fig. 10. Intermodulation products with frequencies p ± q. (.droiT = .dW2T =:' 2).
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this equalization seems to he no special disadvantage of 'frequency modu-
lation. As in ordinary f.m., pre-emphasis can improve the reception as long
as there is less energy in the highfrequencies than in those aroundBûû .c/s.·
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Fig. 12. lntermodulation products with frequencies 3p ± 2q. (.drolT =;= L!C02T. = 2).- . .
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For communications purposes the RC time chosen for broadcasting might
be less suitable. We have already seen that a large frequency sweep can
be helpful if the transmitters have so much power that local noise is un
important, but that this would be a very expensive solution from the point
of view of energy dissipation. _

The relative merits of systems with two wavelengths, demanding
change-over of the receivers, as compared with syn..chronized systems are
not discussed here. .

Finally I wish .to thank Prof. Balth. van der Pol and Prof. H.
Br emek am p for many -helpful discussions.,

Eindhoven, July 1946

,
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INFLUENCE OF COOLiNG CONDITIONS
ON HIGH-PRESSURE DISCHARGES

\
by W. ELENBAAS ~ 537.527: 536.2

Summary

The influence of cooling .on high-pressure discharges in tuhes ánd in
free air is theoretically discussed and for the case of discharges in
tubes verified experimentally. The agreement between experiment
and theory is satisfactory.

The influence of cooling conditions on high-pressure discharges, in closed
tubes as well as in the open air, has been investigated e~perimentally and
theoretically in many cases. In this paper we shall deal with some new
experiments u:.. the case of closed tubes, and with the theory regarding
closed tubes as well as open arcs. .

I. High-pressure discharges in closed tubes

A. Experiments

a. Cöoling of the discharge by adding a gas of a high thermal conductivity
has been investigated before in the case of the high-pressure m~rcury are 1).
The added gases, He, Ne and A are practically not excited (ás a result. of
their high excitation potentials ), so that they only diminish the mean free
path of the electrons and increase the coefficient of heat conduction of the
gas. As the mercury radiation decreases at increasing percentage .of the rare
gas and for constant pressure of the rare gas decreases in the order A,
. Ne, He, we concluded that the temperature of the discharge' decreased at
increasing heat conductivity of the mercury~rare gas mixture. The beha-
viour of the electric gradient, was in accordance with this decreasing
temperature. Addition of 16 atom per cent of He to the mercury vapour
caused a decrease of .4% of the temper,ature of the discharge.

b. Apart from a single. observation that the. gradient increases' at
increasing temperature of the' tube wall ê}, no experiments ~re known
about the influence of cooling or heating of the tube wall. W~ therefore
carried out some measurements to ascertain the influence of the tempe-
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rature of the tube wall on the high-pressure mercury discharge. As we'
shall see further on,. the influence on the , radiation. is practically nil,
whilst the influence on theelectric gradient 'is measurable. We therefore
measured the latter.

A tube having an inner diameter of 22.mm, an over-all Iength of 32·2 cm
and a distance between the electrodes of 30·5 cm, contained 130 mg of Hg
and A at a- pressure or"2·25 mm. The 'tube was placed in an oven' and
operated at 30 Wjcm (D._C.)in the vertical position. All the mercury is then
vaporized. Half-way between the electrodes a Chromel-Alumel thermo- .

. .element of 200 (J. was bound on the tube wall by means of a wire of 150 11.·
The discharge was operated during some h~urs at maximum te:niperat~re
of the furnace after which the are voltage was constant. The furnace tem-
perature was then grad{ially lowered and the temperature of the tube
wall and the arc voltage read at intervals. The current was varied slightly
in order to keep the input constant at 30 Wjcm. After reaching the lowest
temperature of the tube wall,' the temperature of the furnace was increased
again and readings were taken at increasing temperature. lnfig.l the varia-
tion of the are voltage is shown as a function of the te.mperature of the tube
wall, for two tubes of practically the s\lme dimensions. The readings at
decreasing temperature are marked x and those at increasing temperature o,

2001,-------,--------,--------,-------,--------,

d=,22mm
m= 4mg/cm
L= Jaw/cm

900 OK 1000OK

~~~----~~~~----~~~----~~----~~----~
. 500 600 700 800 900 1000_ T("e) 4''''

Fig. 1. Are voltage of two high-pressure mercury discharges as a function of the wall
. temperature. .
o increasing wall temperature.
x decreasing wall temperature.

Assuming ;t5 volts for anode and cathode fall; we find for these two tubes
an:-increa~e of the gradient of 1·7 and 2·0 % respectively for an increase
of 1000 of the temperature of th~ tU:be wall. . ..

, .
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B. ·Theory

a. The case where the cooling is increased by an increase of the heat
conductivity of the gas mixture is sufficiently treated in 1)..
b. The influence of the temperature of the tube wall on the high-pressure

mercury diecharge was considered by Schmi ti 3), who used a graphical
solution of the differential equation that governs the high-pressure -dis-
charge if operated in à tube. At constant mean density (which also applies
to our experiments) he finds for an increase of 100° of the temperature of
the t~e wall a decrease of 1% of the temperature in the a·xisand an increase
of 21/2% of the electric gradient (fig. 10 in 3». This increase of 21/2 %
agrees well with the measured value of 1·7 - 2% as found above, especially
if one takes into account the elaborate graphical integration of the diffe-
rential equation.
It is possible to calculate the influence of the wall temperature without

using the Schmi tz solution, and as this method gives a better insight as to
why the temperature of the are increases at decreasing wall temperature,
we shall give these considerations here. We shall distinguish between two
cases: constant pressure and constant- mean density.

1. Constant pressure
For our purpose the temperature course from the axis to the wall may be

supposed to be parabolic: T = To - A r2. Now we suppose two cases 1,
imd 2 with the same tube but with wall temperatures of 900 and 1000 OK
respectively and equal axis temperatures. With To ~ 5500 OK, we have
Al/A2 = 4600/4,500= 1·022. We have the same temperature in case 1 at a
distance rl from the axis as in case 2 at a distance r2 if: Alr12 = A2r22, or if:

(1)

The discharge 2 thus can be derived from discharge 1 by a broadening of
1·1%. That the tube diameter of 2 is not 1·1% larger than that of 1 is not
important, because the zones of low temperature near the· wall do not con-
tribute to the discharge. As regards the energy balance of discharge 2 com-
pared with that of 1, the radiation of 2 will be larger because the zones
2:n1'2dr2 and 2:nrl drl, have the same 1:emperaturés and the ratio of'.their
areas is as r22 to r12.The total radiation for the discharge 2 is thus 2·2%
(eq. (1» highérthan for the discharge 1.Apart from the radiation loss, the
.discharge has an energy loss by conduction of heat, amounting to about
10 watts' per cm of are length 4). Will thi~ energy loss be the same for
our two discharges 1 and 2? In fig. 2 we have drawn the two temperature
curves T = To ~ A r2 with Al and A2 according to (i). As dT/dr = -2 Ar,
we find for· the ' energy, conducted to' the wall in case 2: W2 =
-2:nRA(dT/dr)R = 4:nR2A2A. In case 1 the temperature at P is the same as
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the wall temperature in 2 ifr! =R (A2IAS!' (eq. (1». As the temperatures
are the same, the coefficients of heat conduction are likewise the same, so
that we :find:.

(2)

The heat conducted through the cylinder at P in case 1 is thus equal to the
heat conducted to the wall in case 2, and as between P and the wall no
.heat is developed, the heat arriving at the wall in case 1 is the same as that
in case 2.' •

. F---------
I
I
I,,---------,,
",

T

t

R r, r- 49m 0

Fig. 2. Parabolic temperature-distribution curve for equal axis temperatures and different
wall temperatures ..

One might imaginethat these equal conduction losses are a consequence
of the parabolic course of the temperature. In the space between discharge
and wall the actual course of the. temperature is determined by:

'W= -.2n r À(T) dTldr. (3)

The, dependence of À on temperature has been estimated in a previous
paper 5) as:

À(T) = z, T'!·,' (4)
From (3) and (4) we obtain:

w= 2n Ào T(r)"!' - T(r')"!' •
1718 In (rlr')

Assuming' that the-edge of the discharge lies ai 4000° and that in case 1
this température is reached at r' t R (point A in fig. 2), this température

(5)
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is reached'in case 2 at B, for which 1'2 = t X 1'011 R.As the wall tempe-
ratures in case 1 and 2,are 900 and 1000° respectively, ,we obtain: .

W2 4000"/' - 1000"/' In 0'5
W
1
= 4000"/' _ 900"/' 'ln 0'5055 = 0'989 ~ 1'016= 1'005. (6)

Although we do not find exactly the same conduction loss for the two cases
as indicated by (2), the difference is so small as 'to be negligible, the more
'so as the 'conduction loss is only a small part of the total input (at 30 Wjcm
only one third)., I .

The conduction losses of the two discharges being the same, the tempe-
rature of discharge 2 has to decrease to such an extent that the 2'2% in-
crease of radiation caused by the broadening of the discharge is compell-
sated, The radiation of the two discharges is then again the same and the
energy balances are satisfied at equal inputs. The influence of the wall
temperature on the radiation is thus practically zero in contrast "Withcase a
where the conduction loss increased by the increasing heat conductivity and
as a result the radiation decreased .
. To reach energy balance again, the temperature of our discharge 2 has

to decrease so far 'that the radiation loss decreases by 2'2%. (The vari~tion
of the conduction loss for this small temperature variation may be
ignored). We can easily calculate this temperature decrease. The total
radiatio~ S may be written as:

R '

S = C I (p,.jT) exp (-11600 VmlT) dl',
o

(7)

where Vm represents the height of a hypothetical mean level at 7'8 volts
above the ground level."]. Denoting the effective temperature of the dis-
charge giving a radiation,which is 2'2% too large, by T2 and that giving the
right radiation by T2', we have, as the pressures are the same and the
variation of T is small compared with the variation of the c-power:

~. " (1 1)2'exp (-11600 X 7'8 T
2

- T
2
' S = 1'022,

from which we obtain:

T2 - T2' = LIT = 2'5 X 10~7T~ T2'.

With To.= 5500 "K the effective temperature is approximately 5250, so
that zlT ~ 7°. The decrease of the axis temperature will be about the
same. The effect caused by 100° difference in tube-wall température is thus
, of the order of 0'15% in are temperature. . .

As already stated we ca~not observe this temperature variation in the
radiation. The total radiation remains the same and the variation of the
distribution over the spectral Iines by a difference of 0'15% in temperature

: .
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is so s'mall as to be und~tectable, Apart from' the. broadening 'of the dis-
charge by 1%, which ~ill also be very difficult to observe, the electric
gradient seems the only quantity in which the change of'temperature may
.be rnanifested. We shall, calculate' this change of th~ gradient. Denoting the
current by i, the gradient .by G and the degree of ionization by x, we have:. .

R ' I

.i cS) G I rx T-",dr .
o

(8)

Multiplying both sides by G and remembering that iG = L is constant,
we obtain: . ,"

1 .p'"
GN C-..:l---:,=::=========

V R / R .I rx T-", dr 1, I rr'l. exp (-eïf2kT) dr

p".
. 'RV I rT"'exp (-60000jT) dr

(9)
The degree of ionization x was.calculated from the Saha equation.

As .the pressure is kept constant, we have in (9) only to consider the
variation of the denominator with varying wall temperature. We compute
the variation of G by first considering the variation due to the broadening
of the discharge by 1'1 % and after that we take into account the decrease
of the temperature by which the radiation decreases by 2' 2%. The broadening
of the discharge causes the integral to increase by 2'2%, so that as a result
G decreases by 1'1%. The decrease in temperature results in a smaller in-
crease of G than the decrease of S. According to (7) the radiation is approxi-
mately proportional to exp (-90000jT), whereas the gradient according
to (9) is about, proportional to exp (30000jT). We thus estimate that the
temperature decrease causing a radiation decrease of 2'2%, causes an
increase of the gradient of t X 2'2% =' 0'7%. Together with the decrease
of 1'1 % found above, we thus obtain a decrease of 0'4%,in the gradient by
,an increase of 100° in wall temperatrrre, As it is very difficult to keep the
pressure exactly constant, it will hardly be possible to yerify this decrease

. =experimentally, Comparing with the calculations of Schmitz 3), we there
find in fig. 7 for the gradient a decrease of 16% for an increase of 1200° in
~all temperature or' i-3% per lOO? The .temperature deèreas~ found by
Schmitz amounts to 6% for the same increas~"or. t % per 100°. Both·
variations calculated by Sc hm it~ are thus about 3 times larger than those
calc:u.lated above. As' experiments, as stated already, are very difficult at
constant pressure, we will make the calculations for constantmean 'deflsity,
because we have experimental data for this case (see Ajb).

2.. Constant mean den~ity

As the J:lressure occurs in (7) and (9), we haye to know the variation ofthe
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pressure when varying the temperature of the tube wall. If m means the
quantity of gas per cm of tube length, 'Ye have:

m
P C') -R----' ,

f (riT) dr
o

or with the par~bolic te!llperature curve:'

P C') --;R;;--------

.f 'r drl( To - .Ar2)
o

For case 1 we haveT w= 900 and To = 5500, whereas in case 2 : Tw= 1000
and as a first approximation To = 5500. From (10) we obtain:

As a result of this higher pressure the radiation in 2'is according to (7)
3'9% higher. As the discharge 2likewise as in the previous section is more-
over 1:1% broader, the radi~tion is already for this reason 2'2% higher,
so that a total of 6'~% increase of radiation results. 'As the conduction
loss is independent of the pressure and we found a constant heat loss in
the previous section, we have the same heat loss in the cases 1 and 2, so
that in case 2 the temperature must decrease to such an extent that the
radiation decreases by 6'1%.

In analogy to the previous section, we thus have:

Ol'

T2:""_ T2' = LIT = 6'5 X 10-7 T2 T2' R::! 18°.

If we take this decrease of 18° into consideràtion for the calculation of the
pressure with (10), ,we find:

P21Pl . 1'037.

To reach energy balance the radiation must thus decrease by 3'7 + 2'2 =
5'9%, from which we obtain: LI T ~ l7t or about 0'3%.

For the gradient of case 2 compared with case 1, we obtain:
a. Through the variation of P according to (9) an increase of 3'7%/4 =

0'92%.
b. 'I'hrough the variation of Tl so that the radiation decreases 5'9%,

an increase of t X 5'9%. 1'97%.
c. Through the broadening of 1'1% of the discharge according to (9)

a decrease of 1'1%. -
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The result is thus an increase of 1'8% in the gradient -for an increase
of 100° in wall temperaturè. This is in excellent agreement with the values
of 1'7 and 2% found in our experiments (sectionAfb). Schmitz 3) (fig.IO)
obtains a decrease of 1.% for the temperature (thus again a variation three
times larger than that calculated by us) and an increase of 2t% of the gra-
dient in rather good agreement with our calculations and measurements.

11. Convection-stabilized discharges 7)

Suppose the discharges 1 and 2 have the same input L per cm of length,
but the cooling of 2 is better.

A. The cooling of 2 is better because the coefficient of heat conduction
(À) is larger, the, other properties of the gases being the same.
We introduce a discharge 2' with the same cooling conditions as 2, but

an' input L', so that 2' is similar to 1. Now we found 8) that discharges
under free convection in gases of which the coefficient of heat conductivity'
is different, are similar if the inputs are proportional to the coefficients of
heat conductivity. We thus have: .

(ll)

As À2>: Àl' we have L' > L. Now we diminish the input of 2' to that of 2
. and see how the temperature changes. As its temperature was originally
the same as that of 1, the temperature of 2 will be lower if a decreasing input
results in a decreasing temperature. According to measurements of
Suits 9) this is indeed the case. Without these direct measurements we
would expect this for the two following reasons: .
1. Mannkopff 10) found the diameter ofthe discharge proportional to L.

As practically all the energy is carried away by conduction and convection
this means that the temperature gradient on thecylinder which marks the
diameter ofthe.discharge is constant. If therefore infig. 3 curve a represents
. the temperature curve of a .certain discharge, we know that a discharge

"" ;:,..A ~
/. :-"/. ,

I T \
I t \bi \

I \
I \
I \

r-- o

Fig .. 3. If a represents the. temperature-distribution curve of a convection-stabilized
discharge, the discharge with a larger input has a larger diameter, whereas dTfdr at the edge
is the same. The temperature at the axisfor the latter discharge is therefore probably higher.
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having a larger input has also 'a larger diameter but the same 'slope at the
edge. It is therefore verylikely that' the temperature.curve b will run as
given hy the dashed curve and th~ axis temperature will thus be higher
at a larger input. .

2. Ai; the' diameter 0 of the discharge is proportional to L and the radia-
tion. of similar discharges is proportional to 02, we obtain for similar·
discharges the radiation proportional ~o L2, so that the radiation per watt
becomes proportional to L. If the 'temperature should rise with L, the ef-
ficieney 'YJ must rise ásLa with a > 1. This appears to he the case in a large
region. Ornstein, Ba-in k man and Ter Horst 11) found 'YJ C" in, for
i < 15A. As the current-voltage characteristic' of the discharge is negative
GC" i-IJ, so that L = iG C" i1-IJ or iC'> L1+". Instead of 'YJ C" i1'2we may
.therefore write 'YJC"(L1+")1'2. We thus find a > 1, so that the temperature
must have increased with increasing input. Holm and Lotz,I2) found
.at higher currents (100-2500 A) a slower incr'ease of the efficiency or even a
small decrease. As it is. not known whether the diameter of the discharge
in this region is still proportional to the current, we cannot draw con-
clusions for these high-current discharges. Of course it is impossible that
'YJ continues to increase proportionally to the input as soon as the radiation
becomes an important part of the input. At moderate currents we may thus
assume that 'the temperature rises with the input (at constant pressure).
The temperature of discharge 2 is thus lower than that of 2' .and as 2' was
similar to 1, the temperature of 2 is lower than. that of 1. Cooling of the
convection-stabilized discharge by enlargement of the coefficient of. heat
conduction thus results in a decrease of the arc temperature.

B. The discharge 2 is cooled by forced convection

If the velocity of the forced convection is so high that the natural con-
vection may he ignored, we found 8) thatif the radiation loss is small, the
discharge remains similar at varying velocityand constant pressure when
the electrode distanceIs varied proportionally to V-I. The diameterithen
likewise varies proportionally to v-I. If the electrode distance has no in.
fluence on the temperature and if the radiation loss may be disregarded,
we-thus find a constant 'temperature at varying velocity. This is contra- .
dictory to the statement of Kesselring 13) that the temperature of the
discharge is increased by 'cooling. This was concluded from the minimum
theory and the experimental fact' that the diameter of 'the discharge is
decreased by cooling 14). The decrease of the are diameter by cooling is in
agreement with our calculations. Whether the' exact relation hetween
diameter and velocity is satisfied (0 C'> V-I) is not known.

Summarizing we may thus state that it is impossible. to say in general
whether cooling of a discharge at constant input increases or decreases the
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< ,

are < témperature. An increase of the heat conductvity of the gas results
in a decrease of the are temperature both for the discharges in closed tubes
and for the convection-stabilized discharges. Cooling of the tube wall causes
a very small increase in are temperature at constant pressure and a larger
increase at constant average density. Variation of the forced convection

< has, in the first approximation, no influence on the are temperature. <

Eindhoven, October 1945

. ,
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ONTHEACTIVATIONOFOXIDE-~OATED~ATHODES

by H. C, HAMAKER, H. BRUINING and A. H. W. ATEN Jr

621.385.1.032.216

1. Introduction

Itis ,acommon experience that, to obtain a satisfactory ~mis~ion from an
oxide-coated cathode, the outgassing of the bulb and the various parts
inside it must be carried out in a special order and the correct pumping
procedure has to be found out for each type of tube by a separate series of
experiments. Apparently, during ontgassing, various factors are in ope-

. ration which afterwards influence the emission produced by the cathode.
One of these factors has been detected and has been made the subj ect of a

special investigation which finally led to the following conclusions:
a) Glass heated to 400°C evolves a small amount of hydrochloric: acid.
b) In a vacuum tube with an oxide cathode this HCI reacts with the car-

bonate or the oxide on the cathode to give Ba- or Sr-chloride.
c) When the cathode is subsequently heated these chlorides evaporate

and ~ondense on the grid' and the anode.
d) Under electron bombardment these chlo;ides decompose, thereby

producing chlorine atoms or positive chlorine ions *) which poison the
cathode emission in a very pronounced way.

2. Initial observations

We used the type of cathodes as applied in cathode-ray tubes (fig.1).
The surface C is sprayed with Ba-Sr carbonate and the cathode is heated
by an isolated tungsten spiral S. The relation ofthe voltage applied and the
temperature of the cathode observed by means of a thermocouple was as
follows: -'

Voltage
Tempe~'ature

3
770

4
900

5
1015

6
nos

volts
°c

Opposite the cathode a nickel sheet anode A was mounted and, with the, ,
addition of a Ba-getter, the assembly was sealed in a radio-valve. bulb of
normal dimensions, .

*) Since the electron affinity of a chlorine atom is about 4 eV and its ionization potential
about 13 eV the formation of'a positive ion from an ionic crystal of BaCl or SrCl is
not very likely. The poisoning effect was observed when the impinging electrons had an
energy of not more then 10 eV.
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On the pump the bulb was first baked out at 400 oe for 30-60 minutes;
subsequently the anode was outgassed by high-frequency induction and
then the carbonates decomposed by applying up to 6 volts to the heating
element of the cathode. .

Fig. 1. Arrangement used:

Now it was observed that during this procedure, when, the decomposition
of the carbonates was practically completed, a minute quantity of some
colourless substance evaporated from the cathode, forming on the anode a
stain recognizable by a series of newtonian interference rings. This stain
cannot be due to evaporation of Ba- or Sr-oxide sin~e this requires a much

, higher temperature. Besides the rate of evaporation of BaO ;nd Ni are
approximately the same so that, if the cathode is heated to a sufficiently
high temperature, a mixture of metal and oxide will be deposited on the
anode giving a stain steel blue in colour with a single brownish rim. This,
however, requires half an hour's heating at 6 volts whereas the formation
of the colourless stain was complete in 5 minutes at 5 volts.

This colourless stain recognizable by interference rings will in the follo-
I wing simply be designated as the "stain".

After degassing on the pump at 6 volts the cathode is as a rule in a fairly
active state, the anode' current being for instance 10 mA at an anode vol-
tagè Va of 5 volts. We observed, however, that when the anode voltage ,is
further increases la abruptly dropped to a value of 0·1 or 0·2 mA as, soon al>
Va.had reached a value of± Iûvolts as illustrated infig. 2. '
That this phenomenon is a direct con~equence of the stain on the anode

could hedemonstrated by a tube with two different anodes which could be
interchanged (fig. 3). While on the pump, à stain was formed on anode Al'
and subsequently activation was carried out opposite the clean anode A2~
When a final steady state had been reached the anode, current would be,
say, 20 mA. at Va ' 20 volts, no mop inémissiön being observed on passing
~he critical value of 10 volts. When under these circumstances, keeping Va
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•
at 20 volts, the anodes where interchanged, the emission fell almost in-
stantaneously to somethirigIike 1 mA or even less. By switching back to
anode A2 it could be shown that this drop in the emission was actually due
to poisoning ofthe cathode. The emission opposite A2 was low at first but by
a process ~f activation lasting about 20 minutes the cathode would gradually
recover its initial state of activity.

Ia (mA)
10

5

/
I

11

/
/

/
./--I"oo 2 4 6 8 10 12 14VaM

44Jll

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the anode current, la, when the voltage, Va, is steadily
increased.

Continued experiments brought to light·tp.at the "poisoning voltage"
(Va = 10 volts) was independent of the current density whereas the rate of
poisoning is strongly dependent on this factor. If by lowering the cathode
temperature the emission is brought down to 1 [LA, poisoning opposite
the stain can still be observed but now as a slowand graduaI"decline in the
anode current.

Af

n
48320

Fig. 3.. Arrangement wi~h two interchangable anodes.

The conclusions to be drawn fr~m these observations is that the substance
of the stain decomposes under electron bombardment, producing atoms (or
positive ions) which poison the cathode emission. Evidently this decom-
'position sets in when the energy of the bombarding electrons has reached a
value of 10 V. .'
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3. The stain and its origin

The following' experiments were successively carried out to detect the
, .nature of the processes to which the formation of the stain is due.

a) A cathode was thoroughly degassed in vacuum at. à heating tension
of 8 .volts, the oxides afterwards being reconverted into carbonates by let-
ting in CO2• This preliminary treatment did' not, however, prevent the for-
mation ?f the stain when the cathode was subsequently used in a normal
tube as shown in fig.l. The stain does not therefore result from impurities
in the carbonates. ' '.

b) An important step forw~rd was the discovery that formation 'of a,
stain only occurred when the bull) had been baked out at 400°C but not
after baking out at 200°C. This suggests that the stain is produced by a
chemical reaction of the carbonates with a gaseous substance evolved from'
the glass envelope at higher temperatures,

s) At the very outset endeavours 'to determine the chemical composition
ofthe stain were not succesful. At a later stage it was noted, however, that
the stain did not show chemical reactions when exposed to the atmosphere
and was moreover soluble in water. As it was highly likely that the stain
would consist of a Ba- or Sr-compound these observations strongly sug-
gested Ba- or Sr-chloride, a hypothesis which was corroborated by chemical
analysis. The presence of chlorine could be demonstrated by micro-
analysis. '
This combination of observations has led to the following theory.
A common process for the production of hydrochloric acid consists in

heating a mixture of NaCI and Si02 in the presence of water vapour

.
Similar reactions take place when the Si02 is replaced by Al203, Fe203,

or various other oxides 1). On a production scale these reactions occur at
an appreciable rate at red to dull-red temperatures so that it is quite
conceivable that under the 'much more ,sensitive conditions of our experi-
ments they will be perceivable at 400°C. Besides information received from
the Philips Glass Factory confirmed that ,the Na2C03 used in the manufac-
ture of glass as a rule contains about 1% NaCI as impurity. Consequently
reactions of the type mentioned may easily take place in glass 'when baked
out at 400°C and will lead to the evolution of a certain amount of HCI.
This HCI reacts with the carbonates of the cathode and in this way
produces the stain -phenomenon. .
, These suppositions have been confirmed by, various other experiments.
It was ascertained. that BaCl2 actually evaporates at the same tempera-
ture at which the formation of the stain was observed and that the arti-
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ficiaI stain thus prepared had an identical poisoning effect on the emission
of the oxide' cathode.
With the co-operation of the Philips Glass Factory chlorine-tree glass

was prepared and in bulbs of this ..glass the stain did not' occur even after
baking at 400°C. Preparation of such a glass did not prove, however,
a very simple matter.
The stain can also be avoided by taking care that during the baking-out

procedure a sufficient amount of ~ HO abso~bent is present in the bulb. I

As such, a large patch of Ba-carbonate somewhere in the bulb 'proved
effective. Likewise evaporation of some of the Ba-getter before baking out,
or rinsing the interior of the bulb with KOH solution before sealing-in,
prevented the stain. .
It should incidentally also be noted that the phenomena described above

explain the relative abundance of chlorine ions in the negative-ion spectrum
of cathode-ray tubes 2).

4. The "poisoning potential" .

In a separate series .of experiments films of BaF 2' CaF 2' NaCl, etc.,
evaporated onto the anode, were found to poison the emission in exactly
the same manner as des~ribed above. With a tube of the construdtion indi-
cated in fig. 1, the drop in the emission occurs at ~ sharply defined potential,
the "poisoning potential", The question arose whether this poisoning
potential could not be used as a measure of the "critical potential" at which
decomposition of a substance under electron bombardmet sets in. This,
however, is not the case: \
As menti'oned above, the poisoned cathode reactivates of its own ~ccora

when brought opposite a clean anode. H~nce the rate of emission opposite
a stain must be sonsidered as a dynamic equilibrium between the natural
tendency of the cathode to :eactivate and the rate at which poisonous
material reaches the cathode surface. If this view is correct, we must expect
the poisoning voltage to be higher, the higher the temp~rature of the ca-
and the better its state of activation. Shifts in the poisoning voltage. of
1 or 2 volts and in the direction expected werè actually observed when these
conditions were varied. Likewise the poisoning voltage increased and be-:
came less pronounced whim the distance between cathode and anode was
increased, a manipulation which. obviously reduces the amount of poison
incident on the cáthode.

These difficulties might perhaps be partly overcome by working at very
low temperatures and correspondingly low current densities. Even then,

. however, the problem remains to determine the contact potentialof the
anode which in view of the inhomogeneous contamination due to the stain
will be practically impossible in our case. '.
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In this connection it should he noted that Jac 0h s 3) has recently
made use of the 'stain phenomenon to determine the critical potentialof
various ~etal oxides. His observations where actually carried out at low
current densities and on homogeneously oxidized pieces of metal, the con-
tact potential being determined hy the method of incipient' anode current,
According to Jacohs the critical potential equals the heat of formation.

Eindhoven, July 1946
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PHOTOLVMINESCENCE
IN THE QUATERNARY SYSTEM

MgW04 ,ZnW04 - MgMo04 ,ZnMo04

Summary
In the quaternary system (Mg, Zn) (W, MO)04four different crystal
structures appear. The fluorescence and absorption of products' of
these structures are studied.

Introduction
Nearly all tungstates and molybdates show photoluminescence uy.on

excitation by an appropriate wavelength and at a sufficiently ;low'tem-
perature. The properties of the fluorescence are mainly determined by
the tungstate and molybdate groups, and are only secondarily affected by
the cations and the crystal structure. The influence of the structure can
most favourably' be studied in pure systems which may exist in ~everal
modifications, e.g. MgW04, whereas the influence of other factors can be
determined in a series of solid solutions in which the structure remains the
same; to investigatê the influence of the.cationé;' for instance, mixed ~ry-
stals of the type (A,B)X04 may he used, in which A and B stand for dif-
ferent cations, and X for' W or Mo. Finally, the specific character of the
tungstate and molybdate can be demonstrated with the aid of solid solu-
tions A(W,Mo )04. Having investigated the systems Ca(W,Mo)04, (Ca,Pb)
W04, (Sr,Pb)W04 and (Ba, Pb)W04 in a previous paper 1) we shall now
r'enort on some experimental studies of products belonging to the quater-
nary system (Mg,Zn) (W,Mo)01•

The phase diagram
Pure MgW04 is known to exist in three different modifications. A high-

temperature a-phase is stable above 1250 °C, a second phase (P) is stable'
below this temperature while a. third modification is obtained by synthe-
sizing MgW04 at about 300°C *) 2).' The' structure of ZnW04 is identical
with that of pMgW04. Thestructures ofZnMo04 and MgMo04 on the other
hand, though showing some resemblance, are not identical; they differ
markedly, from the tungstates -.

, *) A fourth modification found by Hill, Dunning and Megaw ") is probably the
a-modification, which is instable at this temperature, but which may be formed in
consequence of Gs tw a ld's law of successive states. '

, '
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Products belonging to the quaternary system have been prepared by
heating ,at 900°C for 1-2 hours a mixture of MgO, ZnC03, H2W04 and
H2M~04 in proportions corresponding tothe stoichiometrie formula AX04
of the final product (in which A stands for Mg,Zn, andX for W,Mo). *)

ZnMoO~

Fig. 1. Phase diagram of the quaternary system (Mg, Zn) (W, MO)04at 900 o,C.
49712

X-ray investigations revealed that in the quaternary system (Mg,Zn)
(W,MO)04 four different crystal structures appear. For a temperature.of
900°C the approximate boundaries of the various regions of solid solutions
are shown infig.1, in which uncertain parts have been indicated by dashed
lines. In the a-region the structure is that of the high-temperature modi-
,fication of MgW04: obviously the transition point at {J is lowered by the
incorporation of molybdate; MgW04 and ZnW04 can.he homogeneously
mixed in the {J-phase, in which, moreover, the tungstate can be replaced
by molybdate up to. a fraction increasing towards the zinc side. Another
large region of solid solutions i~ covered by the y-phase which has the
structure of z~c molybdate. The magnesium molybdate structure covers
à small range of compositions (<5) • Xvray.diffraction lines of products of'
the system Mg(W,Mo )04 with the structures a, (J, y and <5" are shown in
fig. 2 with estimated intensities.

*) The preparations have been carried outhy Mr A. Bo sm an,
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Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns for the a-, {J-, y- and ö-structures of the system
Mg(W,Mo)04, (Cu, Ka radiation).

fJ

5

Photoluminescence, absorption. and excitation ,-
For various products of the quaternary system the luminescence effects

for excitatton by short-wave (A = 2537 Á) and long-wave (A = 3650 Á),
ultra-violet radiation, both at room temperature and at -180 oe, are sum-
marized in table I.
, At room temperature only products of the ,a-phasé containing less than
10 % molybdate show a considerable fluorescence, the emission having the
same spectral distrihution in MgW04, ZnW04 and their solid solutions, and
consisting of a broad band with a maximum at 4900 Á; this emission must
be attributed to tungstate groups. At lower temperatures luminescence is
als~ shown by products of the ,a-region containing more molybdate, an:d
by products of the u- and y-region. The <5-phaseremains non-luminescent
even at a témperature as low as -180 oe.Whether fluorescence will occur at
a still Iower temperature has not been investigated.

In the ,a-field die emission due to the tungstate groups is excited by
ultra-violet radiation of A < 3200 Á. In the products containing molyb-
date two effects occur:
1) a "nèw "emission occurs, situated at longer wavelengths than the tung-

I
state fluorescence; it is orange-red at the zinc side,' orang~-yellow at
the magnesium side; and

2) the excitation spectrum is extended towards longer wavelengths, exci-
tation being' possible by ultra violet of A < 3800 Á; this is due ~o the
appearance of a' new absorption hand.

"Excit~tion in the long-wave absorption band" gives rise to the orange
fluorescence alone, Obviously the long-wave absorption band and the long-
wave emission handfs) are closely related, both being due to the saIl](
configuration, probably the molybdate g~oups. " "
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.
TABLE I

Composition ...... Cl)
Fluorescence

Mg+Zn W+Mo .sB
Excitation ~y 365'0 A <Excitntion by, 2537 AID <J

= 100 = 100, :>'",
~!:l

Mg Zn W Mo ID 25°C I -180°C . 25°C -180°C

100 - 100 - a - - - f blue
100 - 100 - P - - s bl.-green s bl.vgreeri
100 - 99 1 P ff orange f orange m bl.sgreen m bl.-green
100 - 95 5 p(+a) ill orange m orange .f yellowish m bl.-green
100 - 90 10 u(+P) ill orange m , .orange ff brown-yell. f bl.-green
100 - 75 25 a(+y) f orange m orange - f yellow
100 - 50 50 y(+a) ff orang~, f orange - m yellow
100 - 25 75 Y - f ore-yell. f yellow s yellow
100 - 10 90 y+o - f or.~yell. - f yellow s yellow
100 ,5 95 .- a - - - -
100 - - 100 0 - - - - -

- 100 100 - P - - 'I s bl.-green s bl.-green
- 100 99 1 -p f orange-yell. f orange-red n:i or.-yell. + m bl.sgreen

. bl.-green
orange +- 100 95 5 P m orange-yell, m orange-red f orange-yell.

(+ bl.-gr.) bl.-green
- 100 90 10 P ill orange-yell. m orange-red m orange-yell. m orange-red
- 100 75 25 P f orange-yell. s orange-red . f orange-yell. s orange-red
- 100 50 50 P(+y) ff orange-yell. s orange-red ff orange-yell. f yellow +

m orange-red
- 100 25 75 y(+P) fff orange-yell. s orange-red - m yellow
- 100 10 90 Y - Dl orange-red fff yellow m yellow
- 1001 2 98 y - m orange-red ff yellow m yellow

100 - 100 Y - - ff yéllow s yellow'

75 25 100 - P - - I s hl.-green s bl.-green
50 50 100 - P - - s bl.-green s hl.-green
25 75 100 - P - - s bl.-green s hl.-green

100 - - 100 0 - - - -
75 25 - 100 y+o - - fff yellow m. yellow
50 50 100

,
ff yellow yellow- y - - s

25 75 100 100 Y - - ff yellow s yellow
- 100 - 100 y - - ff yellow s yellow

5.0 50 95 5 P f orange-yell. f orange ill hl.-green + IDbl.-green +
'. f orange f orange

50 50 75 25 p' . ill orange-yell. m . orange m orange-yell. f bl.~green +
orange-yell,

~O 50 50 50 P+y ff orange-yell. ff orange f orange-yell, f or.-yel. +

751

yellow
50 50 25 y - fff orange - m· yellow

s == strong, m = medium, f = faint, ff == very faint, fff = extremely faint.

For excitation by short-wave ultra violet in the region À < 3200 A
inwhich tungstate and molybdate absorption bands overlap, the two kinds
of emission appear together; fig. 3 shows the absorption and the spectral
'distribution ofthe fluorescence of ZnW04 and the solid solution ZnW04-25. .
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mol. % ZnMo04• The relationship between the position of the absorption
edge and the maximum of the emission, as found for pure tungstates and
molybdates 1), holds good. also .for these mix_ederystals:

Reflection in %

.i~r-----------------~---------------------' EÀt .. ,

49714

Fig. 3. Spectral distribution of reflection and fluorescence of ZnW04 and ZnW04 - 25 mol.
~ Zn]d004' .

The luminescence of the a-phase is not quite certain, since the products
of this structure always contained admixtures of one of the other phases.
Probably, however, a long-wave absorption and' a long-wave emission
occur also in this case. The products of the .y-structure, excited by
À = 2537 Á, all show a yellow emission as fou~d.in ZnMo04• Excitation
by long-wave' ultra-violet radiation does not occur, while a long-wave
emission has not been observed either .

. Temperature dependence of the luminescence

In all products th~ fluorescence has maximum intensity at low tempe-
ratures. Above a certain critical temperature the efficiency decreases
gradually with .increasing temperature, the quenching being generally
completed in a range of 100-150 "C. For products of the system ZnW04-
MgW04 the limits of these quenching ranges are shown in fig. 4.

As in the case of the spectral distribution of the emission, the replace-
ment of magnesium by zinc has again but little effect; yet decrease of the
quenching range i~sobserved, which is maximal at intermediate compositions.

Discussion

As h;s been observed with Ca(W,Mo)04, in the. system now studied
tungstate and molybdate groups. also give rise to their own abàorption and
emission bands. The bands due to the molybdate groups are situated at
'longer wavelengths than those due to the tungstate groups. For this reason
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the presence of small quantities of molybdate in tungstates is c1early indica-
ted by the absorption and excitation spectrum, but conversely the presence
of tungstate in molyhdates can only be detected at high.er concentrations,. .

o

.
I Vfluorescence quenched

I~
I

quenching range

,,/
~ i.>V

i"--._

maxinMn fluorescence

I

200

100

4fJ7/$

-100

-200

ZnWl1. 25 50 75

Fig. 4. Quenching ranges of the fluorescence of mixed crystals (Zn, Mg)W04•

The effect of the substitution of zinc by magnesium is markedly different
from that caused by thè substitution of calcium, strontium, or barium, by
lead in tungstates, discussed in an earlier paper 1). Lead causes the appea-
rance of new bands with different spectral distributions and quenching
ranges, while the interchange of magnesium and zinc has very little in-
fluence. This indicates that magnesium and zinc ions seem to have nearly
identical fields around them; the slight difference which undoubtedly exist
may be made responsible for the slightly different quenching points of .the
'pure zinc and magnesium compounds -.In mixed .crystals containing both
cations together, a number of tungstate or molydbate groups will be sur-
rounded asymmetrically, and if this produces a lowering of the quenching,
point _:_ as previously suggested 1) this effect may account for the
minimum observed in fig. 4. '. I

Eindhovên, January 1947

... . . , '.
1) F. A. Kri;iger, Somé Aspects ofthe Luminescence of Solids, Amsterdam v New York,

1947, in print, especially Chapter Ill.. .
2) Hüniger, cited by K. Birus, Ergbn. Exakt. Naturw. 20, 183-267, 1942; especially

p. 221; C. G, A. Hill, Trans. Faraday Soc. 42, 666-668, 1946; N. J. Dunning &
H. D. Megaw, Trans. Faraday Soc. 42, 705-709, 1946.
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LUMINESCENCE' OF SOLID SOLUTIONS _OF THE
SYSTEM CaMo04-~hMo04 '

AND OF SOME OTHER SYSTEMS
by F. A. KRÖGER . 535.37

R 4.S Philips Res. Rep~'2, 183-189, 1947

Summary
A,s shown in a previous paper, the fluorescence of solid solutions
(Zn, Mg) W04 can be interpreted simply as the superposition of the
fluorescence of its two components; but in the systems (Ca, Pb) W04,

(Sr, Pb) W04 and (Ba, Pb) W04 new emission bands were observed
which were attributedtto tungstate groups with mixed surroundings
of lead and calcium, strontium or barium ions. -In this paper the
systems (Ca, Sr) W04, (Ca, Sr) Mo04, and (Ca, Mg)aWOo are shown
to behave as (Zn, Mg) W04, whereas (Ca, Pb) Mo04 behaves as
(Ca, Pb) W04•

1. Introduction

Below a certain critical temperature practically all tungstates and molyb-
dates show fluorescence which has been shown to depend on the crystal
structure and on the cations that are present in the lattice 1).The influence
of the cations can best he studied in solid solutions containing different
cations, but possessing throughout the same crystal structure. As dis-
cussed in a previous communication the fluorescence of solid solutions
(Zn, Mg) WO4 is nearly identical with that of the components 3), but in the
systems (Ca, Pb) W04, (Sr, Pb) W04 and (Ba, Pb) W04, the fluorescence of
the solid solutions cannot be explained as a simple superposition of the bands
ofthe components: in the latter systems new bands appear which must be
attributed to tungstate groups having a mixed surroundings consisting
of calcium, strontium or barium, together with lead 1). Continuing these
investigations we .shall in the present:paper repo~.t- about -the systems
(Ca, Pb) Mo04, (Ca, Sr) W04, (Ca, Sr) Mo04 and (Ca, Mg)s W06•

2. (Ca, Pb) MoO.1
Calcium molybdate 'and lead molybdate crysta1lize in the scheelite

.~stru«turewith nearly the same lattice dimensions, and they form an uninter-
rupted series of solid solutions of this structure. Pure CaMoO4 and PbMoO 4

were precipitated from solutions of calcium and lead nitrate by addition of
a.solution of ammonium molybdate, and the mixed crystals were made by
heating the precipitates together in the required proportion at a tempe-
rature of ~bout 850°C for about one hour. *)

*) Thé preparations have been carried out by Mr A. Bosman in this laboratory.
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2a. Fluorescence
Pure CaMo04 shows fluorescence in a broad yellow band with maximum

at 5350 A, pure PbMo04 in a 'green band with maximum at 5120 'A; in
solid solutions of these two substances atleast one ne", band appearp with a
maximum at longer wavelengths; Fi{J. 1 shows the spectral distribution

4000 5000 6000 __ ÀinA
./9716

Fig. 1. Spectral distribution of the fluoresccnce of mixed crystals (Ca, Pb) Mo04•

maximum of thet !JAst"" bands

_,- .,..__
~ I <.molybdate

t.ungstate ~

5500

5000

4500

4000

Ca 25 -50
mol.%,

75 Pb
497/7

Fig. 2. Variation of the maximum of the fluore~cence band with the composition for
(Ca, Pb) W04 and (Ca, Pb) Mo04_
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of the emission at - 180'oC for various products, while. the variation in
the position of the maximum with. the composition is shown in fig~ 2. In
these observations CaMo04 was excited by À. =·2537 Á, but all systems
containing lead were excited by À. = 3650 Á.

For comparison the variation of the blue bands in the system CaW04-
PbWO4 has also been plotted. .

2b. Reflection and excitation •
The reflection spectrum of the pure compounds and of various solid

solutions is shown in fig. 3. While for CaMo04 nearly total absorption is

Excitation range
ÀinA

4000

/
1
1

3500~-+--+-i--II--1
1
1
1

-- orange-yett0wl ye/tow. gre
1

3000 --II--4-i-1-11--1
ye ow
,~ _1BOï25°C. Reflection

Cai''1004-xmo/lPbf1o{J,
2500H---I--..=.......j •

o-Reftection in%
II

Fig. 3. Spectral distribution of the reflection and of th~ excitation of fluorescence in the
system (Cn, Pb) Mo04•

observed at wavelengths below 3000 Á, this limit is situated at longer wave-
lengths for products containing lead, shifting slightly towards the long-
wave side with increasing lead concentration. At a sufficiently low tempe-
rature (cf. section 2c) irradiation into the absorption bands indicated by
the reflection gives rise to fluorescence. In CaMo04, absorption of À. <
3200 Á produces the ~ell-known yellow fluorescence of this substance.
For products containing a few per cent of lead molybdate the excitation
spectrum consists of two parts. Excitation by À. < 3200 Á gives rise to the
yellow CaMo04 band together with an orange-yellow band, but excitation
by 3200 < À. < 3800 Á produces the latter band only. With increasing
le~d co~tent the yellow band disappears, while the other band gradually
varies its position on the wavelength scale in the direction of shorter wave-
lengths. While products containing up to 60% lead molybdate are lumines-
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cent at room temperature, are products of higher lead content only lumines-
cent at low temperatui-es (cf. se?tion 2?). '

,2c. Tempemsure dependence
As shown in fig. 4 the temperature dependence of the fluorescence is dif-

ferent for excitation by ,Î,; = 2537 A (fig.4b) and À '--, 3650 Á (fig.4a).

•

-200

501.,"", with À 2537 A

-200

Fig. 4. Température dependence of the fluorescence of (Ca, Ph) Mo04 for excitation hy
(a) J. = 3650 Á, (h) J. = 2537 Á; (c) definition ofthe quenching range L1T= T2-Tp

In both cas~s the incorporation of lead in a .concentration below 25 mol. %
causes an increase in the temperature at which the quenching is completed,
but in the latter case (3650 Á) thia.increase is-much more pronounced.
At higher lead concentrations the quenching points are lowered and gra-
dually approach the ones of pure lead molybdate. The upper and lower
limits of the quenching range Tl and T2 - determined as shown in
fi~. 4c - have been plotted in.fi~. 5 as a function ofthe composition,

The spectral distribution of the fluorescence observed at the highest "
temperatures is slightly different from that appearing at lower tempera-
tures. For instance the fluorescence of CaMo04-10% PhMo04, excitated by
À ' 3650 Á, is orange-red below 100 oe, but is yellow at higher tempera-
tures. We infer from this fact that the system is more complex than has
been assumed in section 2b, the incorporation of lead in CaMo04 causing
two bands at-least. This mayalso explain the observed difference~ in tem-
perature dependence for excitation by À = 2537 Á and À = 3650 Á. Each
will probably be associated with its own absorption band. Excitation by
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different wavelengths produces the sub-bands in different proportions.
If each has its own .characteristic quenching ,range, the total quenching
curves will also be different.
A s~ilar behaviour has previouslybeen observed for the systemCa W04-

PbW04 (fig. Sb). In 'this ca~e the complexity of the emission spectrum is.
not indicated by a variation of the quenching curves with the exciting wave-
l_engths, but it is made probable by. a comparison of the corresponding
barium-lead and strontium-lead systems.A]

Fig. 5. Quenching ranges of the fluorescence in (Ca, Ph) Mo04 and (Ca, Ph) W04•

3. Ot~er systems

Calcium and strontium tungstates form uninterrupted series of solid
solutions. .The same applies to molybdates.

We have investigated the fluorescence in (Ca, Sr) W04 and (Ca, Sr) Mo04•
In both cases the emission of the components is nearly identical, and
the emission of the solid solutions is intermediate between that of the
components, while the quenching ranges vary regularly with the coni-
position (fig; 6).' . .

We pave also studied the fluorescence of mixed crystals of the compo-
sition M3W06 in which M stands for Ca,Mg, Ca,Sr, Ca,Ba 2): Pure Mg3W06
does not exist, but solid solutio~s (C~,MghW06 can be prepared containing
.up to about 50% Mg3W06• Over this range the emission remains unchanged,
. white-blue. As may be seen in fig. 7, the quenching temp~ratures pass
through a minimum at 30%, Mg3WOr" verv similar to what has been ob-
served in the system ZnW04-MgW04• 3) • .' .

t Temperature inoe

maxitwm
-2'0U't----I fluorescence --1---1

CaMoo. 25 50 OJ\ '15 PIJI1oO.
x(mol~

~

maximum nuorescence
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t~r~_O_C~ ~
200 -0- tunqstetes .

-)(- motybdetes .
ttuorescence

quenched100

o

. -.100

-200 maximum
ttcorescence

75 Sr W04
. Mof14.,
497,z,

50
mol.%

Fig. 6. Quenching ranges of the fluorescence of (Ca, SI')W04 and (Ca, Sr).Mo04, excited
by Ä = 2537 Á. '.

100
fluorèscence

quenched

maximum'
ttuorescence
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moll 49722

" .
Fig. 7. Quenching ranges of the fluorescence of (Ca, Mg)aWOo'
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It is difficult to determine the proporties of the sys~ems (Ca,Sr)sWOGand
{Ca,Ba)aWOs because the quenching ranges for the barium and strontium
compounds lie so low that at -180°C the maximum efficiency is not
reached. It c~uld he ascertained, however, that the quenching range ofthe
fluorescence of the calcium c<!mpound is decreased by the incorporation
of strontium and barium.

4. Discussion'

'Forniation of solid solutions of the type considered in this paper ~ay
have two effects:

1) a gradual change of the' properties of a certain emission band,
2) the appearance of a new emission band. .

Effects of the first kind occur when the luminescent centre is not disturbed
to such an extent that the electronic transition underlying the emission is
essentially changed. Variation of the quenching point will be caused by a
change Ut the interaction of the excit~d centre and its surroundings. In the
frame-work of a theory: of the energy dissipation given by Mott and
Seitz 4), properties ofthe configuration formed by the nearest neighbours, - I
such as the mass of the atoms, the electric charge, the symmetry of the sur-
roundings, interatomie distances, must be of gre!lt importance. If, on the
other hand, the dissipation is supposed to be a property of the lattice as a
whole (Möglich and Rompe 5)), the formation of a solid solution must
vary this property for the lattice as a whole: The first assumption seems to
be the most acceptable one.

Under particular circumstances, the changed surroundings ,~not only
cause a variation in the interaction, but they willalso change the electronic
transition in the' centre, either by causing a transition involving entirely
new energy levels, or by changing the relative probabilities for the trans-
ition between levels already present. In the molybdates an'd tungstates
with mixed cations studied so far, only the systems containing lead show
such a new emission at intermediate compositions_. Systems containing
calcium together with strontium, or zinc together with magnesium, do not
show this effect.

Eindhoven, January 194.7
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THE- i,V·-CHARACTERISTIC· OF THE COATING OF
OXIDE CATHODES DURING SHORT· TIME

THERMIONIC EMISSION

by R. LOOSJES and H. J. VINK

.537.583:621.385.1.032.216
Summary
The potential differences existing across an oxide coating during
short-time emission (condenser discharge with an "RC·time" of
10-4 sec) ,vere measured.
For this purpose a new'measuring method was worked out. Using
this method' it was found that at current densities, of about 5-10"
Afcm2 remarkably high potential differences exist across the oxide
coating (50-200V) at the normal working temperatures (900-1100OK)
at which the experiments were carried out. . .

1. Introduction

The study of the oxide-coated cathode under microsecond-pulse con-
ditions has shown that the emission mechanism - and probably also the
conduction mechanism - differs widely from that under conditions of
direct' current 1). This fact accentuates our lack of .knowledge about the
oxide cathode under conditions between these two extremes (e.[:l.milli-
second pulses). In this article we will present some data concerning this
middle range. .

For reasons outside the scope of this article we carried out some experi-
ments in order to determine the i,V-characteristic of the oxide coating in
this ral!ge: As the results of this investigation were rather unexpected it
seemed worth while to publish these data. We made use of'pulses with an
exponential decay of the voltage, which were generated by a condenser
.discharge. The "RC-time" being of the order of 10-4 sec, one can assume that
these pulses are equivalent to squ~re pulses of the same ?rder. •

2. 1Vfeasuring method .

Ithas been our chief object to find a method of mèasuring the i,V-charac-
teristic of the coating without disturbing its true woricing conditions illany

. respect. Because of this restrietion 'an mèthods intnoducing a probe in the
coating or applying an ele~ti-odeto the surface of it were discarded.

Therefore, we made use of diodes in which the distance between anode
and cathode, both of which had plane surfaces, could he varied. The voltage
_corresponding to a given emission current was observed as a function of the
.distance. By extrapolating to zero distance the potentlal difference across
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the layer could be deduced without the anode coming into contact with the
cathode surface. ' " '

In the following section the diodes and the electrical arrangement used
will be described in greater detail, and in sections 4, 5 and 6 we will deal with
the measurements and their results. '

3. Description of the diodes and the electrical apparatus

, The cathode F (fig. 1) was of the type as is used in some oscillograph
-tubes, with' a plane surface of 8 mmê. The plane Ni-sheet anode A could
slide along the Ni poles D and E by means of the Ni tube B .and the Ni
ring C simply by tapping the tube. H is an insulated filament, K is a chro- '
mel-alumel thermocouple. The oxide coating is marked G. Two ,pointed
Ni poles, L and M are used for, the determination of the cathode-anode
distance (see later on).

(l

c ,£,
119/20

Fig.!. Arrangement of a diode with moving anode in order to measure the diode charac-
teristic with various cathode-anode distances.

The whole arrangement was built in a glass envelope and subjected to a
baking and outgassing process. At the moment of sealing off the pressure
was 10-5 mm Hg or less. For improving and maintaining the <vacuum' a
barium getter was applied.' '

A pulse apparatus similar to that used by us has already be~n used earlier
in this laboratoryê) and elsewhere 3). In this type of apparatus the elec-
trical pulses needed to draw a current during' a short time are produced
by periodic discharge of a condenser. The voltages and corresponding.
currents are reproduced on an oscillograph.
The apparatus we used is schematically represented in fi!!,. 2. The con-

denser C is charged from a D.e. source via a resistance RI' The switching
mechanism I periodically permits C to discharge via D"R2 and R3' Itmay
be 'a' purely mechanical mechanism; e.g. a commutator, but also an elec-
trical one, e.g. a gas-filled triode. Both types ~f switches have been used in. .
our, experiments. ,

A commutator has the advantage of its simp~city although the frequent
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occurrence of faulty contacts is a serious handicap. A ga~-filled triode works
much better in this respect. The frequency of switching can be regulated
by an external A.C. voltage between cathode and grid, but also by means of
the circuit indicated by broken lines in fig. 2.•

+

1 1
1 1

1 I· 1
1 L_~ 1! ~ J

L------..rmnnJL--'
R4

1J9/2/

Fig. 2. Diagram of the electrical connections of the apparatus for the oscillographic
measurement of the i,V-characteristic.

..... ,

This circuit operates as follows: if C is charged, a potential difference is ,
generated across RI ~hich is put on the grid of the triode, thereby suppres-
sing a discharge. i\ t the end of the charging process this potential dif-
ference falls away and a discharge can take place. Hereafter the process is
repeated. The resistance R4 (a few thousand ohms) prevents overloading
of the grid during the discharge. The values of Rl and C detérmine the
frequency, of discharge.
If C = 0'25 (LF,RI must have values of 104 to 106 ohms in order that the

pulse-recurrence frequency may be varied from about 102 to 1 per second.
In order to get reproducible results the load on the ~athode under inves-

tigation has to be kept as low as possible. Therefore the value of C, the D.C.
voltage and the pulse-recurrence frequency were reduced until the emission
current remained constant during the measurements. This is shown by a'
. steady i:V·characteristic of the diode even when exposed to, the pulses for
some hours. In the series of measurements described here we used a con-. '.
denser of 0'25 (LF, a D.C. voltage of 400-500 volts and a pulse-recurrence
frequency of 25-50 c/sec .

Moreover, a resistance (Ra) of'300 ohms was placed parallel to the diode
under investigation to reduce the load on small or feebly emitting cathodes.
Therefore the "RC-time" was 'maximally about 10-4 sec. Ünder these cir-
cumstances the maximum average current through a diode,was about 5 ~A.

The voltages gen{}rated during a flash across the diode D are conducted
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to the horizontal defleetion plates of an oscillograph tube. This tube is of the
type DB 16-1, working at an anode voltage of 2000 V. By using this rather
low voltage the sensitivity of the tube was increased. .
. The voltage across R2" ~hich is only a few volts because R2 has' it small

resistance relative to the diode; is ,directly proportional to the current
through D. It is amplified in an adjustable resistance amplifier, transmitting
frequencies hetween 103 and 105 c/sec without distortion at an output
voltage of maximum ,30'0 volts, and having a capac~w of 25 cm bet~een one
of the plates and the earth. The output' is then conducted to the vertical
deflection plates of the oscillograph tube.' ,
The oscillograph was given an èxcentric zero point by means of constant

voltages applied to the plates, in order that the whole screen could be '
utilized. The electron beam was switched on only during the flashes. Vertical
and horizontal scales were drawn on the screen. The voltage scale (0-250 V)
was calibrated by means of an A.C. source of known peak value. The cur-
rent scale was calibrated by replacing the diode by a resistance of known
value (accuracy ± 1%) and adjusting the amplifier. The really. straight line
shown mi the screen in this case showed that no distortion took place in the
entire 'apparatus.

'I'he accuracy of the readings on the scales was about 1% at the vol-
tages and currents measured in these experiments, but' sÏnall deviations' of
,the zero point and inaccuracy in the, drawing of the scales increased the
possible error to ± 2 %. '

4. Determinatioti of the distance between anode and surface of the coatîng,
The accurate determination of the distance b~tween the surface of the

coating and'the anode was of great,importanée. For this purpose a compa-
rator was used with an accuracy of ± 211-' With this instrument the distance
between L and M (see fig. 1) was determined, First of all this distance was.
measured when the anode touched the cathode surface after temperature, , .. ' ,

equilibrium has been established (usually after 15 minutes). Apparently
the thermal contact between cathode and anode was 'only very slight, pro-
bably because of the insulating properties of the oxide coating, since the
temperature did not alter perceptibly when contact was made. Though by
means of the comparator it was not possible to see whether anode and
coating really touched each other, this 'could easily be detected by à very, .
. marked discontinuity in the change of the shape of. the characteristic,
when the distance was gradually.diminished.~As shown ui jig, 3 the charac-
teristic changed' very suddenly from curve 2 to curve 3. ' "

At the moment the curve changed.ranother phenomenon occur~ed. By
.' means ofthe microscope ofthe comparator small sparkscould he seen, three
or four at a time, moving rapidly along the ,contact layer. Thi.s effect .was
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reproducible and did not harm the emission of the cathode. We could not
detectany difference between twó characteristics, oné before and one after
contact had been made. This is true for activated cathodes only, as less
well activated cathodes were activated rapidly und~r these conditions ...

i
t Curve at distance

= zero
3 __ dl);

CIJI'IIeSat very small
distances (d" th)belween
anale and cathode

d2<d,

-v '19122

Fig-.3. Schematically drawn characteristics at small and zero coating-anode distances.

. ,

. The surfaces of coating and anode had to he perfectly plane and parallel
to each other. If this was not the case the tubes were disc'arded. The selec-
tion was effected by means of the "sparking" phenomenon described above.
Only if the sparks originated from the whole surface of the coating were
"the cathodes used for further experiments. Small unevennesses were removed'
by dropping the anode upon the cathode a number of times from a height
of about 0'5 cm. .

By subtracting the' distan:ce LM at, any position .of t~e anode from the
"zero point" distance, the distances between cathode and anode were deter-
milled. After a complete set of cháracteristics at vario~s distances had been
measured, the "zero point" distance~was checked. If the agreement was not
within 2(1-the whole set of observations was discarded. .

5. Results of the measurements .Ó«

As an example we shall now give some of the results obtained with tube
V 41 *). The BaO-SrO coating was prepared by decomposition ofa sprayed .
. coating of BaCOa-SrCOa of 25 !1. thickness. After conversion this cathode was
very well activated by drawing emission, and aged for 24 hours by drawing
12 mAfcm2 emission at 800..?C.
At ~ temperature of i078 "K we observed the characteristics ofthe diode

at cathode-anode dist~nces of 48,145 and 250 !1. (fig. 4).
*) Some other tubes of the same construction have been investigated in the sameway as

V 41, the results being qualitatively in accordance with each other.
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From fig. 4 we obtained the' data for fiB' 5, in which figure the graphical
extrapolation to the distance d ...:....0 was made. . ..

A/8mmP

()'6

0·2

-
I I

V4f' 101SoK
d_~'OO1< cm

__"..-,-r-
i-o- ~ '(:Jo0145c'!],.

V ~ , _;,.- f--'>"-" ...0-

./ ~ .-c- 1-0- !-""""" ~ 0·02 cm

/ ~
»:V ~

~ ~ v- d= distance beflvee~ amcZ .
and su,.face of t e ox e coatin;

~ V r: -
-, ', '

04

. <'PIt'

Fig. 4. i,V-characteristics in a diode for various cathode-anode distances at a cathode
temperature of 1078 oK. Tube V 41 with oxide-coated cathode; oxide is equimolecular
BaO-SrO of 25 [.L thickness. -

°0~-~~~OO~~~~~1~~~av~~2~W~-200~_J

-dell) ~I/"

Fig. 5. Potential distribution in the vacuum gap at a cathode tempéruture of 1078"K,
for various current densities, Tube V 41. ' .
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Such an extrapolation might be very inaccurate. However, it will be
shown in the next section that in our case the extrapolation could..be effected
without' much inaccuracy: •

The points of intersection of the various curves with the voltage axis are
plotted infig. 6 as a function ofthe current density, thus giving the current-
voltage °charactedstic of the oxide coating .

.(l/8mm~
Ó.

o.
7-

.. V41 1078"K

5

4 -~
V ~

3
/' ,

2 /
~ /

I I
ol

0.

o.

o.

o.

o.

o 2i? 40 60 80 f(}() 120 140V

. .
Fig. 6. i,V-characteristic of an oxide coating at a cathode temperature of 1078 oK. Tuhe
VÜ. 0

.
With the same tube (V 41) we carried out more elahorate experiments

involving other distances, 'viz. 5, 12, .28, 43 and 49 (J. at a cathode temper!!-
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.Fig. 7. Diode i,V-characteristic for various cathode-anode distances at a cathode tcrripe-
rature of 1100 °lC Tube V 4-1. '
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"

ture of 1100 "K instead of 1078 "K. In fig. 7 the i,V-charll:cteristics for the
diode are plotted. The extrapolation to zero distance is shown in fig. 8,
while the i,V-characteristic. of the whole oxide !oating is given in jig. 9.

00 10 20 30 40 50 60
, :-+- d (pi .-;IQ

Fig. 8. Potenrial distribution in the vacuum gap at ft cathode temperature of 1100cK.
'Tube V 41.
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Fig. 9. i,V-characteri_sticsr' an oxide coating at. BOOoK. Tube V L~l.
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The graphs in jigs 10, 11 and 12 represent the results of similar experi-
ments carried out at a cathode temperature of 976 oK.

. .. ,
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Fig. 10. Diode i,V-characteristics for various cathode-anode distances at a cathode.tempe-
rature of 976 °1(, Tube V 41.
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Fig. 11. Potential distribution in-the vacuum gap .at a cathode temperature 'of 976 °1(,
Tube V 41. ' , . 1 ' ' " " •
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6. Di~cussio';"\of results

Examination of the figs 6; 9 and 12 reveals the hitherto unknown fact
that, at the highest current densities observed, fairly high voltages are esta- .
hlished across the whole oxide coating: For example, at UOO"K and a cur-
rent density' of 0'85 A/8 mmê [thatIs 10'6'A/cm2) 'the potential difference
across the oxide coating is 215 volts, a value far exceeding the potential in
the vaë'uum gap. ' , " ' ,,' : , '

A/8mm2
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Fig. 12. i,V-characteristic of an oxide coating at a' cathode température 'of 976 oK.
Tube V 41.

.A discussion. of the validity of the' extrapolation method with which we
obtained this remarkable result falls into t~o parts:
a) a discussion as 'to wheth,er the curves in figs 5, 8 and 11really represent·

the potential distrihution in the vacuum gap;
h) a discussion o~ the reliability of the extrapolation itself.
, With regard to a) we note that if the logarithm of the potentialof
a point in the vacuum gap with respect to the surface of the coating is
plotted as a function of the logarithm of the distance of this point to the
surface of the cathode, the current density being a parameter, we find straight
lines, mostly'having a slope of 4/3 as is <required -hy the Langmuir
formula for a' space-charge-limited ,tllermionic current: J

'I; _ (2'334.10-6)'/ •• 0'/' ,
I .- - d'l. , V,

(where 0 denotes the surface 'of the cathode a:l;'dd the distance from the
cathode). '

As an example the data for 1100 oK are given infig. 13.
.'

.,,,'..
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On the other hand, if the logarithm of the current density i; plotted as a
function of the logarithm of the potentialof a point in the vacuum gap with'
respect to the surface of the cathode, the distance now heing a parameter,

• - . ' 21 . _....
we do not. find a relation of the form 1,. = aV as is required by the
Langmuir formula (fig.14). .' , ,

Therefore it is not possible to conclude that these curves really represent
the potenrial- distribution in the. vacuum gap, from the shape and the
relative distance of the. curves in' figs 5, 8 and 11 only.

o •
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Fig. 13. Potential distribution in the vacuum gap with respect to the surface of the coating,
plotted logarithmically, the current density being a parameter. The figures in the left-
hand column indicate the slope of each line (V41, llOO OK).

- , , ,

,~. In a', further discussion of a) we' first assume that no reflected or
secondary electrons are emitted from the anode.
, 'Tn this case it will be clear that, if the field in th~ gap is homogeneous,
for a fixed current density a point at a certain distance (e.g. 48 (1.) from
th~ surfa~e 'of the oxide layer niu'st always have the sam~ potential
with respect to the core, irrespective ~f the anode being situated at 'this
point or not. Thus in ahomogeneous field the potentlal with respect to' the
core in a certain point can ~e measured by p~acing the anode at this.point.
, It is easy to see' that there are two causes making .this field
inhomogeneous, In.th~ first 'place 'we have the possibility that at larger
distances the electron beam will diverge. In this ',case'the potential for a
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certain current density will increase less' with increasing distance. than
~ould have been the case in a homogeneous field. Secondly, according to " ,

" our results, at high current. d~nsities a potential difference óf 100-200 V~ .,._ ~. " ' '
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Fig. 14. COmp~i50n of the Langmuir reiation between log i and log Vat the given.
dimensions and.the 'observed relation (the distance. being a parameter).

can be established across the oxide layer, by which a stray field at' its
circumference can come into existence, which will bend the electrons from
the circumference of the heam in the direction of the centre. This is schema-
tically drawn in fig. IS. j

The magnitude of these two effects cannot be easily estimated; we only
can say that they will counteract each other. . . .
Although it is therefore uncertain in how far the curves in figs 5, 8 ~nd 11

represent the potential distrihution in the vacuum gap, we may in any case
. assume that their effect will decrease with decreasing distance, in view ofthe
nature of the two possibilities of inhomogeneity, With decreasing distance
the observed curves will therefore approachrthe true potential-distribution
curves more and more closely, not only with' r~gard to the shape but also_
to the position. .

,

I,' .. _,.

".
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Therefore in discussing b) we may observe that there is no reason to
,fear that the high potentials of the surface of the layer, wliich were obtained
by extrapolation of the V,d-curve to zero distance, assuming .it to remain ,
concave to the V-axis, are only apparent, beca~se in that case there would
be a sharp decr,?ase of the potential for distances smaller than the smallest
, distance used. For thesevery small distances the potential curve would nave
to he wholly or pàrtly Convex with regard to the V-~xis. This howe~er i~
impossible, since the Poisson equation

JlV = 4ne
would then require a positive space' charge for these small distances.

--- Equipotential surfaces
- - -- - Field lines

WISQ

Fig. IS. The stray field at the circumference of the oxide coating (schematically).

On the contrary, the negative space charge at smaller distances must be
more pronounced, as the velocities of the electrons are smaller in this region
than at larger distances. .

The' curves can at small distances only be more or at least equally con-
cave. We see, ther~fore, that whether the field is homogeneous or not the
extrapolation to zero distance is probably justified. ;'

We will nów discuss the case that reflected or secondary electrons are
present which are emitted from the anode. . .

As' a possible consequence of. the presence of high potential 'differences
across the layer,' the electrons may ~each the anode with velo'cities totally'
different from those we w~uld expect without these high potentlal di:ffer~nces.·

The electrons that have been emitted from the outer. grams of the oxide
layer will attain only a Iowvelocity. As a result of the granular structure
of the layer, however, a larger or small~r part of the electro'ns can also be
emitted -from grains lying in the 'inferior of the coating, which may have a
muchIower potential. 'I'hese electrons call. attain a higher 'velocity, I.t is
possible, therefore, that'th~ velocity distribution cán extend over some tens
'of electron volts, This velocity distribution'which possibly may he deduèed
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from our measurements, rnay have cons~quences if-we assume' that the
elèctro~s reaching the anode will he partly reflected or cause secondary ,
emission. In this case one could think, as may he clear from the following
consideration, that the real potential-distribution curve hetween cathode
and anode lies lower than the curves that can be deduced from our experi-
Înents (figs 5, 8 and 11). ' . , .
. The electrons that have been- emitted fróm grains lying in the interior'
of the coating will, after reflection against the anode, have' a greater
velocity than'the velocity corresponding to-the potential difference between
anode and the surface layer of the cathode. Therefore, they may reach the
surface' of the cathode. " ' '
If the' current-density is constant, as is the case in 'our measurements, the

countercurrent formed by the reflected electrons has to be compensated .
by an extra current origináting from the cathode. This i!? schematicaHy
drawn in fig. 16. •

Fig. 16. Components of the current in' the vacuum gap:
1. primary electrons eÎnitted from the outer grains,
2. primary electrons emitted from grains lying iJ1the interior,
3. secondary electrons emitted from the' anode because of 1 and 2, -
4. reflected electrons from current 2, .
5. primary electrons emitted to compensate for the reflect~d electro~s .of 4.

When the distance is reduced, the potentlal differences between cathode
and anode, which according to our measurements are already small,. de-
crease even further. Thus increasingly more elastically and non-elastically
reflected electrons, and at last secondary electrons from the anode will
reach the cathode *), and therefore require an, ever increasing extra current,

A s the -current density in the anode circuit remains constant, we fi~d an
ever increasing space chargein the vacuum- gap as the distance 'is reduced,
necessitating a higher anode potential. If Weassume secondary emission of
the anode, the curves ~ fig!?'5', 8 and 11, in contradiction with the 'two

*) or at l~ast cover an .iInportant part of the distance anode-cathode.

I '
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·effects already dealt with, will at smaller distances dev:iat~ ever more from
the true potenrial distribution in such a way. that at s~aller distances we
find a potential that is too high. The high potentials obtained by our
method .of extrapolation could ,be explained in this manner., .
. However, this whole argument only has any sense if we accept the -high
potentials of the surface óf the oxide coating obtained by this :method and
the velocity distrihution of the ele?tron~, w~ch possibly can be deduced
from it. Therefore, if the secondary emission of the anode actually would
have any importance the high potentials c<?uldonly be partly explained
in this way. .

It can be estimated by a rather lengthy argument. which" will he
omitted here that, with the known values of the secondary-emission coef-
ficient of Ni, Ba and BaO ónNi and ofthe velocity distribution ofthe secon-
dary electrons in dependence on the velocity of the primary electrons 4),
5), 6), 7), 8), this effect will have hardly any impoI:tance. .
Therefo~e we can say that the current-voltage curves given by us will not

be far from the truth.
Thus it is established that the current-voltage curve of the whole well-

activated coating under true working conditions bends towards the voltage·
axis inthis way that at higher current densities unexpectedly high potentiala
are established across the whole oxide coating: . .
It is uncertain whether this is also the case for an 'oxide coating situated

between two metal contacts at high current densities. Investigations on
this subject are in progress. Experiments in order to gain in insight in the
velocity distrihution of the emitted electrons under these conditions are also
being carried out.'
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THE REACTION BETWEEN CARBON AND OXYGEN
IN. LIQUID IRON'

-Ó, by ~. D. FAST 541.123: 621.791.75: 669.18

Summary
The main subject of this paper is the reaction

. [FeO] + [è] -:.. [Fe] + CO, (1)
brackets indicating the' components of a homogeneous liquid phase.
"Assuming a mixture ofliquid Fe and liquid FeO to possess a Gibbs
entropy of mixing and a Van Laar heat of mixing, the activity
of FeO in liquid Fe is. éomputed and compared with observed solu-

. bilities. It is givenby the equation . .
!lFcO = XFcO c92IO(I-XFcO)'/T,

pure liquid FeO being, the standard of reference. Next the activity
of C in Fe is derived by comparing the composition of CO-C02 gas
phases in equilibrium with liquid iron and with graphite, using spec-
troscopic and thermal data to calculate the latter equilibrium. For
both of these equili~ria we may write

p2eo 8435.· -log J( = log _._- = - -- + 8'835,
Peo2.ue T

ifwe put Ue= 1 for the equilibrium with graphite (pure solid graphite
being the standard of referen~e) and' '

oe = Xc eI800/T-I'5

for the equilibrium with liquid iron, contaiuing ~arbon up to concen-
trations of 1'0 wt % C (mole.fraction Xc = 0'045), and independent
of the concentration of FeO in the liquid phase.
The quotient (Peo • aFc)/(aFco.Ue) computed from the activities is a
constant only if the C-concentration is less than 0'1 wt%, gnd this
value is adopted as the correct constant of reaction (1). This is con-
firmed by independent arguments, leading to the formula .

1 r.r I peo· aFc . 6750 + 7'2'2og .n.= og =- -- •
.. aFcO' ae T,

for the reaction constant of (1) at temperatures in the neighbourhood
of the melting point of iron. ,
The equation for aFcO loses its validity for carbon concentrations
above 0'1 wt%, the activity of FeObeing lowered by the presence of C.'

1. Introduetion

The reaction betweencarbon and oxygen, both dissolved in: liquid iron,
is of fundamental importance t~ steel making. and arc-welding practice,
In this pape~ we will deduce .the. chemical constánts of this reaction fronï a

, consideration of the equilibrium between a) a liquid iron phase in which
small quantities of oxygen and carbon are dissolved, and' b) á gas phase'
consisting of a mixture of carbon 'monoxide and carb~n dioxide.

Sm:ce oxygen is only very 'slight~y sohihle: in liquid iron, it will make
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> LIG = .E Vi fli . 0, (5)

2: Thermodynamical formulae

In this section we will briefly recapitulate the various therinodynamic
pr!nciples and equations that will subsequently be used to deduce the
constants of the reaction under consideration. I

If in a chemical system in which thermodynamic equilibrium has been
established, we visualize a further change to take place at constant pres-'
·sure and templ,lrat~re and under conditions of lasting equilibrium, then the
corresponding change in the free enthalpy *) 'must be zero, LIG = O.
Denoting the chemi~al potentials (or the partial free enthalpies ) of the'
separate substances, after Gibbs, by the symbol fl the equilibrium
condition will be .

'.. .
where the vi's are equal to the" coefficients with which each substance
enters in the reaction equation. In the partionlar case of reaction (1) the
·;i'S are all unity, so that we must have > • • •

LIG _:. flFe + Peo - flF~O - fle = 0 .

If, following Le w is, we i:r:ttroducethe ac~ivity a defined by

P = pO + RTlna,

(6)

(7)

· *) The free enthalpy, G = U - TS +p V, is also frequently called the therrriodynamic I

potential, the Gibbs free energy; or simply the free energy; in American literature
it is usually indic;ted by the symbol' F; . .
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where 1£° is the che~ical potential of the sU:bstance under consideration in a
certain standard state of reference (state of unit activity), equation' (5)
will be tran~formed into

4Go = 1:Vi'Pio = - 1:RTln al'" or

LlGo'= --=--:-RTlnHaivi.

(8)

(8a)

It will be seen from this, expression that the use of activities instead of
chemical" potentials is equivalent to the introduetion of a reaction constant

which in the case of reaction (1) will take, the particular value ,

(10)

'If, according to accepted principles, we-define a gas in the ideal state and at
~'pressure of 1atmosphere t~ be in a state of unit activity then, as long as
the ideal-gas laws apply, the activity of the gas will be equal to its pressure,
and equation (10) becomes ,', ' -

(11)

To compute the reaction constant by means of this expression we require
to know the value of the activities of Fe, FeO and C in liquid steel. On
the base of certain simplifying assumptions the' activities of Fe and FeO
will he deduced from experimental data in section 3, and that of C will be
deduced in section 4; in section 5 the results will be combined for the cal-
culation of Kl. Throughout these calculations unit activity will be assigned
to liquid Fe, liquid FeO and graphite at a pressûre of 1atmosphere.

Rewriting (8a) as '
LlGo= ~RTlnK - (8b)

and bearing in mind that
, LlGQ= LlHo - TLlSo, (12)

it will be seen that the value of Kl can also be derived from the reaction
enthhlpy LlH and the reaction entropy LIS, if thereaction is considered as
taking plaèe between the substances in their states of unit activity; jHo
and LlSo are the changes in enthalpy and entropy, if at a constant ~alue of
the temperature one mole liquid FeO and one mole graphite are transformed
into one mole liquid Fe and one mole CO of atmospheric pressure, .

In section 5 of this 'paper Kl will be èomputed from equations (8b) and
(12) and the result will be compared with the values derived.from (11).
As we pointed out on page 206 the four reactions (1) to (4) are not inde-
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pendent, and since the free enthalpy' is an additive quantity we will have. ' . . , ~ ~
L1m - L1G~- L1G~,
,1G~= 2 L1.G~---:',1G~,

(13)
(14)

or, by (8b)
K3= K2/K1"

K4 . Ki/K2•

(15)
(16)

In sections 4 and 5, K4 will 'be computed as well as Kl and, if required,
K2 and K3 may he computed from these two.

3. The a~tivity of ferrous oxide, dissolved in liquid iron

3a. Theoretical postulates
. That part of the. iron-oxygen phase diagram which has a bearing on our
present problem has been reproduced in fig. 11)•.The position of the lin.e

t(OC)

\

Sol/d ron + liquid oxide

OL- ~1
~ ~o______ x

, 49SJl

Fig. 1. Schematic phase diagram of the system Fe-FeO in the neighbourhood of the melting
. point of iron.

BB' which represents the solubility of FeO in Fe has been determined
with fair accuracy, but the position of the line CC' giving the solubility
of Fe in FeO is much less certain. ~) It is evident, 'however, that both solu-
bilities are small and that they both increase with increasing temperature.
The solubility of oxygen in solid iron is so slight that it has been entirely
. negiectèd., . .

A~no data are avail~hle concerning the changes in entropy and, enthalpy
: upon mixing liquid Fe With liquid FeO, we will investigate this mixture

~) Darken and Gui:ry 2) give the coçrdinates of point Cas 1524 oe and 22'60 % 0,
thecomposition of the liquid then being FeO'DB ° or FeOl'oz; hence, according to these
investigators, FeO of purely stoichiometric composition does exist in the liquid no : .
. more than in the solid state. For the purpose of this section the pointis, however, of no '
consequence, since we will only be considering phases represented by points at the left .
of the line !1_B', that is, wi~h very small contents of oxygen. •



LIS= -R [x In x + (I-x) In (I-x)] .

The free enthalpy of mixing LIG = LlH-TLIS will then be

LIG = Cx(l-~) +' RT [x In x.+ (I-x) In (I-x)] .

(~8)
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on the base of two simple suppositions which are frequently made under'
similar circumstances when the mixing of two solids or two fluids is being'
corisidered"). We will assume that the heat to be supplied in mixing x

, moles FeO' with (I-x) moles Fe, at constant pressure and tbmperáture, is
a so-called Va'n Laar heat (enthalpy)' of mixing, given by'

LlH Cx(l-:,"x), ,(17)
.'

where the constant C is to be determined from experiment, and that the
changes in entropy involved in the mixing process are represented by the
terms of the Gibbs paradox *)

, (19)

Infig. 2b the parabola represents LlH as a function of x, and the other curves
represent LIG for different values of the ratio RTjC, the LlH-curve coinci-
ding, 'of course, with the LIG-curve for T·= O. Fig.2a shows -LIS as a
function of x. " .

For values of T bet~een zero and Cf2R the LIG-curves show two minima
which graduaUy approach one another with increasing temperatures;
finally, for RTjC = t, they merge into a single minimum at the centre.
When equilibrium has heen established,·the free enthalpy must be ~ mini-
mum and this requires that mixtures of a' composition corresponding to a
point at the left of point P or at the right of point Q Will be stable, where

. PQ is the common tangent of both branches of the LIG-curve (see fig. 2).
On the other hand, mixtures corresponding to points between Ij' and Q
will be unstable and will separate into two different phases of compositions
given by the points of contact, Pand Q, coinciding with the two minima
in the special case under consideration.

Hence the position of the curves BB' and CC' in fig. -1 has to correspond
with the position of points Pand Q in fig. 2. Owing to the symmetry of our
basic formulae, (17) and (18),~ith'respect to x and (I-x), points Pand Q
willlie symmetrically with respect to x = i and, as we now see, this
implies that the solubility of FeO in Fe is equal to the solubility. of Fe
in FeO.·

Tlie exact position of the ,tangent points Pand Q may be deduced by
putting the first derivative of (19) equal t; zero: '

d(LlG) "
~ = Ç(1-2x) + RT ~lnx-In(l~xH = 0, , (20)

, ". , I

*) See appendix at the end of the article'.
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, which leads to T = C 1-2x,
R I-x
In--

x

(21)

where x now stands for the solubility. Inserting the numerical value of the
gas constant (in calfdegree) and introducing 10-base logarithms we obtain

C 1-2x
T=--' --.

4'575 I-x
, log--

x

(22)

The LJG-curv~s in fig. 2 having two rinima will als~ have two poiuts of
inflexion, that is, points where the second derivative disappears. With in-
creasing temperatures these points of inflexion will move towards each
other finally becoming coincident at the centre, that is,"at x = t. Differen-
tîating (20) °a second time we. obtain

d
2
(LlG) = _:_2 'c + RT (!.+ _1_),
dx2 0 X ' l--x

-AS

t

r

"

Fig. 2. Negative entropy of mixing -.1S, enthalpy of mixing .1H ~.ndfree enthalpy of
mixing .1G as functions of the composition if .1H and .1Sare given by (17) and,(lB).

. : '
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.
and, by putting x = t and making this expression equal to zero, we obtain
the critical température Tk as .

Tk.= Cj2R. • (23)

At this temperature the miscibility curve of fig. 1 (BB', CC') will reach its
maximum and above this temperature both components, Fe and FeO,
will he miscible in all ,proportions.· . ,

Our basic assumption with regard. to the heat evolved in mixing liquid
Fe and liquid FeO has been expressed in (17) in terms of the molar frac-
tions x and (I-x). Instead of this so-called integral heat of mixing it is fre-
quently convenient to consider the differential heats of mixing LlhFcO
and LlhFc' where LlhFcO' for instance, represents the heat to he 'supplied
if at constant values of temperature and pressure one mole of FeO is dis-
solved in a volume of the liquid so large that'thè molar concentrations do
not change appreciably during 'the process. Obviously we, h~ve

(24)

hFcObeing the partial ~olar enthalpy of FeO in the solution and h~cothe
molar enthalpy of pure liquid FeO: '

Now it may be remembered that between the integral and the differen-
tial quantities the following relations subsist:

LlhFcO= 'LlH + (I-x) o(LI~) ,. ox
. o(LlH)

LlhFc= LlH - x ---,ox

(25)

(26)

which upon introducing the value of LlH as given by (17) yield

, (27)

(28)LlhFc = CX2.

,The same equations willhold in the case ofthe en~ropy, viz.

, o(LlS)
LlsFcO= LIS + (I-x) _-,. , ox

o(LlS)
LlsFc = LlS-x--'. ox

which with (18) combine to

LlsFcO= -R In x,

(29)

(30) ,

LlsFc = ~R In (I-x) .

(31)

(32)

, .
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Finally, the changes in the chemical 'potential accompanying the dif-
ferential solution of FeO and F~ are deducible from .

, o(LlG)
LI,uFco = LIG + (I-x) --,

'. ox,
. 0 (LIG)

LI,uFe = LlG-·x--,
ox

(33)

(34)

and, .inaerting (19) in these expressions, we obtain

LI,uFco = C(I-x)2 + RTln x,

LI,uFe = Cx2 + RT In (I-x) ,

(35)

(36) .

a result' that might also have been obtained by combining, respectively,
(27) with (31) and (28) ,with (32), ~ince '

LI,u= Llh - TLls. (37)

By making use of the relation LI,u = ,u-p,o, we obtain from (35), (36)
and (7) the fo~owing expressions for the ~ctivities, of FeO and Fe in their
liquid mixtures:

C(I-x)2
, In aFcO = . RT - + ln x ,

Cx2
In aF. = RT + In (I-x).

(38)

(39)

These are well-known formulae, which hold for_all binary mixtures that
possess an ideal (Gibbs) entropy of mixing and a Van Laar heat of
mixing (formula (17».
, The states of unit activity to which equations (38.) and (39) refer are
those of pure liquid Fe and pure liquid FeO; as standard for FeO we might,
however, as well have chosen a liquid of a slightly' different composition,
for instance Feo'950, since in thé region under consideration (at the left of
th~ line BB' in,fig. 1) this will entail only negligible changes in the values ofje.

3b. Comporison. with experimental data.
Ifthe basic equations (17) and (18) from which we started in the previous,

section actually apply to liquid iron-ferrous oxide mixtures wé must expect
'. I--x

to obtain a straight line through the origin, when plotting (I-2x)(10g _.__
x

against the temperature T, where x now stands for the soluhilit'y of Féo
in Fe (equation (22». . ,

The most accurate determinations of the solubility of FèO (or 0) in
molten Fe have been made by Chipman a~d Fetters'4), and as many

, .
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of ou!, readers will not have direct access to the journal in which their
data have been published, a full record of >thei~,observations has been
reproduced in:table I; the molar fraction x and the value of the function
, . I-x ' . , , -
(1-2x)Jlog --' computed from these observations have been added in the ,

x . '
third and the fourth columns.

TABLE I

Solubility of oxygen in liquid iron according to the ohservations of Chipman and
Fetters 4). ' '

wt%O I mol. fr. 1-2x mol. fr, 1-2x
temp. ol( FeO -r=; temp. "K wt%'O FeO ' I-x

(x) log- (x) log-,
x x

1798 0'184' 0'0064 0'451 1892 ,0'241 0'0084 '0'475
1818 0'183 0'0064 0'450 1893 0'232 0'0081 0'471
1845 0'186 0'0065 0'452 1894 0'241 0'0084 0'475
1848. 0'203 0'00'71 0'459 1896 0'240 0'0084 0'474
1850 0'192 0'0097 0'454 1896 0'223 0'007& 0'468
1851 0'181 0'0063 0'449 1903 0'238 0'0083 0'473
1863 0'216 0'00755 0'465 1916 0'264 0'0092 0'483
1865 0'223 0'0078 0'468 1927 0'245 ' 0:00855 0'476
1866 0'229 0'0080 0'470' 1934- 0'262 0'00915 0'482
1873 0-231 0'0081 0'471 1943 0'267 0-0093 0'4;84
1873 0'211 0-0074 0'463, 1953 0'277 0'0097 0'488
1873 0'215 0'0075 0'464 1974 0'308 0'01075 0'498
1888 0'220 0'0077 0'467 1988 0'300 0'0105 0'496
1890 0'219 0'00765 0:466 2083 0'384 0'0134 0'521

.

Because these observations are of a rather diffi~ult nature, a high accuracy
... ' I-x

cannot be expected but, as will be seen fromfig. 3, a plot of (1-2x)Jlog--, x
I '

against T can satisfactorily be represented by a straight line through
the origin, as predicted by theory; numerically this relation is expressed by

l_:_x
T = 4000 (1-2x)Jlog -' -,

, r X
(40)

from which it follows that the constant C in equations (17), (22) ~ll(i (38)
has the value

C = 4000 X 4'575 == 1830Ó cal, (41)

and that t,h~'critical temperature is '

Tk =CJ2R = appr. 4600 oK,

a value of little interest, since a) the boiling point of iron must be
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- Solubility of oxygen in liquid iron as computed from equation (40).
..

, 0·54

0·52
~ y,

'V
L0

A1 0

,

../ ~ 0:
V

.> .
1700 1800 1900 2000 2100 2200

0·50

0-48

0-46

0-44

, (}42

0-40
1600

__ T '(0K) .m;.
Fig. 3. Plot of (1-2x )jlog I-x versusabsolute temperature. The continuation of the straightx
line passes through the origin. -.

somewhere in the neighbourhood of 2700 to 2800 "K, according to most
of the data now available, and b) the deviatiori from Van L a a r -Gib b s
beh~viour may be considerable at higli concentrations.
,To conclude this section the solubilities of FeO as comput~d from equa-

. tion (40) for temperatures between the melting point and the boiling point
of iron have been. entered in table H. '

TABLE H '

1-2x

I I
T. --r.:.~, x wt % 0 "eK) ,'log-

x
,

1800 0'450 0'00635 0'182
1850

"
0'4625 0'00735 0'210

1900 0-475 0'00845 0'241
1950 0'4875 0'00965 0'275
2000 0'500 0'01095 0'312
2100 0'525 0'0139 0'396
2200 ~ 0'550 0'0173 0'493
2300 0'575 • 0'0211 ' 0'603
2400 0'600 0'0255 0'727
2500 0-625 0'0305 .

0'866
2600 0'650 0'0360 1:021
2700 0'675 0'0421 1'192
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4. The activity of carbon -in liquid iron'

From a comparison of the reaction of Boudouard"

C + C02t2 CO,

where C represents grap~te, and the reaction
, ~[C] + CO2 ~ 2 CO,

, (42)

(4)

where [C] stands for carbon dissolved in liquid iron, it is evident that the.
activity of carbon in iron with reference to graphite is given by. .

(p~O/PC02) in equilibrium with [C] in Fe
at':. . (p~O/PC02) in equilibrium with graphite'

(43)

For the melting temperature of iron the numerator of this expression fol-
lows at once from the equilibrium pressures of CO and CO2 in contact with
liquid iron as observed by Marshall and Chipman (see page 217). The
denominator of (43) cannot, however, be computed in such a simple manner, •
since the Boudouard reaction has only been studied at much lower
temperatures from which a reliable extrapolation to higher temperatures
cannot be carried out, owing to the rather exceptional temperature varia-
tion of the reaction entropy and the 'reaction enthalpy. Moreover, the re-
sults of several authors are not concordant and as 'a consequence we have
preferred to make an a priori calculation of the reaction constant of the
.B 0u d 0u à r d equilibrium using calorimetrie and spectroscopie data.

For the three substances entering in equation (42) the standard values
of the enthalpy of formation, LlHo, in cal/mole and of the entropy; so, in
call (degree. mole) at 25°C and 1 atmosphere have been compiled
.in table Ill. .

TABLE Ill.

.Molar enthalpy of formation, AHo, and molar entropy, so, of
CO2, CO, and C at 25 oe and 1 atm.

LlHg08'1
caljmole

sg08'1
call (degree. mole)

CO2

CO
G (graphite)

-94030
-26394

o

51'07
47'32
1'40

From these data the reaction entlialpy and the reaction entropy of (~2)
may' be computed as

LlH~98'1= - 2 :< 26394 + 94930 = 4.1242 cal'.
and

2 X ~7'32 - 51'07 -1'40 = 42'17 caljdegree.

.. I
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These values hold only at room temperature, hut 'the corresponding data
for higher temperatures may he ohtained from them hy applying a oorree-
tion which ,may he comptrtedfrom the molar enthalpies. (hO-h~), and' the
molar 'entropiés, (s°--;s~), calculated from spectroscopie data for CO 5)
and for CO2 6) and from the specific heats for è 7); these have heen colIect~d
in tahle IV. ' .

TABLE IV

Molar enthalpy, hO,and molar entropy, so, for CO2, CO, 'and C (graphite) with ~eference to
absolute zero. '-

L1Ho LlSo .
10gK=- +--,

, 4'575 T 4'575 (45) .

CO2 CO C
temp. I so-sg I so-sg Iso-sBol( hO-hg call (degree. hO-hg cal!(degree. ho-hg call (degree.caljmole . mole)' cal/rnolè mole) , cal/mole mole)

298'1 2237, 51'07 .; 2072 47'32 258 1'40
1200 12886 66'79 8872 57'59 4-135 6'84
140j) -15624 68'90 10530 58'87 5239 7'69
1600 18430 70'75 12210 59'98 6378 8'45
1800 21275 72.44' 13915 61'00 7551 9'14

.Using these data we ohtain the reaction enthalpy at higher temperatures as

L1H~' L1Hg9R'1+ 2(h~-Jig~8'1)CO - (h~-.hg98'l)CO. - (h~-hg98'1)C' (44)

giving for instance in the particular case T = 1200 oK:

. L1H~200 = 41242 + 2 X 6800 - 10649 - 3877 = 40316 cal.

Similar equations hold forother temperatures and for the entropy.
The values of L1Ho and L1So computed in this manner have heen entered

in columns 2 and 3 of tahle V. The reaction constant is given hy the equations
(8h) and (12) as

. ,
and has heen entered in columns 4. andS (log K and K).

TABLE V '
Reaction enthalpy, reaction entropy and reaction constant of the

Boudouard reaction C +" CO2t 2 CO.
temp. I an»

·1·
ASo. I log J( J(OK cal cal/degree " ..

1200 40316 41'55
.

1'739 54'8
1400 39790 41'15 2'783 601'
1600 39205 '40"76 ' '. 3'553' ,3570
1800 38597 40'4.2 4·'148 I 14100
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By using (45) it will easily be verified that in the neighbourhood of WOO "K
we have '

- log K42 = - 8435/T + 8-835,_, "
(46)

and, with the aid of this 'expr~ssion, the denominator of (43) can now he
• computed in the range of temperatures in which we are interested.

To calculate the numerator öf (43~ we will make use of the data of
Marshall and Chipman 8) who determined the composition of the gas
phase, in equilibrium with liquid iron in ~hich varying quantities of 0
and C were dissolved. For a pressure of ,I atmosphere and for carbon con-
centrations varying from 0'02 to 1'00 wt%,' their data are reproduced in
table :VI. '

TAB~E VI
Composition of gas phase (CO, CO2) and liquid phase (Fe,.FeO and C) in equilibrium at :
1813 oK and 1 atmosphere according to the experiments of Marshall ánd Chipman B). '

gas phase metallic phase gas phase metallic phase
% CO2 wt % C I wt % 0 % CO2' wt % C wt % 0

10-0 0-02 I ,0-090 1'15 0-20 0'011
4-3 ' 0'05 0'038 0'46 0'50 0'0052
2'25 0'10 " 0'020 0'23 1'00 0'0035

By combining the various data and formulae given above we have finally
calculated:
a) the mole fractions ~f C, FeO and Fe, from table VI,
b) the activity of C, which in virtue of (43) and (4,6) js

. (p~O/PC02) from table VI
a - -----=--------
C,- . 15200 ' (47)

c) the activity of FeO, which by (38) and (41) is

log aFeO = 2'206 (1-x)2 + -Iog x" (48)

and d) the activity coefficients k = a/x, for C and FeO. All these data have.
been compiled in table VII; the activity of Fe has been omitted, since it
can simply he put equal to the molar fraction xFe'

TABLE VII
Calculated values of molar fractions, activities and activity coefficients of C and J!'eOin
liquid iron 'at 1813 oK. . -

Xc ac kc XFeO aFeO kFeo XFe

.0'00093 0'00053 (j'57 0'00315' 0'491 ' 156 0'996
0'0023 0'0014 0'61 0:00133 Ó~211 159 0'996

. - 0'0046 0'0028 0'61 0'00070 0'112 160 0'995
0'0093 0'0056 0'60 0'00038 0'061 160 0'990
0'023 0'014 0'61 0'00018 0'029 160 0'977
0'045 0'028 0'62 0'00012 0'019 160 '0'955 '
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5. Thè equilibrium constant of the reaction [FeO] + [C] t [Fe] + CO

, The equilibrium constant for the reaction" (1), computed by means of
equation (11) from the datacompiled in tables VI a~d VII, has been en- .
tered in table VIII. As we see from this table, K is not á constant but de-
'creases with increasing carbon concentration; this is-presumably due to' a •
lowering of the activities of FeO by the presence of C; for the -activities
of FeO as derived in section 3 refer to carbon-free solutions, whereas the
activities of C, computed from"the experiments or'Marshall and Chip-
ma:ç., refer to solutions containing both FeO and C. '

TABLE VIII
Equilibrium "constant" of the reaction [FeD] + [Clt [Fe] + CO
at 1813 oK, as calculated from the activities.
- áFe I KPeo aFcO ac
0'900 0'996

,
0'491 0'00053 3450

0'957 0'996 0'211 ·0'0014 3230
0'9775 0',995 0'112 0'0028 3100
0'9885 0'990 0'061 0'0056 2860
0'9954. 0'977 - 0'029 0'014 2·100'.
0'9977 0'955 0'019 0'028 1790

In the region here considered, the activity coefficient of carbon is very
-nearly constant and equal to 0'61 as will be seen from table VII; assuming
that this is the correct value and-that the first val~e entered in table VII
(kc = 0'57) is due to experimental errors *), the value for the reaction con-
stant in the top line of table VIII must be corrected to K = 3250. With
this correction the reaction constant becomes practically constant and
equal to 3240 for the two lowest carbon concentrations (0'02 and 0'05%)
and this will as yet be accepted as the correct value. . .

To check this conclusion we will proceed to calculate K by different
r ,arguments this tune start~g from the reaction * *)

(49)

which has been -the subject of many thorough investigations.
These investigations brought to light that solid FeO of purely stoichio-

. ':q:tetric composition does not exist 9), whence it is commonly preferred to
indicate the solid. FeO-phase as the ,.wüstite phase. At 1000 °C this wüstite
phase is existent from 1'048 O-atoms per Fe-atom, where wüstite is in'
equilibrium with -Fe, to l'l~O O~atoms per Fe-atom, where wüstite is in

*) This will mean that a solution containing 0'02% C a:hd 0'09% 0 will be in equilibrium
, with a gas phase containing 9'4% CO2 instead of 10% as observed by Marshall and

Chipman. . .
**)In the equations that now follow the suffix s indicates the solid state and the suffix l

the liquid state. .
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equilibrium with magnetite Fe30410) (see fig.1'). Wüstite has a crystalIat-
tice of the sodium-chloride typecwith all sites for oxygen atoms fully occu- .
pied, but a number of the iron sites unoccupied. In equilibrium with metal-

, lic iron the number of unocèupied sites is nearly independent of the tempe- .
rature, the composition ofthe phase being FeO'95 0 (table IX); to 'be more
precise, equation (49) should therefore be rewritten as

·C

t "

:Sl, fIB '/.ioJid iron IC' v I \ I.JP..~_oaae +

~ '(Jquid oxa

~,

Liquid oxide V R R

ó-J: \/'1agnetite+
I; . ;;; /qUid oxide oxygen+ . Y, .liqut Olfid. \laghètite
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~
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Fig. 4. The temperature-composition phase-diagram of the iron-oxygen system at a total
pressure of one atmosphere (C02 + CO) or O2, The following valuesfor certain fixed points
are recommended by Darken and Gurry 2): .

point I °C %0 Ip;o/pco I point I °C I %0 F02
(atm)

A .1535 , 's 1424. 27'64
B 1524 0'16 0'209 V 1597 27"64 0'0575
C 1524 22'60 0'209 R' 1583 28'07 1
G 1400 22'84 0'263 R 1583 28'30 1
N 1371 22'91 0'282 Y 1457 28'36 1
J ' 1371· 23'16 0'282 Z 1457 30'04 1
Q 560 -23'26 1'05 Z' 30'06
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When in the region from 800 to 1350 oe the logarithm of the ~eaction
, constant, K50 = Peo /Peo, of this reaction, as deduced from experiment, is_ 2, _

plotted against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature, a straight line
. results' as shown infig. 5; this line is represented ,by the equation

log K50 =; 850/T-·l·068:. (51)
/

, In table IX the experimental values of log Kso 10) have been compared
with those computed f~om this expression.

TABLE IX

Experimental and calculated values of the equilibrium constant of
the reaction Feo'P5 0.+ COt. 0'95 Fe.+ CO2, •

temp. K log K + 1 log K + 1 wt%Oinoe (exper.) (exper.) (calcul.) "Feo'P5 0"

600 0'895 0'952 - 23'22
700 0'667 0'824 - 23'15
!lOO 0'532 0'726 0'724 23'11
900 0'460 0'663 0'657 23'10

1000 0'396 0'598 0'600 23'09
1100 0'355 0'550 0'551 23'10
1200 0'322 0'508 0'509 23'11
1300 0'297 0'473 0'472 23'13,
1350 0'285 0'455 0'456 23'15

t
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Fig. 5. Plot of the logarithm of the equilibrium constant of the reaction
Feo'95 0,+COt. 0'95 Fe + CO~ against the reciproc~l of absolute te~perature.
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To change over from reaction (50) to the reaction'

"•Feo.950l + CO -:.. 0:95 Fel +-CO~, _(52)

where wüstite and iron are now both in the liquid state, we require to .know
the thermal effects taking place during the processes of fusion. .
», Now, according to various investigators, the heat of fusion ~f iron 11)
is appr. 3600'cal/mole, the melting point 1812 "K 12), and hence the entropy
of fusion is 1'99 calf(degree.mole). Likewise We have, according to ,the
observations of Da r ke n and Gurry 2), for wüstite of the comp-ositon"
Feo.950 a heat of fusi~n of 7230 cal/mole; and an entropy- of fusion of
4'40 cal/(degree . mole). ".' . _

Hence the transition from reacti0I?- (50) to reaction (52) will be accom-
panied by a change in the reaction enthalpy of

w~ infer from these equations that in the neighbourhood of the melting
point of iron the reaction constant of (54) will be given by " . "

- 7230 + 0'95 X ;3600= -3810 cal,

and by a change in the reaction entropy of

-4'40 + 0'95 X 1'99 = -2'51 cal/degree,

so that from equations (45) and (51) we obtain for the reaction (52).

log KS2 = 1685/T __:,1'615 . (53)

Finally, from reaction (52) we may jderive the reaction constant for the
reaction between liquid wüstite and solid, graphite by"means of the reaction
of Boudouard

Feo'95 Ol + CO -:.. 0'95 Fel + CO2

+ _._ . Cs + CO2 ~ 2 CO
Feo'95 o, + Cs -:.. 0'95 Fel + CO

(52)

(42)

(54)

log KM = log K52 + log .{(42'

.or, in virtue of (53) and (46), by

log K5~ = - 6750/T + 7'22,

(55)

(56)

'Which for T = 1813 o~ yields the valueK = 31~0 in satisfactory agree-
ment with the value 3240 deduced from the activities. This provides sup-
plementary confirmation: of our assumption that at 1813 "K the activity .
.coefficient for carbon dissolved in liquid iron is 0'61 at low concentrations,
and that a liquid phase containing 0'02% C and 0'09% °will at 1813 i'K
:b~ in equilibrium with 'a gas phase containing 9'4% CO2 instead of the
10%,given ÎJ:l. table VI.
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.Perhaps it is n?t superfluous to note that the reaction constants for
reactions between the pure substances Fe, "FeO" and C have the same
values as: when the substances are mix~d in 'a liquid phase, since the
pure ,suhstances were chosen as our standard states of reference.

6. The activities of carbon and oX)llen simultaneously dissolved in liquid iron

We are now able to compute the activities of "FeO" in liquid Fe in
the presence of C and to compare the resulting data with the activities in
a carbon-free liquid calculated in section 5, In virtue, of (~2) the activity
of "FeO" in the presence of carbon will be given ~y .

aF. 'Pco2
a"Fc-Q" = ,

, K52 -Pco

where K52 as computed from (53)assum~sthevalueK = 0'2.06at 1813"K *).
From this equation and equation (38), and using the experimental data of
Mar sh a ll and Chipman, corrected as indicated above, we arrived at
the data presented in table X,

(57)

TABLE X
Activity of "FeO" in liquid iron containing carbon and in carbon-free liquid iron at1813 oK,

. solutions containing carbon carbon-free solutions
wt%O gas ph ase I a"FcO" a"FeO"

%C02
wt % C from (57) kuFeO" from (38) k"FcO"

0'090 9'40 0'02 0'502 159 0'491 156
0'038 4'30 0'05 0'~17 163 0'211 159
0'020 2'25 0'10 O'UI 159 0'112 160.
O'OU l'l5 0'20 0'056 14,5 0'061 160
0'0052 0'4,6 0'50 0'022 120 0'029 160
0'0035 0'23 1'00 O'OU 90 0'019 160

"
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where x is the molar fraction of "FeO" and e is the base' of the naperian i

logarithms. •
If the concentration of FeO is very small, x may be neglected in the ex-

ponent so that we obtain .'
. 9210lT
a"FcO" = xe " (59)

which, for T = 1813 oK, yields

a"FéO" = 160,X"FcO" • (60)

At relatively low temperatures the solubility of oxygen in liquid iron is
so small that (59) and (60) will approximately hold even for saturated
solutions. Moreover the activity of "FeO" in the liquid will differ only
slightly from unity in this case and consequently the solubility Xsol at
1813 -x will about equal 1/160. This may he compared with the value in
table 1. It follows that for non-saturated solutions at relatively low tempé-
ratures we may write

(61)

where Xso1 is the solubility of "FeO" expressed 'as molar fraction (tables
I and II).
At 1813 o~ the activity of C is satisfactorily approximated by

(62)

up to concentration of 1'0% C and independent of the oxygen concen-
tration.

Detailed information concerning the structure of the liquid solutions
is lacking but we know that in an electric field carbon moves in solid iron
as a positive ion 13) whereas oxygen moves in solid zirconium as a negative
ion 14). These observations suggestfhat c~rbon and oxygen may be dis-
solved in liquid iron in the fo~m of positive and negative ions and this' would
entail mutual lowering of the activity coefficients of böth components.
That such a decrease in the activity coefficient 'has not be'eh obse~ved in
the, case of carbon is presumably a consequence of the very low oxygen
concentrations which can be realized in practice owing to the low solubility
of FeO in Fe. , .

7. Data and formulae of technical importance ,

Recapitulating the results çf the foregoing sections we see that for the
technically import~nt reactions, ' . .

and
[FeO] + [Cl t. [Fe] + CO

[Cl +.CO2t.2 CO ,

(1)

(4)
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the r~actio:.i constauts àre given by,*)..
- . Peo' aFe . . . 6750

10gKl=log--=.--+ 7'22
. aFeO • ae T

(56)

and
p~o 8435' .

JogK4 = log = - -T' + 8'835 .
Peo2' ae

(46)

.In these equations we may put .

Peo = CO~'pressu!e in atmospheres,

aFe =: 1,
. x

aFeO = XFeO e92IO(I-x)'/T C'> -.
. ~~

(58)

This last expression only holds for C-concentrations below 0'1 wt%, the
deviations at higher concentrations .being indicated in table X. Equations
(56), (46) and (58) may be used over the entire' range of temperatures of
interest to the steelmaker (1800-2000 OK); the maximum erro! in Kl or
K4 may be estimated at about 5%.

For the activity of carbon we have likewise

ae = 0'61 ~e, (62)

an equation which has, so far, only been deduced for a temperaturè of
1813 "K. By the following arguments it is possible: however, to arrive at a
fairly reliable estimate of the activity at different temperatures.

According t~ Basset 15) ~he triple point of C is located at 4000 oK.
Moreover, all but a few of the elements possess entropies, of fusion lying
.hetween Rand 2 R (R = gas constant), so that it is reasonable to assume for
C a value of 1-5 R ..The heat of fusion will thèn be 4000 X 1'5 R= 6000 R.

In addition we will suppose that: liquid ca"rbon and liquid iron possess a
Gibbs entropy of mixing and a Van Laar heat of mixing. The diffe-
~ential .entropy of solution and the differential heat of solution for liquid
.carbon in liquid iron will then be represented by equations (27) and (31)
which for the solution of solid carbon (graphite) in liquid i~on will be trans-
.formed into' ". .

and

Llhe.= C(1-x)2 + 6000 R

Lls~= -R In x + l'5.R .:

(63)

(64)
. .

*) The use of the concept of activity and the choice of definite. states of unit activity
implies that the constants of the reactions between the' pure substances have the same
values as for those .between the substances dissolved in liqnid iron (compare sections
2 and 5). .
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For the' change in chemical potential accompanyirig the differential solutio~'
of graphite in liquid rr'on,we have by'(37)_ '

LIp= C(1-x)2 + 6000R +,RTln x -1'5 RT,- '

(65)

which by (7) may he rewritten as

RTln a , C(1-x)2 + 6000 R + RTIn x -·1·5,RT. (66) ,

In the case 'und~r' consideration X is always very small and ihe term (l-:-"x)2
may be replaced by unity. And, since for T = 1813 oK (66) must reduce
to (62), we find "

C = -8400 cal/mole ,"

by which (66) transforms 'into

In ac = ~600/RT + In Xc -·1'5

. (67)

(68)
or

, ac -: xc' e1800/T-l'5 •,. (68a) .

For 2000 "K 'we have from this equation

ac = 0'55 Xc' , (69)

We started the~~ arguments on the assumption that the entropy of fusion
of carbon was 1'5R; had we 'adopted the 'values R.or 2,R instead, we should
.have arrived at, respectively, ac = 0'58 Xc and ac = 0'52 Xc, which indicates
that the maximum error committed in computing the activity of C from
(68) is probably not much gr~ater than 5%. . '

Appendix concerning equations (17) and (18)
From an atomistic point of view acceptance of equations (17) and (18)involves at least

three different assumptions. Firstly it is supposed that the heat of mixing is so small that
the distribution of the molecules in the liquid is still purely a random one; secondly the
internal energy is supposed to be the sum of the energiesof interaction of pairs of mole-
cules; and thirdly it is supposed that the molecules of the two substances that are mixed
together differ only slig-htly in size and in shape. .
If at a certain moment we consider the configuration ofthe Iiquid as fixed.the probability

of finding a molecule of the first kind at a certain point will be (I-x), and the probability
of finding a molecule of the second kind will be x. Likewise, the probability of finding in
two neighbouring positions a combination 1-1 willbe (I-x)2, the probability of finding the
combination 2-2 willbe x2, and the probability offinding either 1~2 01: 2~I willbe 2x(l-x).
• Let the average number of neighbours for each molecule.be z, then there will be Nz/2
bonds per mole, of which '

Nz ( )2'2 I-x are 1-1 bonds,

~z ~2 are 2-2 bonds, and

Nz x(I-x) are 1-2 b~nds:
, .

With the aid of these expressions it is'now easy to compute the enthalpy ofmixing; Let us
conceive the liquid as beingcondensed from a state ofreference in which all the molecules
are so far apart that they no longer exert forces on each other (an ideal-gas state), and let
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the energy of interaction of neighbouring pairs of molecules 1-1, 2-2 and 1-2, in the
liquid be, respectively, Wu, w22 and Wl2' then the energy of the mixture will be'*)

Nzwll NZW22 2 '()Ul2= -2- (I-x)2 + -2-x + NZW12 X I-x, (70)

and the energy set free in the separate formation of,(I-x) moles of liquid 1and x molesof
liquid 2 will he

Nzwn NZW22
(I-x) Ul + xU2 = -'-2-(I-x) + -2- x. (71)

If it be assumed that the mixing process,is additive with respect to volume, the enthalpy
of mixing will be equal to, the energy of mixing which is given by the difference between
(70) and (71):

S Wu +2 W222. ( )AH = x(I-x) Nz tl2 S 72

Thus \he constant C in equation (17) is now seen to be ~qual to

G - N S WH + W22l . ' (73)
\ - Z(Wl2 2 S

Equation (18), too, can be deduced in a simple manner from statistical arguments.
For N(I-x) molecules of type 1 and Nx molecules of type 2 can be distributed over N
different positions in

N! (74)g = (Nx)! [N(I-x~!
different ways. By inserting this in the statistical definition of the entropy

AS=klng (75)
(where k is the Boltzmann constant) and making use of Stirling's approximation

In N! = Nln N-N, (76)

we obtain at once for the entropy of mixing
AS = k [-Nx In x-N (I-x) In (I-x)], (77)

.a formula identical with (18) since
kN=R. (78)

This derivation presupposes that the contributions to the entropy from other sources
(for instance those resulting from thermal agitation) do not undergo changes in the mixing
process, so that the entropy of mixing is purely a consequence of the different kinds of
molecules being distributed at random in the mixture.
Furthermore, it is a necessary condition that the heat of mixing does not differ much

from zero, since otherwise the 1-2 bond or the other bonds will have preference and the
, ,distribution of the molecules in the mixture will no Ionger be a random one.

We are now in a position to specify with greater precision in how far, the three assump-
tions mentioned at the beginning are satisfi~d. The term within the brackets in (73)
measures the energetic advantage of 1-2 bonds over the 1-1 and 2-2 bonds. This amount
of energy is áccording to this equation G/z for N bonds, and, putting Z at about 10, this
will be of the order of 2 kcal (see (41». The thermal energy, on the other hand, per'Nbonds
will be of the order of RT, that is circa 4 kcal for the range of temperatures in which we
are interested. Consequentlythe first supposition will be satisfied.
The second condition also will probably be fulfilled.
The third condition that the different molecules should approximately he the same in

size and shape will not be satisfied very closelyin the case under consideration, .and conse- '
quently deviations ill enthalpy and entropy would be expected at concentrations higher
than those that can be attained .

• ) For tbc sake of simplicity only the interaction between dit eet neighbours has heen taken into' àccount; the
more exact derivation of U does not alter tbc result fundementeally. L • •

Eindhoven, January 1947
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CALCULATION, OF THE INPUT IMPE,DANCE
OF A SPECIAL ANTENNA

by C. J. BOUWKAMP 621.396.671

Summary
A calculation is given of the input impedance of antennae consisting
of a vertical wire fed against a system of two or four equal horizontal
wires. The latter are placed end to end and symmetrically around the
base of the antenna proper. The investigation is based on the as-
sumption of sinusoidal current distribution. For a quarter-wave
antenna the radiation resistance is found to be approximately
20 ohms, both for two-wire and for four-wire systems.

.1. Introduction

As is' well known, the radiation resistance of a centre-fed half-wave
antenna of small circular cross-section is approximately 70 ohms, provided
there are, no obstacles in its nearby zone. Similarly, a base-fed quarter-
wave antenna, when erected vertically upon a perfectly conducting plane
earth, .has a radiation resistance ~f about t X 70 = 35 ohms. Although
in practice the earth does not act as a perfect mirror, such ideal behaviour
can he approached by applying a suitable system of groundèd wires. In
order to be fully effective the ground net should have linear dimensions of
the order of some wavelengths. Only in this case are the driving properties
of the antenna quite independent of variations in ground structure.
, Similar problems are encountered in other antenna design. For instance;
in order to avoid disturbances due to "antenna currents" induced in the
feeder system, one might feed the quarter-wave antenna against a large
circular metal plate (fig. la). Though, obviously; a circular plate of dia-
meter ),/2'will not he sufficient to act as a perfectly conducting plane earth,
it was not expected that the radiation' resistance of the antenna system
offig. la would differ appreciably from 35 ohms. Measurements 1), however, .
yielded values of the order of 15 to 20 ohms; thus the radiation resistance is
halved once more. , .

The question.arose whether some theory could predict such low resistance'
values. A possible way of approach might be provided by S chelkunoff's
general antenna theory 2), by considering the plate and antenna as parts of
conical surfaces (of angles n/2, 0, respectively'). We have followed a diffe-
rent way, however. Presumably one may replace the full plate by a suitable
number of rhin cylindrical wires; placed symmetrically in the plane of the
former circular disc, and pointing radially ou~wards from the feeder ends.



Fig. 1. Special antenna systems; quarter-wave antenna fed against
a) a circular plate,
b) two horizontal wires,
c) four horizontal wires.

..
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When six such ),/4 wires were present the radiation resistance was again of
the order óf 20 ohm~ 1).
This led us to ~hc following theoretical investigation. The simplest

examples of antenna systems that may show the effect mentioned are
clearly those containing two or four horizontal wires of dimensions equal
to those of the. antenna proper. Though a rigorous theory should be able
to calculate the current distribution along the wires, we shall here assume
it. As follows from other antenna investigations, both practical and theore-
tical, the assumption of a sinusoidal current distrihution can certainly be
justified for very thin wires. That means, if 1 denotes the length and a the
. radius of the cross-section of the wires, then the constant

I

should be large (SJ ~ 10, for instance; thus u« ;;::::75).
As usual we confine ourselves to harmonic vibrations of angular frequency

w. The time factor exp (jwt) will be omitted farther on.
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In the following Zo denotes the input impedance of an antenna fed against
an infinitely large, perfectly conducting, plate. Z2 'and .Z4 denotê the impe-
dances of the same antenna when fed against a system of two or four.
horizontal wires respectively. IJ! section 2 a remarkable relationship be-
tween these three impedance functions is established.

2. A relation between Zo, Z2' Z4

According to our assumption concerning the current distribution we may
write for the current in any wire

I(s) = Af(s) =~ sin k(l-s) .

In this expression k (= 2n/A) denotes the wave number; A is an. amplitude
factor, and' s is the distance along the wire measured from the centre Q
of the antenna system.· .
The horizontal wires will be numbered 1, 3 (case a) 'or 1," 2, 3, 4 (case b)

whilst the vertical wire is distinguished from the horizontalones by the
suffix O.

Hence, for the currents in the two cases,
a) two-wire system:

10 = 2 A sin k(l-so) ,
In = -A sin k(l-sn) , (n = 1, 3),

b) four-wire system:
10 = 4 A sin k(l-so} ,
In = -A sin k(f-sn) , (n = 1,2,3,4).

The currents are supposed to flow in the axes of the corresponding wires.
Next the field due to these assumed currents has to be calculated, for in-
stance by ·the vector-potential method. Especially required is the tangential
component E, (s) of the electric field at the surface' of the wires, since the
.complex power W can be obtained by integrating -I (s) E,(s) along the wires.
.Let Emn denote the component of the electric field parallel to, and at the

. surface of, the nth wire, that is due to a current f(s) flowing in the mth
wire. Owing to the symmetry ofthe systems (figs lb,c) there are only three
different types of functions Emn. Firstly, Eoo describes the coupling of any.
current with its own field." Secondly, EOl describes the coupling of two
~utually perpendicular currents, and lastly El3 is characteristic for .the
coupling of currents in the same liàe, •
If then En denotes the total electric field parallel to Sn, we readily obtain

a)
(n = 1, 3),

'. b)
(n = 1,2,3,4).
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As already mentioned, the input impedance Z can he calculated from

I

Z Ao2 = W = -.E J In En dsn,
. n. 0

where Ao is the current in the vertical wire, and at its base:_. .
a)
b)

Ao = 2 A sin kl ,
Ao = 4 A sin kl .

Upon introducing the' definitions

I

'UI . - J sin k(l-s) Eoo(s) ds ,
o
I

U2 = _-J sin k(l-s) Ela(s) ds,
o
I

U3 = -:-f sin k(l-s) EOl(s) ds ,
o

(1)

(2)

(3)

we obtain for the input impedances Z2' Z4:

Z2 sin2 kl = t UI + t U2 - 2 Ua'

Z4 .S~2 kl = t U1.+ t U2 - t Ua:

(4)

(5)

At the same time it is easily verified that Z~ is expressible in terms of
UI' U2,. namely .\

(6)

Ifthe U-functions are eliminated from (4), (5), (6), the followingremar-
kable relation is obtained:

This relation holds for any frequency whenever the wires are identical. It is
clearly due to properties of symmetry. Analogous identities may be found
for multi-wire systems of more complicated character.

3. The impedances in terms ofthe vector potentials

In order to obtain numerical values for the impedances we 'have to eva-
. luate the functions UI' U2, U~. The functions UI' U2 do not give much
difficulty as they can be expressed in terms of known functions. Ua' on the
other hand, is more troublesome and requires some graphical integration.

Let us take a very thin wire along the z-axis of length l and diameter 2a,
the ends of the wirelying at z = land z '0. The currents flowing in the
axis are distributed according to

f(z) = sin k(l-z) .
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Let Ez(z, r) he the z-component of the electric field, as .a function of the
cylindrical èoordinates .(z, r) ,around the wire. According to the definitions
in section 2 we have evidently (0 ::::;;S ::::;;1):,

/Eoo(S) = Ez(s, a) ,
EI3(s) = - Ez(-s, ~) ',

(8)

Ez can be derived from the vector potential which has only one compo-
nent Il, viz.:

. '2Il
jk e,= k2 Il + _0 _,

OZ2 (9)

I _
I e-jkl'(=-!:)'+r"

Il(z, r) = --f sin k (l-,-C) ,j dC·
co' y (Z-C)2 + r2 '

(10)

The integral (10) can be solved explicitly in terms of the well-known
sine and cosine integrals, Si and Ci respectively. Upon introducing their
combination

N(u) = Ci(u) - j Si(u) (11)
one obtains

where the arguments of the N-function are abbreviations for
I

UI = k Y (z-1)2 + r2 + kz - kl ,
U2 = k Y (z--1)2 +.r2 _...:kz + kl ,
U3 = k YZ2+ r2 + kz ,
u4 = k YZ2+ r2 - kz .

Let us first show how the function UI can be determined. From equations
(1), '(8), (9), we obtain

if it is understood that Il = Tl (C, a), as givenby (12). Integratingtwice'by
parts with respect to the term 02 ll'joC2 leads to (z - a)

. "

and hence, when a prime in n" denotes differentlation with respect to the, .

first argument (z)" ' ' .

UI = jll'(l,a) - j c?S kl ll'(O, a) - j (sin kljk) Iï (0, a). ,(13)
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For the second, U-function a si~ilär expression holds. From ,

- 0 o2JI " .
,jk U2= f (k2JI + -) sin k(l + e) de, ' oe2 -

-I

it follows that
. .' sin kl

U2= -j lj(--l, a) +j cos kl JI(O, a) -j -,;:[J'(O, a) (14)

Thus wé have expressed UI' U2, in terms of the surface values of the vector
potential and its' derivative. .

The' remaining function U3 is less tractable. EOl' as defined in section 2.•
is roughly the radial component Er(O, r) ofthe electric field of the current
considered above. There is, however, no sense in substituting in (3) EOI(S) =
Er(O, s) for all values of s, because ,then the integral (3) would diverge
at s = 0.
Therefore' the following compromise may be made: -(i) the end of the
horizontal wire does not lie at r = °but at r = a, (ii) for a :::;;s ~ l we take
;EOI(~) , Er(O;s). It then follows from (3) that '

1

U3 = -:-J Er(O;s) sin k(l-s) ds.
a

As th~ radial field Er can be obtained from. .
02[J

jkEr = --',. ozor
we have thus (~=~)

I. •, f o2JI-jk U3 = - sin k(l-s) ds.
OZOS- ,

a

Furthermore, a partial integration l~ads to

1
j sin kl j' '. 'U3 = - -k-JI'(O,a.) + j [J'(O_,s) cos k(l-s) ds.

a'

A mere glance at (13), (14), (15) shows that the coefficients of JI'(O,'a)
are mutually equal. Moreover, in the right-hand side of any of the' expres-
sions (4), (5):(6) the sum of the numerical c'oefficients ofthe U's vanishes.
Therefore, the final expressions for the impedances will not contain terms
with JI'(O, a). This was to he expected, as the impedances of thin-wired,
'antennae are generally ofthe order ofln a, whilst, on the contrary, II'(O, a)
becomes l~rge of the order of lja for a, ~ 0.

233

(15)
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. Introducing the values of the u-functions into (6), (4), (5) we obtain,
respectively,

Z_o= Si!2kl~II(_z,a) +II(-l,a)-2cósklll(0,a)~. (16)

J .
Z2= sin;kl~tII(l,a)-'~'II(-l,a)-coskl II(0,a)-2P~, . (17)

Zi = +~~II(l, a) --!- II(-l, a) - cos ta II(O,. a)-t P~, (18)
sm kl .

where P is an abbreviation for
I

P = J II'(O, s) cos k(l-s) ds. (19)
a

4. Furthe~ transformatioti of the impedance expressions
It is convenient to measure the antenna dimensions electrically, thus in

radian units. This can be achieved by the introduetion of dimensionless
quantities:

2nl
x=kl=-,

A
2na

y = ka =-,
A

(2l) . (2X)Q = 2. In --;; = 2 In Y .
Then from (12)

'2 cjII(l, a) = 2 N(y) - N(Yx2 + y2 - x) - N(Yx2 + y2 +- x), (20)
'2 cjII(-l, a) = e-2jx[N(Y4x2 + y2 - 2x)"":"N(fx2 + y2 - x)] +

, + éjx [N(Y4x2 + y2 + 2x) ~ N(Yx2 +y2 + x), (21)

2 cjlI(O, a) = e-jx [N(Yx2 + y2 - x) - N(y)] +.
+ ejx [N(Yx-2-+-y-2+ x) - N(y)]. (22)

Further, as the function N(u) .hecomes infinitely large for u ~ 0 as
In u, we define (y is Eul~r's constant' 0'5772 ... )

E(~) = y + In u ~ N(u) = C(u) + jS(u) ':

wh~re the notations S(u), C(u) arethe same as adopted In a previous
paper 3):

u

f sint
S(u) = -'- dt,

t .
o

• .._!'

f 1- cos t
C(u) - dt.

. t
o
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Now lety tend to zero in the formulae (20), (21), (22). Furthermore, let
only terms of the order of In y be taken into account, small terms of the
order y being disregarded. Then on~ will get

•. 2 cjII(l, a) R:l E(2x), (23)
2 cjII(-l, a) ~ j In 4 sin 2x + éix ~E(2x) ..--:E(4xH, (24)
2 cjII(O, a) R:l JIJ sin x - eix E(2x) . (25)

Thè integral P of (19) has to he transformed in a similar way. Upon intro-
ducing ks = ~in (12), we obtain, after performing the differentiation in
II'(O, .s): •
. e-jI;. .

2.cjII'(O, s) = 2jk sin x T+ jke-Jx ~N (llx2+ ~2-x) -N(~)~-

-jk eix ~NCVX2+ ~2 + x) - N(~)~,

fx { ." . xe-i l'X'+Ö'} M
F(x) =. sin x e-Jx - sin(x-~) Y . _:_.

. x2 + ~2 ~
Y

- In ,terms' of:ihis function t~e remaining integral can be expressed as

(26)

and consequently, from (19),

2 cP = 2 sin x1cos (x -~) [e:
ö + j N(~) J d~ :t:, ..

y

y

The first integral on the right-hand side can be' solved explicitly, ~ith the
result:

j sin(x-y) N(y) + eix ~N(2 x) - N(2 y)~.

The second integral can be transformed by a partial integration, leading to:

sin(x-y) [e-ix N(VX2+y2-X) _eix N(Yx2 +y2 + x)] +
. fX sin(x-~) e-il'x'H'

+2x ---- M.
, . ~ Yx2+ ~2

Y

Probably the remaining integral cannot be expressed in tabulated func-.
tions. Thus we have to use some graphical method. As the integrand be-
comes large at the lower ~mit ~ = y, it is convenient.zo remove first this
singularity. To that end we define

x .

f sill(x -~) e-iJ'x'H' , (X)
2 x '. M R:l 2 sin x e-P" In - - 2 F(x) .

. ~ l'x2+~2 Y
y
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We then readily obtain the final expression for the integral P, viz.:, '

2 c P ~ ~-n sin 2x':_ 2 F(~) -·ln 4 sin 2~ - sin x ei'"E(2x) , (27)

and n~xi-the formulae for the impedances. In eorder to obtain the latter'in
practical units [ohms] we have to take c = -10-. Suhstitution of (23), (24);
(25), (27), in JI6), -(17), (18), gives

T);- Zosin2x. -;-j.Q* sin 2x + 2 [E(2x) + e2!'" ~E(2x) - t È(4x)O, (28)
ToZ2sin2x =-~i.Q* sin2x +E(2x) + e2jX~E(2x) +tE(4xH + 4jF(x), -(29)
ToZ4sin2x =-ij.Q* ~in.2x+ E(2x) + e2j"'~E(2x) +tE(4x)~ + 3jF(x), (30)

I
where Q* denotes the new characteristic constant

.Q* = .Q -:-ln 4 == 2ln (l/a) .

We may notice here that our theoretical impedance formulae have only
sense in the range 0 ::;;;x ::;;;2 (they are at least invalid in the neighbour-
hood of anti-resonance). Moreover, the wires must be thin (.Q ;;?- 10). If
thèse conditions are not fulfilled the "classical" method, based upon the
assumptioti of sinusoidal currents, is known to be insufficient.

5. Evaluation of the definite.integralfor F(x)
Upon iirtroducing a new variable ofintegration ç' xt in (26) one will get

F~x) = e-j'"~H(x) + G(x)~ ,
where

1

J sin x - sin (x-xt) ,
H(x) = dt = C(x) sin x + S(x) cos x,

t ,
o
1

G(x) = J sin ,(x - xt)'~1
o

ejx(l-l'f+i'l ~ dt

11+ t2 ~ t'
,(31)

Thus
F(x) '= e-j'" ~C(x) sin x + S(x) cos x + G(xH·, . ,

(32)

, The definite integral (31) can be easily evaluated graphically because (i)
the limits of integration are independent of x, (iif the integrand vanishes
at the limits, _and (iii). for x ~ n/2' (resonance). the integrand is small
throughout and is only slightly dependent on x. ' -
It appears that the real as well as the imaginary part ofG(x)'is practi-

cally' a linear function of x, such thatwithin one per cent the following,
approximation holds: . . . . ,

, G(x) ~ (0'0712 + 0'1530j) x- (0'0012 + û'0905j), (1 ::;;;x ::::;;2). '(33). .
More accura~e values of G(x) and values of F(x) are shown in table 1". '. /
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TABLE I

x I Re G(x) lm G(x) ~ Re F(x) I ImF(x) .

.
1'00 Q'0697 0'0654 0'4779 ~O'6233 I

1'05 0'0733 0'0717 0'4.568 -0'6523
i'10 0'0768 0'0783 0'4326 -0'6773
1'15 0'0805 0'0850 0'4055 -0'6980
1'20 0'0840 0'0919 0'3762 -0'7138
1'25 0'0876 ' 0'0990 , 0'3451 -0'7247
1'30 0'0912 0'1063 0'3131 -0'7303
1'35 ,0'0948 j)'1137 0'2805 -0'7305
1'40 0'0984 0'1212 0'2481 -0'7253
1'45 0'1019 '0'1290 0'2166 -0'7146
1'50 0'1056 0'1368 0'1867 -0'6989
1'55 0'1092 0'1448 0'1589 -0'6778
1.60 0'1127 ·0'1529 0'1351 -0'6516
1'65 O'll64 0'1610 O'1l22 -0'6209

, 1'70 O'1l99 0'1692 . 0'0945 -0'5859
1'75 0'1235 . 0'1774 ·0'0813 -0'5468
1'80 0'127-1 0'1857 0'0730 -0'5044
1'85 0'1308 0'1940 .Ó'0701 . -0'4593 . ..

1'90 0'1344. 0'2023 0'0730 -O'4Ü9
1'95 0'1380 0'2107 0'0822 -0'3629
2'00 0'1416. 0'2190 0'0976 -0'3131

-
6. Tables fOT the impedance functions. Example

Table I~ shows numerical ~alues of the three auxiliary functions Fo,
F2' F4' as defined by

Fo(x) = 30 [E(2x) + e2jx ~E(2x) - t E(4.x)O ' (34)

F2(x) = 15 [E(2x) + e2jx ~E(2x) + t E(4x)~ + 4j F(x)], (35)

F4(x) = 15 [E(2x) + e2j.~ ~E(2x) + t E(4x)~ + 3j F(x)] . (36)

-
'They describe the parts of the impedances not depending upon the wire
.diameter, uiz.: .

. (1) Fo(x)Zo = - 60 J. In - cot x + -,--'
a sln2 x

(37)

. . (1) F2(x)Z2 = - 90 J In - cot x + --:---,
. '. a ,sm2x

"

. (1)" F4(x)Z4 = -75J In - cotx + -,-.-'
a sm2x.. . . .

, (3,9)
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TABLE Ir

x Fo(x) F2(X) I F4(x)

-
1'00 !Î'l66 + 33'507 j 4'365 + 63'158j 4'294 + 51'557 j
1'05 9'720 + 33'054j 5'232 + 59'164 j 5'139 + 48'504 j
1'10 11'451 + 32'409 j . 6'210 + 54'612j 6'089 + 45'010 j
1'15 13'365 + 31'605 j 7'313 + 49'548 j . 7'155 + 41'112j
1'20 15'462 + ,30'657 j 8'528 + 44'058j 8'329 + 36'876 j
1'25 17'745 + 29'583 j 9'881 + 38'210 j 9'629 + 32'355 j
1'30 20'448 + 28'263 j 11'243 + 32'169 j 10'988 + 27'660 j
1'35 22'866 + 27'144 j 12'969 + 25'802 j ~2'585 + 22'744j
1'40 25'695 + 25'833 j 14'723'+ 19'421j i4'254 + 17'794j
1'45 28'686 + 24'489 j 16'602 + 13'044 j 16'037 + 12'844 j
1'50 31'848 + 23'142j 18'651 + 6'774j 17'969 + 7'973j
1'55 35'148 + 21'816 j 20'824 + O'702j 20'012 + 3'254j
1'60 38'589 + 20'529 j 23'130 - 5'016j 22'171- l'196j
1'65 42'150 + 19'317 j 25'584 - 10'502 j 24'457 - 5'462j
1'70 45'804 + 18'201j 28'167 - 15'4,37j 26'851 - 9'303 j
1'75 49'551 + 17'202j 30'872 - 19'827 j 29'34,8- 12'720 j
'1'80 53'355 + 16'343 j 33'704 - 23'592j . 31'94,7 -15'651j
1'85 57'207 + 15',645j 36'668 - 26'648 j 34'652 - 18'030 j
1'90 61'074 + 15'129j 39'740 - 28'947 j 37'439 - 19'819 j
1'95 64'935 + 14'805 j 42'917 - 30'404j 40'304 - 20'952 j
2'00 68'763 + 14'691 j 46'193 - 30'999 j r 43'240 - 21'413 j

The real parts of these Fo, F2' F4 indicate twice the amounts of energy ,
radiated into free space per second with reference to unit current amplitude.
The physical input resistances (for unit input current) are obtained when
the real parts of the F-functions are divided by sin2 x, It is to be noticed
that Fo(x) + 6 F2(x) = 8 F4(x), in consequence of (7),

Figs 2 and 3 show the curves forvreal and imaginary parts of the three
different input impedances for lla = 75, Fig, 2 clearly shows the decrease
in radiation resistance with respect to Ro' Moreover the amount is of the
order of 20 ohms if the antennae are tuned in their first resonance (x I'>::j n/2) .
.The resistance values seem rather independent of the number of horizontal
wires applied, This is obviously not true for the reactive parts; conse-
quently the tuning conditions, e,g, the resonance shortening, may be slightly
different for different numbers of horizontal wires.
An antenna is resonant if its dimensions are chosen such that, for the

applied frequency, the imaginary part of Z vanishes. The resonance shorte-
ning in per cent for the a;ntennae under consideration is

Lil '( 2 )P = -:-7 X 100= 100 1- ;; Xres • (40) ,
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Fig. 2. Radiation-resistance ctîrves:
Ru: antenna upon perfectly conducting plane earth (that of fig. la with infinitely large
plate), R2: antenna of fig. lb, R4: antenna of fig. le.
Antenna and horizontal wires are equal in length and in diameter.
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·;oWe obtained for the three different cases, as far as the main terms are
. concerned, respectively,

10 Im Fo (71',/2), Q2'6
Po = 3ft In(l/a) = In (I/a) ,

20 Im F2 (71',/2) 1'9
P2=- =----,

971', In (I/a) - _In (I/a)

(41)

(42)

8 Im F4 (71',/2) 1'8
P« = 371', In (I/a) = In (I/a) .

(43)

It is interesting to note that in case of twó horizontal wires the antenna
has to be lengthened in order to be resonant. Further, the .corrections for
.two and for four horizontal wires are in opposite directions, and approx-
_imately equal to one-tenth of that for a free J...f2' dipole, As the latter cor- .
reetion is 5%, approximately, the corrections P2'Pc are only of the order
of 0'5 per cent and therefore almost negligible (0 ~ 10).

For infinitely thin wires resonance occurs at x' = 71',/2. The value Z (71',/2)
is independent of (l/a): .

Zo (71',/2) _. ~6'6 + 21'3j,
Z2 (71',/2) = 21'7;- 1'7j,

Z4 (n/2) = 20'9 + 1·4j.

Eindhoven, November 1946
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. ON A NON-LINEAR NOISE PROBLEM

. ,by F. L. H .. J\:1. STUMPERS 621.396.822

r ,

Summai)r .
A rectangular noise spectrnm is applied to a valv~ With a non-linear
current-voltage characteristic. The energy frequency spectrum is
computed. It is shown that the partial spectra resulting around multi-
folds of the original central frequency have different forms. They are _ .
distinguished by their order. If the 'characteristic is given in the form
. of ~ polynomial or of a power series, a formula is obtained from which
allpartial spectra can be computed directly. Finally, the presence
of one or more carriers is taken into account.

- I

....

- ... " ......

1; Characteristic of degree P: One term
" ,

, .
"
./

We sh~ll consider the following situation: Noise froma normal sourc~, i~'_.
- passed through' a filter with a rectangular amplitude-frequency charac- .~
teristic. The output is applied to a valve with a non-linear current-voltag: - '.

• _curve.- What is the resulting sp~ctrum? This subject was tackled by
. Er ä n z 1). Later this aU:thor'withdrew part of his pap:r, and indicated
. another way for solving 'the problem without, however, giving explicit
results 2). Hére we will show the resulrsin a simple form, by applying the'
methods of F'r ä n a's first paper correctly. We shall proof that,·the same'
result is reached by the second,method. ,"

F~r our computation the noise at the entrance' of the filter he registered
during a certain time, which.we·take from'-3O to 30: Of this function. we ~
make a F~urier spectrum: ', .

"

t .
Ifwe make the registration a huge number of times,.an as well as bn will '
have a normal or gaussian -probahilit'y distribution, with the same standard
deviation. for all n: / -

/: "

V(t)' .En (u,n cos nt - bu sin nt).
0,. ',' '

'",

(1)

._,-W(an) dan = (3OC)-'/: e-an'!(} dan·
"

(2)

This rule holds for radio spectra, as we will consider here, but fails at much
higher frequencies. The distributions of the variables a ,and bare mutually - • ~,

'- ,
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independent. Whatever value of an is. fo~d in a certain registration, it
does not tell anything about bn or about any other coefficient. For our
purpose it is sometimes useful to introduce polar coordinates. The proba-
- bility distributions of moduli and phase angles are then:

',' .
.' 2 Tn. _~ nc "

W(Tn) dTn = een I dTn,

" 1
, W('On) d-&n= - d-&n._ 2n'

All phase angles have equal probability.
We will regard such spectra as result from a filter that only passes

frequencies between N1and !f2' The ratios between amplitudes in the trans-
mitted p~rt of the spectrum are not affected. As for our computation the ",
phase characteristic is not important, such a filter can be approximated. '
Now we sh~n, apply this spectrum to a 'device with the current-voltage

(3)
.\

(4)
\.

~
, I.'\

i.,

./

relation:
(p integer). (5)

-' Our input. signal is: " ,

If P . 2:

N,

V = .En T[Lco~ (nt + -&n).
, NI

(6)
" .. " .

....

• N, N, . " •

1 = V2 = t En Em Tn Tm cos ~(n + m) t.+ -&n+ -&m(+
, NI NI " ,

.. ". NtNt .' _ '"

. +"t E E Tn. Tm COS ~(n-ni) t + -&n--&m( .
NI NI

(7)
"

\ In the last term the frequency will be negative a number of times. It does
not 'inak~ sense, 'however, to distinguish between positive and negative
"fr~quencies. Therefore, the'last term in ('7) can better he written: '
. ,"' .'

, .f-
NI Nt n-1 . __ ,I' . •

·t .E Tn2 + En Em Tn. Tm COS )(n-m) t + -&n- -&m(-.
NI N, NI '. .

(7a) ",.
In our following formulae negative frequencies will sometimes occur,

as otherwise the regularity of the formulae would be disturbed. The reader' .
.should .keep in mind, however, 'that the significanee is stated better by
. rewriting as above. , .
If p ~3· (1 = .va), the resulting spectrum is: '

\1= va=tEEETnTm~scosl(n+m+s)t+-&n'+-&m+-&st+. ~,
+tEEETnTmTsCos)(n+.~-~)t+-&n+-&m--&s(.' (8)

To give the reader a good impression of the construction of spectra of
'. I higher degree, 'we shall giv.e one more' spectru~:

-.
"- -
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"

. :;

I -,"-;:4 ',' -Ir .E.EE.E Tn. Tm Ts Tq CO,SHn+"" + s+ q) t+ {}n + {}m+ {}s+ {}~~'+'~'"
,_+t .E.E.E.E Tn. Tm Ts Tq tos Hn.+ m+ s~ q) t+ {}n + {}m+ {}s - {}q~+
,+ ~EE.E.ETn Tm Ts Tq cosHn+m -s-q)t+ {}n + {}m'- {}s - {}q~:

" (9)
, If the original spectrum has a' central frequency w, a characteristic of degree

k obviously gives new spectra with central frequencies' kw, (k'_ 2)w,
(k -:- 4)w, etc. To, distinguish between these spectra we shall call je, k - 2,
k-4~ etc., the order of the spectrum. The cofactors of the development
for a' c~aracteristic of ,degree k ,are:,

. , \

. , A l-k (k) 'A ' , ' 'l-k -(k) ,- l-k (k) ,~' .',, ,k,k ,2 0; k,k..é2=2, 1 ;Ak,k-4=2 2 .etc .. (10) ._',_ ~
-_ '--./.

Thel~stterm,ho~vever, is Ak,l , 21-k'(t ~~_~)f~r k odd, a~dAk,o . 2-k(tk)-:
. ,.. ,_ ,

for k even. The first suffix of A indicates the degree of the chàracteristic,
and the second the order of the spectrum. The lower ~umber in the
binomial coefficient indicates the number of minus signs in the expression '
for the frequency. . . '

The original sum ~ contains (N2-NI +,1) = N terms. Each of the sums _
in the spectrum of degree ft therefore has NP terms. To find how the
, energy is distributed over the spectrum, we h~ve to answer' two,questi?ns:
. How many terms out of the NP resulf in the same frequency? How 'many
-t~rms bel0'!lg to a group with"the same phase angle?, , ' ." _ ' , :

Beginning with the first question, this one is identical with the.following:
, In how many ways can we write a certain number as the sum of pothers; _
provided we use only numbers between NI and N2• If the' same numbers,
occur in a different sequence, this has to be counted as a distinct way. It is '
clear that t~e distrihution of 'the number of ways does not change, if we

, . make the first choice, from, N consecutive numbers, the second from N.'
. other consecutive numbers: ètc. The only effect here is 'a constant shift of'
"the distrihution as a whole. We. can also take the numbers from -N2' to "
-NI' Thus the numbers of terms, resulting ~n the same frequency, are dis- ,
strihuted in the same way in: spectra of different order,but of equal degree. _'
W~en we take our numbers from 0 to N,-I each.fime.vour question is :_
~obviously equivalent to: What is the cofactor of ZB in the development of:

(1+ z + z2 +- . ',' + ZN-l)p = (f-zN)p (I-ztP ,

= ~I_'PzN + (~)Z2N -e-' (~) Z3N+ ... -f-(- ~)p(;) ZPN~
, '

~1+ pz + (p ~ 1)Z2+ (p t :)z3 + ...~'.

.' "....

This cofactor is:
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, -. \ . '. - . . -' .

",' .(p+n,l) _ ..(p).('p+.. ~~I-.-N\+,(p) ..(P.+n,:-1-2N\ + ......
• n 1 n -,N' ) . 2.. ,- n-2·N ) -

. = (p +n .: I)'.. (p) (; + n.-1 ~ N)' + ... .. . - -
p-l . I, p-l .

v.

.' .

, , .:; ,As soon as the upper. term in the binominal coefficient is smaller than the
.Iower one, the coefficients are zero: The development therefore stops au~o-

. _matically, " -,
Ifn = aN» 1, a ~ood approximation ~s given by: '

(a,N)p-l (p)Ha-l)N~P-l +,., .
. (p - 1)! 1 (p -1) ! '

'.. Np-l ~ -I '.(P) -1 (P) . , -1'· ~= --- aP -' (a-l)P +. (a.-2)P -+.,' '.
(p-l)! ,,1· ./2 .

:f~~e .~~mi;n~t~on h~s~t~ ~e -oontinued u~til'{~I)'k (1) ~a-k)P-\ wher~'
_ ·a-k~O>a:-k-1. ' . - '. ...,'

~. r : '!"', .' As the maximuni 'occurs at'ü == t Np, it 'is useful to make à .ehangè of, . .
" . ~".;coordinates, and to' put x= a'_pJ2: The numhér of term.~,resulting ~ the, .: l,
, .' '. same sum N (pJ2± x) is then given by NP:1 fp(x), whe~e' ~

. .' .... '. ',: . -'i, S(.,' c '(~)(-'.p",. :p-l
0' '.,' ,:, 1p~x)=(p_l)!(-~+2' ,- 1 ;-,x+"2-1) _:+

'.',', ".' ,- +(~)'(~X+~:-2r~~-l::~',~· .'

- :.0,-

-,

'; (11)
.,

) .......

::-",.,,' .. T~e. _'dev~lopme~t is v~lid foj_.x. >0, a~d has to_l~~co~t~ued un.~il-:-x +: -,"
;, • ,:'" .: pj2':_ k > 0 > ~'x '+ pj2 - k _:_L'For x <'0 theJunctioIi is 'defin~d by'';,
, " J~(xr . jp(lxD: -, ..... . " ,.

" '.' . The total number of terms giving a sum between N(pj2 + xl) and.
" .~:.)V(pj2'+ x2) is~NP-i-~fp(Yl). + jp(Y2) + ...-ffp(ys)t, where Yl; Y2 .:. Ys

': . are the s integers between those 'limits. If.s is large this number is
",," -.. .

, appro;ximated by , "'; ,
NP f fp(x) dx. ,

J -- .'
..~.-- , '.

.> The total number of terms is NP'-'I'herefore, ' .'
, .. +00. f jp(x) dx, ,'I. (11a)

I
,/ "',

,e ,

This is valid for both the precise and th~ approximatè expression.
, : Another way of derivingjp(x) is to start with a continuum, extending
from -t to t. and to remark that every combination in thé pth~degree
'spectrum is made up by a combination of t4e (p:- J )th-degree spectrum and' '\
th~ orlgin~l spectrum:' . ~ _' " ' I .

,',

. .'
.t _
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, . _. '---. , .~~-r
• - ' , +co :. ' +co _ ' ., ' " + 'J, ' -
'Jp(X)=JJ;,~l(X ~:y)A(y) dj.,. Jfl(X~y)Jp~l(y)dY=JJp-l(y)dy. (12) ":

~a) -co X_l/; -"

- - o-. Jp (x)' is the p-fold 'convolution of the .rectangular _dis:ribution. witP: " '
itself. Fränz wàs the first to introduce these functions in connectionwith
,I!-~!se problems, and he cillsjp(x) the n~rinal spectrum of degree p: With
the help of the Laplace trànsform, formula (11) can be derived directly:
from (12) and the condition . /' .'

, , .
~, \.-' <, fl~X)' ~\1'~:-

- - 0 '
" '~ /', -

This transform leads also to the result .-

x <'_:'L
_'t<:x<-},
x~-: t. -

, "

-. --,

1-
I

t
,I '

_'.
<, ,- " + co' '(Sin ~)P
·:h.(x)' 2;'f.e-.'iO>" __.2. dcv.~
p 2n 'cv .~ - -,

- -''''', 2 '

-:... - ... ",--' __ -

-:

(13) •
" " '\

• I."

In the same way. one can_p1'o~f that for highe; p t1i~func.tion J;(;;) ', ; " '
~ ",_ approximates ,a normal distrihution 7).. ' ' .. .' ':.. '~

, It might be interesting,' from ~ historical point of view, to note that the ,-" ,
question-discussed here is identical ~th the problem of De':M: 0 i y r e_:~ ,"
Giv~n n dice,' each with f sides, numerated 1 'to f; let these dice' he /:

'. " thr~wn at random;. one is then 'asked to calculate thè number of ways in .' ' ......
. ' which the sum can equal a given number 'po The formula containing the .
,~ solution of this and analogous p'roblemi was published without proof by:?

:~. ,De Moivre'inhis"Mensurasortis",(1711),andasiniplepr?öfwasgiyen~ .. '~ ,.',
l, .:', ~i~"Miscellanea analytica" (1730):The limits for n large were c?nsi~ered by

~, . L a pIa c e ("II'héorie analytîque des probabilités", 1812) who also proved that ~";
~_~ .th~ normal distribution is approximated for higher p. Thesehlstorical.notes . _)!
" . can he found-i.a. in Czuber's historical review 3). Later on the problem "':
ie ~ ': was iecö~sidered many timès withóut acknowledgment of earlier treatment. .
..' : In 1896 Ma ur er+] came to theproblem in a discussi~n on averages, and in,; ",-;."

the "B oltzmann Fe;tschrift" ofl904,.S ommerfeld 5) gave a geometrièal ~ -Ó, ,

.Ó, - treatment. In 1940 Fränz éomes to it from the noise side, ~nd, in-1944-".. -,,,',
"'Silb'erstein 6) starts anew. In the discussion following the last paper-
reference to some; earlier papers-w~s iïven, but ilOt to those mentioned here, ': < ~,
'Now we come to the' second qUes~io~, which is closely .associat~d '~th " c.

'the energy spectrum, If the- current is given by' I = VP, we ask for. the . ,
energy produced hy this current in a resistance of 1 ohm, and for the distri-
buiion of this energy over the spectrum. The ~nergy is defined by i 12, where

. the average has to be taken over a full period (~n to n). First we shall con- " ' ,
. ',' ,- _',. r , ' : 'C', .Ó» ~

'" --- ,,".-,~ . ~....
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\

sider the spectrum of degree pand -order p. For the moment we shall
leave the cofactor Ap,p out of acco~t. We shall correct for this later on.

One of the terms in this spectrum is
.'

- " , ' T~r~: ... T~:X. ,

, ,-, ,-::X 'cos ~(klnl + k2n2 + .+ km1tm) t + kl ~nl + k2{}n2 + km {}nm~

with kl + k2 + ka + + km = P» and~kl1il + k2n2 + +
+ km,!!m-tp(Nl + N2) = xN.

This term only can give a contribution to the mean square with terms-
having the same phase angle. There is a group ?f " '

p! ."

kl! k2! ••. km!,

terms with this phase angle, and its contribution to the energy is t~erefore

~
'p! ~2 r2k, T2k. r2k.t nJn,n,

k~! k2! ... km!
"-

In ac~ordancP"with formula '(2) we get:
, r , " ,

r2km '
"m .'

-\ " - JO:> 2
r2k = ~ e-r'/C r2k+l dr = k! c-.
, C,~

/ 0
" The energy of the group is '_ -

. \
.-

Dividing by: the numh~~ of terms, we get the energy' per term, independent
of the structure of the 'g~oup: t p! Cp. The distribution of the energy over ;,

! ,

, . the spectrum is thus conform, to the distribution of the number of terms with
the sà:inefrequency over the spectrum. The energy spectrum is th~s given by:

• >

(1.5)
..".

'Ep,p(x) = ip! CP JVP~lfp(x).

The energy- for X between- the values Xl and X2 is computed from:
,,~ , ' -. .,;, '

(here (X1-x2)N is still a la~ge number). '

(16)

The problem is a bit more complicated if we come to, the spectrum of
degree p and order p -;- 2. Here we ha~e p _: 1 positive signs and one.
negative sign. In 'the following we' have to make an exception for the
spectrum of order 0, to which we will refer later on. Again we omit Ap,p-2'" I . . ,.. ~. ,

'" ..
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Now in the ~pectrum of order p - 2, one of the terms 'is

kt k. 'km_I' XTn Tn ••• Tn I Tnm " ,
C~s~(kl nl+ k2 n~+ ...+ km~1n:_1 - n=f~ + kl1}1 -+ ... + km-I 1}nm-l"-7- 1}nm~•

If the number nrn is not found in nI' n2, ... nm:.l' the problemis nearly
the same as before. T,he number of terms belonging to a group is

kl ! k2! • • • km_I! '

and the energy of the group is

(p-I) !

I

thus giving per term t (p-I)! CP:'
However, if, the' numher n~ is already conta~ed "in the' numbers'

nl' .. , nm_l, the situation is different ...We take nl = nrn. Now the term
I belongs to a group A with ar ~erms

-,

1 (p_I)!2 CP
'lfk 'k ' k "I' 2" ~. m-I'

Tkl-I Tk, ' Tkm-I T 2 X'
n n···n IS

, cos[Hkl-I)n1 +k2";'2+ +krn--:l~m_l~t-t(kl-l)1}1 +k2:a.2+ ...km-i 1}m-d,
, , ~ . ... ' '.:' .... .7, ~ '" '

'. "wheres may he any number subject to NI < s< N2•

The number' of,terms in the ~group is'
'; ~.

,,: .

4 '
0.°, -°1 ...

~ ".' J.', (p-2)!.

. -
terms with the same phase angle.

ThClenergy of all terms helonging to the group A is the average of

.i, ~ , (p - 1) ! ~2 ~ .E k,-I k,:' km-I 2 +'
'2' "(k.-I)' k ' k' S Tnl Tn,,··· Tnm-I Ts

.L • 2"," m-I' ,
1 l' ~2'+' _ Tkl+1 k, km_1+ +. ' ~_I' k. km-I+2, ,

,kl nl Tn,' •• Tnm_1 • • • k + 1Tnt Tn,··· Tnm-r ".
, m-l ~'

where the summation has to he taken over alr~,' subject to NI :::;;s <N2;

apart f~om s ='nl, S = n2; ... , s = nm_I:

._
\
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.
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I

, .:": . "By repeated- application of formula (14) we find. the energy to be
. I '-" . I • ' ,

, ~ (p - 1) !2 CP ~' ' , 1 1 , , 1, ~ ,
y' N2+N-m+I+-+---+· ... +-- .
,(kl-I)!k2!. ..km_I!, " " kl ':k2+1 " . km_I+I ,

This w!?can interprete as an' energy t (p -1) !_ C~ for every term belonging
, to the spectrum of degree p, and an extra amount t (p,_ i) (p -I)! N2CP
, fo~ every term in the. spectrum of degree p":'_2,. The total energy in the .
. spectrum of degree P and order p - 2 is thus ~ist:cibuted as follows:

~. \

"Ep,p_2 (x) " t (p--: I)! CPNp-l~fp '(x) -+ (p:_ 1) fP-2 (~) ~ , (17)

:'

I
"'I '

and the energy between Xl and x2 is N J Ep,p_2 (x) dx.
"',

_._ In the same way we can make the computation for the spectrum of order
',:' ,,',,1: p-4 and degree p. Its energy distribution is giyen by:

•t ... • ' - " ~. --. • ""

.r .;-,',. :.È;,~-4(~)~ t(p_':_2)! 2!NP-~ cP- ~fp~x) ~ (~) ~(P-;:-2)fp_2(X)'+_(P;~)fp"-4(x{.' (18)'

~.,: ': • And, an,;i~g~';,Iy,th~ ,~,i~:d;'';ih~!i0n ;'o~,tJÎ, ;p,ctr~i,:of.o~d.,?.: 6_, ': 1
. ' ' and degree pis: .....' _ < > ;',.1

ç • ~", • ,. 'E _ (x) = {,(p' -3)! 3!NP-l CP X • ,- ", ,_ ,p,p 6 , , " ,

, :~.~; p'p(x) +G) (pOf3)fp_2(X) ,+(~)(P-;~)'j~-4(x)'~ (p.-;-~) fp-6(~')~' (I?).,,·
.) ,,~, '.' . ,. '

t~;:--. , . .i: For odd p~we~s this trèatme:i:tt'is quite ge~e~al.·For éve~-po~ers we'~av~ _,:",
· :", :.'" still to 'consider the 'spectrum of ordet O. In' this spectrum, apart from:the
.~ -.~'~ dir~ct-current'tèr!ll, all terms occur twice; once ~th apositive frequency -,'

': . '_', . and once With a negative' frequency of the same absolute' value, As we have" :<
:: ,;:. - .already pointe,d out, it makes no sense to distinguish between 'positive' , ,

· S'> -'. .. ánd negative frequencies, therefor-;;, these terms have 'to be taken together, .
-; _}.~ !-' bèfore squaring. Thus the eilergy derived in formulae (I§) to (19) has to be ~ .,'
':_ ,; 'multiplied by ~ for 'thè positive frequencies and by 2 for the fiireéi. current, ' ,~

.;,_. ' ',.' < The above formulae can also be derived by' a generalization from exam- ,~,"'
~ , e- • ples in which ~mly few i;equ~ncies oéc"ur.~ . _ <. - , , •• c

,; We have notyet defined.Jo(x). For the discontinuous spectrumfo(O) = IV, ..
- and fo(~) = 0; if x;:f o. -If we use integrals' (or' make tl}e spectrum con- '.

,< • t~u~us) fo{x/ . '<5(x);<5(x) . O:if x'* 0; Jco<5(x) dx = 1. .This d~il!ition /~

.: - is' indic~ted by the r~~~rrencc re~atio~. Ob:ously the ~ire~t-curre~t term"
- holds a special positión, as it isnot z~ro m: the average. ' ' . . -

',We still h~:~ ~o correct for the óini~ted c,ófattors.-(1p,p, etc. ~s an exa?tple-
wè will compute all spectra of degree 6. The cofactors are _-

, 'I." - ...... - ~ - -

. A 2-5 'A' '. . '2-5 ('6) -A - . 2-~(6) A: 2'-'-6(6)
6,6.= , ;. 6,4:- . 1; ·6,2= :. 2,;' . 6,.Q.. ',3',

./



~6.6(~) . 2-:-11: 6! .?V5 C6 16(X ~ 6w) , ' -.
E6.4(X)· 2-11, 6 '.6! N5 C6 V6(X - 4w) + 514(x.--: 4wH,' ', .:
'Eii•2(X) _. 2-11 (~) 6! N5 C6 ~16(X-:- 2.~)'+ ~14(X~2~) +-·612(X-.2w)~ ~

~6.0~f) ,:. 2~(~)6! N~ C6~2j~(x)'+ 1814(x) +' 1812(x), ~'fo(x)~' 'C

. , ; l ~ - '

;,~ , NI +Nz .,_..
llW _ -"-.....::.___-=

,,- 2 ~ ,;... _~~~---.
'\.:.. " " * " . I

" " ~ ~ ,_ " , _' I ,I _ _).~

_' Th_elast 'term has 'been corrected for zero ,o,rder, and is only; valid for- - "~ ';,
,<x ;;;:::O. FrÓni formula (12)'1;}~enumerical.values can 'easily he dedu~ed. The; '~,'.. ','';J
~, form of the spectra is seen in fig. 1. It i~'cle~r, that iD. the spectra 'oflowe~ .." 1

-. ." • ~; i
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The energy Spê~;i~ are"n~w' ~ven~by ::
, -- .. -- ...

"

J' ' 90 - , .:~6,1\ " .: ' ',.

,~

. ~llf \\ !
"

l:
,

, '\' 1/:7I~) '~
, ;' J 1\ "

N
. ._

"
, ,~ ,-

IJ I \ 1\\:' - - ,

- rif';;'
~ ,

i\" : " TI 1/ "

,.\\ ,. - - ' .
\ :/! . 1\:\. "

, f

3 ' ,-' "- . ".;'

\. " IJ 1/./ ' ., ~\\ ',\,:'J ..
" -_

\ ,,~' il/ 11, \1\\ "
-- <

~ -
- ~ ~,

-
~ ~

~
! ,

0 - "

, .

';., ,-4'ÁW 2.dw _ 0 '-, 2Áw 4'Áw ;, - : • ':,
+2.1w(Fo)' , +4.dw(Fö} "', " ". 48920 - " "'. '.'

'Fig. I. Form of the 'energy spectra for a èh!!l"acteristicÏ = VO. F4 is';h~ spectrum of o;d;t "; :-:\~~,
4; etc., Llw is the bandwidth of the originalnoise spectrum. " ; _-. ,

, '\- • .., -...... • • " -;.. *- -' ';: .•' ..

, .C /. > ~~~-~.-:
. ' "";l.. , - -;. ,," - ': .- " ,- " . _,' ::._: ,

order the.t'riormal-spectra" ofthe eorrespondingdegreehave a v(;lry marked '-_'-,
, ~fluence. I~ fis. 2 the spectra are drawn on scale (Iogarithmic). v ',' <~'..
_ Spectra of different order do not infl.ue~ce each other as they do 'n~t êv~ '~.
. ~he same c6mb~ation óf phase angles, So, even if the original spectrum is r

so broad as to cause overlapping 'of higher-order-spectra, the energy can be ~ , x ..

computed by simple ,addition. ", - ".
, Herewith we f!nish the computation of the output-energy spectrum of a

_ non-linear device' withca characteristic [_ VP. " '

," '

'\,....

I,'.:,

" ,



I' . '•• tèj;ms in the energy if the degrees differ an even amount, Consider the spec- .
• . _trum of order p - 2. Here o~y the terms . ' ,

.... ,~ ,....,. . -..~

".: \ .". t= a
p
_2 Vp::-2+' ap VP .

.. r. , .

. have to be taken into account, With ~àch term in 'the' spectrum of degree
p--2 and order p-2, there correspond about (p-l) N terms in the spectrum
•of d~gree p and order p-:-2.The spectrum of order p~2 contains terms of
the form: . .

. .' -23-p• ap_2 EE· ... · L'r::r:: ::. r::cos H~lnl+k2n2 + ::.kl~l);+ {jn
1
+ -&nl~+ :..

+21-p 'ap,'p L'L' ... Er::r:: ... r:: rs2cos ~(klnl +k2n~ + .~.k[1il)t+ {jn
1
+ -&nl~'. '

, .

- ..' '

". ... ,_,

1 .
, •. I

-,
'.-
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2. Polynomiál or poioer-series characteristic

rWe will now consider a polynomial characteristic:
\. .

I = no + al V+ a2 V2 + .. ,ap VP.

Terms of even and odd degree do not influence each other, as they ca~
never give spectra of the same order. There can, however, be combination

_

~
\ / \.
\ / \ I.~V6_

,

2 \ / \
I \

,

- ,, , ,.. ,. .'

I \
_.

1\ 1 \
\ \ . 1 \ 1 . \- \ 1 \ .\ .
2 , I , \ : I \10

s .. I
I _;- - .'

/- .
--2 -- . .
/ ~1

, \

. J

_ 0 2Aw • 2w-2Aw 2w ,,2w-2Aw 4w-2Aw 4w _4w+2Aw 6W-2Aw 6,w. 6w+2Aw r

48921 •• I

Fig. 2; Energy spectra for a charaeteristic ~ =:=' !,,6 (on 5c~e).

e:



As another e~ample we, take the spectrum' of order p - 6. In the same ~
way as,'above new co~f!icients are introduced:

... ,~p-6=27-pa~_6; ~~~. ,y-p(P~)ap~;pp~~ .23-P(P 2 2)ap_2; Pp' 217P(~)~~'.~'

'The.eneigy can then be given in,the form: , "
'. ,~. I • _,; ... ,/ • • ...... ...

Ep-6(x)=t~P;_6 Cp~.F-6+ 2Pp_6Pp-4 Cp_6•p-4+ 2Pp_6 Pp-2 CP-:6•p_2+..:~Pp2Cp,p~, \' .
;.;where" # '" ~.

'C;~S,;~21 :(3:-~)!(p-t ~3)!~~1(~Cy~;-s~k ~3~S tiJ (p-!- .,s)h-2S-2k:(X);:.. _
k,s ànd t ll;reintegers subject to the conditionà: - ~ . , ..

. ~ ) ~ .
.,

- .
( -,

"

• ---O-N-A--N-O-N-.L-IN-,E~,A-R-N-O.-I~SE~P-R-OB-L_E_M 2_5__1
- ...

where kl + k2 + ... + kz ~ p-2, and s can have all values subject to
Nl:::;;s < N2• .' ."

.In both terms we get' the same phase angle, and therefore their product
appears ill the energy spectrum. Using nearly the same reasoning as be-:'
fore for the characteristic L--: VP and tlie spectrum of order p - 2 we can :._

.-easily prove that (leaving cofactors out of account] to every term in the'
first sum corresponds an energy contribution in the product of N (p -1)! ',~

, Cp-I. This is independent of the structure of the term.
. If Pp-2 = ·23-p . àp_2 and Pp-2 = 21-p =P • ap the mixed, term in the ene:rgy
is: Pp Pp'-2 (p -1)! o+ JVP-2 f~-2 (i).'. .....

The results for the terms containing a; and 'a!_2 can he taken from the
computation for a one-term cliaracteristic. In this way we get the total
energy distrihution of the spectrum of. orde'r p~~: • .

Ep:"'2(x) = t (p-2)! Cp-2 Np-3 [Ppjfp-2 (x) + 2Pp Pp-2 NC (p-Ï)fp_2'(X) -+ '
" "" + Pp2 (p':'_1) IY2C2 ~fp(x) +. (p-3)fp_2 (x)O .• . (20)

,. .. ~ .

_. , \

o < s ':::;:; 3; '0 ~ i ::;;s, 0 < k <: 3_':'_s •

,Of course,' a 'e~rre~ti~n ,has to h~ m'ad~ if p - 6. :.'
.The reader will have little difficulty in generalizing this formula for spectra'
of other orders. . ' , .

.... /.'. ..'... . '

We can now apply our formul~e~o characteristics of the gen~r~ form:

.'

",

(21) ,-

and compute the energy spectra.
First we introduce functions gn(Y) related t~ the original 'characteristic by:

gn(Y) = £. ~n~2~Y'/S I." .'
o

Consequently gn+2(Y) = gn'(y) ..
0' i

/ I
I
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The 'computation of the energy spectrum of order zero gives the result:. - - ~

'with y' ' i.NC. This is .v~lia f~r x :2:: 0; the correction necessary for
,-.. .. ~ ,..... '. 't • I

order has been made.· . - s

. ': The energy spectrum of order ~ is' (n f=. 0) ;~ . ,

2k2 () "'N ., on 0> Y gn+2k Y - 0
:,En(x) = 2y ;:k. (n + k)! k! fn+2k(X- N~)'

zero

, \

(23)

No isthe-o~iginal èentral frequency {, (NI' + N2):

In the special case ~f an exponential characteristic aU coefficients an are 1, .
and the functions 8n(Y) are equal to eY. F~r an exponential characteij.sti~,
the total energy of o~der_zero is 'computed with'the help of equation (Ua)

", .. , "':' "'/ N~ :(NC) ,,', -.:.:~, ' ',-','
Eo :;- e' 10 -. .' ,;', , . ',--.-e- (24) " ':r: t Ó; > è'.', •• ,,:,2 ,:" .._.... 0'-'" :~:. .'. '_0 ,

The tótal ~n~rgy' of t~e spectru~ ofthe rtth order-is: ," 1~ . ' > '; _

;i~' ".,,.,,.;"", ·~ __É.n./'_'.2~J/.~~i~(~C),.'·· 7'~,,(25)'~l-~

• • .., ... ~ ~1 H~rê .,..._- ",_, .\~ .~"~~~.- -I I~' , ~ '.. _"" • _ •. .» ....4'

, >. :,.'Ç,~' ln(z) = i-nJ~(i~), ; (In(Z)'~ot be ~o ~o~iused With the'~~;eilt I)~
.. ~ __ ~ .. _" '._ J ._ . " ' _ • , .... " •. _., " !-

:' .:: and Jn(izY' is the Bessêl functionof order n a~d argument iz. If the charac-".' "
'_ _.~ • ~'.. A. ,. . _ \ . • - - •

:/ teri~tiè' is givenin the forin: " -; _ ' ""'; - , ':, ;' " ,•
• ",...,;.;.. \. __ .; ,~. • - ~- 0 ,",. \ - • • • • -:: .", i _ '"

- '":. • ;. .. -, r' I v.' :",'- v _'"\ . f ;:_ " "

.....-'~,...-.~, .." " ;:__=' ~'Ve -.,' -'; .'''''.f" , .~.

:.:' I. 'IIl~ ". ~.. -...... :""," ~o. :,--" ' ,;
'" - ,. ~ ... ~ .~

- '" ~. and 'if' the effécti~e noise voltageis 'vn', we g;t inste~d" of for~uia (25) ,
: ot '. ~ _ _ ;, .,' . _ ... ... -, ,_ '

'. -

- ...~

.. V, I -_._.-. "!

-::En ='2 eV:' I~ ('Vn:,)' • ..
, ,Vo "

-::.:'.:' ,- With'our'for~ul~e we, ~an,als~ co~pute' :wh~tparr of the energy is. con-:
".~ ~ '. tained ill a certain frequency hand. In fig.']i one. can ~'lèin what-ha:Î:td 50
'-... or .90% 'of the total l~w-frequ~ncy energy- is present, for 1...:..VP and.

p = 2, 4,~6, 8. ' ,~, , '
I I _ " .•'

", .' Our computation inv~i~ed o~ly o~e integral' (14).'The :proof of th~ f~r-
.mula:~ only needs ~ careful counting' of the cases in which the same -phase
angleis present. Moreover the formulae are valid without anyapproxima-
tioà for' any number N and .not only for IY -: 00. One has 'o~ èo_urs~,to replace
_ '. . -" c - :"',. - ' ~ - •

.- (25a)

u' ,

. .
, -

-..' - J ".- ,\" -' "
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. ~the. appr'oXi~at~,fo~mu!aIp(i) ..·(valid' f~rlarg~' NLby ti~· ori~~ i~rmüia
<.' of De Moiyrè. If one considers a fewexampÎes for very low values ~'

of N; the' general trènd in the structure ofthe.energy spectrum soon comes
: ,.- f~l'ward. The genèral'proof, however~ is rather cumbersome; though ,oIlly~
, -::)el~~enta:,y .operatioüe are included: '\ -- .." " . .:'

,
~' : ,

/ P -
p

t
.
1

~

',' ,
~ \ '1' 4

- 1\

1\

"

1\

\

, 90~.L.....L....1..· '-:'l::a"'.5L:-Aw.J,L....-,L....-L-l..."""' ..dL.w....1.....J,'-. ...l-....1...-:::t.5.':-:,,"""'w.L....L-l....-L.2""A:-w..J.'--''--'''--' ,
48922 •

, " Fig. 3'.The barid c~ntaj.ning50% ~f the totallow.frequency energy fo~'I :i:, VP. A,lso.the' I

, band containing 90% of .this energy. Bandwidth of the original noise 'spectrum: .dw.
\. . . -"",~ .

."\,
Forthis reason we will giv~' a·straight.f~rward proof of);he ge:ne~alf9r~- ,;

'müla (23) in.:'t.he way Fr än z indicated in hi~ correction 2). \ ;:' '. - -
, 'l'he- characteristiè is: ' . - ._ .' ,

-c ,

-,
,'" '

"

.1, .
. ,-,

, . co ap, i'
J=.Ep-·V." .

• , q p! '

...... .

.~- . ,.~

,.,
...
I

"

, '

, .

; ....
• ,IC ~'.

'.- "

" ,,, 1

, '
(2IY'< . -r..

.... ' - ........... ~,-:-" '

;-.,_ .. .t
... '.

,~ - ') - '.

- - .......

./Thë Fourier spectrum of th~ original noise a~ 'observed from ~n lJ!ltil 7" is: ,;' ~- :~':
_ k ~ _ "',_ '_ , • • _. 7

N"

":'v.= E: (an cos nt~b~ sin nt) .
-, N,' \

~~ _ _I -, <, • ..... J .- -, "_,,'

~ The probability, distribution of an and bn is given by: .~~ ~, ' . ~ ,

':':' ..

l •

I ,

,-

'. 7 ',,' '_ . 1 .
W(a ) da. '- -- e-ans,C dan ,n - ,,- , n,
" ynC- ,-~.
"

.'~....,(lr.' _. ':',
, ..

(2) ~
,1:-

".
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I

W ' 1, -bn'fC(bn) dbn = -r=x e d~n .
vnC

. (2a) I
/ "

We'make a Fourier spectrum of I:

"I= Re i:fmeiml,
o (~7)' "

where
2", •If 'fm = ;:;; I(t) e-,ml dt

o
,'2,. _ '

fo =~f I(t) dt •
o

(m:;tO), (28)"

{28a)

'T,

, ,

" ' The energy for the frequency n is given by t f"nfn *. ]for the direct-current
term- it is f02. • , ' " '
As usual the * h..dicates the complex conjugated. The energies ,are func- ,

tions of the amplitudes an arid bn. We can .make an,average over a great
many ob~ervation periods 2n. Then - /" i . ",

imim* - JfmJm*(aN" bi" . ; .:aN,'; bN,) iJW(al,bl)d~ldbl." (29)
. . I .•

Thus formula '(29) is a shortér way of writing 'the integral that results'.'
from the following procedure: Introduce the expression (1) in the integral'
(26), 'and,the result of this operatien in (2'1). Now replaceF[s] in (28) by _

- ': ", the expression just obtained. f~ is written as an integral over-z and i invol- '
ving summations over n, and p. In' the same'way f'm * is ,written asan inte-

'. . gral over t2 a~dz2 with suinmations over n andq: Finally-together with these
.~results, (2) and (2a) are introduoed in (29). "',

First .of all we carry out the integration over an: .
,.

(30)
;

.......

i "

In the same way the integration with respect to b~ gives:

1 ,+co ' i: 2 ,'- -.' • '

,j . \f exp s_ ~-~(bnZi sip,ntl + i; Z2 sin nt2)l as,=V ne (C, " , . S
-co -. .' C < "

= e" '4 (z,.~ nI, + =, sin nt,)'

"

(31)

The product of all 2N integrations for the a's and b's is: . ". . ... , \
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.~, - ,. ' ~.,," ~
Regardingthe integrations over tI and t2 we can sée that the integrand is
, only' a functionof (tl -;- t2).' As the 'irrtegrand is periodic in both variables:' ,. '.. .

'r

.'

> .: In our case this integral is:
I " .-

" . . 2 n , .: -e ~ . NI t·· _~. . -;;J exp ~- 2Z1Z2:cosmv~inv~,~v.·
. .' -n .I '. • •

, '
The sum in the exponent is': .

Nv
M sin - . COS NOv. ,H, . 2
E cos mv = ----~~

.~ .
(32) l :-.

N, v
sin-

2

whereNo = t (NI + N2) and N = ,N2 - NI + 1: " :' . .'
upon introduetion of the new variable Nv - p,; and for N increasing to
Infinity" (while No/N and n/N remain finite), the integral approaches:

+~ , ,~,r exp S_:_ NC ZlZ2 :sin ~ cos No p,-i np,l dp,' . y-:
:no .? 2 f1,2 N ,N~ ....

, '
I . _ • •

2 0) +fco (-;-'I)k (NCz1z2)k (SinfI/2)k ,k_- (k) i(k-~~) ~ I-'-i~ I-'- .Ek -- --.Er e dp,.
:n 0 k! 4. p,/2 ,or \ ,

. -co I:

r , -co

Using equation (13) we cB;nalso' wr~te instead of thi.s:, . '

, 0) _ k 'NC' )k - . 1. ~ No n ~.4 E (-1) I- ZlZ2 .E~ ik (2r-k) - +- .
n \ 4 0 (k - r) ! r! . .N N

We still have to perform the i~tegrái:ions over Zl a~d Z2
" . NC ,', '_

0) 0) a a fof e-T ("t' + z,') . .Ep .Eq ..J!.......J. ' -- . (- Z Z )k dz dz - /
4 2 (' )p+l. (' )q+l I2 I 2-oo:n tZl tZ20

• NC
--=11 . 2

_ SEap.1 e 4 (i'" )k dz ~ _ /
-? 2:rr.! (iz1)p+l NI IS ~

7 ~.

•
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-~ -e- co)"'; - ,(NC)t '1!2 k " 1.' S· '< No m~ .
fmfm* =_=.=4EkEpàp - " . Er,-, _'-' fk~(2r~k) -+-r

' • _ - ~ 0 \ ~. (P - k) ! 0 !!(k - r)! " N N
\. ,.} ,'. '- , '\ (3~)'

Now we collect ail spectra ofthe same order h,: -,L - "

-, . '- -
, .
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" , '.-
Summing all int~grations and summations. ~è get: '

. 2r-k=-b,
p-k = 2l;

k ' 'a- +b,
P = 2r + 2l + b, "

"O<r<oo,
O~l<oo .

.- Intr';,duction of thes~ relations in (34)'leads to the result: "'-- " ..
"

. fmfm * = .I, b _ . ,
. co co ~ co (Nc)r+'1+21~2 '1 ." (, N. "om)" ~ 4 Eb' Er Ez ab+2r+2l' '_' _ .' - ' ,. ' f2r+b -r-r- b, ~ +- .

o ,0 0 • ~ ,4 " l! (b+ r)! r! < • NoN "
(3.?). -,

:... .,' <. • - 'co _ '0 ,- NC I 1 .
,:.i.. : ,Be 8.b+2r (y) = ~l ab+2r:~2l (4) fl'. ' I I

_-,: ;' ". ,.. ,'.,.,., ,'~, :,\.-...
'- 'r:: 'F~è~the energy for, the frequency m in the ~pectrum of order b i~:

,. '.

.: _- ,Eb(m) : 2 f:r ',:l_~__yb +'2r '8b~~r2(y) fb,+'2i (-i No,+- m). (23a).;'
": '.' 0 (b + r)!r!. " C" N N _ - , .....

" -..._ r .. '. ..' ... l -'. " r, .._,...._'" _ . ,.., ~
- -. Ö'~y f9r the zero-order spectrum háve .w~_to correct. the direct-current ~ .:

-'_ ~term, because we have to use thè expression (28a) :instead of (28) -and f02 - ,
~' ",' <instead of tfnjn<'This leads directly to (22). '~. , .', . ,.' '. .

:. . If ' ~.' .. ~ , • A -... - .) - _ -ti"

.: ~ ~,.'-:,' 'Noise' spectra in ~resence oj Farrier waves' " ~., ~~,... .",
- ~. '. • - _. ... 'l, -": ~... '.. ~\.', ~. • ." . _I.._ , " ..

.~, _ .. , ..The -problems. resultingfrom -the addition 9f~otte~.ormore carrier waves ~~
'" .: ._',can also' be solved in both, ways. We will only use the first -method for a': .
- ,',', - fOl1.rtll-d~gr~êcharacteristic anc! one or two carriers, .Original spèc~~un;i:":"

,- -::~. - -, -
" , V = a cos WIt+ Ern 'cos (nt + -&n) .

«;

r. _- ...

. .".._ ..
- Output spectrum öf the non-linear device (low-frequency terms _only): , '

'" , .. f. • _

V4' 'ia4+ta2EErnrmco~~(n~m)t+D~~-&mt'+' " ~'
'_+J EEE~Tn Tm. "» rq'cos Hn + m -p"":'q) t + -&n+ Dm --&p -~q~ +'+ t a3 E r~ cos (nt-wlt'+ -&n)+ ' ' ~"", -
+ t ~EEE rn Tm. rp cos ~(n + m"":::p) t -f!Jlt + ,-&n-+- Dm_::-&p~+_

'<. ,+ t a2,EE.rn Tm. cos Hn+ m) i:--2w~t~Dn + -&:;~.
, " ~,' ',. - ',. , " .' .
We havealready met fh'efirst three terms; they arealso present without '

'the ,~'ddiiio!Ï,of a carder. The energy computation for th~ fourth term is ~'... .,' ..-

\.;'_ ~ "
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/,

analogous to, the calculation of the' energy spectrum of the first order for
a third-degree polynomial characteristic. Keeping this in mind, we obtain
the following result. Energy spectrum: '

Eo(x) = 6'\ (a4 + 4a2 NC + 2 N2C2) .Jo(x) +-B- N2C2(a2 + NC)2 .J2(x) +
+% N4C4 .J4(X) + ~~(a2 + 2 NC)2 a2 NC :J1 (x + ca - (1) + "
+ t a2 NS Cs .13 (x,+ co - (1) + -Ar a4 N2C2 .J2 (x + 2w-2(1)'

I ,, ,
In this éxpression w (central frequency of the input noise ,spectrum)and'
W1 are normalized in such a way that the bandwith of the input noise
, spectrum is the" frequency unit. After introduction- of effective voltages the
totallow-frequency energ~ ~an he written: ' " '

, .
a2J2 = Vs2 ; NC/2 = Vn2, ,. . ~ , . . .

'Eo = t (Vs4 + 4 Vs2 Vn2 + 2 Vn4): + 36.(Vs2 =+- Vn2)2 Vn4 + 9 Vn8 {-

''. + 18 (Vs2 + 2 Vn2)2Vn2 Vs2 + 36 Vs2' V~6+ 9 Vs4 Vn4." (36)
• 1",' '.

Th~ first term gives only 'di~ect-currènt 'energy. Leaving this out of account, " ,~
the total noise plus signal' energy bea;s the following ratio to the noise
'energy alone: . ->.

36 (1 + y2)2 + 9 + 18 (y2 + 2)y2 + 36y2 + 9y4
- -

,t 36 + 9 "
= i.+ 4 y2 + 2'~ yi + O~4y6. (37)'

"

. ' . '"

If two' c~rriers are present:
" ,

, V=~cos w~t :+ b cosW2t + '.E Tn cos (~t -I- 1}nf, '/ " '

a~d the characteristic is again; 1= V4; the lów-freque~cy terms in: the spec- .:
- . .' I •

trum are: '
, .

y4 ' ,t (~4 +- 4a2b~+ b4) + * (a2+ l}~)l7.ET~TmCOS~(n~~)t + Dn-Umt+'
, . + t .E.EE};TnT:m Tp tq cos Hn +. m-p-;--q) t + Dn+ ~m:-Dp -1}q~+

+ta2b2cos2(W2-Wi)t+' ' '
+ tab (a2 + b2) cos (W2-Wl) t;t- I: '

- . + 3 a~ .E~'Tn Tm COS ,~(W2-W~) t + (n-~) t + On -,1}m~ +
+ ta (a2 + 2 ~2) .E Tn cos ~nt-w1t +1}n~ + " ,-' _. .
'. -, ,+tb(b2+2a2)ETnco$~nt-w2t+Dn~+'

+ t a .E.E.E_T~T~ Tp'cos ~(n + m- p) t- w1t:+ On + Um -Dp~ + '
+ t b .E.EETn T~'T; COS ~(n + m - p) t- W2t:+:{}ri + Om -Dp~ +
+~a2 b ".E Tn cos ~nt + W2t - 2W1t+D1t~+ .
+ tab2 z-; cos Int + W1t - 2w2t + Dn~+'
+ t a2,.E.E Til.Tm COS ~(n + m) t- 2w1t +Dn + Dm~+
+ t b2 .E.E Tn. Tm COS Hn + m) t- 2W2t+ On +Dm~ +
+ t ab .E.ETn Tm cos'~(n + m) t-W1t-W~t + On + 1}~~ •

'''. ._.~ . ",

......

, -,
, .
Î
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Consequently the Iow-frequency energy spectrum- can he built up by
.additi~n of'-thé following energy spectra: .:- ,

a) A noise spectrum beginning with the direct-~urrent_ co.mpo.~ent and
~ -extending over twice the original bandwidth. This spectrum is computed

in ~he same way as the zero-order spectrum for a polynomial characte- -
_' ristic of degree 4: ,.

, , -ft ~(a4+4 a2 b2+ b4) + 2 (a2 '+b2) NC + N2C2(i 'fo'(x) + ". ' .
+ t N2C2 (a2+ b2+ NC)2. f2(X),+ i N4C4. f4(X),

Here we have considered Co.nthlUo.usspectra. The first term in the ex,,;,
preesion is the direct-èurrent energy. .
" b) A component with frequency 2 rol -'- 2W2 and energy -;~ a4b~
,c) A' noise spectrum' around. the central frequency WI - w~,built up ID .

the same way as a zero-order spectrum for a polynomial characteristic ".
of degree 2, but extending both sides from W1 - W2 [therefore the usual
correction fo.r zero. order is not neceesary here}." . . '. '- ,- .

i '. '_" i ....ç~ ~ -:-", _:~. .: .." ' - " '

ia~b2.(a~+ b2+ 2 NC)2; fo (X-COl + (2) + t á2b2N2C2·.f2 (X-COl + w;).
• - .' - ,.', .' J! ~ ~', /" ~. -., ..,.." , .. .." .. , _ ~..' J .. ~ ..

If this formula gives energy at n:ega1ivefreqUenciés the amount of energy
herè should b~ added to. the- energy at the pósitive frequency o.fthe~sàme'

, absolute t-~ue: This appliesalso to. ~h~ following spe'ètra.' ", , -. '. '~
,'. "": d) A no.~se'spectrtim ~ihcè:itiral frequency'co-w1, !o,be ~~mpu~eQin '

'. the same way as the first-o.rder speètrum, resulting 'from a polynomial-
characteristic ofdegree 3. As befote w is the central frequency''of the ori-

_' . zinal n~isè~sp'ect;um.· :.: . ' '. >'.: '.' .' , 'd I,~o~ ,~
~"-.~: ..~t..'.. '.',~-. ,;~: , __ .:~.Ó:' • " ,I' ....• '/'. ,"_ ..... __ -. _ :-. .- ,.'%

.. , " ':'. tNC a2 (a2 + 2b2+2 NC)2. f1 (x +W1~w) + t a2]V3-C3.f{x +COI:-W). "

',/ :~"-. ,~,:~) À.'~oisè ~pectrum ~t~ 'centr;if~eqri~n~~ W~W2; T~i:'follo.~~,·~~~iI; ,
'. \'~" 1:', fro.m d) liy intèrch:m~g a and b, OJ~ and' ~2:' , ;,,;", .', ': .':
I~. •. -'iNC b2 (b'2'+ '2'a2 f ~NC)~. fi(i.+ w:--:w) +' t b2Naca 'Ja (x +~~~:'w).
t. , f) Spect:ra wi~h central frequencies ~ + (.02 - ~W'l and W + cVI :..:.2W2

" . with the form of the original noise spectrum, . - , ' .' ". '. ': ' :
. - . ~. ~. - . - - :- .. . :- ~

*~4b2NC'fl (x + 2W;-W2-W) +la2b4NC'fl (x + 2W2-CO;--W) .
.. _ ~' ~.- , • .:: - _', " "', ~ • J • . '.

~ g) Spectra with ce~tàt1 frequencies 2w-2wI' 2CO-WI-W~ and 2co~2w~ .. ,.:..
, with the form of a normal spectrum of degree 2. .' -'

'" \ -. .
~ft á4 N2C~· f2;(X + 2 w1- 2'c:(j) + -Ar b4N2C2. f2 (x +.~w2 ~'2 ai) + .
, ;; '. ' ... _" - .+ta.2b2N2C2·1~(x+~1+w2-20)).

. •• Again introducing ~ffective ~oltages:·
r·., .., I, ~ . ,.'

, . , -",
a2/2 ' Vs2, b2/2 ='V,2, .1vCf2 ....:.Vn2, VdV«= X, V,/Vn~ y,'.. . ~ :..... .. _......... ,,~ .. -~ ....
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and exciuding the, direct current, th~ ratio of t~e energy; whenthe signal of
frequency 0)1'ispresent to the e!lergy when this signalis absent, is given ~y::

_i5 -+- 180(x2+y2) + 117(x4+y') + 540x2y2 + 18(x6+y6)+ 234x2Y?'(X2+y2) + ~l ~-4.} 4,+ 18;;2.}2(x4+y4)
45f-180y2+117.}4+_~8yG, ..:.

', " , I \

For y'l~tge, the resultis ~ 1 -+:x2, as in the intermediate frequency spectrurir, '
For a square-law characteristic the ratio is (compu~,eçl'in the ~ame way]:

_' ,,: _'

]!'or y = 6 the results !lr( ...
: ....1 + Î'16S x2 + 0'0612 x4 + 0;00067 x6 -: and, 1 + 1'014 x2,. respectively . .'

. ',' . ~. .- -. ",' - .: -'. . ,., " ~ ,: ':.
--. '~For y = 2: : .' ;;". ;/ .

.. ' ~ ." • _ "'... ~ _. • . • -:)0 ._ ,... ~~
'; 1+ 1'910 x2 +0'449 x4,+ 0'0238 x6, al!-d:l + 1'111 x2; .• - "

r .;. J • • ..... • , , . ,~'. '._ ........' " J " ,

L: ":If we 'compare these results with fo~mula (37)~è see that the higher-degree-
, ' terms are much smaller than without th'e extra carri~r. A large extra éairier ~"
•. has a lineariziJ:ig ~:ffect. . ' . . -- .' , - '., : '

For higher-degree spectra ormore carrier waves the computation may
, require in~r~time, 'but no essentially new prohlems areto he ëxp~cted.' ".
- Therefore, we can finish' the computation of the energy spectra resulting
fro~ the application of ~oise and .carrier: waves to. a non-linear. charac-
tèristic.· .~' .. ~, . . '''.,' ~. ".'".. -'.' .

• I •For liter~ture' OILe~:ilie/ tr.~attne~ts ot' thi~ problem (mostly 'confined to':'
c_ square-law characteristics) we refer t6 '.Fi-ä:ç.z's paper I}. ' .;
...... • ..' , c;;.:..... ., _: ... :\ ..... ' .... ~." _;) .' ''''' ..

. .,. ' ... '~,~ ." .. ~,", . ' ... '.. , . " ...-' .. ":

'.Euidhoven, ':August 1946~.~'

.'

.".- ..._~

~ . ,
: i .
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HARDENING OF METALS
BY INTERNAL OXIDATION

by J. L. MEIJERING and M. J..DRUYVESTEYN

"

Summary
.. As was described in Part I 18), certain alloys of Ag, Cu and Ni with ~
few atomic % of a homogeneously dissolved metal having a sufficient
affinity for oxygen can be dispersion-hardened by diffusing 0 into
them. Two conditions. must be satisfied. Firstly the oxide must be
formed not as a surface layer, but dispersed in the interior of the
alloy. In this connection the penetration of the reaction front and the

"oxide concentration was calculated. Secondly the dispersion must
, , be very fine. The greater the affinity for 0 of the basis metal, the

.greater must be the affinity of the solute to produce oxide' that
" conglomerates slowly enough. This was worked out in' a .tentative
thermodynamical scheme. , ' , ,
In Part II diffusion ,coefficients of 0 in internally oxidized alloys of

, Ag and Cu are/given. X-ray and electrical resistivity measurements
" support the view, that the MgD and Al203 particles that harden
silver are very small. The mechanical properties are not much affected'
by long annealings 'at high temperatures. Creep and recrystallization
are slowed down' considerably. A drawback is the intercrystalline
brittleness, of these materials, which is less serious when somewhat
smaller hardnesses are aimed at. Single crystals are completely
ductile. Some peculiar metallographic effectsare explained., '

, ....., ~ ..

1'.!,
.... .. -"

,"". .,

7. Numerical values of the co'Bfficients of the d~fJusion of oxygen through
internally oxidizei! 'alloys ....

In, P~rt I (section 2) a calculation was given of the pènetration velocity
, of the boundary between the ip.terIl:ally o"'xidiied rim (e.g: Ag +"MgQ) <

; _~and the unoxidizedInterior of the (dilute) alloy (Ag + Mg). The result
,;' 'was that the penétration is proportierial to "the' square root of the time of

heating in the ,02-containing atmosphere: ~ =~2Yat. The. constant ~.
was a complicated function of (;2(atomic fraction of Mg), èi (idem of 0 '

r at the surface; this solubility is 'practically proportional to the square root
.Ó» of the O2 pressure), D2 (diffusion coefficient of Mg through Ag + Mg].

,,: ,and Dl (idem of 0 through Ag + MgO). -
" In most practical cases (when D2 is negligible and Cl 'very small, with
,, iéspect to c2), however, this function could be approximated by a = cIDI/2c2, "
, , which is accurate enough for the purpose of this section. The equivalent
equation ç2 = ,2 c1D1/c2t can be obtained directly by integrating the dif-
ferential.' equation' (CI/~) Dl dt , ' c2d~",which expresses that the. ~m«?ll:nt

, of 0 arriving at the reaction front along the concentration gradient c)./ç ,. ", _. ,._ .
.'
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<:

(seè fig. 12) during a short time dt converts an equal amount of Mg into
MgO by pushing the fr'Ont forward over the short distance M. .

The internal oxidation 'of copper-alloys also proceeds proportionally to (t:
but the formation of a Cu20 scale must he i~k~n into account (section 3).

C2 l!g2 ..........__ U....:'9:,_ .'

, - x~ 5 48915,
I • • • r .,. • • '.. -

Fig. 12. Concentrations of.0: .Mg and MgOin Ag, 'as functions of x, the distance from the
surf~ce of the strip. Limiting c~se: only f! diffuses, and Cl « C2• Schematically.
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Thé theoretical proportionality of the depth of intern~r o*idàtion. to ,
the sq_uare.root of the time *) and (for 4-g alloys) to the square root I of
the oxygen pressure is confirmed. experimentally. FroJrt· .the penetratien
of the oxidàtion boundary' with time and the analysis of the alloy we get
the product c1D1•Wp.en the valency -offhe solute metal is not 2, we must
multiply c2 by a factor which for Al is 3/2 and for Mn l'Bl (derived from
the weight increment, see section. 6).' . -~ ,

The Ag alloys examined yielded II.!-0r,eor less differing values of c1D1•

which were distinctly higher than was to be expected from the work of
J ohnson and Larose 1).' The fóllowing special 'experiments with
careful temperature control proved that these differences were real. In _
table III Dl itself is given, and the required values" of Cl for 800°C ànd
650°C are taken from the measurements of the solubility' of 0 in Ag by ..

.~ Sfeaci e and Johnson 2). Combining these measurements with those of
,Johnson and La~ose J,)' on the diffusion of oxygen through 0'3 mm-
'thick'silver foil we find' for Dl at 754°C: 4'21.10-6 cm2/sec and at 60'8 ~C:'"
1'19.10-6 cm2/sec.'Taking log ~ as a linear function of liT the valués at

• 800°C and 650 °Cin the table are found. ' - - I

The acceleratiou of the diffusion of 0 by the presence of relatively coarse
particles (e.g. CdO) can be due to the same mechanism which causes th~
high mobilities .of H+ and' OH- ions in water: an 0 -atom 'arrives at one
point of a CdO.complex and another 0 atom starts off from another point
of this same complex. Wh'en the particles (e.g. MgO) are so s~all that the
*) c,ompare fig. 16. . "

, '

'"

"

/ ,
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.
- - Dl 800°C Dl 650 °CWeig~t % ~ At. % (cm2fsec) (cm2/sec)-.

0'23 Mg
,

1'25.10-5 0'52.10-5,' 1'01
0'046 Mg , 0'20 0'9 .10-5 ~

, 0'26 Al 1'03 1'7 .10-5
0'66-1It1n < '1'30 1'8 .10-5
0'79 Zn.- :1:30 • 2'1 .10-;-5 0'79.10-5
0'96 Cd, 0'92 2'2 .10-5 -
0'20 Cd 0'19 1'8 .10-5

Jo'hnson
.

Pure Ag, ' ( 0'58.10-5 0'18.10":'5 ,
- ~ Larosè ,

'"

"
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TABLE III I '. ,

Diffusion coefficients of 0 in oxidized Ag alloys:")
\ - ... -.

t ' :-

! I

I

,Ag lattice 'ifj distorted, this ;an"alsi ;ccelerate the diffusion of ox;gen:' t:, ,
. . / '. ", , ,

In this 'oaseit ~spossible that t~e solubility ofO is changed too, so that the ,,"- ;
, value of Dl calculatediëith Cl for, unalloyed silver is not the true one. " , .'-
-. , ' For the à'(;t~vation energy of the diffu~ion of 0 ihoxidized'Ag alloys ~é,

II,-~', -; , ~. :;d p::Äg~2 ~è~ again;~~ 15 ,~~~ ~r?m_~J·o~nso~. ana Laros,è'S values,'

,~~" Our results for the copper alloys are more homogeneous; as the accu- .' "

t
,-" racy of a **) is diminished by tIie,formatio~'~{ an exter~ai oxide scale, we:'
, , 'I!i'e not 'convinced that the 'mutual di1ferèn~es are real, in contrast with the ,~

case of the silver alloys.·. , _ " : ": ,-;," _ ' , .~
_ All values-of Dl in table IV are calcill.àted'with thehelp ofRhdn es

.' l .: and. Ma t thews on's 4)ID:easure~ents'ofth~'solubility of oxygen m copper:
, Smith's values a~e'probably somewhat low, as the oxida'tion.boundariés. ,.~
:ill the. Si~éQPper wereserrated py the for'mation of. înnèr oxide films, As ...
, R:ansley,5) has measurednhe oxygen diffusion by annealing' copper, con-
taming Cu20 inclusions,'U;'a CO atmosphere and. observing the displace-

_ me~t of tIlè boundary of the, Cti.:jO-freecopper, his values 'of clDl will pe
. -, "more easily . affected by an insufficient solution velocity of Cu20 ihan our ~

'values, Therefore we cannot say for ~ertain that 0 [s diffusing more rapidly
" . through Cu containing oxide' particles than .through Cu that (apart' of

»; " course from the 'homoge~eously dissolved- ...oxygen) Is pure: '
.. Fot the activationenergy of'the diffusion we ~nd SO~kcal (Ransley:
46 kc~l; Smith:. 54 kcal).' .~- ... -

*) J.Voteadded in'proof: We ha~e 'now been ~le to see ilie papers 'of Rh in e 5 cl. al.
which appeared during the war.' J.'hey too find for Ag alloys 19) (with Cd, Cu, In,
Sn and Sb) a "penetraticn that is a' few times faster than is to he expectèd..
from 1)', but they suppose thàt Joh n son and La -r ó se 's results are too low..
For the Cu alloys 20) the agreement is Better. . " :

.*) ,Calculat<;dwi,!:hthe formulae in sectióI!.3 for ~o= o. . ,
. _. .... _' , ... ~.. .....

... .:
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, TABLE IV
, '

Diffusion coefficients of 0 in oxidized Cu alloys ~
~ Dl 800 QC

Weight_% 'At. %, Dl 95Q °C
(cm2/sec) (cm2/sec)

- ' '.
" --

0'37 Be .-
, 2'55 3'7.10--6 0'2.10--6

0'64 AI ,1'49 3"7.10-6 Q·2.10--6 •
1'20 Ni 1'30 I 4'7.10:-6 - -,
2'26 N:i 2'44 4'0,10--6 "-

, .
O'29.Zn 0'28 3'6.10--6 , -
,0'97 Z " 0'94 3'2.10--6 ,n ' -,
0'103 Si*) , 0'23 2'9.10~ " 0'13.10--6.
Pure Cu, • Rá~sleY'1 '- 2'1.10-6 0'15.10-:6<.

" - _'
-

."'.

,.
'.' i.-_"

,-~ , ~
The diffusion. coefficient ,of 0 through nickel cannot he. given, as c; "

is not known . .ForcIDI :Wefind 10-9. cm2fsec at 1200 <>C,(cî expressed in •
atomic fraction), in good accord with'thé value 1·4.i0-9 cm2fsêc found by."
extrapolation from Smithells ~nd Rap.sley's 6) results at Iower rtem-'

" " peratures. These authors give' vallies for Dl which, however, must be f!lr~
_ too low; as th~y suh'stitute the atomic Q frac.tion of the e'ui{icticliquid for Cl" .:
, -. ~ -" .
- 8. X-r;"y measuremèn;s. .Ó» - • "".' "

, Fora~u~ber if~~il~~r a~d coppê; allóys'th~~spaèirig ~f the iacè-c~:p.-' ,
tered lattice was' measured before and 'after ~xidation by Dr' J. F.' H~

, ,'eu s t e~s in.' this .labóeàtcry ~:I;).T~~ samples were/thin rods etched into á,,)
point of about 0'3' ll).m diameter. CuK~,r,'CuKf] and CoKa' rays were-usedv . ;'";' ~

.. . ," . . ,. _ . l, ..'
'The ru.~meters ofthe highest-order rings were measured by Straumanis's '

~land by Cohen's 'methods 7). No' diffraction lines' of the oxide we~e_ob- .; -
" ,serve?-. ~hé silver all~y_s'were o~di~ed at 800°C in air, 'the copper alloys

> ',' at 950,oC: The-error of measurement in the spacings given~ due.to .the X-ray
. measurementa.is about 0'0002 Á.' .•... , .,.: . ":, .' ~, . :'

-, • r ' From'the table we se'~that the spa~ing of Mg-silver and.AI-silv~r increases
markedly by ,the'ofÖ:dation to a vairie distinctlyIaëger thàntliat of pure. ~' ...
Ag. The influence of the dissolved free oxygen in Ag is' seen 'to'bé small. " ",
~T~i~ result shows tb at the Mg and AI oxides are dissolved ju the ;ilv:er h~ttice,' '
presumably in almost. molecular ~spersion? -at least for a considerable \'

',\ part. . . .. ,\ .
_- The sil~er 'alloys with Cd and Zn, ~hiéh do not h.~rden appreciably under

these circumstances, ·giv;e a: spacing' almost equal to that, of pure Ag,
Indicating the formation of larger oxide particles. . " :':..'.... .::.. -,"\,- ......

*) Calculated from C. S. Smith 3), supposing formation of Si02. Ah eventual formation
. - of copper silicate would mean a higher value of Dl. ' ."
**) We thank Dr Custers for .these-precision measurements,'." c •

! •
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TABLE V

Spacin~s in A units of annealed *) and oxidized alloys

Weight % At, % , Annealed Oxidized

Ag + 0'04 Be**) O'S 4'0772 4'07p8
0'36 Mg i'58 4'0785 4'0837. 0'26 Al 1'03 .4'0762 4'0785
0'79 Zn 1'30 4'0768 4'0774
0'96 Cd 0'92 4'0774 4'0777

Ag pure 4'0774
.
4'0779

id.8> 4'0772
id, 9) ,

4·'0779 - .Ó»

Cll + 0'20 Be 1'4 3'6039 3'6081
0'75 Mg 1'93 3'6152 3'6071
0'81 Al 1'89 3'6087 _ 3'6070

Cu pure ê) 3'6078

, .
All Cu alloys have in the oxidized state a spacing that is almost 'equal
, . . . I '

I to that of. pure copper, although hardeping takes place ***). This is in
" agreement with the copper-red colour of the oxidized alloys, , '"

~ /"

9,. Comparison with nitride hardening
,Ir

."The picture givenof hardening by oxidation is quite analogous to that \
mostly accepted for nitride hardening of iron' (with Al and/ór Cr) 10)•
.:There are thr~e remarkable differences: .. "
1) the hardness attainablè' by njtriding is much higher,
2) the difference in heat of formation of AlN (or, CrN) and Fe4N is agóod
, .deal smaller than e,g. .hetween B~O ànd Cu20,'

3) the inner boundary of the "case" is far less sharp than the oxidation
boundary even in Cd-silver. . ,

The last point indicates tnat the reaction Al .:1- N ~ AlN necessitates
, a 'considerable energy of activation, perlÎaps about 40 kcal. In the opposite
sense of the reaction (necessary for conglomeration) this partly compen-
sates the smaller relative 'stability of the nitride. Furthermore;' this dif-
ference in stability between oxide and nitride will be less in molecular

, .;- form (surrounded by _metal)....thán in bulk, because it is plausible that the
, heat of solution t) in metals becomes less positive when we -pass from

"

~) ZnAg and 'CdAg in N2; rest in vacuo,
**) This Be concentration is rather uncertain. , .' _.

***) Apparently with increasing conglomeration of the o'xidc the lattice constant (and the ' . 0'.
, electrical resistivity, see section 12) approaches its final value more quickly than the
• hardness does, This is in accordance with the experience on the subject of overageing
, age-hardening-alloys, '
f) Compare part I" p.' 99•. ,
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oxides to nitrides (and then to carbides), owing to the growing metallic
nature of these compounds. The low temperatures used III nitriding will
also 'be favourable for its effectivenes~.·'

10. Effect ij concensration, oxygen pressure and oxidation tempéruture ~

We will at first only consider .alloys without inner oxide films.
The case o(AINi, where oxidation hardening is only marked at higher

, concentrations (see section 6) seems to be an exception. In BeCu 0'1
I weight % Be already gave a hardness of 105 Vickers (against ± 50 without
oxidation); 0'2 and 0'35 % Be gave practically the same hardness: ± 165
Vickers, This same type of hardness-concentration curve (first rather steep,
then Hatter) is found in the hardening silver 'alloys; it will partly be,due

~ 'to the increasing coagulation of theoxide (section 6). .
We have not studied' systematically the inHuence of the oxidation té~~ ,

perature on copper and i:J.ickelalloys, and it is clear that the oxygenpres- ,
'. sure has no influence ,lis long as a Cu20 (resp. NiO) layer is formed' ..

, I~ 'silver with 0;3 weight, % Mg or Al the hardness produced at 800 'oe, '
,in air was'only slightly (5-10 Vickers) exceeded af 650 °C ~nd/or in oxygen
of 1 atm. Extremely l~w O2 pressurea gavè ,a much s~aller hardness:
annealing 0'3 % MgAg for 6 hours at 850' °C in N2 containing about

,'0'02 % O2 (followedby 1/2 hour 850°C air to make sure that the oxidized
rim was sufficiently thick) gave 100 Vickers, against 162 after 1/2 hour
850 oe air alone. rh,e penetratien velocity in N2 with 0'2 % O2 confirmed ;
that nitrogen itself cannot Iie reponsible for the rims; its solubility in solid
·silver is not' measurable 2). . .

In Ag with 0'.15 % Be the hardness produced at 650°C was 15 Vickers
lower than at 800 -c, owing no doubt to insufficient solid solubility of Be,
which already at 750°C has decreased to 0'13 % 11). '
, The. different hardnesses of oxidized CdAg shown in table VI might be
(partly) due to inequal softening (e.g. by crystal growth) during the three'
·different heat treatments. ' , t "

"

TABLE VI-'
Silver' alloys. 'Viekers hardnes~ (21/2 kg load)'

'.

0'96 Cd Ö'79 Zn 0'58 Mg, 1'14 Mg 1'03 Al -..
61/2 h. 800°C air .

39
- 5~ • 107* 70* 30,

48 h. 800°C air 170 . 150
2 h. 800°C O2 75 215 125-Î65* 60
id. + 61/2 h. 800°C air 220 . 170 55

< 7 h. 800°C O2 ' 190
40 h. 650°C air 48 98 203 228 40-80
id. + 61/2 h: 800°C air 199 212, 40· ,
20 h. 650°C O2 55 ' , 105 210 230 ~ 110,-

Pressure 1 atm. Concèntrations in weight %.
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Especially the influence of the t~mperature is considerable when -the
- conditions for, hardening <l;renearly fulfilled: ZnAg (compare section 6,
, p. '101); " , , ' ..- - _

The sàme is true when .the penetratio~ of :~xygen is' seriously opposed
. L • .' -.

by inner oxide films. " . " . '. '
, The hardness values of 1,'03 % AlAg in table yJ are' so low-because the"
ri~s' are too thin (0'02-0'03 mm after 61/2 h. 8000 air, o-i mm aft~r 20 h. ~
6500 O2), The hard andhrittle nature of these rims is shownbythè appear-
ance of surface cracks on bending the (1 mm-thick) strips. The hardness

" values of MgAg marked with an asterisk are also too low; after 48 h. 8000

air or·7 h. àÓO-c O2 th~ rims ~re thick ~nough (0'25 'mm -or more) for'
measuring the true hardness with -21/2kg load. Apparentlya concentration

- higher than 0'3 % Mg is only able to yield a grèater' hardness when the
r . oxidation température is lower~d and/or the oxygen pressure increased.

With 2 % Mg at 650°C in°2, 260Vickers wàs ~btainea. ~ , " _'
; I~ table VII the ratio of effective a (see part J, P: 86), cal~ulated from'

" :: the penetratien of the oxidation;' and the, theoretiè~l a, calculated accor- '
, " ding to section 7.Witlt 0'23 % MgAg as' basis~'is given. ' "':" ' '

.C l' • ""!' "'-.'~' .... - ~ ' •• ,.~.) ... ..- _, ... -. .. .. . " ...

"

- TABLE VII

.( _- ,/

, .)
.< ......

-"

Air . -
, 0'1
,0'05
0'005

O2 '

.,0'7
. 0'1

'Air
. >0'7

1'1

~ O2
>0'6:'" '/-
>1'2
0'05 .~.{

r t-I
I

, ,800 oe .650' oe, ~.'. - .'.

-,
.... , ... ~-'. .'

:
0'58 %Mg ...

-c . "1'14%Mg
:.1'03 %Al

.:' i~"~~ose cases .~h~re· the oxidation ~f the strips was c~'mple!~; only a ~i' ,

, .minimum value could he deri~ed. 'I'he formation of iriner oxide films; and '
With it the factor aeff/àili:or; can probably he influé~ced by several secón- ~. : ..

. ' . dary circumstances; thethree alloys concem.éd wer~ in th~ form: of rolled . _'. " :
., .' .' " x' '-. '.,,' ~.' \ ,

strips. , . • . .
;; .; The ac~ur~,~y oftable VII isnot ~o great that the factors of 1'14 %'MgAg

could not. ~e less tha~ 1: b~t even so\ the retarding effect of the many
_oxide fihns .in MgAg oxidiz~d at 650 oe (see fig. 13), looks" surprisingly
small:' It is probable tha:t the real factors are 'smaller; because at these ,"
higher oxide concentrations c1D1 (and therefore a~e~r) will he still greater
than in oxidized 0'23 %MgAg (comp. P: '262). _ . \, ,- .

On the. other hand the retarding 'effect of outflanked oxide films is .
lessened by the impoverishinent in Mg behind them: as M~++ ions will

. , ,,'

.:
.' , "
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diffuse much easier through MgO than 0- - ions, the Mgatoms which reach
the back of the films can be transformed into MgO. This must result in a flue-
tuation in the MgO concentration, being minimal just behind the films and
maximal in front if them. As the depth of etching increases markedly with
increasing MgO content the surface of an etched cross-section of a com-

Fig. 13. Ag with 0·58% Mg, 40 h. 6500 air (+61/2 h. 8000 air); etched NH4üH + H2ü2•

Magn. 600 x. Inner oxide films, running roughly parallel to the surface of the strip. Arrow
indicates direction of penetration of ü.

pletely oxidized strip with many oxide films must have a relief as schema-
tically represented in fig. 14. This is strikingly confirmed (we found the
effect, before the interpretation given here, in all cases where 0·58 % and
1·14 % MgAgwere oxidized completely or fairly deeply) by the following
experiment: we look through a small 10 X lens at the specimen, holding
it so that we see the light reflected on the bright surface of the holder

1
1

r=r=J
I
1 48916

Fig. 14. Surface relief of etched cross-section of a completely oxidized strip with many
inner oxide films parallel to the strip surface. Very schematical.

267
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(in which the sectioned silver strip is clamped, polished and etched), the
long side of the strip cross-section being perpendicular to the surface
through the incoming and reflected rays. We now rotate the specimen some-
10° about an axis passing through this long side. After a clock-wise rotation
(viewed from the left-hand side) we see the half of the strip (when com-

Fig. IS. Ag with 0'58 % Mg, 40 h. 650 oe air; etched NH40H + H202• Magn. 9 x. Illu-
mination oblique. Marked difference in reflection of the two halves of the cross-section
suggesting a difference in inclination of the etched surface .

.
pletely oxidized) farthest from our eye darker than the nearer half. Rota-
tion in the opposite direction shows the effect reversed. The "middle line"
is beautifully sharp, straight and in its right place, showing that the retard-
ing effect of the oxide films cannot be very great and is smoothed out
statistically.

The effect cannot be due to onc single "valley" over the whole cross-
section, a~the middl~ was not measurably deeper « 1 ij.) than the borders.
The pattern of the brittle fracture of these oxidized alloys with many

inner oxide films shows that these are also followed by the fracture, besides
the crystal boundaries. (In most cases these films and crystal boundaries
run independently of each other).

11. Influence oftreatment before and after hardening of silver alloys

Oxidizing a cold-rolled strip or the same alloy in the cast condition yielded
practically the same hardness; only with Ag + 0'26 % Mg+ O'Ll % Ni *)
found we an appreciable difference (156 against 168 Vickers respectively,
oxidized at 800° in air).

Pre-annealing in hydrogen (1 hour ?OOO) decreased the hardness after
oxidation of 0'15 % BeAg at 650° from III to 96 Vickers; in view of the
heterogeneous nature of this alloy at this temperature (see P: 265) this is

*) This addition is only partially in solid solution, and causes a grain refinement.



0'1 % Mg
0'2 %, Mg'
0'4,% Mg *)
0'9 % Mg *)

. O'S % Al
, 0,7 %_Mn
'0'8 % Zn

119
149
175
189

<,161
123,
58

, ,

108
124'
162
171
145
105, 52

1

I
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not strange. Pre-annealings in nitrogen had a greater, softening effect,
and it also occurred in more alloys, but as we did not realize at the time
that.-the oxygen content of our gas' (0'02 %) could .no't be ignored (see
p. 265) we had not purified it, ' '

No influence of the raie '"of cooling after oxidation was found: quenching
i~ water," cooling, in .the air,' or slow furnace-cooling during '15' hours to

• lQO °C gave praetically the same hardness. . I I'

Very long annealings in air at 800 ?C and 900 °C show a softening (see
/ table VIn) which is probably for. the great:_erpart the result of conglome- I i .

, ration; crystal-growth is perhaps also a factor (<<omp.section 15).'
"

TABLE vnr

122
i53
205
181
160
130
68

375 h, 800 oe 375 h, 800 oe+ 117.h, 900 oe16 h, 800 oe

east material. eoncentratio~s in weight %. '

I ., • ' '....... • ~ ~.'.•

, "E~e~ ~fter ;this long'an~ealing a,v~~y ?i~ar "JIliddl~ line" (part I, p. 92)
.»; was shown by the .Mn,Agand 0'2 % MgAg strip cross-sections, illustrating
, ,:the immohility !o~ the oxide, " . - ...' ..

The expectation that reIno~al of the free' oxygen would accelerate th~ .' . ,.
conglomeration (end of section 6) wasfulfilled. Afterone hour annealing in;

.'nitrogen or a vacuum at 800°C the fall in hardness was .still small: ± 12
Vickers for 0'33 % MgAg and ± 5 Vickers for'O'26 % AlAg·, It is note-

','worthy that,. while oxidation Of 0'79 % ZnAg' in air at 800°C ie.g. for,2
hours) gave only 60 Vic~ers, the greater hardness' obtained by oxidizing ,
at 650°C (98) decreased only to ~2 Vickers after annealing for !'hour at "
800°C in N2, This demonstrates clearly that the oxide conglomerates '
much faster in the earliest stages after its formation (when the oxidation
boundary is just passing) thán later on.

Ten hours annealing at 800°C. in N2 (again with 0,'02% 02) decreased

i .

_____ "
,*) These two alloys ~ere'oxidizcd 2 minutes at 800 oe in oxygen beforehand., .-. .
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the hariliIess of 0'33 -% MgAg from 175 to 130 Vickers and that of 0'26%
. AlAg from 140 to'115 V{ckers.., -,.. Or

Annealing in hydrogen for 1 hour at 800°C 'decreased the hardness of
~ . these two' allövs to about 1'00 Viekers, alsowhen an intermediate 10 hóurs:

"annealing' at 800°C in N 2 was used to expel by far the greater' part. of the
'free oxygen. . .
, The-hardness of 0'79 % ZnAg (even 'when oxidi~ed àt 650 ÓC)fell back

to 36 Vickers after' a subsequent 'annealing of one hou~ ~t 800 :oC in H2,'

, suggesting that at least the finer (and th~s less stable) ZnO particles were
reduced to Zn. These 'softened specimens were still quite brittle. This hy-

~- ",drogen embrittlement (well known in, copper containing Cu20) is also~. , .' .
, _ shown by, commercially pure silver containing only free oxygen, and is

attrihuted to accumulations ofH20 *).
~ . *'" "" .~.,'

~, 12. Electrical resistance .~ , , .
• t ~-#'<6- .. .~'~\ ,...... -'.'"

For ànumber of ~g and Cu alloys, the .electrical resistance was measured .
ill the normal (annealed) and iû the oxidized state.' Drawn )Vires (diameter
0'5 tilll mm) were used in most cases: Table IX gives the électrical r~sis-_

, ~ivity in 1.0':'6Q cll! at °"cC in 'the ~nnealed 'and ill the oxidized state: ',.i:~
" ?,he annealing 'generally took place in-a' high vacuum" the annealing.> -
temperature lying between 500·oe ánd 950°C. The oxidation' temperature '
was generally 800 ,oc for thé silver alloys and 950 oe for thecopper alloys.
'Ju~t ~!3 in th~ caseof the' hardness, the o:x:ida~ion'tempe~ature h~s an in:_.-;
fluencé on the.~esistivity.:Al~o other factors ihfluen~~, the resistance, e.g.:
ä, ~O'ngtinî~ of annealing beforé 'or after' oxidation, Thu~ the', 'numbers ~ " -':

_., , ~gi\ren_În tabl~ IX ~ust be understood .~~'pniysemi-quä.ntitati~e;,,~,: ,11: ~ • ~
; . ,4,s an example of.the' ~nflu.:enceof, di~erent'~reat:m,ents,weshall giv:e the ' ': c,

" ~ resistivity of some wires of Ag +,0'33 % Mg ill,lO-6.Q cm. The-drawn Wire .' "
• c', -.: '. (diameter 0'75 mm) had a resistivity of 2'25:Anne'alihg for one hour aC.· e

" . '''0 ~ - ~ I ~ , '" ~." ~ ". '. .. <, ~.

,'. " ',40P ',C in vacuum gave, a decrease to' 2'14, annealing at 800°C gave 2'05 .. .:
." " " 'Q.xidation'for l)lO'ur at 800 ~C'in,alr incre"àsed the resistivity to 2'32, WIlen .

! the drawn wire was directly oxidized (without" annealing] at 800 ,oe we .'
obtained 2'40, Oxidation for 40 hours at 650°C hi air 'gave' 3'20, Heating .'
for 2110urs i!-lN2 at 800 oe after óxidation gave a decrease in the resistance .
of 5 to ]°%: It is s~en that the influence 'of these different treatments had
an înfluence 'ön. the 're'sistanée of the sa:th:enature .as it had on' the hardness

" (see sections 10 and ll)~ .. . .,/ .
The results of table IX show that' the' resistance of the oxiäized Cu

alloys decreases. to a value that is ~!>tvery differént from the valu~ of pure. '

", ,,", .: . - ','. . ' -
*) The detrimental effect of an H2 annealing' ~n oxidized silver ant!' dilute Ag alloys has
, been studied more fully by Chaston 12). . .,' """ , ',. ' .. ' " ".. ", ,

'.
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, . TABLE IX - '"
-Resistivity in 10-6 n cm at 0 °C of annealed (ea) and oxidized (eo) Ag and Cu alloys

" ,

-.. :. (!~ .,
-.

'2'05
1'56

, 3'45
2-39 .'

, ~,2'05:
1;75
2'30
2'08
2'95,
3'17
8'45

~- 1',61' "

Ag + 0'33 %Mg'
'Ag + 0'15 % Be

: ' ~'-'Ag + 0~'26% Al
Ag+ 0'60 %Ti

~.Ag + 0'79 % Zn
pure Ag*)
Cu + .0'75% Mg

. ,Cu + 0.'1% Be
, Cû + 0'69 % Be

,,',' Cu +0~81 % Al
'; ~ Cu;+ l'l%Ti,

,pure,Cu' .
.,"" ' .

,2'32
1'92

·2'39 I "

1'94 ' . ~
• 1'65':
1'57 /,
1'72
1)0
1'76
1;78

, 1:78 '
1'62

eo~ea 1ÓO• ea .

+13% ~
'+23,

, ":"31
'-19 <:

~20 "
.. -,,10

....::.25," '
-18 "
~O,
-44",
-79, . 0':

, .

" '

. . ' . /.~ \. -_ .... ",' . ~.'" , '~';' .. '

The % are weight %. Ag * 0'79% Zn was annealed inN2 to cut down èvaporation of Zn,':
( ~..... .- I - .: '.. .~ v ~-Ó, ' _,' -. ('. • ',"

". . ~ .. '-',.~ . '. ., ,.., ~.. ' . '. .. '... :.

, - Cu **); For the silver alloys the' results àre quite different, only die non-
.' 'hard,ening Zii'allordecrea,~ed to ~~o~tthe silver resistance. Th~!~the,l: silver "

alloys which harden by oxidation show a resistance much higher than that
of.silver, for the bivalent Mg :ahd ~Be even an increase of the resistance

"by' oxidation occfu:s.. :, .,<, ,,,".~' -. '" ,

, -We will discuss .the two, m~in:Jacto:rs ,that have an iniIue~~e on thè re;is-
tance: ' ,
1) Inte:;nal stram's c~us;, genei:'ally' àn increase of the resistan~; ·~~'·the ,~

" . :. ',lattite if? ~djstorted iJ.:reg~arly,by:: t~ese 'St:filins. r:t:his ~ffect causes' a
, ~decrease óf'fhe resistance vhy annealing. 'I'a nrm ann and Dreyér.!_;J)', .:

, .-, ,.._found,that by 'annealing after' '98 % rólljllg the .résistance o( pure Ag ,""'
_' , . : .decreases"by' 5 %,_th~' decrease of pure rolled Cu after. annealing' be~g -
. nl 1 6 0/ ' , " .' ".' • ,-, '!l Y , /0' ' ... , , '. •; . : ' , , " . >

, 2) A s~aUnUm.ber offoreignións, substftuted'onthe nórmaIi~ttice places, :.
incteases the resistance, this effect being for Cu ~nd Ag alloys the largêr
~he hi~her the v.alency ofthè alloying ele~ent.l!'- as, ion~s~~th/ à high .:.
electric charge will scátterv''the electron waves. èonsiderably. When,

- ,.... ~ '" .
, preoipitation occur~ and lárgei particles are formed the resistance will:
dec~ease. It iê uncertain whether: the; scattering of electron waves in
an Ag laitice is highest on Mg ions:o(o~'MgO molecules. .

To summarizé' our discussion wemay state thai theehange of resistance "
by dissolving a small amount of a metal in, say, silver is due to. two :causes:.

", the silver lattice is ,"distorted" ~nd the electric field near a fór~ig~ ion or_'

:' *) Evidently not very' pure: ., -
**); Compare note *U) on p. 264.,

" '

,_..,' -

.. _'
~,

".

.. I
!
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atom differs from that near an Ag ion. The oxidation hardening causes ä
change in both factors. When hardening' occurs the distortion is probably
increased, the scattering ~f the electron waves near the foreign ions pro-
bably decreases, at least-when larger particles are formed or when the
scattering near the foreign ion is very large as is the case for trivalent and
quadrivalent ions (AI and Ti). For Mg and Be silver alloys the distortion.
effect seems the Iargest, in the other cases the other effects probably ove~:
shadow this increase of the resistance.' .

13. Visibility of old boundaries

"

When the internal oxidation of a strip or wire (e.g. of an Ag or Cu alloy)
is interrupted one ,or more times by cooling, the 'position of the sucèessive
intermediate oxidation boundaries is marked Jafter etching) by clearly
visible lines (fig. 16), often of the same sharpness as the last boundary:
The speed of cooling and reheating may vary h'etween fairly wide limits _
without the effect being lost. Eve.n quenching in' water 'and afterwards
puttingthe strip in the f~nace again causes such, a li?e. Exper~men~s with
wires of 0'75 mm diameter, cooled and heated rapidly by switching off and
on the electric current passing through it, gave the same res'ult.
- Oné can separate the effects' of cooling and heating whe.nth~ lower tempe-
'rature is not room temperature but e.g. 650 oe with silver alloys. Both
changing th~ temperature rapidly frou'..800°C to 650 °C or vice versa results

_ in -a visible line. With copper. alloys, tfese)ast experiments are less. satis- -
" .: .' factory because the contact with ;the c,opper oxide is often. impeded by

- the 'cooling, while 0.11 the .other .hand It·does not flakeoff (as is generally
'." ',' the cas~whe:i:J.we cool to room temperaturej'and may hamper the formation

. of a fresh Iayer.. '. ,
". An' 'expla~ation of these curi()Us lines may bé offered by.rhe difference

I. ' _.' 1: ", .. \
~ - between the temperature coefficient of diffusion of oxygen' and that of

metallic solutes in silver and copper. In section 7 we have seen that ,the
'activatiçn energy for 0 through Ag is, about 15 kcal; for Cd, In, Sn, Sb

\ . , .
and Cu through Ag I?) the mean value is 23 ±; 1 kcal. For 0 through Cu
,the activatiori energy is 501 kcal (see' section 7); Rhinès and Mehl16)

\ ~, - .
found for AI, Si and Zn through Cu about' 40 kcal, for Be about 30 kcal.

Thus a temperature drop increases Dl/D2 for Ag alloys and decreases it"
for Cu alloys. An inspection of the boundary conditions (see equation (2)
in ~ection 2) shows that a sudden drop of temperature during the oxidation
of a Cu alloy (or a sudden rise with an 'Ag alloy') must result in à backward
move ofthe-oxidation boundary during a sh~rt time. Thus dg/dt would
be zero at two points close to each other, where coxwould "theoretically"
beinfinite, Of course the assump'tions underlying section 2 (especially that
the diffusion does not depend on the - no~màlly small' - concentratien

, '

,
r

_;.1'
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of the oxide formed) do not hold here, but it is clear that a narrow zone of
relatively great oxide concentration will be formed, which can be revealed
by etching. In the reverse cases (temperature rise with Cu and drop with
Ag alloys) the reaction balance at the oxidation boundary is disturbed
in the other direction and a zone poor in oxide will be formed, which is
also revealed by etching.
The temperature variations will also change the solubility of the oxygen

t t t t
Fig. 16. Ag with 0'23 % Mg, not far from short side of 21/2 mm strip. Annealed 3 times:
50min + ISOmin + 250min 800 oe air. Etched NH4ûH + H2û2• Magn. 50 X. Besides
scratches 3 oxidation boundaries are seen. The last is oval, the second takes its turn
farther on, and the first is seen to hegin its bend only just inside the photographed area.
In the region where all three run straight and parallel to the surface of the strip, the three
mutual distances are equal, proving that the penetration of oxidation is proportional
to the square root of (total) time (i.e. 50, 200 and 450min respectively). The visibility
of the first two boundaries is explained ill section 13.
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/

(Cl)' This will result in a (small *)) effect in the same direction in Cu alloys,
while in 4g alloys it will be in' the opposite sense. Here clD~/C2D2 varies
very little with temperature, but this does not 'mean that the total effect
m.silver alloys is small, because the change in 0 concentratien starts from
the surface of the alloy, so that its effect at the. oxidation boundary is less
mstantaneous than that of the change of Dl/D2; we must expect a lag and a
peak in the oxide con~entratioÎl l;>esideeach other. .

To get a, very rough, idea of the influence of the speed of the temperature
change we have calculated how a Cl! alloy must be cooled from 950°C'
to make the oxidation boundary remain stationary. 'For ·the activation
energies of Dl and D2 are taken Sû and 33'3 kcal; the complica'tions arising
from the external scale and the change of Cl are ignored. Some points of
the temperature-time curve are given in table X; the unit of time is the
time during which the alloy is oxidized at 950° befo~e being cooled.

, -. - I . _

From this we would conclude that the greater the change in temperature
the less rapid it has to be to create a'visible.effect. .'

_ . . . \-
. .'

,'.

-
time I °C time I °C

, I

O' '950 0'005 900
0'0001 94,0, 0'06 850
0'9004 930 ' 1 , .' 760
0'001 920 8 ',1 700

-
,

;-

T~at th'e temperature changes act only via dist~rbances in the reaciion
, balanc~ is proved by thê fact that intermediate boundaries are also shown

(le~ sharp, but clearlyvisible] when the oxidation of a silver alloy is inter-, . / '

. _rupted at _constant temperat.ure by replacing the oxidizing .atmosphere by.
nitrogen for a while. Here, too, the process 'can be. divided: after heating
a strip of Ag with 0'3 % Mg 5 minutes in 02' 30 min~tes in ~ir and 15
~inutes in O2' again, throughou; at 800°C, two intermediate boundaries

_were clearly revealed by etching,
Rhines **) has found peculiar regularly banded structures parallel to

the oxidation boundary iri oxidized Be-Cu alloys: We had not found these
. ;"Liesegang bands" at first, because they appear only after severe
etching. The most beautiful ones we found in a 0'25 % BeCu single-
crystal rod which- after oxidation at 950°C' was rolled' and annealed in

*)According to Uhines ;nd Ma t t h ews on s) the solubility+ of 0 in Cu decreases
from_950 °C to 700 oe only by 25%. "

._.) 17); especi~lly fig. 19 and 31.

, ,0
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nitrogen (see section 15). But often they were too vague to be visible at
magnifications above, say, 200. Corresponding periodic variations in colour
were often produced by tarnishing after etching. In many cases the bands
could not be developed, especially when the oxidation was carried out
in a furnace whose temperature was not automatically controlled by a
relay hut kept constant by hand. Specimens of the same alloy, after iden-
tical heat treatment in this -furnace or in a relay-controlled Heraeus

Fig. 17. Round rod of Cu with 0'25 % Be, oxidized in air at 950 oe in relay-controlled
furnace. Deep etch with HN03• Magn. 150 x. Up to the oxidation boundary (inner circle)
vague rings are visible, suggesting a Lie s ega n g phenomenon, but caused by the
temperature oscillations.

furnace, were polished and etched together in the same holder: only the
last ones showed the bands. Thus it appeared that the regular temperature
variations (total amplitude 12°C; period 8 min 45 sec) were responsible.

To prove this we counted the bands. As they were often indistinct
near the surface (this is also the case in Rhines's photographs 19 and 31)
and the amount of alloy lost as scale introduced a,n uncertainty, they were
oxidized twice; the number of bands between the intermediate and the
final boundary was indeed found to be precisely the same as the number
of relay periods (up to 50 in one experiment) during the second oxidation.
Altering the speed of penetration by varying the Be content and the tem-
perature (between 920 oe and 950°C) gave the same result and the possi
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bility of a mere coincidence was definitely discarded by comparing two
Herneus furnaces with periods of 6 min 30 sec and ~ min 45 sec respectively.
, Thus our bands are _no' Liesegang b~n:ds at all; Rhines's bands

, ' c~uld 'be explained if his furna"ce showed temperaure Vàriations with a
_ period of about '6 minutes. oil the other hand they are no normal "hiter~
·mediate bou~daries" either:' these appear much earlier upon etching (about'
at the, same time as-the crystal boundaries). The temperature variations are
só small and slow (compare table X) that some amplifying process must

'-play !l part in ~endering the bands visible. In fact heat treatments which
should be favourable for coagulation of the oxide seem to favour the appea-

-- ranee of good bands, sec-e.g. thc case of the single crystal me~tioned above;
the only bands ~vehave found in silver were in an alloy of Ag with 0'5 % AI,
heated (in a Heraeus furnace) in air for 375 hours at 800 oe plus 117 hours
at 900°C (see table VIII), while we could not find them in the same alloy

"heat'ea ~only 185 hours at'CSOO °ê~ 'I'hese bands in silver make it -highly'
~improbable that a periodic loosening of the contact bet,~èen' ; ,Bè-coppe:(-

'\. _,. _.r_~. . ~ ."._. ..' • •

_ alloy and its scale, plays an .important; part. ' , " ' _ ~. '.:
__ . XV.e cannot state definitely Jth~t the bands are not formed in other Cu

alloys, as we have ·~~t sought them "Systematicallv ~~d'we could not even'
find. thè~ in ~ll Bè~'Cu alloys; m: s'om~ cases they ~ere absent inflat strips
but present in éylind_rical rods of the sarne alloy. Rhines17) states thàt he

, has found "L iè s ega n'g hands" in alloys of copper with Be: Al and Si only
, . (and. not-with some 30 other alloying elements); bl,li in the Al-Cu and Si-Cu

,,' alloysrtheyare of quite another type (irrè~~r; nót pàrallel to't~-e oxi-, -
: datio~ b·oUJlda;y); these, inner oxide films appear airea~dy bêfo;e etching ,
· (after polishing),' as we havedescribed in section' 6, They are.not caused by "
température fluctuations, but in our opinion thoy cannot he l(:g~rded ,as a _
Lie s ega n'g:phenomenon either,' owing to 'their not being parallel, to the,
diffusion Tront.·, - - '

14. Mecha_nical properties "

-, When internal oxidaiion ~esult~ in a-~onsiderable hardening' (thus not
- in the case of CdAg, ZnCu etc.), this IS .accompanied by a serious e~brittle-
ment i~ polycrystalline specimens. ~The elongation in tension of completely
oxidized alloys is often only 1 __or, 2 %, especially whé{;_'the' hardness' is
140 Vickers or more. . ..' - '

Silve'r with .0'15 weight % Be oxidized at 800 °C;(hardness: 126 Vickers)
gave 15% elongation (measured over 40 times the wire diameter). A very

- fine g~ain seems to' increase the ductility: Ag with 0:26'0/0 M:g+ O'U % ' '
·, Ni gave 12 % elongation with ± 160 Vickers. . .'-,'
, : Oxidized 0'79 % ZnAg (at 650°C) and 0'15 %' BeAg with hardnesses
·"of 10.0-125. Vickers were cold-rolled fro;U 1 mm to 0'5 mm. thickneës

, ' . '

"
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, ;.

, _without macroscopically. vi~ibl~ çracks: or with. small cracks' at the bórders .
. . :of the strips, while oxidized Ag' with an equivalent amount of Mg or Al .

instántly developed visible inte~crysta11.ille cracks ol?-rolling (or hammer- "
Ing), ;Which, h?wever, did.not resultjn .disintegration on further'rolling
_!ór ,a long time. _. _ ;.' ,,' _.":' _ ',' ," _'.. "

_ :l\.~ Th-e tensile strength of Ag and Cu hardened by oxidation seldom exceeds
35 kg/~2, which is st;ikingly iow pompa're'd.with,e.g. cold-worked Cu
of the same Vickers hardness. . ,." ,..' .

... . - • I' ~ __;: " . '" .' .
_~Table Xfpresents'the results of a 0'1 % -Beflu-wire partiàlly oxidized,

. wlienit had 0.'75 mm diameter' ~nd then cold drawn to 0'10 mm diameter. ;,-,.. , .....~It is compared with theunoxidized ~iie drawn to the same diameter,. also
" after a suhsequent; 4alf-l!-our' annealing in.N2 at 400 °C o~?OO-c.....Th,e tensile
"streiiit~ of the fully oxidized, wire Obtained by extrapolation js semi to
. d~crease relatively little by the annealing. The increase by the,pöld-dra:wing.,· .
- of the oxidized wire (in the 0.'75 'mm stage the 'tensile strength, was 35 .

" .kg)mm~1 with 9'5,0/; elongation] can·the~efo~e:ÎI{c)Ur·(>p~on, 'only partly,
,"be a'no~~al work-hardening, Perhaps the dràwing' process causes an adjust- .-
: inèni at. the crystal boundaries" t4ûs'Încr~a,sirig the ~bndrmaity low tensile
_streD.gth.,~.·: . ' ': ',' ./ " ; ';"" -,~

- ~ t'" _4_

...-
- I. '." '" : '.. .._-...._.

Tensile strength (OB) in kgfmm2, and elongation (6) measured ': ,,'
~ over?O X wire diamete'r,'ofO'r mm .I _!l'l weight % Be copper. ,

·TABLE xr
"

,. f, '

,I'

c"Old:drawn 69'6 ' 0:3%
. ~'

1'1% 67"0 66
a~ealed . ~ <,

ë
.. ~:.. ~-

11 h, 4000,."Ni ~40'1 <19% 58'9 1'1% 6412 ~ ... 4

id.
r
..

ljà h. 8000 N2 34'8 1~% .52'1 2'0% 57, '

'. -, ,
.:.

~~,
. 78% _

oxidized *)'!

',OB 0

,Frilly
oxidized

(extrapol.):**)
, GB

,J, "' •

.' '~Sb- Ma:e~al' ~o~ oxiilizëd
, . sequent ,

-. treatment . 'GB ,,' '0'
. ,....~.

.....:
, ,

< ,

The Brin~ll Hard~ess at 600° was, meas~ed with à)O' mm Widia .ball
(load 250 kg during 10 seconds] ón' a 9 mm'thlék piece of 0'1 % Mg silve~,
unoxidized, and oxidized 50 hours at 800,° in air, whicli gave,a-r!m some.

, ,,4 mm -thick. The hardnesses were 9 and 25 kg/mm2 respectively." .: t .
-T .. - - . • ~ • •• , • ,- • •... ' I ;:- -\ _..- \' '~ \." - '.

'" ~) 47 %'of th~ radius, th~s 22 % _ofthe v~lume:, not oxidized. " .
**) This extrapolation is rough for the two. annealed conditions, because here-the core'

of the 78% oxidized wire is much more ductile, and cannot have attained its full
tensile strength at the moment of rupture. Thus the last two extrapolated values
of OB will be too low, and its real decrease by ännealing still less than in the table:

'1

·1
,I

.. .
1

..I
-i
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~ great improvement in the creep properties by oxidation hardening ,
· was shown by simple bending tests on 1/2 mm thick strips loaded during
- 1/2hour. Fór instance, 1 hour 400 -c vàcuum-annealed 0'1 % BeAg strips
· crept 10 times faster at 400°C with 20 g load than the oxidized 'strips
(800°C air) at 530 oe with 50 g load.
These' mechanical properties, together with good conductivity (as far

as the Ag and Cu alloys are concerned) make these materials suitabJe
for ,several uses, especially in the electronic industries.

· 15. f?ing!e cry'stals

Because of the i~tercrystalline character of the brittleness of the alloys
hardened by oxidation we tried whether single crystals w~re ductile. This
i~deed proved to be the case. (!nner oxide films are not ~onsidered here.)

Rods .of 3-31/2 mm diameter were prepared~) by sucking molten Ag
" with 0'25 % Mg and Cu with 0'25 .% Be respectively into thin-walled
. . quartz-glass. tubes. The glass was easily removed ,after quenching froht

; ?OOO in water. Besides some less coarse-grained rods there weré some' which
. consisted of crystals between 10 ana .60 mm Iength: Some silver-alloy
rods were completely hardened by heating 27 hou~s at 800 °C in 'air, one

- cópper-alÎoy, rod (A) by beating 26 hours at 950· °C in air; havingstill
1'6 mm diameter after removal of the' scale. 'Another copper rod .(B) after
'171/2 hours was 2'15 mm. in dia., having an unliardened core with, a quarter

. I of this, diameter. They were all easily broken into their component crystals, Y

but these themselves ~~re quiteductile in bend~g'~*Y: Tensile tests gave
28 % ~nd 21 % elongation respectively ***) for completely l~ardened

~MgAg ~nd BeCu (against ·les~than,) % for a polycrystalline specimen o.~ ,
-, MgÀ.g): The tensile strength was 31 and 281/2kg/mm2 respectively .. "
, ,Co!d rolling to 9'5 mm was performed without the ~mallest crack. V:icke~s
hardness after rolling was compared -\vith that of rolled (0"5mm) l£noxidized
polycrystalline MgAg and BeC).!~nd not-roiled oxidized MgAg,~after subse-

_ . quent annealings in nitrogen at 300°; 4000, etc. to 800°C. In table XII the
. .' ~esults are 'also given of an MgAg and a BeCu specinien rolled (after o~i-'

_ . dizing) from, Iiquid-nitrogên temperature, but this silver specimen was
: polycrystalline (gr~ain size about !',mm2). - , ,~.. _

, The hardnessas of the oxidized single crystals are evidently lower than
, in polycrystalline form (see sections 1. and ll). The 'increase in hardness "

__ --'--'-, __ ••_'!'- ' .. _ / \ _,4 / • 0;. ~ ,~~ .:_. .~:. _., ••

"

, ,~)These rods, like the other castings, were made -in the laboratory foundry of
v Ir Meerkamp van Embden. - . " .

**):We found also' that the' brittleness of nitride-hardened iron + Al is less in single-
,. crystal form. ."~ -, f •

***)Measured over 10 mm; the silver'rods were machined to 2'5 mm dia. 'over the gauge
length, 'l:'hilethe copper one was tested without profile.
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TABLE XII

I 122 118 119

Vlckers hardness (21/2 kg load)

~

Oxid. +1/2h. +1/2h. +1/2h. +1/2h. +1/2h. +112h.treatment
and/or 300DC 400°C 500DC 600 °G 700°C 800 °C

Material rolled N2 N2 N2 N2 N2 N2

MgAg I I I I Irolled ') 102 56 40 35

oxidized "") 122 116 I 121 I 109 I 112 I 116 I 108

ox. + r. **) 146 138 I 143 133 123 125 122

ox. + r. -190° *) 176 I 194 I I I 168

BeCu
rolled *) 168 163 68 59

ox. + T. A*") 113 117 130 127

ox. + r. B **) 122 141 115

ox. + r. -1900**) I 140 138

I
I 126 124 127

131

by rolling and the corresponding decrease by annealing at temperatures
above the normal reerystallization temperatures of-Ag and Cu are remar-
kably small, especially for :SeCu.Metallographic examination after the last
annealing (at 800°C) of the rolled oxidized specimens showed that even
in the MgA.gno visible recrystallization had started; flow lines were still
visible. Only ill the BeCu crystal B had the unoxidized interior of course
recrystallized completely, but fig. 18 shows no signs that the sharp boun-
dary is being crossed into the un-recrystallized exterior.

Fig. 18. Single crystal rod of Cu with 0·25% Be, oxidized partially at 950 DC,cold rolled
from 2·15 mm f to 0·5 mm thickness, and then annealed in N2 subsequently at 300°,
4000

, •••• 800°C, each time for '/2 hour. Etched NR,0I-I+ H202. Magn. 60x. Only the
nnoxidized interior recrystallized, flow lines in hardened exterior persisting.

*) polycrystalline **) single crystal
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"-"I'he lattice disturbances cause? by cold work appear to play a mÎI10I:'

role besides those around the oxide inclusions. , ~
At the' crystal b~undaries the' flow along the glide planes must adjust

itself in some. way to prevent rupture; e the required flexibility can b,t} pro-
•vided by resolution of existing disturb~n~'es' (with formation of new ones).
. This can' take place easily in normal copper alloys and probably in agé- ', ,
hardened C~ with 21/2 % Be too, but, in Cu e+ BeO or Ag +- MgO it will be , ' -
difficult, So that ~he~ intercrystalline brittlenessis not s,osurprising; .
In conclusion we wishto express our thanks to Mr P. Jongenburger

for carrying out part of the eXperime~ts.. . ~

Eindhoven, .ru1y 1946

. , - ' - _\. ','
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. Thé numbers -in parentheses !I"enote the equations in which the sym- <-
bols are definèd or used for' the first time. ' ,

v -. .a 'c,m, lengtli of the ah: gap (2.1.2) ~ ,_ " _, -,..
, b . cm, height of thè- winding windo:W, see-figs 1arid 2 (2.2'.3) ,

-, (. ,",' ., ._.... .
cm, width of the winding window, see :figs 1 and 2 (2.2.3) . ,-'

•d .. cm, width of the.Iëg Of the 'coreInside the windinga.-see' :figs 1 and .2'
_(2.1.8) " "::"v.' , ' , "
= tjm (3.2.1), ' • ' "

-î: cjsec~ frequency ,(2.1.4) ,. -' , ,,- ,_. ' ..
•-, h , ,cm, stacking height of the corev seefigs 1 and 2 (2.1.!J) ".

k~,.k;(6.4.1) : .. -, 1 • '. . "".

1 -' cm; l!Îean length of magnetic path in iron (2.1.1), ,- -.
le,' cui, mean length, óf one .turn of the' windings (2.2.2) " ':.

, - m· '=- dje (2.2.6)'· -,',., -.» '~'

,,*, ......... I - - ,- • <. ~ •
n : r = bIe (2,2.6) ~-
'p .- (5:2)' ,_ ! ,',

q '. (5.3) - " .
r , ' = ejV~I. (2.2.6) , ~I

sr. .winding ,space'factor (2.2.3)
" t:._,·, hje (2.2.6) . ,

u: '(2:3.9)' :.\' . .-' . .;
'rw' . (2.3.8) .' . ._ - .. .- , ,
X '·weight fàctor 'ratio,Ofth~ cost ofthe core material per unit volume '

, ". to the cost of the windings per unit volunie of conductor (6.1.2) ~ ;
-y - Vc/2Vs _(2.2.6) ~,' "'. v> "
z yj(r4"!:nt)2 (2.2.7), • " _
A cm 2, area of cross-section of the core, including the spaces, between the

Iaminations (2.1.1)

. ...

/
'. >

. "
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"
, Summary

A design"metho'd is dev~ioped for ,chokes carrying A.C. only to
'enable the 'most economical dimensions to be found for any given'
, electrical characteristics. Formulae ánd ,tables are given for rectan-
gular types of chokes with and without limitations on the stacking
height. It is also shown briefly how the method may be applied to ,~
chokes carrying D.C: with superimposed A.C. ~ .. ' j
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r
'Ac cmê, total conducting area of. cross-section of the windings (2.2.3)
Bm gauss, maximum flux density in the core material (2.1.3) ,

'C ,(7.6)
,. D . atnpjcm2, current density (2.4.1)

Dmnx upper limit for D (2.4.4)
E volt, root-mean-square reactive potential drop across' the choke

(2.1.4)
G (2.4.4) ,.. , ~
Hm oersted, magnetizing force corresponding to -Bm (2.3.5)
I amp, root-mean-square current (2.1.~)
K = 1 + p.aSjl (2.1.2)
L henry, inductance of the choke (2.1.1) .
, N nuinber of turns (2.1.1)
R ohm, total resistance (2.2.8)

-,' 'Rc 'ohm, resistance of the windinga (2.2.2)
Rm ohm, 'resistance due to magnetic losses (2.2.1)
'Rm~x maximu~ value" of R th~t çan be tolerated (6.1.3) <,

S :. .stacking factor for the core (2.1.1) ',._"
V cm", volume of the core, including the spaces between the lami-

, 'nations' (2.1.8) " . , • . , '

, Vc cm3; volume, of 'conductor (2.2.4)
" Vmnxmaximum value of ,V, corresponding to {3mnx(2.3.7),

T: :'Vmin lower limit for; V, corresponding to Dmnx (2.4.3) -; . ,
..'a ' -ratio of iron losses to total lóssê~ (6.2.5) . .

{3 " . .::...(EjI)dljdE, .linearity factor (2.3.1)
{3mnx''maximum value of (3 that can be tolerated (2.3.7) ,
y (6.4.1).' '. '.'o , (6.2.6) . J -c

f.i. permeability of th~ core material (2.1.1) / "
. ~ e wattlcm3, specific lo~s factor of the core material (2.2.1)

f!e ohm'. cm, resistivity of the winding matèrial (2.2.2) ,
(J =' gjBm2 wattjcm3gauss2 (5.1) , "

. •• I ".

. I

, .

. '

~Unp'rimed symbols represent operating .values.
Primed symbols represent starting values (2.3.10). • • t

. '. 1. Introductioti

, r.' - The designer of a choke that is to be ,produced' in reasonably large
quantities is practically always faced with thé ta~k of obtaining the required -
electrical characteristics for as low à cost ,!is possible., Even if he limits

, himselfto one type 0.£ core, hówevervhe is stillfaced.with an ~finite number
of, possible designs,. of varying cost, but all giving the' same el~ctrical
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- results. And fin~lly, since some ,~orkaJjI~ design must usually'~b~'produced
in a short t.ime, a f~~ trial calculations are ~ade and the cheapest is chosen
.in the hope that it is somewhere near the most economical of all. .

~1hile the analogous problem for transformers has heen treated by a, \
number 'of writ~rs 2) 4), there is little, published work on the economical
design of chokes, possibly because it is only. recently' that these have
been needed in large quantities 'as 'ballasts for fluorescent lamps; \
In the following sections the writers have ende~voured to treat the above. ~ ~

problem in such á way. that the cheapest design, for a rectangula'r choke, ,
may be found with the minimum of searching, always assuming that. the
quantities to he produced are large' enough to warrant thé manufacture
of speciallaminations of the required optimum shape.' If this is not so" the
,methóds developed may ~e extended fairly easily to cover a lamination of
any partieular shape. , .". ' ,- -" '. '
Beginning with die .assumption ,that the relative costs per unit volume

for .the ,(rindings of the .choke compared ~vith the. core may be obtained
(or are known), the 'prob'lem of obtaining the minimum total'co'st becomes
essentially one of varying the relàtive dimensions of the choke, and there-
fore the ratio, of the volumes of windings and, core, while keeping the eleè:
trical characteristics constant or at least below the limits required.
'To do this the general equations '~elating the choke dimensions t~ its

electrical properties are first brought, in section 2 below, to a form where
the shape may h~ considered as 'a separate factor, The variations of this'
shape factor, and its optimum values, are conside~ed in sections 3 and4 for
p-articular types .of éore. These 'optimum values are then used in sections .
5 and 6 to obtain equations and tabulated data that yield the hest solution .
for any .particular case; examples of such solutions are i~cluded in the, , ,~
Appendix, , ~ _ " . . .' ,

The treatment presented in this paper is meant for an alternating
cm-rent of a sine-wave shape, In the case of a distorted' waveform it

.~will b,e necessary to find, in, every particular case, the nearest possible
- equivalent ~inusoidaï current; i.e, a sinu;oidal alternating .current, giving

the same c.opp,er and i~on losses as the d~stqrted one.. ._

'.' .

2. Basic equations applicable to all reetanguier cores

2.1. Current; voltage drop, and 'inductance' " .: , -
.-' The following fundamental relàti~~s 1) apply to ~ll chokes of rectangular

shape. l 4 .', \'

Tbe induct~nèe, L henry, of the 'choke i~ given by

'.;

t: = _4:n_N_2--,p,:._A_, _s
109 lK

I. (2.1.1)

'.
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,. ~ ,E ': ' 4'44 X ió-s NA ,B~ f S. " " : (2.1.5)
• .~ . - . • • _ .. • ;- • ... - _. • ....._... J • , ~ ... ": •

" where f cls,ec -: .the frequency oonsidered. " ',-, ~, ...' -~;-
,; ., <: ~Now, (~.1.1) ;n~ (2.1.3) may also he solved for N 'and K, iï~g

, ,-
=Ór • ¥i'x lOS 'LI l' v , "c'

~~-- "Bm VS. " (2y6) r-

, ~ ', I "-' -,.-_'

K' i 8n x· 107 L,]2 ft'.,
', \ Bm2 VS
..... .,..#. - -

'~
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,,
, , ftaS '.

K-:l+-Z-,!
(2.1.2)

, ,where~

"

"

the number of turns, '
the permeability 'of the core matcriale-
the area of cross-section of thë core, including
the spaces hetween the laminations,

= ,the mean length of the magnetic path in iron,~-
=_~ihe length of the air gap, and, -
- the stacking factor for the core.
, ,

and N
, '';' gauss/o'ersted-
-'·,.A omê , =

I cm
a cm
S

'-,.. .:.....

Alsó the' root-mean ..square current, I ~mp, is ~htained from

, ,J-" BmlK"
, 0'4 ny 2 NI.= ' (2.1.3)
, . . '-. . /' p,: . .

~here Bm gauss " ~h~ma:ri;'um Hul' density'in_ the core' material itself,
and since the root-mean-square reactive potenrial drop across the choke, ,
.E volt,' is - ': . - - :...- • .. . • -,' 1 .

',' '-, .'E '",2nfL. r, ,', .' '(2.1.4)

equations (2.1.1.) 'ahd (2.1.3) lead to'

." ... '.
,- ... Ós ,

, .
"

-. . (2.1.7) :. -''.
"

wher~

,Here ,V cm3 "

V- AI= dhl.
./

(2.1.8) e .

dcm,=

"-
the ';olume of the core; including the space~ between ~he ,
Iaminations,". ': , ' " ~ - _' " - __ --
the width of th~ leg of the core inside the -windings, .see -
figs, 1 and 2, a~d " . ' .' ,
the stacking height of the core, ~ee.figs i and 2. 1
. .~ -. ,_ ~ - " -_. .

h cm· .

2.2. Losses \. '
- From 'the d~fi:rÏition of e watt/cm3, the specificIoss facto; -Ofthe core','

material, we have' ~" ,:", ,- .: . ,,: ',.",,',.-
" ]2 Rm -- Ve S ' e , (2.2.1)

whère "'Bm '~hm . the resistance du~ to: magnetic losses, wl@eif the mean, ,_,'.. - _ ~ ..... " ' - _ - ~

r ,-



l
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,w~e~e, b cm, '_ the ,height of the winding window, see ,figs) and 2, .:
c cm = the width ofthe ~nding.windo~~ see figs i 'and 2, ,a~a: ': < <

"5 " • the' winding space factor. \, , ~ _ '
r " ' ,,_,o ,',' - , - ,,' "

'.' Equation, (2.1.6) may now he ~se~'to elimlnaié N from (2.2.2) giving "
.... '. ~, :..' ...... • ~. J. _ •

" -,J<R~~ 2'X 1016 e~LI2Ic•
",. ," L "

.._ .-'::
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oe-; ._.

length.ofone turn oLthe windings:is le cm ánd the total conducting area of
", cross-section of the windings 'is 'Ac cmê, the tot~ length of the windinga '
'will he NÇand the 'cross-sectional area of éach wir~ Will he Ac/N;so,that
, the. resistance ,óf the windings, Rc ohm, will h'e '",,": " c. ' , ' " • ,

,I, ee l~N2
" b c 5 .'

.". . " '" I', .1 ,,-' • ....-... ~- -

.where ee o~m:cm - the ~esistivity ot the winding material, and, by de- <:

" -finition, , ,

- . ',Ac = b'c 5. \ .,'" . ... ;....: (2.2.3) ,·l ....

, .
and, 'since the totJ. volU:meof conductor, V;'~m3,Will be

_ A- _ • • ",' •

.... .... ~ ~~
Vc' Ic Ac' • Ic iJ 5 ê, .: , .

, R~" '2 ~ 101~'e~LP Vc', .
L= Bm282 (b c d, h 5)2'':

~..

(2.2.4) ,
" , ,

. ,.'.
(2.2:5~ ,
-.

.'

where equation (2.i.8) hä~ beenused t~ eliminate A; _ '-
.... in' order to éonsider the merits of' various, shapes of core, it ishetter to
replace the various dime;nsions hy ratios. L~t' these -ratios hè represented
as .follows' .' ~ - _, ,I ", . '. ' " -

.ti- "'';' ~ - '

, -Vc,. -,2 V 5 Y , 'l
..' c = r V1/"

r d = mc,. .
b = n c ",: _
h = tc.

. '(2.2.6)

..... ,,',

' ...Then, putting in these ratios, combining equations (2:2.1) and (~.2.5),
, ; 'and suhstituting .

, , ' , z = ..y: ~.
::., " (r4mnt)2 • <

, (2.2.7)

we have for th~ f~t~! resistance, !l ?hm, ...
" .' " .' . \. " Ves' ~ X 1016 eè £2 [2 Z

R = Rm + Rc , J2 + Bm2 82 s v'l. . (2.2.8) .
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The factor z involves ratios only and is therefore dimensionless and in a
form suitable for consideration apart from the. other parameters, and parti- -
eularly apart from the volume of the core V. Values of z for various' core
shapes are dealt with in sections 3 and 4 below, where the lowest, and there-
fore the best, values are obtained. .'

2.3. Linearity
The linearity of a choke will- be defined here by a linearity factor P,

'~liere
E dl

P=-·-·I dE (2.3.1)
.dJ' .' ,

The quantity I is obtained from equations (2.1.2) and (2.1.3) as

dl = '.(1 ., Bm. d,u) dBm ', (2.3.2)
.1" ,uK,dBm .s;

But from (2.1.5).
... . . 'dBm- dE'

Bm =E' (2.3.3)

so that
" ~ . Bm . d,u

p-l=--.-.
" ,,uK,dBm (2.3.4)

~
- If th~ -magnetizing force corresponding :to Bm is, Hm oersted , since

/ Bnt:- 'ftHm we' may substitute

-e-. . . d,u' ,u "(' ' dHm)--. -_ l-,u--
dBm Bm . éj.Bm

(2.3.5)

giving

_ t

: . - 'r' dH "
P' ~ 1,= K (ft dB:'-3) . (~.3.6)

Equating the two values of K from (2.1.7) and (2.3.6) and putting the
maximum value of V as 'Vma" corresponding to the maxim'um value' of P

. that can be tolerated, P~.",gives' '.
- ,

V . = 8n X ,107 L [2 (Pm.,,-I) - ~_ sa )
=. dH ( Y

r ( m ) U, Bm2 dB -BmHm S ..
, m

(2.3.7)

where .- 8n x 107.L 12 (Pm.,,"':"'I)
w= ,, S '.

, dH
u=Bm2~-,BmHm.
I .,dBm

(2.3.8) ,

(2.3.9)

f .. '

1 , ,
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It may he s~en that u is -a function only of the p;o:pe~ties of the par~i~ .
cular magnetic material used (and of Bm). " ,

< In the case of hallast chokes for fluorescent lamps, limits for the value of fJ
, selected for design purposes,may be found as follows. - '- '

For satisfactory starting of the lamp the ~tart4tg potential drop E', and
current I' may be specified (withi~ limits) as well as the operatÏ1?-gvalues.'
Taking unprimed symbols to represenr operating values, and primed sym-
hols for starting values, we have from (2:1.5) and (2.1.3)

E" Bm'
-=--, I
E -Bm' ,

,'

-, '

IJ,

<r " • !lIINIMUM-ÇOST CHOIÓ,;:S \ - 287

I' Bm: K' p,.,
1 BmKP,'

so that : '
I'E K' p,
IE'- Kp,"

. But from (2.1.2) it is, easily found that~. , , .

K' It 1 P, __: I~' -
K'= + K'p, ,-p,

Thè~ from (2.3.10) and (2.3.11) applying '(2.1.7)
I.... • ._

(2.3.11)

(It - It') E'jE 8n' X 107 L 12 p,
I(= - = ,

p,': (I'jI - E'jE)' Bm2 VS
(2.3.12) ,

and putting in the value of y" from (2.3.7)

" u',, (1 _'1) (_ E'jE )'
Bm2(fJ--l) ~ p,'-:--;;' I'jI-E'jE'

(2.3.13)

This relation enables fJ to he found when the starting and operating con- • .',
ditions are specified and when the' form of the magnetization curve is ,

/ - Jinewn for the cor~ ~aterial to he used. For a particular form of curve a
more practical expression is derived in' section 6.4 below. _

I '

2.4. Current density". ,
~ 1 'When the' current density in the choke windinga is considered, a lower,
.Iimit is placed on V in a manner resembling the effect of linearity dealt
with above. .> • •

If D ampjcm~ is the current density, it will bë,given by

,IN
D=-·

. bes
(2.4.1) ,
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~ ~ --. ~
_Putting in Nfrom (2.1-:6),and using {2.2.6) and (2.2.7) gives.,

, I

_'i2 X 108 L J2 zl/. ' .....
D = 'I I' . , (2.4.2) •

_'BmSsV'y"'~ .,. ..
, -

J.'hen'if an upper limit Dmax is set for the.current'density,-_V will have a
lower limit Vmin given by, ,
. ' . -,. - : (G2 Z )"'.

Vmin• Bm2y , (2.4.3)

where

i2 X 108 L 12
'G = ----.,,-

Ss o.: (2.4.4) ~
i -. •

-These relations willnot normally; he needed; but there may occur special . '
chokes where Dm;x must he taken into account.' ,

- '. " - ,. - . ...,
<,,0 3. Optimum -shapes!';r shell-type. chok,e

",I'

, 3.1. Without spèc~al restriètions . ". " " . ~. .
'. ' Taking fi~st 'a -shell-type choke as in fig. 1, it m-ay be seen~thát the
~i volumes of core material and co~d~ctor are given by , ,

- - ~ • - •• ' • - I".

'. ~ t' .

\' .:: ~ " ,2 h d (b,+ ë+ d).,_,

Vc' _.2' b è s (2c +~+' h). -'

(3~L~1J

(3.L2) ,., -

... '

, , .
Substitution front equations (2.2.6) then gives. .-.'. -- . '" . -. . .

, ~.1.'2r3mt (1+ m + n),

,', ,:Y='r3;(~+m;+t).

_;.,._ .
, ,

(~.,L3) ,
\

.,'; (3.L4)

. '

"

,-, .

" - ... :_

. i

,-

"1'93311

Fig. l~.Shell-type choke, , '

,.
,,



~, ' Here only the positive root for n is of physical significance .
. ' ': 'Now for selected values of m, n may be calculated from (3.1.10); then y
,,' f~om (3.1.8) o~ (3.1.9) and ~ àn:d t from (3.1.5) and (3.1.6) respectively,-. - , -,
. and the op'timum shape is detérmined for various values of y. Some results-

. '.. of' such calculations are êven in table I ~nd show' that the best possible z
is about 56'~ at a yah~e ofy of about 1'71. \ , .

It will be shown later that the smaller values of y are also of practical
interest in reducing the cost of any choke, but the higher values are of
limited interest only, since the same .result may nearly always be obtained ,
with the use "of less volume. of conductor and the same volume of core.
The only case where higher values of y may be needed is when ,the current'
density in the windings would exceed the upper limit discussed in section, '
2.4 above, unless a high_ervalue of y were taken. '

\ '

",' .- ,",

. f

"-,
"
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\

Considering now equation (2.2.8), the shape factor z may be made a
minimum for anygiven value of y by a suitable choice of the ratios r,
in, ~, and, t. .'-

Even without any other restrictions on the shape, however, equations
(3.1.3) and (3.1.4) must, first b~ applied to eliminate two of tb£r~tios
say r and~ t. Thus '-

. 2 my (1 + m + n) - n _
. r3"'-. ' ,
.-. 2 m n (1 + m + n) (2 + m)

n (2 + m)

(3.1.5) .
-' .

t= (3,1.6)

Further, if we consider y to· be fixed, for z to be a minimum (r4mnt)
.• must be a maximum, With (3.i~5) ánd '(3.1.6) we obtain '

2my (1 +m+ n) -- n
"

, ,
"",,' '2m'n2y(l+m-tn)-n3,-',
16 (r4'm Tt t)3 = ' .'

m (2 +_m) (1 + m +'n)4~ ,
(3.1.7)

l.

The ratios" m: and n must now be chosen' to make this a maximum;
this will occur when the ,partial derivatives of , the right-hand side of \

~'(3.1.7) with respect to m and n are each equal to zero:'
Carrying 'out. these operations and' solving each equation, for y gives

, ~' ~ '. . .. '. . ~'. ..
. n (1 + 6 m + 3 m2 +. n + m n)

'. y. , m2 (1+ m + n) (7 + 4m + n) , ,(3.1.8)
" , .

:r- "

.2 "!;(1 +.m'+ n) (2 +-2 m-;- n)'

'. and solving these for 11, in terms of m gives _
• l .". _ ... ,f _"', _ , '. .~ •

n (2 + m) " 1 -'-0'5 m2 ± (9 + 18 m + 12m2 + 3 m3+ 0'25 m4)"'. ';'-(3.1.10)

y
n (3 + 3m-n)

(3.1.9)

I.



~~- ,'" "

''...~, From these equation~/ the values in table IV',have b'een calculated fo~ _"
~ "~. ,'0 thè cases of e = i, e = l' 5, anda = :;(Here and in láter tables ~nly values; ,

" -, ,,, • ,,"0", -, " " .. _ .' " • ,_ _ ','" '

-, . " ,'of y lower than 'that giving the minimum z have been included, as the ge-
neral features ofthe variations 'are simil~r to the c~se discussed iri.3.1 àböV'~.

" .~'.'...j. ,.,.. ,,~~ f

~': ; ~ 3:3. With' "wasteless" la~ina'tion~ , , " .I ,',_ "

, :'.-. If the Ïaminations are 'of the so:called "wasteless ,,- design of E and- I
• o_ ~ _ I • J • - •

shape, where the I is obtained from the punched out portions, we must
, ,.,' have- m = 2 and;'" 3. . ." ", - '

,': .... _ ,'Then the other-ratios follow from equations (3.î.3),,(3.1.4), ~nd,(2.2,7),
-\ (.' 'thug' ~ '.' '"

'\ ............ ~-' - ,14 .
t __:_,'_"--, .. : ",

,'/ " 8y-l" -' ,"

". .. "".

,I
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, '

The data in 'table I are gi~en in a more practical form in table Ill, a~d "
the lattèr should be ~se~ in calèû.lations of particular chokes. . -'

3.2. With fixed ratio of/stacking h~ight to corewidth ,.' . _ ,
Tl.e....ratio of stacking.height to the''core width is' tlm, and table I shows '

that, the valuès of this ratio' for the, shell-type choke without restrietion
are' mcouveuientlyIarge from ,the practical 'point of view, as winding is
difficult on a very asymmetrical coilformer. r :: '., " .,'
, ,8,0 .c~nsiderätionhas bee~ given to the case where tlm. is restricted; sa~

, .' - ...
, ') .t= em. (3.2.1) ,

• J'-, •

\, , • - , .; ~ _ ~,.. _<0- I

Equations .(3.1.3) and (3.1.4) still apply, and enable r, n, andz to he
eliminai~d. Then differentiation with' respect to the remaining variable m

',gives, by a procedure similar to that of section 3X above, '" ..
." ' .' ..

" ,

. , '

16 + 22 m +- 10 em-j- 7 m2 -1- ij e fn2 -+ e2m2

y=
-' 2 e m2 (12 + 12 1]£ + 2 em + m2 -b em2) ,

- - ) L .It

'_;.. ~ - '\ ~ ) ." r _ .,,_ t ~.. .

. 2em2y (1+ m), ","n === _~ ,'" . ,\', ~\ , . -:
" .:,. 2+(1+e)m-2em2y'

;.~'. _ 2 + á +- e) m,_:':2 e,{,,'2 ,:,.", .

r "'_2em2 (1+ mH2'+ (1 f;e) m~', .
1 . . _.

, ,

..
(3.2.?)

: (3.2.4)

I

'", -, . , ,'" '.

" t (3.3.1) "-
" ,

_'
" 8y-l
r3 _: '_,-' - •

, 96

,,' ".

(3.3.2) ,

.... "
, ]Tor thos~ interested, in this type of lamination, table II gives <typical ,

calculated values,' together With the corresponding figures for' z.. .

.'
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4. Dptimum. shapés for c'/m-type choke'
1'. ." 1

For _the core-type choke with two windinga on opposite sides as infig. 2,
th~ volumes of core material and' conductor are now

"

, ,: -,

..
" 4.;1,0,._

.:

- -.
. V '- 2 h ~ (b+c'+ 2d) ,

__." f

:V/ 2 'bc s (c + tI + h),
, , ~ - I

-'

, {

- (4.1)

(4,~) "

and, putting in the ratios from (2.2.8);
._ _ '. or. ..., .. \ ., " . ".

, :. =-' • ,,1 = in1r3 (1+~m+11:),
Y .. n 1'3 á + m +~);', '. . ". "

" ,

,
(4.3) "

" ' (4.4)'
"

" ,

" : /"

, . . '.
"

"
j'~,..

/' .. ~.
" , r •

.... '1..

", -. . ..-....
..~": .: ~j- ~~ -.

J'
-~ "

... y.~ •• ~~ ~t.)

::
" , "

,~-

-: Fig, 2: Gore.type chok'e.,
• c" - - ,- . ", . _, I' I'

By app~ying 'the' transformation .
-: .

"
" ,-
" .'," ',f -,'" ·2m: m!

. I n'n ,_;-

r 4'/' r'
'......

2t ='(t"."

", ,y'__:_2y',':. ...'
" 2'!' z = z'_ , ~- .

,. : ... -~ _. . i , _ ~ ••' .

wherè the unprimed letters now refer tö the core-type' ch~ke:and the primed' ~/_'
.' ones to the shell-type: .equations' (4.3)' and (4.4) reduc~ t~ the' form of - .
'(3.1.3) and (3'.1.4), ~~d the results of the calculatio~s for the shell~type.-' .
, choke may he, converted dhecily for the core-type, .' ,-,

The new values ofthe various ratiosare in tables V and Vlfor the cases
;Vithóut .special 'restricti~ns and with restricted stacking heights respec-
,tively; these tables have been prepared by converting the figures of tables',
III and IV respectively.' ", - '. • , ' .._, -e
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5. Minimum losses.
. "
. In the preceding sections it has been shown that the total resistance of

"-the choke may be represented by equation (2.2.8), and that the factor z
may he made a minimum by a suitable .choice of the relative dimensions
only. .
To obtain the conditions for minimum losses when Bm or V is fixed,

I

,the loss factor e must be expressed as a function of Bm. For common mag-
.. " ;netic core materials we may write approximately

1 '

" where a wattfcm3gauss2 is a coefficient depending on the material used,
but not upon Bm. .
; 'Also substituting, for brevity,

L
.: aS

p .. 12'
.'

" " ..
For fixed V ana ..z then R is a minimum, Ro,when

, . K ~ • \ I.

-(5.2)

(5.~) .

(5.4)\
'_

.. ,~,

_- "

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

.' - ~..

.4 X 1016 eé £2 [2
q=

. S2 S

.(2.?8) becomes

I .'

.;. ,\', ~ .:.

dR
~--=O,
dBm

that is
v:

(È.)'/t; -.pV/3

'. _ . making the iron and copper loss~s equal, and,
.v _ (P qZ)'/'_Ro- _

V'/a
'. ', (a ' z )'/' "= 2 X 108 L (le , •
, S s V~, .

"
Oh the other hand"i(Bm and z are fixed, for 'minimum R, say' Ro',

dR
dV= 0, and

(
5 qz . )'0/. .

V= '. ,
,3 P Bm4 -

(5.8) .

; .
._}
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-, '. I'

(5.9) ~

(5.10)
./~

making .the iron and copper l~sses in, a ratio of 5 : 3 ~nd the total

Ro' = l'936(p5 q3 ~3 Bm4)'/. =
'. (0'5 ec3 LG Z3 Bm4)~1/.

- 3'26 X lOG •, 14 S3 S .

6. Minimum volume and other considerations

6.1. Case where maxi;"'um resistance is determining factor /.
- '. In most practical cases we are not concerned with obtaining minimum
losses, but ~ather -with obtaining the minimum cost or total ~olume while
.keeping the losses and the linearity factor p below some given Iimits.
. -Now the minimum cost will be obtained, at least approximately, when
Vc +.Sx V is a minimum for the given design requirements: Here a weight .

: factor x has been introduced representing 'the ratio of the cost of 'the core
material per unit. volume to. the cost, of the windings per. unit :';olume of
conductor. -. . "
. Considering first only the maximu~ tolerable resistance Rmax, and exa-
mining equation'(5.4), it may be seen that z must he expressed as a function'

.' 'of y, that is a function of VelV, to obtain an expression that may be used .~
to find the conditions for minimum cost. ' '
. It is difficult to find a simple analytical'expression relating y to the corres-

ponding best value of z, at least for the various shapes discussed in sections
3 and 4.ab9ve. However, if the values are plotted it may be seeii that, in

. I._ _ I •

all.cases in which we are interested, namely when y. is not grèater than the
,~alue giving the lowest of all z-values for the partienlar general cote type

.' " ~. t " I' • •

'dy. \
-<0.dz "~I

.:

, "

(6.1.1) .r

Now f~om (2.2.6) :
, . ,. ,

Vc + S x V = 2 s V Y + 'S x V,
\, . ...

(6.1.2)

and it is evidentfrofn (5.4) that we should take R . " Rmlix in order to be
~hle to decrease the volume 'v. as far a:; possible, o,r altematively to dé-'
crease Vc and therefore decrease' y and increase z as far as possihle.

In. this case solvin g (5.4) for z gives

(Rmax _:: p V Bm2) Bm2 V'I•.
z= ~----~~----~-----~

\, . , q
(6.1.3) ,

\ .

Then for minimum cost-
d (Vc+ SxV) ,
--'-d-B-m---:'-...c._ = 0',

d (Vc+ Sx V)
, dV' = O.

(6.1.4)

(6.1.5)

"
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\ ' . ",' - .
, ".' .' . - -. ,

" The first condition (6'.1.4) leads, with (6.1.2), to

. t;ly . dy dz
, --=-·-=0.

dBm ,dz dBm ., ,
__ - .. I, •

But owfug to th~ nature .of the y-z-curves dyJdz is 'zero only at very large
values of z; so' considering only -', _ '. : -_,

. _ dz "
'--=0
dBm ~ ,

!,

(6.1.6)

, ,
(6.1.7)

we then find-

,(6.1.8)

- '_

, a~d this is positive, 'showing that a 'm~u!ll and not a maximum has been
"obtainedfor _X, sincethe fust t~rm_~s zero, from (6.1.7), dyldz is negative, ' - 'I

frçm (6.1.1),'and ~2zJdBm2 is proportionalto R.nax-6p 'V_Bm2which will
"also be found to hé negative- . .' .': '.. '. ',:, -.:. .

, " .. . ,-""~ "... ,- .- .'<" . So we now h~ve from (6.1.7) and (6.1.3) -.

_.
(6.1.9)

, .~ \" ~

---'..._~ere àgain ;we have the iron' and' copper losses equal.
.: \ . The second condition (6.1.5), and'equation' (6.1.2). give

... ~.

,
-," .. ' .....

. ,-. -. . ~ dy -d z '
2'sy+Sx+ 251(,-.. -do' .= O.
" - d s V::-

,-' '(6.1.10) _ :.
_'

'- J •Fro~ (6.1.3) .tnd (6.1.9) .,
.! i",; I .._~ • • _~ --'" ~......

, d-z .~,B 2 ,r " .., " c R2.. " ...(-_
. , " - _ . ~ (5 R " V'!·_; 8' Bm2 V'/.)' ,ma".,: '. (6.1.11).' _ .

d V 3 max / "P, 6 V /. '.' .;. '. ,,~,:,' q _' .. .'; . p q, - , -
..> _ .r .... -"">__- /Putting this.value in (6.1.10) w~ have" . -.

, . ' . . . I·... •..

'. . R.n 2 ViI. dy:'. S X'
Y -f _a_" -'-' .- ' '-- -,- .

'. :,... 6qp ,dz,': 2s .

"

" ".__..
\ _ f

,.

-: • __ . - ~-." I ' . __ •.

Here again using (6.1.9) and (6.1.3) to eliminate V gives finally
\ - -, - . - • <' -- . - ...,

2z' dy.' "B.«..
y+-'-. =--.

. 3 ,dz 2 s'. -
". . _.~ (6.1.13)
. - ~ "',

'.'

:' sfucè from (6.1.1) dyfdz' is negative, this réláti~n has a us~ful solution,
whlch will hé f~rther discussed in section 6.3 below.. ._ ...... .

• I.

" ,6.2.: Case where lineafity i§_ determining factor , _.-,' ,.',' . ~
. The value of V determined from equations ·(6~1.13), (6.1.3), and (6.1.9) .
'... ..,_ _' ~

......



must 'n~t b~ greater than' Vmn:' found fr~m equation (2.3.7); or P will be
larger than the tolèrable value. ',,~ ,
',1£ thc' V found is too great w~ m:Ust proceed in a diffèrent manner, as '

, ' ,,- .
follows. _';',' ." _ ,
. The value of V used ~must now be brought down to Vmnx and V is -~o

longer independent of Bm. Putting in Vmnx fr()ill (2.3.7) equation (6.1.3) ,
now becomes ' . ~ ,,'

" .'_, " . (~ _' ., p iv B 2') iJ 2 (~)'I.,
. '. max # m. m-

.' _' ,~'If . . U
-\ Z.= --~-_:_--__;---_ q

i ,

.'
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''''',

-
0' ,

and (6.1.2) becomes . -, 0 -~

" , -"" w _
, ~ ',~ Vc +. S-x V = (2 s Y + Sx) - .

'>. '-"'''~'I - -u
, (6.2.2),_- "I

We :may now select' only B';' t6 make' Vc +- S x, V~a 'rimm'um. ',
.. ' '. . .. . .~ ;,..---_ .,
'I'herefore, using con~tion (6.1.4) we obtain

,'" • _ ... . ..... T.\ ~.~'",

,'_".y.+:cSx' û:dy.dz. 'zdy(~:dZ).
_~ 2s: d s du +. dz z du ' :,

._~...
"
"; 1/1'" I

1:., -c-, ,.

'. -, ..__: .....: --~;..-~ "

, ' '(6.2.3r-· ",
.~.•..

, -1. _. •

f'he factor (ujz) . (dzjdu) is found from (6.2.1), and by substituting
'" . -,~ ....... - ' ... .' '" .... ~:-. e; d~'-:-- ' ~ 'Bm3,.'d2Hm ,'.. r ,

" -;:--:. dB = 1+:;- .d B 2' '.~ " t ç (6.2.4')
~ -_--.~. t. u" m ' _ ,.m ...., :.: ~

' ...: and writing' ... ' , '" ' " . - ,',

'_' .." " '- ,j/wÈm2 8:it X 107 (J L (Pm, nx-,', ,1)Bm2 "'.a,';' '- )
- ~~ _ <', (6.2.5 .._,,_
":, ' " ,Rmnx~- ", ,:,.;'R~n'K.~ _" _ ,,'

where ~ is the,rati~'6f~the iron losses t6 the totallosses, we'finally ;btaiIi'. ... .. . ,- ~;..._ ,.

,r " I""''''

-:

,<
,', '"", :-..-. ,
. -,

",I,_. .~

: I u d'z't'.~. _'_.\~
!:du "

...
, or"·' .'B'á"d2H

'1':""'4a- (5-8a) ~. ~ ,: ",
.' lf- dBm2 ij ,,.- ," . , " I

3 (1- a) (1+Brjl3 d2!I~)'. ","3' ~say),:, .. :"(6..2.6) "

'. '. u 'd Bm2
r-

.. ~t _, ' J,

',- ...
,I

.. '. • - # ~~.'

"

" ..and from' (6.2.3)
.'1' .

- ;.

, , I

.». Sx (J dy
y4--=-z-'z s . 3 dz',"

(6.2.7) ~'- '

. (

For a = 0'5 this reduces to a 'value (J = -2, and «5.~.7) is then identical-.
with (6.1.~3). "I ' " " ._ '.: "_ _' , . .

, ",. _ -
6.3. Case-uiherecurrent density is determining factor

..'.:'In some càses it may be found that V, calculated as in section 6.1 aboye,'
, - .... ' .

..

v ,
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is less than V~in' the lower limit set by equation (2.4.3). Thento keepthe
current density not higher than Dmax we must bring V up to the value
Vmin, and here again Vand Bm are no longer independent of each other.
By a procedure analogous 'to that for' the case where linearity is the

controlling factor it is now found that the conditi~n for minimum cost is- ~ ~
",' y + ,{2Y + Sx (1-2a')~:' ..dy . _ S'~ " (6.3.1)

3 . 2s a' J y d z 2 s
- - -

where a',is the ratio of iron losses to totallosses, and is given by

PB'" G'I,z'l, '
a'= m

Rmaxy·l.
(6.3.2)

Examination of (6.3.1) shows that fo~ a' = 0'5 the relation is again identical
wit~ (6.1.13), but that for 0'5 < o':«: 1 there may be occasions where a
positivevalue of dy/dz is needed to satisfy the equation, that is the region
of high y-values would b~ used. --

~ .'

, '" (6.4.1)

The other functions in~olved ifi 'the preceding equ~tions then become. - ' . . . ~. ~
~= k2 (y --:-~) Bmy:t-I,~ ... (6.4;2)-.

(6.4.3)
, I

,', ~
(6.4.4).

(6.4.5)

.
v

_,
,

(6.4.6) ,

. ,

(6.4;7)

v •

_,

r,

_.

EI' , ..'
. (r .- 1) (EI.- 1) ~

, (3 -1= (E')l'-l ,
- -1,

oE,: .

,~= 1 - 5 y -- a (4 - 8 y) •
'_" (l--a) (l-f-y) ,

,/ "

.\
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Now eHs-2 for equation (6.1.13) and only extends as far as -5 when a
is very small and ris large; so by selecting c5 values in this range and using
the y-z-cu!,ves calculated as in preceding sections the solution of (6.2.7) is
obtained for each particular core type. A similar' procedure could be
adopted if the solution of (6.3.1) is required in practice. ,

The 'solution of (6.1.13) and (6.2.7) is given in tà.b.;uar form in tables, IU
.to VI inclusive, and it enables the c?rreet value of Z to be chosen for vari?p.s
given values of x and awhen sand S are known.
Since it is Z that must later be used to find the var~ous shape ratios,

, .' tables UI to VI have been prepared using incremental steps of z, and the
corresponding- ratios are included. /'., ~

In converting the figures for the shell type to the' core type the ~ransfor-
mation for x, corresponding to' equations (4.5), was found by examining , ..
(6.2.7) to be - .

x " 2x'. (6.4.8)

6.5. Design prócedure" ,
"~ A briefoutline will now be given 'of the ~ethod of using the preceding
. data to design a choke with given 'properties;,while typical' numerical -
examples are given in the Appendix. ' .
1) Design requirements assumed to be given are values of ,~ . . .

_'

2) Other data to be ascertained are valuës of
. . '

x, s, S, kl, k2, r, a,'Qc', , '

These depend upon the partienlar materials to be used.'
3) A general choice of shape must be made between the shell~ and core-:

types, with' or ~thout' some restrietion on the stacking height. ' ,. '.
4) From the appropriate. table (tables UI to VI) find the valrie 'of z,

say Zl; corresponding to the·bown Sxj2s for c5 = '-2.' , "_
5) Calculatep and q from equations (5.2) and (5.3) and then VI from'

- ~ . .

._, .

. .. '

(6.5.1)

.'

. ,
{this is derived from (6.1.3) and (6.1.9)k ,

6) 'Find w from (2.3:8); Bm from (6.1.9), u from (6.4.2), and then Vmax'
from (2.3.7).

7) If Vmsx found is uot less than VI' proceed at once/to step 12) below," ....
. otherwise the intermediate 'step~ 'are .necessary, using a method of '
successive approximation.

. , ;/
:8) 'If VI was greater than Vms,,' take a value of a lower than 0'5, say.
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(6.5.2)

_, I
, .._,
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",
• • '. c •

• '<l2' , 0'4, find thê oorreeponding c52 from ,(6.4.7) and the corresponding
. Z2 from the table as before. . . :

.9) Now calculate aa from '

, _'pw ' ~"[kd;'-lH PQZ2 ~'/l;~~
~:r . R",~x 1£2(Y"71) Rmaxs w ?.a2 (1- a2) S ;'"

-.

10)
(derived from (6.2.1), (6.4.2), (6.2.5) and (6.4.3». .
Use a4:-- t (a2 + as) to find the corresponding c54 and Z4 as in step 8),
and repeat steps 9) and I 8) unt~ the successive values of the s»
found, approach each other reasonably closely; usually it is unneèes-
sary to go beyond a." that is, steps 8) and 9) are performed three times.
Using the suffix n' to denote the final values.found, find V from '
\. ' ... - \... \ ~ ., ',,' "" . .

V 'V' '~' :p qZn : ]1/1
'\ • '> ~a" ," , 2 'a (1-- a) «: -Ó;

r ... _ ax~!! ~,n
~

t -
. (6.5.3) .

f
11)

. .'
f- • -. ~.

.(~eriyed from (2.3.7) and (6.4.2», ",'
.... '.' and then Bm from ' ;.'

'B~ ~ )Vk,(:~i)(::'', .: .

.' .
,
, ,

" ..... \ ,
" ..'

~'. ,- ,.;.......f -: r,
_ ,

.,' (6.5;4)' •.. '
" ~ "

J
.. , ,(dêrived fro~· ((>.2.1),"(6.4.,2); and (6.5.3»; , ,',,'.

· ; 12) Th~ remaining unknowns are ~nally obtained first by 'usi?-g.the [appro- ' I •

.:C '0,',' • .',",;.' priate table [tables III to VI) to find the size ratios .corresponding .. \.
" , .... , .' " .to Zn, and then finding the' choke dimensions from (2.2.6) and N, K, " '

..... " " .'" -, - -' -. '. / ,'_ '.'- "-,,,.
ànd a from (2.1.5), (2.1.7), and (2.1.~) respèctively. ':- , \' .'

" ~. • .... ' . 1. l ,. ' ~ -. , ; '\ #~~-"< , , --.- .' '_. . ~ - -, \ - _ ..¥
{ .', ' 6.6. Choke [amities ,:'. . "". . . ",- . ". '. " '" - ""',

,;.' .. :.; -, Havingdesigne?-'a'pjlrticulai,choke: it is possible to convert it to other
, ' ,'.: values' of'the design parameters by applying a dimensional procedure 1).
:.' " For the equations developed in ,this' paper the following conversion rules
. ,1 have heen found. ' , , ,

· ", For all chokes of the one family, that' is with the same shape and values
. :of.x, y, z; and so on, and with the same constauts for the core-material> .
· jmd conductor, the parameters may be varied, sothat

, ,...... ..~-..'- ;, \ .- _.... _, _"' • . ',i -"'.

~,'(E1)3y-l(P-=-1)2 " (,~ ,
r. .... ." 4 2 = constant,

, .' . (12 Rmax) ~, "_. ' ,

-,

! ,

, ,
,(6.6.1)

and the conversions for V and Bm are
\ '

.'

-i .

, 3y-3
J' ,', (E~)4y-2
V CS> -----3-'

- (p::- 1)2y-l:
(6.6.2)

'.. ~.

-" .

-'"
.' ..: "
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,
-r ,.......

'~:' .
. ',(6.6.~)

• ;11- ." 2 , ~,1

e;~ (P --:-1 )2.:1 (E1)"4y-2 •
~'.

The above 'conditions 'hold for all values ~f a, but with a< 0·5 the {J used
must ;f course be' {J. • - '.' .' :. . . . , '. '. - : :max·' .. .

- . Further, we see that in the normal case where y is Iarge, if P is considè;ed~.
fixed, a family óf similar chokes result~ when 12 Rmnx, the watts loss, 'fs'. <'

-s varied as (E1)'/·. Also .~ this case Vinust be varied :{~.(E1)'!·....and· Bm is . \
·"practically constant. ~ . " .' . - ,.. - , _ .. 0,. "
· - - \. .. {~. ';; '. , , ...
•7. Application to chokes carrying direct current: . _ . I'

); ~ '. - ..... .. '"
'\ . Throughout thiS" paper the' mathemàtical tr~tment has' been limited '
" ~.o~hokes not c"irryjng any direct-current component; However, the :rel:i~ts \ ......
obtained, may: he applied also to filter chokes used in p_Qnnectionwith rec-. . ~
tifiers to .smooth out altemating-current ripples, provided t~at 0 th~ \mea-
nings of some of the symbols.ëmployed art{ suitably modified. These modi- ~

. ,;,_ficàtions may ~e .de~ved ......as f~ll?ws. ~ ,..' ". .. 1

" _When~ direèt current is present the inductance' is determined .by the . ,:~ ':,,~~
, incremental 5) permeability ,ui where ",d '

• " .. - '>.

- =, " 0 .LlB'
. -. ". 0," ,ui = -.-,

, , .~. 'LlH "-
\.

(7.1) ::.' ;. ~~ .
.. ~~

" .'.' . ' ...., ;
" ,

· and 'eqûáti~ns (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) must ibe repla~e!l'by
~-:- ,.... ," -..'- 'I I .... _~

" 4:n N2 !-Li'A S ...
L= /'~.. J09 iK;

. "'.

'-"" _. - .. , .)'. -- (7.2) ..
~'t _;._:

/; . and
c : >.

~. - ' , ,"!-Li aS." .
s; _.1 + -1-' .

',' . . .. ," -.
_. 0'. :- • _ ,,- " \.' - _ •

If.lo amp is the direct Cl¥rent jmd !-L is still the ordinary permeability, ,,,..
equation (2.1.3) should be replaced' by -: ,... ,:',' . -.\

.... ... ... ". ...... or

• ~_(7•.3) "

<. : 0'4':nN1ó' ' KHól;
A ti ' t" '" .., ... ~ .- ~

~ > where K is giv~n bOy,(2'.1;2) and Ho is the. direct part of the m~gÎletic', ~._.
- field_ stré.n,gth., . " . \; , . . . . 0 ~ " ••

, Then from (7...2) and (7.1), '"
.c - . '108 LIl K- "'N= .,0 t. '(7.5)

.,.. ~J • ' • _ .". VS /hi ,K H~'"- r: - _ .> ' .. ., -." <~

; . . . .' ' . - . ~." " . ' .. ." - '-"';" -'. - , ~_'''
Comparing, (7.5) with (2~li.6) it is evident 'that Bin is now replaced by a • '
factor C given by' " . •

C· f2 K ILiRo; ..
. Ki' "

, ,(7.4)'

,-
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Rewriting (7.5) in the form

C (N :0) 'y2 ~ 10
8 (L'~02), (7.7)

. ,

it is seen that the terms in brackets are those used hy Ha n n a 8) in deve-
loping his method of choosing the best air-gap for any particular choke.
He and several other writers 6) 7) have shown how this may he done when
the shape and one other variahle have heen chosen, provided that the in-
eremental permeability and other properties of the core material are known.
If, then, we choose the shape and V, 1 is fixed and Hanna's method-

enables the maximum, and therefore the best, C to he chosen, so N is also
fixed .for given values of Land 10' ' . \ .

In the common case, whc~e the aiternating current in the choke is small
<_:omparedwith the direct current, we may neglect the magnetic loss resis-
tance Rm in comparison with the copper rèsistance Re, which is now..

, 4 X 1016 Il L2 I 2 Z .R _, ec °
. e - C2 82 s V'I. '- .\

and this -replaces (2.2.8). .
For Re '= Rmax tQe condition for minimum cost will then he. '

(7.8)

8x 5z dy
y + -. =--' .'-,_.

2s, 3 dz .. ./

which is (6:2.7) with c5 =-:-5 corresponding to a'= 0, since iron losses are, .
neglected. . , '. .\.- ...

;1· ". The procedure 'for.the solution of (7.9) will be 'similar to that already' "
',' given in section 6.5 as far as step 5)_hut using c5 = -5, Then since Vis

found, together with z and the corresponding hest shape, C is obtained hy
. - . . I, ..

. Hanna's method.

(7.9)

8~Discussion and. summary - ._

In the foregoing sections it, has heim sho~ that the particular v~ue
required for the shape factor 'z automatically determines all the relative'
dimensions of the choke, and these proportions are välid for all chokes of a

, given general type when z is chosen. I _ '

'. For purppses of}llustration the ,variations of some of the parameters are
.'. .- shown in fig. 3 for the choke calculated in t.he exampleszf and B of the.

Appendix, hut with .v~rious values 'OfRmax and the corresponding V.' It
.. may he seen that as Rmax is increased V decreases progressively until the ,

region of equality of iron and copper losses (a = 0'5) ends where (3 has risen
. very' sharply to the permitted value Pmax' As V decreases further, the a .
chosen must then be decreased and the copper-losses take an increasingly"

','
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"

large share of the total-losses permitted, while Vc decte~ses more rapidly
than -V. ., '
, 'The t~sk with which the designer ~f a choke for a' fluorescent lamp is
confronted' can briefly be f?rmulated as follows.

Rax
Bm -'

kgi3IJSS "-......, z
\

9010 100 \
\

9 90 \ 88
\pe 8 80 \Bm 86

1.07 7 70 \ . 84

" 1.06 6 60
\"" 82\ a

t.r)5 5 50 \ a 0.5 80

W4 4 40 78

.1.03 3 30 76

1.02 2 20 74

.1.0,1 10 72

1.00 0 0
\ .

70~ " /0

,

I <99~38'

"Fig. 3. Variations. of parametera.for afypical choke.

4 / _. •• ,',

He must find the ch~apest choke,gi~en the operating current!, the ter-' 'c,' ' ,

minal choke voltage E, and the linearity {3 desired, that is the percentage
~. '.,. ,
~increase of the current for 1% increase of the terminal voltage; he is given,.
furthermore, th~ price ratio ~ of iron and copper, the space factors sand S
for copper and iron, and either tht? ruaximum permissable chokeIossës " "
(maximum equivalent total ;esistance Rm) or he must suggest a reasonable
.value of R after taking into consideration cost and size. t ~',

The choke design is uniquely .determined by its
a) shape, ' '. .,
b) totai iro'n' volume 'V-;- and
c) flux density Bni..
It turns o,ut that the optimum shapeis largelyindependent ofthe èho~enR.

, ,The shape of the choke is best defined by three ratios:' . ' I'

1j 'window height/window. width ' n, , '
2) stàcking .heightjcentrè limb width '. t/m, - , ,
3) total volume occupied bycopper/total voluxrt:eoccupied by iron = 2 y ..
,The margins for the first two optimum ratios are relatively very narrow -e,

indeed. They are: ' , .
2'2 < n:«; 3, I

, 2 < tlm. < 2'67 .'
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It is ma~y th~ third ratio y \hat is rlfspon~ibl~ for the, minimum cos~. The 'I.

....' largest possible value for the 'optimum y is y3 Jif currep.t density is 'not _ ..
. .Iimited], corresponding with very large values of x, andy decreases towards'
zero with decreasiàg x. _;.' ,- _. . -.' . ;,; {

/: ~~dvisëdly the designer will plot a curve R versus V (similar to :fig.3) for
- his type, of choke in order to _make a reasonable suggeBË0n as to the choice

'- ". of losses and size, cost, or weight. Starting with a very large V (small R),
it i~ to he seen that the ratio a of the iron losses to the totallosses is O'S -
and as long as a == 0'5, the ~atio y is independent of R and is'deter~ned .
solely by x. R~ghly (at least in th.e greater part of the region)

... \:,' --- -

,- -
and so an -error of -1 % m"-estimating x causes Qnly_ t % error. in deter-

I ~ _ I '

_ .' . mining y~ In the region a = 0'5 the, Iinearity {J is better than desired, a
.' decrease of _v c~uses' an increase of both Rand {J. One per cent .increase..' :, _.. ,,\. -' - - ---, ,

óf R saves' 3% ,of materials.' Once the póint has been reached when a he-
;._.; ~. - . " ._' . - . '. - .... ~ . to

~-..... ': comes smaller than 0·5; 1% increase, of R saves much leastban 3% of·
" . -i .... I .',.,. _- . . ,

',' ." .' '.' materials, but at the same time {J remains' constant: In the regioû a < 0'5'
',<' .,' the ~atio y-depends sJightly.:.,.on'Ras well, (decrèa~~s 'With mcreasin~ R).· ;:
. . '; _,' J'he gelle~.!llchoice lJetween the cör~- and shell-typesmay be .made from _,_

.' . ,<: . the following considerationss If ,we .take 'Vc_+ Sx V to !,epresent'the total ..«.

" .~~st.~f th:e. choke, then, at Ieast for the region of equal-losses (a _;_,O·S),:.
: -' -.. it willhe found that Sxf2s~= 0·~ is the 'point where, the shell~ and its equi- _ .

~~:'.: .~.: '.~valent '~~re-type of choke have equalcosts, w.~lil~with S;t;f2s<_0'Sthe :,:
, : " shell-type is cheaper, and, with Sx/2s> O·S,the core-type is better. T1îe .'

.:, ~ . _', difference in cost amounts to about 23% at S.x/2s .: 6'but in ·practi~e.1;..his,,·
gain-m:ay often he more thap lost again due tothe need for two separate ' ..

, >.' ~dings on the core-type, which of course necessitates the t~km'g of dif- .,_.
.'rerent x-values forthe two cases. In general then, the shell-type will he, .
preferablewhere the cooling surfaceis not a major factor. _ •

• ". r ,~ ,-

" Comparing now the various stacking heights, it may be seen from a few
. \ - '. ,.. .,' ~ ....

trialcalculations that the relative additional costs incurred by the use of-'
'\"'. -io. L '. . '" •

,restricted 'heights compared with the unrestricted case, are approxiIp.ately: .~,
16% for h,= d, 5% for h = l'Sd, and 1% for h = 2d. Eiren if winding r>

.: • , :' ~=". difficulties' can be overcome, therejs little to be ' gàined then' in going ,
; _ ~néarer to ,he ideal case th'an h = 2ti. . . . '" ~
'> It must be pointed out that' ~Cl·tain difficulties may occur. in applying'
the. design method outlined. Thus' care must -he taken in those 'parts -of .

~ ~alculations involving such terms as Bm"l. since-y is' usually largé, say 10,,'
. o~ ia; as otherwise se~ious ~rrors may occur in the final result. The final .

. 'design should, of course; be 'checked against 'the actual É~H' c~e for .
... ~ .. " - - ~ '. ,- _- - \

'. \ the corematerial, particularly as equation (6.4.1) will not provide a good ~
_" .,/ ' ,

.. "_

'..

,4,'
(

' ..
'-
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, ' .. - ' " .
fit for this curve at fairly low:values of B; Further, altli~ugh S may usually'
be taken as coá~tant~ s' and x w:ill vary to ',some extent with changes' of

. " shape of the w:inding w:indow. Ifr~quired, this difficulty may bè overcome,

. if details of s~~h changes canhe obtained from:practical data on costs and
- w:inding methods, by rfiaking the necessary choke calculatións first w:ith an
. approximate value of Sxj2s and then w:ith a v'al~e more, accurately esti-
. mated for the particular shape arri~ed at from the first calcclation."·> -
• ·~Not.included in the treatment-is the choice of the proper electric "steel »Ó,

(silicon content). Since the' silicon content. of commercial ste~ls váiies in·
steps (and not continuously); the designer will in most cases have the 'choice .,,' ~v •

·hetw.e~Ît hot more than t~o or at .the' utmost three steels and ~t~t~4_be .: , : ' '.
:' advisable. to calculate the, design according to the treatment outlined for' ',_: .
'-"'-, '.~ - '. / " -./"- i

all steels in question and then make a comparison, .' ,
., Finally; the Writers's {reàtm~nt does not take account of;any limit~tions' ';. 1 •

" . that may be imposed on the design, either (a) by considerátions of héat'-" ~ ,0' .•
, dissipation and possible inc~ease of the resistance of the :Windings With .~.'
rise of tèmperature; or (b) by the possible necessity to fit thechoke into al': '.'

" box ~of~'i'kward shape. .' ". ",'. ,:. '

I .- , ",

Sydney"Philips Electrical Irulustrieeof Austialia Pty Limited, ." ~
, ': . '_" -..'. .: December 1946 - ,,'r, • -' __','
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A shell-type chok~ is required with h = d and the following properties:
E 185 volt {3max=.: 1'068
-1 = 0'41 amp . Rmal< = 36'9 _ohm
L " 1'434 henry f .r= :50 cjsec
,Known winding and core-material data are
x . 0"433 y 12'6

Cf 1'91 X ,10-10 wattjcm3gauss2
(le - 1'78 X 10-6 ohiD.,cm.

, k1 - 1'84 X 10-4

0'66, and from table IV
73'6,

, so ,Vmax - 8'2 cm"
'll~d the intermediate steps are requiredin this case,
Step 8) à2 0'4, <5~ = "':"'2'85,Z2 = 78'4,

. . . . Z2 '. 1'2794 .

2'38 X 10--1~---"-~ , . 0'391. .
, . ?a2 (1- a2) S .. _ .t ,

Ct4 0'396, <54 =' -2'88, Z4 = 78'7,.
'so a5 0'395 which is close enough to à4,'. "'>: Step p) Since . an, = 0'395, <5n ' -2'89, Zn = 78'7,

Bm = 10 800 gauss;
V = V';;ax = 120'5 cm3,~ .
and of course, in this case

, (J _ fJmax= 1'068,
'I .Step 12) y " 0'382 TI'I, = 4'94,. cm' l - 16'40

" m- 1'98 d = 2'72 cm A .: 7'40
n = 2'99 .- b . '4'11 cm N "1134......

h .- 2'72 cm IJ. = 4720 gauss/oersted
c 1'37 cm K = 22'1

e; 14'7 ohm
Re - 22'1 ohm
R 36'8 ohm

_,in agreement with \he _:valueof :36'9. taken for)~ma~' .

Example A

s = 0'302
" S .:...-0'92.

k2 = 4'4,6 X 10-52

Step 4) Sxj2s

Step ,5)
, ) -,' q ":'

" s,o V1.-

Steps 6)' and 7) w '.
. Bm _,

u

Step 9)

Step 10)
"

t = 1'98
r = 0'278

Check: from (2,2,8).
.' ,

r

APPENDIX

.:.

t =
- 1'046 X 10-9

,9'64 X 1010
HÜ'7 cm".
4'48 X 106
13160 gauss
5'44 X 105

" '

., '

cm

a =, 0'080 cm,

.'

"

.......
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. Exa;;"pl~ ,B ' ._ . .
.:,.~ .• / • ~~. r, .. \-)' • ~

A choke with all requirements: as in example A but 'with Rmolt= 30 ohm,
,Winding and 'c(_)re-material data ~s in' Example A:- , ' , .~ ~. _~': ~'-;

_ Step 4,) _.'. ~. ,c, 'Zl 73'6, ~ ". <. .: ',.:'.

: ,Step 5f> r .. p ,'\,' .1'046 )<,'1(}-9 , " ;",' ,,'
-, ". , . q ~ . 9'64 X '1010 ':

""., so -Vl - 189'3 cmê, • »Ór

Steps 6) and 7) w,;~ ,< 4'48 X :106; '_ ~ ... ,/,

" . ., ,_' '. Bm 870~ gauss "~ <.- _. _. ; u 1'956 X 103'
.' _'. sö~ Vmo';. .~_:_: 2290' cm'': ,_." \-,' '>, .", v ,

_ . and-w:~ may proceed to step J2): '. . .. .- --:4
.: L Stili> 12) r."0'473 t ';". VI. " 5:74' Cfu': , A =. ,9'43 éJll2
...... _.. ' , _. "1' ': .....\. ". .-- - -. _ _- '-. '., ....

r • " ,'" m .::..'1'71 -: _·'1 - '3'07 cm ' z' = 20'14 cm. .,
-: _"..: n','= ,'2-91 ~ .! ~b\ '. ·.5·~21·cm' ~. IV' ~1104 , __'_.. . / 6

_' , t ., ",1'71 ,,_ h:: ' 3'07 cm f.l = 5'3.70'g~-.iss/oerst«td
',' '_r' ' • 0'31~ C • == 1'79 cm '.' K= 24'7 ; .• ~ , -c "

_....
~TABLE I . " , I ' "

, .......,... -' '. -' .~ -" ~. " -.' - ~ .. -~ '" - ~ '.'
Typical calcul~ted optimum ratios l~r shell-type choke without, restric,tious' " , .J'

. , -
. / ... ;,; ..... "

..... _

\ ..~' ~~
~Çl~eck: from' (2,2.~)~ ~ .. -~

,
• ~I _.

.... -,.

, ,

, ,
;'

'; - ,m~ n .s
.' "0'2 . 2'09' 0'569

0'4' 2'i7, 0 i'084
·0',5 2'20,' " 1'333
, 0'6 2'23 •• 1'573
0'7 2'26 1'812
0'8 - 2'29 2'05 "1'0 ~ 2'33 2'50
1'25 2'38 3'06
1'5, 2'43 'r 3'60
1'75 . 2'46 4'13
2'0 2'50 4'67

'. ,2'25 2'53" , 5'18
2'5 ~ 2'56 : -e, 5'71
2'75 • '0 ': 2'58 6'27
3'0 " 2'60 6'73

.'

= 15'0 ohm
" 15'0 ohm
,=' 30-0 ohm. : ',~

, ,~
T,

'.•_- --~
'-

~
" ,.
305 . -: \

" -"~.:

. 'I,

"i";

....

', - -: J

--..: -,'

.• I ',~

"

: ..

\ .; -,

y. ,',....- '.

""'. 'j.".

1'101
" . 0'686
:' 0'587

0'517 '
q' 0;463 ."

0'421 ';
• '0;359';
0'305
0'266
0'237
0'214
0'195-
0'180

• ;'0'166
0'155 .

" '

s+ 63'4 _
56'6 _.',',. " ."
'W2
56'9

, 58'2
. ':59'6 - '" ,.. . ~', ,\_ ~'..

63'14

,,':, I.,'

. ,69'0"
, 75'4
. 82'0·.

, 88'3 '-
96'9', ' ,~ -'~

106'3'
114'O
122'6 '

7'74
2-44"

, l'71Q
. - 1'288
-.1'014
, .0'828
• 0'592.

.~ 0'426
',0:324
',0'258
0'211

r 0'177
0'151
0'130
O'1l4 '

",' -'"

....;:

,.1 ...: ...

-,

....
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TABLE Il

/ .;

Typical ratios for "wasteless"-lamination choke
. -''m=2 n=3

r
, ,

t . T Y

., 0'051 _ 0'9,38 10 '.
0'102 0'741 5

, 0'174 ,0'621 5
0'211 0'583 2'5
0'267 0'539 2'0
0'364 0'486 • l'S
0'571 0'418,' 1'0 I

1'333 0'315 0',5
2'000 0'275 \- " 0'375.
2'86 0'244 - 0'3
6'67 0'184 .', ;' 0'2

z

182
145
'125
118
110
102 ,
91'7
80;6

", 79'2,
, 80'3
94'1 '

-,'
.; .

"

,56'2 1'71
57· 'F28
58. 1'06
'60 0'787
62 0'647
64 0'558
66 - 0'499
68 0'448
,70 0'411,

.

72 0'373
74 0'341

, 76 0'317
78 0'297

• ,80 0'279
'82, 0'258
84 0'240.. ': 86 0'224
88

.
0'213

90 0'203
~ 92 0'194
, 94 ,0'186

.
. 2:20
2'23
-2'26

, .
0'82 2'29

_ 0'94 2'32
1'03 2'34
1'13 2'36
1'21 . _,2'38
1'30 ,2'39
1'39 2'40
1'47 2'42
1'56 2'43

.-

" ,
_
,

• TABLE III
. Data for shell-type choke witbo;lt ~és~ctions, _. ',. ', ,

.

I'Tt t ' T-
, Sx!2s

'}- _.

. '.
, ._
, \

1'64 2'44
1'72 2'45
1'79 ·2'46

, 1'85 2'48
1'92 2'49 _
1'98 2'50
2'04 2'51
2'10' ' 2'52
2'16 ., 2'52.

1'33 0'587
. 1'60 0'512
1'79 0'470

_. 2'11" 0'412
2'37 0'375·
2'59 ' 0'350
2'78 0'331

, 2'97 0'313
3'14 0~298
3'31 0'285,
3'47 t 0'273
3'65 0'263
3'81 0'254
3'98 0'245
4'14 . 0'237
, 4'29 0'228
4'47 0'220

, 4'64 0'212
4'77 . . 0'204
'4'89 # 0'195
5'02 0'187

I'

- "t

13'1
5'8 9'3 -
3'3 5'4
1'70 2'9 '

, 1'02 1'81
0'71 1'32
0'55 ' 1'05
0'47 .0'90
0'41 0'81
·0'36 - 0'72
0'32 ' 0'63
0'28 0'56
0'23 0'49
0'20 0'43

:. 0'17 0'38
0'15 0'34
0'12 0'28
0'09 0'24

,0'07 0'20
r 0'06 0'19

12',7~;
7'4
4'1
2'6
1'92 -,
1'56
1'34

'..

2'5 ,
2'1
1'7?
1'60 .
1'42
1'26
1'13
1'00
0'89

. 0'79
0'71 •
0;61

1'20
, 1'07
'0'95 ,
'0'84
0'74
0'66 :
0'59
'0'52
0'44
0'38 0'53
0'33 0-47
0'30 0'42

~ - . ,'/

. '
~. .. 1

','" ot •...
-, _'
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- TABLE IV,
Da~a for shell~type choke 'with restricted stacking height, h = d .

..,I .....

.-

<
,\ . < S~/2s- - _:

,z -, y m n , .. r
"

- 0,",,-2 0=-3 0=-4 0~,-5
- ,

~[~

59'5 ~'15 ,0'695 2'51 ' 0'695 0'629
.:< 'o,

-. 60 1'77 0'752 2'56 0'752 0'587 I - ~
61 1'34 0'858 2'61 0'858 - 0'527 10 .!

.62 1'16 , 0'966 2-65, 0'966 0'490 5'3 ~ 7'9 11, "
, 64

,
0'944 1'13 ' 2'n ,1'13 0'430 3'1 ' 4'9 6'7 , 9'2

66 0'803 1'26 2'77 1'26 0;398 2·i5 3'6 5'0 6'6 '

68 0'682 ' 1'39 ,2'81' 1'39 " 0'369 1'57 2'67 3'8 4'9

"
70 ' 0'561 1'51 2'85 1'51 0'343' 1'14. 2'02 2'87 3'7
72 0'509 1'62 2'89 1'62 0'324 0'84 1'52 2-17 2'87.
74 .0'464 1-73 2'92 1'7,3 0'308 0'63 1'15 1'70 - 2'28
76 0'426 1'84 2'95 1'84 0'294 ' '0'47 0'91 1'36 1'83,
78 0'392 1'94 2'9~ - 1'94 0'282 0'37 0'75 1'11 1'52

:'0'363'
" ,1'37 .80 2'04 3'01 2'04 0'272 1'33 0'68 1'03

"

82 ":0'340 2'13 3'03 2:r3 • 0'261 0'27 0'58 0'88 1'19
84 0'318 2'22 3:05 2'22 '0'253 0'25 0'53 0'81 • 1'09

.
86 - 0'299 2'31 3'07 2'31 0'245 0'23. 0'49 0'75 '1'02
88' 0'281 2'40 3'09 2'4·0 0'238 0'22 0'47 0'73 0'98
90 ' 0'268 2'48 ,3'11 2'48" 0'231 0'21 0'4·5 0'69 0'93 ' '..
92 ,,0'253 .2'56 ..3-12 2'56 0'225 0'19 0'40 0'62 0'84
94 . 0'240' 2'65 3'14 2'65 0'218 0'15 0'35 .. 0'55 - 0~75

96" 0'228 2'73 3'15 2'73 0'213 0'13 0'31 0'49 0'Q7
98

/'
0'217 '2'81 >. 3-17 ·2'81 0'208 0'11 0'28 0'45 '0'61-

100 . 0'208" 2'90 3'18 " ,2'90, 0'203 0:10 ' 0'25 I 0'4·0 0'56
105 0'187 3'10 3'22. 3'10 ' 0'192 . 0'07 - 0-20 ',0'33 ' 0'46 .
HO " "0'06 :, 0'170 . 3:30 , 3'24 3'30 0'183 0'17 0'28 0'40

~

»

. 'i

, . "'",

.... ,

...............
, '. .. ~~..

~,.', . ',I

" - - ~, ...
<, "~

.\ ,

~\;
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\
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TABLE IV -:

(Continued) .."

h = 1'5 d

,
'''' ~-..~

, , ','

Sx/2s • , ,z y m , n t .. r
" : 15=-2 15=-3 v'; -'-4 v=~5,

,

" . · ,' 57'1' 2'1 .: 0'570 2'37 0'865 0'638 I
58 ],'46 ' 0'717 2'43 1'08 <. 0'539 " " " ,
59 1'13 0'820 2'47 Hl3 -0'486 8'6' , 13'5

, -
,-60 ", .. ' '

0'966' 0'902 2',50 1'35' , 0'452 ' 4'2 6'7 '9'2 U'8' ,
-: 62'

,
:'0'782 1'05 - 2:56 1'58 0'404 2'38 4'0 5'5 7"1,.-:'64 ' -'0'660 ,1'17 2'60, .1'76 ," " 0'371 ' 1'61 2'75 3'9 ,5'0 J

66 • 0'569 1'28 2'63 1'92 • 0'346 ,l'l4 ' 2'00 2'86 . 3'768,",: 0'504 1'38 ,2'65 2'07 0'327 0'83 1'49 2'15 2'82 '
;7If- 0'462 1"48 2'67 2:22 0',310 • 0'61 ' 1:14 ,1'67, 2'21' -. , .
72 . 0'413, 1'57' 2'70 2'36 0'295 ' 0~48 0'93 -1'38 . 1'82
74' . . , 0'381 1'66 • 2'72 ,2'49 0'283 ,0'39 0'77 1'15 1'54
76 0'354 1'74 2'73 ' 2'61 0'272 0'31 0'64 0'98 :1;31:

0'263' 0'8i78 0'330 , 1'82, 2'75 2'73 0'27 " 0'57 ·1'18'80 " 0'308 '1'90 • 2'77 2'85 - 0'254 0'25 0'53 0'81 ~ 1'09 ..I 82 0'287- 1',98 . 2'78 : 2'97_ ' 0'245 0'24 . "- 0~51, 0'77 1'04
84 0'271 . 2'07 " 2'80 -3·1I. 0'237 0·22- 0'47 0'72 ' 0'96
86

.
0'252 2'15 ~2'81 ' · 3'23 0'230 0'21 0'44 0'67 ' 0'90

88 0'236 2'24' 2'82 • ,3'36 0'223 0'18 : 0'39' 0'59 0'80::-_.
.. 90·', ,0'223 2'32 ' 2'à3 - . 3"48 0'216 0'15 0'34 0'52 ' 0'71
92 0'21I '.' 2'40 2'84 3'60 0'210 ' O'II', 0'27 0'43' I 0'59.
94· 0'201 2'47 2'85 3'70 0'205 0'09, - 0'23- 0;38 . 0'52
96 . - -2'55~

.
• 3'82'_ ,0'200

., ~-, 0'193 2'86 0'08 0'21 0'35 I' 0'48 :
98 0'185 2'62 2'87 3,'93 0'196 ' 0'07 . 0'19, 0'32- 0'44
100 0'178 : 2'69 : 2'88 4'04' 0'192 0'06 - . 0'18 0'30 ',0'42

" ..

I'"
j,

ï
I

, ,
~...

';;,'
. ,\''_

, "F

1(: ...
• I

.." _-, ."', . .. '.
"

" ,',

"'.. , '\

:; "
, ,

..: -- .....
• ' I"

,",2
" '.
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TABLE IV (C9ntinued)

- h =-2d " .'

Sx/2s
.,

- z y m n t 1
15==':""4 15'=":':'5- 15=-2 15';' -3,- -_ .-. ., -

" . -
_,

56-25 z-n. 0'50 2-27 , 1-00 , 0-642 \
I ,

7 57 1-33 ' 0-66 2-34 1-32 ' 0-522
,

", J

58 1-04 0-77 2-37 I-54 0-468 6-7 10-6 '-;

- 60 0-810 0-895 ·2-40 ·1-79 ~ ,0-416 2-83 4-6 ' -7-5" 8-3
62 0-685 1-00 2'43 2'00 0·384 1-62 2-78, 3-9 .5-1

.: 64 0-586 1-10· 2-45 2~20 0-357 1-24 2-16 3-1 - 4-0,_

66 0-513 1-20 2-47 2"40 0:333 "0-86- I-55 2-24 2-92,
,68 0-461 1-295 2-49 ~2-S9 0-311;, 0-65 1-21, i-77 -2-32
'70 - 0-4,17 1'38 2-51 ,2-76 0-300 0-54 ,1-02 . 1';49 '~,1-97
72 0-377 - 1-46 2-53 2'92 , 0'286 0-43 0-84 1-24 1-64 '
74 ' 0-,348 1-5').., 2-54, '3-08 - 0-275 0'35 0-70 I-OS 1-40 '
,76 ' 0'323 1-62 2-55 3-~4 0-264, . 0-30 0-60 0'92 ' ,1-23 ,-

78 '0-301 1-70 2-56 3'40 0~255 0-26 0-54 - 0'82 1-10
,80 .0-279 ' 1'78 2-57 3-56 0-245 0'22 0-47 0-72 0-97
.82, 0-263 ,1-855 2'58 3-71 .0-238 0-20 0-43 0'66 • 0-89-
84 0-248 1-93 - 2-59 3'86 0'230 0'17 0-31" 0-58 0-78, '
86 0-230 2-005, 2-60 4'01 0-223 0-14 .0-33, 0-52 0-70
88 - 0-2'20 2-07 ·2-60 4-14 0-217 ' 0-12 0-28 0-45 0'62

: 90 '0-209 2-135 2-61 4-27 :, 0-212 0'08 . 0-23 0'3'8 0-52
92 -0-200. 2-20 2-62 4'40 0'207 0-05 ,.0-18 ' '0-30 0-43

, 94 0-192 : 2-265 2-63, 4-53 0'202 0-03 0'14' 0-25 0'36
" : "

"

:. .
'./

.."~ - .~

.. .,. ' ..

TABLE-V'
Data for core-type' choke without restrictions :

/' -

,,-

, "

, . - " Sx/2s / < ~ ,

.
"

,
• z " y - m n t r

Ö~'7~.. !,'''_
. '15";;-2 ö=~3 15=-4

-Ó, ~ . , - "

...
,44-6 : 3'42 .0-25 2-20 0-065 0-932 ',- ' . - "

'45-2 ' 2'56 0'305 2-23' , 0'80 0-813 - . -- "

. -46-0 2-12 0-345 --2-25> 0'90 0-746 11-6 . - é. ; ~
0-41"

.
47-6 I-57 2-29. 1'06 0-655 6'6, ,10-8 '4'8¥ '.'

49'1 !-2g 0-47 2-32 1-18 0-596, 3'4 5-8 8-2· , 10-4
50'7 - '1-12 0-515 2-34 1-30 0-556 ,2-0 3-6 5'2 ' 6-8~ .

,,52-3 1'00, 0-565 2-36/' 1-39 0-526 ' 1'42 2-6 t· 3'8 ,5-0 •
, 53-9' -0-896 0-605 2-38 1'48 ,,0-497 1·10 2-1 s-i 4-2
'55-5 0'822 0-65 2-39, I-57' 0-473 0-94 1-80, 2-7 3.6 - "

57:1'
,

2:4 • 3-2,0'746 0-70 ' 2'40 1-66 0-453 0'82 1-62
,58'6 0-682 0'74 2-42 1-74 0-433 0-72 1"44 2-1 ' 2-8 •
60-2 - 0-634 0'78, 2'43 1-82 0'418 0-64' 1-26 '1-90 • 2-5

r

61-8 0-594 0-82 ,2-44 • 1·90 ' 0-56 ,'1-12 ,'1-68, ' 2-3- 0'403 "

63-4 I c 0-558 0'86 2-45 1-99 ' 0-389 '0'46 0-98 1'48 2'0
65-0 0-516 0:90 2'46 2'07 ,0-377 0-40 0-86 1·32 1-78
66-6" 0-480 0-92 I 2-48 2-14 0-362 0-35 0'76' 1-18 : I-58
68'2 0-448 0'96 2-4·9 2·24, 0:350 0;29 - 0-68- 1-04 1-42
6,9-8. 0-426 0-99 2-50 2'32 . 0-337 0'23 0-56 0'88 1-22 ", .

71-3 0-406 1:02 2-51 ·2-38 0:324 0-18 0-48 0-76 '1-06
72'9 0-388 I-OS 2-,52 2"44 0-310 0-14 0:40 \0-66 0-94
74-5 0-3J2 1-08 2'52 . 2'51 0-297 0'12 • 0-36 0'60 - 0-84

,

. "

~;,.."
.....

"

.. , .... ,.,.

, .,
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TABLE VI
. Data for 'core-type choke with restricted stacking height, h = d

.'

Sxj2s
, ..

z y m -, n t r
5=-2 5=.-3 5=-4 5=-5,

, .
47'2 4'3 0'348 2'51 0'348 0'998
47'6 3'54 0'376 . 2'56 b'376 0'932
48'4 2'68 0'429 2'61 0'429 0'837 20 -49'1 2'32 0'483 2'65 0'483 0'778 10'6 15'8 _ 22
50'7 1'89 0'565 2'72' 0'565 0'683 6'2 9'8 _ ·13.'4 18'4, -
52'3 1'61 0'63 2'77 . 0'63 0'632 4'3 '7'2 10'0 13'2 •
53'9 1'36 0'695 2'81 0'695 0'586 . 3'1 .. 5'3 7'6 9'8
55'5 1'12 0'755 2'85 .0'755 0'545 2'28 4'0 5'7 . 7'4

- 57'1 1'02 0'81 _ 2'89 0'81 0'514 1'68 3'0 4'3 . 5'7 .
58'6 .0'928 0'865 2'92 0'865 0'489 1'26 2'30 3'4 4'6" •

. -60'2. 0'852 0'92 2'95 0'92 0'467 0'94 l'S2 , 2'72 3'7
61'8 0'784 0'97 ,2'98 0'97 0'448 0'74 1'50 2'22 3'0
63'4 0'726 1'02 3'01' 1'02 ,'0'432 0'66 1'36 2'06 2'74 .
65'0 0'680 '1'06 . 3'03 1'06 0'415 0'54 1'16 -1'76 2'38
66'6 01636 i-u 3'05 1'1:1 0'402 0'50 1'06, 1'62 2'18

'68'2 0'598 1'16 ' 1'16 0'389 0'46 0'98
e :

1'50 2'04''3'07
, 69'8 0'562 ' 1'20_ 3'09 1'20 ·0'378 ·0'44 , 0'94 1'46 .1'96' .
71'3 .. ·0'536 ,1'24· 3'U 1'24 0'367 0'42 0'90 . 1'38 . 1'86 .
72'9 0'506 1'28 3'12 • 1'28 0'358 0'38 0'80 1'24 1'68 '
74'S 0'480 1'32 3'14 1'32 0'346 .0',30 0'70 1'10 1'50
,76'1 , 0'456 1'3U- 3:15 .' 1'36 0'339 0'.26 0'62 '.0'98 1'34
77'7 0'434 '.1'40 3'17 1'40 O'33Ö 0'22 c9'56 0'90 1'22 .
79'3 0'416 .1'45 3'18 1'45 0'323 . 0'20., 0'50 0'80 1'12
S3'3 0'374 1'55 3'22 1'55 0'305 0'14 0'40 0:66 0'92
87'3 0'340 . 1'65 3'24 ·1,65 0'291 0'12' 0'34 .0'56 0'80
91'2 0'310 1'74 3'27 f-74 0'277 0'09. 0'28 0'48 0'68
95'2 0'288 1'84 3'30 1'84 ,0'265 0'08 0'24· 0'42 0'60
99'2 0'267 1'93 3'32 1'93 0'254 0'07 0'22 0'38 0'54

103'1 0'248 2'02 3'34 2'02 0'246 0'06 0'20 0'34 0'50.

.l' ,

.-
'.

. .
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,I' TABLE VI'
(Continued}
h = 1'5 d.

.' : Sxj2s -;

z y -' m n t ;
0=':"2 0"';-3 0=-4 0=-5

-
45'3 4'2 0'285 2'37 0'432 1:013 - .
46'0 2'92 0'385 2'43 0'54 0'856 I

46'8 2'26" 0'410. 2-47 0'615 0'771 17'2 .
47'6 1'93 0"451 2'50 . 0'675 0·n8 8'3 13'4 18'4 , -
49'1 .1-56 0;525 2'56 0'79 ' 0'640 4'8. ' . 7'9 11'1 14'2
50'7 1'32 0'585 2'60 0:88 0'590 3'2 5'5 . 7"8 10'1

\ ,52'3 1'14 0'64 . 2'63 0'96., 0'550 2'28 4-0 5'7 7'4 '
r53'9 1'01' 0'69' 2'65 1'04 0'5l9 r 1'66 3'0' 4'3 5'6
55'5 0'924 0'74 2'67 1'11 0'493 1'22 2'28 3'3 ' 4-4 -- 0'96

' ,

57'1 0'826 ,0'785 2'70 1'18 0'469 1'86 2'76 3'6
58'6 0'762 0'S3 2'72 1'24 0'449 0'78 1'54 2'30 ' 3-1
60'2. '0'708 0'87 2'73 1'30 0-432 ,0'62 ,1-28 '1'96 ~:62

61'8 0'660 0'9l 2'75 1'36 0'417 0'54 1'14 ' 1'74 2'36
,63'4 0'616 0'9.5 2'77 1"42 -! 0'403 0'50 1-06 1'62 - 2'18

65'0 0'574 0'99 '2'78 - 1'48 0'390 0'48 1-02 1'54 2'08
"

66'6, 0'542 1'04 2-80 1'56 0-376" 0'44 0'94 1"44- 1'92
68'2 . 0'504 1'08 2'81 1'62 0'365 0'42 '0'88 1-34 1'80
69'8 0'472 1'12 2-82 1-68 0'354 0-36 0-78, 1'18 1-60

71-3 " 0'446 1'16 2'83, 1'74 0'343 0'30 . 0-68 1'04. 1'42
72'9 0:422 1'20, 2'84 t80 0-333 ' 0'22 0'54 0'86' . 1"18
74'5 0'404 1'24 2'85 1'85' 0'326 ,0'18 0'46 0'76 1-04 .
76'1 0'386 1'28 2:86 1'91 0'318 0_;,].6 0'42 0'70 0'96
77'7 0'370 1'31 2-87 1'96 0'311 0'14 0'38 0:64 0'88
79'3 0-356 1'34 2'88 2'02 0'305 0'12 0-36 0'60 ,0'S4

83-3 0'322 1"43 2-90 2'14 0'289 0'10 ~ 0-32 0'53 0-72'

87'3 0'292 1'52 , 2'92 2'27 0'276 0;09 0'28 ' .0'48 0'68
91'2 ,0'268 1'60 2-93 2"40 0'265 0'08 0-24 0'42 0-58

95'2 0'248 1'68 2'95 2'51 , 0'254 ·0'07.
"
0'21 0'36 0'52

99'2 ' 0'230 '1'76 2'96 ; . 2'63 -,0'243 0'06 0'19 0'32 0'48
. ,

f •

;

.,':.'"

I, '
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TABLE VI
(Co~tinued)
h= 2d

1 • --

I Sxj2s'z y m _n t T I

ö=-31 ö=-41 ö=:-5ö=-2,- . .
44'6 4'2 0'25· 2'27 0'50 1'019 . ,

,. ~45'2' 2'66· 0'33 2'34, 0:66 0'828 r " "46'0 . 2'10 ,0'38 2'37' 0'77 . 0'74~ ,13'4. , " -,. 47"6 1'62 0:45' 2'40 0'895 0'660 ' 5'7 ' 9'2
.,_

15'0 16'6. ", 49'1 1'37 0'50 2'4'3 . 1'00 0'609 3'2 5'6 7'8 10'2~''''.'50'7 1'17 0'55 2'45 i-re 0'567 2'48 1·4'3 6'2 8'0
,',52'3 .1'03 0'60' 2'47 . 1'20 ,0'529 1'72 " 3'1 4'5 5'8 "

53'9 '0'922 0:65 -: 2'49 1'295 0'500 _ 1'30 - 2'42 ,3'5. , 4'655'5 0'~34 0'69 -. 2'5f 1'38 0'476 i'08 2'04. 2'98 ' 3'~,'57'1 -:' 0'75~ 0'73 ,2'53 . 1'46 0'454 0'86 1'68 :2'48 3'3 ..-; 58'6 0'696 trn; 2'54. 1'54' 0'436 '0'70' 1'40 2;10 ,2'8060'2 ' 0'646 0'81 2'55 , 1'62 0'419 0'60, 1'20 i'84 2'46.
61'8 0'602 0'85 ~'56 1'70 ,0'405 ' 0'52 1'08 -1'64 2'2063"4 0'558 0'89. ' 2'57 ·1'78 . 0'389 0:.44 0'94, 1:44 1'9465'0 0'526 0'93 '2'58 , ' 1:855 0'378 0'40 0'86 1'32 1"78

,'66'6 0'496 0'96 ,2'59. ' 1'93 0'365 0'33 0'74' 1'16 1'58 ;.68'2 ,0'460 ·1'00 2'60 2'005 0'354 .0'29 0'66 1'04 1'40 .:' 69'8 0'4,40 i'04 2'60 • 2'07 '····0·345 0'23 0'56 . 0'90 1'24
.71'3, 0'418 1'07 2'61 2'135 /0'337 0'17,

,
0'46 0'76 ,1'04 ,72'9 0'4ÓO ' 1'10 . 2'62 • 2:20 0'329 0'10 0'35 0'60 ; 0'86;74'5 0'384 1'13 1/ 2'63 2'265 .0'321 0'05 0'27 ·'O~O 0'72 :.J ,
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ON TH~ AMORPHOUS_,AND CRYSTA~LINE OXIDE. - " ,_
-~.LAYER OF ALUMINIUM ; -..

;., ,:.- -.
, . \ ' ' .

by A.' J. DEKKER and W. CH. VAN GEEL
. . - , . ,'. . : ,. " :" 541.138.2: 546.621 -1 "

~, ' ,

.' Summary . _" .,. _ • _ _' .
Al~mi~iurn:-c~n he covered ~lectrolytically with ~"poróus Îayer of
aluminium oxide, and oxidation afterwards in boric acid givês rise.'
to the formation of a crystalline Iayer, The expeziments described
below shów undoubtedly .that this layer only fills up the holes, of
. the amorphous Al:i03~Moreover, there is a èorrèlation between the
,current density in oxalic acid, and the pOTosi~yof the amorphous
layer thus formed. _".. .: ' .

- ~ I' ".1 !..-'co- -l • ".. ',.-

".
-v .

't:

, ~' .. ,

1. Introduction
.:

..
. By' anodi~ ó:ridation a piece of 'alûminium .can be 'cov'er~d either with an

a~orphous o~~with a' crystalline oxide layer. ' ~'" -~'., .
- " ,,The amorphous layer obta~ed)n a sol~tiQI) o( -oxalic, sulphuric 'or, .
,'. phosphoric acid, has a porous structure, the' pores .having a diameter .

_o,f about 10-5 cm and being n;tainIY,o~iented at right anglesto 'thè ~urf~ce_
, -.9n· which . the layer is depositéd (see electrón: microscope' picture, fig. 1)., :
~ During the pro~ess o{formation thé poroüs.Iayer IS saturated with elec-'",

trolyte~'solution and -offers' only a very slight~resistance to the electric .~-
. current passing thr~ugh it. ','Hence, if ~th~ oxidation js 'carried out; at a'.-
cons!.ant voltage, the current, too, '~ill ,be practically constant, and the _

.'"_layer-(lan be 'made as thick as 'We desire; there is only à slight current ~~
, decrease during the first' few seconds of the oxidation, '-, '" '. : ;

,A crystàlline layer of Al203 can b~' produced by' using an' aquéous
solution ~f a borate 'or boric acid, a suc'cin~te or' a citrate. Thi~ layer has I,r pronounced i~sUlatini properties so that' dur~g.formatiOh at constant: '

c' yoltagé the c~rrent steadily decreas'ès. _Hen~e,there is ~~!imit to the thic~-, ,:;-,
" " ness of ~ crystalline -layer, which' is. determined by, the so-called "spark:. ' "

.potential" which depends on 'the, specific resistance "of the electrolyte :
.solution ~1);for insta~ce, the marimal voltage obtainable ,in u' s~lution of ~ <;

,. _.borate with specific resistance of 40 .Q cm is 'about 400 volts giving' a". .
maximal thicIilie~s :of 0-44- fL. '. ' '~"; ..: " . /, ,:.

, N'~,~-it has ,b~en observed by"Van G~el-'and E~-mens 2) th~t an' "
, insulating crystalliné layer can be formedon an aluminium surface that has

' .. 'pr'eviously been coated with an' amorphous layer: They held th~ vi~w!ha,t
the crystalline layer is in this case formed underneath the amorphous layer.

Recent experiments, however, have led us' to the conclusion that this
~snot correct; the formation of,a crystalline 1.~Yeris taking place in the

~-- -

~,.. ..

/
','
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pores of the amorphous layer present. These experiments will be des-
cribed in the present paper.

S0795

Fig. 1. Electron-microscope micrograph of a porous layer of I'S [L thickness with the elec-
tron beam (250 kV) perpendicular to the surface (4200 X).

2. Experimental results

A) An aluminium plate (purity 99-99%) with an area of 440 cm2 was
anodically coated with a crystalline layer in boric acid at a constant
current of 200 mA. Both the voltage Vand the capacity C were measured
during the process of formation; we give some of the results here:

Time (min) I
dVjdt = 12-2 volts min">,
d(C-l)jdt = 0-54.10-8 cm-Iroin-I•

(see fig. 2 and fig. 3, curves I)Voltage
(volts)

o
5

15
30

10
70

210
375

1-00!
2-62 X 10-8
S-5
16'2
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The increase-of weight -after 30 :minutes of ~xidation: appeared to be
- '28'75 mg; 1 ampvhour giving 298'4 mg of oxygen;the calculated current; . - ,> •

.efficiency becomes9<i%.This was in: agreement with the. fa~t that no gas , .
development at th~ anode could be observed. During the formation of the
-oxidelayer both Vand llC vary linearly with time, as expected. -Thecapa--
city at t = 0 is-due to the oxidation of aluminium.by air; arid the thickness
of this air layer'is of the órder ofl mIL, " , """

, ... ~ . ,

''alta

. t
ge
V 1!-'''''

,-dV~}o 1/350 dt '
/

300 1 , /
I ,V

VdV='2
-

250 -V 7ff
1 V À

200 I -

tso V
./ V

ta I v, -
11

'",,, :~:- V
V , ,

,,

J " I I Ii11
- I -I '. I.

I/-!r( ~) ~2IJ4.fO- k'"
'/
/

I /
, 1"/ /

V

1, 1
s; -t).=fM4.1O'r.

f-

dt . " •
5 I - - .
I1

V . . -
V .'

oV I ~
,,_",' Ja.., 20

•-time
3Omfn.V fO 20 t' . . 301Tin. ' 0,

-"me •
S067~!IOó7.2.

Fig. 2. Voltage as a function' of time for
an Al plate of 440 cm2 during ariodical
oxidation Ïn,boric acid with 200 mA; curve,
I without an amorphous layer (A), curve
11 with an amorphous layer' of 3',5 !1. (B).

Fig. 3,-IÎCin cm-1 as afunction of time
for an Al plate of 440 CIh2 during anodical
oxidation in boric acid with 200 mA; 'curve •
I without an amorphous layer (A), curve
11 With an amorphous layer of 3'5 !1. (B).

,By a '~ell-kno~ io;~uia, i~e capacity of a 'pláte cónd~nser,isgiven by:

,._ ,

.. ~" .
'where e, stands for the dielectric constant. of the -oxide layer, S for the

I • surface area, and d for th~ thickness. Writing~e'for the specificweight we '_"
can e2'press d in the increase of weight, and from this- it follöws that
s e ' 24'4. This is, in -very' good agreement with the numerical values
'_givenby; Burgers, Gla as sen and Zerilike ~), i.e. e = 8 and e = 3:1.'
, B) The same experiment was carried outwithan aluminium plate (area' '
440 cm2) covered with an amorphous layer' by oxydation in oxalic' acid I .

at 4A during '10 minutes, the -thiekness of the amorphous layer then
. being about 3'5 IL.'Beforethe secondoxidation in boric acid, the plate was

~.... • eS
C = -.-,. 4nd

.'\ '

"
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d Vj dt .= 50 volts min-1
d(C'"l)jdt = 2·04.10~8 cm-1min-1 ..

. ,

,,'

"

"
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'heated at 450 oe during 15 minutes, to remove resid~als of oxali~ acid
ànd water. V ~~d C were again determined as à function of time, the cur-

'rent heing k~pt at, a constantvalue of 200 mA. Results followbelow (see
fig:2 and fig.3, curves II): ~:', ' "_,
. . .....

- Voltage -Time (min) (volts) lIG (cm-1)

,-' . 0 54 2'24.10-8 ,
6 360 : 14'5 .10-8,

. .

'It may he noticed that, as referred to in the introduction, the oxidation
in oxalic acid produces a thin insulatinglayer which is responsible for the

'" '.' ,'zero~capacity ~f 49'7 (1.J". The increase of weight accompanying the 'oxi:
dation in horic acid a'mounted to 6'0 mg, ànd from this it follows that' the ,

: current èffi~encyisjust 100%. çomparü:tg the values of d Vjdtand dj!lt(ljC)'
,',of the curves I and II we see that, due to the presence of thè amorphous layer,

'. .' these quantities are abdut jöur .times as great a~ in the first, experiment, ,',
" Calculating the value of s f2 .for this c~se, on the assumption that/the
crystalline layer is.' formed underneath the amorphous layer,' we find' ,
e f2:= 6'7, andvit is evident-that this assnmptjon is wrong.' Beàring ui

. mind,however, that the amorp:ilOusl~y~r h~s a~ ?pen structure containing /
pores, it is natural to suppo::;e that the much greater velocity of formation,
in ~as~ an amoq,hou~ 'laye'r 'is prc~ent, is duey~ the ,filling-up' of the pores;

. ' then only .a' certain' part of the volume has to he filled up with crystalline
Al2ûa; in order. to produce a layei ~th insulating properties, . ,>;' r-:

. " ., This hypothesis can he 'verifièd in the following way;' ,.'
, In. the _experiinent just described we ~sed an amorphous layer of ähout

_ ~. 3'5 (1., and the oxidation in horic acid to 350 volts gives ~ise to a crystalline. -
- ,'. i . ' , . ,

, , _ layer' ,of ahout 0'35 (1.; hence; according ~~o the hypothesis; only a small '
'. ", '::'.v.fraction "0£0 the amorphous 'Iayer is plIed' up with crystalline AI2Ûa. But... ;
, using, instead, 'an amorphous laye; of; say, 0'2 (1. we may,expect a sudden" "

decrease in the slope of the V(t)-curve during oxidation ip. boric acid,hecause
, at a certain time t-the amorphous layer will he whcllyfilledup, and from .
,this time, on- th~ entire surface area has to he covered with' crystalline

~ 'AI2ûa• .',. ~ ~ , - .: ." -, I :' .:

C) The following experiments' ~erè', carried out to', check C thl~ point '-of
view. Five akminiuin plates 'with areas of Î65 cm2 were covered with an
amorphous layer in ~xaÎiè acid at _a Cl:;.rtent of 200 mA' during -2, ,4, 6, ~

l 8 and 10 minutes, respectivëly, and ih this way each plate was covered
- . , With an amorphous layer of a thickness prçportional to, the ,time of ó"xi~

, dation. The plates were again heatedat 450 oe during 15 minutes and then
anodically oxidized ih horic áéid at à current of 100 mA' to huild up'
,(,: . -

'-

/
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'As, expected, the slope of the curves are very steep in the 'st~rt' (the"

~ p.~ri~d of filling up i~e holes of t~e amorphous layer], b~t after ~ ~e~ai~,~_
tune a marked decrease of the slope takes .place.' '. ~. ' , ,.' ,'<- ~;

, ; The'two straight po~tions of ~he curves in fig: 4. have heen..extrapolated .
;, ' . u.ntil'-they intersect, and the time corresponding to this, p0Ï?-t of, inter-
'.' 'section'has been::_taken'as-the tirileat whicbthé pores ofthe amorplîous ,',_:'
" ~. layer are completely filled up, with' crystalline material. As shown in. "

·-fig.5, these time intervals are prop~rtional to -the time ~f.oxidation iri·, ~," ,.
ox~lic ~cid,. as we' should expect in vïr'tue of our' hypothesis. .' .. ,< :' .- :' • '

.: ' Fr~;m the two, extreme values of the 'slope in fig. ~ 'one ~ay conclude ,
" t~at ~he volume óft~e pores inth~'a~9rp?-0~~layer amounts to 3~%' ofthe,.,: :'..
" ~ota] volume. This is)n rather good agreement 'with the specific, weights, of" .

-e, '. .amorphaue and crystalline A1293' these values being, respectively, 2,'5 and "-.. .~
~:'3·lfromwhichfollo~s'arelativev!>lmheoft.hepores.of.abou(25%::~": '.~ "
, Thé same result is obtained by .noticing that in' fig. ,5 the slope is jl}st~, ' •\

: :0'5, and, hearing in ,~ind that t:h~~cur~ent ill oxalic acid was,200 mA ~nd in' "'.."
horic 'acid lOOcÏnA,. we-seethata porouslayer formedby x ar.p_p. 'minutes ~ ',~
is just fil!e4- up h.. bo~ic acid 'by ~/4 x amp. mi~ute~; ~his leads to 25% for '
'the' relative pore volume., " '~. ';"'. . .. ' , • -\... -..... "..... ". .

r .'
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·1 ~ ._ ~_ ~ _ _... . ~ • '. ._,.. ,_ _. __ ....... ~

a -crystalline layer; V ~nd C rwere determined 'às_a' fun~tion 'of tÏIÎ1~;'m- '
fig. 4 the resulte for V have been reproduced, those for llC being of ~he
, same shap_e., ' . • ' " -

, ( \ . .... ~
, ,

~I p •

.. ' ..... :.:--
,',

'"

~ Vi 1 1
","_

~'/. I' I - ;

' ....
8 1 11 - 12rriin

~ Time of oxydation in boric acid .
~ .50074

:'Fig. 4. Voltage as a function o(tim~-for Al plates of 165 cm2 coveted with layers ~f amor-
phous A40s with different thicknesses during anodical oxidatión in. boric acid at'
100 mA. {C).,. '. ' , " '. _, '
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~ . ~, . / ./,' " , . ' "_ ~
3. The rate of_change ofvoltage as a measure ofthe porosity ofthe amorph?us

.layer

Let ~s now compare the rate of change of the voltage during oxidation
ID boric acid in the various experiments described above. The rate of,
change in the voltage will, of course, he proportional to the curr~nt den-
sity.vso that to 'rènder our data m.utually comparable we should divide
d V/dt by the current density i. It will be easily verified that we then have

,dV/dt .' V min " '
experim.ent A: -- = 26'4 , '

.i , mAcm-2

dV/dt - Vmin-l
second stage of experiment C: -, -i-.= '25'6 mA cin:-2e ,

'in'satisfactoryagreement, since in both cases the entire'surf.~ce~area ~as
,being coated with a crystallineIayer.' '

., '••) I , '-. ,. ", ,/

"

V
/

, ,/4 /
V

iJ / ,

V
V

,/ , .-

1/
'1/

"

o 2 4 6 8, ~- W
. ~ time of oxyda!ion in oxalic acid

~ " . ~067S

~
dt

't
,-}'(I

6v ./

Su 7

4,.0 fA 2A JA,
, - current in oxalic acid

, $0676
- '- d.

" -, Fig: 5. The 'time necessary for filling up Fig. 6: The velocity of oxidation for 100
'. the llmorphous layer át 100.IPÄ as a -" mA in boric acid as a function of the
furietien of the'time of oxidation in oxalic - oxidation current in ~xalic acId for- Al I

, ;cid at' 200 mA,' i.e. as a ~ction of the . . . plates of 165 cm2•

.thickness of the amo~phous layer.

On 'the other hand we have
, . , )-

in experiment B:

.:

dV/dt . . Vmin-l
--. = 110 ," 'A --2 /L, m ,cm.

!,'" ," ,',' " ','. 'dV/dt Vmin-l
• v -and in the initial stage of experiment C: ,--.- __:_'83 ..

, " ., L • ·mAcm-2• ",
"'. '

'Ó, '

In these two instances the crystalline matter was being formed ill the pores
•. of an amorphous layer. The increased rate of change of voltage must then

he 'due to a current density- in th~ pores.higher 'than the current density.
" .' _-'. . -

"

'/ . . '.
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',' calculated from the, apparent surface area, If so,-our d~ta lead to the con- ,
elusion that the porosity of the amorphous layer was of the order of 25
to 30%. 'I'his iain keeping with ,density observations, the specific weight

'.. ;Ofan amorphous and a crystalline layer being 2'5 and S'L respectively.
I' The abóve compacison between experiment B'and the initial stage 'of,

. .experimerrt C also suggest a' difference in th~ degree of porosity in these '
. , . . I ,

two cases: This may be a consequence of different current densities used .
" in thé'forma~ion of the amorphous layer, 9'1 mA/è~2 'and 1'2 mA}cm~ -:.

• ., • '. c_ _ _ \ ..- • ..

-'. . '.' . " . . . dV/de
respectively. This' has led 'us to investigate the rate of change -'-. -,-. '
• , _' ,..'. Ó, Ó: I ' . :',' , .' ' z, '-. \

as a function of the current density, used in forming the amorphous layer", »Ó, .;

':' "" ~ .... " ,- ~ - - -
with the results tabulated below andplotfedin jîg. 6.... . '_ , .

..;. .' - ..' t ,,"

I

Current density in dV/dt: 'b .. 'd
, oxalic acid ' -i- ID orlC.a~l',
. ,(rr0-/cm2) (Vmin-;-l/mAcm-2)

1'21 76
. 2'22 89 ..' _"'Ir.

~,
_' 3'04 \ 95.5

6'05 104 ,
9'10 106

13'35- 106
\,

There is indeed a marked dependence, a higher current density'in oxalic
acid producing a denser structure- of the amorphous coating, - '. ' ':',.
. .It may finally ~e noted that the capacity' of an aluminium surface tha't
- has wholly b~en oxidized in boric acid is the same as thecapacity of a surface ":' ,

- _. ... _ I' __..~ 1,
that has first been oxidized in oxalic acid and subsequently in boric acidr _' '

, .' This shows that the dielectric constauts of amorphous ~nd crystalline ft.1~03 .
, must he equal, '.' .' .'. .

Eindhoven, .hsne 1947
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1704"':' ç. J.' Bouma: Kleuren 'en kleurindrukken'. (Philips 'technische

bibli~theek; uitg. ·Meulenhoff & Co N.V: AmstèrdaÎn 1946, 320
" pages, U3 jig.) (Colours an;d colour i~pr;essions), - ,',

, " In this book, an' En~Hsh transl~~ion of w~ich is f~rth~oming: a ~~r~e~.·
; in. simple Ianguage i.~given of. the fundam~ntals of c~lour ,sci~nce, and the

~. -;.methods of colorimetry, IJ? the.'·expositiÖn of the bà'sic'fáèts ample use, is .
-, made of~olour' space. 'Additiónal chapters'dèal with 'colour 'vision, the" ,

historical 'de;elop~en! of colorir scie~ce,. 'thresholds, the ,e~tim~tion of
cofour differences and related problems, techirical and scientific applica-j
tions. The appendix comprises 15 tables and ~n extensive list öf'refêrences. '
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" ,,1705,*:' H. A: "Kl a s en s and M. E. ,W,ise: Decay of zincsulfide-type -,
~', ,'~, phosphors (Nature ion:do~158, 483, 1~46). ' " -'. ,- -

.. '" "_,'" =-:, > ~. ", , ':-' ". ~_ " ':,' • , ' ,~; i ;. ,:," .'

. ': .' The himolecular decay of zincsulphide phosphors, assuming retrapping
, ,< -',in th~' -metastable ;phosphorescence centra;' is deenbed by' á' second-order' ' .
Co ,~ .-', "non-linear 'diffe:entiaÎ equation. In :the ,special case where the t.wo unknown "
,\,,' s: • ' con,-stants: (C! , retrapping 'coefficient, -(3 , Iiimolecular recombinati0I?-'
.: ,',. .constant] areequal, the ·equ~tio.n can be solved and curves may be drawn

for th~: intensity. versus time at' different; temperatures and for different .. ,
... ", intensities . of· 'excitation.' 'These"',curves generally display a steep initial .

\, ,~. '_ ., decay due to th~bimolecular 'rec~~bination, 'and a morè or less prolonged ,"
. tail due to the phosphorescence mechanism. - ", '.', _

; .. _,-
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-. Several methodéháverecently been described for.the measurement of .
the noise ratio of crystals 2) 4) and of the noise factor of recëivers.ê}. These".
methods, in which saturated diodes are used as standard noise generators.',
have much in common 'with the method to be described here though se~eral '

• '. ~ \ • .. .... , .. _. • "' .0:'" ,,';"

details-are differeritv-As some-of our -,measurements willisuhsequeirtly-be .
published in these' Reports, it is 'considered necessary first to describ'e our .> •
,,_. -,. .' , " \ .... ~ '"
m~asurmg equrpment, " ". . , ' . .
.The' ,difference witp. other methods is't~ofold. In, measuring noise ratios

< of impedances (è.g:crystals] the saturated 9-iodeis also used for the measure ..~'
ment of the resistance itself. In 'measuring noise factors of single- reêeiver
stagC?stwo saturated- dio-d~~are .u~éd, one at the input and one' at. the output!

" of the stage;"the latter is 'sometimes necessary-in order te;>make a correction : ,..".\
v ' 'for the noise of the subsequent' stages of the receiver, . '-

'r'

I~ - "
.-
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METHOD OF; MEABU~EMENT', OF . NOISE RATIOS'
AND NOISE FACTORS ,''-.

_. , by A. van' d~r ZIE~' , 621.396.822 :621.3.08 . ,; >!',«,

. Summary ').: -; -.' -
.. ~. I~'-thi"s 'paper methods are .desoribed 'as applied ..In this lahor~tory

.. for the measurement of noise ratios of impedances and of the noise
factor of receivers. Instead of standard signal generators, 'saturated
diodes are used as "standard noise generators". The. noise voltages

c- are amplified in a linear amplifier having-a relatively small bandwidth. -:
\ (50-100 kc/sec),. and detected by a thermocouple. The results ob-

tained by these' methöds will, he dealt 'withJn subsequent papers.

.._
_ ;.

, <

L Tntrodu~tion .'

2. Measuring equipmént
/ ' ~

The, n~ise ratio of impedances and the noi~e factor of'receiv"er stages are
measured with a' high-gain' amplifier feeding a thermocouple. Instead of a _,
standard signal generator a saturated diode is used as standard noise ," .
generatör. It is well known that. for ,a frequency. mterval Llvll saturated "
diode having an anode current Je behaves as a generator of noise current '
.id such that: ,'J

.'
.-

--~~--~~~----------------~--~--~~--------_ .... -----
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. - ,)

(1)id2 = 2e1c Llv

/

(e denoting the 'electr~;Uc charge).
The high-gain amplifier has to be linear. This may b~ investigated by

applying a 'saturated diode across the input terminals of the amplifier,
and plotting the mV-output of the thermocouple against the ,diode current.

, The amplifier is linear ifthe points measured lie on a straight line (fig. 1) *),

,\ 1.~~-+-r+-~-r~,-/7L~-r4-~-+~
/

jf.OO~-r'I-¥/~~-+-r+-~~~~~
1/

vv

/
/

/ '
,

I,'

..
Fig. 1~ mV-outp~t of thèrmocouple versus ~A~anodecurre~t ofth~ s~turated diode. The
,m,easuredpoints lie on a straight line.' : '

'.
.. . With respect to linearity it' must be home in mihd that for equal r .m.s.

'values a .noise voltage contains much higher peak vaÎues than all. ~lter- .
nating voltage. Hence, linearity for A.'C. signals is not always a good
criterioh for a' high-gain amplifier used in, n~ise measurements. .
. For many measurements it is important .to know the tuned input .
impedance R of the' input circuit of the linear amplifier. If the input càpa-
city C of this amplifier is calibrated, R may be evaluated from the 'noise
, ' ,

5 ,10 .-:-" pil f5
S0811

• ,.. r

*) The input noise power is proportional to id2, and if theramplificr is linear, the output
voltage of the thermocouple is proportional to the input noise power:

" ,, '
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resonance 'curve (fig. 2) on which the output of the therm?couple is
plotted against the capacity C.
. According to Ny qu ist's theorem the thermal noise of a tuned circuit
of impedance R at a-times normal room temperature T (T in degrees
Kelvin) and fQ_ra small frequency interval LI'V may he represented hy
,~ noise e.m.f, VR in series with R (fig. 3a):

VR2 = a4 kTR LI'V, "

.' or hy a noise current generator iR in parallel to ~ (fig. 3b) as:

j2a)

(2h)
, , ,

With th~ help 'or'equation (2h) n~ise ratios'may he' defined for ~lJO.n:d~'of
impedances. Suppose that we have an admittance. Y such thatfor a small
frequency interval around a centr,al frequency: '

(3) , " ,

"
_ . J/ ~

, (e.g. Y ~ay consist of a complicated II:e,tworkcontaining thermionic valves
"

1.50

,

I.... I

1/
\

I
, \

1 \
I1

1\
. .1 ,. - I\+-

n 2/J Co '\ J

1/
\
I'\., .

I\.
r-,

V

r .

•. 2,00

, mV

1.00' : -,I

. ; a50 ~..

.' . 55 60
• 1

65
-'C'

,70
" 50812.

-Fig. 2. Noise resonance curve of an amplifier at 50-m wavelength; mV-output of thermo-
couple plotted against the capacity of the input circuit. One scale division of the abscissa
corresponds to 0-425 fLfLF.Measured points are denoted by crosses; the full-drawn curve >

is ofthe generalform (4) having Vo 7" 0·09mVand VI ~ 2·04 mV. .

. /



and embodying feedback), and lët the spontaneous flûctu~tiÖ~s of elec- '
tricity in this-ádmirtance, fo~ a s~all frequency interval zlv, be descrihed :
'by a noise current generator i in"parallel to Y (fig. 3c), then the noise
ratio a~of the admittance Y is defined as:

," "

L2R
ao = . . ,

.. ' .Ó» 4 kTLlv
-:(3a)

'",. , j "-;:
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_/
(conrpare equation (2b))., ' . ,
We now turn again to our noise resonance curve. As la consequence of

Fomier analysis we may consider noise currents as ordinary-alternating"
.,..- ~ - '.0 ~_ - \ ,

, currents, inasmueh as a noise resonance éurve has exactly the same shape
as a resonance curve obtained by means of ~ signal generator~ The only
condition which has to be satisfied is that the bandwidth of the input
circuit is Iarge in comparison with the bandwidth of th~ linear amplifier *):

, ,Thè bandwidth of our amplifiers was so-ioo kefsec. .', " ~" - _y
" 'f'-" .:..."- • •

, ...
• .. :I_._.~ .{I/",

"[''IiR ; ,0 •• =t='i I

'. ' ..' R _o..... '_: .. y ,0. ""

. .'- , ' " -' .
. . . ...

'"
,.

, a' . ;. Ob: c. ,

/.' '
" .

..' .

_ ' .

.' ..
. c) .Noise of an admittance Y, described -hy a noise current generator i in parallel to Y.

__ .... " :' ~ • ", - • .:_.. ". _. .. ~ - 01-." ;.,..'~ ,_ .... '. "". -e ..,"_

-,.«.
Let' (J) denote the 'angular frequency at :which the linear amplifier is. . \._ ,/ .. -,..-

tuned, and Co the capacity' of the tuned input-circuit, Let Vo denote the
, thermocouple 'output voltage when the input circuit is short-circûited.' and":
., VI its value when the input circuit is tuned. If A'c = (C~Co)' we havè for

, " thé output voltage ofthe thermocouple (as a-function of LlC), in analogyto
.' : :t:he case of an alternating input signal, becàu~e a theimocouple is a qua-

dratic "detector: . "

"

'"
-.

. (4)

'-.
*) This' condition is not a v"ery critical one; with the help of equations (2a) and (2b) I

it may be shown that (4) is valid within 1% if-the bandwidth ofthe input circuit is
seven times the bandwidth of the amplifier. . - r". , ,.

- ....
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"~. ~~ '''. ~-' r. :;,_" ~''''~,1' ~
.. ... r . . _ _ _ J ..... _. " . .~. I '. . ". " ' ',' ..,,- .'_,'
~Vo is chiefly due to the noise of the first valve whilst the second term in (4). _.
IS caused by the noise ofthe input circuit:': -:"', .:..." '.:, ' -'_ , ,-

, -"R may,be"calculatedfrom"(4)in'the followi~{~Y'ay., < " ;..~
" . • I .' '. - - '.' . -., ...

, ' Let (V_:_' Vo) = 't(VI- T(o) for LlC= ±' LICo; then.according to (4):'
r .... \ Cl

.
j .. -',

.."lo<'-_ ......

,< '
, - '

"" _.
':. ;;: - - . . ...
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":" . Q).dCo ~ = l~.;.' ' ., (4af
. -.... .......... , , ._ :, .... '..... _V'.. . ... ' .

As (2 LICo) may be accurately derived from the resonance curve (compare :-
,pg. ,f)'. R may bè ~alculated fro~ (fa). . ..._, _, ,'~>.:; ,

'~',\ After having calculafed Rfrom (4)~we proceed to themeasurement ofthe . '.-:_,' -:':,_
- 'noi~e.~!atio, aó of theinput circuit. Let again the satur~têd, diodé, he Mn~'" "

'ne;téd to the inp~t circuit of the'~mplifier, and let th~ 'saturated cürrent. ',',"
10 cause :a~ increase o(~he, output voltage of the thermocouple from' VI, < ~ .'

. 'to V? ,As:the' illput-circ~tf' noise correspondsjio f V}-:- Vo),- and the satu- :', ':~~.
, rated diode+current Io~to (V2-VI), 'we may define. an equivalent satû-' , "
'. rated, diode, curre~t 16 such that the.input-circuit noise and the 'êurre~t Ie" '-' :-~ "
, 'give rise to an equal có~tribution to' 'the, output' voltage öf the thermo-, " ~' ,
, 'co.?ple.' O~viou!lly: .,' ,<, " - '" '. . . " _~.''_' - '

-, (Vc,Vo)', " ~ ',(5)".~'~'
" '. :, Ie = - 10 , ,

(V. V) -;J" "

, , ", '... 2- I, ",

, ,or, by equating .(1) and (2b), " ", < <, "

,,/ . ,~ , : "4kTL1v
-: ~ ,~2e!e'LI'JI, :,~o ,.R

"

", -i . . . "

_',,"

: , so that:
,.;"'" . \ .J' _' "·e .. ;.' - Ó:» , •• "') ~ =: -,

., .. ',ao=-.-'IeR~20IeR, r;» f,V (6)~:'
',/ ._' 2kT '. _,':" "", \ ....c,

'" ~""'. -\. -:-,.,. ...."""J: . • ' ,..., -.
ill practical Units (le in àmps, Rin Q), ..' -, ,~ _',' . ,_ - >~

For a-norm~'I input circuit 6f a linear amplifierat 50-niwavelertgth one <:. _ ,~'
find~ a~- i 'within 't4'e limit of. experimental error ,(except 'f~r .very lár'ge ".. r ,'.

vallies of thetuned input impêdance R); thismay he considered à~ a g~od ' ~,,-', ~-r

proof of the reliability 'of the equipment, At 7 m or Iower, however, one' :~, ~:>,;
~finds'ao >'I'(e.g. ao''':''' 2-5); this iidue to induced grid noise G): Moreover, ..
- ,the nois~ resonance curve of the input circuit b~cOJlI:éssometimes asymrue-
, trio; this is' due to the c~rrelation between the shot-effect noise of the first
'vàlve 'and the induced grid noise. I~ a 'sub~equént paper it will be ähown '."'0

, ~o'\r .this àsy~metry may he quantitatively explained in the abovrway, "" : .
, .and that it may he largelyreduced by a proper désign of the input stage of e. ,

," the linear 'amplifie1."The hest results were: obtained by using' an EFF 50
-; in' which both systems wer~ connected in parallel, i

,0

"
"

, 3. M~asurement of noise ratios of impedances

:'

The noise ratio of a resistancé' RI (e.g. the inte~nal resistance' of a crystal

"



, , ,
, Let Va be the output voltage of the thermocouple for zero diode current, ,
and V4 the output voltage Jor a saturated diode current Ir ' .

\' ~s the noise current due to the saturated diode current 10 Was flowing
into the resistance.Hand ;the noise current due to 11 into the resistance R',
we have: .

2eIoLJvR2, : 2eIIL1vR'2 = (V2'- VI) ::( V4 - :Va),

"

. ". ~nd

<

"

I' "
.'J . / "- ...:

" ,
" .
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.. -..

diode, a non-saturated diode, or a triode) or the ~mtput noisè ratio ~f a' \
mixer circuit may now be measured in the following way.
'. ~After having carried out the measurements of the preceding section' the
_resistance RI is conne~ted across the input circuit and the latter is tuned
ágain., The input i~pedance of the tuned' circuit thèn_is: ",

RR -r

R'= l_.

, R 1-- Ri (7)

..- . so that
/

.'

, ~ ,

(8)

(8a)

'Thl~ m~t40d is inaccurate f~r l~rge values of' R_;_.
" R' and' hen:ccRI mayalso be obtained from the new resonance curve,

" ,. except for small yalues of RI becau'se .thë resonance curve then becomes ' .
, : very flat; this method too is inaccurate for large values of .RI, The results ' . "
• of the two methods agree withiri the experimen:tal_~rro:t. .:

As a, saturated diode current I~ corresponds to (V4- Va)'. ~nd the, noise' '
. o(~' t~ (Va~ Vo), we have fo'r the corresponding equivalent saturated diode
curre~t I~ (compare (5)): " .' "

,. Va- Voo
,Ie= . , 11,

V4-Ya'

. "

"
(9) ,

'As I~ is th~ equivalent' saturated ~liod~ current of théparallel connection
of Rl and R, while le is the equivalent 'saturated diode current ofR, we
have fO,r theequivalent saturated diode current I~ of RI:

"

" <

III _ 'I" I'~' Va-i- Vo I VI- VO,'Ie - e- e- ---- 1----- O' .
V4_- Vo . V2-.Vl• .

. Hence we obtain for the noise 'ratio al of RI:
l JO. j ,

(10)

.
al , 20 I: R; . (11)

(compare equation (6)):

. ,
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, '

This method ,wa_s',applied for the' _mf?asurement of the noise, ratio of the
internal resistance of a diode at 7~m wavèlength in the cut-off region 5). ,
, . ',. , ~,., -' \ - ". . ~.~ '. ,.' ~' . ". .

The method described' in sections 2 and 3 is only vaiid 'if the output of the
thermocouple is due to noise components that have to he added quadrati->

'" cally. Two noi~e components have.j;o he added qu_adratically under the ',,'
, ,. I, ' '

following -conditions: '" '.
" , \,. . ( .
.a.,' The components areindepen~ent _

,:'" The output ~:lOisevoltage is chiefly due to the npise' voltage across the
, input ~ircuii and tö'the noise of the first val~e;For a linear amplifier at 50-m

wavelength the .nöise voltage acros~, t\le input circuit is due to thermal
noise which' i~ independent of the noise' of the first valve. A,t 7-ni wave-

.J~' ~ -, . \
length, however, the situation js the opposite.rthe noise voltage across the
input 'circuit bein&:~o a la~ge' extent due to induced grid noise which is', :":;",
correlated to that' part of the noise of the first ~alve which is due to shot ',,'
'effect. ': ' ', , ,', . -: ,..;

, "

,',

, b. The components are ~orrelated, but their 'phase differ~nc~, '£s abpui!~ ,<.,:,"
90 de;"rees , ....t' •. _

o "
This is the case for a lin~ar aniplifier tuned at 7-m wavelength 'wherè: th~, . " .. '<

fuduced.~'grid' noise and the shot effect', of the first valve hav~ a phase" ',',".
'difference of about' 90 degrees. ,... "i' .>,':. '",' "

.' , . , .' ..... ,.
,,\.1 _.). ,,' ~ .' ' ~ -: <; ~

, 4. k!eosuremens of noise factors of receiver stages ' • "
. , M.""'.. . ~;",_ , • • ,,-:-. • . ~ '_' .iJ
_' In a similar way noise factors of receivers may be measured. Let the',
antenna be replaced by á, dummy having the same impedance. For á, " ,
tuned .half-wave dipole .antènna this may consist-, of, a resistance Ra of,:_','" .
, about 70 Q (fig. 4a). Let a sàturated diode be conn~cted in parallel to R~,: .,'

t ,~> _ • " ' .'~ _ ;: -,_ I '~

, ' ....:

" "
D

a b , 5/008

Fig.'4. a) Saturated diode and dummy-antenna resistan-ceRa con~ected across the input
terminals of a receiver in order to measure its noise factor F.

b) Saturated diode D and transformed antenna resistance Ra' connected across the input
\ circuit of a rcceive~in order to measure the noise factor F as a function ofRa'.
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'and .let Ie he the anode current of the saturated diode for which' the noise
output; power of the amplifier is doubled. . ., .

~ Wc' then put: . ' , , ...
, 4

, ,

," a~ndobtain in accordance with equation (6):

. ,
"

The factor Fis usuall y called the noise factor, of the receiver 1). Its'physi,cal'
meaning is that the noise of receiver + 'antenna is such as if the receiver

. ,were n~iseless' ana the antenna resistance Ra had the '''equivalent noise
-' ,'(, temperature" FT. As T is the noise température of the dummy antennae-

the~ part" -' ' . , .', . ',' ,
r , .. ~ • '" " . ): • -. " a .. (F-l) , ~ i' (13

':~)~,due,to'the receiver.v.v , ',,, s , '.' .;~,~, ',: ,_

" .: 'In this det~rmination ofthe noise factor' no account had to h'é takeiI ofthe
.:' eorrelation ~etween the' various noise components; neither h~d anything : ...

°l. ' to' he assumed about the band~idth ,of the amplifier. '. ,,'.'
"'.'~ ~ ~ ~ ~

. .: . " , , . ',': , -,~ " .... '_ , " ..:.
.. .r; In many cases it is important" to measure' the noise factor as a function~ - ~ _. -. .~ . ." '" ._ . ,- . " "
. .' of the' antenna coupling, for a receiver is ofte~ designed in ~c~:a way t~at .' ....

", ': •the a.ntemia is matchedto the input of the receiver, but this does not ncces-. .. ."-
'} -, .' , ,.'sarily mean that the noise factor then' has ajninimum value. ,'.," ..' >.< \
... ::~.....,',' Heri~e it is' necessary to measure ihe ÏlOis; factor' as à fu'nction of the ':
, :,' .: ;" transfor:r_ned ~ntenn-:aresistance. For ;:give~v~l~e ««; ~he'èor~~sp~Il(fujg ',';
, . : 'value of the transformed antenna resistance ,might be varied by variation of. "
....', ", ,ih~ transformation ratio, but it is' much ea'§.ierto ~eplace.th'e t~ans{ormed'~
; .. ;: . antenn.á re~i~tanc~'by a carbon. re,sistor *J,R~ ~'onnected across the' inp~t "
.• ,',circuit with the saturated diode in parallel to it (fig. 4b). In this wày the,

noise factor Fmay be determined-as °a'fwiètio~' of the transformed ~;;'teinia
, resistan~e ,R~ill the same way a's before, and fromthàt its minimum ~alue '

. ,~ay be found. On the other hand the signal output of the receiver is a.
, maximum Iwhen R~ is chosen' equal to the' input impedance Re of
the receiver. " '-. ',',' :'

" ~ The input impedance Ee of the receiver may be' measu~ed,i;~hè folló~, ,
ing .way.' F~r R~ , 00 a' saturated 'curre:r{i'I~ gives rise to~a change LlV
in, the output of the' thermocouple whilst !~~á gi,ven finite value of R~ a
saturated current I~ may give rise to th~ same change 4V in the output .

." '_" - _'\. . .. , _" ~

• 'I,"

*) :Jforèarbo~ 'resisto~s between:50 nand 10ÓOOa,the resistance.at' 7-m ,~~velength is
''':'', ' practic~y equal to its n.c, value. ' t,

\._ , .. _' ";_ e ' , .
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We first measure 'a~ outpu't Vo~when,the input of thé noise amplifier ~s:'

short-circuited (this part is chiefly due to thè first valve of the a:mplifier):
, Next we remove the short-circuiting iead .'and connect th~ stage to _-tl'le' '~' .
. noise amplifier without applying any vóltáges to the various electredes of. ' ,'.,

• the valve; w~ t~;_and measure an output. VI' ,find furthermore we observe ~_-~~
- ,that an anode current' 11 of D2 gives rise to a change in output of LI y. - . , .

We'then apply the necessary voltages to the various electrodes of the valve, :;".? _. ,.

tune the input circuits of hoth the- stage and. the amplifier, .and measure . -, _,
a~ output V2 whilst nowan anode current I; of D2 gives rise ,to à change' t:',

in' .output ~f XV~_Obviouely the part ' - .L> . :\

" . ":l
(15)~ , 'I

, ,

.- - .......
"~-I - ,. .. _~•

-; -.-

"
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"

" We th~n have:..~
" ..:

, ,
.;.;

" :

,.
. ',',.' ' .." "'R' R' 2
......... ,. I' R ..2" I" (, ea)
. .• ". cc. C R +' R' '
.. .... -,. ~ •• .Ó _ ~ ea.

.- -, -
• t ••

..»; .(14) ,,-
, .
,.'" - ... ;,

", - • 4. ~

,from which "Re may be calculated. ~', .~'~'. ", .'~' ., J.: _, . ~ ..: ~".;:'
, So far .we have only mêntionëd casès "in which noise factors of complete- ,._.. '. ~" . ".." - . . 'l .
receivers were measured; hut- it 'is often necessary to mèasure the' noise :. '"." ...

. -. ~- é - ...... '. _ -i,/- - . • _....
factor of a single ,stage. In that case the stage is connected between, ;. ;

. 1;hè dummy antenna and the noise amplifier described previously, and it 'is,.. _:.... ,
.; • measured' what part'. of the noise output ~s due to the stage itself (input ,,-:',~"
, circuit +' ~aJve); and wh~t part Is 'due 'to tll~ noise amplifi.er. rr:hi~~scarr~ed;~' ",_'~,..

-:.,'0l!-t (fig· 5) by" using a diode noise generator Dl aCi"0,ss,thc·:input ..of, t;~e' - ', .
.t' stage and 'a second diode noise generator D2' across the input of the ampli-' _ ',',

fièr.Wê as-s~me a tran~formed antenna resistance R~ to"be connected across -~,':;, .
... .. -"jo '" • ti- __ ..r._

the input of the stag~ .. ,: ~- ,,'~.' .. : ' , ->- - , . "
I ' '-. • ,:~ r.

_! .• , -= -: ~

-." ~.

/',
'i.,

, .

,
.~:'

". ... , ,
--,

I; 's: .. :

' .. < '\

':'ft t

510';9,. •

Fig. 5. Measurem~.nt of the noise factor of a' single a~plifie~ stage. ~ satura~ed' diode' Dl
and the transformed antenna resistance R~'are connected across theinput circuit' of the

" stage to be measured; ~nd a saturated diode D2}s connected across the output circuitof the'
stage, in ord~r to make a correction for the noisè ?f tlîesubsequent amplifier. ,h

, • j" .' ,,'.-.' s, ::.. ' __ ,' ~ ,0' .

~ "

= "
_..-._

, e

,of the output of the amplifier is due to the stage (input circuit +vvalve}.
',' . ...t_

' .
. I



. Ia S .. ' .11' - ~

Ie_= ~V?V2-::VO- 1
2
(Vl.VO)~'

à:ó'd for the no.ise'factor F of the stage:'., " .
F = (a + 1) =' 20 Ie R~ ,

(16) . ~

.-
I··'
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,. :w'e'finally measure that an anode cnrren» la of Dl gives ris~ to a change in .
output of zl V. Hence we obtain for the. equivalent diode current le of, .
the amplifier stage (antenna + input circuit + valve)\"' .:

, .... ,. .

/ (17)
whilst

" a == (20 I eR~ - 1) , \ (17a)·

is the measure of the oontribution of the receiver >st~geitself to. the noise
'. facto.r. . . -' _. ' -'. .

• • >.-:,. In maJ?-ycases' Vo and VI are so.small as to. be negligible; the measure-
, /. _ment then be~o.mes equivalent to.' the one. described ,in the first part of
" :~!.this sectio.n:'So.metimes, .however, the above ~o.re elaborate method his
.. - /t~ he used because V; or even Vo are too large to. he !g~o.r,ed. .

. ': Our method is independimt of"the matching or the mismatching be-
tween the output o.f,the stage and the input of the noise. amplifier, Mo.re- .,
. over, the gain' of the receiver stage does not enter into. 6ur. c~lculations
explicitly" (though t,he. gain ,mig~~. be .caloulated ~th the help of our

" measurements): rÓ,. '....... -1'

.1.Ó Ein?hdven, July 1947. ,
..

;
0",- ...

"_". ...:.

-

- - - -
1)~ 2)

- 8)
4)
6)

., 6)

.- . '
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REFLECTIONS IN ELECTRON TUBES, .

,.Summary

/ I ,

by J. L: H: JONKER . ,

'_~537.543:62i.385

.r

The characteristics of some electron tU:bes show irregularities as á _ ','
result of reflected electrons .. By studying the peculiarities of these .»

reflections at low potentiaIs, itÏs possible to .deduce their mfluence Y

- on the electric field between the electrodes, and in this way to explain
the irregularities. ~'_. ' \.' , " , . ' r "

'. .: In the, characteristics of some'elect~o~ tubes irregularrties occur as ~a
• . result of flj.~t reflected' electrons. v:arious data can be found in the Iite-
,'\ rature dealing with this subject. Van der Pol and Weyers 1) examined

. the characteristiès of diodes by measuring the higher derivatives, and they -

. found a considerable deviation for diodes with anode voltages in the neigh- .
.hourhood of 10 :Vólts (fig. n This beconi.es apparent from the passing

'', '. '
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.'
.> through zero" of the~second-ordèr derivative which indicates two points' '

- . .' '\.

of inflection in the characteristic" The authors mentioned above ascribe
this phenomenon to reflected electrons. ". "
.: KIe ~n 2)' also found "irregularities _in:~he cha~acteristics of .a diode ät
~ppro~imatèly: 10;volts. He ascrihés these to an interchange of electrons
betwêe~ ih-e anode and the scre~n plates which he u!5'edin his di~de in ,'~
order to maintain a linear ~lectric field. It is not quite clear how this effect
có'uld possibly explain the ihegularities. In addrtion, this explanation is not
-conclüsive because, according to our O-W-1l: observations, the said irre-
gularities 'also occur in diodes without screen plates, as can be seen in-the
characteristic reproduced in fig. '2 .. This 'was- measured with' a tube

'.

; .
• 501----+~--I--.:-+----'-I---~

"

, +, -

, -

"

.\, "'-:..

, ' ','

. , /
..: ,

, ,

~ • I

,I ",. .. ,.
" . ~

f'" ~ . : .. ill -- - P.r' l~' \.1 ~.50678 . ... ,:'J ...... _ '

:_< .• ;', J' ;Fig. 2.'la:Va-chdracteJ,'isticof a diod~, Irregularities are '~aused by' réfle~t~d and sec~ndar~
, elections from ,!he anode. " . . .: . ~ " ',.. " / .'. "', , " ,,',.,'

.,

.' ~ ~.,' J
"'- ' ... ,' ': .' ~ _,. ~ .. .:..', Jj. • -. _.- .. - _ ~ .' ~ j '. : _ " '" ~ i .. ' • ,

, \. "c<?n!5isting,of'an indirectly:,heated oxide cathode surrounded by: a cy:liri--,
~ ~ , . drical nickel anode. The remarkàble thing' about this irregularity is that

;. " ~". 'th~ characteriStic, shows, a local increase of current. "If reflected electrons" ;{ >" ~:..,~ould appear at' the co;re~po~ding 'poten~ial (approximately 10 volt~); "
~ t~en in the space between cathode and anode an increased spacl} chárge

would occur which would result in a decrease "of current." .Ó:

" 1.",' ,Thompson and oth~rs 3) found that the noise in' ~ :diode exceeds the,: '_
amount that can be expected from fluctuationin space charge, which they',
contrihute to reflected- electrons. '

\'. ' .
~ I ~

. ,

.Irr,egularities also occur with multi-grid tubes, as Van der Pol >and
Wey er s found by:measuring the higher derivatives. We also found devia-

" 'ticns in ~he anode-current anode-voltage ch;-racteristics Of penthodes by:
direct measûrements of, th; ,charîteteristics at '10,,,. potentials, as can' be .
seen in fig. s. In this _cas~,the filament voltage Vf was kept ~owso ~s.to • '-
.'reduce, ~he Influénce of spac~ 'charge; 'see al,so4). ". ,
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~ Generàlly the suppressor ,grid in a penthode is so constructed that the ",
potential ~imum which this grid must causë betweén the an~de and th~ '.

~ screen grid, practic~lly disappears at low ~node potentials. In th~t case the'
anode potential bec?mes equal to '~~ lowerthan the 'averagèpotent_ial m:
the suppressor grid S). In ihls case all secondary electrons from 'the anode, -"

,. ',cIa' j' :-, ". .r, ", "',,' .,l

mA0.15r---_~-..,-__r---r--""T'"-:;--"-y--___,

-_ -~, .~

/_J/",
aro~-+/~~--~--~--~---r--~

'I

=::-.

- .'\. .....
r '
<' '"

.
, . .',

, T 7, 50079 _ . v

Fig. 3: Ia-Va-characteristic of a' penthode. I'rregularities are caused by reflected as well as": "" "
,- -by realsecondary ,elëctrons. '~." ,,' ,,'.

, ~.
" the ~low (the' so-called real secondary electrons) as well' ~Sthe fast (refi~cte'd
-s electrons}, ca~,pass_through the suppressor grid ~ndarri~~ ,at the screen-":
.: . ,grid"thus causing undesired irregularities in the characteristics. " ,. _ ,-'

" The above phenomena can he explained by. means of the characteris-:' C

, tics of real secondary a~<!._~e~ected, ~lectrons a~low potentials, Jf :wJ:lÏ~~~ ~.,
';. ." short' suryey Il!ay f~IlOW. ~' . ','., _ '

2., Reflection of electT~ns by solid;,at lo~ potetuials 1'- _ . ,
" _. -'.i '. . i"'~, ~

-. The method mostly used for measuring these" reflections ,is that' of the
èentraLfield m: which a small plate of the material to be examined is plac!td,
á.t, the centre of a spherical electrode. If the sphere is slightly positive.
with regard to~the plate ,~hich is bomba~ded by electrons, all secondary

.~ <~lectrons will arrive ;;t the. sphere. If a negative potenrial is applied the
.. velocity distrihution of the secondary electrons can he examined 6). '

Now we shall first describe' for diffe~ent materials how the ratio.
,_ \ " .

5 _ 10 15 20 25 30 35V
Va

number of se,eondary electrons
5=

I' ' . , number of primary electr,ops'

varies at low potentials Vp 'of the plate. The potentialof the sphere is
kept at such a value that all secondary electrons reach the sphere.. . ""', '\ -. -,

.. ' .
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'-
- Infig. 4 this is shown for the metals Ni, Cu, andPt, and it appears that,

. at the potentials used, the curves do not. run smoothly but show irregu-
. ! -
larities. These irregularities can be compared with those of light reflections
in the case of h» being of the order of.some electron voltsjthey are caused
by the fact that electrons can only dissipate definite quantities of energy
on account of quantal processes 7).

50680'.' Fig. 4. .r5 ,: numbe~ of secondary electrons ~ f( V
p
)

number of primary electrons I

for pure Cu, Pt, Ni (Nil)' and for Ni coated with gas (Ni2) (H. F..:Eu rn sw or th, Phys:·
Rev. 20, 358-374.,1922 and 25, 41-57, 1925).

In technical electron tube~ the m:etal surf~c'es-are seldom clean, so that
.. '.- .we also have to study the behaviour of metal; that are covered with a

, . ~ . , -
',' thin.film of-gas (see fig. 4) or of salts or oxides. When an anode is placed _

. oppos,ite an oxide cathode, O2,, Ba,., and BaO.-;will evaporate, and in

..... 1
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Fig.S: r5 =f('Vp) for iU:NaCI, and Cs20, deposited on Pt,;Pt, and Cu, respectively.
• ,- '. I
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addition the electrode may"be soiled by a ~a- 0;,Mg-getter, As ~n example
fig.5 shows ö = f(Vp)" for different metals on which a thin film is depo-
- sited 8). It appears that under these circumstances the irregularitieá may
, ex~eed those of pure metals. '

By applying a central counterfield it is possible to obtain a picture of the
velocity distribution of secondary electrons at low potentials. For this
purpose' the potentialof the spherical electrode Vb' is varied while the

Iseê,
, ~Iprim

t.

. o.

4

I, CS20- u , '1A3.5v

1 <?'<u

ftIT / .
~8 V V I ,j -i ./
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I,..... .:>V-
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I
... _.0:' \.i

~~ . -~.
Figs 6 and? Bundle of countervoltage curves I sec!I prim :d: f( Vb) with the potenrial .
Vp of the bombarded plat~ as a param~ter. . _,

potential of the plate Vp i; kept -const~nt. In this way we arrived at 'the . I
countervoltage curves eî fig» 6 and 7 8) from which.the energy distribution ,;;
can be derived. At the vertical dashes the potentials of the sphere án:d the, " .
plate are equal (withcorrections for the contact poterrtial}, The slope' of the. ' -
cur-ye at a given voltage is a measure for the number, of secondary elec~'
trens that have a' velocity corresponding with this voltage (the contact

'potential is t~ken in~o' account). ~t appears that in the, case of salts, at
, very low potentials, practically only reflected electrons occur; at slightly
.higher values o(Vp the absorption of primary electrons increases and slow
secondary electrons appear. In most-cases die, picture is less clear than in
fig. 7. With pure metals the transition is more gradual. : : -,:\ ,
. The above measurements enable us to determu;,c the -numher of fa;t
reflected electrons 'as 'a function of th~ primary voltage Vp (full-drawn
curves infi:g. 8): It appears that the number ofrefiected electrons decreases

, ,rapidly with increasing potential. When the energy is sufficiently large the
primary electrons can lose energy by liftirig an electron from a full band
. into. an. empty band 9)~, From there this electron can escape from the
-crystal, This explains why in certain cases (saIts) the following can be '

,

"
- , -
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._ .:-'" .. -
" clearly observed: át th~ lowest voltages practically all primary electrons are

\. ._' .. ,. .. . ...
,-.,,"'reflected without loss of velocity; at a certain value of the 'primary. voltage'

, the absorption of the primary- electrons increases considerably so ,that.
, the number of reflected electrons decreases, and the real secondary emission
"commences (dashed, curves in ~g, 8), For instance, in the case of certa~n

, salts; absorption of primary electrons starts sharply IiI the .region of 5 to '
10 volts where also, absorption of ultra-violet light starts èofrespondillg ,j

with a wavelength of 250-100 m(.L, as can be shown by comparing data'
from the literature 7). , ' ,;

"

,'t" . '. ,

"

, '" -. I -;.'S06{J4 , ,

, . Fig, 8. Slow secondary electrons (dashed curves) and fast reflected electrons (full-drawn
, "éurves) as a function of the primary voltage VI-' .' ,~ '.

r '"' " \ \ ".' • .... J • '. -; _ ~' , • _'l.'. _.,", _,.,

As a 'matter ',Of fact the hehaviouj of metals is less clear,· but 'even there
, . we fi~d a c.ó~~esponding nlcrease in light<absorption and a rapid d~cre.as~, _

:: ' :óf the number of reflected electrons', ~ , • , • ,,' " , ""',

..":

e
. 3;, Diode characteristics " "

~ .~ ,,-. , _ J,. ... I ~ ~ , • -: • ~

-If the secondary electrons from the anode of a diode leave the anode with
a certain velocity, the electfo~s proceedin the discharge space and cause an
, increase ill space, charge. The electric 'field betweeri cathode arid anode,will.
, vary and, on account of that, the pote~tial minimum in th~ neighbourhood '
"of the cath~de will increase; with the result rhat ~ larger' próportion of the - .•,
. electrons emitted by the cathode willreturn to the cathode so that the cathode

- ' " current! decreases.This effe~t will Iîé more noticeable when the initial velocity
" -~;-of the secondary electron is higher so that they penetra~é closer to the c"ä1:hode.,

'. In ord~rr to .obtain 'a clearer picture of this phenomenon, we' repr~sent in
fig·9 the imaginary case of a flat diode in which the initial velocity of ill
secondary electrons i~ equal and at right angles to the surface of the anode,
Little, i~, known: about' the a~tual distribu'ti.:<)ll0:yer various directions of

, secondary electrons. It is generally assumed that they leave the material
,'-~pproxifuately according t? the cosine láw~- ."'.

• I

~.,. _ .....

I', "
I '

I
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As an examplewe take a secondàry-emission factor of 2, and the initial,
, . ~'. ." \

energy of the secondary electrons in the direction of the cathode successively
0, t, ·1, t,' "and I-times the energy' of the primary electr~ns at the
anode. After having proceeded towards the cathode over a certain dist~nce,

\ depending on their initial energy, the ~econdar~' electrons will turn back"
and return to the anode. According to P~isson's equation, d2V/dx2 = 4:n;e,
we can calculate the spaoe-charge deIi.sity' at every point of the space '
between anode and cathode. By numerical integration we can compute th~
potential curves of fig. 9. The anode current decreases and, for the above-'
mentioned energies of the secondary electrons, will amount to I, 0'872 I,\
"0'689 I, 0-478 I, and 0-2 I,' respectively. From this we can conclude that
. electrons returning from theanode ~vithhigh energy contrihute considerably
more 1;0 the reduction of the cathode current than those 'with less energy.

When the anode consists of Ni partially coated with BaO, with an
anode voltage of a few volts the returning electrons will practically all be
fast reflected elect~ons which can cause a considerable decrease of. anode

, current. With higher 'anode voltages, '~hen absorption sets in, 'the nunilier
of .reflected electrons will decrease rapidly while real secondary electrons

, are DOt yet emitted. The reductiom of anode current decreases which' ex-.;'
plains the lower portion of the deviation of.the diode characteristic. yvhen

/ .
:

.... ", ., ,

. . ,~

I -

An de

Distance from the cathode
5068!J

Fig. 9. Potential curves in a :flat diode. 'I'hecoefflclent of seèondary emission ö of the anode-.
is 2. The velocities of the secondary electrons are ássumed at right angles to the surface,
and their initial energy isc = 0,1/,,1/2.3/4, and 1-times the energy of theprimary.electëona
at the _anode.:On ~each curve the returning point of the secondary electrons.is marked. ,

,. -
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,In section 1 it was mentioned that the Ia- Va-charaët~ristic of a p,en-
.' thode also showed irregularities, In the'i~gion of the very lm~ anode poten- ...

, " . tials 'where the potentials are lower' than the average potentiàl-of the sup- .
': 'pressor grid, th~ electricfield nearthe 'anode is so directed that all secon-, ;
·dary electrons of the 'anode re~ch the screen grid.'It is clear' that the irr~-

.: gularities in the ~;_Uve0 '= f(Vp) (figs 4 an:d 5) in' this voltage region ,-,
, -manifest themselves in the: anode current-(fig. 3). " .

~,When the anode voltage .rises to a certain .value, it will become higher 1 '

. than" the average' potentialvof" 'the suppressor grid.' In that case the'
field in front of the anode will he .so directed that only those secondary
electrons which have a sufficie~t ,velocity in the .direction of the scr~en . r .
·grid will reach this grid. From the countervoltàge curves- of fig. 6 we can
'derive. what proportion ·~f thè total number of secondary 'electrons will,

. ha~e a sufficient velocity. Of course, the' distrihution over various directions " .
· (cosine law) must hé taken into account. ", .~ . , . . ,
_' ,For a given configuration o{the ~iectrodes in a penthode fig. lQ shows "
to ;~hat extent the anode current, which is otherwise supposed to he
constant, varies on account of elèctrons returnihg to the screen grid. The
curve 'is calculated ,rith the ~id_of countervoltage curves, as in fig. 6, t~

/

, '.
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,"-
'"

. "

the anode voltage is sufficiently raised, the number of real secondary elec- .
trons increases rapidly \vhich again causes a decline of the, characteri.stic~
Theré exists therefore an upward deviation ofthe di~de characteristiç which
is actually caused by. I;l rednetion of the influence of the returning electrons, .
~in which case the fast electrons are of considerably more importance.

Wit4 regard to the experimeàtal curve of fig. 2, the calculated curve
(disregarding secondary emission) lie~ higher, such in contradic;ion ~vith
Kleen's ,supposition. This' explanation is also confirmed by the fact that

·.the additional noise caused by the secondary emission shows ä' minimum
· in the region of the deviation 10). I ' . '

Fromthis it is obvious that tubes shówing a tendericy towards this effect, .
can he improvèd by cleaning the anode with extreme heat S9 that the
.secondary emission of pure riickel comes instead of that of the soiled, Ás-
.metals show amore gradual transition to the effect of secondary emission, '
,i~ is to be expected th~t the' deviation of the characteristic is .onlY.slight, ,
or altogether. absent, In. effect, the, hump in/the curve' at approximately ..,
10 volts 'dec;eases but 'does :n:otdis~pp~ar altogether, It appears that. even :':

· very small traces' of impurity are sufficient to c'iuse' the effect. With the •
'Use of oxide cathodes it cannot be a;voided completely. OnÎy by using a
.W-filament'a.nd a Ni-anode without app'lying"ariY getter ~t all, did the
irregularities in the. characteristic disappear, " "

_, ."'"'

I·

~_... . \

4.. The peIlt/wde characteristic
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taking the anode as if made of .pure Ni. It appears that the reflected elec-
trons which can pass through the suppressor grid~ are still apparent in the
Îa- Va-characteristic even at higher p'ot~ntials. Their irregular hehaviour

r • - "
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Fig. 10. 'Calculated la-Va-characteristic of a penthode; for determining the current distri-
bution between screen grid 'and anode only the secondary electrons are taken into account
(Ic.= cathode current, Vg2"= screen-gridvoltage). . .

, : " " ...~~... ~
_can. also be' noticed as they. cause axÎ increased screen-grid current ànd ~

. - '. - ' .;. , -.t - ~
decreased internal resistanceofthe tube. Furthermore, ~t appears that the "

, . transition of the real secondary electrons and the refl.~ct~delectrons' to the
- _- • J - ...

screen grid at lower voltages causes a bend in the characteristic which con-
. tributes to the well-known-knee or upper 'beni!. in this important charac-

.,,- .'
.. teristic of the penthode.

~ . t •
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THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
, .

OF THE FLUORESCENCE OF TUNGSTATES AND
MOLYBDATES IN RELATION TO THE PERFECTION

, -
OF THE LATTICE, '

.by F. A. KRÖGE~ 535.37

, '
The quenching temperature of the photoluminescence of tungstates
and molybdates is dependent on the perfection of the crystals, împer-
feet crystals having a low quenching point. This property may he
explained in terms of the quenching theories of Mott, and Seitz,
as well as in terms of the theories of Peierls, Ftenkel, and
Möglich and Romp e, _, '

, _'

1. Introduetion. ,

. -Among the 'factors that determine whether a solid' shows .photo-,
luminescen~e or not, the state of crystallization-is of primaryImportance ..
Tiedè and Sch1eed~ 1) have shown that c"alcium tungstate, ~hen'in~de
by precipitation fro~ a' solution, is obtained in the fórm of' extremely
small, rather imperfect crystals which are praétically not luminescent but '
.which become so upon recrystallization.· It has since been recognized,

, however, that the crystalline state is not a general condition for 'the.appear-
ance of photoluminescence. Glasses, 'for instance, have been developed
"that show Iuminescence with a fairly high efficiency. Therefore there must
be a special reason why systems.like the calcium tungstate mentioned are
non-luminescent i~ tlie semi-amorphous state. Sfnce the absorption spec- .
t~um of the system' is' not markedly changed upon recrystallisation, the
phenomenon cannot, be d,ue to a decreased absorption of ,the exciting
radiation, but it must he connected. with the dissipation of the absorbed
.energy. In investigations on the 'temperature dependence of luminescence ,
.of a large number of systems it lias been found that the dissipation gener-
a:lly increases 'at ~ghei temperatures. Therefore it was expected ,that th~
badly crystallized tungstatcs and molybdates might also show lumines-
cence, though at a lower temperature than the well-crystallized products.
In order to check this v?-ewCa~04' Cd'5V04' MgWO~.. and CaMo04 have
been prepared ,in various degrees of crystallization, and the temperature
dependence of luminescence has been studied. .. \ ,

<:

2. Method of preparation *)

CaW04, CaMoOi, and CdW04 were ~ade by precipitationfrom aqueous
~) The preparations have heen carried out by Mr A',j3osman .

.'
. "

, '
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~ solutions of calcium and cadmium nitrate by means of ammonium .tung-
_st.ate or molybdate. 'CaW04 was precipitated in the presence of an excess-
of ammonium ,iOJisto prevent the formation of Ça3W06 3). The' preciptt- .
ates were filtrated, thoroughly' washed with' hot water, and dried at
80_°C in vac~o. Fractions' of these products were heated in air for one hour
at' different temper~tures helow 1200 °C. The heated cadmium tung,states ,
were slightly colouréd hy cadmium oxide, hut this colour could he re-
moved hy w~shing "with dilute acetic acid. Since MgW04 is highly soluhle

, . in water, this substance was made hy à 'semi-dry\method:MgO was mixed
'with the right amount of H2W04 together with a small quantity of water;
The. mixture was dried on a~water bath, and, subsequently .~eated, at

'. remperatures above 700. °C.·· . .

3. Crystal structures
I

The crystal structures were ~hecked with the aid' of X-~ay. di,ffracti.on
phótographs~. .- ".,' . " .
.CaWO4 was precipitated in the scheelite structure and did not change its

.structure upon heating: The X-ray patterns: however, grew gradually'
sharper i~ going ~rom the precipitated .products to the products heated at "
Increasing temperatures. Besides, lines of higher orders"which were hardly
visible' on the diffraction photographs of the precipitate and of the products c-
heated below 400, °C, appeared invthe paitërn'i áft~r heating 'at higher
-temperatures. These effects indicate .an increase hoth of the size' and of the

. perfection of the' crystals. .;'. '. .'.' ..~' .,- . ".- .
CaMo04 behaves Jsimilarl~, the scheelite st;~cture being fou~d fOl:_all '

products. . " . . ., .
, For CdW04 the structure of. the precipitate differs from that of the,'
products heated at 300°C or higher. Probably the tungstate is precipit- ' ,
ated -either in an unstable form, or 'as a hydrate. The, effect of- heating
at 300 or 400' oe _is'the transformation of the precipitate into the nor~al .
structure; at higher tcmperatures, up to 1100 ~C, the crystal size increases' '. ~
. and the crystals grow more perfect. Heating at still higher tempcratures'
causes a slight' deeomposition as indicated hy. a brownish colour of the
-crystals. Heating .with addition of fluxes, e.g. CdC12, produces crystalli-
zation effects at temperatures that are much lower than those required to
obtain the same effect without. fluxes. .' .
.MgW04 prepared 'àt 700 or 80'0 '?Cmainly showed the Xvray, pattern of

the high-temperature a-modification, with a faint indi~ation of the normal
fluorescent {3-form.Probably the unstable a-modification is formed .as a
consequence of Ostw~l'd's law ofsuccessive states. The product made at"
900°C was a mixture of nearly equal amounts of a and fJ-MgW04>while a
product made at 1050 °C was pure fJ._. A product heated at 1320 °C was.

". -_
...:, .....

.~,

\ '

,. .
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pure a; but could he transformed into the {3,-formby 'subsequent heating
- , " , . • I,. ,
: ,below the transition point (1250 °C), viz. at 1020 °C._~ .

. 4. Fluorescence
. \ '. . " '

, Although at room temperature only the products heated at a compära-
• - - '_ I

. tively high température show photoluminescence, all' products do so at.
,,' : low 'temperatures. The spectral distributions of the emissions at - UW °C

are'showh infigs ï, 2; 3 and 4. - ,,

. .'

.~• E)"
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rFig.·l.' Spectral distrihution of the fluorcs~ence of cadmium tungstnte, ll1ade'atdiffe;e:rit
.:> . temperatures, fo; excitation by Ä ;;= 2537 A at :;:;..180oe:", . ,~. . '.". . - ,"" .... - ~ .'
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. ' Fig. 2', Spectral distributio~' of the fluorescence of calCitim ~olybdate, made at. different

. "temperatures, for excitation by it.= 2537 'A at ':""180 oe. '. '
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"

... .-;. ~ - ~ . ~" ....
-For CdW04 (fig. '1) the unheated preêipitate 'and the heated products

~hich - as we have sèèn:- have a different crystal structure, showfluores- ,
cèrice of nearly the sàme spectral distributiorl.. . '
. , . For CaMoO~~where no change of structure occurs, the spectral'tdistri-
bu:tions of all products are also nearlyidentical. . , ' .

Although' Mg"W04 occurs in different structures, a and (J, all products'
hav~ the same spectr~l distribution ~f the emissio~ winch is identic~l, wi~h' ",
that of normal fluorescent fJ-MgW04• Since the a-form is known to show

-, ~\ . ,

, '.

, ,

5000

\, _ • ~ __ .. ,~' _ " ." _ol .5099+. _" 1. ':

Fig; 3. Speètral distribution-of the fluorescence of magnesium tungstate, made at different
temperatures, for excitation by A = 2537 A at ":"180oe. ' " ' < -',,: "
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Fig.' 4. Spectral' distribution of the fluorescence of calcium tungstate, made at different,
temperatures, fo; excitation by A = 2537 A at ~ 180oe. - "_ , r
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, .

an extremely faint blue Iuminescenoe at -180°C 2), the blue-green fluores-
cence of all products must he attributed to p-MgW04•

CaWÓ4 provides th~ only example of a system in which ~he spectral
'. . ~.

distribution of products heated at different temperatures is markedly
, different, though the crystal structure is the sàme. The unh~ated preci-
pitate has á fluorescence with a,ma~mum. at 4500 A, the products he~ted
at 1100 °C have a maximurn at 4200 l,while the products heated at inter-
mediate te;mperatures show the' two bands together in varying propor-
tions (fig.4). , .

The temperature dependence of fluorescence for the variou~ products is
shown iJ;Ljigs 5, 6, 7 and 8, where curves have been reduced to such a scale
that their maxima are equal to 100. 'I'he curves show the same character
for all products: the fluorescence has a constant maximum intensity over a. '
range of low temperatures, hut above a certain 'temperature it decreases
rapidly with 'increasing température. Th~ temperature range in which the
~'quenching occurs ("quenching' range") is in all cases shifted towards higher •
, temperatures with increased crystalfization. In most cases the highest I

, 'quenching temperatures are found with the products made at the highest,"
temperatures. In one c~se, however,' namely that of CdWOM heating at
a temperature ab'ove 1100 °C~ca~sed the quenching range to shift báck'::-
to lower temperatures. " ',..' '. . .
:With CaWO4' different results have been obtained, dependent on the-

method' of precipitation. When the precipitation is carried out "with ..
"extremely. dilute solutions, scheelite crystals of intermediate size and .
. perfection are formed, which show the fluoresèence' described above. Fig. 5: ( .
. (and also table I) rèfer to a sample made in this-way. Precipitation from
.concentrated solutions, however, produces much smaller crystals; which

". ',' are not luminescent, even at -180 -c, Probably the quenching poirrt ofthe -
,,~' \_ ~.;- .. ..

1'. .\

.,

·1

.'

, . /

-200 -100 - 100 200
___ Temp. in 'e

f , .50996

Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the fluorescence for cadmium tungstate, made a't
different temperatures. .
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-fluorescence of the latter precipitate lies' below _:_;1.80 °C. Fluorescence
appears with increasing crystallization in the same way as with the other

• J ~ • - -.

precipitate.
Table I gives the maximum intensities for CaWÓ4 and'MgW04 in their

:true "relative value. For CaW04 the' intensity of the badly crystallized
prçducts is of the same order as that of well-crystallized products. The
low value for the safuple heated at 800 ?C is due to á colouring occurring: :'

I particularly at this temperature. For MgW04 the intensity of the products ,'.
prepared at low temperatures is considerably lower than of those made at '

. higher, temperatures. This is 'probably ,due to absorption of part of the
'exciting ultra _violetby a':MgW04present in the former samples.

".. • • I. . _ ~ ~.,

, '

, 5. Discussion, '

, In th~foUr systems that have been investigated the temperature rangé ".
in which the fluorescence is quenched is located at high temperatur~s for
~ell-erysûlllized products; but at lower temperatures for badly crystallized
'products. Crystallization 'consists in bvo effects» (1) the grain size is in-
creased, and (2) the structure grows more perfect. A ,priori both effects:

-:might be held responsible for the variation, of the quenching ~~ngè. T~ó.
experimental results provide evidence 'in favour of the view that ir.is the
.perfection 'rather -'than the size of. the crystals that is the most important
factor. In' the first ,place we obser~ed a decrease of the quenching range for,

_ . CdW04 by the increase of th~ heating te~perature from nOD to 1250 ,oe. "
:: . In .this case the gr'ain size certainly increased b~t the perfection decreá$ed,.,

as is indicated by the col?uring 'of the crystals. In, the ,second place, wé
found that the quenching curves for MgW04 and CaW04 were not affected
by bail-milling ofthe products. This' treatm~nt reduces the gi:ain size ~nd
,may, if the properties of the crystals allow this, also cause deformation .... '
Since we did not find any v~riation of the quenching point, the reduction
in size which certainly occurs has apparently no effect on the temperature
quenching *). , ' . , • .

.; "Generally heating at a high température increases Ithe perfection of the
, crystals.' As is shown by figs 5-8, the quenching curves for p~~ducts made
-- by heáting at various ~temperatures converge tówards a limit. Since nor-
. mally methods of preparatien are used that lead to fairly-well crystalli-
zed products, 'this convergence explains why different authors have' ob-
·'served the-same quenching range. The quenching range is more o~_less '

,\ " . .'" ,

,. ......... '

• I'

"

*) Thls observation proves further that applicátion of unidirectional pressure on these
tungstates breaks the crystals into pieces rather than -deforms them. Crystals of other,
softer substanceslike ZnO, ZnS and the 'alkaline and earth-alkaline sulphides and oxides
behave differently. These substa;nces are coloured by milling or grinding and their
luminescence is killed (pressure quenching, german: "Druckserstörung"],
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characteristic of a c~rtain emission and .may he useful as a means of identi-, "
fication of emissiori bands in 'cases in which. the spectral distributions are
identical *), ' , '

TABLE I

" - Heating temperatures
Substance ; Precipitated -

unheated " I 1320;- 200 300 600 700 800 900 1100 1250 -
I I~

CaW04~ 59 74 97<5 87'5 - 53 -,' 100 -
i' .,

MgW04 - ~- - - 26 31 61 91 ,lOO, \

. ,
. Although cooling always _causes the 'appearance' of luminescence, th~

~ . maximum .efficiency generally remains below ~hat of well-crystallieed >

, pr~duc1:s.-Apa:rt fró{n the trivial casês in which different crystal form.s ár~ •
, ' 'Y-". present (<i.g.a and P-MgW04), the cause of this: decreas;:niust p~obaQly

" " be ~~ught in an ineffective 'absorption connected with ,the .same disturh-
-~'. ances that 'are responsihle for the decrease of thè 'quenching point. f.'"!> ~" _. .. ,'" .,.' - - ~.• ' -...._ -- • , ".... . -,

!~ -_.t
i' -;.,:.

r," : - .' .

'. ' -2()() -11)0 100 200'
, -'--'--TemP in'e

: . ' L: " a. . ", .", .: -. ~0997 :_: . "

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of theJluorescence for, calcium.molybdàte.imade at dif- "
ferent teI?-peratures. " .. '. .s '

_t;'

f'

, I

Maximum' întensities 'of fluonescence
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....... }'

.: To explain - the remarkable influence :of lattice .'disturbaJ?,ces.,,on the
- quenching range ~e h~ve to ~~end the pres~nt theories for the tempe~ature, " ,.
. quenching. The systems under disçussion are systems in-which the processes

~. .'" I- - .......

of absorption ofultra-violet radiation and the emission of fluorescence.are
closely related, the electronic transitions connected with these two pheno-

. mena being in principle the same, though in 'opposite directi~ris. In ~on-
"'!.. - , .' .._ • '. . ....'. ~.~

t -

_,' ~.

*) Thi~ method has heen usedin the systems (Ca, Pb)W04, (Sr. Pb)W04• (Ba,Pb)W04 2).
. . .,. ...... -, . ' - '-

,
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neetion with this, the efficiency 1] can he expressed. hy the simple 'relation:
; -. ", - .. .

. I' .
.' K'um ' , 1
'YJ=' ---- -,
", ':K'um + KdiB~-'i +_Kdi~S
, . K,u~... ... . ~~.

,;.~in which K,um' ànd Kdi~ are the probabilities of the processes in which the
.'? excited- electrons return to the' ground state with the emission of light, ör
,vith, dissipation iJf the excitiltion energy. This forni.u'la' cal! account för 'a
t~mp'erature dependence' oflu~ip.escence asfoundjif K'um variesonly sligl}.tly:
with the temperature, while~Kdi:. increases, rapidly with, the temperature, ,
.. Th_e,dissipa'tion procèss has heex~ treated theoretir:ally in two .diffe~ent,
.ways, One group of the0-1eS, .that of Peierls, 'Frenkel, Möglich and>
, Rom pe, assumes that the excitation energy is' ~onverted in 'one process

. '.'. into, a large :number,- óf heat vibrations of. the whole crystal j] 5) 6).
, Another theory, that of Mott an.~ Sei.,.t'z, has sought the cause of the

..:,..,....
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Fig. 1. Tem)lerature dependence of the fluorescence for magnesium tungstate, made at .
different temp~rat,ures. ' .:' , ;.
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'temperature dependence of the dissipation process in an activation energy
hindering the transition of a centre and its nearest surroundings from the
electronic excited state to a high vibrational state of the electronic ground
state. A third theory for the dissipation, proposed by Klasens 8),' needs

e- not be' considered here, since it only applies to c~ses in which excitation
'separates electrons from their "holes"; which is probably not the case in -
tungstates and molyhdates. '. " '

In the frame-work of the first theory the disturbance~ must be supposed
to influence the properties of the lattice as a whole, in the same way as
h~s' heen assumed for d~sturbances .caused by high activator concen-
trations 9). In terms of the l\1ott-Seitz model, the disturbances must
be assumed to affect the properties of separate centres. In t~e simplest,
case the temperature-dependenoa curve observed is a superposition of the

~, curves of disturbed and undisturbed centres. It mayalso occur, however,
that the excitons, travelling through the lattice, are preferentially anni-
hilatedin the disturbed centres. In 'that; case à comparatively small amount .'
.of disturbed sites 'may cause a considerable shift of the quenching towards
lower temperatures. This model may also 'account for -the var:l~tion in ..
spectral distribution of the fluorescence as observed, with CaW<\: changed
surroundings cause not only' a different vibrational interaction between
the centre and these surroundings, 'but also a ~ariation of the energy levels

, ,- or the "transition probahilities in' the centre itself. This effect cannot be
, _ easily accounted for on thé basis of thé first of the two 'thegries mentioned .
< above. Since the variation ofthe emission .spectrum, however; occurs only

': - ' inone out ofthefour cases investigated, we are not certain wheth~r this is
,an es~ential point. Therefore a definite choice betwe~n these two theories
cannot be niaáe on the basis oft.he observations describèdin this paper,"

.,\

Eindhoven, January 1947
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.SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF,TRIGONAL SELENIUM
CRYSTALS OBTAINED FROM THE yAPOU~ PHASE "

by F. de BOER 546.23: 548.5 '

" s -

Summary,
Trigonal selenium crystals of a sizesufficient for conduction measure-,
ments have been' prepared- from the vapour phase. The majority ,
of these ..crystals had the form of hollow needles showing slight devia- ,
tions from the ideal monocrystalstructure. A small fraction, however,
consisted of thick and massive twin crystals, amongst which we
found one rather well-developed monocrystal. All well-developed
planes were prism planes. ' .

I

From his measurements of electric conductivity Mü Il er 1) concluded
'that selenium crystals prepared from 'the vapour phase are not true mono- '
crystals but are built up of "sehuppenformige Mik~okristalle':. Some experi-
ments 'ni~de' to check this conclusion hy, direct X-ray examination will
be described ,ill the p~esent note; co~espondin'g conductivity' observations
will be discussed in the next. Report, R 57. .

,,' Th'è selenium crystals were' prepared by, a method developed by'
',' Sa und er s 2): 20 grams of selenium were placed on the böttom 'of a pyrex

tube 30 cm long and 2 to 5 cm wide. This tube was evacuated, filled with
A oi Ne to a pressure of 1 to 5 èm, and then sealed off. Subsequently the
'lower end of the tube was heated for about a fortnight to 520 oe, the tipper

'7. ,. , ..
portion being kept at room temperature, . , '. . . . .
" -As a rule the selellium deposit in ,the upper part of the tube consi~ted·
of' a more or less' massive base from which needle-shaped crystals were .'
sticking out into the interior of the tubé .(fig. la). These needles had a,
_tapering base on top of which a hexa'gonal cylinder had developed (fig. -'.
lb). The cylindrical part was hollow, and the tapering base was massive 'as
indicated in the cross-section in fig. le. The form.ofthese crystals is nearly

. "identical with that desc~ibed by Snr a um an is 3), but, in 'contr"ast with
I' ,

. ' his observatiotis, all the well-developed planes that we could distinguish,
were prism planes. . ,_'. "
" Nearly all the prism 'planes of 'the Iarger crystals were composed of,
.differe~t parts slightly differing in the direction of their c-axis (uy n~t more
than 2°). As' a. result- of the high reflectivity the boundaries' between these
diffcrents regions èould be easily s!!enwithoiIt' a microscope.- Even in cases,
however, where such boundaries werenet directly visible, X-ray photographs
showed the existence of slight variations in 'the directions of the c-axis-
up to 30'. Goniometer measurements also indicated that' the six prism .

" ',

" ,

I
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plan~s were not 'exactly -parallel ',to the hexagonal axis ~ the, crystal;
the deviations observed were of the same order of magnitude as those
recorded above." ' , . . , -

Though th~ ta-pering bases of the needles had no regular side planes they
did not show large deviations from' a nionocrystal structure, '

, .Tt; may also b~ itoted that some of our crystals showed such incomplete
structures as illustrated in figs Id and le: fig, Id presents a case with six
prism planes thà't do not form a closed surface; in the example of fig. le

~only one half of the hexagon had b~en developed.
, I

'.';' . ' . ~: 504'4

Fig. L £) A section of the sublimatio~ tube" showing the position of the needles on the,
polycrystalline base; b) selenium crystal needle; c) section of a selenium needle; d) and e)
'selenium crystals that show 'devintions from the hexagonal prism; f) thick selenium
•crystal, grown on needle; 'g) needle crystal; showing-deformation, '~, .-

-~, .Thefigures b) to g) exèept j") showneédlcs with a thickness óf 0'1 tot 0'7 mm; the form
:- shown inf) was about 2mm thick,' . , ' J' -. :' _, ,~

• 'J ,. -_'

- .
'I'he main product 'of 'Ol~r.'experiments consiste'd of needles as described

above, .bu~ in one tube crystals in the shape of massive, shprt .hexagonai
pri~ms of a much greater dia,meter had developed 0I?- top of the ,ne~dle,_

t ,asïllustrated in fig. 'IJ. These-were sq, crowded tha;t they had gro,wn-to-
, 'gether- to twin crystals with their, neighbours. Only one single crystal was'
,"found amongst them, and this one proved _to be a monocrystal though it
had no regular planes except prism planes. 'fhis crystal could easily be
sp1it along a plane parallel to the c-axis, - _
The·crYstal structure of the trigonal form' indicates .very long selenium _,

spiralmolecules ~v.!-thessentially covalent.bonds, the spirals being connee-
~ ted by much weaker forces. This difference in bond strength explains the

preference for needle-shaped crystals as resulting_ from the tendency to
saturate the free valencies at the ends of the spirals. The weakness of the .
forces connecting the different spirals ~ls6'explains the observed distortions .
of the crystal (see fig. 19) and their fragility. This last propertywill be .

, further eD.hänced·by the'isotropi() 'charác~er.of the Van' del' Waals

I,
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~ fo~ëes. The position of the cleaving plane is obviously det~rmin~d by the ,
inequality of the binding forces in theprincipal, direotions,'
_ :Mülleî: .described his crystals as "schlànke Pyra~idè". Presumably
our ne~dle~ which possess well-developed prism planes are nearer to .the ,-
'mollOcrystal' structure,! As, however, the less perfect tapering b"asesof ~1ir
crystals were. also found to he monocrystals. ;e are inclined to conclude

. ~that M ü Il ers pyramids, top, must have been-of a monocrystal structure .

. , The ëonsequences in connection with",conduction jneaauremeuts will :he'
discussed in Report R 57. , " "
- . '

Eindhooen, March 1947

, \
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1706:' C.J. Bouwkamp: A notè on singularities occurring
, edges' in:' electromagnetic ~iffraction theory.-
,(Physica, 's-Grav. 12, 46~.-474, 1946).

Wave functions u ,describing the diffraction by plane screens, can be,",
_divided into two classês according as u or è?__ujèJn vanishes at thesurface of-
the screen. Differentiation with respect to the coordinate in the normal-
direction altérs the cha:~á~t~r of~the v/ave "fu~ctio~; ~hÜst tangenrial
differentiation does' not change 't~e class. '.
Another effect (Rayleigh) of differentiation is the appearance óf'.singu- -
larities at the edge of the screen. Thi~ is demonstrated explicitly in case' of
Sommerfeld's ,solûtion~ of the electromagnetic diff;action, by a half"-

- plane. Typical difficulties in electromagnetic diffractioir theory are men-
,tioned. Möglich'~ solution 'of the electromagnetic diffraction by à cir-
cular screen is critisized. .

, ,.
at I sharp' _ ... ~-_
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ON THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
OF SELENIUM CRYSTALS

'by f. de BOER 537.311.33: 546.23

Summary

For the specific resistance of selenium monocrystals parallel to the
c-axis values ranging from 2.104 to 5.104 n cm were observed; it is
.made plausible that the specific resistance of a pure monocrystal
is lying near the lower end of this range. The specific resistance at
right angles to the c-axis was measured to be 2.106n cm. In addition
some experiments on the influence of temperature and pressure on

_ the conductivity were carried .out. .

For' explaining the electrical properties of selenium rectifiers a knowledge,'
of the conductivity of pure selenium is of fundamental importance;
. The ohservationa that have been made on polycrystalline ' annealed
selenium -are too divèrgent to he trustworthy; and the measurements
on monocrystals too are unrealiable owing to the difficulty of providing
good e1ectrical contacts 1).Hence we have carried out some further measure-
ments, which 'will he communicated below. •
The crystallographic properties of the crystals used have been described

in a previous < note 2). \:- ,_ \
These crystals are fitted with electrodes of gold or of aquadag. The gold

electredes were prepared hy evaporation in vacuo'; the aqua dag elec-
'-

trodes were painted on the crystals and then made to dry for a fortnight
at lea:st .before the observations were oarried. out. By these techniques
heating of the crystals .)vas avoided; measurements with gold and aquadag
electrodes yielded concordant results which indicates that the eleétrical
contact was sufficiently good in both cases. . ,
When the potential across a "virgin" crystal is gradually raised the

current increases i~ due próportion, but when this voltage is subsequently
dimïcished the relation between voltage and current is found to be curved,
owing- to the formation of a blocking layer *).' -
To eliminate the influence of the blocking layer from the later obser-

'vations, the curves giving the voltage as a function of the current were
. represented by .

*) Thi~blocking layer differs from that in a selenium rectifier, since the latter is developed
. by th~ very first quantities of electricity flowing, which cause an immediate decrease
in the current. > •

, I
. \
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.]i bein~ the true ~~sista~ce '~ÎLda i7 reprèsen:,tmg the' effect o.fthe blocking -
, layer. It could not be' ascertained', however, that'the.v.:-ho.le of the last terÎll'~':
· is due to. a blocking layer near the electredest part ofit may be due to. a
" ~ran:sitio.nresistance' at internal crystal bo.~ndaries wliich' may ha~e existed, .~
since our monocrystals were not ideally perfect, ' .~." . "_..~ -, -

- ~I_,..:'
, . pA

8
, r

, \,

-.
...~ -,

A

. '6
, ,

-:-.,',
" , ", :;Î

\200Vjcm

, .
"

20 30 . 40 , 50V
5080T .

Fig. l~Cu~ent-voltage curves for conduétivity parallel to 'the ~-axls, using a needle crystal: -.•
Direct currentwas used, and a second ser~s of measurements was made withthe direc-.•' _.
tibn of the current reversed as indicated by the arrows..C indicáies the total voltage meà~.: .
. sured, Athe voltage over the "blocking layer", and B the voltage over the selenium Iayer,

'.. ._ . ~ ~.I""..... ,. . ",' _··,~·.t" ~ _. <.. , '

" .......
, ,

· . l . '"lo..c:::.. .,_' .' .... ._.'. .. -. ~

. ,':', Our measurements yielded the following resu1ts. '. ,

. _a) Th~ specific resistance ~f hollow well-developed needle-shaped crystals
\ r - '" ~'.~ parallel to. the c-axis. :varied from 2'5. to, 4'0.104 ~ cm fo.~'~he first

series of measuremérrts, .and from 3'2 tó .5'2.104 Q cm when computed
_ fromlater seriesby means ofeq. (1).. : .. ,'" . .' . '. '.
b) -'Observatio.ns, ~ ):he oné:, massive reéta:r;tgruar, bl~ck we' had at our .~,,
, . disposal, prepared by cleaving the crystal. mentioned under c), yielded

:-... .... '. . " ,~ .
" . valuesbetween 1'5 and,'3·0.104 Q cm, the uncertainty being due tó a..:

relatively,sti-óng'jnfluey.ce o.fth~ blocking Iayer in this. case. ','
.. c) Fo.r the, specific resistance- at _right angles t~ the c-axis a value' of ' ~

2.106 Q cm was "measured; this' ohservatiön was ,carried out on 'the
sh~rt\àn:d' massive crystal sho.~n' in fig. le of t~ê:preceding paper 2).

In a' parallel dir~ctio.n Müller}) measured specific. resistances of
2,104 to. 5.105 n 'cm; his: crystals, however, exhibited such à complex :,'

· : electrical hehaviour that he, concluded that they were not pure' monocrystals,'

.'l
- ' . -.... , ,
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but ággregates. No X-ray datà are mentioned in Müller's paper but;
, as the majority of his crystals had the shape of pyramids ~ather than of
prisms, it seems likely that the deviations from a pure monocrystal
structure were more marked in his case than in ours, The specific 'resistance
of a pure monoenystal should then hesooner near the lowest than near the
highest value observ'~d by Mül Ie r. , ", ' _ ' - "

4

,

2-pA 4 8

6

,f

"
ï

.,;'4-

1OOV/cm
'~ , .,: .s

".- " la 2~ _< 30 S0808, • "

, Fig. 2. Current-voltage curves for parallel conductivity in both directions (indicated by,
.' '- arrows as in figv I}, using a needle crystal. The numbers given in the figure are the serial

. numbers of the observations - each series involved the flowing of aboutIûû (J.Cthrough'
the crystal, and in general the time between two series.was one or two days. 'The voltages

, ' 'over the blocking layer have been constructed as mentioned in fig. 1. The dashed line
•givesthe voltage across the selenium layer thus derived; the resistance of this layer appears '
to he 'unchanged by the measm;ements. " '"

,.-» ...

... ,,-I.

.... \.

, '.~ . ';'~ " - ,'"'",\ ~. -Ó» ••• -- '_ ",

" It cannot be denied that the measurements recorded in this paper are'
;' subject to similar inaccuracies; the, area of the cross-section of', hollow .

crystals, for instance, cóuld only roughly be e§_timilted, and the massive
"crystals exhibited pronounced blocking-layer effects. '
, Broadly the spécific,resistance~ thatwe observed show a tendency to'
-decrease when the crystals approa~h', the pure monocrystal structure;
in view of this tendency, we are inclined to, estimate the correct value, for a
pure monocrystal t9 be2·5.104 .Q cm, a value being close to the 2'O.104.Q cm
that Dr Addink *) of this lahoratory determined for a highly purified
,polycrysta:lline sample of selenium, • " - -

,, , ,
*) N-: W. H. Addin~~ To he published shortly,

. !'...
'\-. -:,'

" "

, "
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Our value 'of 2:106 .Q cm for' the transver~e conductivity is in 'accord
.with the value observe'd by Müller on a rather irregular crystal; this indi-
cates that the transverse conduction is much less influenced by irregularities .

. than the conduction in a parallel direction. This sugg~sts an Important
'":di:fferencein the conductivity mechanism in the parallel rand the trans-' j.

0, verse direction. '- " ,". _ «Ó , '

:

pA -
3,0

, .'

A "

" ....

". ,
, .,

250V/èm

~.',

30 40 50V
50809

Fig. 3: Current-voltage curves f~r conductivity perpendicular to the c-axis, using a 'massivé
crystal. C = total voltage measured, A = voltage across the blocking layer and B _
voltage across the selenium layer. ' .

. :,"-:,..

!

~ .. ,,~
Some preliminary investigations on the influence of the temperature 'and,

ofthe pressure on the resistance confirmed MüUer's statement that the .
. inffuence of the temperature is considerably larger ón the transverse than
on the parallel conduction. ,For, the directio~.· parallel to the c-axis ~

". <; ; - \,' • _' ' -

20

<,

I!jOOVjcm,pA
, 30

i
1, 10 130etm 1..tm f30sdm 1atm f30atm 12tm f30stm 1atm

o .' ,
L--0~----~fI~V--L-~\~2~0L---_L~3~0-,--~--4~0~----~5~V-~~n-----

, . ~t 50810

Fig. 4. Influence of the pressure on the conductivity perpendicular to the c-axis, measured
with a D.C. field strength,ofl500 V/cm; -' ..

" .



decrease, of the r~sistance amounting to 4% per degreewas found, a value.
that, on suhstitution in th~ formula' R " Ro eE/kT, gives E = q'S 'eV for-
the activation energy.· Measurements perpendicular to the c-axis gave a '
chànge in :the._slope of the log: R uers. 1fT....curve at about ·70°C; below

. this temperature this slope corrosponds to an energy of activation of
E=0'15ey,-andaboveit'toE ' 0·8eV. ',' \
I "The mfluence of pressure on the parallel resistance ~ould;not be deter':
nrined, owing to deformation of the" hollow crystals; for the transverse
resistance the measurements shown in jig. 4 give'l/R. (dR/dp) = 4.10-4

cm2/kg, where R indicates t~~ resistance, p the pressure.: '
, Measurements of. the. capacity of the needles confirmed M ü l le r's
statement that this is a small quantity; it does not exceed 5 pF for a needle
with a section of-0'2 mmê and a coated surface of 2 mm'', " .

-, "
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1707: W<.Elehbaas: Thèhypothesia.of :tp.mimum voltage.in the theor;;' _
of the are. (Physica, 's-Gra-J-,12; 491~498, 1946). ' " . ,

~ I· ' • -'. ' • ~., ... - ~, .. ,: "

. ,Tne author critisizes t}le explanation 0:( the contraction of the high-pres- ' ..
, ,_.,"~U;~ discharge in~the vicinity of the cathode, '~~kinguse 'of the theory, of .
~,' . minimum voltage: Although this ~heörY and the exact theory may be p"'ui

tn s~ch a for~ ,that they yield very similar formulae, there is a disere-
.. " _pancy, as regards the' cross-section of the are, by a factor that at ~~din~ry
" " current densiti~s may be as high as 50 and that, moreover, depends on the

,-temper~tu~e. 'At very high 'current densities (almost 'cón;tpÎete ionisation) ,
c t_!leprinciple is considered to give good results. l, I.

ï.7~8: P: C. ~~n der Willigen:, Coutact -arc welding, ërhe W~l~ing'
Journal Research Supplement 25; 3138-320S, 1946). - . ,""

_ This paper ,desë~ibes-the properties anà ,the adva~tage~ of a ~ew-type of
. welding 'electrode (developed by Philips), which combines .the proper-
. ties of to~ch'welding, self s~arti!tg ~n~ reignition, ,~hile also some other

,'., " advàntagès are obtàinèd (for full partioulars see Philips Technical ReView 8,·'
161-167, 304-309, 1946). ~ , :~:. '". . ,.', ", ,: I,

,_ ~ _....., -0 ". " _
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" ELASTIC, RELAXATION 'A~D SOM~ OTHER:

=. PROPERTIES ,OF THE SOLID SOLUTIÖNS .OF;~'
, .CARBON ANp' NITROGEN ,IN IRON *)~,

j,~. ",' _,-,.' ., ';

by L J. DIJKSTRA . 539.3{19.3 :541.123 '

Summary
The theory of elastic 'relaxation in 'a-ir~n caused by, caJ;bo~ and ~
nitrogen 19) in solid solution, 'as given for the first time by Snoek 6)
andlater elaborated by Polder o)..predicts 'a strong .anisotropy for,
the various crystal directions. This theoretical conclusion has been '

~ confirmed in a series of experiments carried out on prepared single' ,
crystals of iron in the [100]- and [Ll.T[-directions. For carbonwe were
able to check the theoretical absolute magnitude of the effect. The
question of the most probable place of the dissolved particles in the
iron lattice is also discussed. ' '. .s- ..

, Finally at 20 :o0the rate of segregation taking place in the 'form of a
, carbide or nitride has been determined by"measurlng the decrease

. in magnitude of the elastic relaxation in the course of time. '

. \

... ~,

"

_'
, ' J '{
1. The Fe:C and 'Fe-N diagrams •
\ In metallograplryvit is a well-kno~n' fact that the' infl:!!-encesof small
qu~ntities ,of C and N on the properties of iron ~re"similar illmany res: .: '
pects 1) 2)~This similarity. is, already expressed 'in their hina"ry' equilibrium.

: diagram with Fe, Fig. 1 shows ~ part of the F~-C diagram in the region óf "
low C content. There are only two st~ble types of solid solution, the cubic ,', '

,.face-centred y-phas~ or austenite .arid 'the cubic' body-centred ~a-phasè "
'1. or fetrite. , I " -. • '. '. ' "

/ .. -
"

I '

'_

0·2. CJ.4 " .. 06 08 1-0
'~ --.. lN~ight %C $1066 ••

fig. 1.The Fe-C diàgram.

*) A "short account of our experiments WlJ,S given already in J. L. 'Snoek, New
developments in ferromagnetic materials, Elsevier's PUblishing Company; Amster-
dam-New York, 1947; especially PP: 46-54: , '

600 GJ·
o

" .

I,

t :

'_
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As is' evident from the diagram the solubility of C in the y-phase is
considerably larger than in' the a-phase. The solubility in the' c-phase is
verysmall and does not-exceed 0'05% by weight. The curve G-P com-
prising a temperature ~terval between 910 oe '(Aa-point) and the eutectoid

..: . temperature of 720 -c (A1-p~int) is the solubility curve of C in c-iron in
" equilibrium' with austenite; P:Q represents the solubility of C in a-iron
in equilibrium with cementite (FeaC). The solubility reaches a maximum
val~e of about 0'05% at 720°C. The only reliable data on the curve P-Q
determined by Köster 1) are gi.Jen in the next table. All contents in this
paper are expressed in pel' cent by weight.

t (oe) 300° 500° 600° 650° 650° 680° 695° 710°

~ % C 0'005 0"010 0'014 0'020 ,,0'022 0'025 0'031 0'043

~., . ~ .
" According to :Yens en a) the solubility of C at 20°C' is abo~t 0'006%. "
For low N content the Fe-N diagram has qnite the same aspect. Now the ..'

eutectoid 'temperature has the som~what lowervalue of 580°C. The'follow-
ing 'values are availahie for the solubility of N in c-iron in,equilibrium
with iron nitride (Fe4N): 2) ". .

t (oe) I 100° 200°' 300° 4.00ó-

% N 10'001 10.005 0'01- 0·02

'" ~ .Thus thè ~olubiliiy at 20°C does not exceed" 0:001%. In 'the y~pha~e th~
".. solubilitics of C·and N -in equilibriûm: with.vrcspectively, FeaC and Fe4N

nearly always éxi:eed 1%. :A supersaturated ferriti~ soÎid sohrtion at ~O °C
can easily be obtained by quenching from a hig~er ..temperature . (cf.
section "5):,, "'. ,-, ... , .,; ~ ,
. As metastable structures not represented in the equilibrium diagram the _.

, < tetragonal a~d cubic martensite must he mentioned. ';I'h~e two modi-
fications, how,~ve~~.are not generally considered as solid ~lutions of C in

,,", Fe (cf. section 2). ..
"

2. The character ofthe solid solutions ofC and N in the Fe lattice

. / Density measurements have shown 'th~t the' solid solutions of C ~nd N
in Fe are of the interstitial type.- As to, the atomic state of the dissolved
particles .only a few data ar~ available from some experiments on the,'

. .hehaviour of the solid solution in the y-phasc' in an electrostatic, field.
From these experiments it appears that in the y:phase C is present,
at least partly, as a multivalent positive ion 14),N probably as a neutral
atom or as a negative ion 15):" . .'
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,, ,
The next question here interesting us 18: what is the exact location

, of the C and N particles in:'th~ re lattice? It is not easy to answer this
question, X -ray 'analysis .hardly gives any information about' this point,
the C or N content being too small and the atomic nuinber too low. There-
fore we have to fall back' on geometric~l considc~ations of the lattice com-'
bine\d "with certain experimental facts., '. '
_As a first apprö)fimation the lattice may be co~sidcred as an assembly

- ,of touching ,rigic;tspheres, the r~dü of which correspond to the diniensions '
("ral).ge of action") of the' atoms or ions constittrting the crystal lattice.
'If wè then calculate the dimensions of the available interstices in the pur~
Fe lattice, the' latter appear to ,be always much smaller- than .the dimen-
.si~ns of the C or N atoms. At 20 oe the lattice parameters ay and aa for.
pure" Fe are: , . .

ay = 3'54 Á,
~a = 2'86 Á,a . .

..~
/ -~ .

'The corresponding radii of the Fe atom a;e:, ',',
'.. .

RF. = ï'26À and RF.= 1'24A.
y . " ," .. ,

,,

The y-phase.. .

. The face:èen:tr~d elementary cell is shown in fig. 2. In it we'have to
. consider two kinds of .interstices- 'as a probable position for the dissolved
, .particles. Firstly the central interstice (with crystallographicindices t t t)
With the coordination number' 6; secondly the éentres' (e.g. with indices'

': '{-i i) of the tetrahedron~ foimed by the Fe atoms in a corner of the ~
'elementary cell a~d ix'tthe centrés of the three faces joining in thi~ oomer.
l'h~s~ centres (Ft i) correspond with the coordination number 4.', .
. The radii of the inscribed spheres of these interstices are: .

R6 = 0'52 A and R4 = 0'28 A.
y " .' . y.

Pe~ Fe .atom we find ~ne R;- and two R~-holes~ (The upper index denotes
the Qoordination number). .' .

t·

......

Fig, 2. The elementary. cell of the cubic face-centred lattice.

. I
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The a-phase', ,

, - The elementary cell of the body-centred lattice is given in fig. 3. Here
'_ ' < too the matter is.rather complicated, because of the existénce of more than -,

one kind 'of interstices that must be taken into consideration.

•

, , . '-._.:.Fig. 3. ,!,he 'elementa~y cell' of ~he cubic body-centred lattice.
. . . . ~~ -

- ~'.'

',.

! -_

, ~
, -Firstly we have to regard the middles of the edges of, the elem~ntary"

»; '", cell,(e.g. oot) with coordination ~uniber 2. Secondly we must look at the
.eentre (e.g. ti 0), of the tetrahedron [not regular) constituted byfwo "
corners rand two cell~centres, (fig.3). For 'this interstice t~e ,coordin~ii~n'
number is 4.: ' ~ , , " .. ' , , -

We easily éalculate: , _ . " -.

•. ,..R_2 ' 0-19 Á and R4 ,- 0:3''6 Á' .' "
.~ a '... .' c • . a ~ -; -.. ...',

.. ,I. .. 1 .... _ ~......

In this ~ase :wehave per F_eatom thrce R!- ani six R!-intersticés. Each"
R!-interstice is directly êonnected with four adjá~cé~t R!-interstice\l.
",Àccording to 'the data of Goldschmidt16) a:nd :of P~uling 17) the
atomi~ and ionic radii of C and N 'are:' , _ _ ., ,." ..... C'

,- . ,
"

C++++ and N++++'+ are ions with-a complete' He core, with two' elec-
trens. We do not how the exact atomicstate óf the' dissolved particles,'
but for mono- 'to trivale~t' C ions' and' mono- to quadrivalent N ions the '.
ionic r;dii will only' slightly differ from the atomie radius. Th~y will b'i . '7 •

soméwhat smaller' because of the higher effective nuclear charge in. the
ionic state. , ,'. ; .. , '~. . .

, ~"On e~mpar:illg .these ~~dii' with' the' d:im~nsion; of the interstices in the
, pure' Y-: and a-iron laitic~ it seems reasonable to expect a considerable '
. deformation of the elementary cell of the Fe lattice as a result of the intro-

-_. • . - . ,. IIPW'"
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~c duetion of"a C, or N particle. F~r 'the R!- and Ri-iÎlterstice~"thios' defor-
,oma'tion is symmetrical with respect to the three cubiè' axes as is denoted
'1y' the. thieci cryetallographiéal indices: As to' the '.ij!- or .«:-interstic~s, -,
howexe~, we can'.d,istlngufsn 1etw~en t~ëe clas~es most easily qualified as, ':
~-; R~- 'and R~-interstices,. e.g, those indicated In fig. 3 are R~-inter-'
stices. If now Cor, N is introduced in the a-lattice, lét us say ,on the R~: '
places, this will result in a tetragonal lattice-deformation in th~ dirèction',
of the s-axis. It is clea~ that for the.R!,z-'configuratioIt'the tetragonal axis, "
Will be the long one; for the R:,z-~onfiguration the situation is less simple: .
. "}ve wish to emphasize here' that 'tJ.ris''tètragonality measufc'd by the
difference 0 in' lattice conétants along' thc z-- a~d x-axes ~villcertainly bè~
n:mch greater fór.the R!'z_ than for thè ,Rt:=-~tr'uctm-~; firstly' beCl~use fo~··
the lattc"rthe magnitude of the deformation is much smaller, as is evident ,. - ..
from the v'alués of the 'radii mentioned before; secondly because for a struc- r ; ' "'.~

- ture with coordu;.ation number 2, the asymmetry will be more pro~ounced -
th~n for- the structure with coordination number 4.. - " .
. Now we sháU 'disC"us;,'the'various .'types' of solid soluïi~p.s. : ,- . :
:Austenite. in thi~ stable m9ilificätion the- R!-~:ritefstic~~ are by' 'faJ.:the

largest ones and so are generally assumed to, be the most :rrobable position '
for the dissolved particles. This 'assumption has got: -experimental evidence
froip. 'an Xvray, investigation of Pe t ch 18).of the austenite structure 'by
~~ans of the powder method. The C ato~s were fo~nd to' b~ situated at
centres of the unit cells. " . ,. I ',' .T : ~: ,

, : Tetragonal martensite. The martensitic carbon steel is formed from .auste-
njte if the latter contains a 'certain amount of G ~md"'isquenched at a '~uf- -n'

o ficiently i(HV .temperature,. Maftensit~ is metàstable and npt'proof against
heating: Idi gen~rally' regarded 'as ä-solid ,solution 'of.C in Fe. '

, , ,,'
" ,,' The cubic y-Iattice can also .he considered as 'a tétrag<!na~ body-centred:

_' lattice. as is shown iIi fig. 4. According to Bai:r{ 5) the Y~_';..CL transition. ',~- .~. .. .. .;;'., ,.
is most simply realized by assuming that the .elemeirtary cell of the body-

, .. centred .y-Iattice is t~ansformèd into the elemen:i~ry' cell of the body:
r ..... • ~ ~~. _"'

.'

._.

i •

'" ..

; i

• ,({ _ '" .ot ,"

Fig. 4. This figure shows how' à CU.bic f.c. làttièê can be considered as a tetragonal h.c,
lattice. Part of the atoms in the centres of the faces has been' omitted for the sake of
,clearness.

... r.,

"

-:
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, '
centred cubic a-lattice. It is evident from the cell dimensions 'that this

- directly results from a contraction in the direction' of the tetragonal axis
and a small-expansion along the' other axes. During thls transition, 'with

< which only' a small volume effect of about 1% is associated,' the R;- and
R~-interstices transferm into, respectively, the R!- and R!-interstices' of

;- . one definite class, for convenience called the z..class.

.,

,The condition for the formation' of the tetragonal martensite mu~t now
be understood în the following way., The,martensite transition cannot be
prevented by very rapid quenching. The presence of C in the lattice,
however, causes the transition from the cubic y-phase to he incomplete, if

• care is taken that 'the, rate of quenching .is sufficiently high and the final,'
temperature sufficiently low to prevent the C from migrating away from
,their original places. - '. '

From this picture we conclude a :most characteristic property of the
tetragonal ',J?1artensite. Considering the latter as a (tetragonal)' body- '
centred lattice; the C must be located atthe Ra-Î'Q ..terstices of one definite
class, f~ther denoted. as R~-i~terstices. In this way the observed tetrago-, ~
nality (in the -z-direction] 'of tbe martensite lattice has found a very

· 'natural explanation. .' , .:. , .. .» 1 ' .,

Cubic martensit~. This phase is form~d for instance by annealing te-
tragonal martensite at 150°C for some time. By this tre~tment the tetra-
gonal lattice-deforrnation disappears and only a "small cubic deviation from
.the pille à-Iattice, linear with the C content, remains"). ' ", •

Cubic 'maftensite too i~ sometimes ;egarded as a solid solntion, of C in',
, a-iron. There 'is no general accordance as to the 'structure of cubic marten- <,

'site. It is regarded both' as a solid s~lution of C in a-iron, and as a two-phase
structure in which most' of the C has precipitated as highly dispersed

, .~èéme~tite 8). Ju~t likè tetragonal ina~teD:site,it ,is not proof against heating, ,. ,
· ., Fig; 5 shows the cell dimensions in dependence on the C content of .
"tetragonal martensite '.as measured by Honda 7) and by Hägg 8).
, Curve a represents the lattice constant along the tetragonal axis; b along
the' two' other axes., Curve c is' the lattice constant of ~u:bicmartensite
~céo~ding t'o Hägg '8)., '
'Rcmárk. If, as generally-assumed for austenite, the C is located' at the _

R;-interstices, and if the picture of the t'"7 a transition 'according to
B àin is right, then in tetragonal martensite. considered as a 'tetragonal
body-centred jrtructure, the R!'z_ and not the R!"~interstices' will bè
occupied. If cubic martensite is considered as' a solid solution' we can
imagine that the tem.pera~ure at which it is for~ëd is just high enough.
to provide the c: particles with sufficient mobility for sliding into the iarge
R!.places, without being able to,' diffuse 'over a large range and to leave
the lattice by the formation of Fe3C. In this way the cubic structure

:. ;
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of cubic martensite and the fact that the lattice constant' deviates only
slightly from that of thepure Fe lattice' can 'be understood. Nunierically
these concepts are not quite ,1Înr'e~sonablé." " . " " .. " '~
"Again by approximáting the, lattice' by a, conglomeration of tbuching

rigi_d spheres we can evaluate the "ránge of action" of the C atom (ion)
in martensite from the cell diniensions given in fig. 5. The acceptable value
Rc = 0',80 A is found to give a good agreement with the e~perime~tal
curves a, band cin fig. 5, on 1;h~condition that for the tetragonal martensite

" the R!"-, for cubic martensite the R!-structure is ~ssumed. 4' • ,

,,

, ,"

ï

:

• Höggl934
o Hondal932

-- Tetrog. mart.
----- Cubic ~"

\ ..:
/,

B

2830~------.~O~~~-----~W~------.-,~,5~.~S~/O=90
-'lf,C

Fig: 5. Cell dimensions of tetragonal and ~ubié'mart~nsite:- . .' ".
'.,

Ferrite. B~ slowly cooling dow~ fr~m the ;-phase or by tempering ~ar-,
tensite above 200°C the dissolved C is given the opportunity to migrate
away from the interstices and to preeipitate for the greater 'part fro~ the' -
solid solution, as cementite (Fe3C). The result 'is a stable, cubic a"lnodi- .;
fication which is called ferrite and contains only a very small quantity
of C (ór N) in solid solution 1) 2). The \vay in which 'a supersaturated

,ferritic solid ~olution of Cor' N is obtained, will be discussed in section 5.
Up till now nothing has bee~ said about the exact location of the dis-

solved particles in the ferrite lattice. The reason is that the C,or N contents
"
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i~volved are too .sni~ll to produce any observable' effect in ~-ray diagrams
or on the density (rj:, however, section 9). In lirerature the dissolved par-
ticles are assumed to be located at' the R!-places 4) as, well as at 'the' R!-
places 10) _without further explanation. W~ s~ould expect ferrite to' have
tlie R!-stl'ucturi> since the lattice deformation .will in this case be much'
smaller, than, for the, R!-structure., «.Ó,

3., T';,eory of elastic relaxation caused by c: and N in' a-ir01î' ,

'In general, elastic relaxation may be 'briefly characterized as follows. If a,
material showing elastic l'ela~atio~ is suddenly 'subjected to. =.external '
force at the time t = 0, the resulting deformation consists of two different
p~rts. These two parts are the normal, purely elastic co~ponent Al being
established withiu.nn immeasurably' short time interval, and a relaxation

.: , .éomponen~ Az, which is' only established in the course of some time. '

.'

,," ,

"

a. ,......_.t ..
"Fig.6. Defor'ination of aS!lbstan~e-showing ela~tic relaxation under in~uencè of an e"xtèrnal
"constant force. At the moment a the force is suddenly applied, at b removed, .

# "" '" • •

$101/

, ...._ . - -
.r . - " .....

_, "-!O'. .. --

In' the most simple case of o~è single, rela~ation: time i the component
Azoas' a function of the time t can he .represerrted by the.vexpression ~
Az{l--:-e-I/T); that is, on exposing the ,test object to' an external constant-

( ',force at t , 0, the total deformation 'A(t) is,given by: . -. '

On removing the external force (at' the time t = Ó) we find:

A(t) = }.2e-l/T (fig.6).:

-:

For small applied forces p the deformations AI' ahd Azwill be propor~-
tional to 'p:' Therefore we introduce the' constants el and e2 according 'to ....
Al =, elP. aild Az = èzp. Th~n, I/el is the elastic modulus 'E;; the ra!io"
A2/AI = e2/el is calledthe relative magnitude of ~he effect.
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, The elastic r~la~ation' effects that "will be discussed in thi.~páper. are
of. the parficulan 'typè caused, by' the, presence of vèry sm~ll quantities,
of C or'N' in solid solutión in the a-iron lattice. This .f~i:ritic·s"Ûlid~olution is
·characterized by:. ' . ( .

• 1) ~a component of relativel)r'large ~obility' (C or N), and .
2) a' dissolved C or N particle located at a R!-- or R!-interstice which
·causes a tetragonal def~rmation of tli~ elementary cell. - .

These conditions are sufficient to produce elastic relä~ation; .for, in
"addition to the -instantaneous, purely elastic defor:m:ation caus~d by an
_ext~~Il~1 load ie.g, by unidirectional stretching or-pressing ofthetest object) .',. ~ ':"
'we'h~ve tó 'expect qutherm'odynàmical grounds a relaxation effect'result-" . '
·ing ,from a gradual îiiinsfe:f 'of some. of the dissolved particles ,between
adjacent interstices of different classes. Th~ di_;è,c.:tio.n,oLthisshort-range

, 'material transfer will he s;ch 'that it' will cause, the substance further -to
.: give 'way to the applied externálload;- This w~ proceed to explainm more

... _ .".. ~ _.,.' ~ <' t·~ ,,~ .....

detail." '.: '.. '. , ,'... ... . ,,'. " .• r •
'. ". J - ., • • • •

,~noek's theory.") -of these elastic' relaxation-effects is based upon the' .... , .
following é:rystallographic' picture, We as~~me th~ 'test object to consist . ):~.
of a single crystal of a-iron, .and for simplicity we suppos~' C_orN to. he ,

, located at the R!-iD.terstïces. -The reasoning; however, will b;' quite' th~
· ' same for. the R! -structure. A corrtinuous transition .of the' C or N atoms

(ions) takes place hetween the X-, y- oi ;-positions as a consequence of their
. thermal agitation:, In the absèncé of any stress the x-', Y: a~d z-posit~ons: are
': on the average '~quaUy occupied and the lattice as a '.Jho]e remains /cubic'.,
If now t.he material is"undirectionally strained, e;g: pressed-m the fuec-

, tion of, the ;.:axis, th~ thermodynamical aquilibrium ,will be disturbed. ,
'l.'hè C or N ",vin preferably fu.igrate- from the' Z-. t~ .the ;,- arid y"hitcTstices _.;
'sincé by such a movement they giv~ way to the externalload: " ... ,' .'. -r,

· The éounte~acting' factor _in .t~is migration process, is the dècrease in "'.
-, entropy resulting from this rearrangement. On :;tcço-i'tntof these two coun- ::. . - '~"
. , teraéting t~ndencies th,€ thermodynamical equilibrium is s~fted t_o-\vardsa , '
, 'sui-plus of occupied x- 'i{nd'y-mterstices: The équilibriilln conoentratious of .:
'thex-; y~',and z-particles in the stationary statecan he 'calcUlated by the. ':
" rules of elementary thermodynamics, if the~~etragox;tal'deformation of the::, .
, elementary cell by the dissolved particles is howD. ~)9). ' ',... . -
, . .Itwill be c1ea~that in a homogeneous crystal this microdiffueionprocess ' ,
will he ch~racterizkd by onesingle' relaxation time r, the ord~; of :rp.;'gnitude .,'
of ~vhi~hcorresponds to the average lifetimè of an occupied x-;y:. or z:positioll.··
. The macroscopie effect will be that; in ~dditiou' t~ the niomentaneous

.' cl~stic 'deformatio'n Al' 'a sudde~ change' in the ex~ernal load' produces a
relaxation component A2 which will be fully established only after a time
làg ,~f the order of magnitude .' (fig._6).' ,

... "-;

'..,

"

.'
'.
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:- . The following important ~onchision may hedrawn at oncè. The relaxa-
tion effect Will be strongly anisotropic' in this sense -1:hat the ratio À

2
/ Àl

. will depend on the direction of the. external stress with respect" to the
, crystal axes, If'.the material'is stressed in th~ direction of the cubic axis'

(e.g. [100]-direction) the effect will have its maximum value; in the direc-
,tion of the trigonal axis ([I11]-direction) the effect 'will, rigorously dis-
appear, since fo~: this direction there is no difference' between X-, y- and
z-po'sitions. , ,

The quantitative evaluation of the ratio ).2/).1,has been given by
Snoek 6) only for the simple case of a' single crystal stressed in 'the
[Iûûj-direction. A general theory based on the picture outlined in this
section was given by Polder 9). Here 'we shall only mention his final
results. If the material is strained in a Trite 'arbitrary direction by a
periodic force'

(1)
«'

the corresponding deformation À can b~ written: . '. ...: . . ,

with
(3)

',i <If

The relaxation time
'," (4) -

a being the lattice constant and Da thè coefficient of diffusion -of the dis-
-, ~olved particles in ~-h-ón. The relative magnitude isgiven by, '._-' ,',

À • • EV (e - e )2' ", ".
" 2..:_ 2 z C ,Z. _ xx ~_1 3 (2 2.+ 2 2 +' 2 • 2) l r-;--lIRT o· 1 - al_a2 a2aa aaal ç',

"1 . C • . _ - •
::.. ~..."". .

(5)

I' where
-,

al' a2, aa = the directi~n cosines;with' resp~ectto the cubic' axes;
E - elastic .modulus in the' direction al' a2, a3;
V -;-'volume of one mole of Fe;' .

" R - gas constant per' mole;
"T"~.. - absolute temperature;
3 Có ~ümber of gra~ atoms of C or N per grani atom of Fe;
e, ' '- number of gram ato~s of C or N on the z-places per gram atom

;: 'fF - •.o C;·.· . . ~ . ~I ... (~

e~~(exJ - relative def~rmation in the z-(x- )drrection caused by c. . ,
on the condition -that; the crystal is not externally stressed
and e", = cy = 0. I" ,''.

"

"

"
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, : j.'

Formula '(5) still remains valid for th~ R!-struct~r~. Only, in this case,
'according to section 2, the tetragonality factor~ " ~':.

:

i~~sure to he muchsmaller in abs~lut~ value than for the R!-type.

"
Remark. ' ..
-Ó, ' We regret not being able to give any exact exper.inient~l'suppórt of this
assertion .:W~ can only assume that tetragonal mariensite is of. th.e' R!'=-;
cubic martensite of the R!-type: If we,'are only interested ,in the "örder .of ~
magnitude' we probably' make no great error by replacing F fo; cubic.
inartensité by the slope ofcurve c in fig. 5. On these '~ssu,mptions we find'
. from th~ data in fig. 5 that; as to' the order of magnitude, 1.2/ ~1 for the R! - ~.
'structure, will he only about 0'1 % of-1.2/ Al for the R!:~tructure, Co, .Tand
al' a2, a~ being the same. ". . '.' .' . . , - '. <

"... ". , . ..... . .1 ",

Our main p.w-pose in the experimental work dealt "with,in this -,paper
was to ascertain the expected anisotropy of the elastic relaxation effe.ct,
and to verify the numerical value of the' relative magnitude as predicted '
by formula (5)., . . . . - /' .

4.' Method of measuring the 'elastic ,rel~xatión .

Simple and exact detetminaiiotis may he carried out by observing' the
damping ~f the f~ée ~scillations of a thin strip of the material, the presencé .
.of C 0; N in solid solution functioning as a cause of internal friction 10) .. ,
The three dimensions of the rectangular strips were about 50mm, 5 mm and
0'15 mm. These strips were fixed at one end, the free end being 10ad~d with an

_extra mass by which 'the period of oscillation could be adjusted so as to b~ ,
of the order of Qlie second. The oseillating strips were suspended i~ a space
that could he kept at' a constant .temperature ranging from about ...:_100•
to 300 ~C. In 'order to 'el~~àte magneto-mechanical hysteresis effects all .
measurements were performed _in a longitudinal magnetic field. During .
'the oscillation both halves 'of the' strips on either side of the ~eutxal zone
are exposed to 'pressure and stretch in turn. On: account of the relaxation
,a phase difference' Ö occurs be,tween; the' ela'stic force p and the' elo~~

·~ation_À.. Taken over ~ne period ~his resultsin 'a valueof fpdÀ.. differ,~g

from zero; "elastic energy is lost and reappears in the form of heat. The.
equation, of motion for any damped free oscillation is given by, ' ..

J . - .. . . I

d2À. . .., . . .-
m _:+ p :..__0, or, putting À.= pe,

. dt2 . ",
/ :

.'
"
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d2,À Àm-,-+- O._ ·dt~. e :

. Here m represe~ts' the effective ·m~vip.g·mas~. Moreover: e is compl~x, ~'.
' " because of the phase difference 15between p -and À. 'Therefore we write •_

B '= ..e'--ie". ot' .'

We shall suppose e"-:«e', so+that tan 15= é/e' «1. Under these
circumstaneestthn s~lution of (6) is ' '.

, .
" À(t) ,~ Ào e-I··/2.')wtéwt,. _ (7)

The nat~ral£requency W = 2n'V = VI/elm. ' _
From (7) the logarithmic decrement LIis readily found to be

. " I

, e" <r:
LI=n~=ntan15;. , e", ,

, '\
(8)

-,.:oln this' paper ~e ~rionly interested ~':th~' sp.ecial,c,~~èin" which t~e
damping is caused yby a relaxation effect with the characteristic time !.' .~,

·. .If also e2« el' then it cän he shown for' e2« el ,that e' ~ el'
. , , . .. ~. -" ~ ~ . ........ .

-;

.. ' i !_or

, ,

. :. Ta~ 15reaches; ~'~~ximu~ v~lu~' for w ,,' ,lj-r, ~nd" . ' :
" , -- .' , ,;" .,' . .' . ,~,,' .' - . -'

[ .

1'"I·,'
I·
I.

.(10)

~hi~enables us to d~te~niine-both the :t;el~:,ation rimé ~ and .t~e'rel!lti~e
· .: ni~gnitûde_;!21Àl = e2/ el by- measuring the. damping peak in th~ LI-w

. ... curve. From a ,technica] point of view It is rather difficult to, :vary w .in a.: "
" sufficiently lárge Interval.' Therefore, following' Snoek 19),' we kept có

constant and varied l' by varying the température. The .relaxation time -,t· , .'i
is strongly dependent on T and can be ,represented by the expression
, . ' . ..;.. ~r " ....,. ,.' ,,~

, , ',;= "0 erif1'T.~
,,.

" . (11)
. "-

. Thè activation energy U, corrésponds to a température ',of 10000°.
Invie,v,.:of,the symmetrical character of formula (9) iu l' and w_ it follows

· that 1" I/wat that température T at which ¥LIreaches its m:axi~u~, . '
· --value, assuming that e2/e~ varies only-slightly wH:h,.T. (cj.fo,mulà {Sn. "

J . :"'_'':': • \" , • .. .. ~

100-' •• ,I.~ ~,
.'

'.
. ..
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5. The preparatioti of the sample~
. " , ~ \' .'

For a study of the anisotropy of the effect it was necessary to prepare
single é'rystàls of iron. The method of annealing-strained iron, originally

'proposed by Edwards and Pf'e i.l P}, proved succesful. The ,starting
.. material consisted of strips of rolled Armoe iron 0·15 mm thick. which

Were critically strained 'about 3%' beyond the elastic limit. By subse-
.. quent annealing for about eight hours at' a temperature just below thé
Aa-point (fig. I) we succeeded in preparing a large, number of single crystals
having various orientàtions. Among them there were some of 50 X 30 mmê.
.Out of thes~ crystals rectangular 'strips of 50 X 5 X 0·15 mm'' were cut. ' .
. -' . . ~'. ~ ,

/720
[/0.0]

"-
, ~-

o /

-' .."

" '

, ,

~~------~----~r-------t-~
"

6000ersfed
~H r .$1092.

Fig. 7. Magnetization curves fo~ single crystals of Fe in the [100]- ~d [LlFj-directions.

o 400

" .

No X-ray diagrams have been made, but for a determination of the orien-
.tation ofthe various crystals we have made use ofthe well-kllown magnetic
anistropy of a-iron. On measuring the .magnetization curves or' a large
number of single crystals the .curves of some specimens (measuring points.
in jig. 7) turned out to be nearly identical with the curves characteristic, . .
for the [100]- and [lll]-orientations as recorded in literature 12) and drawn
~ fig. 7. The coercive force was 0·15 oersted. The crystals were not per-
fectly homogeneous but-they always contained a certain amount, never
exceeding 5%, of inclusions of a different orientation.
For. measurements on polycrystalline material the basic material used

was carbonyl iron. - . - »»

In order' to purify jthe test objects of all traces of C or N they were pre-
viously' heated for some hours at a-temperature of 850°C in an atmosphere
of moist hydrogen. After this heat treatm:ent the damping curve of the -

. purified specimen was determined in a range from -50 to +50 ,oC.This
damping turned out to be very small (LI ~ 0·005) an~ remained practically

/,

.-



, , '. ... - ." ~ . -" . ,.
constant at temperatures up to 50°C. From the fact that after this purl-
'fication process no trace of a damping peak is observed we may conclude'
(cf. section 6) that, by this heat treatment C and N have been rigorously
eliminated, - '

To obtain a 'solid solution of C in a-iron we proceeded-in the following
way:The purifiedstrips were annealed in an atmosphere of hydrogen for'
at least one hour at 720 ~C, the te~perature of the 'eutectic at which the

hs_olubility of C in equilibrium with FeaC reaches a maximurn value (fig. I).
_The hydrogen was purified in a glass tube containing silicagel and cooled
, by liquid nitrogen, Before reaching the specimens the hydrogen passed :
" a tube containing solid naphthalene and kept at a fixed temperature in the'"
,. neighbourhood of 20 °C;'hy varying this temperature the partial naphtalene "
pressure and so the amount of C added could he adjusted. By subsequently
,quenching in wate'r of 20°C the COin'solid solution is prevented from segre-.
__gating, and Ui this, way a supersaturated 'solid solution, of C in à-iron was"

-;":: ' obtained. Even at 20°C the rate of segregationwas ~till considerable (fig.12):
".; - N ivas added in .solid 'solutio~ by annealing t)le' specimens for one or two
: :_'hours at, about 580°C in a mixture' of purified hydrogen and 2-6% of' -
" ., NHa' by volume: After this heat treatment quenching illparaffin oil proved ,'"

. tb, be adequate to prevent the dissolved nitrogen from segrégating. By.
quen?hing,N canbe kept much easier in supersaturated solid solutionthan?

, 'C. This' may be partly explained by remembering tha't'(see section 2) the'"
solubility" of N (ill èoIi.ti:ast with C) .is still ,considerable 'at a' rather Jow '

, temperature at which tlîe~àte óf segregation has already become relativèly .
,small. Moreover, at 20°C (cf. section.Tû) we observed that atthe .same ,,:
temper~ture C segregates more rapidly thà~ N.. ' <: .

• !
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,,'ti. Determination ofthe C and N ~óntent in solid ;olution
"" ,(' .'. .'~. ...,

'1;'henext problem was to determine the' exact quantityof C or N 'present
in solid solution.' On account of our small concentrations [about 0'01%)
, • _. .""'. • # ,_', _, • .;" I

-this was notwithout some difficulty, the increase in weight of the relative,
-light.strips ,(about 0'3 gram) being too low to'be measured withaccuracy. '
N ow, in our region of small contents a linear relationship" proved 't~ exist
between C or N concentratien and the ele~tricàl resistance óf the material,
'arid changes in the latter, which were 'of the order of 1%, could'e~sily',

- b~ measured: The relation hetween 'C and N content and change in elec-
.tric alresistance was determined on-a. polycrystalline carbonyl-iron bar,
about 17 grams of weight, 'which' had been carb~ize( or nitrided in the

. sa~e :way a:s the strips Îlsed in the relaxation" experiments. As quenching
in water was not possible on account of; the' disturbing formation of .a ;-
thin layer .of iron oxide on the surface of the bars, we' chose paraffin oil
instead. ' .'''. ,> , •• ,

'i

~ ::t.
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." 'Thè observed proportionality between -increases in weight and. inresis-
, '.'taric~pr()Vesthat with 01-qûenchingthe.n~te of cooling is sufficiently large
for the small quantities that were' ai:lded here, The electrical resistance
w~s simply determ~ed by current-voltage measurements c~rrie9- out in a -
bath of carbon tetrachloride kept at a constant temperature (25 °G).

;..~ ,

~r--------'~'------r--------c-o
%
+- 51-~:__~-I---~--~+---:----';I!--\-I . -.....

,- 0005; . 00/0
_/_" -3eo (9b by wetght) SIC')

Fig ..8.Relative increase in electrical resistance; LJRIR, as a function of the C or N content .:
of their solid solution in a-iron, . -.

• !:._ ... ,.1"'

.. ,/-"

I

~: '\ .... , .r ..

<: The rehition between concentration and relative increase in resistance
- LJRjR has been recorded in t'àbl'e I and ~lottéd infig. 8, both for' C ~nd N.

" It was very. satisfactory that, 'after each purification process in 1;ll~ist:-
hydrogen, weight and resistance exactly reached, their original' value.'There
is no reason for supposing LJR/R tri be anisotropic for a crystal structure of .
cubic symmetry.' (Thi~ cubic symmetry disappeara.e.g. if the material is,

" magnetizedin some' direction).- ' '" - , . ".. -
;' According to Kö st en'}' 0'01% of è in s~lid solution corresponda to

- LJÎ!-jR - ,2'5'Yó' The contentof ç present as ~e3C ,wa~ determilled by !he
-colorometric method. By' subtracting this quantity from the total' C
,amount Kö st er obtained the contentof C in solid solution. As shown by
the data. ~entioned in"table I our own measurements on the effect of C. ' -
check well with K öst er's,
For N his results 'are widely diff~~ent from ours 2). He observed that,

on ,seg:r~gati~g from solid-solution at 10'0 ?C, 0.01 %' of N only cau~~s
- LJR/R ~ 1%. At 100 °GN segregates .as a highly dispersed nitride, and. the
much lower value of LJR/R obtained by Kö st er compared with ours

",

"
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is most probably explained by the fact that this nitride too is responsible'
for an increase in electrical resistance. ", _" 0,'

Q~enchirig alone, without C or N being added, had no 'effect on, the :
resistance.

TABLE I

Carbon I ' Nitrogen .
"

0 0 0 0
O'OOIS 0'53 0'0009 0'29
0'0024 0'61 0'0063 2'21

. 0'0046

I
1'17 0'0156

.
_'5'49.

0'0066, 1'64 .
"~ -

0'01 % of ~arbon _,. LJR/R = 2;5: %.
0'01 % of nitrogen .; LlR/R = 3'5 %.

\

,'7. ,The anisotropy "measurements
" .

, The decre~ent Lt as a function of the temperatur~ has been measured
for the [l00]- and [Ll.Lj-orientatione for different concentrations. The time

\ of oscillation was 1'6 sec. The maximum in the damping curve was Teached
for N at about 20 -c, for C thé maximum lies sömewhat higher, àt' 36 -c.

._, ',The results are given in table H. Infig. 9, Ä2/Äl = 2/:n::LllDax has been plotted,
against LlR/R. . , . . , . , .

• J

TABLE H

Carbon

[100]

LJ:,(%) 'I ' ~: '(%)

0 0
0'5 1'0
0'6 1'6
O'S 1 1'2
2'1 3'S
3'3 5'5

'/ 3'9 6'65

[111] ,

, ,

Î .:
/ .
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. It

'Nitrogen.

, [100) . [111)

LlR(%)

"

~2 (%) , , LJ: (%) , ).2 (%)
R 1 \' ,Äc

,
,0 0

,
5'3 - ,4'8 6'0 0'41.

,r 7'4 6'8
10'1 9'4 ,

" ,~ , I . J,

. -.
,-'ARjR " 1 % ~ ~2/Al ~: 0'9,2%(.

". . .
':...

''';

.. .. ~ •• ..' -<:.

r
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Fig'. 9.'The relative magnitude of the elastic .relaxàtion as a furictlon of the relativ~ increase '
in electrical resistance caused by C or N in solid solution in a~iron. ' '

, -, , "

,Thè values of L1m:": have been corrected by subtracting the small damping:
observed at .the purified material,", " •

'. Thus from tables I ~nd II the finalresults are:

. 1) A21A~ is 'proportio~al to 'th~ coricentrati~n 3c~for low values: -....... .'
; " - I ... -

',2) [100]-orientation: 0:01 % carbon ~ A2/Al = 4'3 .%
0'01 ol nitrogense- A IA = 3-2 Ol10 , ,2 1 t- /0

[Ll Ij-orientation. "'0:01 % carbon' ~ A21Al = 0'25 %
0'01 % nitrogen ~ A2/Al = 0'24 %.

Frotn deflection measure~ents we got the' following val~;s for' the ela~tic
modulus. '

.:

..
E[l,oO.] R:j 1·5.~012 dyn~/cm2; E[l11] R:j 2:4.1012 dyne/cm2

,

; We do not pretend these values to be very accurate. The best data from
liter'at~re are: ' ' '

\,

E[100] - 1'3.1012 dyne/cm2; E[l11] '2'8.1012 dynej'cm2.,

"

I ; ~ ,
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8. Results on polycrystalline material, and the effeèt of internal stresses on the "

elastic -relaxation: -, -, ,

This research would not he complete without ,obsèrvat{on-;' ,on poly~.'
crystalline material, In this èase the relative magnitude ).2/).1 has been
measured' for various C contents. The' results,' are very Irregular, as is
, evident fro~' table IÎI: '., .

. ,
L, J. DIJKSTRA

TABLE 'IIl'

LIft (%).- Ccontent (%)
R

"

.1'7
J'8
2'6
3'2
4;{1 :
5'5
6'0 <,

'6'3
6:7

0'0068
0'0072'
0'0104
0'0128
0'0160 •
0'0220 "
0'0240

_- 'O~02S2 .
0'0268

'_,

2'3
1'4
3'4
1'8 .) • - ,
5'6 '
3'0 *) •

"'4'6 '
5'1
4'8

" .

.,

Here w~ musu-remark tha~ all v~ues belo~g~to <!iffe!e~t strips 'excep~' •.
-.- ' the two marked witlî an asterisk which have heen measured on the same

,; , "speéi~én. All specimens, hówe~er" havebeencut parallel to 'e~ch other
from the' rolled carbonyl iron which served as basic 'Diaterial. In this way '

• . " ',I " _ '

we are reasonably sure that thé influence of texture is the same for all strips;
\.., .,.;. ~", ._. . ~~. .., .

, ' after the heat treatment these were still .of a fine-grained polycrystalline "
" • e structure: We are not able ~ó offer any' explana'tioii ~f the, large scatt~r ,
,~ , 'in the results, which was nót óbsè;ved WIth different [100]-strips cut from, j.

" ~ common single cry£taI: At ány;ate it is strikillg, that the two ~arked
i. '~.~poiD.ts which belong tu.the same specimen indeed show a linear r"elation. "

For the 'polycrystalline material quenching '~l~n~, ~thout c beip.g dis-'
solved/gave rise to L1R/R Ril 1 %. In table III this increase ~s been

',,' 'corrected for.: :, • /' ' ; -, -" .. ', ' .-. "", ,,,,~ ,', '". -,-
_ To investigate the influence of internal stresses we chose ~s a, test object
', a polycrystalline strip, of carbonyl iron containing ~out 2 % of ~. ~We
preferred N to C aS.N segregatea.Iess rapidly'(ct section 10). In fig.lO'
the logarithmic decrement LI is plotted against the température t.The curve _ •

, , -; With the higher maximum is characteristic for the freshly annealed mate:., ,
,, rial hut, after straining it 10 '% beyond the elastic limit, the lower curve

,W;:tsrecorded. The data have not been corrected in the usual way for the
< damping observed on purified, material, as this, correction is of no interest
' hére., , - , ~, , , - '., ' , , ' ,

-e ,

I,
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, From the two curves in fig. 10 it is' evident thaninternal stresses of the
. "órder ofmagnitude of 10 kgfrrim2, which we can expect after such ~'defor-:
'mation, have ~nÎy'a very small èffe~t. on. 'both the relaxation time, and '
-. re!ativ:e magnitude. The curve for the plastically ~eformed strips seems to .~.,' \...·1
, he slightly smoother. The Iowèr maximum too may he due to 'the-fact- that', .. -'
, th~ N has segregated to some degree during the mcciiani~al treatniént, ,~. "

- _... . " -

."

. , l-, .....

- ,

-zp 0°' zp 400. 60° 800c-
.. , -. _. • "...." '. .'. SIC9,S. ~... - ~

'.'_Fig. 10. Damping curve of an unstrained and a plastically strained irón strip loaded with
.nitrogen, -' ! • . -, ;- " '

• ... t.

.
• Unstrainitd .
o 109b Plbstlca/ly s!raÎne'dI_tl

' .

.~.

", "1. .

",
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."9..Discussion : .. ' ..~.
"

... 'We'~ dis~uss '~o'; our rès~ts in co~nectioi ~t~ the general theor~.> t·~
A.' . W .... .' \ • .. - ..

of the elastic relaxation as' given 'by Polder 9). According to the general, '.' .....".
formula (5) the ~ffeèt ~hould rigorously disappear inthe[ÎU]-direction'and, ',~
reach ~ maxi:m:um val~e:Jc.?r' the [lOOl-orientation.rE~per!-mentaUy' the - , .,
[llil-crystal only shoW~,d"a very weak damping, thè effect 41 the [lOÓ]- .!

, "drrection being 17 times as i~ge for:Cand'14 times a~ Iarge fo~N, A satie- ~ ;;
. '~factory re~ult, in view of the; fact that both" érystals contained àbout 5 %.: '.

of iriclusions of an. orientation. differing' from that of the' basic crystal. '._.'.
Moreover the [100]- a~d [iIl~"orientation ~vereonly approximateiy.èor~ect>· ,~'
A 'more complete investigation 'would'" require the' ~erificatiou of the::"
ánisótropy factor [1- 3 (ai a~+. à~a; + a; ai)r for other directions too, .
huf in view of the great difficultie~ in prepîufug_ the samples we have made ~. ,~
DO J attempts in' this direction. I -; '''' • . C' - • " ,

In order' to check the a~soluie' valûe:' according to' (5) the factor F2,
which is characteristic for the tetragonal deformation of the' 'elementary-
.cell caused.by an interstitial foreign particle, must 'pe knoWn. S'no ek"]
has already pointed out that for C this fa.'ctor can be derived from the cell
~ensions, o{thé tet:i:~go~al martensite as a function of the C content as'

, -
;.
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. .
plotted in fig. 5-.For in section 2 we saw that in this modification all C
particles 'were located at interstices of one defi~ite ,class. From fig. 5 we get

(e~) '. - (e",,,,)- = 0'90 and --; == 0'12 .c. tetr. '. C tel.r..
Z mart. . . = mart.

. l

Substituting th~;c values in formula .(5)' and putting V = 7'15 cm",, . -" ~ - \
E [100]. 1'3.1012 dyne/cm2, se, ~0'01 % by weight, we get ).2/),,1 [100] =
4'0 %, in complete agreement with the experimental value of 4'3 %.

~We should, however, not .att~ch too much weight to ,thi~ num~rical
accordance, as the 'factor F2 of course is not v~ry.accurate and the [100]~ .
orientation is only approximated .

. .: . Nevertheless the result may point .to·the fact that in tetragonal marten.
'. , site and in ferrite the dissolved C is located at crystallographically identical

interstices.·We base this conclusion upon the large' differen{e ip. numerical
, .. ' vàlue of the factor F2 for the R!- and R!':str~cture. Since for tetragonal

martensite we regard the R!'=-structure as themost likely 'one, thc feui-tic
solid solution of C, too: should b~ of the R!-type. As mentioned beforê we'
did-not expect this result for a stable pháse Iike ferrite *). . ..
Data from density measurements in the region ofvery small C contents

can also furnish some information as to the exact location of the' dissolved
.C particles in the ferrite.Iattice .. So far as we kno~, s~ch measurements,
. which must be made with great accuracy, have only been carried out by .

. - . Köster on a carbon steel of-a- total C amount ~f'aböut 0'2 % 1). The C
"'Waspreviously present as cementite (Fe3C), and by quenching from various ."

I ..'" . . _ ......~ ~ - " . - . • •

.: temperatures the C content in solid solution was varied .:The' change in
. ,density resulting from the reäcnon Fe + 3C :tFeC3 i~ practically due t~.
'thevolume change of the elementary cell of a-iron as connected with the
, transiti~n' of e Into 'or'from"the ~olid solution. . -.; .-

Inflg·l1 the relativ~ volume e:ffê~tLIVIVhas been plott~d 'against the_C
content in solid solution acèording to the data ofKöster. 011 the ,other

. hand LIVI V can easily be calculated for a definite structure from the
dimensions of the elementary cell, if the lattice deforma'tion by the' di;-
solved particles is kno~n: from X-ray diagrams. For tetragonal and cubi~
martensite these dimensions were given in fig.5: The value of LIVIV based

- on -the tetragonal martensite structure is represented by thé solid line in
fig. 11. For comparison the.dashed line gives the val~e of LIVI V as derived
from' the data on cubic martensite. These' curves too suggest that in ferrite
----_...-..'._. .
*) We dis~ussed the difficulty with ·Mr J. D. Fas~ who suggested that both in tetra-

go~al, martensite and .ferrite -the large R~-interstices should be occupied, by C,. In .
cubic martensite the C should be precipitated as highly dispersed FeaC. In that case,
however, the large magnitude of the lattice deformation of tetragonal martensite can
not easily be understood from the dimensions of the iron lattice and the Catom.

)
, \
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and ~eiràgónai martensite the C is situated 'at crystallographically iden-
tical interstices. ,. - \.
'" No elastic relaxation effect' can Le expected eith.er in tetragonal marten-
site' or in austenite. In the former no microdi:ffusion 'is possible between
interstices of different classes, whereas in-the latter the lattice deformation .
by the dissolved particles Will he symmetrical with regard to the cubic
axes. In cubiè martensite taken as á solid solution the occurrence of a small
'effectis not excluded/as microdiffusion m'~; be possible to a certain degree.

Fcir N the data necessary to evaluate the factor F arenot available.~ ,

t ,'......

"

. ,
~.. ~% C 110'6

Fig. Ll, Relative ~olume effect, L1RïR. of u-iron as n function of.the C content of th'e solid
~olution according to Köster. ..

, ,

,Ácèo~ding to the theory' of -Polder the proportionality of the !el~tive ./
magnitude Ai./ Al and the con?entration' Co is. based .on the assumption
, that a possible. mutual interaction between the dissolved' particles may he
neglected. From figs 8 and 9 _itis clear that this assump'tion i~ justified, at'
least; in' the region of low contents .
.' -lfurther investigations are needed to clarify the irregular behaviour of'
the polycrystalline material. .on"the average, 0'01' % ore corresponds to a
magnitude ·A2/A ... of about 2 %~ ',_ .' , I

- We should like to point out the possibility of using the elastic relaxation '
for the détermination ~f. extremely small. quantities of e or N- in ~-iron ..
A ill;.agnitude A2/ ~ = 0'1 %, that is; a content of 6'001 % could easily he- .
measured while chemical methods completely-fail in this region. Apart'
from the irregularities in our data on the polycrystalline material the possi- .:
,bility of textures, often present in tech~ical materials, prevents an exact'

, quantitative' determination in View of the strongly anisotropic character
..of the effect; but as a qualitative indication of extremely small quantities
of C or N it should he a very sensitive·method. . •

-,
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.' '

~Formula (5)'does not account for the ~ffects.odcur~ing when an external
constant stress.is superposed on the periodic force. J'heoretically_?) a stress

I in the direction-of one ~f the cubic axes, let us say the x-axis, of P» R::I

· 1 kg/mm2 causes a relative change in concentratien tlcz/cz R::I 1 %.
We should therefore' expect that internal s tresses of the order of magnitude

1~10kg/mm2'wiIl only havè a small effect o~ the magnitudeof À2/ À1'(fig,lO).
Moreover from the damping curves in fig. 10 it is evident that the acti-

vation energy U in form:ula (11) is practically unaffected by internal stresses
, of this order öf màgnitude. I ' '

-,i
<, 10. The. rate of segregation. ~f C and N from a supersaucnued solid soll~tion~_

, , in a-iron at 20 oe
I ,

It is a matter of interest to know how' rapidly and in what, degree the
segragation of C and N from their supersaturated solid solution in a-iron

-~,._ takes:p~!l~e'" As we know, -this segregation ocèur~ as a carbide (FeaC) or
· nitride (fe

4
N). f :.,._ :, ' " " " '; '- ' • :', ' , " ' '- ', _

_. . 'This- rate ,of segragation is most ea~~~ :measured bi suspendfu.g }he . , .
· strip loaded with C or N inthe apparatus and by'following the behaviour "
~or'the damping in' the-course of time: According. to, our conceptions this '

" '~~mp,hig is a dh-ect and quantitative indication of Cor N in'solid 'solution,.~ .:
_ and .the relaxation effect -'prQvides a very convenient method fi)J: separating " .
, ' ,the amount ~f C or N dissolved from' 'the total amount present; as such it

.,:: ' ; should be preferred to '~t1ier methods bàsed upon.th~ change' in electrical
t :r~tiistance, or in mechanicaf or magnetic pnoperties, since these last are

also affécted by segregation, e.g, depend' on the degree of dispersion
<' of t~e segregated, substance. , _ _ -

_Asa' basic material we used 'a polycrystalline carbonyl-ironstrip for the '_,
-, -.. - " : s, -,. .

study, of C and a [lOO]-crystal of Armco iron in the case of N. The final.
constant values resulting after a time 'of observation 'of more than a month '
!':'are ~uch smaller than the correction which ni'ust he applied, and ;therefore
-. these rest' values .are not very accurate, The' results have been plotted in ','
'\ ~ .'" ., fig. 12, 'where for convenience à logarithmic' time- scale has been-adopted.
", " The general aspect on comparing the curvesfor C and N is that a super- /.

" , saturated solid' solution of ç precipitates much mor~ easily. After quench- ~, '
_ I , /" ing C starts segregating at once, N in observable quantities only' when

.. 'some 24' hours have passed. After' a lapse of some days e has precipitated
"fo~the gf"eater part,_butJor N this requires some,weeks. F~r C the residual
, solubility at 20°C is practically .reached, within two weeks; for N a period
"';'of four weeks is needèd. The N content.was about 2 %, the C' content
about 0'2 %. . " . , ' c

'-,' '\" For N, tl200 R::I tlm~x; froin 'the shape of the damping curve it follows that
, tJ;oo ~ 11/3 tlma'x ~or C. ~ss~x_n~g a possible absolute error ofO'l % in the.

"

, ,

'" ..
.r:
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val~e of the resid~al damping, '.ve....'con~lude;from the precedin; dat~ in
section 7 that the solubility ai 20°C both of C and, N ~ equilibrium' ,~ith' '
their carbide or nitride does not exceed 0'001 %. According t~' quite
, different methods the 'upper limit of thls residualsolubility 'was found by
other authors to be 0'006 % for C. 3) and 0'001 % fo"r,N2}. ", '

- ,. - • >,.' ~.. -

'..; (Nift'Ogén)

Î>_,

I'

2. ,5 " '/0 ~ '20 '.' 50 100 2CXJ 500 /000 " ,
# • ' _ • _,... log ti",e~(hourS;. " __ .$1097

Fig.-12/The logarithmic, decrement for an oscillating iron strip loaded with C (zl-scale
on the right) or N.' in solid solution plotted against log time; ~ ':, ". _

I ~, 1· . .. -~

• ,..... 4 -" ~ • ~ •

Analytically the "preèipitation, proces~ 'for N
't~rized by the' expression::·, .'....

can very' w~ll ':be charac~' .."

'.
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. , Q~Qo const, e-~NI ..: _ (~2f_,' .-
'_", ;' .. I ... . ,,"." , ." ~ .. ; ,.'~ . • • .•~ _, ... - '_. '

as l,ong as the ~qui!ibrium sta~e is not approached too closely: 'I'hismeans, . '"
" that \ .' .1,' "

"
dQ " .:'
-d s= AN (Q-Qo),t .

"

'j..... ". _.,.

, 'whê~e Q' is the quantity of dissolved N, Qo tlièJ.e~idual solubility, 'and t : ~

the time. This is quite' a reasonable result. _. "_ ..,..
. in fig. 13~ ln(Q~Qo) has heen plotted against t.'" for N up to 336 hours;

forC up to 69 hours, the scale heing different in these two, cases. For C"thè
measurements. ate not: very accurate in view. of the small quantities in-
.volved, hut if weestill repreaent them by (12}'we find Ac ~ 5 AN' Thus C
'segregat~s more rapidly th~n N, though froni the values of -. deduced
before we coriclu~e, that the rate ofmigrat~on is n;t~chlar~er fo~N than f~r C.

• J
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380 L. J. DIJKSTRA

It is well known that the segregation of C andN is accompanied by a
change in mechanical properties such as an increase in Brinell hardness and
tensile strength, a phenomenon usually called mechanical aging. The meoha-
nical C an Naging pröcess at 20°C as observed 'by Köster 1) 2) proceeds
parallel' in. time with- the segregation process as registered by our method
bailed' 0Ii. elastic relaxation (fig. 12), which corroborates our observatdone

"in a satisfactory manner. ', I

,

", -

" . \.,

~time $109(1

Fig. 13. In (Q-Qo) plotted 'against time. r,

.1

o"'~ , W~ admit .hat our 'stüdy has been 'inco:mplete as for 'instance w; did not
investigate the influence on the rate of segregation ~f C arid N of other

:,foreign- elements in the Fe lattice such as Mn ànd Si, '~iways present in
. technical iron.' According to Köster ~3) the precipitation ~fN is highly
" / a'ffected by the presence of C. In our experiments C 0 a~d N were never "
~ present together. . 0 0 , '. " 0

, Finally during the N segregation-process the be'haviour of the ~lectrical
,'resistancè R was' followed. For the .purified [IOO]-crystal R /0'00258, [2;'
for the nitrided crystal immediately after quenching R - 0'00277 Q,0,.

2.0 days after quenching R ' ,0'00269 Q,
. 53 days after quenching R = 0'00268 n.

So the limit value of R of the nitrided strip proves to be much higher
than the original resistance of the purified strip containing no N at all.
We have already remarked that' the ditterenee between these two values
is due to the highly dispersed nitride, ,

Eindhoueii, December 1946
1or
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AB.STRACTS _
[Continued from page 356) •

" .'I' 1709: N. G. de Bruijn: On the'zeros ofa polynomia(~nd its derivativ~
(Proc. Kon.- Ned. Akad. Wet. Amsterdam 49, .1037-1044;1946).

I •• •. .. _. ,r.' . \

, . It is proved that the sum of the absolute values of the iniagillary parts'
'ofthe-roots of f' (z) is equal to' or less tlian (l"":"lJn) tinies the corresponding

" sum for f(z), in which f(z) is a real polynomial of degree n,~ z~and f'(z) its
derivative. This theorèm is extended and a few specializations are considered, '
It is .unknown whether the inequality holds for polynomials with complex
coefficients. It'does so ifall the roots are assumed to lie on the imaginary axis,

. 'I.
1710: H. B: G. Casimir and D. Polder: Influence of retardation on',

the London-van der Waals forces (Nature, London 158, 787,1946)., i. -
.._ ,. , -' .

In the course of work on the stabilityof colloidal solutions, 0ver bee k.
arrived at the conclusion that; in Oi"de~to obtain agreement between theory.
and experiment, it is necessary to assume that the Londen-van der WaaIs'
energy .decreases more rapidly than R-6• He pointed out 'tJ:tat the retar-
dation of the electrostatic forces might be responsible for such an effect,
ànd that deviations from the R-6Ia,w should become.effective at a distance
comparable withthe wavelength Ä corresponding to the excitation energies
oi the' interacting atoms. Calculations with the aid o{ quantum electro-
dynamics prove that this suggestion holds true, the energy being propor-
tional. to R-7' rather than to R:..6 for R« Ä. Details of the quantum-'
mechanical calculatlc;m will be published elsewhere. ._ , -

a',..

(Co'ntinued on page 399)
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" ,'" Tho'~gh it has repeatedly been pointed <out 1) that :the !lissociation of' ~
;'nitrogen is an important factor, in the welding .arc, reliable data' concerning '.
the degree of dissociation are still lacking. 'It may be true that Zeise 2) ,,-
calculated the 'dissoéiation of nitrogen at.:high- temperatures on. the basis' "
ofthe spectroscopie ~alues of-th; molar free enthalpy given ,by Gi'a u qu e

':: andCl a y.t on 3); but these calculatiöns were not extended beyond 5000 OK.;
and b~siaes, Zeise adopted 7'34 eV for the dissociation energy of nitrogen, -
a value that is today no-longer universally- accepted., ' . - ,

.' 'To 'supply more detailed information on this problem we shall in' this "
pape; compute the .degree of dissociation, of nitrogenbetween 5000' and
10000 OKforthree different values of the dis,s,ociation energy; of.which the,

-;' "\ highJst, 9'76~ eY, isprobably the correct-one according to' Gaydon anti
-Penney 4). Calculations have also been carried out atJ800 and at 2750/'K,
'. that is, 'in the neighbourhood of the melting and boiling points of iron,
in -0.~w of their importance in electric steel'~'1elding problems.

< '

-
#,' '~

p-

-\ '- ..

R 59 PhiHps Res. Rep. 2; 382-398, 1947 ~
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,'THE-n'ISSOCIATION OF NITROGEN'
r IN THE WELDING ARC'

-br J. ~. FAST 54i.123 : 6ln. 791. 75

..... - ......

Summ:,ry
For temperatures in the range from Sü'OO-10000 "K th~ dissociation

, of nitrogen is computed on the basis of spectroscopie data, and for
three different valuesof the-dissociation energy, viz. 7'383,8'573 and
9'764 electron volts; in view of a recent investigation by Gaydon I

and Penney the highest value is probably the correct one, ' .
At -10000 oK and q pressure of one atmosphere the degree of dis-
sociation is _99% at least; at 5000 o~(_ 25'1 % of the nitrogen will be
-dissociated if the dissociation energy amounts to 7'383 eV, but only
1'63% will be dissociated if the dissociation energy is 9'764 eV (see
table VIII). Two cruder methods of computation give results that

. 'differ only slightly from these ."exact" values (se~ table IX). .

'2. The temperazure of the welding are

. ; Let us first recapitulate 'Our-present state of knowledge of the tempe~ature
in an -electric are, ,_,' . _ -'. -r ,

. At very low pressures the mean.free path ofthe electrons in a gas dis- "
charge is large, and collisions with 'atoms àre' relatively seldom; between two

_.-.. collisions the electrons will be able to pick up a <largeamount of energy from _
'J _ the electric p-~ld,and, because. of the scarcity of.collisions and the pronounced '-

differences in mass b~tween elec~rons and ~~9ms, only a small+amount ~

- \

'. !

.. , ~
, " ...
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,~fthiseriergy ~ be passedon t'othe-atöms *)". The'fin~-result will bè a'
.. station~ry.state' such that the electron temperature is very'high and the,gas "
, ·temperature oompará'tivèly.Iow. . - - ", - .-, : ".'.

But the number of collisi~ns, and consequently the 'transfer of énergy ,
,? \ • -, ' - • ' " ','

from electrons to atoms, rapidly-increases with the pressure, thus producing
· ~ drop in-fhe electron temperature ~nd a corresponding rise "in the 'gas.
,temperature'. At a pressure of 1 atmosphere the exchange of energy is

- already s~ complete that in a monatomic gas the electron temperature is
only 'a' Jew per, cent' higher than the gas -temperature. .For the positive'
column of a mercury 'dischargc the changes of both temperatures with the "

·-pressure are- schemätically represented in fig. ]5). " .' - .

Oe 1\ .,.~~~~\~--~---~--~--~~4
.\.

-;: ,.-.."

-r-,
10~O~--~+-----~~~.~,~~~~è~~---4---c--~

"V -=

r--..._£LECTRONS

'"

,~

" .
t

. - .... - ~/

.l ~

. . ~
"'..:.- °01L..---_;_J._-.£.'L..O----:-l001-----1OOOJ__- . .....,.10000~-·-m-m___J·.

., ----p"
-, • ~0671

Fig.·1. Schematic representation of the elect~o~ and ga; temperatures in .the positivi .
column 0.£ a mercury discharge as functions of the pressure. ~',.
.~ ~, ' .' '," ~ ... -,.... ,..',

For a diatomic; gas, equality of electron and ga; temperatures will, he
reached at 'even lower pressures, 'since in this case the existence of rotational,

. _ and. vibrational energy" Ievels with their 16~ energies of excitation will
~,stroIÎglypromote the exchange of energy between 'molecules .an~ electrons ..
Hence it may reasonablyhe assumed that' no appreciable difference be-

.... 't· Ó " _ ._; • - ~.

tween 'electron and gas temperature will occurin a welding are in atmos-
pheric air. v , I·.... r. . ';'. ,-, ,:". ", .

... . . . ..

.j

*) If me represents the'~ass of the ele~tron and M that of the atom, the fr~ction OftÎH~
. ~energy trausferred from electron:to atom in a single elastic collisionis on the average,

approximately, .' . .

f~ 2me •.
, - M-

. .....
•



From the distribution ofui~ensi~ies amongst the indi~dual'lines of eN
bands, Ornstein and his associates G) deduced. temperatures that for a
carbon arc in air at atmospheric pressure varied betwéen 6000 and 7000 oK.
'These determinations have subsequently been repeated by Lochtè-
Ho It gr even and Maecker 7) who took' great care i'u eliminating the
disturbing influence of self-absorption. In a quiescent are ,- current in
amps about equal to the diameter of the carbon electrodes in millimetres -
of a length of 3 mmthey observed-a maximum temperature of 760ÓOK *).

An increase in current was found tp prodnce a decrease in the temperature .
. to a minimum of circa 6800 OK, which is followed by a sharp rise; at this
stage the are is no longer quiescent but starts hissing. When the current
had reached "a value' in amps of about twice the .diameter of the elect~odes'

, in mm the temporature had risen to' 9000 OK (current 20-30 amps, electrode
diameter 14 mm).
The carbon are has been investigated' at still higher currents by

Fink;lp.b1irg 8) who observed an increasing contraction of the column
of the are above 80 amps, owing to the magnetic action of the current;
thisphenomenon which is independent of the diameter of the electrodes is

_ fully developed at a current ofabout 130 amps, the curre~t density in the ~
contracted column then being in the neighbourhood of' 3000 amps/cm2 '

and the' t~mperature circa 15000 OK 9). " • , , '
Sin:ce the' currents used in welding practice are usually .greater than

100 amps, it may safelyhe àssumed that' 'thevtemperature in the welding
,arc will be higher, and locally even much higher, than. 5000 OK. This is
corroborated by the experiments of Suits 10) who used a rotating mirror

, ~amera t9 'determine the velocity of sound waves passing an áic. For a:
, .... ~. . 11 • ••

125-amps are 1 cm long, and between a 3/16" (0'5 cm)-coated welding rod
as cathode' and a large steel plate as anode, the' observed average sound

• I < -, velocity was 2'Ó8 X 10? cm sec-I, which corresponds to an average temp-"
" _er'aiure of 6020 o.K; locally even higher temperatures may be expected.

, From these data it may he concluded that in studying the welding are it
will be of value to kno~ the dissociation of nitrogen from,5000 OK upwards
to temperatures at which the dissociation is nearly complete. / "

~-'!

--
:,-
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3. Statisticál-mechanical basi~ oj the calculations

. .The degree of di~sociation of nitrogen can be computed as soon as we
. knoweither the free energy (Helmholtz free energy' F) or, the free
,enthalpy (Gibbs free energy G) of both molecular and atomic nitrogen.
These quantities will he calculated on the basis of spectroscopie data in the

~follo",ing sections. ': I' - '

*) At 6 mm length the temperature w~s 'about 100.0-x lower.

"
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'I'he Hel~hol1:'Z free e,nergy of 1 mole of an ideal gas With reference to .
its value at 'absolute zero i~ represented by' -, \

0;- .... "

" ZN
f~'uo = ~kTln-,

,. N!
/ '

where ZNj N i is the partition function (state siim) for the entire system, and
" '

Z = I:ge-ElkT

the partition '.function for a single molecule.
In these expressions, Uo (= Jo) is the energy (free,energy) at absolute zero, .
k is the Boltzmann constant, _T the absolute ,temperature, N the >

.Avo g a dj;o number, andg the degree of degeneration ofthe energy level E..
-' Now the general partition function Z can be res~lved into the product of a =:
partition' function Z'T for 'transl;ltion and Zi for the so-called internal :
degrees of freedom of the molecule: ~ '.

.in which
"

\ -
v 'IZtr = - (2nmkT) "

. h3."

. "

" where ~ is the volume containing the gas, h the Planck constant, and m: '
the mass 'of a single ~olecule. . '

By substituting (3) and (4) in ,(1); and. using Stirling's- approxi-
mation -

.we obtain

. ,f~~o== ~k1'IR [ev (2nmkT)'/. ~i]N,
- . _' -. Nh3. .' "

e being the base of the' neperian logarithms.
Using the relations

kNT
v=--

p
and
\

M
m= -,

'N

where M is the ~olecula]' ,w~ight, we c~n r~wriie ~he molar free enthalpy.:

g- Uo=j- Uo+ pv :;:=f-l~O+ RT, ., (9)

385

(1) .

(3)

(4)
!

(5)

-
(6) .

.,

'\
. (7)',

(8) _ -
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in the forni
.:

"

g-="uo - ',', - 2'I'-;r'I'ek'I,; ,
---=tRln T+i!RlnM--Rlnp +Rln 'I ~ -R+R,ln Zi,- T _ ~ _' _ h3 N', , -.

(10)

R = kN being the gas constant, inserting' the, standard values of the uni- _
- versal constants 11), and going ove~ to base-l0 logarithms we obtain for a
gas atL atmosphere (;_~1'01325 X 106 dynes/cmê]

o o· - ,- . -. g -uo .
..,.-,-,--= 11'437 log T + 6'862 log M -7'281 + 4'575 log Zj ;/ /

T' . .' , ,
cal degree-1 mole+, .e (11)

the "superscript 0 indicating the standard value of the pressure (1 atm)
and the subscript 0 the ~ero of the absolute temperature. This equation
holds true for all gases at temperatures and pressures at which ideal-gas

s- ]à~s apply,

4. The partition functio;t -oj aio~ic nit~ogeit, . . '.
, • - .' ' •• , '. • 0 ••• c" , ',' ~ ,-

- For the partienlar case of atomic nitrogen (M :-' 14'008) equation: (11)
ohangesjnto " ~.. "', . -' . - ' .

- 0 0' - .. •
~~~', ' . _ " .

- _'_ = 11'437 log 'I' + 0'585 + 4'575 log Zi cal degree." :.:uole-1,(12)-,' T ' .' " .. ' ...-.
:..

D'p to a temperature of 10000·,o'K appreciable contrihutions to the '
partition function are only .cóming ~röm those states ofthe atom :i_n which'
the,7 electrons h~ve a ls11_2s22p3 configuration;corrésp'ondingto a 45, a 2D, .
and a 2p state, Of these the 45 term is the ground level; the 2D term, which

.\ .' . . , .
consists of a fourfold 2Dl'/, and a sixfold 2D2;,,-level, is lying 1,9202cm-1
higher l~), . 0" , •

,Thè ,2)? term is 10cat~d stj}] higher, at 28808 cm-112), a~d is composed of
.31 twofold 2P'/,. an~ a fourfold 2p1'/, state, Bo~h at 2D and _.2P.: th~ doublet
separation is so small that it can safely-be neglected, .

from 'the foregoing we infer that ,the internal partition function of
atomic nitrogen may simply he' represented by.', '.' . ~

Zi(N) ; -4, '-+ 10 e-~9202 hef,kT+ 6 e-28808 heIkT.

,.. For the range of temperatures in which we' are interested the values com-
puted from this equation have' been compiled in table I together with th~
nëgativc, rcd~ced *), molar free enthalpies at 1 atmosphere as given by (12),

(13)

r ,
*) In' thermodynamica ~ud statistical mechanics the term "reduced" i~frequently uséd to

indicate division by the absolute temperature. . . ' , : :

\ ,
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5,' 'The partition' [unction. for ~olec~lar ltitr~gen'
'" ' ~ ~
: i),pplying equation.j l.L] to molecular nitrogen (M = 28'Q16) we obtain'
'" 0'" "'. ,,_ _' r J .. \-. .."\ : I· ".'" :.. ~.'. . .'

gO_·l/.O"·· . , .• . . ' ..
,'-.T-:-" =~ 11'437 ~ogT + 2'?51 + 4'575 log z; <;aldegree:1mole-1• :, (14) .0 _~.,

. . " . ,

, Internal partition function Zi and standard values of the negative, reduced, m:~larfree
" enthalpy of atomic nitrogen' ,

j Temp. _: (gO-uZ)
: (OK) Zi(~) " 'T N

(cal mole=?degreer+)

1800 4'000 40'570
2750 4'000' 42'675 -:.
5000 4·'041 45'665 . -,
6000 4'106 46'603 ' .. ~,

7000 4'209 : 47'417 /-

'8000 . ',4'350 . 48'146
. 9000 4'525 48'809
.10000 .4'727 . 49'419' ....

" ~"

The' evaluation of Z; for molecules is more cumbersome than it is for
atoms; In the following pages' fou~ differe~t 'ritethods of computation will .
.be indicated, threë'of whichwill ~ctuaUy. he used. " .' ", '

·a. The completely' 'exact method
A : .' For the nitrogen m~lecule the internal paruition function.can, inprinciple, -
. be #evaluated. as it was done for the nitrogen atom, by computing and "
'~,'adding the terms ge-Eil~Tfa; each,of the energy' levels deduced from spectral ", ..
, dat~. . .,..,.. . ~. " J ~ '. " . , . .

· . However, -the very large number' of rotational.' and vibrational energy
levels that have to be taken into account renders this method too laborious
·for practical . purpo'sés:

. '

b.: The "exact" method
\. Mathcm~tica~ simplifications have, however, led to a method of compu- ,
tation that is nearly a~ accurate as the completely exact method, bnt "

_. . '10. • .

: involves much less labour. This method will be discussed in section 6:

è. The crudest approximation.
For a rough approximation i~ may be~s~umed that the inter,nal partition .

functiori is the product of three different partition functions, one for the- '
electrouic, one for the vibrational, and one for the rotational states:

,- . '. .
I
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'In so doing only the ele'~tronic' ground state of the molecule is tak~n into',
account, and the interaction between vibration and rotation is disregarded,
Within 'the frame 'of this 'approximation it is also customary to consider .
the molecule as a harmonic vibrator and as a rigid rotator 13). The vihra-
tional frequency, w, and the moment of inertia, I, are taken to be those .'
corresponding to the equilibrium position of the .atoms in the classical
(naive) model 'M the molecule, i.e. the position corresponding to the mini-
mum potential. These ~alues will be indicated by We, and by le (suffix e for
equilibriu~). *)

"..

~. The approximate method

Since, for the high ~emperatures whi~h ,ve are considering, the preceding
method is very inaccurate we will' follow a slightly different course in
this section, applying a comparatiyely crude correction to account for, the
,deviati.ons from harmonicity, and for the influence of the vibration and of

, . the centrifugal forces on the moment of inertia. ", " , . ' .
. ,We shall startfrom the fact that at 7900 "K still about 90% ofth~ mole: .
cules oécupy one of the first, five vibrational energy levels of the electronic

, gr~und state. J'o ...calculate these levels, we made use öf the approximate
formula -

(16)

where, as already stat~d in different, words above, We is the classical fre-
. quency of-a vibration wiikàn infinitesimal amplitude, ,~is the vibrati~nal
quantum. number, and Xe W6 is the so-called anharmonicity constant which
is added to account for the fact that the vibrations are not truly harmonic. '
By (16). ~he mut~al distances between ,the first five vibrational -,levels 'are ':

o ~ 1 We --" 2 xeWIl , .: ~:

1 ~ 2 We ~ 4 xeW~ ,•
2 ~ 3 We -:--' 6 XeWe ,
'3~4 wé -;- 8 XeWtl •

. To simplify the calcula'tions Wewill assume 'that in the region from 5000-
~,10 000 "K the deviations from harmonicity can roughly. be ta~en into

account by considering the molecule as a harmonic oscillator but with the
smaller frequency We _:_' 5 XeWe cm-~, a value corresponding to the average' .~
distance between the first five' vibrational levels. . .' . .
~.Locating the zero of the energy scale at the lowest vibrational level (zero- .
point.vibration) the partition function for the-vibration ,ViII be .

" .
-Zv = e-O/kT +'e-(w8-5XeW9)llc/kT + e-2(';'o-5xowe)hc/kT +....

-----
*) The symbol t» designates not the frequency v in sec-1 but the quantity w = ",ic in

,cm-I; in the- following this quantity will be called the frequency, .
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or,
.' ,. ..., '11Z . , ,

, v = 1_ e- (We:- 5 x"w.)hcjkT

~. ~~ ~ * ti' f' ~ " ~_ ".,

, ' .:rO evaluate the 1"ótati~nai .Ievels for each of the vibratiónal states we " r

shall in;k~ ,use of the approximate expression'
, - .' . ,':0..,. •. -". ," .. .r _",

< , " Er = BvJ(J + 1) .z: DJ2(J + 1)2,

(17) ", '"

" where , h
Bv=" .' cm-1

,8:n2cIv

is a 'mea;ur~ of the '~,ilversevalue of the moment of inertia I; J is the rota- \. - . ", .

tional quantum number, and D may be considered as a quantity represent- .
ing 'the influeriée of the centrifugal forces (D <~ B). Thus D accounts inan
~pproximate way for the.fact that the 'molecule is:not a rigid ro~atol~"", .~.
-.Iri (18) we have still to account for theinfluence 'of the vibration 011 the

. : moment of in~rtia or, in other words; for:the 'interaction between vibr~ti(m "
_and rotation.iand this we ~háltdo by writing j" '

_" I '" ' .. - ".

-: (18)

','
"(19),

\,

.. ,.. ~
\•

'ill which
': v , Rv, =,Be:_ a(v '+ t), ;

h '
Be=-8 ~I', :n c e

(20)'
"

" .
'1e, as defined above, being the momerrt of inerti~ that thh molecule ~vourd'
possess if its Iiucl~i v.'er~fixed in their equilibrium positions; a is a positive - • :'
constant small, u;_ comparison with Be. As this equation shows, B; decrea- .' \'
ses, and consequently the moment of inertia I increases, with increasing'
values of the vibrational quantum illimber~. " ',', '
-We shall .now again use' the' same principle ~f approximation that 'was

" adopted in' computing the partition function, for. the, Vibrations; we shall :
_suppose that for temperatures ranging from 5QOOto 10 OÖO0J( the changés "
in the moment ,of inertia' can be accounted for. by taking Bv constant Inrt
'equal to its average value for·tl~e five .lowest vibratiónallevels; in other v • - :.,

I words, we use the, v~lue of IJ corresponding to' an average' vibratió~al _.
quanturn number v - 2. ,By (20) .this 'value is, ,-

,\

(21)

/ Having regard to a, symmetry factor 2; the partition function for the
f' rotation will then at high temperatures approximately he given by

kT (D) ( kT )2 (D)2 ( kT )3 ,.'Zr=-'-+ -'_, +6- _ ,',,.
, . 2hcBv _ Bv hcBv Bv. hcBv

(22)

where v -.2. .'
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)

I"

Since the electr<;mi~gro~nd level or"an N~~olecuÏe' is "a singlef 'E state,
... X (lEt), -the electronic p~rtiti~n fu~ction ~wil1be

, '

, , " since in this method of computation the electronic ground level is the.only
electronic level that has "to ,be taken into accOl~.nt. . , ' . -

In virtue of (15) the total ~ternal partition -function i~ equal to the: '
product 0(~17),(22) and (23), and by inserting the numerical data ofthe
second.coluran of table IV We obtain the 'values that have been entered .,.
. in the second column of table n. For comparison the values computed
according to the' crudest method of approximation described on page 387
'(xe"we, a, and D neglected] haveheen added in column 3, and the values
computed according to the. "exact" method (see next section) have heen -

";: \ added ill column 4. - 'A .
I, '\ ~ ..

TABLE n .
Values 'of the ~ternal' partition function ~f N2 for' temperatures ranging from 5000 to

. , 10 000 .oK /' , ' '. .. ' . _. , .'. . .

~ .:

..
:." .~..,

'. ZeZ= 1, (23)

I' . Zi(N2)~'
':exa,ct" method .;--------~~~~~--~----~--~r_----~--~--~--~--------~-.-

~\ ',.

I

5000
6000
7000

(. 8000
·9000

" 10000

Z;(N~) .::-
crud.est approx.

.'

, Zi(N2) .
approximate method

1857 1757 < 1833 "

2552 ,2406 2530 '~ ,
3359 '- 3156 3346'\ , -',

4279 4007 ; 4287 •.
5312 4961 ' 5362
6460, "6019 . 65,81'...... ..

..
r,

"I

~~ .
"J ;,.-', 6. l'he ";x:ct'~ e"-.valuationof the partitioriJunction for m~leculal nifrógéli ~:

'.:. ~ In an '':'e~acé calculation of th~ int~rnal partitio~' functÛ;~i'~f ~~' wè ~ ~
.' have to account more accuratel y for the interaction between: vibration and
, rotation and for the deviations from harmónicity. This tan be done by .

" _.compJ.lting 'with the aid of (20) and (22) 'the p,ar~al rotational partition .
c' function, Zr(v), separately for each of the vibrational Ievels, v, and com-

• bining these into a rotational-vibrational partition function by means of .
- ... . " '", . the 'equation . " , -', . -c , _ • .' '

< Zrv. Zr(O) +.e'::EM~ :Zr(l) +'e-E,hc/kT. Zr(2) + ....' '(24)
wilere El' E2' . : ., in cm-I, represent the energies' (above the Icv~l of the
zero-point vibration) of the successive vibrationallevels for à''p'on-rotating,

" ,molecule. Thes~ enèrgies can be computed with the aid 'of (16). By proceed-
;.~ " ,ing in this manner it is~possible to arrive in a much shorter time at prac-,
. . tically the same results as-would be ~btain~d by the completely ~~~ct term-

by-term summation mentioned at the beginning of the for.egoing section •. -r:

, ,,
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by wliich a and ~ are fixed in terms of ~c, Ee and Xe We. For theelectronic ~.
,gróUI).d level' these formulae yield very sátisfactory-rèsults, :the 'valuès,
·computed from (25) and (26) being a ~~~0'017 cm_:-1and jy . 5·8.10~6cin-1 ~

· as 'cómparèl with' the empirical values 0(0'018 and 5·77.1Ó-6 ~Ill-1 given ,'~,
.in table IV. ~ ~ ,~, . '
, We will write the total contrib~tion to :the internal partition function by
thè electronic gr,ound. l~ve! ,in the form" ' ,

-'~.,.,

~, r,
, THÈ D'ISSOCIATION OF NITROGEt;' IN THi WE~DING ,ARC :. / (391 .

'-. , .-.'., ..... "" "'_.,. ~" '. . ~
'Howeve;; at the high tempera~ures with which w~ are' concerned so many'

viPf~tionalle~els eontribute to the parii:tÏ!;)lj. f~ètion that even the simpli-
~fie~ mè~hÓ<l'of equation (24y becomes ioc:d.~b,orio,u"'sfor practical purposes.
, It ~s~<!rtut;tatetherefore ~hat the mathematieal simplification can be pushed
one step further by combining, the' vibrational constants in one series. . _

. "with thè.rotational constants 14)15).This~may most conveniently be d~ri~by.,
making use of. the theo;etical relations _.. ' • .' " ' . .:,"_'

r-.

...,: .

.. _ ....
-:

':.'
' ..

.: (26),," ,
~, '

. ... -~ .....

'; .!
, l'

" ,- '(27) .

T' htwliich z, refers t~ a harmonic oscillation with a frequency corresponding
to 'the 'distance We'--'- 2 ';;ecqe between the two,lowest vibrational levels; -
Z;. refers to à.rigid rotator, with a moment of inertia corresponding to that
óf the zero-point vibration; and Ze is' à co~rèction factor embodying the

, . three' different corrections .that -have already been specified before, 1Hz.
, anharmonicity, centrifugal forces an:a interaction hetween ~ratio~. and
· rotation. .' . , ' >,,_ . / '-.
" By the fo~mulae' of. the previous section ";e obt~in for Zv and Z~

, • . .__- !... ';. , •

.~, ' ... _'"

Z' - (1~ -U)-1v'~ ".e , .. (28) -
;, ,

. (29)
I

:1
(30) "

.: .. ,l
,i,

(31)

" I
./

j
1

where

and ~Z, =-ln2a+a/~,

hc(Be -'.. ~/2)
a= ,kT'

where
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The first term on the right-hand side of (3Ó) corresponds to the same term "
in (22); ~nd the second term'al3 provides .a small cor~ection resulting from

. -' substituting a .sum by an integrai. The correction terms involving D in (22)
, are. missing in (30), but these terms have been transferred to Ze together
With all the other corrections, Ze isgiven by 16)' '\,

" ;.

''In ~e' _~ (2r'.+ 6/1• x'I:+'2x):-t (3r:_ 3r'!· x'I. ~ 2x) +'
u " . ......_ ';

u.' ' u2 u3 . .",

+ '6 (- 3y+ 3r'/. x'/. + 5x):- 6' ~+ 120 (r - r'l. x'/,_+ x), (32)

in which'

-,

Be
.y=-,

" (}Je'
(33),

• Xe(}Je,
X = _'_'-.

(}Je

......
, (34) ~

.:
i

, .With the aid of equations (27) to (s'4) and the numerical'data ~fthe second
c~lumn of table IV the contribution of the electronic ground level to the
partition function givèn in tablé HI has ,been computed. , ' .'

"
"Exact" contributions of the electronic gr~nd level.to the' partition function of N2 :.. "......, " -

TABLl~ UI

,

,- ,T (OK) Zi[N2; X(lEt)] , T eK) Zi[N2;' X(l.Efj]
- ~ ..

1800 373'5 7000 - 3345
2750 ' 688 8000 4283

,5000 1833 gOOO 5347
'6000 2530 10000 6538

. .
So far ,~ehave only been considering the' electronic ground level, and the

contrihutions 'of the higher electronic levels have still to he taken into
\' . _". ~ -

-account. These contributions are so small, however, 'that the departure
from harmonicity, the interaction hetween vibration and rotation, and the
înfluence of the, centrifugal forces, on the moment of inertia can all be

• neglected in these higher terms. Ze in (27) will then :beequal to unity, and
0' ZiJ and Z; can be computed from equations (28) to (31). I ' '

, ~t 10 000 ,oK only' three states have to he considered viz.: a 3Estate,
_ , A(3Et), a 3~ state, B(3llg), and a III state, a(1lIu). The chief molecular con- .

;1,
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. stants'for these states have'been collected in table IV, Ao repreeenting the :

. 'ènergy level ofthe 'zero"-Èoint vibration above thecorre~ponding level ofthe
electronic gr~)U~d sta~e.:*) .' ",," ,:' '. , , '\ '.: .:. -'. _

,,

_' 'TABJ.,E' IV.

.Molecular constunts o( N2 in ClU-117)

...
>,

, .

Äo ;-
'we
X"We

'.B.
-a
n'
" /

o
2359'61" .»

, : i4"445 <.
, 2'007
.0'018
5'77,10-6

49774.,
Vi60'4.,

13:93
1'4-40
0'013

59328
1732'84

14'44
1:643
0;018

"

68957
1692'3 -

" :13'32
. 1:642
0'021

.......
'~ ,

• • ~ ,'~ '. '" • ._~ •. #'. ...

Since, the triplet state A(3l:;t) is located at 49774 cm-l abo~e the ground
level its contribution to Ze will be .' - ~ _ - - .

Ze; A(3 Et) , 3 e;-49774~c/kT,. ~,

- the factor 3 accounting for th~ triplet chaiacter of this Ievël. Consequently
the total -contribution of this electronic state to 'the .partition function,
~ill be -. /'. .' \',.. \,

, , (35)

Z· ,A(3 '\'+) " 3 e-4:9774hç/kT Z Z .
~,- ~ll.' - V t

I . _ _"', '-

- . which by equations (28) to, (31), and by use of the numerical data collected , ~',
/ " in table IV, reduces to r , , ' .'_ ,

'( 1 ) _', z .. A(3 E+) = 3 e-71600/T ._"_._ . 6'24. 2 T .
,-- t, u . 1-e-2061/T, : ,,'
. ..,./ '" . .. ,

(36). '

I.

~ (37) Ó, "

-Ó. For low values' of J the B (3lIg) state is split up into three'Tevels, 3lTo, \'
31I1and 31I2, each ofwhich is a doublet state in itself owing to ;'A-douolihg". '.'

I - .' . " •
The mutual distances between these 3lT levels are so small that they may
he disregarded, so that we have ' ' la .'

Z,: B(3JI )' _. 6 e-59328hr/kT Z Z
, " t, g ,- VI,

\ 't. • v ,
• . . 1

whic~ by (28.) to (31) and tahle IV becomes '

Z,: i3(?1l ) = 6 e-853~OIT -( 1. .) O'2~3 l'
. t, l! .' . 1_.e-2451/7',. . •

*) In table IV we' omitted a a'(1E;) state since the corresponding value of Ao .Is
unknown. Her'zberg20) places this level above 100000 cm-I, while Gaydo'n 21)
assumes it to be as low as circa 60000 cm-1. Even if this last assumption should
be correct the contribution to the paetition function would not exceed 2 at 10000 oK.. . \

,.
(38) .,

(39)



,
For ,die a(l_IIu) state each level 'is a doublet (A-doubling) so that we

must have " • '" " " '
" .' Zj; a(lIIu}. = 2 e-.6B957hc/kT ZvZr' ,

..or .proceeding as above'" ', ',.,' ~..,' ' " '"

, 'Zi; ä(lrlu}_-:- ~ e-99200/T ('I' _ =2396/~)' 0'213,T .. ·',
. / e .. ... , .'

(~O)

." j-

'- .
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" .~ ."

.' (41)

, '.' By, adding the contributions computed from (37), (39), and (41) 'to the
,values given in table III we may now calculate 'the total internal partition
function ofN2; the: result' has been recorded in table y.

TABLE V
Total_i~tern~(partition function ~f N2 ~t different :te~~erature~ nccording t~ the "exact';

, , method
~ T (°19,

,
f'.(Q::[)
A(3.E;t)

'. B(3IIg)
a(lIIu)

1800 2750 '5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 ~ 10000 •

:; .;

373'5 688 1833 2530 3345 4283 5347 , 6538
.0 0 0' 0 .'I 3 11. 30.4 -.
:' 0 O· ' '" , 1 4 12,'

"

~ 0 0 0
0 O' 0 ,0 0 0 0 1

373'5 688 1833 2530 3346 4287 5362 I· ,6581 ',' • .
;

" - . '

.,< "It will'be seen from this table that the higher eÏect:fonic states contrihute '. ,
, " -':'pnly a small amountto the total' internal partition ,fl!llction, even at té~- .,~,
~ . peratures as high as 10 000 OK. _ \ ~ ~' ,

, .. By insêrting thëvalue~ of table V in (14) w~ finally computed the nega-
tive" reduced, molar free ~nthalpies' of mol~c;Uar nitrogen at a pressure of

, , one atmosphere as ~ven in table 'VI. ' . ' ,
;.,"

, " ~ 7. "

'Internal partition function Zj and standard values of the negative, reduced, molar free
'; ~,' enthalpies ,of molecull!r nitrogen for different tèmperatures

TKBLE VI'''''. :

, .

Temp, - Z, (N2)
'_ (gO :':uZ)

eK) -"exact" • T N.
(cal mole+!degreer<)

-;

\
51'650. 1800 373'5

2750 . 688 54'968
, 5000. ' 1833 59'886
6000 . 2530 61'431
7000 ' 3346· 62'752 - ,.8000 4287 63'908
9000 5362 64'937 •

10000 _' 6581 65'868

,
.~

."

..-

, ~.

" .

."
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~:. The dissociation 0/ N2,in the temperaiure: rangè from 5000' ;0, . '_' '. . _' ; "

For the reaction , .' . . . (
" .- . ..' N' ..::...'2' N . " , •J, 2"'>

, the 'reaction constant ,
(42.)

PN2
- . t" <' ~. - - •

will he given by the,well-knowJî thermodynamical relation:::", ;
...... "'_ '. ~ .. ' _ .:v '. , " .,,_,' ';'

:_RT I{K; - , LJGO, . : (44)
~. .• ", ,-':"). , r _.' '" .'..::' -,". ;-.' . ~ ~ '. " .'

. "wh~re, LJGO )s' the change in free enthalpy produced by converting 1 mole
" ideal gaseous N\; àt a pressure of'l ~tmosp1Ier~.into 2 hiolès ófideal gaseous ,'.

atomic N at the same pressure: Conséquently we shall have ' c- • '
" "':';,' ... • ... .. • : ~ -, ~ r

" (45)

"-, , ..
(43)

LlGO :-- -2g0~N) -=- gO(N2)" •

in, whi~h the sy~bol gO designates the molar frée 'é~thàlpies ~f the ideal· ' .
.....'gases 'at the' standard pressure. : "" ~. ..; , .: ' ':. _'" .:, '

, 'Instead ~f (44) and (45) we may also use the equivalent équations'; .':.
~ • t'" • ..'" \" I ",j- ." ..... • ; ;,

",' "'::jiln)(p = 2g0(N):_ ~~(N) c_ ~O~N2)- U~(N2)+ 2 ~~(N)':'_ ~~(N2} (l6) -,
_. - T' T ,T:,

or ' 10' K = gO(N2) - _u~(N~) _~ 2 gÓ(N.) ~.u~(N)', .LJ U~
g , p . 4'575 T . ',",' 4'575 T' 4'575 T,

(47)"
~,

?;'he first two terms on the right-hand side of this last equation have been ~.
computed in the forègoing sections, and in die third term LJU~ designates

. .the dissociationenergy at absolute z~ro ,~hich ca~ in principle be~deduced ,- :1
.' ' from. spectroscopie data. Up till a short time 'ago 7'383 ,eVwas g,?netally ,

~, accepted, but recently this válue has be~n crificized by various authors, ' -I
On .the pasis ,of comp~rátivè .sp~?tros.copicai studies, Schm id and <., '.~

ç-\}rö 18) concluded that -the dissociation energy should be s."olts only, but
this "must be c~nsidered as far too low bothon spectroscopie and chemical

'grounds. If, for instance, we estimate, the dissociation energy:' according
'. toth~ ~ethod of IÜ;ge' ànd Spon~r 17), by extrapoláting the vibrational'
Ievels- of the electronic gr;~nd Stat~, .that is, by means ~f the eq~ation' . :..-~•

.,

~ I ,
r:

the numerical data- of tahle iv lead to a' ;alue of' 11'8 eV. Though the
values obtained by, this method are known to he always too high, they.
hardlyever exceed the true value by more than 2 eV;, there is, therefore,
even reason to assume that the "former value of 7'383 eV is still too low.

, 2° We .WedUo. -,----,
.'. ~xewe 2

(48) <

·1
1
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. . A more important cOlltributioxi. to this problem is, due to G~ydon and .
Penney 4). According to the irrterpretation that they brought forward,
èertain pre-dissociation phenomena 19) 'are _compatible with only thre~
'iH;;s~ible-values of the dis~soc!ationene:rgy,namely 7' 383, 8'573 and '9'7 64 eV;
"buj; tile y~lue of7·383. eV must be discarded since ~t violatesthe non-crossing
, rule, of ]Iun d, by which potential curves belonging to the same electronic
species: should not interseet. Gaydon and Penney hold ~he view that
, of the two remaining values the higher, 9'764 eV, is most prohably correct. "
- .In ~ie~v of the existing uncertainty we hlÎ.~e preferred to compute the
reaction constant (from (47) and tables I a:n:dVI) separately for each of the- "
three' values uf the dissociation energy just mentioned. The results are,

, , entered in table VU: ' .
.

TABLE VII
"

. \ ,
:-Reaétion constant Kp for the reaction N 2 '* 2N for three different values of the dissociation

, ". ,~", eneruy Llug , " ',' ' , , "
... " • 0 , ." ., ",

, < Temp.
, , LIug = 7'38~ AUg = 8'573 LIug ;=,9'764 ' '. (OK)

/,

I' j

1800 5'83.10-15 2'75,10-18 1'26.10'-21
I2750 1'27.10-7 8'4,5.10-10 5·51.1O~12

5000 0'268 0'0170 0',00107
·6000 5'51

"
0'554 0'0551

7000· 49'5. . 6'90 0'956
" 8000 266 . 47'5 8'4.2
" 9000 i020 220 47'2"

10000 3050 • ,I 768 192

>:.

1 ; •

~ , ....

, ,', .'
.From Kp it is now-comparätively easy to compute the degree, of d~sso- ' ,"

: ciation of nitrogen. If we have a total of 1~mole~ of N2 of which ä fr_actiona'
is dissociated, we will have a mixture containing n(l-a)' moles of N; ,
and 2na' moles atomic N. Sinóè in an ideal gas the partial pressures are

. proportional to the number of moles, we ~~all have '

"',

PN2 =.Cn(l-a)

P;~: = C1£(1 -+ ~)
where C is some constant; the~efore I •

. .., , .
"

'p~ 4n2a2
Kp'=-=C----.

PN2 ' 1i(I- a)
• J, I' (52)
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Eliminating'C,from (51) and(52) we obtain
./ '_ .. ". ..

, I

, 0' 4a2
Kp=p-'- , ,(53)
, l-a2 ,

, ,
or

V'Ka , Kp; 4p'
(54)

"
P being the total pressure.

For a pressure of 1 atmosphere the values of a computed in this manner
I have been recorded in table VIII .
.'

'TABLE VIn

Degree of dissociation, a: for N2 at a total prespure of 1 atmosphere for three different values
of the dissociation energy Lt ug' " ,,7 • ' •

"

.
, Ltug = 9'764

,
Temp.- OK .dug ~ 7'38.3 _ Lt ug = 8'573.

, I" 1800 3'82.10-8, 8'29.10-10 1'77 .10-11 •

. 2750 1'78.10-4 .1'45.10-5 1'17.10-6
.5000 0'251 / 0'0651 0'0163

( 6000 0'761 0'349 0'117 -
7000 0'962 _. 0'796 0'439
8000 0'993 0'960 . , 0'8,23 <-, 9000 0'998 0'991 0'960
10000 0'999 , .0'997 - 0'990 -e

,
,

"
, '.

8. Dis'cussion of i~e results
. - . . ., . ' : ~. . ~\ .

. -As "re' see from table VIII, 99% at least of the nitrogen is dissociated
at a temperature of ~o000 "K and a pressure of 1 atmosphere..at 5ÓOO.oK·
still 25'1% will be dissociated if the 'dissociation energy is 7'383 eV, but .
. only 1'63% if the dissociation energy is 9'764 eV.

Fo~ the 'purpose of comparison the' degree of dissociation, a, calculated
according to the - th~ee different methods of computation ("crudest"~
"approximate" and "exact") is represented in table IX; the computations.
have been made for three different temperatures and for the three different

- values .of the dissociation energy. It goes without saying that all methods
. of computation will lead to the same values of a at very low and at very
high temperatures, viz: 0% and 100% dissociation respectively. The table
shows that in the intermediate region the relative error will never ~xcoed
',3%, even if the crudest method is a~opted.
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TABLE IX
Degree of dissociation, a, for N2 at ~ total pressure of I a~mosph~reaccor-ding to ~hred
different methods of calculation and for three different temperatures and three different
values of the di~ociation energy' .

-

LIug := 7'383 I LI~g= 8'573 I. Temp. ?K Method - LIug = 9'764~.. -. - - ,

I"crudest" 0'256 , 0'0664 0'0167
.5000 . "approximate" 0'249 0'0646 0'0162

"exact" . '

0'251 I 0'0651 0'0163.

I' "crudest" 0'964 I 0'80,t I 0'450
- ,7000 "approximate" ,0'962 0'795 0"438

I "exact" 0'962 I 0'796 I 0'439,.

-I
I" "crudest" 0'999 0'998 0'991

10000 - "approximate" 0'999 0'997 ,0'990
"exact" 0'999 I 0'997 - .... 0'990

. -,
-
Eindhoven, Febi-u~ry -1947 .:
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(Confinuedf~om page 381)
. -

1711: P. J. Bouma: Die Gra'ssmannschen Cesetze der. Farbmischu;:"g' : .:
(Physica, 's-Grav. 12, 545-552, 19~6) (Gr_assmann's laws of additive
colour mixing). - "

., The' author propose's a new formulation of Gi:ass m ann's laws of additi ve
cólo~ mixing, which is axiomatically as pure as possible and which does
not contain more _than is neç~ssary for the construction of elementary'
colorimetry. TJle correctness of the formulation is pr~ved by working out;
this construction in rough lines. Finally the questions of continuityçarising
in è~nnexion herewith, are treated and are reduced to the existence, of - ,

, thresholds.

, -..

1712: E. J. W. Yeiwey (+ .J. Ê. Ass~her): Lattice structure of the
./ ,~ free surface:of alkaÏihalide crystals (Rec. Tra~. Chim. Pays-Bas es,

521'-528, 1946).' ~,.' . ' ..
"'-\ .... ,

,
.'_

'C~lcUJ.ations have been made of the lattice distortion at the free crystal :
,surf~~e of the cube face, ~f. alkali halide crystals on the. bàsis of Born's'
lattice theöry, with the result that the. displacement. of_the positive surface' ~ .: -

• ' ions in a direction perpendicular to the surface differs considera~ly fron:"
, .' tha( of the negative. A kind of ionic double layer is formed with the néga-

.tive 'charge pointing awày, from the crystal. THe corresponding dipole is, , '
more or less compensated by the dipole' moment induced in the negative
·io~s. Thi~ distortion lowers the surfa~~ energy as IS illustràted by' the '
ealculation ~for-thecase of NaBr. '_.... . - \

1713: J.-Th: G. Overbeek ahd P._W. Ü. Wijga: On 'electr'o-osmosis
and streamingpotèntials in diaphrams (Rec. 'I'rav, Chim. Pays-Bas '
65, 556-563, 1946). " . =.

-, Ir-is stated that the streaming potential ElP and the volume of liquid
::-transported by electro-osmosis v/i are equal, independent of the structure
of the diaphragm and independent of its surface conductance. Th~ value
~£ these ratios which, in the' absence of surface conductance, equal
eC/4n1]J.. (e = dielectric constant, I] = viscosity, J.. ~' electric cönduètivity) -.
dim:Î.nishès ;hen' surface conduet~nce js present. 'This decrease, can be
, accurately taken into account when: the diaphram consists of a single
capillary of ~onstant diameter; In the case of real' diaphragms, consisting ,
of a network of capillaries of different shape and dimensions, the correction
factor for surface 'conductance cannot he computed! It has been the com-

/
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mon practice to estimate the correction factor from the ratio of the obser-
, ved to the calculated electric resistance of the diaphragm. 'I'his proqedure is
shown to be erroneous, leading. to values of the '-potential that are essen- -
tially. too low.

1714: J. M. Stevels: The physical porperties of glass in relatio':n' to its
structure (J. Soc. Glass Technology 30, 31~53, 194?).

A fairly extensive account is given of the knowledge w~ have at present
of the structure of glass in general. On this .hasis some physical properties
.of glass,. viz. the density and the electric conductivity, are discussed in
detail. The density of "normal" glasses can be calcUlated satisfactorily

, by means of a formula containing only two constauts. One of thése con-
stants gives valuable information about -the structure of the glass, espe-
cially about the way in which the "excess" of oxygen is taken up hythe
~eiwork. The relationship between eleetri~ conductivity and temperatUre, '.

: is ~riefly. discussed. , ' ,

1715: J. A., Haringx: The Notch-Impact Test according to Schnadt
(De Ingenieur 58, Mk 1?-17, 1946).

A .new type of notch-impact bar has been introduced by Schnadt. "
With this bar the bending pressure does not act upon the material itself
but on a hardened steel pin. Since the centre line of this pin functions more
or less as the axis of rotation and the inat~rial itself i_s.th~s 'errtirely sub-

,;jeèted to a tensile load, this is really ~ sort of impact-tensile test. The'
greatest. advantage lies in the fact that every test bar breaks, even: it no
Other' 'notch is made, in it., This makes it possible, with the same cross-
section of fracture (3 X 10 mmê), to make several notches with greatly dif-
ferent r~dius of curvature, Consequently a series of widely divergent stress

" 'conditions can he ëreated. '

/.

'1716*: H.IA. Klasens: The light- output or-zinc sulphide on irradiation
with alpha rays (~rans. F~raday Soc. '52,,666-668, 1946).

A critical review of the literature dealing with the light output of ZnS '
excited with alpha rays shows that in most measurements values are
found or 10-15% and ofthe same order of'magnitude as those found with
cathode rays; in accordance with the theories of Thomson, Bethe,
and' others. , --
, The author refutes the much higher value (80%) givenby Riehl with-

out giving accurate data about his measurements. ' "

, ,
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THE DIODE AS CONVERTER AND AS DETECTOR *)
by J. HAANTJES and B. D. H. TELLEGEN

537.543:621.396.622.71
Summary
The current through a diode, to which is applied, in addition to an
A.C. voltage and a D.C. voltage, a small extra voltage v, can be
developed into a power series of v whose coefficients are Fourier
series. The magnitude of these coefficients is calculated for a diode
that has a linear characteristic in the pass direction. By confining
ourselves to the term linear in v, four-pole equations and equivalent
circuits can be set up for the diode as converter and as detector.
From these equivalent circuits various properties and quantities
can be deduced. The fluctuations of the diode as converter can also
be represented with the help of the equivalent circuit. Upon con-
version as well as upon detection it is found favourable to give the
diode a small internal resistance.

1. The general expressioti for the diode current
In this article the properties of the diode as converter and as detector

will be investigated. Firstly, in both cases an A.C. voltage Vh cos Wht and
a D.C. voltage Vo act on the diode (fig.l). When the diode is used as a
converter this A.C. voltage corresponds to the oscillator voltage; when it is
used as a detector this voltage corresponds to the voltage of the carrier.
The voltage on the diode, Vd, is then equal to Vh cos wM- VOoThe current
through the diode, id, will change periodically with the time, namely
with the angular frequency Wh. If we confine ourselves to frequencies at

Fig. 1.Diode circuit with A.C. voltage and D.C. voltage; the signs + and - indicate the
sense in which the voltages are. considered. positive. .

*) Published inDutch in Tijdschr, Ned. Rädiogcnootschap 10, 237, 1943. Investigations
in the same line were recently carried out by Peterson and Llewellyn 1).
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which the influence of the finite transit time of the electrons in the diode
may be neglected, the current, like the voltage, will be an even function of
the time and may thus be represented by the Fourier series

id = io + il cos Wht + i2 cos 2Wht + ... + in cos nWht + ... , (1)
where

-n

and +n

in = !_ f id cos nWht dWltt (n;;::: 1) .
'TC.
-n

The quantities io' i1,••• , in, ... will depend upon Vit, upon :Vo, and upon
the characteristic of the diode.

Fig. 2. Diode circuit in which a small extra voltage is introduced.

When a small variation is introduced in the D.e. voltage Vo, the magni-
tude of the diode current can be developed into a Taylor series of this
variation LlVo. In fig. 2 this variation of the bias is indicated separately
by the extra voltage v. The polarity is so chosen that

LlVo = -v. (2)
The series then becomes:

. dio 1 d2io 2 1 d3io 3
id = "'0 - dV

o
v + 2ï dV

0
2 V - 3ï dV

0
3 V + ...

(
dil 1 d2i1 2 1 d3i1 3 )+ il---v + - --v -- --v + ... cosaw+ ...

dVo 2! dV02 3! dV03

(
din 1 d2in 2 1 d3in 3 )+ in--- V + - --v - - --v + ... cosnwht+ ...

dVo 2! dV02 3! dV03

The coefficients of (3) can thus be calculated from those of (1). It is possible
to arrange (3) according to ascending powers of v whereupon it takes on
the form

(3)



Vh cos wltt > Vo (

Vh cos Wht < Vo . ~
(5)
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id = A'o + Al cos Wht + A2 cos 2Wht + +An cos nWht + ... l
+ (ao + al COS Wht + a2 COS 2Wht + + an COS nwht + )v +
+ ((30 + 131COS wht + (32 COS 2wht + + f3ncos nwnt + )V2+
+ (Yo + ... + Yn COS TU;Jht + ...)V3 + ...

(4)

This expression now remains correct when v IS an A.C. voltage. The
momentary value of the current through the diode, as long as the influence
of the transit time of the electrons may be neglected, is determined exclu-
sively by the momentary value of the voltage on the diode. Thus when in (4)
the momentary v~lue of the A.C. voltage is substituted for v, the correct
value of the anode current is obtained. Expression (4) for the diode current
.will accordingly be used in the following. .

2. The diode with a linear characteristic

To obtain an estimate ofthe magnitude ofthe coefficients occurring in (4)
these coefficients will be calculated for a certain case, namely for a diode
that has a constant internal resistance R in the pass direction and an
infinitely high internal resistance in the opposite direction (fig. 8). When
such a diode is placed into the circuit of fig. 1, then

and id = 0 for

In fig. 4 the voltage on the diode is represented as a function of the time.
The current is proportional to the height of the shaded area which repre-
sents the quantity Vh cos wht- Vo for the times that it is positive. In order
to simplify the calculation an auxiliary angle qJ is introduced which is deter-
mined by those values of Wht for which the current becomes equal to zero,
thus by

Vo = Vh cos qJ •

The desired Fourier coefficients then become

(6)

-Wilt

-Vd

Fig. 3. Linear diode characteristic. Fig. 4. The voltage on the diode.
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By similar calculations the following is found:

. Vh ( sin 2ep)
tl = nR ep - -2- ,

;n __ Vh ~Sin(n-I) ep _ sin (n + 1) ep~• (n > 2).
nR n(n-I) n(n+ 1)

The coefficients of series (1) are hereby determined for this case. Now
the coefficients of series (4) can be determined. The A's are identical with
the already calculated values of the i's. The coefficients a are calculated
as follows:

dio 1 dio cpao=---= -=-.
dVo Vh sin ep dep nR

In a similar way it is found that

din 2 sin nep
an = - -= (n2:I).

dVo nnR

In an analogous manner the {3- and y-coefficients can be determined. The
results finally have the following form:

Vh .Ao =- (sm ep- ep cos cp),
nR

Al = Vh (ep _ sin 2ep),
nR 2

An-- Vh ~Sin(n-I) ep _ sin (n + 1) {P~ (n > 2) .
nR n(n -1) n(n + 1)
ep

ao=-'nR
2 sin nep

an = (n > 1),
nnR
1 1

{30= --,
. 2nRVh sin ep

1 cos nep
{3n = -- -- (n:2:: 1),

nRVh sin ep
1 cos ep

Yo=- --,
6nRVh2 sin" ep

1 (n + 1) cos (n-I) ep- (n--I) cos (n+1) ep
Yn =- 6nRVh2 sinê ep (n>I) .

. (7)



(9)
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It may be seen from these coefficients that the A's are proportional to Vii,
that the a's do not contain Vh, while the P's are inversely proportional to
Vh, and the y's inversely proportional to Vh2• When it is desired to use the
diode as converter or as detector the a's are of primary importance. The
terms with pand y cause in general undesired non-linear effects. With a
given cp and v an increase in Vii will thus decrease the magnitude of these
effects.

3. The substitution for the D.G. voltage source of a capacitively shunted
resistance

The D.e. voltage source Voof figs 1 and 2 can be replaced by a resistance
Ro shunted by a large capacitance, so that only the D.e. resistance remains.
Since the D.e. through the diode amounts to Ao, the D.e. voltage then
becomes'

thus
nR

tan cp-cp = -,
Ro

(8)

which establishes the relation between R, Ru, and cp.
The current of the frequency Wh amounts to .Al cos Wht. The conduc-

tance Gh that the diode forms for this frequency, thus amounts to

The currents of the frequencies non, (n > 2) are of little interest to us.
We shall assume that there are no impedances for- them present in the
diode circuit, so that they do not cause voltages of those frequencies.
With (8), (6), and (9), cp, VoJVh, and GhRoJ2 can be calculated as func-

tions of RJRo. These are drawn in fig. 5. It is striking that at very small
values of RJRo the cp takes on relatively large values. For RJRo = 0·01, for
example, cp is already 25°; VoJVh and GhRoJ2 are thereby about 10 per cent
smaller than at R = O.For small values of RJRo we have approximately:
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~ ~ l--- l---
""=:::::::: ~ l--- Va

VI--- 11.

~V 2

/

17

0.840.

0.630.

0..420

0210

0.01 0.0.2 0.03 0.04 0.0.5 0.0.6 0.0.7 a.D8 0.09 0..1-~
512.7.0

Fig. 5. The angle rp, the D.C. voltage Vu, and the conductance Gh as functions of R/Ro.

THE DIODE AS CO~VERTER

4. The equivalent circuit of the diode as converter

If the dio·deis to be used as converter, a high-frequency circuit is intro-
duced in the diode circuit, as indicated infig. 6, which is tuned to the signal
and to which signal voltage is supplied, and an intermediate-frequency
circuit on which the intermediate-frequency current due to conversion
causes an intermediate-frequency voltage. The diode with oscillator vol-
tage and D.C. voltage can now be conceived of as a four-pole by means
of which the H.F. circuit and the I.F. circuit are coupled. We shall set
up the equations of this four-pole.

When a small signal voltage of frequency Wi is applied to the diode, the
terms with the a's in the diode current id are of primary importance.
These contain, in addition to a component with the frequency Wi, also
components with the frequencies Wh ± wi, 2Wh ± ou, etc. Since we are
only interested in the behaviour of the circuit for the signal frequency

HF IF

• -5/221

Fig. 6. Diode-conversion-circuit diagram.
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and for the intermediate frequency Wh+ Wi, wh - wi, or co; - wh, we
may confine ourselves to the terms with ao and al of (4) and thus write

(10)

The voltage v on the diode consists of H.F. voltage and I.F. voltage. If
the H.F. voltage is Vi cos (Wit + lpi) and the I.F. voltage is Vm cos (wmt +
+ lpm) then (see fig. 6 for the sign)

v = Vi cos (Wit + lpi) - Vm cos (Wmt + lpm) .

In the input current we are only interested in the frequencies in the
neighbourhood of the signal frequency co; (amplitude Ii, phase 1jJi)·
We shall assume that for the other frequencies in the diode current no
impedances are present in input or output circuit, so that they do not cause
any voltages to appear. In particular we disregard the impedance which
the H.F. circuit could exhibit for the so-called image frequency 2Wh - Wi·

By considering the terms with the frequencies Wi and Wm separately
two new equations are obtained from (10). We assume first that Wm =
= Wi + Wh or that Wm = Wi - Wh. For the input current the following

then holds:

Ii cos (Wit+ 1jJi)= ao Vi cos (Wit + lpi) - ~al cosWht. Vmcos (wmt + lpm)~=
freq. mi

For the output current

-Imcos (Wmt+1jJm) = -ao Vm COS (wmt+ lpm)+ ~al COSWht.ViCOS(Wit+ lpi)~=
frcq. Wm

al
= - ao VmCOS (Wmt+ lpm) + - Vi cos (Wmt + lpi) •

2

The two equations can be written in the form

(11)

in which we have passed over to the method of complex notation for the
A.C. quantities. Equations (11) give a relation between the amplitudes
and phases, and do not contain the frequency. They are entirely analogous
to the equations of a four-pole, although they here give the relation be-
tween amplitudes and phases of different frequencies. We may conceive
of these equations as the four-pole equations of the converter circuit. This
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four-pole can he represented by three conductances connected in' a
triangle (fig. 7).

For the case where Wm = Wh - os; the calculation is subject to a slight
alteration. In that case the equation for the signal current and the inter-
mediate-frequency current are

alIi cos (Wit + "Pi) = ao Vi cos (Wit + epj) ~"2 Vm cos (Wit - rpm)

and

Fig. 7. Equivalent circuit of the diode converter.

The phase angles of the currents due to conversion are reversed in sign.
When we pass over to the complex notation, therefore, the conjugate-
complex quantities must be used for these components which will be
marked by an asterisk. Instead of (11) thus 'we now obtain

In the last equation all the quantities can alsobe replaced by their conjugate-
complex quantities, whereupon we obtain

(12)

From (12) it is evident that the equivalent circuit of fig. 7 may now
also be used, provided we replace the current and the voltage at the output
terminals by the conjugate-complex quantities.
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5. Use of the equivalent circuit for the calculation of several quantities

From the equivalent circuit of fig. 7 all kinds of quantities can now
immediately be derived. If, for example, the output terminals are connected
to an I.F. circuit with a conductance Gm, the input conductance for
the signal frequency amounts to

a~- ai/4 + aoGm
ao + Gm

(13)

In the same way, the output conductance for the intermediate frequency
when the input terminals are connected to a H.F. circuit with the
conductance Gi, amounts to

a~- ai/4 + aoGi
ao + c,

From the equivalent circuit it follows also that when a H.F. voltage Vi
is applied to the input terminals. the following voltage occurs on the I.F.

(14)

circuit:

so that one may speak of a voltage-conversion factor

(15)
ao + Gm

When a H.F. circuit is connected to the input terminals (fig. 8), and to it a
H.F. current I is applied while the output terminals are short-circuited,
there occurs in it an I.F. current

(16)

so that one may speak of a current-concersion. factor

(17)

Fig. 8. Equivalent circuit of the conversion circuit for the calculation of the current
conversion.



(18)
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We may further inquire as to the voltage on the LF. circuit with a con-
ductance Cm when a H.F. current I is applied in parallel to the H.F. circuit
with the ~onductance Ci. With the help of the diagram of fig. 9 it canbe
found that .

When attention is paid not only to the frequencies to which the circuits
are tuned, but also to the neighbouring frequencies, the expressions (13)-
(18) can still be used if Ci in them is replaced hy the admittance Yi, and
if, when Wm= Wi ± Wh, Cm is replaced by the admittance Ym and, when
Wm = Wh - cot, Cm is replaced by the admittance Y!.

Fig. 9. Equivalent circuit of the conversion circuit for the calculation of the relation
bet.ween output voltage and input current.

At first glance this seems a somewhat strange result for the last case,
hut it becomes understandablc when the following is kept in mind. When a
frequency is considered that is higher than the frequency to which the
H.F. circuit is tuned, the intcrmediate frequency corresponding to this is
lower than the frequency to which the LF. circuit is tuned. The LF.
admittance is thus inductive for that frequency, so that its conjugate
complex is capacitive.

The reaction of the LF. circuit on the H.F. circuit thus always hehaves
like a normal circuit that is connected to the H.F. circuit via the
equivalent circuit of the diode. The circuit then behaves as if it were
tuned to the same frequency as the H.F. circuit, and as if the admittance
had the same variation in the vicinity of the signal frequency as that of the
I.F. circuit in the vicinity of the intermediate frequency. If the I.F. circuit
is conceived of as a parallel connection of a conductance, a capacitance,
and an inductance, and this, moreover, has a small relative hand-width
(i.e. band-width small compared with the resonance frequency), this can
he achieved by replacing the LF. circuit by a H.F. circuit with the same
conductance and the same capacitance, but whose inductance is altered
so much that the circuit is H.F.-tuned.

Instead ofthe H.F. equivalent circuit thus obtained, an LF. equivalent
circuit can also be set up by replacing the H.F. circuit in an analogous
manner by an I.F. circuit.
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6. The diode with a linear characteristic as converter

It may now he asked how the expressions derived look when the values
from (7) are substituted for the a's, and use is made of (8). It is then found
that in the equivalent circuit of the diode the parallel resistances become
approximately equal to 2Ro for not too large values of cp, while the series
resistance becomes approximately equal to 3-'/. n'l, Ril, Ro'l•. In general
it will be desired to keep the series resistance small and the parallel resis-
tance large. This corresponds to a small value of R and a large value of Ro·
From this it is therefore evident that it is always favourable to work
with a diode that has a small internal resistance. If the impedances of the
H.F. circuit and the I.F. circuit are given, one must thus on the one hand
choose Ro so large that the parallel resistance no longer has much in-
fluence, and on the other hand Ro must not be chosen too large because the
series resistance would then have too much influence,
When by a correct choice of the diode and the resistance Ro the ideal

state has been succesfully approached, the circuit behaves almost like
two circuits in parallel; and the input conductance approaches Gm, the
~utput conductance Gi, and the two conversion factors approach unity.

The effect of a large conductance in series, Gs = al/2, and a smallconduc-
tance in parallel, Gp = au - al/2, can easily be understood by reference to
the equivalent circuit. The following expressions are thus found approxi-
mately:

I G)input conductance Gm \1 - G~ + 2Gp, (13a)

output conductance c, (1 - ~:) + 2Gp, (14a)

voltage-conversion factor
Gm (15a)1--,
Gs

G·
current-conversion factor 1-~. (I7a)

Gs

Expression (18) for the output voltage as a function of the input current
then gives

Thus two loss terms occur, one due to the branches in parallel and one to
the branch in series.

411
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7. Fluctuations of the diode converter

The fluctuations of an admittance Y = G + jB can be characterized
by giving the fluctuation current when this admittance is short-circuited.
The expression for this is

dill = 4kTG dv; (19)

k is Boltzmann's constant, T the absolute temperature, and dv the
frequency region considered.

For the fluctuation current of thc unsaturated diode there exists an
analogous expression 2)

(20)

Te is the cathode temperature, S the slope at the point where the diode is
set, while b is a constant amounting to about 0·6.

When the diode is used as converter, however, the slope is not constant,
but accJl' ing to (4) equals

ao + al cos Wkt + (l2 cos 2(1)IIt + ...
In order to ascertain the fluctuation current in a certain frequency region,
the average over time of this expression must be taken. With no H.F.- or
I.F.-tuned circuit in the diode circuit the fluctuation current is thus given by

dL2 = 4bkTe (10 dl' . (21)

This fluctuation current contains H.F. as well as LF. components. When
we include a H.F.-tuned circuit in the diode circuit, the H.F. fluctuation
component of the diode current will cause a H.F. fluctuation voltage
thereon, which by conversion wil] again give rise to an LF. fluctuation
current. This LF. fluctuation current will exhibit a certain correlation
with the original LF. fluctuation current of the diode.

In order to investigate this correlation, one can first examine the result
of a fluctuation peak in the diode current at the moment t = 7: (fig. 10).
All frequency components are present to an equal extent and have a
maximum at t = x, When the H.F. component is a cos (l)i(t- -c), the LF.
component will thus be -a cos wm(t - -c) (the minus sign occurs because
we consider the LF. current positive in the opposite direction as the H.F.
current; see fig. 6). The H.F. diode current a cosWi(t- r) corresponds to a
current I of -u cos OJi(t--c) applied to the H.F. circuit (compare fig. 8).
This current, according to (16) and (17), results in an LF. current whose
amplitude amounts to Fea and whose phase is determined by

[cosWhtcosWi(t- -c)] = [cos~Wh(t- r )+ wk-C~ cosWi(t- -c)] =
frcq. rum freq. Wm

= t cos ~Wm (t- r) ± Wh-C~ •
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The plus sign refers to Wm = Wh ± Wi, the minus sign to Wm = Wi - Wh·
The two I.F. components -a cos wm(t- r) and Fe a cos ~wm(t- r) ±Wh't~
can now be combined into a single I.F. component, the square of whose
amplitude amounts, according to the cosine law, to

a2(1-2Fccos Wh't + F~).

([\
5/222

Fig. 10. Current through the diode with fluctuation peak at t = T.

The contributions from peaks that appear at different moments in the
diode current, must now be summed. Because these peaks are not corre-
lated, the summation of the squares of the amplitudes is permissible.
According to (20), the average value of a2 at a certain -r is proportional
to the momentary value of the diode slope. In our case the momentary
value of the diode slope is given by

ao + al cosWh't + a2 cos 2Wh't + ...
The I.F. fluctuation current due to the diode will thus be proportional to

+"2~.r(ao + al cosWh't + a2 cos 2wh't + ...)(1-2Fecos Wh't + F~) dWh-r =

-:Tt = oo-alFc + aoFa.

\Vhen we short-circuit the H.F. circuit, Fe becomes equal to zero and the
above expression becomes equal to ao. From this it follows that

mean square ofthe I.F. diode fluctuation current with H.F. circuit
-

mean square of the I.F. diode fluctiation current with no H.F. circuit

The I.F. fluctuation current due to the diode with H.F. circuit is thus,
in connection with (21), determined by

For ascertaining how large this fluctuation current is in a given case,
the equivalent circuit can again be used. It is possible to verify that
expression (23) for the fluctuation current also occurs when it is assumed

413
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that each conductance of the equivalent circuit has fluctuations cor-
responding to the temperature bTc• The fluctuations of each conductance G
can then: he represented hy a fluctuation current in parallel with this con-
ductance whose mean square is given hy

di2 = 4bkTc Gdv'.

If one calculates thus, with the help of the equivalent circuit, the flue-
tuation current in the short-circuited output circuit when the conductance
Gi is included in the input circuit, expression (23) is found when the flue-
tuation currents of the various conductances are considered to he inde-
pendent of each other. From this equivalent circuit it is immediately clear
that the fluctuations due to the diode become smaller, the closer the ideal
state is" approached in which a large series conductance and a small
parallel conductance are present.

THE DIODE AS DETECTOR

8. Detection of a singZe-side-band signal

A case of detection that corresponds completely to conversion IS

obtained when to the diode a voltage is applied consisting of a carrier
with one side-hand. The carrier then corresponds to the oscillator voltage,
the side-hand to the signal, and the L.F. signal, due to detection, to the
I.F. signal. The equivalent circuit that was derived for conversion can thus
immediately he employed in this case.

When a carrier of the frequency w with a side-band frequency w + p
is detected, a voltage of the frequency p will occur, if for it there is a cer-
tain impedance, which may he complex, in the diode circuit. When p
approaches zero, this impedance .will approach the D.e. resistance Ro of
the diode circuit. The H.F. reaction of this L.F. impedance thus corres-
ponds to that of a H.F. impedance that, in the vicinity of the carrier
frequency, has the same variation as to modulus and argument as the
L.F. impedance in the vicinity of zero frequency. The circuit of fig. 11,
where the L.F. impedance consists of Ro and Ca in parallel, leads in this
manner to the H.F. equivalent circuit of fig. 12, where Ca is replaced
hy iCa, which is tuned tb' the carrier' with an inductance in parallel.

Ca

a,

FL~rfrj"·~
Fig. 11. Detector-
circuit diagram.

Fig. 12. High-frequency equivalent circuit of the
circuit of fig. 11 upon single-side-band detection.
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This manner of making a H.F. impedance from a L.F. impedance can be
extended to any desired L.F. impedance. The rule is that resistances are
not changed, that capacitances are halved and tuned with inductances
in parallel, and that inductances are halved and tuned with capacitances
in series 3). This method leads, however, to the here desired relation be-
tween H.F. and L.F. impedances only when the H.F. signal has a small
relative band width, i.e. when p«w, which condition is usually satisfied.
Ifwe are dealing with a diode with a linear characteristic, the equivalent

circuit is also correct for the carrier. Ifwe replace Gm by I/Ro in expression
(15) for the voltage-conversion factor, and then express all the quantities
in terms of cp and R, we come to cos cp. Ifwe do the same in expression (13)
for the input conductance, we find the input conductance (9) forthe carrier.

In all these considerations on single-side-band detection we have tacitly
assumed that only H.F. impedances are present in the diode circuit for the
frequencies wand w + p, so that in the H.F. voltage on the diode only
those frequencies occur. It is assumed in particular that no impedance for
the frequency w-p is present in the diode circuit. In the diode current a
component of the frequency w-p is formed which would otherwise cause the
appearance of a voltage of that frequency. We shall not go deeper into this.

9. Detection of a double-side-band signal
For the investigation of the detection of a double-side-band signal it is

assumed that in addition to the carrier V cos wt, the signal Vi cos (pt + CPi)
cos wt is present, while the L.F. voltage that occurs is Va cos (pt + cpa).
In this case

v = Vi cos (pt + rpi) cos wt- Va cos (pt + cpa) .

From (4) two equations now follow, namely for the currents of the
frequencies w ± p and for those of the frequency p. These are

L; cos (pt + '!/li) coswt = ao Vi cos (pt + CPi) coswt-al cos wt. Va cos (pt + CPa)+
+ a2 ~cos2wt . Vi cos (pt + CPi)cos wt( =

freq, w±p

= (ao + ~2)Vi cos (pt + epi) coswt-al Va cos (pt + CPa) cos wt,

_ Ia cos (pt + '!/la)= -ao Va cos (pt+ CPa)+ al ~coswt. Vi cos (pt + CPi)cos wt( =
a freq. p

= -ao Va cos (pt + cpa) + 2
1 Vi cos (pt + CPi).

In the complex notation the four-pole equations are thus as follows:

. r, = (ao+~)v,- al Va, l
2 la = - al Vi + 2aoVa·

(24)
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This four-pole can he represented by thc equivalent circuit of fig. 13. The
occurrence of the. current 2Ia in the equivalent circuit' means that the
output current that follows from the equivalent circuit, is twice the
current that actually occurs. If the output terminals are connected via an
admittance Ya, the output terminals in the equivalent circuit must be
connected via the admittance 2Ya in order to obtain the correct relation
between current and voltage (fig. 14).

+ +
2ao-af • ~

Fig. 13.Equivalent circuit of the diode
upon double-side-hand detection.

Fig. 14. Equivalent circuit of the
circuit for double-side-hand detection.

As an example the H.F. equivalent circuit of the detector circuit of
fig· 15 is given infig.16. The admittance over which the ou~put terminals
must be connected is thus now twice that in the case of single-side-band
detection. So the rule is now that resistances of the L.F. admittance are
halved, that capacitances are not changed and are tuned with inductances
in parallel, and that inductances are decreased by a factor four and tuned
with capacitances in series - it again being assumed that P«OJ.

Fig. IS. Detector-circuit diagram. Fig. 16. High-frequency equivalent circuit of the
circuit of fig. 15 upon double-side-hand detection.

The two equations (24) can also he divided by 2, giving

(25)

This leads to the equivalent diagram of fig. 17. 'I'he occurrence of the
current ·Hi means that when the input terminals are connected to an

•
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admittance Vi, the input terminals in the equivalent circuit must he
connected to an admittance tYi (fig·l8).

+
ra

+
o-~ ~

Fig: 17. Variant 'oft:he equiva-
lent circuit of the diode upon
double-side-band detection.

Fig. lB. Variant of the equiva-
lent circuit of the circuit for
douhle-side-band detection.

Instead of a H.F. equivalent circuit, a L.F. equivalent circuit can also
he drawn, for which it is hest to start from fig. 18. As an example the L.F.
equivalent circuit of the detector circuit of fig. 15 is given in fig. 19. The
H.F. circuit of fig. IS, consisting of a resistance and an inductance in
parallel, is here replaced by the capacitance and twice the resistancedn
parallel.

Fig. 19. Low-frequency equivalent circuit for the circuit of fig. 15 upon double-side-band
detection.

.
10. Use of the equivalent circuits for the calculation of several quantities

Just as in the case of conversion here also various quantities can he
derived from the equivalent circuits. The input admittance for the side-
hands follows most simply from fig. 14, from which may he read off

a2 al(2ao- al +2Ya) a~+aOa2/2-ai/2 + (ao+a2/2) Ya~+--~+ = .
2 al + 2aO-al + 2Ya ao+ Ya

(26)

In the same way it follows from fig. 18 that the output admittance has the
value

a~+ ao a2/2 - ai/2 + aoYi
ao+ a2/2 + Yi

(27)

From fig. 14 or fig. 18 it may he seen that when a H.F. voltage Vi is
applied to the input terminals the following L.F. voltage occurs at the
output terminals: ' '"
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so one may speak of a detection factor

(28)

Finally, in fig. 14 we may inquire about the L.F. voltage on the output
terminals when a H.F. current I is applied in parallel to the input terminals.
From the figure the following can he calculated for that:

ul/2
Va= 2 2 I. (29)

ao + ao a2/2 - al/2+ (ao + a2/2) Ya + aoYi + YaYi

11. The diode with a linear characteristic as detector

If the diode has a linear characteristic and we again confine ourselves
to small values of tp, we find for the quantities of the equivalent circuit of
fig. 13 approximately

a2 1 ~ .a (3nR)'/' {
ao + "2 - al ~ - Ro ( 1 - 4 Ro ) ,

. . 1 ~ . n (3nR)"'{
iao -- al ~ Ro ( 1 - :ra Ro ~..

6 (R )'/'al~- _.0_ ,
Ro 3nIJ-

(30)

while the quantities of the circuit of fig. 17 amount to half these values.
One of the conductances of these equivalent circuits is thus negative.
In order to avoid the occurrence of negative conductances, which make it

difficult to understand the behaviour of the circuits, we may replace the
circuits of figs 13 and 17, repectively, by the equivalent circuits of .fiBS 20
and 21, in which two positive conductances and an ideal transformer with
the transformer ratio u occur. For a diode with a linear characteristic,

Fig. 20. Equivalent ëircuit of the diodeupon
double-side-band detection, equivalent to
the diagram of fig. 13.

Fig. 21. Variant of the equivalent circuit
of the diode upon double-side-band detec-
tion, equivalent to the diagram of fig. 17.
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for small values of cp we find approximately the following for the quantities
of the circuit of fig. 20:

a2 ai 2 (3nR)'/'
ao +2 - 2ao ~ lSRo Ro '

2ao ~ ~ (Ro )'/' ,
s; 3nR

~~1_~(3nR)'/8,
2(.10 6 s,

(31)

while the conductances of the circuit of fig. 21 amount to one haIf of these.
In general it will he desired to keep the series conductance large and the

parallel conductance small, for which it is favourable to give the diode a
small internal resistance. In the ideal state, therefore, the input admit-
tance approaches 2Ya, the output admittance tYi, and the detection
factor unity.

\Vhen we are concerned with a diode with a linear characteristic, then,
as in single-side-band detection, the equivalent circuits also hold for the
carrier. If in expression (28) for the detection factor, Ya is replaced by
1jR(I, and all the quantities are then expressed in qJ and R, one obtains
cos cp. When the same is done in expression (26) for the input admittance
one finds the input conductance (9) for the carrier.

Eindhoven, June 1943
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RADIATION AND HEAT CONDUCTION'
IN LIGHT-SCATTERING MATERIAL

by H. C. HAMAKER 536.24 :536.33

IV. VARIOUS EXTENSIONS A..~D A GENERALIZED THEORY

Summary
In previous papers+) only simplified prohlems have been considered,
For a fuller discussion of many practical questions of a similar
kind some extensions of the theory may be required which will be
indicated below, though no attempts will be made to work them
out in full detail.

16. Optical temperature determinations

Optical temperature determinations have already been considered in
section 11 under the assumption, however, that the optical observations
were made for total radiation. In practice this is never the case; on the
contrary, the optical temperature observations are preferably carried out
in a very limited region of the spectrum.

The simplest approximation to experimental circumstances seems to
assume a temperature distribution in the layer according to equations
(47), the constants a and s (or a and t3) referring to total radiation. For
this given temperature distribution the problem will then be to solve
the equations

(115)dJ}.
dx

which are identical with equations (36) except for the index Ä which
indicates that all quantities now refer to the effective wavelength of the
pyrometer used.

In a narrow temperature range the black-body radiation, EJ..(T), may,
as before, he considered as a linear function of the temperature:

EJ..(T) = EoJ..(T) + bJ..(T- To), (116)

and with this additional supposition the solution of equations (115)
presents no essential mathematical difficulties, though the final equations
become fairly involved.

Owing to the temperature gradient in the layer the optical temperature
"determinations will again be subject to errors (compare section 11). If

.....:,
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only the order of magnitude of these errors is of interest the problem can be
further simplified by neglecting the exponential terms in the temperature
distribution given by (47), which will make T a linear function of x_
Though I have derived the complete solution of the equations indicated

above, I do not consider it of sufficient interest for detailed publication.

17. Total radiation as a function of layer thickness

According to Clausing and Ludwig's data Z) the total radiation
of an oxide-coated cathode goes through a maximum when the layer
increases in thickness. Though their experimental methods may be open
to criticism from our present point of view (see section ll), the changes
in the total radiation are too pronounced to be accounted for by systematic
errors alone.
Clausing and Ludwig explairred their results by assuming that an

increase in layer thickness produces an increase in radiation in one part
of the spectrum, and a decrease in another part. To incorporate this
hypothesis in our present theories we should have to adopt two different
sets of constants, ~, SI and az, SZ'pertaining to different spectral regions,
and then to solve the equations

ar,
dx = - (al + SI)11+ sIll + aIEl'

dIl
- = (al + SI)11- SIll - aIEl'
dx
ar,
dx = - (az + S2) 12+ s212 + a2E2,

d12

(U7)

where the indices 1 and 2 refer to the two different regions of the spectrum.
Assuming, as before, El and E2 to be linear functions of T, El = Elo +
bI (T - To), etc., and introducing new dependent variables, il= 11- Elo'
etc., these equations are reduced to a set of homogeneous linear equations
analogous to (36, 37), which can be solved by making all dependent varia-
bles proportional to e";
As in section 7 we are led to a determinant al equation from which a has

to be evaluated, this time one of the sixth degree. The solution is found to
split into two parts, viz.

a2 = 0, (US)
and
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2albl 2a2b2k - - = 0 . (119)
a2 - ~ (al + 2sl) a2 - a2 (a2 + 2s2)

Equation (U8) will give rise to linear terms, il = Clx + Dl' etc., while
(U9) will lead to four different exponential terms proportional to e'lt"',
e-a,x, ea,,,,, and e-a,x, al and a2 being the roots of (119). Ultimately Weget
a solution similar to (47) but with four exponential terms instead of two,
and with six constants to be fixed by boundary conditions. In view of the
large number of arbitrary constants it is highly likely that from such
expressions we might construct curves closely fitting CI a u sin g and
Ludwig's data. This would, however, involve much tedious calculation.

18. Complete equations

In the previous section we have been trying to partly remove the draw-
back of having disregarded the spectral distribution of the radiation and of
the optical constants; from a theoretical point of view it would be "more
satisfactory to introduce the wavelength as a separate variable, and we
shall now devote some attention to the equations then resulting. It will
easily be seen that equations (36, 37) are in that case to be replaced by

dI(A., x)
dx = - ~a().) + s(A.)(:I(A.,x) + s(}.) J(?,x) + a.(?) E(A.,1') ,

dJ(?, x)

(120a)

dx ~a(A.) + s(A.)~ J(?,x) - s(?) I(A.,x) - a.(?) E(A.,1') , (120b)

d2T ~ ~
k dx2 + j a.(J.) ~I(A.,x) + J(?,x)~ dA. = 2 J a(}.) E(?,T) dA. ,

o 0
(120c)

where, as indicated, a, s, I, J, and E are now functions ofthe wavelength A.
Introducing

and
E(A.,T) = E(A.,1'IJ) + b(?,1'o) (1'- To) , (121)

i(A.,x) = I(A.,x) - E(A.,1'o), j(A.,x) = J(A.,x) - E(A., To),
t= (1'---1'1)),

(122)

equations (120) transform into
~.

dil. (x)
~ = - (al. + sl.) il.(x) + s;.ji.(x) + ai.bl.t,

dj;. (x)

(123a)

dx (al. + Si.) j;.(x) - si.ii.(x) - a}.b;.t, (123b)

d~ ~ ~
k dx2 + / a). ~il.(x) + j;.(xH d? = 2t f al.bl.dÀ,

o 0
(123c)



Integrating this equation with respect to A and inserting the result in
(123c) we obtain

00
d2t /.. d(iÀ - j;.)-k-+ --dA= 0,
dx2• dx

o

(125)
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where, to simplify the notation, the dependence on A has been indicated
by a suffix.

The third of these last equations expresses that heat is nowhere accu-
mulated; consequently the transfer of energy through the layer must be
independent of x, a physical condition that will provide a general integral
of these equations. As a matter of fact, subtracting (123b) from (123a)
we have

(124)

which by integration with respect to x yields

dt =
- k dx +.1 (iÀ-j;.) dA=W.

o

(126)

The constant of integration, W, is evidently identical with the total transfer
of energy in the direction of positive x.
The same method ofintegration can he carried one step further. Addition

of (123a) and (123b) produces

d(i;,+j;,) (+ 2 ) (' , )----=-- aÀ SÀ ~À-]À ,
dx .

(127)

which upon introduetion in (126) and integration with respect to x yields

00

-kt - ( (iÀ + j;.) dA= Wx+'If,
. (a;. + 2sÀ)
o

(128)

H being a second constant of integration.
In the simpler cases discussed in previous papers we have obtained parti-

cular solutions where all the dependent variables were linear functions of x,
and equation (128) suggests that a similar solution mayalso exist in the
present case. This turns out to he true; for it will be easily verified that the
expressions

i1À = - ybÀ (W x _ W + H)'
aÀ + 2sÀ .

iv.=--ybÀ (Wx+ W + H)'
,. a), + 2s,1,

(129a)

(129b)
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tI = -Y (WX+ H) , (129c)

satisfy all equations of this section, provided that

co
1 j' 2bÄ,-= k + dÀ.
y aÄ,+ 2sÄ,o

(130)

From what has been remarked in section 9 of the second paper it will
he clear that this linear solution will again be valid in the interior of a
thick layer at such distances from the boundaries that the specific surface
conditions no longer play a role. Under these circumstances we have
from (129c)

dtl
dx =-y W, (131)

so that (130) can be rewritten as

co

W dtl ~ /' 2bJ. ~=-- k + dl,
dx .. aÄ, + 2sÄ,o

(132)

Here again (see section 9) the total transport of energy is represented as
the sum of two parts, viz:

dtlV=-k-,
dx

the heat transport by pure conduction, and _.

(133)

which consequently ;epresents the energy transporred by radiation. On
the assumption that aÄ, and; SJ.- are .independent of À, equation (134)
reduces to (55) since

(134)

this is as it should he,
In general, a set of linear differential equations can he simplified if a

particular solution is known, and this also holds in the present instance.
If instead of iÄ" hand t we introduce a new set of dependent variables
given by

• I • •
)',J. = )',Ä,-)',1J.,
. , . .
]Ä = J),.-:J I). ,
t' = t-t1,

(135)



If we now introduce a new independent variable defined by

À

r 2a;.b;.
cp= --dJ,.,

• k
(138)
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where i1;., iv. and t1 are given by (129), i;.', j;.', and t' will satisfy equations
(124) and (127) and the equation

co

-kt' - r i;.' +h' dÀ = 0,
ol a;.+ 2s;.o •

(136)

which is derived from (128) by putting the right-hand side equal to zero.
This set of equations, (124), (127) and (136), is equivalent to our original
set (123)..

From these three equations (i;.' - jA') and t' can be eliminated, and we
obtain
d2 ., • , 2 b 2 co ., • ,

(L;' +JJ.)= ( +2 )(' '+")+ a}.;.(a;.+ S;')1(L;' +J;')dÀ. (137)
dx2 a;. a}. SJ. LJ. JA k (a;.+ 2s;.)
. 0

and a dependent variable given by

k(i;.' + jA')
u(cp, x) = - ,

2a;.b;.(a;. + 2s;.)
(139)

equation (137) reduces to

d2u(cp,x) I"~d~ = a(cp) • u(cp, x) + u(cp, x) dçi ,
o

(140)

where cp is the greatest possible value of cp, and a( cp) is the product
a;.(a;. + 2s;.) written as a function of cp. Solving the original set of
equations has thus been reduced to finding a general solution of this integro-
differential equation. I have attempted to construct a solution by splitting
the spectrum into a number of small regions, and replacing (14.0)by a set
of simultaneous equations, a summation taking the part of the integration.
This conventional method leads, however, to a solution in the form of a sum
of exponential terms that in the limit transforms into a divergent integral.
Other methods should therefore be used in solving (140).

Eindhoven, April 1947
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THE TIME-LAG IN STARTING A LOW-PRESSURE
ARC ON A MERCURY OR GALLIUM CATHODE

IN CONNECTION WITH FIELD EMISSION
AND SURFACE DEFORMATION

by N. WARMOLTZ 537.525 :621.314.653

Summary
At low vapour pressures an are is struck by suddenly applying a
tension of several kilovolts between a mercury or gallium surface as
cathode and a tungsten anode a short distance above it. .
The minimum field strength at the cathode required to start a dis-
charge amounts to about 50 kV/cm, a value far too low to produce
any appreciable field emission of electrons; hence the discharge
cannot be initiated directly by field emission.
Oscillographicobservatious show the existence of a marked time-lag
in starting the are which decreases rapidly with increasing field at
the cathode.
At field strengths above 250 kV/cm no macroseopic movement of
the surface could be observed. In this region the time-lag corresponds
to the time (as computed by Tonks) in which a microscopie
disturbance on a liquid surface is drawn out into a sharp peak by the
electric field, if we assume that the height of the initial hump is
of the order of 10-8 cm. This is a roughness of the sarne order as that
arising from thermal agitation according to a theory developed by
Gans. We therefore assume that the discharge is initiated owing to a
microscopie deformation of the surface which continues until the
electric field at its peak has increased to such a high value as to
produce an appreciable field emission of electrons. This emission
current rapidly develops into an arc-discharge, a process that may be
promoted by an enhanced evaporation of mercury from the peak of
the deformation.
At field strengthts below 250 kV/cm a macroscopiemovement of the
mercury surface, which could be directly observed, precedes the
mechanism described above and thereby lengthens the time-lag.
A clean anode surface proved to be an essential condition. If the
surface is not cleaned by heating before each measurement, the dis-
charge is probably started by mercury droplets which are dislodged
from the anode by the electric forces.
The phenomena observed at extremely low vapour pressures obtained
by using a gallium surface as cathode were essentially the same as
those observed with mercury.

1. Introduetion.

In certain types of mercury-arc rectifiers so-called dielectric ignitors
are used, consisting of a metallic core coated with a thin layer of insulating
material and partly immersed in the mercury cathode, as is indicated
in fig. 1.

By applying to the core. a positive voltage of several kilovolts with
respect to the mercury cathode, a spark is generated somewhere near the
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boundary line between the mercury and the ignitor; this spark develops
into an are between the cathode and an auxiliary anode, and this are
subsequently develops into the main discharge.

It is generally assumed that the spark is initiated by field emission.
Now with ignitors of this type we have observed in the starting of the

are a marked time-lag which was particularly large - of the order of
10-2 sec - at low ignitor potentials. This seemed to indicate that mechanical
inertia of the mercury surface played a part, since it can reasonably be
assumed that under these starting conditions an are discharge will very
rapidly set in as soon as field emission at some spot on the cathode exceeds
a critical value. If the potential applied is not sufficient to produce the
required field off-hand, deformation of the mercury-cathode surface may
be expected to occur, until the electric field has increased to such an
extent as to start a discharge. The time-lag observed might wellbe explained
by such a mechanism .

Fig. 1. Dielectric ignitor; A metallic core, C insulating layer, B mercury cathode.
r :

r,;
These arguments have induced us to investigate the formation of an

are discharge between a mercury cathode and an anode a short, distance
above it. Compared with the dielectric ignitor this arrangement has the
advantage that the electric field at the cathode surface can be computed
with accuracy. Though the ultimate development of an are discharge is
certainly not identical in both cases, it was considered that the initial
stages, i;e. those connected with field emission and causing the time-lag,
would be the same.

2. Survey of literature

Before proceeding to describe our own observations we shall briefly
recapitulate what is known from experiments by other investigators.

Field emission of electrons is described by the following theoretical
formula 1)

. 1-5.10-6 2 ~-6-85107rp'l. (3'6210-4y'F)?
L = -- F exp f l 'rp F rp)

where i IS the current density in ampfcm2, rp the work function in volts,
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F the field strength in volts/cm, and f a function of F and cp which varies
between 0 and 1 and which has a value of 0·8 to 0·9 in the examples
adduced below.
Nearly all attempts to check this formula by experiment 2) have pro-

duced appreciable emission currents at electric fields many times lower
than would he expected from this formula; for instance, for cp = 4·4 volts
and F = 107 volts/cm equation (1) predicts a current density of 3 X 10-16
amp/cm2, and for F = 3 X 107 volts/cm a current density of 45 amp/cm2,

while measurable current densities have been observed at fields of 105
to 106 volts/cm, where, according to (1), they should be quite imper-
ceptible.
Schottky 3) ascribed this discrepancy to microscopie irregularities

of thè surface, the electric field at points and edges being may times
higher than the field computed from macroscopie dimensions. This view
was confirmed by the well-known experiments of Haefer 4), who ob-
served the field emission from tungsten points, the structure of which had
been determined by an electron microscope with a resolving power of 10--6
cm; whenever the surface was microscopically smooth, equation (1) was
found to be satisfied.
To be sure of a perfectly smooth cathode surface one may use a metal

in the liquid state, and mercury readily presents itself for this purpose.
This has led Beams 5) to investigate field emission from a mercury
surface by an indirect method.
Be am s observed the electric field strength required to start an are

discharge between a mercury cathode and a spherical iron anode a short
distance above it. Presumably a discharge is initiated as soon as the field-
emission current has reached a critical value (of the order of 1 mA to 1 A),
and, since field emission is very strongly dependent on the value of the
electric field, F in equation (1), observations of this kind will enable us to
check this equation approximately, even if the numerical value of this
critical emission current is not exactly known.
A mercury surface, however, when exposed to an electric field of 106

volts/cm, will be drawn towards the anode by a pressure of the order of
some kg/cm2, so that continuous voltages cannot be applied. For that
reason Beams used pulses obtained from condenser discharges for which
the relaxation time had a value of 1·2 X 10-6 sec, a period so short that
macroscopie movements of the mercury surface were excluded.
Under these circumstances an are discharge was observed at a field

of 3·5 X 105 volts/cm for an impure mercury surface, and at a field of
I·S X 106 volts/cm after the surface had been purified by repeated distil-
lation and overflowing, operations that could be carried out in the tube
itself. Again these electric fields are considerably smal1er than those to be
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expected from the theory, which are of the order of 3 X 107 volts/cm. The
discrepancy, for which Beams did not offer an explanation, can hardly
he due to deformation of the cathode surface, since variation of the dura-
tion of the pulses did not have any influence on the value of the arcing
potential.
These experiments were subsequently repeated by Quarles 6) and

by Moore 7). Quarles determined the relation between the arcing poten-
tial and the work function of the mercury cathode, the latter being varied
by varying the purity of the surface by repeated distillations. The arcing
fields observed were of the order of 4 tot 5 X 105 volts/cm, independent of
the duration of the pulses, which were varied from 10-6 to 10-7 sec; the
relation between arcing field and work function did not agree with the
theoretical expectation.

Finally Moore, by using an oscillograph in similar experiments, showed
that the total time required for the development of an are is not more than
2 X 10-7 sec.

These observations will he further discussed in section 5 together with
our own experimental results.

3. Description of our apparatus

The reasons that led us to a renewed study of are formation in a mercury
discharge have already been stated in the introduction. The tubes used
in these investigations were of a type similar to those with which Be am s 5)
carried out his experiments. A narrow tube, widening into a funnel at its

5/20.9

a b
Fig. 2. Mercury-cathode tube for measuring the time-lag as a function of the field strength;
M cathode, R mercury reservoir.
it) Tube with tungsten rod anode, W.
b) Tube with tungsten-ribbon anode, which can be heated by an electric current.
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upper end, was sealed in a cylindrical bulb 5 cm high and 2 cm in diameter
(see fit. 2); the funnel holds the cathode (-1\1), the distance between the
'anode (W) and the cathode (M) being regulated by varying the amount
of mercury; if necessary additional amounts of mercury could be supplied
from a reservoir (R). ,The whole assembly was connected to the pump by
means of a slightly flexible glass helix, so that the anode-cathode gap could
be finally adjusted to any desired value by slightly tilting the tube; a
fresh adjustment was made before each experiment.

The tube, which was made of pyrex glass, was baked out on the pump
to about 550~ C for some hours. Then mercury was first distilled from a
vessel into an are tube with mercury electrodes, and then distilled into
the experimental tubc by running the are,

To avoid mechanical disturbances the tube was mounted on a heavy
iron plate resting on soft rubber sheets. The anode consisted originally
of a tungsten rod 1 mm in diameter, as shown in fig. 2a, but at a later stage
it was replaced by a tungsten strip of 2 mm width, which could be heated
by passing an electric current though it (fig. 2b); in this way the surface
could be thoroughly cleaned, whenever desired.
Before each observation the gap between cathode and anode was adjusted

to 0'25 mm for low fields and to 0'125 mm for high fields, this distance being
checked by means of a telescope with micrometer reading. To get a proper
view of the mercury profile an illuminated white screen was used as a
background. .

The cathode surface was cleaned by letting some of the mercury flow
over the rim of the funnel, the overflowing mercury being collected on the
bottom of the tube, where it did no harm.
A diagram of the electrical circuit is reproduced infig. 3; the condenser C,

of 10000 (J..[J.F,which may be charged to different potentials from-a rect-
ifier, is suddenly discharged via the resistance R (of 1000 ohms), and the
experimental tube E by applying a positive pulse to the grid of the thyra-
tron Th; the voltage across E is connected to the vertical deflection plates
of an oscillograph via a small condenser S, which serves to cut down the
tension of several kV to a tension of a few hundred volts required for the
cathode-ray tube.
The same pulse which triggers the thyratron simultaneously operates a

rectangular pulse-generator B; the pulse from B in turn releases the cathode
ray and sets the single-sweep time-base T in motion. Since, in starting,
the thyratron has a longer time-lag than the high vacuum valves of the
time-base etc., the latter will always be in operation before the voltage
pulse reaches the experimental tube E.
The time-base used allowed of such variation that 1 cm along the time

axis on the screen of the cathode-ray tube could be made to correspond to
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values between 2 X 10-3 and 3 X 10-8 sec, while the time scale was cali-
brated by means of an oscillator of known frequency.

To avoid electrical disturbances the oscillograph and the pulse generator
had both to be housed in copper-clad iron cages; for the same reason it was
found advantageous to apply the pulse to the pulse-generator B via a
diode and a small condenser of 10 fLfLF(not shown in the diagram).

,----___,r---G
C

-t--.,...--t--- I

51210
Fig. 3. Diagram of the oscillograph circuit used. K is a 5-kV cathode-ray tube (Philips
DN 9-5); NV and V are high-tension rectifiers. The condenser C, charged to several kV,
is discharged through the experimental tube E by triggering the thyratron Th. B is a
rectangular-pulse generator operating the linear single-sweep time-base T and releasing
the cathode ray. .

4. Observations

That an are discharge develops upon the application of a tension of
several kilovolts to the tube described in the foregoing section, is evidenced
by the light emitted from a sharply defined cathode spot on the mercury
surface, and by a sharp drop of the potential across the tube to the value
of the cathode fall of a mercury discharge. Since, for the tubes used in our
experiments, the voltages were much too low to produce a glow discharge
in mercury at room temperature *) it is likely that the discharge is initiated
by field emission.

The main features of the oscillograms obtained by the methods des-
cribed above ~re shown in fig. 4; the tension across the tube rises rapidly
in about 10-7 sec, then remains constant for a much longer period, finally
falling to the potentialof the mercury are discharge, (The spread of the
time-lag with constant voltage amounts to only about 20%).

*) This holds in an even-stronger degree-for gallium. which at room temperature has a
vapour pressure of only about lO-4~ ~m H~.
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From observations on the vacuum spark by Hull and Burger 8),
by Snoddy 9), and by Chiles 10), and from our own observations with
tungsten spheres in vacuum 15), we know that initial field emission very
,rapidly develops into an are discharge, the time required being of the order
of 10-7 sec. Consequently a time-lag as demonstrated in fig. 4 must be due
to phenomena taking place before the field emission has reached a value
high enough to start an arc discharge.

OL__L------------------~~~t

51211
Fig. 4. Diagrammatic representation of the oscillogram giving the tension across the tube
as a function of time.

Now, by closely watching the cathode surface during the discharge
through the telescope used to adjust the anode-cathode gap, the following
phenomena could be observed. When the electric field strength is 250
kV/cm or more the cathode spot can be seen exactly in the same place
where the cathode surface was seen before the discharge started. At lower
field strengths, however, the light from the cathode spot was observed
soniewhere between the anode and the original position of the cathode,
the distance from this original position increasing with decreasing voltages;
at the same time the cathode profile as seen through the telescope grew
unsharp during the discharge.
These results can readily be explained by assuming a deformation of the

cathode surface. For fields less than 250 kV/cm the cathode surface moves
towards the anode until the field strength has increased to this critical
value; and at that moment -- by a different mechanism, probably a mieros-
copic deformation of the cathode surface, as will be discussed in section 5 __
the are develops in a very short time and the cathode spot is observed.
When, on the other hand, the electric field is at the outset higher than
250 kV/cm, the time required for starting the arc is so short that macro-
scopic movements of the cathode surface cannot take place.
The mean time-lag for the tube with tungsten-rod anodefs represented

in fig. 5 as a function of the electric field; at about 250 kV/cm, the point
where macroscopie movement of the cathode surface ceases to be percep-
tible, the time-lag is seen to drop to a much lower value; whether this fall
is discontinuous or continuous, though in that case very steep, could not
be decided with certainty.
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As far as the four observations at low fields are concerned, curve I is a
singular case which has not repeated itself; the same tube yielded curve Il
after it had not been used for a period of two months. Curve III was
obtained with a second tube of the same pattern, with which we also
investigated the influence of the following treatments:
1. letting air into the tube to a ·pressure of 0·05 mm Hg, and evacuating

again;
2. causing a discharges in air at atmospheric pressure, a treatment that

produced a visible contamination of the cathode surface, and evacua-
ting again.
As a result of these treatments the curves remained unchanged to the

left of 250 kV/cm. To the right of that point, the curves varied after the
treatment between curves I and Il; after the last-mentioned treatment it
lay slightly to the right of curve Il. On the whole, however, the variations
were not spectacular.
It may be added here that the time-lag for a given field strength was

quite reproducible.
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Fig. 5. The time-lag as a function of the field strength for tubes as sketched in fig. 2a
(tungsten-rod anode).
Curves I and II: Two different series of observations on the same tube.
Curve Ill: Observations on a second tube.
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In .a similar series of experiments made with a chromium-iron anode the
steep fall in the curves was observed at 300 kV/cm, the time-lag becoming
practically imperceptible at 500 to 600 kV/cm.

The formation, during the experiments, of an almost hemispherical cap
of mercury on the tungsten anode made it possible to study the time-lag
between two mercury surfaces. The results of these observations are repre-
sented in fig. 6, curve I; though similar in shape, this curve is in certain

IÖ2r---~---r------~--------.--------r------~r-----~

,,,
'¥

'Hg
m-~~--L_~5i~DO~-----~~~~--=I~~----~~*-=r---~~~oa~---'--3~~

Fieldsf.!'ength in k%m 5/2/3
Fig. 6. The time-lag as a function of the field strength for clean anode surfaces.
Curves Il and IV: Observations with a tungsten-ribbon anode heated before each expe-
riment.
Curve I: Observations with a tungsten-rod anode coated with a cap of mercury.
Curve Ill: Observations with gallium under the same conditions as curve I.
Curve V: The average curve of fig. 5.

respects definitely different from the curves in fig. 5; the discontinuity at
250 kV/cm has disappeared and for field strengths above this value the
time-lag is many times greater than in fig. 5.

This result induced us to construct the tube with a tungsten-ribbon
anode (fig. 2b) which could be cleaned at will simply by passing a current
through it. Curves II and IV in fig. 6 represent the data obtained when the
tungsten anode was freshly cleaned before each measurement; these curves,
very closely resemble those obta~ed with a mercury coating on the anode.
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However, as soon as systematic heating of the anode before each experi-
ment was stopped, the measurements were found to follow such curves as
are shown in fig_5. From these experiments it became quite evident that
the cleanliness of the anode surface had a profound influence on the value
of the time-lag. We shall return to this point in section 5. The influence of a
general contamination of the tube is sometimes very large, so that in per-
forming these experiments extreme cleanliness is necessary.

Finally the experiments were repeated with gallium in order to eliminate
a possible influence of vapour pressure, which, for mercury, still amounts
to 0'002 mm at room temperature, as compared with only 10-40 mm for
gallium. To this end a special tube was developed which has been sketched
in fig. 7. Since gallium, owing to its low vapour pressure, cannot be purified
by destillation at temperatures below the softening point of pyrex glass,
cleansing was carried out by letting the gallium flow through narrow capil-
laries, on which an oxide film is left. After that treatment the cathode sur-
face was finally cleansed by letting some of the gallium flow over the rim
of the funnel holding the cathode. Though the melting point of gallium is
at 30 oe, this metal exhibits pronounced under-cooling properties, so that
measurements could actually be made at room temperature. In these experi-
ments the anode consisted of a practically hemispherical cap of liquid
gallium metal.
The results obtained with gallium are represented by curve III in fig. 6,

/(

5/2/4

Fig. 7.Tube especially designed for observation~ with gallium; K gallium cathode, Wanode
and GA gallium reservoir. -
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which follows a course similar to that observed with a freshly cleaned
tungsten-ribbon anode.

In the experiments with the heated anode or with a metal cap on the
anode the elevation of the cathode at field strengths less than approxi-
mately 250 kV/cm, as described at the beginning of this section, was still
observed. Therefore we shall make a systematic distinction between two
different mechanisms: 1) a macroscopie movement below 250 kV/cm, and
2) a microscopie movement above this field strength. Under the conditions
represented in fig. 6 there seems to be a more gradual change between these
mechanisms than with those of fig. 5.

To conclude this section it may be mentioned that the electric field has
invariably been computed by dividing the applied potential by the cathode-
anode distance; this was permissible since the distance between the two
electrodes (0'125 or 0'25 mm) was small in comparison with the diameters
of anode (I or 2 mm) and cathode.

5. Discussion of the observations; comparison with a theory developed by
Ton1cs.

A) The theory of Tonks

The work of Beams 5) induced Tonks 11) to carry out a theoretical
investigation concerning the microscopie deformation of a liquid surface
under the influence of an electric field. First of all he succeeded in demon-
strating that under the combined effects of gravity and surface tension
a mercury surface will no longer be stable in an electric field, when the
field strength has reached a value of 53 kV/cm at its surface; this result has
also been obtained by Er enk el P], independently and by quite dif-
ferent arguments.

To predict exactly what will happen once the electric field strength has
passed this critical value is, of course, a much more difficult matter and
Tonks has only attempted to arrive at a general estimate of the time
in which a small disturbance of the surface is drawn out by the field.

On the basis of the deformations of liquid droplets and bubbles which
have been observed under the influence of an: electric field 13), Tonks pres-
cribes the deformations of a mercury surface under similar circumstances.
He assumes that a dome-shaped initial elevation, with a diameter many
times greater than its height, is first drawn out into a hemi-spherical hump;
this process is accompanied by an increase in volume and a decrease in dia-
meter. In a second stage this hump is drawn out very rapidly at its top into
a sharp peak without any further volume changes. The whole sequence of
deformations is diagrammatically represented in fig. 8.
Once these geometrical deformations have been predetermined, the
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time required for their development may be computed. This is done under
the assumption that gravity may be ignored so that the electric force and
surface tension are the only forces to be taken into consideration; this will
substantially bc correct when the field strength is greater than 158 kV/cm.

tu
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51215
Fig. 8. Evolution of a hump on the cathode surface according to Tonks, (J = rl A and
(1) = yjA, A = p,:n;TiEo2, where Eo is the field strength at the undisturbed surface.

The equations used are rather complicated and the numerical compu-
tations required have been made in a special instance only. We need not,
however, go into details. Tonks's final results, as far as they are of interest
to our problem, may be stated as follows:

Given an electric field of F kV/cm and an initial elevation of the surface
of )'0 cm, the total time required for the series of deformations depicted
in fig. 8 will be

40F-2
t = 5'4 X 103 P-3 + 1'2 X 103P-310g -- sec.

Yo
This result is only valid within a certain range of values of Yo and,
moreover, the radius of the initial disturbance is made equal to

The data computed from equation (2) are represented for different values
of Yo in fig. 9, the values of the radius according to (3) having been added
at the top of the figure.

*) This expression is a combination of Tonks's equations (33), (39) and (4(1).
**) Tonks carried out numerical computations only in a single case; his data do not

allow a calculation of the time t for any arbitrary values of F.y and r, and hence this
particular condition must be added.

ro = 0'93 X 103 P-2 cm . (3) **)

(2) *)
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B) Discussion of our observations

Let us now consider our observations. Two distinct types of curves
have been observed, those of fig. 5 and those of fig. 6; for a better survey
the average curve for mercury of fig. 6 has again been reproduced in fig. 9
(curve E). To explain these results three different mechanisms have to he
taken into account which we shall now proceed to discuss.

\
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Fieldstrength in kVfcm 5/2/6

Fig. 9. The .peaking time as computed from Tonks's theory compared with the
time-lag of the discharge. Curves A, Band C: the peaking time as a funct-on of the macro-
scopic field strength for three different heights of the initial disturbance. Curves D and E:
The average of our own observations as given in figs 5 and 6 respectively. Pöint 111:
Moore's observation.

a) Below 250 kV/cm the time-lag is large and macroscopie defurmation
of the cathode surface has been observed in both cases. This part of our
curves cannot be explained by such processes as considered by Tonks,
for his theory refers only to microscopie phenomena. Hence we will assume
that at low fields a major part of the time-lag is determined by a slow
movement of the cathode surface towards the anode, which continues
until the electric field has reached the value of about 250 kV/cm, a field
still much too low to start an are by field emission straight-away. Round
about this point a different and more rapid mechanism comes into operation.
b) That this second mechanism, which above field strengths of 250 kV/cm

is the only' mechanism in operation, may well be of the type assumed in
Tonks's theory is clearly demonstrated in fig. 9. The observations made
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with a clean tungsten or a mercury anode fit well with the curves computed
from Tonks's equations, especially with the curve valid for an initial
elevation of 10-8 cm. Tonks has already mentioned the possibility that
disturbances of this order of magnitude right be produced by thermal
agitation, and this has been confirmed by a more rigorous analysis by
Gans 14). -

By means of a Fourier analysis Gans computed the mean square
of the amplitude of the thermal disturbances of a liquid surface. He
concludes that the thermal elevation of the surface is of the order of
magnitude of C(ke/T)'\ where k is the Boltzmann constant, e the
absolute temperature, and T the surface tension; C is a constant, which,
according to Gans's equations in the case of mercury has a value of 2 to 3.
At room temperature and for a mercury surface this formula actually
yields values of the order of 10-8 cm, in satisfactory agreement with the
conclusions drawn from a comparison of our observations with Tonks's
theory.

For an initial elevation of 10-8 cm Tonks's theory assumes an initial
diameter of the order of 10-3 cm; hence the initial hump on the surface
covers a comparatively large area and is not of purely atomic dimensions,
which would, according to Tonks's theory require much stronger fields
to render them unstable (see also the legend of fig. 9).

A further check on Tonks's theory is possible by comparing our
observations for mercury and for gallium, as plotted in fig. 6. Apart from
depending on the magnitude of the initial disturbances and on the electric
field strength, the time-lag, according to this theory, will be proportional
to the surface tension and to the root of the density. Since the surface
tension and the density of mercury are, respectively, about 1'3 and 2'3
times as high as those of gallium, we should expect a time-lag about twice
as high in the case of mercury for the same value of the electric field;
the actual ratio as read from fig. 6 is 2'5 which, in view ofthe approximative
character of the theory, may be considered as a satisfactory agreement.

c) Finally we have still to explain the series of observations of fig. 5
above 250 kV/cm (curve V in fig. 6). These were made with tungsten anodes
which could not be cleaned before each measurement, and also with the
tungsten-ribbon anode when systematic cleaning was omitted. In our
opinion these results must be attributed to contamination of the anode
surface with minute mercury droplets. Upon each ignition of the are,
mercury will be evaporated and small droplets of mercury will he shot
away from the cathode spot, while part of this mercury will D,O doubt
condense on or be caught by the anode. In a subsequent experiment these
droplets are shot away from the anode under the influence of the electric
forces and, when striking the cathode, these charged droplets cause
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considerable disturbances and thereby initiate an are discharge. That our
observations with the tungsten-ribbon anode :fit in with the upper curves
in :fig.6, when the anode was heated before each observation, and with the
lower curve (V) when such heating was omitted, furnishes the most con-
vincing evidence in favour of this point of view.

From this standpoint it can also easily be understood why the results
obtained with a completely smooth coating of mercury or gallium on the
anode coincide with those obtained with a clean tungsten anode, for small
droplets on the anode surface will not have been present under these
conditions.

Since Beams 5), Quarles 6), and Moore 7) did not take special mea-
sures for cleaning their anodes it is highly probable that their observations
must also be explained by mercury droplets on the anode surface. As a
matter of fact Beams observed a time-lag of the order of 10-7 sec at
1800 kV/cm and Moore a similar value at 400 to 500 kV/cm; the corres-
ponding point M in :fig.9 lies far below the curve representing our measure-
ments taken with clean anodes (curve E).

Recapitulating we have arrived at the following picture:
By an electric field that is by itself far too weak to cause any appre-

ciable :fieldemission, a microscopie hump on the cathode surface is drawn
out into a sharp point at which the :field strength is high enough for the
emission of electrons. The initial hump is probably of thermal origin.

For :field strengths above 250 kV/cm the time-lag is completely
accounted for by the time required for drawing out the hump as given
by the theory of Tonks.

For field strengths below this value a macroscopie movement of the
surface and the mechanism just mentioned, taken together, determine the
time-lag.

Once :field emission has started, the electron current rapidly develops
into an are discharge in a much shorter time.

When the anode is contaminated by minute droplets of mercury the
discharge is probably initiated by these droplets being dislodged from the
anode by the electric :fieldand colliding with the cathode.
The same mechanism of starting is assumed to be operative in the dielec-

tric ignitor mentioned at the beginning, since the time-lag for these ignitors
is of the same order of magnitude. The starting mechanism of this ignitor has
recently been reviewed in greater detail in Philips Technical Review 15).

It may be mentioned that a fuller report of both investigations has been
published in the author's thesis 16).

Eindhoven, May 1947
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THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM OF THE
HIGH-PRESSURE MERCURY DISCHARGE

by W. ELENBAAS 537.527: 535.33

Summary
The intensity of the continuous spectrum (C.S.) of the high-pressure
mercury discharge has been measured between 1/4 and 25 atm for
inputs from 20to 60watts/cm and for diameters between6and 60mm.
The ratio of the intensity of the continuum to the intensity of the
yellow lines 5770/91is almost independent of the input and increases
linearly with the mean vapour density m/d2• The ratio at m/d2 = 0
is interpreted as being due to recombination of electrons with ions,
whereas the contribution proportional to m/d2 originates from mole-
cular radiation. .
A rough energy balance is given in which the line energy and the
energies radiated in the two types of C.S. occur. Using this equation
we find the absolute value of the intensity of the C.S. of the U.V.-
standard to be more than twice as high as t.he value measured by
Rössler.
The discrepancy between the measured and calculated gradient be-
tween 1 and 5 atm disappears on using this energy-balance equation
instead of that formerly used in which the line- and the recombination
spectrum were the only radiations taken into account. The remaining
discrepancy at higher pressures is probably due to the diminution of
the ionization potential at these high densities. The magnitudes of
thêse diminutions necessary to account for the measured gradients
are tabulated as a function of the mean vapour density.

1. Introduetion.

Though the origin ofthe continuous spectrum (C.S.) ofthe high-pressure
mercury discharge has been discussed in many papers, a satisfactory
solution has not been reached. The first calculations were made by
Unsöld 1), who supposed that the C.S. is caused by recombination of
positive ions with electrons. Unsöld's calculations resulted in a C.S.
with constant energy per unit of frequency, whereas experiments gave an
intensity more or less independent of frequency, but about 10 times as
high as the calculated value. Due to the uncertainty of the quantities
used in the calculation, recombination could not, however, be definitely
excluded as the main cause of the C.S.2).
Subsequently Schulz 3), by adopting a higher arc-temperature, brought

the intensity of the C.S., as calculated hy- U nsöld's method, in line with
the measured intensity.

From their observations that the intensity of the C.S. is proportional
to 1'1. (I = current), Rompe, Schulz and Thouret 4) likewise con-
cluded that it originates from the recombination of positive ions and
electrons. So far the recombination theory was thus most favoured.
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Rössler 5), on the other hand, determined the height of the initial
level of the C.S. by comparing the decrease of the intensity of the C.S. at
right angles to the axis of the discharge with that of mercury lines of
different initial levels, and found a value of 8'6 volts for the apparent
initiallevelof the continuum. If the C. S. were due to recombination, one
would expect that the height of the initiallevelof the C.S. would be 10'4
volts (ionization potcntial of mercury). Though it is possible that at high
pressures the ionization potential is smaller than that of an isolated atom,
a diminution to 8'6 volts would imply that the yellow lines, of which the
initiallevels levels lie at 8'S volts, would be practically absent, which is not
the case. Moreover, the height of the initiallevelof the C.S., as measured
by Rössler, does not diminish with the pressure. Rössler, therefore,
favours the assumption that the C.S. is caused by the collision of an excited
atom with a normal atom. Rössler 6) sees a further argument for the
molecular theory in the fact that the intensity of the C.S. increases linearly
with the input per cm, as, by recombination of ions with electrons, the
intensity of the C.S. would be proportional to the square of the current.
R öss1er mentions tw.o difficulties for this "molecular" theory:
1°) The absolute value of the intensity of the C.S. is in agreement with

. the intensity calculated by Unsöld from the recombination theory, if
the temperatures of Sch u lz 3) are used. There is thus no place for a
molecular C.S.
2°) The absolute value of the molecular C.S; as calculated by Rompe
and Steenbeck 7) is only one thousandth of the measured intensity.
According to Rössler this second objection is less serious, because it is

possible that the number of excited molecules is much larger as a result
of a flat minimum in the potential curve of the system: excited atom
+ normal atom.
In connection with these considerations the following points may he

stressed:
A) In his own calculations of the intensity of the C.S. with the aid of the
theory of Un s ö1d, the author did not use the temperature of the are,
since the temperature has a very pronounced influence and was not exactly
known. Instead the intensity of the C.S. was calculated via the electrical
conductivity of the are. The main uncertainty in the result was caused hy
the value of the cross-section of the mercury atom towards electrons, for
which 5'10-15 cm2 was used. Recently S) the author determined the tem-
perature of the mercury are from the intensity of the yellow lines and found
for the cross-section of the mercury atom a value of 4 X 10-15 cmê. \Vith
this slightly smaller value the calculated intensity of the C.S., which is
already far below that observed, will become even smaller. Moreover, a
value of 10'4 volts was used for the ionization potentialof the mercury
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atom, whereas at these high pressures a value LIVi lower should have been
employed (sec section ,1, ofthis paper). This will lead to a further decrease
in the calculated intensity of the C.S. The possibility that at these high
pressures recombination causes an essential part of the C.S. seems" there-
fore, to be definitely ruled out; the temperatures used by Schulz 3) must
be far too high, and the first objection of Rössler against the molecular
origin of the C.S. is invalid.
B) The behaviour of the intensity of the C.S. as a function of the Curre:I~t

does not give any direct information as to the origin of the C.S. From
their I'I'-law Rompe, Schulz and Thouret 4) concluded that the C.S.
originates from recombination, whereas from the fact that the intensity
of the C.S. is proportional to (L--A) (where L represents the input per cm
of are length and A the loss per cm of are length by conduction of heat)
Rö s sl er 6) concludes that we are dealing with a molecular spectrum.
However, neither of these conclusions is correct. The total radiation 9) is
proportional to (L-A), and the distribution ofthis energy over the different
wavelengths depends on the heights of the initial levels, on the transition
probabilities and on the temperature, but the mechanism of the excitation
is not involved. To the first approximation the intensity of the C.S. will
thus be proportional to (L-.4.), independently of the origin of the C.S.
From a possibly larger or smaller increase, we may only conclude that the
initiallevcllies higher or lower than the average one.

C) In figs 7 and 8 of Rössler's paper 6), the intensity of the C.S. is
plotted as a function of the electrical gradient G for a constant value of L.
From the proportionality between the intensity and G, Rössler con-
cludes that the intensity is proportional to the pressure.and therefore that
the C.S. originates from the radiation of molecules. As, however, the gra-
dient is proportional to pq, where q R::> {-, we should rather conclude that
the intensity of the C.S. is approximately proportional to the square
root of the pressure. As, to the first approximation, the intensity of the
recombination spectrum is independent of the pressure, and the intensity
of the molecular spectrum is proportional to the pressure, the figs 7 and 8
of Rössler's paper do not lead to any decision as to the origin ofthe C.S.
other than the possibility of both processes playing a part.

2. The measurements

Using a double monochromater we have measured the intensity of the
C.S. at 6400 and 4.800 A as a function of the input per cm length, of the
tube diameter and of the amount of mercury evaporated per cm of length.
In addition the joint intensity of the yellow lines 5770/91 A was deter-
mined; these were corrected by subtracting the average intensity of the
continuum on both sides of these lines. The tubes contained mercury
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plus 2t atomic % of argon and were run on direct current in the vertical
position. In table I the measurements on a tube of 13'8 mm inside
diameter are given as an example.

TABLE I

L watts/cm I 6400 Á I;;no/914800 A

21'5 0'125 0'165 0'145 0'175 0'83
32'3 0'243 0'307 0'275 0'32 0'86
43'9 0'352 0'4·76 0'415 0'47 0'885
54'8 0'470 0'595 0'530 0'66 0'80
67 0'620 0'790 0'705 0'81 0'87

0'85

d = diameter = 13'8 mm; m = quantity of vapourized mercury per cm length = 6mg/cm;
mJd2 = 31'4.10-3 mg cm-1 mm-2; le =mean value of the intensity of the C.S. at 64.00Á
and 4800' Á; 16770/01= joint intensity of the yellow lines.

The intensity ratio of the C.S. at 6400 Á and 4800 Á is fairly constant.
As table I shows, the ratio Ie/I5770/91 is practically independent of L,
which indicates that the height of the initiallevelof the C.S. is about the
same as the heigth of the initiallevelof the yellow lines, i:e. 8'8 volts. This
agrees with the value of 8'6 volts found by Rössler 5) 6).
In the same way the mean ratio Ie/I577J/91 has been determined for a

series of tubes differing in diameter and pressure; the results, together
with the intensity of the C.S. for an input of 35 watts/cm have been
collected in table 11. For these different tuhes the intensity ratio of the
C.S. at 6400 Á and 4800 Á has not always the same value, so that their
mean value provides hut a poor estimate of the intensity of the C.S.
Ie/lS770/9l' as given in tahle 11, has heen plotted in fig.l, as a function
of m/d2, this last quantity heing proportional to the mean vapour density.
At each measurement the m-value is marked. For m/d2 < 0'05 (corres-
ponding to pressures below about 6 atm) the points lie on a straight line,
which intersects the Ic/I577o/91-axis at a positive value. The line may be
represented by the equation:

The ahsolute values of the numerics 0'24 and 24 have no significance owing
to the relative nature of the intensity measurements; the factor 100 be-
tween the two coefficients is, however, of importance. Whether the devia-
tion from the straight line for m/d2 > 0·05.is realor caused by errors in
the measurements is not known.

(1)
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TABLE II

Mean ratio of the Intensities of the C.S. and of the yellow lines for a set of tubes of different
diameters

d m le
(mm) (mg/cm) m/d2 Ie/I;mo/91 (L = 35 :J
5'9 5'9 170Xl0-3 2'93 0'42
6'05 4'6 126 2'93 0'51
5'95 4..0 ll3 2'20 0',14
6'05 4'1 112 . 2'85 0'55
6'0 3'65 101 2'02 0'45
9'8 6'0 62'5 1'59 0'36

15'25 9'25 40 ]'28 0'38
14'7 7'95 36~8 1'13 0'35
15'3 7'55 32'3 1'00 0'35
13'8 6'0 31'4. 0'85 0'30
21'6 10'0 21'4. 0'80 0'30
29'8 18'2 20'5 0'846 0'32
21'46 8'9 19'3 0'85 0'33
29'4 10'4 12'0 0'54 0'25
47'5 13'2 5'86 0'4.4. 0'22
32'8 6'0 5'6 0'4-1 0'20
58 5'8 1'72 0'236 o-n

In fig.2 the intensity le at L = 35 W/cm (table II) is plotted as a
function of m/d2• The m-values are again marked at each point.
In both figures the scattering of the points around the curves is rather

large. Moreover, at the lowest values of m/d2 the ratio of Ic/IS77U/91 seems

;]·o,------,-----,--,--=-=--71"'--;.;---,
St)

parameter =m

0·'------;;50!;;----ïfOJ;;0;-_--'%-~-·f;l;;50;;------;;l200xl0-3

51'2.17-
Fig. 1. The intensity of the continuous spectrum divided by the intensity of the yellow
lines 5770/91 on an arbitrary scale as a function of the mean vapour density.
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to increase with increasing L. The curves drawn in figs 1 and 2 are thus
only a rough approximation to the real behaviour of the intensity of the C.S.

3. Comparison of the intensity measurements with theory

The intensity radiated per cm of are length in the line spectrum may be
written as:

Il = Cl P T-l c52 exp (-e Tljk T) ,

if V represents the average height 10) of the initial levels, p the pressure,
T the absolute temperature, and c5 the diameter of the idealized uniform
discharge.

0·6

o:

L =35W/cm x4-1

"~-6
3-64--- "+0 x5'9

;Pfoo"'"x(j().
5

1(J.4 parameler=m
x

V·
1 ~56

0'5

0'4

~t
0-3

0'2

o 50

512/8

Fig. 2. The intensity of the continuous spectrum at 35 W/cm on an arbitrary scale as a
function of the mean vapour density: X measured, -- calculated with (13) and (14).

The intensity of that part of the C.S. which is due to recombination of
ions and electrons is, according to Un söIdl):

Ir = CrpT02 exp [-e(Vi-LI Vi)jkT] ,

where Vi represents the ionization potential and LIVi the correction to he
applied to Vi at high pressures.
The intensity of the C.S. originating from the molecules is, according to

Rössler 5) 6):

where Vm is 8'6 volts.
In a first approximation the pressure p is proportional to mjd2, but it

depends on the temperature distribution too. This influence, however, as
well as the influence ofthe T-powers in (2), (3) and (4), is small compared
-with the influence of T occurring in the exponential functions. We may
therefore disregard these T-powers and write:

(2)

(3)

(4)
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m _
Ii = Cl b2 d2 exp (-e V/kT) ,

Ir = C; b2 ; exp [-e(Vi-Ll Vi)/kT] ,

i; = C:nb2(;f exp (-e Vm/kT) .

(5)

(6)

(7)

Denoting the input per cm of are length by L, and the loss by conduction
per cm of arc length by A, the total radiation per cm of are length is
(L-A). We may thus write:

m __ m
L-A = Cl b2 d2 exp (-eV/kT) + c~b2 d2 exp [- e(Vi-Ll Vi)/kT] +

+ C:nb2 (;fexp (-eVm/kT). (8)

Assuming bid and A as constant, equation (8) determines the temperature
T of the idealized, uniform discharge as a function of m and L.
As we will consider the influence of m/d2 on the intensity distribution,

T varying only slightly with the pressure, we shall in a first approximation
assume:

Denoting this common voltage by V,we may write (8) as:

L-A = b2 ~: [Cf + c; + C:nm/d2] exp (-eV/kT) . (9)

For the ratio of the total intensity le of the C.S. to the total intensity
of the lines lz, we find from (9)

t, c; + C:nm/d2

Iz Ci (10)

This holds exactly only if the temperatures of the discharges under con-
sideration are the same. We should thus choose the inputs in such a manner
that the temperatures of the discharges are the same. As experimentally
the ratio of the intensity of the C.S. to that of the yellow lines is, to the
first approximation, independent of the input, we may write:

i, C~+ c~m/d2 fJ /d2--= =a+ ln ,
15770/91 C5770/91

(11)

This is, however, exactly what fig. 1 shows. a is thus interpreted as due to
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that part of the C.S. which is caused by recombination, whereas pm/d2
represents the molecular contribution. The experiment gives P/u ~ 100,
so that too:

c:n/c; R:! 100. (12)

In order to determine Cl in (9), we consider the intensity ofthe C.S. as a
function of m/d2 at a constant value of L (fig. 2). From (9), we find with
(12) for the energy le in the C.S.:

, A C;.+ 100 C; m/d2
le = (L- )ci + C;+ 100 C; m/d2 (13)

As L is constant in fig. 2, the course of le is determined by the fraction
appearing in the right-hand side of (13). The curve in fig. 2 is drawn
according to (13) with:

(14)

the ordinate scale being chosen in such a way as to achieve the best agree-
ment, which is allowed because the le-scale is arbitrary. Equation (9) may
thus be written as:

m
L-A = ~2 d

2
C; [3 + 1 + 100 m/d2] exp (-eV/kT). (15)

From the terms between brackets, the first gives the energy in the lines,
the second the energy of the C.S. due to recombination, and the third term
the energy of the C.S. due to the molecular radiation. Thus at low pressures
the part of the molecular C.S. is small. In table II the smallest value of
m/d2 is 1'72 1O-a, so that at this pressure the ratio of the recombination
contribution to the molecular contribution is as 1 : 0'172. At the correspond-
ing pressure of about t atm, the C.S. is thus chiefly due to recombination.
In accordance herewith the ratio le/15770/91 increases with increasing L,
in contradiction to what is found at higher pressures, because the initial
level of the recombination spectrum lies at a height of 10'4 volts. In order
to measure le/IS77o/91at constant temperature (similar discharges), we
should, according to (15), choose L so that (L-A)/m[(1 + 25 m/d2)] is
constant (fig. I). Likewise we should in fig. 2 draw the curve through
m-values for which m(1 + 25 m/d2) is constant (for instance m = 15 at
m/d2 = 0 and m = 2'5 at m/d2 = 200 X 10--3). The scattering of the points
is, however, such that this second approximation is without meaning.

B) From (13) and (14) we derive for the total energy Le radiated in the
C.S.:

1+ 100m/d2
le = (L-A) 4 + 100 m/d2' (16)
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and for the ep.ergy Il radiated in the line spectrum:
,i

3
i,= (L~.~) 4 + 100 mfd2' . (17)

. Rös sl er 11) measured the total energy in the C.S. for the U.V.-
standard 12) and· found a value of ~ for the ratio of the energy in the C.S.
to the energy in the lines. Since for the U.V.-Standard m R:! 3'7 and d = 18.
eqs (16) and (17) give for this ratio: .

. le 1+ 100 X 3'7/324
-= . = 0'71.
Il 3

The calculated intensity of the C.S. is thus about twice as large as the
measured intensity. We must, however, bear in mind that it is possible
that the C.S. is partly radiated in a region of the spectrum (far ultraviolet
or far infrared) where no measurements were made, so that the real ratio
may he larger than the one observed.

4. The electrical gradient

For the electrical gradient G of the high-pressure mercury discharge we
derived the formula 10):

LIl, m'/u
GC'J-----.

(L-A)'/3 d'l, (18)

This formula is quite correct for discharges at pressures of the order of
1 atm. At higher pressures, however, we found 13) larger values for G than
those calculated from (18), assuming a proportionality factor of 185, as
found in the I-atm pressure range. Infig. 3 we reproduce the factor f, by
which the measured gradient is larger than that computed from (18), plot-
ted as a function of m/d2 (fig. 2 of 13)). We have previously 13) discussed
several possible reasons for this discrepancy without reaching a satis-
factory solution.
In deriving eq. (18), we used the energy-balance equation:

L-A = mq exp (-eV/kT), (19)·

which only accounts for the radiation of the lines and the recombination
part of the continuum. We shall now show that by using (15) instead of
(19) in deriving the formula for the gradient, we find a close agreement with
the experiment.

Using the formula of Saha and the mobility equation of Langevin,.
the current density i is given by:

(20).



Neglecting the powers of T (the variation of T being small) and sub-
stituting m/d2 for p, we find from (20):

L'!· m'/. exp [e(Vi - LIVi)/4kT]
G C') . (Jd'l. . (21)
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According to (15), we have:

m 1+ 25 m/d2
exp (eV/kT) <:') {J2 d2 (L-A) .

Using this eq. in (21), we obtain:

L'/' m'l, [{J2m (1+ 25 m/d2)] V;/4 v
GC') (JdV;- d2(L-A) exp (-eLJVi/4kT). (22)

'1'0 achieve agreement with the experiments in the one-atmosphere
range, where LIVi = 0, we have to choose V = i Vi, so that (22) be-
comes:

L'I, m'l" (1+ 25 m/d2)'I,
GC'). " '/ 'I exp(-eLJVi/4kT). (23)

(L--A) 3 {J 'd'

Comparing (23) with (18), we obtain for the factor f:

d'l,
f ~ -" (1+ 25 m/d2)'" exp (- ezlVi/4kT).

{J "

1·5

--....---
I

__ ..... --
i .... ~

__-
-t/ ....

_. -I '1
/

( 1+25m;{t2) ,/""
/'",.,.,.,.

/

/ ~-/" I

2'5

2·0

003 0·4 0·5 0·6 (}7
_"Ul Sl.219

Fig. 3. The factor.f by which the gradient calculated according to (18) must be multi-
plied, to arrive at the measured gradient. As a result of the molecular part of the continuous
spectrum the gradient has to be multiplied by (1 + 25 m/d2)'I., so that for m/d2 < 0'05
the continuous spectrum explains, the f-v.alu~. . .

04 0·2
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The ratio of the diameter a of the discharge to the inner tube-diameter d
varies only slowly, so that (dla)1/. is fairly constant. Neglecting the variation
of (dla)1", we have:

f= (I + 25 mld2)'/. exp (-eLlVi/4kT) (24)

(as, for small values of mld2, zl Vi = 0 andf = I). The broken line in fig. 3
represents (I + 25 mld2)'t. as a function of mfd2. For small values of mJd2
this curve coincides with the f-curve. This forms a check on the factor 25 in
the term 1+ 25 mld2. The combination of (12) and (14) thus just accounts for
the higher value of G up to mld2 = 0'05 (about 6 atm). *) At higher values
ofmld2, the gradient is smaller than 185 (I + 25mld2)'/. I.:I. m'I"/(L-A)'/. d'I.,
whichmay be accounted for by the factor exp (-eLl Vi/4kT) ofeq. (24). We
may calculate the value of zl Vi necessary to bring eq. (24) in agreement
with the experimental f-value. For this we need the value of T, but
as T does not vary much, we will use a constant value of 5250 OK 8).
In table III these values of zl Vi are tabulated for different values of mld2.

TABLE III

F f exp (11600 .cl r,mjd2 (1+25 mfd2)'/. (measured(atro) value) .cl Vi/4,T) (volt)

0'025 3 1'175 1'17 1'00 0
0'05 6 1'31 1'29 1'02 0'04
0'1 13 1'52 1'385 1'10 0'180'2 25 1'32 1'45 1'255 0'4040'4 50 2'225 1'49 1'49 0'760'7 90 2'645 1'50 1'655 1'09

These values of zl Vi are reasonable, so that we may conclude that the
f-value in our previous gradient formula may well be explained by the

~pearance of the molecular part of the C.S. and by the decrease of the
i~zation potential, the first being able to account for the discrepancy
up~o about 5 atm and the latter becoming perceptihle above this pressure.
At v"e~Yhigh pressures the decrease of the height of the'initiallevels of the
}j1"." 1Ïiay also influence the gradient. As a result of a decrease of V, a

/smaller value of LlVi would suffice. It is therefore possible that for the
~ highest pressures LlVi is somewhat smaller than indicated in table Ill.

The intensity measurements were carried out by Mr J. Riemens.

*) It is possible to write (14) as: C;= 4 C~without obtaining a calculntnn curve in Lig. 2
that disagrees with the measurements. The number 25 then becomes 20. The curve
representing (1 + 20 mfd2)1/. does not fit as well as the one drawn in fig. 3, but the
deviation is smaller thanths possible errors in the gradient measurements. The values
of ..1Vi become smaller with this change and for the U.V.-standard Jcl Ij becomes
0'53 instead of 0'71 and thus in hetter agreement with the measured value of 0'33.

Eindhoven, June 1947
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ABSTRACTS
(Continued from pase 441)

1719/1721: C. J. Bouwkamp: On the dissection of rectangles into
squares I, n, III (Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. Wetenschappen
Amsterdam 49, 1176-1188, 1946; 50, 58-71, 72-78, 1947).

According to Brooks, Smith, Stone and Tutte, the semi-topolo-
gical problem of the dissection of a rectangle into non-overlapping, unequal
squares is reduced to a physical problem: that of the distribution of current
in a planar electrical network. The networks required for squarings of order

'<: not exceeding 14 are shown. The corresponding squared rectangles are
codified and classified. Construction of squared squ~res.

1722: H. J. Lindenhovius: Het meten van impedanties bij hoge fre-
quenties en toepassingen van de staande-golfindieator (T. Ned.
Radiogenootschap 12, 60-82, 1947). (The measurement of impe-
dance at h.f, and applications of the standing-wave indicator).

In this article a survey is given of the different methods used in measuring
impedances. For frequencies below 300 McJs the conventional method is
that which employs a tuned circuit while the impedance is determined
fiom its damping and detuning effects on the circuit. For highér'frequencies
the lumped circuit may be replaced by a tuned transmission line, but to
avoid certain difficulties it is preferable to use an untuned line and to
determine the impedance from the voltage distribution along the line.
This voltage distribution is characterized by the standing-wave-ratio
and the position of the voltage minimum. A new diagram is designed which
enables one to determine the impedance graphically in a most oomprehen-
sible way, even for very large values of the standing-wave-ratio. The
standing-wave indicator used is described. Other applications of this in-
strument concern the measurement of the characteristic impedance and
the attenuation constant of a transmission line, and the measurement of
the net power flow along the line. (Continued on page 474)



Summary

A new method is described for the accurate ,determination of the
time constant of resistors in absolute measure, using as standards
of reference a set of standard. condensers with negligible losses as
described in a previous paper.
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ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENT
OF THE TIME CONSTANT OF RESISTORS

hy J. W. L. KÖHLER and C. G. KOOPS

1. Introduction

With the aid of a modern A.C. hridge, the determination of the dif-
ference hetween the time constants *) of a given resistor and a standard
resistor has become a fairly simple measurement. This measurement is very
similar to the comparison of the loss angles of two condensers, and the
hridges used in hoth cases have to satisfy similar requirements when equal
accuracies are demanded. For the final determination of the unknown
time constant it is, of course, necessary that the time constant of the
standard resistor is known. The present paper deals with the ahsolute
determination of time constants, which constitutes a much more compli-
cated problem than the simple comparison.

So far as the authors are aware, two methods have previously heen
used for the solution of this problem, The first consists in the construction
of resistors of such geometrical properties that the self-inductance and
the parallel capacitance are calculahle, in which case the time constant
T( ~ LjR - RC) is known. For the other method two resistors are con-
structed of exactly equal geometrical properties while for hoth resistors
materials with different conductivities are used. The resistances must he so
low as to permit the omission of the influence of the parallel capacitance.
In this case the resistance values are different hut the inductances are
equal. Af-termeasurement of the difference of the time constants both are
known (Tl - T2 = LjRl - LjR2), provided Rl and R2 have heen measured
separately. It is difficult to achieve a high degree of procision with either
of these methods, and consequently the uncertainty in published figures
is seldom smaller than 10-9 sec.

The problem under consideration is very similar to that of the ahsolute

*) The time constant T of a resistor is defined by the equation: Z = R(l +jwT), where Z
denotes the impedance and R the effective resistance of the resistor at the 'angular
frequency co.
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determination of the losses of a condenser. Since in previous work a set of
standard condensers had been obtained, the loss angles of which were
determined with great accuracy 1), trying to use these .condensers for
the solution of the present problem seemed promising. As a matter of fact a
method has been found allowing of the time constants of two resistors
being measured with an uncertainty of 10-11 sec, including random and
systematic errors.

2. Principle of the method

The principle of the new method is essentially that of the determination
of two unknown quantities by the separate measurement of their dif-
ference and their sum. Two resistors are used, the time constants of
which are to be found.

Firstly, the difference between the time constants of the resistors under
test RI' R2 (fig. 1) is determined, using either an equal-arm bridge or a
ratio bridge depending upon the question whether RI and R2 are equal
in value or not.

Fig, 1. Equal-arm or ratio bridge.

Cu and C24 are two of the standard condensers mentioned above, one
ofwhich (C24 in fig. 1) is shunted by a small variable condenser. The bridge
is balanced by adjustment of this small condenser and of a condenser in
parallel with RI or R2 (in fig. 1 the latter case has been chosen). As the
power factors of the standard condensers are so small that they may he
ignored, the value of R2 C23 is the required difference of time constants.
Then a second measurement, carried out with a Maxwell bridge, fur-

nishes the sum of the time constants. This bridge network, shown in
fig.2, is ordinarily used for the determination of the effective self-induc-
tance and resistance of coils. In the present case a coil is used of which
the self-inductance and the effective resistance are determined with a
.resonance bridge, as will be described below.
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It is assumed provisionally that the time constants of the resistors
Ra and R4 are zero, and that Rl and R2 have the time constauts Tl and.
T2 respectively. The condition of balance is as follows:

Ri + Ra + jwL .. .': -,
-----.- = R1(l + jwTl) • R2(1 + jwT2)G4 + Gc + jwC4

where Rl denotes the effective series-resistance of L, Gc the effective
parallel conductance of CM and G4 = 1/R4. It is assumed that roT1 and
wT2 are so small that their squares and products may be ignored. In this
case separation ofreals and imaginaries leads easily to:

(1)

$IJ87

Fig. 2. Maxwell bridge.
51J88

Fig. 3. Resonance bridge.

Evidently, this equation remains practically unchanged when Ra and R4
have small time constants, as in this case 'C;and L only are affected, and
this leads to a negligible correction. When the other quantities involved
are known, Tl + T2 may be calculated from (1). Apparently Ri and Gc
have to be determined first.

Gc is measured with a ratio bridge 1), while for the determination of
RI a resonance method is used as shown in fig. 3.

When balance has been obtained, L and Cr are in resonance, and conse-
quently:

Rl<!
R; + Rc = R2a • -R24

Rc denotes the effective series resistance of the condenser, and is also
measured with a ratio bridge. R23, Rl4' and R24 may have small time
constants as these affect the adjustment of Cr only.

(2)

3. Further details

In the chain of measurements described above there are some points where
errors are likely to occur. These points will now he considered more closely.
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a. Resonance measurement

The bridges used for the work described ~,this paper were provided.
with a Wagner. earth-connection which" as is well known, renders harm-
less all stray admittances between branch points óî-the bridge and earth.
Consequently, great care should always be taken when a bridge-network
contains a branch consisting of two or more impedances in series, as in
this case some stray capacitances still may cause errors. In fig· 4a the
branch 1-3 of fig. 3 is drawn in detail.

CT and L have the same meaning as in fig. 3, while the losses of CT
are represented by the series resistance Rc and those of L by the series
resistance Ri. A stray capacitance Cs between earth and the point joining
coil and condenser has been added, its losses being represented by the
parallel. conductance Gs•
. As the Wagner earth-comlection deals with the admittances to earth
from branch points, the star in fig. 4a has to be transformed into the
equivalent mesh as shown in fig. 4b. From this mesh the impedance Z'13

is the only important quantity, the other two being impedances to earth
from branch points. Z'13 may be written in the form:

Cr

10--1
Rc

$1389

Fig. 4a. Series connection of coil and condenser
in the resonance tbridge.

.11190

Fig. 4b. Transformed network
of fig. 4a.

1
Z'13 = Rc +-.- + Ri + jwL + LlZ13•

]wCT

The transformation now leads to:

It is assumed that Cs will he small compared with C" in which case w2L =
I/Cr in close approximation. The real part of LlZ13, the only important
one, may now be written as:
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( L) CsLlR13 = RZRe+ - Cs+ - (Rl-Re).
. . Cr Cr

RzRcwill be very small compared with LICr and may be ignored. Finally,
Gs may he replaced by roCs tanc5s and Rz by oil: tanc5z,whence:

Cs Cs } lLlR13 R::i - (Rz- Re + oil: tan c5s)= - 1roL (tan c5l+ tan c5s)- Reç .
~ . ~ .

Evidently it is essential to make Cs as small as possible. This can be
achieved by surrounding the coil and the condenser each by a screen
connected to one branch point (fig.5), and by making the distance be-
tween these screens very small.

(3)

5/J9/

Fig. 5. Coil and condenser with screens connected to branch points.

The capacitance introduced directly between 1 and 3 is harmless as it
shunts the whole branch which has a low impedance (Rl + Rc); the only
effect is a somewhat different adjustment of the condenser.

The screen enveloping the coil will inevitably increase its losses in conse-
quence of an increased parallel capacitance (fig. 6).
It is easily derived that the increase of Rz caused by Cp is given by

Cp Cp
LlRz= 2 Rz- + Cpro2£2 = -. oil: (2 tan c5l+ tan c5p) . (4)

Cr Cr

It is important to make Cp as small as possible although it need not be
zero. This point must he kept in mind when designing the coil.
The effective resistance R; of the coil consists of two parts, viz. the

D.C. resistance Ro and the additional resistance Ra due to A.C. losses.
Of these, Ro is by far the greater and, moreover, it has a large temperature
coefficient. As inevitably some time will elapse between the measurements

.T?ST
Cp 5/J9/.

Fig. 6. Equivalent network of coil with parallel capacitance.
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with the two bridges, a change of room teI?-perature may thus cause a
considerable error. If the D.e. resistance of the coil is eliminated from the
measurements this error is avoided. For this reason Ro is determined
separately immediately after the resonance measurement and also imme-
diately after the Maxwell-bridge measurement. In the case of the reso-
nance bridge this is carried out by short-circuiting the condenser and
connecting a D.e. source and a galvanometer to the bridge. For the calcu-
lation of Ra from the result of the resonance measurement Rc must be
known. This quantity is measured with the same arrangement where now
the coil is short-circuited while in branch 2-3 a variabIc air-condenser,
the losses of which are known, is inserted in series with the resistance box.
For this measurement a bridge ratio is chosen in accordance with the
range of the variable air-condenser (100 to 1500 pF), while for the sake of
convenience this ratio is also used for the resonance measurement. 'Unlike
the resonance measurement, the measurement of Rc requires the resis-
tors R24 and R14 to have equal phase angles.

Finally, the effective resistance of the leads connecting the coil and the
condenser to the branch points has to be taken into account. This resistance
also consists of a D.e. resistance ro and an additional A.C. resistance ra·
The resonance measurement furnishes the value of

Ro + Ra + Rc + r0 + ra = rI'

the D.C. measurement that of

Ro + ro = r2,

while the measurement of the condenser gives

Rc + r0 + ra = r3 •

Subtracting the second and the third equation from the first leads to

Evidently ro must be measured separately and then added to the result
of the subtraction.

At high frequencies a small correction has also to be made for the resis-
tance value of the resistance box used in branch 2-3 as this value deviates
somewhat from the D.e. resistance.

b. Measuremera with the Maxwell bridge

. Here the branch 2-4 (fig. 2) containing the resistance box Ro and the
coil L is apt to give trouble. This branch is shown separately in fig· 7
.where again RI denotes the resistance of the coil and C~ a capacitance
between earth and the point where the coil and the resistance box are
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connected. In the same way as above, the star is transformed into thc
equivalent mesh, and an extra resistance LlR24 is found given by:

(5)

flJ9J

Fig. 7. Screened coil and resistance box in Maxwell bridge.

Evidently, making Cs small is as important in this case as it was in the
case of the resonance measurement. Consequently here, too, the coil and
the resistance box must be surrounded by screens connected to the branch
.points. In one respect this case is more difficult than that of the resonance
measurement, as now a stray capacitance between the two screens is not
harmless. Such a capacitance would shunt the whole branch as shown in
jig. 8 where Cp is the parallel capacitance.

513"

Fig. 8. Series connection of coil and resistance box with parallel capacitance.

Cp now causes on extra resistance LI' R24 given by:

(6)
This capacitance IS avoided by placing an earthed screen between the
screens of the coil and the resistance box. This screen might have a
small capacitance towards the connection point but this can be limited
to some tenths of a pF, and, moreover, its effect can he reduced by
choosing for Ro such a value as will make Ra low (see eq. (5)).
The D.C. resistance of the coil is measured immediately after the A.C.

measurement has been performed. It is very simple here, as the bridge
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network remains unchanged and merely a D.C. source and a galvano-
meter have to be connected.

In case the A.C. resistance values of R3 and R4 deviate from the D.C.
values, this error is traced and corrected in the following way. The coil
is replaced by a short piece of resistance wire having approximately the
same resistance, the A.C. value of which (at the frequency of the measure-
ment) may safely be assumed to be equal to the D.C. value. Now an A.C.
and a D.C. adjustment of the bridge are made and the difference between
the values of Ro in both cases is the error to be found ..

The power factor of the condenser C4 is determined separately. This
condenser is connected to the Maxwell bridge by a pair of fairly long leads,
the resistance of which is measured and allowed for. At high frequency
this resistance limits the 'value of C4, lestits influence on the power factor
of C4 becomes too great.

c. Design of the coil
As may be clear from section. 2, the design of the coil must be such as to

satisfy the essential requirement that the coil wili have exactly equallosses
when both measurements are made. This implies
a) that the losses of the coil must be very constan.t in the course of time;
b) that the losses of the coil must be influenced neither by the way the

coil is connected in both cases, nor by its surroundings.
These requirements are satisfied by the following design. For the sake of

constancy in the course of time an air coil was chosen while the demand b)
can only be satisfied by making the external magnetic field of the coil
extremely weak. Therefore a core of toroidal form was chosen and the
whole coil was mounted in a copper housing of 5 mm thickness. These
precautions resulted in the coil being highly independent of its surround-
ings; even a lump of copper placed upon the housing of the coil had no
perceptible effect eith~r on its losses or on its inductance. For the winding
a bank winding was taken, this. type of coil having the lowest possible
self-capacitancè, while by the use of finely stranded wire eddy-current
loss is avoided. The toroidal core consists of porcellain, and it proved
.necessary to provide it with an air gap in the space between beginning
and end of the winding in order to reduce the residual self-capacitance,
since for the bank winding the direct capacity between beginning and end
is the main component of the self-capacitance. After completion, the. coil
was fixed solidly into the housing and, in high vacuum, the whole housing
was filled with compound. The housing serves as a screen, and conse-
quently one of the terminals of the winding is connected to it. The other
terminal is insulated from the housing by polystyrene. .

Fig.9 shows in detail how the coil is connected to the condenser box
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for the resonance measurement. Here 1 and 2 are the terminals of the
condenser. The condenser box is enveloped by two shields, the inner
shield being connected to terminal 2, the outer one earthed. The coil,
in its housing, is placed on the earthed shield of the condenser, separated
from it by an insulating sheet. Point I' is the terminal of the coil insulated
from the housing. It is of a very solid construction so as to minimize
variations of capacitance here. This connection is screened off by a cover

Fig. 9. Connection of coil and condenser box for resonance measurement.

connected to the inner shield of the condenser, and consequently has no
earth capacitance. Moreover, this cover prevents any extra capacitance
coming in parallel with the coil by screening off the terminal 1 from the
housing of the coil.

The coil and the condenser are connected to the hridge by means of a
special link ending in two flexible leads fixed to the terminals 2 and 3,
the latter heing screwed in the housing of the coil. For the measurement
of the condenser losses these leads are connected to the terminals 1 and 2
and for the measurement of the D.e. resistance of the coil to the terminals
1~and 3. Thus, there are no complications arising from the use of short-
circuiting straps.

: Fi{!;.10 shows in detail how the coil is connected to the Maxwell bridge.
The) coil is placed in one of the compartments of a copper case containing
the' whole bridge network. This case is grounded, and the housing of the
coil is insulated from it by a sheet of paper.
"_The connection point 4 is enclosed by two small boxes, band c. Of
these, b is connected, to the screen of the resistance R3 while c is earthed.
Point 4. is connected to the coil terminal insulated from the housing a
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while point 3 is connected to this housing. The connection leads pass
through slots in the boxes, and after the connections have been made the
boxes are closed so that the shielding is complete.

c

51J96

Fig. 10. Connection points of coil in Maxwell bridge.

Evidently the capacitance between a and b is very small because of
box c. There is a small capacitance between the connection lead of4 and the
grounded box c, but this capacitance certainly will not exceed 1 pF.

4. Accuracy of measurement and choice of impedances

Equation (1) may be written in the form:

R1R2(G4 + Gc) - (R3+ Rl) = LlR = w2L(Tl + T2)·

In the case that Tl and T2 have been made equal, this reduces to:

LlR = 2w2£T (7)

where Tl = T2 = T.
This means that, independently of frequency, a certain time constant

corresponds to a certain resistance difference if the self-inductances of the
coils used for different frequencies be chosen in such a way that w~L
is a constant. On the other hand, when expressed in terms of phase dif-
ference, the accuracy attainable with the bridges used for this work is
roughly independent of frequency, at least for the lower frequency range.
Consequently, accurate determinations of time constants are best carried
out at r~ther high frequencies.
Provided all necessary precautions are taken, an inaccuracy could be

attained of 10-'7 radian between 1 and 16 kc/sec. This' corresponds to an
inaccuracy of about 2.10-12 sec for the !ime constant. Between 16 and
100 kc/sec the accuracy in terms of phase angle decreases by about a
factor of 6 so that at 100 kc/sec the. uncertainty. of bridge balance still
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corresponds to about 2.10-12 sec in' the time constant. It is impossible,
however, 'to carry out the absolute determination of the time constant
with' the same accuracy, as a consequence of the great number of measure-
ments involved. Therefore an absolute inaccuracy of ± 10-11 sec in time
constant was aimed at. Evidently, variations in the time constants of the
resistors must be well below this level if such an accuracy is to have any
significance. Therefore both the resonance bridge and the Maxwell bridge
were designed.very carefully, containing a special "heart~' as described in a
previous paper 2)~When-this arrangement is used, the variation ofthe time
constant of a resistor when being connected several times and to .dif-
ferent connection points, will certainly not exceed 10-12 sec.

Three coils were available to be used at three different frequencies. A
number of numerical data concerning these coils are to be found in table I.

A further explanation of this table may follow here. .
At 8 and 17'5 kc/sec the resistors used in the Maxwell bridge have the

resistance values (see fig. 2) RI = R2 = 1000 n, at 100kc/se~ R~= 100 n
and R2 = 1000 n. '

After the coil of 73 mB had been completed, it became evident that a
convenient procedure is attained when for the resonance measurement and
for the Maxwell measurement the same value of capacitance is used, as in
this case one condenser-loss measurement is spared. It may be seen in
table I that this condition is fulfilled for 17'5 and 100kc/sec.

Evidently, the relative inaccuracy must be very low at 8 kc/sec (0'01%)
whilst at 17'5 kc/sec the absolute inaccuracy of 2'2 mn can only he ob-
tained with some difficulty. It may be clear that the variation of the D.e.

Coil I II III

TABLE I

Frequency 8 17'5 100 kc/sec
Self-inductance of coil . 73'4 9'09 0·52 mH
Resonance capacitance 5375 9095 5200 pF
Permissible inaccuracy in difference of

milresistance measurements . 3.7 2.2 3.8
D.C. resistance of coil. 33 4'2 0'34 il
Variation of D.C. resistance per °C . 130 18 1'3 mil
Additional A.C. resistance of coil. 3'440 0'483 0'457 il
Variation of additional resistance per °C 75 6 -0·5 mil
Necessary capacitance in Maxwellbridge 73000 9090 5200 pF
Correction for condenser losses in reso-
nance measurement • . . 284 60 30 mil
Correction for condenser losses in Max-
well measurement . . . 259 60 33 mil
Permissible inaccuracy in measurement
of power ..factor of the condenser • . 2·5 5 32 10-7 rad
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resistance with temperature makes it absolutely neces~ary to eliminate
this resistance by measuring consecutively with alternating current, direct
current, and alternating current. When the room temperature is reasonably
constant, the two A.C. measurements Will '"notdiffer by more than 6 mn.
The variation of the additional resistance with temperature makes it
equally necessary to apply this procedure to the measurements with
both bridges; so that the succession becomcs: resonance bridge, Maxwell
bridge, resonance bridge. In those cases where the room temperature is
not very constant, .a good accuracy is attained in the following way. In a
series of preliminary measurements both the D.C. resistance Ro and the
additional A.C. resistance Ra were determined for a number of tempera-
tures, and Ra was plotted against Ro' The two sets of values for Ro and Ra
obtained in the two resonance measurements must be in accordance with
this curve, thus furnishing a first check. Then the value of Ro obtained in the
Maxwell-bridge measurement is used to determine from the curve the
exact value of Ra at the moment of this measurement.
When considering the conditions of balance of both bridge networks

it is easily seen that in both cases the condenser losses cause corrections
of opposite sign in the measured resistance. Consequently an error in the
loss measurement of the condenser is felt twice. As it was thought reason-
able to require that not more than half of the total inaccuracy be caused
by the inaccuracy of the measurement of the condenser losses, the per-
missible error in this measurement corresponds to one quarter of the
required inaccuracy of the final result.
. As a matter of fact, the values given in table I are well attainable if
corrections for the temperature coefficient of the condenser losses are
applied. This temperature coefficient has been determined separately
and amounted to 2% per oe.
The value of R4 in the Maxwell bridge (see fig. 2) was always chosen

such that R3 would not exceed 1 n. Since the earth capacitance of the
point 4 in fig. 10 certainlywill be under 1 pF, the error in the resistance
caused by thië capacitance remains below 2 X 10-4 n.
For the resonance measurement at 8 kc/sec the earth capacitance of the

dangerous point (between coil and condenser) was measured and found
to amount to 0'02 pF, causing an error of 1'2 X 10-4 n.

Another source of error lies in the fact that the additional resistance of
the coil depends upon frequency. For the coils used a~ 8 and 17'5 kc/sec
the losses are mainly caused by the self-capacitance of the coil, and conse-
quently the additional resistance is roughly proportional to the cube of
frequency. This implies that at 8 kc/sec the frequency must he constant
within one part in 104, and at 17'5 kc/sec within 3 parts in 104• This require-
ment can very well be satisfied. At 100 kc/sec the situation is still easier,
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since at this frequency the losses are mainly due to eddy currents and
consequently the additional resistance is roughly proportional to the
square of the frequency.
In conclusion, it may be stated that an inaccuracy in time constant

of 10-11 sec as mentioned in the beginning of this section. may well he
attained, provided the measurements are carried out carefully with all
necessary precautions.

5. Results'

As was mentioned III the foregoing section, the measurements were
carried out with resistors of 1000 .Q and 100 .Q.These resistors belong to
a series of standard resistors of 10000, 1000, 100 and 10 .Q. The dif-
ferences varied less than 10-1~.sec between 1 and 8 kc/sec, while in some
cases this variation amounted to 7 X 10-12sec between 8 and 100 kc/sec.
As stray inductances and stray capacitances have entirely different

influences for different values of the resistance and, moreover, the con-
struction shows great differences for different values, it may be considered
very probable that the absolute values of T for all resistance values do not
vary more than 10-11 sec for the whole range between 1 and 100 kc/sec.
In order to obtain a further confirmation of this, a resistor was made con-
sisting of a single bifilar loop of manganin wire 20 cm long and 0'04 mm
thick. The resistance value amounted to 100 .Q, and since there was no
insulating or magnetic material in the vicinity, the time constant may be
considered independent of frequency. The time constant of this resistor
was compared with that of a 1000-.Qstandard resistor at 8 and 100 kc/sec.
The difference between the two time constants varied less than 5 X 10-12

sec for these frequencies. This result was in good agreement with the
outcome of the absolute determination of the time constant of three of the
standard resistors, the time constants of which had been made equal at the
beginning of the experiment. This absolute determination, the results
of which are to be found in table Il, was carried out as a test of the new
method .
. The figures in parantheses were obtained with the coil of 9 mH giving

TABLE Il

f(kc/scc) I 8 17'5 100

12.2 12.3 11.6
T(IO-llSCC) (12.2) 11.6 11.6

(13.1)
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.at 8 kc/sec rather a low accuracy, as an error of 0'5 mQ corresponds to
an error in the time constant of 10-u sec.
It may be seen that 'the deviations between the various figures are

within the limits previously set, while there is no reason to regard as real
the slight dependence on frequency.
It is difficult to tell at which of the three frequencies the most reliable

results were obtained. At 100 kc/sec the reproducibility was excellent,
deviations not exceeding 1 mQ, corresponding to a time constant of
2'5 X 10-12 sec. On the other hand, corrections due to eddy currents, etc.,
are greatest for this frequency, and consequently a small systematic
error might he present. At t7'5 kc/sec an irreproducibility of 1 mQ some-
times occurred, corresponding to a time constant of 5 X 10-12 sec, but
there are no corrections.
At 8 kc/sec the relative inaccuracy must be very small, causing some

uncertainty as a consequence of the temperature coefficient of the addi-
tional resistance. Nevertheless, the results of a great number of preparatory
measurements were very constant, deviations of time constant not ex-
ceeding 10-11 sec.
It was concluded that all results can best he regarded as equivalent

(the figures in parantheses of table II excepted), and the mean value
taken as final result, giving

T = U'8 X 10-11sec.'

It is thus possible to measure the time constauts. of standard resistors
of 100 Q and 1000 .n, and, indirectly, by using the standard condensers,
those of standard resistors of 10 Q and 10000 n. Hit is thought advisable,
it is also possible to adjust the time constants to any previously chosen
value, for instance zero. The time constants of the whoie set of standard
resistors having been fixed, it is possible to use these results for the measure-
ment of the time constant of any resistance value at any frequency between
1 and 100 kc/sec. The accuracy will then depend upon the resistanee
value and the frequency. These measurements may be carried out at
other frequencies than those used for the absolute measurement, thanks
to the fact that the time constants of the standard resistors depend so
extremely little on frequency.

Eindhoven, March 1947
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ON THE CALCULATION OF IMPULSE-NOISE
TRANSIENTS IN FREQUENCY~MODULATION

RECEIVERS

by F. L. H. M. STUMPERS

621.3.015.33 :.621.396.62 :621.396.822
Summary
The effect of impulse-noise transients is calculated by means of a
series expansion of the phase, the general term of which contains
[A(t)]" when the amplitude A(t) of the disturbance is smaller
than the amplitude of the signal, and [A(I)r" in the inverse case.
The Laplace transform is used to calculate the effect in the filters.
The large effect of phase-opposition during the capture time is
accounted for.

1. Introduction
Impulse noise is characterized by disturbances of very short duration,

very high in amplitude and relatively widely separated. Automobile
ignition noise belongs to this type 1). In this paper we shall calculate the
effect of an idealized impulse disturbance on the output of a frequency-
modulation receiver tuned to a frequency-modulated transmitter. This is a
slight extension of calculations given in my dissertation 2) in which the
same methods were applied.
When a frequency spectrum of these disturbances is made all compo-

nents are found to be in phase at one moment. The situation is thus
different from the disturbance by random noise - as caused, for instance,
by shot effect - where the components have arbitrary and independent
phases. We shall idealize an impulse disturbance by a 15-function(in opera-

co
tional calculus 15(x) = 0, if x =F 0; 15(0)= 00; f 15(x) dx = 1).

-co
At the moment the impulse occurs we receive a frequency-modulated

signal of instantaneous frequency Wo + .dw cos (qt + '1fJ). Ifwe introduce
the function p(t) = m sin (qt + 1p) + cp, where m = .dw/q, then the input
signal of our receiver is

cos ~wot + ,u(t)~ + a 15(t), (1)

where a is an arbitrary constant defining the relative energy level.
For our calculations it is unadvisable to deform the amplitude charac-

teristic of the filters so as to make it rectangular and at the same time to
leave out of account the phase characteristic. The choice of the amplitude
characteristic largely defines the phase curve, which is so important for the
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2aa sin ,u(0) }]

- arc tan ~ ~e-{JtU(t) .
1 + 2aa cos ,u(0) )

(5)
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computation of a transient. For this reason we have chosen as intermediate-
frequency filter a single resonant circuit with the parameter r/2L = a and an
RC-circuit with the parameter RC = {3 as audio-frequency filter (pre-
emphasis included).

In this way the calculation is not too involved and the important points
come out more clearly. The method can easilyhe applied to other filters.
We have to split the problem into two parts, dependent on the ratio

of the instantaneous amplitudes of signal and disturbance. When the
amplitude of the disturbance at the entrance of the ideal frequency detector
exceeds the amplitude of the signal, the disturbance controls the instan-
taneous frequency during a short time, whereas for smaller disturbances
the influence is much more restricted. If the filter a is placed in the anode
circuit of a valve to which the voltage (1) is applied, the voltage on the
filter will be proportional to

v(t) = cos ~wot + ,u(t)( + 2 aae:" cos wot U(t), (2)
U(t) = 0, if t < 0; U(O) = t; U(t) = 1, if t > O.

This is easily verified by the methods of operational calculus. It is assu-
med that a is small with respect to Wo' but large enough not to introduce
any appreciable distortion in the frequency-modulated signal. The voltage
v(t) is applied to the frequency detector. Its output is proportional to the
derivative of the phase of v(t) with respect to time. 2aa is the maximum
amplitude of the impulse transient when it is has passed the intermediate-
frequency filter (or at the entrance of the frequency detector), and the
important point is whether or not this amplitude exceeds the signal
amplitude.

2. Small impulse disturbances (2aa < 1)

For t > 0 the phase of v(t) is given by

~
2aae-at sin ,u(t) ~

wot + f1(t) - arc tan ,
1+ 2aae-at cosf1(t)

(3)

in which the are tan is taken between -n/2 and n/2. The discontinuity of
the phase at t = 0 is represented by

_ [arc tan S 2aa sin ,u(O)_l] U(t) .
?1 + 2aa cos ,u(O)S

This discontinuity in the phase gives a discontinuity in the frequency
(replace U(t) in (4) by c5(t». The effect ofthis discontinuity in the output
of the audio filter is

(4)
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For t > 0 we shall use the series development of (3),

0:> (-It
wot + p,(t) + ,Ell -- (2aae-att sin np,(t) .

1 n (6)

(The derivation of this formula was given in 3)).
The instantaneous frequency corresponding to (6) is given by

wo+ Llwcos (pt+ 'IJl) + 1;11 (-2aat~-ae-lIatsinn,Lt(t) + zlco cos (qt+ 'IJl) cosnp,(t).
1 m

The first two terms give the undisturbed signal, which we shall omit from
nowon.
The Laplace transformation of the disturbance term is

+0:> 0:> (_1)" 1J(-na + isq)
J ~, ~ (2)" 1( ) itp+isl"ill ,,;.,S kil -_ aa s nm e

-0:> I n (p + na - isq) ,

where lm stands for "the imaginary part of"; ls(nm) is the Bessel
function of order. s and argument nm.
To obtain the result after the low-frequency filter, this Laplace trans-

form has to be multiplied by (J/(p + (3), and, using the reciprocal transform,
we get for the output voltage:

Now if a- f3 is so large that a filter of the bandwidth (1- f3 does not
introduce an appreciable distortion in the frequency-modulated signal,
it is permitted to use the quasi-stationary approximation

~
(-a + iLlw cos qt) .. ( )'Im E(-It f3(2aat . e-lIaH-,mllslIl qt+v'+ltp+

f3-nu. + LU Llw COS qt

+ E (-It+1 f3 (2au.)" (-u. + ~Llw COS 'IJl) e-1Jt+inmsin'P+iq)~. (8)
{J-nu. + m Llw cos 'IJl ~

As (J is small with respect to a, we take the first approximation of the
first term, and, because the first approximation of the second term is
cancelled by (5), also the second approximation of the second term. We
thus get the total effect of (8) and (5):

R 2aae-'lt sin p,(t)
=» arctan +

1 + 2aae-at cos p,(t)
f32e-pt

+ f (2aa) 2 2 ~asin ,Lt(O)+ Llw cos 'IJl cosp,(0)~, (9)
a + Llw cos2'1Jl

wheref(x) = l" (_1)"+1 x"n~2. This function is nearly linear for 0 ~ x ~ 1:
1



co (-It
wot + p,(t) + En -- (2aae-att sin n p,(t) .

1 n
(13)
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f(O'I) = 0'09760; f(0'2) = 0'19080; f(0'5) = 0'44841; f(l) = 0'8225.
For amplitude modulation the disturbance term in the detected signal

would be equal to
2aae-at cos cp U(t) . (10)

Non-linear effects, to be expected for large values of 2aa, are left out of
account. After the low-pass filter this would give

2aa~ I. -- (e-pl-e-a) cos cp U(t) •
a-{J

(11)

The energies of the disturbances are measured by the square-means of the
expressions (9) and (11), which for Llw = 0 and 2aa small are

(l1a)

and

(lIb)

respectively.
These energies should be compared with the maximum modulation

energies a2/2 and -Iî respectively. In the case of a sweep of 15 kc/s and a
pre-emphasis time of 75.10-6 sec, the ratio of a to fJ will be 7, and the gain
for frequency modulation is 9'8 db. This is compared to an amplitude-
modulated signalof 15 kc/s bandwidth with the same pre-emphasis. If we
go to 75 kc/s sweep, an extra 5'5 db is obtained.

Since the ear is less sensitive at high frequencies the short-duration term
with e-al will have less influence, and the result will be still more favourable
for frequency modulation.

3. Large impulse disturbances (2aa> 1).

Now it is useful to introduce the function /-to (t), defined by the relations

110(t) = 11(t) (mod 2n), -n :S 110(t) < Je.

Define to byeat, = 2aa; then, during the time interval 0 < t < to' the
phase can be expanded into the series

co (-lt+1 (eat n •

wot + E -- -) sm It p,(t) ;
1 n ,2aa.

(12)

for to < t we have to use the series
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For t = 0 the discontinuity in the phase amounts to

)

'_!_Sin,u(O) l2aa
- ,uo(O) -+ arc tan 1 .

1-+ - cos ,u(0)
2aa

(14)

The phase is continuous at t = to, as from either side the limit is wot -+
t ,u(t). The instantaneous frequency is easily derived from (12) and (13)
. hy one differentiation. With the help of the Laplace transform we can
derive the transients after the low-pass filter in nearly the same way as in
section 2. The results can he divided into four main parts.

First we have the terms for which a is the time constant:

(J are tan ~ (2aa)-1 ~at s~n,u(t) l ~U(t) -U(t-to) l _
h -+ (2aa) 1 ea COS ,u(t) S ? S

~
2aae-at sin ,u (t) ~

- (J arc tan t U(t-to) .
1-+ 2aae-a cos f.l(t)

(15a)

These transients are quite analogous to those we have met for small
values of 2aa. In the same way there are transients with the time con-
stant (J, which are the continuations of those in formula (8):

~
(_l)n+l~ 2L!w cos (qt -+ ,/1)(J2 :J;-- 0 'I' cos ,u,(to) e-P(t-to) U(t-to) -+

n2 a2 -+ L!w2 cos- (qto -+ 7Jl).

f32 ~ ~ (-It+! ~ a sinf.l(O)- L!w cos 'ljj cos ,u,{O) -pt-+ ~ --- e U(t).
n2(2aat a2 -+ L!w2 cos'' 7Jl

(ISh)

Then we have the transients occurring in the low-pass filter because the
current corresponding to L!w cos (pt -+ 7Jl) is interrupted during the time
interval from 0 tot to' These transients are

~ 2 (J2 . 2 L!w cos 7Jl-+ (Jq L!w sin 'Ij) e-P1~U(t) - U(t-to)? -+
«(J -+ q (J2 -+ q2 S? S

-+[ 2(J2 L!w}cos7Jl-eptocos(qto-+7Jl)I-+ (Jq L!wlsin7Jl-ePtosin(qto-+7Jl)I].
(J-+t ' ç p-+~ I ç

• e-P1 U(t-to) R:j -(JL!wto cos 7Jle-pt U (t-to)' (lSc)

And finally we have the terms:

- ,u,0(0) (Je-pt U(t) -+ ,u,o(to) (Je-P(t-to) U(t-to)' (lSd)

If qto is small with regard to 2n, as will be the case for all hut exceptionally
high peaks, and ,u(t) does not pass an odd multiple of n in the time interval
(0, to), this term is approximated by:



Llwto 41T,2f32 2 f3L1w
_- .-- = 2P Llw to= --In (2aa).
_ :n:2 2 f3 a

(17)
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~Llwtocos "p + pto p. (O)~f3e-PI U(t-to) •

This contribution is nearly cancelled by (15c):However, if there.is an
odd multiple of :n:between ,u(O) and ft(to), this will g~ye rise to an extra

± 2:n:pe-{J(l-lo) U(t-to). (16)

If the same odd multiple of :n:is passed twice in opposite directions then

there is no effect.
Of the terms (15) only (15a) and (15b) give a contribution when the

modulation is absent and the receiver is tuned exactly. These expressions
indicate a diminution of the audio disturbance for high p.eaks, but no
large effect is present when 2aa passes L Of the terms (15c) and (15d)
the latter is the more important, because it gives the chance of a large
disturbance (16). Here the large effects occur when signal and impulse
transient pass through phase-opposition in the time intervalO::;;: t < to
that the impulse transient captures the frequency detector. This was
discussed graphically by Smith and Bradley 4) and results directly
from our formulae.

We shall now make an estimate of the energy. We assume again that
qto = q/a In 2aa is small compared with 2:n. During one low-frequency
period the chance of passing an odd multiple of:n: is 2L1w/:nq. To each such
multiple of :n an angle qto ~s attached in which the time t = 0 (the begin-
ning of the impulse) must fall, if t = to has to come on the other side of n:
So the chance of the impulse coming in time for a large response is Llwto/:n2.
The average energy ~orresponding to (16) is therefore

If at full modulation the amplitude ratio after the i.f. filter 2a(1 = 2,
then the contribution of this term (17) is already larger than that of all
the others. It is the reason for the appearance of the impulse-noise thres-
hold. If no modulation is present the same effect can be simulated by mis-
tuning the receiver. If the transmitter has the frequency Wo± WIthe phase
difference between 0 and to is wltO• The chance that a peak will occur during
this time is wlto/2:n:,and the corresponding energy is (:nf3wI/a) In (2aa). In
this way the impulse-noise threshold was shown by Guy and Morris 5).

As the larger effects occur only when 2aa > 1, in an area where much
impulse noise is prevalent, a low deviation ratio has to be preferred.

The method of calculation can be applied to other filters. First one has
to calculate the transient voltage at the entrance of the frequency detector.
Then, if the amplitude of the impulse transient, A(t), is smaller than the
amplitude of the signal, one makes a series expansion of the phase with
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reference to ~A(t)~n and calculates the effect of each term in the low-
pass filter with the Laplace transform. If the amplitude of the impulse
transient exceeds the amplitude of the signal from to to tI' then expand
the phase into a series with ~A(tH-n during this interval and continue as
before.

Eindhoven, August 1947
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1723: P. Cornelius: Eén eenhedenstelsel in de electriciteitsleer (Faraday
16, 57-67, 1947). (One system of units in electromagnetic theory).

A survey is given of the basic formulae of electromagnetism in ratio-
nalized Giorgi units (M.K.S. units). The didactic value of using these
units is stressed.

1724: J. L. Snoek: Zeitabhängige Erscheinungen in Eisen enthaltenden
Stoffen unter dem Einfluss mechanischer und magnetischer Kräfte
(Schweizer Arch. angew. Wiss. Tech. 13, 9-14, 1947).

For the contents of this paper, see J. L. Snoek, New developments in
ferromagnetic materials, Amsterdam 1947 (see abstract 1729).

1725: J. H. van Santen and G. H. Jonker: Effect of temperature
on the permittivity of barium titanate (Nature, London, 159,
333, 1947).

For crystals of barium titanate (BaTi03) and related compounds, such
as SrTi03, (Ba,Sr) Ti03, in the cubic region above a certain transition
temperature {j, the permittivity has a sharp maximum. It decreases
monotonically with increasing temperature. This decrease is explained
from the Clausius-Mosotti formula. When the thermal expansion is taken
into account, and the temperature dependence of the polarisability
ignored, as proves to be legitimate in the case of barium titanate and
related compounds and also for Ti02 (tetragonal), it follows for larges
values of e that

lje = fJ(T-C) ,
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where fJ is the coefficient of thermal expansion. The absence of per-
manent dipoles in the cubic region (T> -éf) is suggested, whereas in the
tetragonal region (T < {})the assumption of dipoles seems plausible.

1726: M. Gevers: The relation between the power factor and the tem-
perature coefficient of the dielectric constant of solid dielectrics
(Dissertation, Delft, 1947).

The relation between the power factor (tan ö) and the temperature
coefficient of the dielectric constant of solid amorphous dielectrics is
treated, both theoretically and experimentally. The methods of measure-
ment are described, and various cases are discussed. Details on the pro-
perties of mixtures of dielectrics. (Also published in Philips Res. Rep. I,
197, 279, 361, 447, 194,6;reports R 15,20, 25, 30).

1727: J. F. H. Custers: On the relation between deformation and
re-crystallization texture of nickel-iron with cubic orientation
(Physica, 's-Grav. 13, 97-116, 1947).

Polycrystalline nickel-iron (R::! 50 weight % Ni) that has been severely
cold rolled, exhibits on recrystallization at about 1000 oe a so-called cuhic
orientation. Aluminium does not show this tecture upon recrystallization.
To trace any difference in slip mechanism between Ni-Fe and AI, the author
investigates the deformation and recrystallization textures of polycrystal-
line Ni-Fe with cubic orientation. The findings are compared with obser-
vations of Burgers and Louwerse on single crystals of AI. On the
whole, the deformation textures are fóund to he the same. Yet there
are marked differences owing to the Ni-Fe specimen not being a mono-
crystal. The recrystallization textures are strongly different. The reason
is to he found in the difference between the deformation textures, as can be
explained by Burgers's theory. Barrett's criticism of this theory is
discussed.

1728: J. M. Stevels: The effective permittivity of compressed and sin-
tered samples of Ti02 (Rec. Trav. chim. Pays-Bas 66, 71-74, 1947).

The effective permeability of compressed and sintered samples of Ti02

is measured, and the results are discussed in terms of the theory developed
by Polder and Van Santen (abstract 1698). The experimental curves
show that in loose powders the holes are more or less disc-shaped. The more
the samples are sintered the more nearly spherical the holes become. As a
whole, the results confirm the theory.
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